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INTRODUCTION

On the 96 rolls of this microfilm publication are reproduced 
the records from the decimal file of the Department of State, 
1930-44, that relate to political relations between China and 
Japan. The records are mostly instructions to and despatches 
from diplomatic and consular officials; the despatches are often 
accompanied by enclosures. Also included in these records are 
notes between the Department of State and foreign diplomatic 
representatives in the United States, memorandums prepared by 
officials of the Department, and correspondence with officials 
of other Government departments and with private firms and 
persons. The State Department divided the decimal file into 
chronological segments to retire inactive records. This 
division has been maintained in this microfilm publication. The 
records for the period 1930-39 are filmed on rolls 1-88 and 
those for 1940-44 on rolls 89-96.

The Lists of Documents or ’’purport lists” filmed on rolls 
345 and 346 (1930-39), roll 532 (1940-June 1944), and roll 628 
(July-Dec. 1944) of M973 give brief abstracts of the documents 
reproduced in this microfilm publication and serve as a finding 
aid to the documents themselves. The arrangement of the entries 
on these lists generally corresponds to the arrangement of the 
documents in the file.

From 1910 to 1963 the State Department used a decimal 
system for its central files, assembling and arranging individual 
documents according to subject and assigning decimal file numbers. 
The decimal file consists of nine primary classes numbered 0 
through 8, each covering a broad subject area. The records 
reproduced in this microfilm publication are in Class 7, 
political relations of states. Each country had been assigned 
a two-digit number. The country numbers assigned to China and 
to Japan, for example, are 93 and 94, respectively. Thus, 
documents bearing the file number 793.94 concern political 
relations between China and Japan.

When one or more digits follow the second country number, 
they represent a specific subject. This number, in turn, may 
be followed by a slant mark (/). In such cases the numbers 
after the slant mark were assigned to individual documents as 
they were accumulated on a specific subject. For example, a 
decimal file number taken from a document reproduced in this 
microfilm publication is 793.943/5. The number 3 following 
the country number for Japan (94) signifies that the subject 
is extraterritoriality, and the number after the slant mark 
indicates the number of documents on this subject.
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The documents under one subject classification are generally 
in chronological order, coinciding with the assigned document 
number, which follows the slant mark. There are instances, 
however, when a document file number was not assigned until a 
date considerably later than the one on which the document was 
received.

In July 1944 the number after the slant mark began to 
reflect the date of the document instead of the number of 
documents; for example, a document dated November 20, 1944, 
would be numbered /11-2044. Documents dated as early as 1939 
but not indexed until after July 1, 1944, also have been assigned 
date numbers.

Cross-reference sheets referring to related records under 
other subject classifications in the decimal file have been 
reproduced as they occur, and appropriate cross-reference 
notations appear in the Lists of Documents.

The file contains documents that were security classified 
by the State Department, as well as those received from and 
classified by foreign governments and other Federal agencies. 
Documents that have not been declassified are not available as 
part of this microfilm publication. The National Archives and 
Records Service (NARS) does not have authority to make repro
ductions of such documents available to searchers. Documents 
that remain classified have been removed from the file and 
replaced by a withdrawal notice that identifies the document 
and indicates the reason for its removal.

The records reproduced in this microfilm publication are 
part of General Records of the Department of State, Record Group 
59, and are a continuation of the records concerning political 
relations between China and other states, 1910-29, which have 
been microfilmed as NARS M341.

In the same record group are several diplomatic correspondence 
series containing documents on relations between China and 
the United States. They are copies of instructions from the 
State Department to U.S. Ministers to China, 1843-1906 (rolls 
38-43 of M77); notes to the Chinese Legation in the United States 
from the Department, 1868-1906 (rolls 13 and 14 of M99) ; 
despatches from U.S. Ministers to China to the Department, 1843- 
1906 (M92); and notes from the Chinese Legation in the United 
States to the Department, 1868-1906 (M98). Also related to 
matters concerning China are communications to special agents 
of the United States from the Department, 1852-86 (roll 154 of 
M77) .

Several series of volumes contain material on relations 
between Japan and the United States. There are copies of 
instructions from the State Department to U.S. Ministers to
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Japan, 1855-1906 (rolls 104-108 of M77) ; despatches from U.S. 
Ministers to Japan to the Department, 1855-1906 (M133); notes to 
the Japanese Legation in the United States from the Department, 
1860-1906 (rolls 66 and 67 of M99) ; and notes from the Japanese 
Legation in the United States to the Department, 1858-1906 
(Mlo3). Also related to matters concerning Japan are communica
tions to special agents of the United States from the Department, 
1823-86 (rolls 152 and 154 of M77) ; and despatches from special 
agents to the Department, 1794-1837 (roll 10 of M37) .

Despatches from U.S. consular officials in China and Japan 
before 1906 are available as separate microfilm publications for 
each post. Complementary to the despatches from consuls are 
instructions to consuls.

The method of arranging the diplomatic and consular series 
cited above was discontinued in 1906, when the State Department 
adopted the practice of filing incoming and outgoing correspondence, 
memorandums, and other documents by subject in a single numerical 
series. Information on documents relating to China and Japan 
for the 1906-10 period may be found through the use of card 
indexes and Lists of Documents in the National Archives of the 
United States. The Numerical File is available as microfilm 
publication M862.

Several series in the State Department decimal file, 1910-29, 
that relate to Chinese and Japanese affairs are available as 
microfilm publications. In Class 7 there are two series regarding 
Chinese affairs: one concerning political relations between 
the United States and China (M339) and the other concerning 
political relations between China and other states (including 
Japan) (M341); and two series regarding Japanese affairs: one 
concerning political relations between the United States and 
Japan (M423) and the other concerning political relations 
between Japan and other states (M424). Class 8, internal affairs 
of states, has records concerning internal affairs of China 
(M329) and internal affairs of Japan (M422). Additional 
documents are in the remaining classes of the State Department 
decimal file:

Class 0.
Class 1.

Class 2.
Class 3.
Class 4.
Class 5.

Class 6.

General. Miscellaneous.
Administration, Government of the United 

States.
Extradition.
Protection of Interests.
Claims.
International Congresses and Conferences. 

Multi-lateral Treaties. League of 
Nations.

Commerce. Customs Administration. Com
mercial Relations, Treaties and Con
ventions. Commercial and Trade Agree
ments .
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In Records of Boundary and Claims Commissions and Arbitrations 
Record Group 76, there are records relating to the Claims Com
missions of 1858 and 1901 between the United States and China.

In Records of International Conferences, Commissions, and 
Expositions, Record Group 43, are records of several conferences 
in which the United States and Japan participated. There are 
records of the Washington Conference on Limitation of Armament, 
1921-22, which met to consider the limitation of armaments and 
certain questions relating to Pacific and Far Eastern problems. 
There are also records of the Commission To Represent the United 
States at the Grand Exhibition of Japan, 1917. The exhibition 
was planned for 1912 but had been postponed, and the records 
relate mainly to the visit of U.S. Commissioners to Japan in 
1908 and to their conferences with Japanese officials. Other 
relevant records in Record Group 43 are those concerning the 
Sino-Japanese Dispute, 1930-32 (documents gathered by Gen. Frank 
McCoy, U.S. representative on the Lytton Commission), those of 
the U.S. Element, Allied Council for Japan, 1946-52, and those 
of the Far Eastern Commission, 1945-51.

In Records of the Foreign Service Posts of the Department 
of State, Record Group 84, are records originally kept at U.S. 
diplomatic and consular posts. Among these are records of the 
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in China, 1843-1945, and of the 
U.S. Legation (later Embassy) in Japan, 1855-1936, as well as 
those of various consular posts in those countries.

The records reproduced in this microfilm publication were 
prepared for filming by Ralph E. Huss, who also wrote these 
introductory remarks.
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

February 9, 1938.

Mr^^r^eok

London’s despatch No. 3833, January 25, 
1938, contains an interesting summary and 
interpretation of British views (official 
and press) regarding jbftp American policy in 
the Far East. Although public statements 

j in the United States have given great satis- 
| faction in Great Britain, the fear that a 
I show of enthusiasm might turn American public 
I opinion strongly toward isolation has prompted 

restraint.

The press gives the impression that 
America and Great Britain are on an equal 
footing in the matter of material interests 
in the Far East, and it reflects the ever 
present hope that the United States will 
assume the role of "white hope" in the Far 
East. "It is ships and not sanctions which 
are wanted - - -", the Embassy comments.

The despatch quotes extensively from 
an article by Mr. Winston Churchill, of which 
the following two paragraphs are of especial 
interest:

"It is certain that no American Govern
ment is going ’to pull the chestnuts out of 
the fire* for the sake of British or European

interest
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Department of State

Division of far Eastern Affairs 
-3-

interest in China. It is not certain that 
they may not feel an interest and duty of 
their own.

"Hie British Government is, however, 
entitled to say that if the United States for 
their own purposes choose to take a lead in 
preserving peace and civilization in and 
around the China Seas, they would be supported 
by Great Britain and the British Empire to 
the full limit of their strength.’1

The Embassy states that Ur. Churchill's 
article undoubtedly reflects views widely 
held in official circles.

Following a quotation from the Sunday 
Times to the effect that nothing would be so 
likely to prevent America from doing anything 
effectual in the Far East as the "suspicion 
that she has taken sides in a quarrel that 
was even indirectly European in its motives", 
the Embassy comments that Anglo-American 
interchanges respecting the Far East are 
evaluated by British officials not only in 
relation to the East but in terms of their 
application to the European scene.

FE: Vincent :SM J
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EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

LONDON, January 25, 1938.

n°- 3833
aS*-'

SUBJECT: British Hopes concerning the United States 
in the Far East

The Honorable

The Secretary of State, 

Washington, D.C.

Sir:

793.94/I 2327

I have the honor to inform the Department that 

while it is naturally difficult to define with precision 

the views of British officials regarding the Far Eastern 

policy of the United States, a great deal of hopeful 

thinking is revealed by remarks they make in conversation, 

and the views expressed in the press. Though public

statements in the United States regarding the Far East , "T1

have given enormous satisfaction in Great Britain, the 'f" : t,
press displays at times a studied restraint, which seems ** 

to reflect the fear that the faintest suspicion of Ro

propaganda
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propaganda, an unguarded speech, or even a burst of 

enthusiasm might break the spell and suddenly turn 

American public opinion strongly towards isolation. 

First the neutrality legislation,and then the Ludlow 

Bill, frightened England and they are walking carefully. 

Thus, one reads and hears in London a repetition of the 

phrases used in Washington, such as the United States 

and Great Britain, while not taking joint action in the 

Far East, are proceeding "along parallel lines," and 

that Great Britain does not want the United States "to 

pull her chestnuts out of the fire."

As regards material interests in the Far East, 

there are not infrequent references to the enormous 

financial and trading losses to Great Britain arising 

out of the war in China, but precise information regarding 

the United States is rarely given. The press does not 

suggest, for example, that American commercial interests 

in Japan are something like three times as large as those 

in China, while the British position -is roughly the 

reverse; nor are the provisions of the Philippines 

Independence Act mentioned. The reader is, rather, 

left with the impression that the United States and Great 

। Britain are in a practically identical situation in the 

\ Far East. The approach in the press to the subject of 

the use of the American Navy varies fran the greatest 

reserve to mild hints; but the hope that the United 

States will assume the role of white hope in the Far 

East is never absent. With exception of some opposition 
( 

opinion the thought of sanctions in peace time is

' definitely unpopular. It is ships not sanctions which 

are wanted; the Government remembers the Mediterranean 
fiasco.
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fiasco.

A somewhat refreshing example of a straight 

invitation is afforded by an article by I£r. Winston 

Churchill, published in the Evening Standard, the 

full text of which may be found among the press clippings. 

The title, ’’What Japan Thinks of Us", is appropriate 

enough for the first part of the article which refers 

to the recent incidents on the- Yangtze, Japanese "deep- 

seated hatred towards the white people”, Admiral 

Suetsugu’s views on "driving the white race out of 

the Far East” and the suggestion that the Japanese 

Army and Navy are running amok; all of these despite 

the friendly attitude of the white races "who have been 

good purchasers of Japanese merchandise."

The interesting part of the article is, however, 

contained in the latter paragraphs, which might appro

priately have been entitled "What We Think the United 

States Should Do About It." After referring to the 

"bloody decks of the Panay" and to the disappointment 

which "the great democracies of the western world" feel 

about Japan, Mr. Churchill urges them not to lose heart 

but on the contrary to persevere "but we may have to 

persevere along a somewhat different path." He 

then mentions th>.- naval ratios of the Washington Con

ference and the report that Japan is constructing ships 

exceeding the Treaty categories, and suggests that the 

United States will, "of course, be compelled to review 

its programmes and types very searchingly." The 

article concludes:

"President Roosevelt’s declarations seem 
to show that the Government of the United

States
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States would not be willing to see their naval 
power seriously rivalled in the Pacific Ocean 
at the present time. They have an amp!a 
superiority, but this might pass in a few years 
unless timely measures are taken.

It seems probable that a large programme of 
naval expansion will be undertaken in the United 
States, and that the American Navy will keep good 
pace with the British Navy in accordance with 
the principles of parity which govern our relations.

Neither Government need be afraid of what is
* called starting a naval race with Japan. It is 

quite certain that Japan cannot possibly compete 
with the productive energies of either branch of 
the English-speaking peoples.

* * *

The immediate problem is of a different 
character. Its solution depends entirely upon 
the view—moral, political,economic—which the 
people of the United States take of their 
responsibilities in the Pacific.

It is certain that no American Government 
is going "to pull the chestnuts out of the fire" 
for the sake of British or European interest in 
China. It is not certain that they may not feel 
an interest and duty of their own.

The absorption and organization of a great 
part of China by Japan into a vast Asiatic naval 
and military power, with hundreds of millions of 
subjects under its sway, and animated by the 
principles which Admiral Suetsugu has so frankly 
expressed, might not upon a long view be in 
accordance with the safety and freedom of the 
people of the United States.

The issue is one entirely for the decision 
of the American Government and people, and none 
of us in Europe should presume to intervene in 
that tremendous cogitation. No one in Great 
Britain would venture to ask or urge any particular 
course upon the Washington Government.

/ The British Government is, however, entitled 
yZ । to say that if the United States for their own 
/ I purposes choose to take a lead in preserving peace 
' I and civilization in and around the China Seas, they

I would be supported by Great Britain and the British 
I Empire to the full limit of their strength.

There were Anglo-American misunderstandings 
in 1931, but there should be no misunderstandings 
now. If President Roosevelt’s Government feel it 
their duty for purely American or world purposes, 
to make their weight felt in the cause of peace and 
order in the Far East, the British Empire would 
associate itself with them heart and hand."
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The argument is cleverly developed and, as articles 

in the press go, exceptionally direct. Like most of 

them it carefully avoids reference to the inter-relation 

between the rivalries in the Orient and those in Europe. 

Perhaps Mr. Churchill shares the view of the Sunday Times, 

which says:

"As for America, nothing would be so likely 
to prevent her from doing anything effectual in 

* China as the suspicion that she has taken sides 
in a quarrel that was even indirectly European 
in its motives."

In any event, Mr. Churchill’s article undoubtedly 

reflects views widely held in official circles. How far 

such opinion would be glad to see the United States Navy 

go, in policing the Ear East, is more difficult to judge 

but the hope is almost universal in England to-day that 

we will in some measure undertake this dangerous task. 

And Anglo-American interchanges respecting the Far East 

are always evaluated by British officials not only in 

their relation to the immediate or eventual problems in 

that area but equally in terms of their application to 

the European scene, which constitutes the over-riding 

preoccupation of this country.

Incidentally, in contrast to the wider aspects of the 

Japanese problem touched upon in Mr. Churchill’s article, 

it may be of interest to recall the view which an official 

of the Foreign Office, who is a Far Eastern specialist, 

expressed to the Chinese Ambassador (Despatch No. 3597 of 

November 19, 1937) that even if outside intervention were 

successful, which was most unlikely, it would merely make 

Japan more determined to get back at China and therefore,

cruel
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cruel as it might seem, he feared that until China 

herself could bring Japan to her senses there could 

,be no lasting settlement. Whether this view is a 

wise one only events can determine, but in any case it 

suggests a solution of the Far Eastern problem by purely 

oriental means.

Respectfully yours,

Herschel V. Johnlson 
Chargé d’Affairë(safâ interim

HM/WMC
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THE CHINA INCIDENT

œ

1937

July 7th to November 12th 
inclusive

(RESTRICTED)
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Peiping-Tientsin Operations#.................................Page 3.

Nankow-Tatung Operations..................................... ...Page 8.

Chahar-Suiyuan Operations........................................ Page 9.

Shansi Operations.... ................................................Page 10.

Pinghan Line Operations.............................. ....Pago 12.
/

Chengtai Line Operations.....................  Page 16.

Tsinpu Line Operations...............................................Page 16.

Shanghai Operations...............................  Page 19.

Japanese Troops...(miscellaneous notesPage 24.

Japanese Bombings.........................    Page 25.

Miscellaneous ...................................  .Page 25.

NOTES

1. For brevity, J will stand for Japanese and C for Chinese throughout these 
notes.

2. For clarity, operations in each area are treated separately, and any 
connection between two areas will be noted under the same date in each.

3. At the end of these notes will be found maps which show every locality 
mentioned in these notes.

4. There are two maps at the end of this report, one for Shanghai, and one 
for all of North China, which give the weekly progress on all fronts.

CHINESE AND JAPANESE TROOP DISPOSITIONS PREVIOUS TO THE INCIDENT

JAPANESE: About 1,800 Marines of the Japanese Navy stationed in Shanghai.
One battalion at each of the following points in North China: 

Peiping 
Fengtai 
Tungchow 
Karoo Polo Bridge (night maneuvers)

One regiment at Tientsin.
(The above units listed for North China total about 5,000 men.
There was another 1,000 men in their regular garrisons along the 
Peining Railroad from Tangku to Shanhaikuan.

CHINESE: The 37th Division of the 29th Army at Paoting and Peiping.
The 38th Division of the 29th Army stationed from Taku to Langfang. 
(The above units, plus troops stationed at Tsangchow, Xaopeition, 
Hochien, and Chochow totalled 43,000 men, under the command of 
General Sung Che-yuan.)

(
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PEIPING-TIENTSIN OPERATIONS

July 7» Firing starts at Wanping (noar Lukouch’iao—"Marco polo Bridge") 
at 11:40 p.m. J report 1 man missing, demand permission search 
Wanping for the man# Units: c.4 1 bn of 29th Army: J, 1 bn on 
night maneuvers.

July 8: C refuse permission search for missing soldier. J fire on Wanping 
north gate 3 to 5 a.m-, Joint C & J group attempt localize incident 
—no agreement reached because J demand C evacuate Wanping. J 
reinforcements sent from Tientsin by roaa. J again attack north 
gate of Wanping at 7s30 p.m. using two 75 mm mountain guns and 4 
mortars—damage negligible. Peiping city gates closed-no trains 
to Tientsin. Missing soldier located in J lines.

July 9* 0 agree withdraw west bank of Yungting Biver by 5 a.m. Do nor do
so and J attack gate of Wanping about 8 Sporadic firing 
goes on. Upon intervention of Generalise ’no Chiang Kai--shok, /J & 
J agree to withdraw. Ç to west tank of Yungting River and J to 
Fengtai. Wanping to bo garrisoned by ?ao An Tui (police trained 
and armed as soldiers.) J clash with Pao An Tui, who wore moving 
in to garrison the town. Soon settlod.

July 10: Skirmish at Lungwangmi&o. J send 4 tanks and some guns toward 
Wanping from f’engtai, then withdraw. C hold^<y3t'Ond Marco Polo 
Bridge, J hold railroad bank just oast of Wanping. 10 trainloads 
troops reported enroute from Mukden.

July 11: Skirmish at Papnosran, and Dungwangniao. J claim capture of both. 
Two troop trains pa^s through Tientsin towards Fengtai. 12 bombers 
arrive at Tientsin’s Last Arsenal from Mukden. Now Japanese North 
China Garr^aor llc/j&onéor, Lt. Gon. Katsuki, arrives. He replace' 
Tashlro who is ill. J troops astride Pirghsn railroad lino. J 
claim C agree to following demands; punishment of Chinese officers 
responsible for the outbreak; prevention of a future occurrence of 
the same nature; withdrawal of C troops from Wanping and Marco poj.o 
Bridge area; and control of anti-J organizations. 47 wounded J 
soldiers arrive Tientsin from Fongtai. Gen. Sung Che-yuan arrives 
in Tientsin from Doling, northern Shantung.

July 12: J civilians withdrawn to Embassy in Peiping. Martial law in force 
in Peiping. J sentries fired on by C from bluffs on west bank of 
Yungting River. 2000 J troops and 12-75 nn guns arrive in Tientsin 
through Shanhaikuan.

July 13: Small Skirmish near Nanyuan south of Peiping. C unit defeated. ? 
erect barricades dn Peiping fcbassy. Tientsin police reinforced 
in Native Area. è00 J troops and 7 75 mm guns arrive Peiping from 
Kupeikou. 2000 J troops and 11 75s arrive Tientsin through Shdnhal- 
kuan. Heavy traffic on railroad.

July 14: 2000 men and 12 guns (J) moved toward Fengtai from Tientsin by road. 
Two trains American Army people on leave arrive Tientsin from Peip
ing, to sail on July '•Grant* for U.S. Gen. 3ung and Gon. Kfetsuki 
said to be arranging for opening of formal settlement. Men and 
supplies still arriving Tientsin through Shanhaikuan.

July 15: Tolcyo War Office announces that troops from Japan proper will be 
sent to North China. (So far the arrivals have been from Manchou- 
kuo or Korea.) Minor clashes at Lofa and Huangtsun, between Tientsin^ 
ana Fengtai. More men and supplies arrivo Tiontsin. Included are 
800500 lb and 500-50 lb aerial bombs. Train service irregular-J 
more or less in control of East Station.

July 16: J reservists doing picket duty at J Concession and East Station. 
100 C troops disarmed by J at Anping, southeast of Tungchow. 
Lt. Gen. Tashiro dies in Tientsin, reportedly of heart-failure. 
S. ith Manchurian Railway guards, clerks, watchmen, slgnaLmen, etc., 
now operating (in part) movement of trains at Tientsin. Moro supplia 
arrive Tientsin.

- 3 -
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July_17:—îT protests to Nanking Goverwjrxrt re sending of Central Troops to 
North China*<^vioTïrt^o»--«<zHo-UmotZL7 Agreement, assorting that 
according to provisions of this agreement Central troops wore not 
to be allowed to enter Hopci Province. J claim Central troops now 
en route north on Pin^ian Line. More supplies arrive Tientsin. 
J send troops to garrison Kung Ta Cotton Hill (j-owned) in Tientsin’s 
Hopei District. New J airfields established at Fongtai and Peltsang. 
The 27th and 31st Central Army Divisions arrived in Paoting today. 
They came from Honan, and are part of the 26th Army Corps.

Jiily IB; J report that Gon. Sung, and Tientsin’s Mayor, Gen. Chang Tze-chung, 
made a verbal apology to Gen. Katsuki in Tientsin for the Lukouch’iao 
Incident. J take over Tsinpu freight godown at Central Station. 
British check up on their Tientsin Emergency Volunteers. 3500 J 
troops and 12-75s arrived Tientsin through Shanhaikuan. J start 
censoring mails at Tientsin’s Head Post Office.

July 19; Desultory firing at Marco Polo Bridge. 29th Array unit returns to 
Wanping. Generalissimo Chiang Kai~shek publishes his "four points* 
to^be observed in any negotiation with Japan; Any settlement must 
not infringe on China’s sovereign rights or territorial integrity: 
status of the Hopei-Chahar Political Council must not be changed; 
removal of local officials by outside pressure will not be agreed 
to; and no restriction will be placed on the positions held by the 
29th Army. On the evening of this day, the J claim that agreement 
was reached with the Hopei-Chahar Political Council that: officials 
whose actions are injurious to 3ino-Japanese relations must be dis
missed; Communists be drastically suppressed; and rigid control of 
all anti-J organizations, agitations, and education bo exercised.

/ 2700 men (J) and 12-75s arrived Tientsin thru Shanhaikuan.

/July-20: Clashes (minor) at Papaoshan, Wanping, andPengtai. J erect barri
cades on C side of their Tientsin Concession. J take over Inter
national Race Track near East Arsenal (near Tientsin) after ninth 
race. Very few men and supplies arrived through Shanhaikuan.

July 21: Report states J plane bombed Shunteh and then machine gunned Peiping- 
Hankow train, .also, another J plane machine gunned C troop train 

' on Pinghan Line, -ith few casualties. It is understood that the
/ 37th Division garrison will be withdrawn from Peiping tomorrow, and 

that the 132nd Division (also of the 29tn Army) will replace it.
' A few £ troops and some supplies arrived Tientsin from ShanhaiKuan.

/July 22; One regiment of the 37th Division leaves Poiping and two regiments 
of the 132nd Division arrives there. J supplies arriving in Tient
sin almost ceased. J censors at Tientsin’s Head Post office with- 

z drawn.

July 23: Peiping-Hankow (Pinghan) Railroad open to traffic first time since 
July 7th. Peiping and Tientsin train running on fair schedule but 
in daylight only. Evacuation of Peiping by C still going on. J 
supplies arriving in Tientsin practically ceased.

July 24: Evacuation of Poiping by 37th Division ceases. Martial law in 
Peiping somewhat relaxed. J supplies arriving in Tientsin practic
ally ceased.

July 25; 7000 tons supplies landed at Tangku by J. At about 11:10 p.m. a 
J repair crew and supporting infantry unit repairing telegraph 
wires at Langfang were attacked by the Cniriese garrison there. 
This was the 226th Regiment of the 36th Division of tho 29th Army. 
J sent for reinforcements.

July 26: J reinforcements arrived from Tientsin about 6:30 a.m. and, with ( 
the help of air bombardment, soon drove the C out. No trains and 
no telephone to Poiping. Gen. Katsuki sends following demands to 
Gen. Sung; C to evacuate Marco Polo Bridge, Nanyuan, and papaoshan 
by noon on the 27th; and the Peiping 37th Division garrison, and 
Hsiyurn by noon on the 28th. Late this day a J column, when about 
halfway inside Peiping’s Kuangann^n (gato), was fired on by C. 
Finally extricated. All J civilians ordered into J Bnbassy. 4000 
J troops and 16-75s arrived Tientsin through Shanhaikuan.
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July 27: All J civilians inside their Peipin.; Embassy by noon. Early this 
morning a Japanese unit, aided by air bombardment, disperses the 
C regiment of tno 29th 4rmy, ct Tungchow, when the C refuse to 
surrender their arms. Heavy C c-usualtioc . 450 J troops arrive 
Tientsin through Shanhaikuan. State of cmoigcncy declared Tientsin 
Concession when bomb explodes there, killing 7.

July 28: Starting at dawn, and intermittently throu^iout this day the J 
bombod Hsiyuan, Nanyuan, Pciyuan, and Maroc Polo Bridge. Tiie J 
Fongtal unit loft a holding force at Wanping, and attacked Nanyuan 
from the south. The C there started to retreat in a dense column 
along the road to Peiping and wore suddenly attacked from the air 
by J planes, using machine guns and small bombs. C suffered about 
70 percent casualties hero. The J Tungchow ^rrison marched on 
Peiyuan, leaving 50 men to hold Tungchow. This column joined one 
which had come down from Kupolkou and, at tacking Pciyuan, found it 
deserted. All foreigners in Peiping ordered into their respective 
diplomatic quarters. Ono marine wounded* Fantastic reports in 
circulation about Chinese victories at Fcngtai and at Langfang. 
Coni Sung, Gen. Chfin, Mayor of Peiping, and their staffs, de
parted for Ghanghsintien in automobiles this evening. This after
noon a unit of tno 6 29th Army, stationed at Taku, fired a trench- 
mortar at a small J launch there. No hits but J notify all for
eigners to clear the river by morning of the 29th because Taku 
would bo shelled. Some supplies arrived in Tientsin tlixu Shan- 
haikuan. In Tientsin: J erect larricades around their Concession; 
control of all railroad stat! 'ns virtually in J hands; 62 J air
planes based in Tientsin; J censors resume wsrk in Head Postofflce.

J July 29: All C units retro st- across Yung i.eg I .‘..ver by nightfall. Early this 
morning the T -goaow pao An Tui revolted and attacked the J nation
als there. Appr irtratoly ? 00 J killed, including women and child
ren. J shelleu i!aku throe cir/.os, total of about 5 hours, and did 

I little damaga > Firing was conducted by 3 J destroyers, firing 
about 600 rounds. C driven out of Taku by landing force of East

x Hopei troops under J officers. At 2:00 a.m.« Pao An Tui in Tiont-
y sin, reportedly reinforced by some 29th Army troops, attacked J

/ at Haikuanssu (Barracks in J concession). East .Station, and East
f Arsons.!-• J finally force back the C at Hai'icdMssu and at East

  Arsenax aftor -daylight, but fighting continues for possession of 
'...........................East Station. J also report building housing their consulatc-

z general shelled by trench mortars, and tnat C also attacked 300
/’ armed mill-hands at e J mill oast of Central Station. French deny

Z' use of the International Bridge to J so they construct Ponton bridge
across Hai Ho from their concession to edge of 3rd Special Area 
and send reinforcements to East Station. Ab time of attack there, 

/ ' J trainload'Of perhaps 600 mon had just arrived from Shanhaikuan.
/ Those helped holdbff attack.J air units bomb following points in

I / Tientsin, starting at 2:00 p.m.s Nankai College, Pa Li Tad, Cus-
/r toms Building anu block of houses near East Station in connection
I wit a. J defense there, Nankai Middle School, Municipal Government
f Buildings, Pao An Tui Headquarters, Nankai Girls Middle School,

- Nanxai Primary School, Bureau of public Safety, Tientsin District 
Court and Jail, Min Tab Middle School, and the Tsinpu anu Poining 
Railway Administration Offices near the Central Station. Train 

/ from Shanhaikuan wrecked at Chunliangchong. 1 French Annamite 
/ and 1 Italian Marine killed and two French soldiers wounded in

/ Tientsin today. All concessi )ns and American Compound area barri-
/ caded. No comnorcial communication w_th Peiping.

J July 30: Tungchow garr? on relieved today and J started rounding up Pao ( 
An Tui there. C attackers at East Station finally forced out and 
J start house to house search for snipers in Tientsin. J bomb 
following in Tientsin: shops along road to Central Station, Govern
ment Mint, Hopei and Chaikow district telephone exchanges, and Hu| 
Won Academyr No commercial coanunication with Peiping.
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July 31> With poor flying weather, J artillery shells Nankai University.
Also, Hopei Industrial Experimental Station near Central Station, 
and the so-called "Boxer Village", 1000 yards east of East Sta
tion, were shelled. Refugees start pouring iflto 3rd Special 
Area, across Hai Ho and into 1st Special Area. 15th Inf ./pellsrda5r 
soldiers in American industrial plants in 3rd Special Area, in 
homes of Americans in 1st Special Area, and offers protection of 
Barracks to Americans. Only 7 accept. Day and night patrols 
through 1st Special Area also established. 2nd and 4th Special 
Area police rounded up by J and disarmed and put in black uniforms 
to differentiate them from Pao An Tui. police in 3rd S,A. fled— 
this area seems to be guarded by armed White Russians, German 
Consul-General calls to thank C.O., 15th Inf* for presence of 
American patrols and guards J.n 1st S.A. saying that they were 
of much help as a symbol of law and order in Tientsin. Much 
rain today.

Augjiat. It Claiming that remnants of Pao An Tui were in 1st Special Area, J
in Tientsin stated they would send punitive force there this after
noon and perhaps bomb the area. Plans changed duo to intervention 
of many foreign consuls—-many of whom live in or near this area. 
Peiping’s Chinese garrison (part of. 132nd Div.) leaver for Nankow 
at 10:00 p.m. Xn Tientsin, at 10*00 p.m. UUkJSLR. Consulate in 3rd 
S.A. is raided by White Russians. Furniture broken, clothing and 
furnishings ripped, records stolen. Consulate-staff living in 
Talati House Hotel during this, incident. No commercial ccmmunicati : 
with Peiping*

—4th jS.*A. police back on duty in black uniforms* J Kawabc and Suzuki
brigades halt pursuit of C troops on ringhan lino at lianghsiang 
and outpost Lii-, Li Ho. J reservists in Tokyo being called up. J 
report 38th Division of 29th Army concentrating at Tsangchow on 
Tsinpu lino. J report Contrai troops in Tsangchow. U.S. Army in 
Tientsin maintain patrols and pickets as usual. At 5:30 p.m. J 
take over 1st S.A. Bureau and at 6 p.m. 58 police of this area are 
disarmed (voluntarily) as they leave the U.S. barricade after being 
ejected from cul-de-sac behind Chantcclaire Villas. No police on 
duty in this area this night. International Bridge incident (J vs 
French) settled amicably when French again permit armed bodies J 
troops to use bridge. (See notes, July 29)

August 3: 1 regt, of C 89 Division arrives Nankow from Kalgan and intrenches.
Police now on duty in Tientsin*s 1st S.A. Today and last two 
days 14,000 mon (J) and 24-75s arrive Tientsin thru Shanhaikuan. 
Most of Tientsin’s native officôQ./now occupied by J. Mopping-up 
by J in Tientsin virtually completed. C units between Tehchow 
and Tsangchow reported to be 10th, 25th, 39th, 85th, 91st Div
isions, total of 45,000 men, showing no signs of attacking J. 
Still no communi cat ions with Peiping (except Army radio)

August 4: 1000 mon (J) and 20-150 mm howitzers arrive Tientsin from Shanhaikvan
This number, and those reported on tho 3rd, might bo the 2Qth J 
Div. from Korea. No commercial communication with Peiping.

Augus^t 5: J arrivals in Tientsin to date: 45,000 men, 80-75mm guns, 30-10cm
howitzers, 20-15cm howitzers, 600 boxcars supplies, 16 tanks, 150 
airplanes (all types), 450 tracks. Casualties (J) reported to 
date: 363 officers and men killed, 875 officers and mon wounded. 
J in Tientsin putting out security outposts all around city. J 
estimate C troops Hopei & Chahar 207,000» Gen. Sung resigns as 
C.G. of C 29tr Army and appoints Gen. Feng, Governor of Hopei,
as commander

August 6: Gen. Ohang Tze-chung, Mayor of Tientsin, who took over tho Peip-
ing^Tientsin Area when Gen. Sung Cho-yuan flod to Paoting, rc-
signed from all his posts today. Heavy rains today, quiet in this 
area. Tsinghua Univ, in Peiping raided by J ’.vho find rifles and
ammunition. J troops still arriving Tientsin. Refugees start 
returning to homes. Rail & mail communication with Peiping opened.
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August 7» Heavy rains today, J troop^arrivals Tientsin continues, J are 
preparing for attack.joo-Nankow Pass. J Volunteer Unit in Tientsin 
partly disbanded.^"Two trains, each <vay, leave Tientsin & Peip-

■'-*—___ _lng today.

August 8: J garrison Peiping with about 2000 men, tanks, guns. A few trains 
running between Peiping à Tientsin but schedules not dependable.

August 9: U.S. Army barricades in Tientsin removed.

August 10s Tientsin mails now going to Shanghai by boat from Taku. J troops 
move on Nankow. J troops quartered in many Chinese Government 
buildings in Tientsin.

August Ils firing to south and west audible in Tientsin. Tientsin American 
Chamber of Comorco radios resolution to U.S. State Department 
opposing proposals that 15th Inf. should be withdrawn from China.

August 12: Tientsin: during past few days British authorities here have had 
large Union Jacks displayed on ground in open lots, and some 
painted on streets. Rifle fire hoard from direction of 3rd & 
4th S.A.s in Tientsin. About 4000 J men arrived Tientsin t\ru 
Shanhaikuan in double-decked boxcars9 50 men per car.

August 13: Heavy rain today. Firing to south and west of Tientsin and in 
3rd Special Area audible—probably bandit operations tn small 
scale.

August 14: Passenger train from Chinwangtac arrives Tientsin in 21 hours, 
due J troop movements. Tientsin’s British Concession state of 
emergency ends, some barricades removed.

August 15: J troop arrivals in Tientsin gain momentum.

August 16: 15,000 J troops reported arrived Tangku by sea & rail past 3 davs.

August 17: Chinese troops in Hopei & Chahar total 180,000. J troops on 
foot march north through British Concession to their barracks, 
probably from Tangku.

August 18: Last large Chinese vernacular newspaper, HSocial Welfare*1, sus
pends publication in Tientsin. J publish wïungPaoM, only large 
vernacular paper left. More J troops, tired and muddy, pass 
through British Concession headed north. Small clash at Tangku, 
J vs (probably) plainclothesmen.

August 19: J anti-aircraft guns in position all around Tientsin. Report of 
-±%000 J troops land Tangku.

August 20: Firing audible in Tientsin from direction of 3rd Special Area.
Trains to Peiping take at least 12 hours. Train from Chinwangtao 
to Tientsin took 36 hours today. 3000 J troops pass thru British 
Concession headed north, also from Tangku. Heavy rain today.

August 21: U.S. Army Barricades put up at 4 a.m. and removed at 9 a.m.— 
this due to report that J would hold anti-aircraft fire & so cause 
stampede to concessions. J have horse depot in 3rd S.A. J con
duct some a.a. fire north of Central Station.

August 22: J troops still arrive Tientsin large numbers.

August 23: C troops in North China estimated at over 300,000 men. U.S.

August 31;

Army motorcycle patrols stopped this date.

J troop movements through British Concession ceases.

Note: Aside from daily Japanese troop movements, there is nothing 
further of particular military interest in connection with the 
operations in the Peiping-Tientsin Area.
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NANKOW-TATDNG OPERATIONS

August 3: 1 Regt, of C 89th Div. arrives Nankow and entrenches.

August 7: J preparing for attack on Hankow Pass.

August 10: J troops moving on Nankow with 3,000 men, 25 tanks, 3 batteries 
105 mm guns, 2 batteries 75 mm guns.

August 11: J use artillery in preparation for attack on Nankow.

August 12: C still hold Nankow and Nankow Pass in face of J artillery fire.

MUgUSt 13: J Migikura and Nara units take town of Nankow. Each unit probably 
is a reinforced regiment.

August 14: Attack slows down. (Rain in this area since august 11th, conrinu^u 
off and on until after Nankow pass was captured.)

August 16: J admit 1000 casualties at Nankow to date. Send for reinforcemont.

August 17: J have 10,000 men at Nankow now.

August 19: J have about 15,000 men at Nankow. Flanks extend 10 miles on 
each side. C have the 89th Div. involved, and in support: 4th, 
21st, 84th, 94th, 143rd Divs. Last two are at Kalgan. Total C 
strength is 67,000* -counting those.reserves.

August 20: J unit starts around southern flknk at Nankow. J 5th Division 
being used hero, consists of the 11th, 21st, 41st, and 42nd 
Regiments. C«-G. is Itagaki. J bomb Huailai.

August 22: J bomb Kalgan. J force from Jehol operating south towards Kalgan. 
C units star u countor-flanking move to north of Nankow.

August 23: J force from Jehol appears at Kalgan». Probably this is the 1st 
Division commanded by Lt.-Gen. Kawamuva. J bomb Huailai.

August 24 s Nankow flanking force reaches Great Wall to south of Nankow. Chu 
Yung Kuan in Nankow pass captured by J. C troops which on Aug. 
22nd started counter-flanking move to the northeast, start moving 
southwest to keep from being cut off. Kalgan taken today by

(probably) 1st Division J troops. J bomb Huailai and Tatung.

August 25: J troops, after flank march* attack C rear and C start retirement, 
heading en masse for Yuhsien. J bomb Tatung.

August 27: J take Huailai.

August 28: J 21st Regt, of 5th Div. takes Hsinpaoan. Occupation of Kalgan 
completed.

August 29: J units from Nankow and from Kalgan meet, thus clearing Pingsui 
Railroad as far as Kalgan.

August 30: J report 2000 C dead and state they lost 200 killed and 400 wounded 
from Aug. 16-30. J estimates of their own casualties are probably 
low.

Sept. St Lt. Gen. Itagaki said J would advance either to Paotou or to Tung- 
kuan via Taiyuan in Shansi.

Sept. 3-10: J consolidating and bringing supplies up to Kfclgan, also repairing 
long tunnel at top of grade in Nankow pass where C derailed 8 
locomotives. i

Sept. 10: Tienchen captured by J Tsutsumi unit with little opposition.

Sept. 11: Long tunnel cleared and line open to Kalgan from Peiping. Yangkac
taken by J Hasegawa unit.
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Sept. 13: J unitsyone of which was the Goto Unit, (16th Inf., 2nd Div.) 
occupy Tatung without a fi-ght. Yuchow taken by 3 J columns which 
had moved south from* Huailai. One column was the Yamada unit 
(41st Inf., 5th Div.)

Sept. 14: Kuangling taken by J unit which took Yuchow yesterday.

Sept. 16: Huai Jen, south of Tatung, taken.

Sept. 17: Hunyuan taken by 41st*. Regt., 5th Div. and Laiyuan taken by Aihara 
Unit (21st Inf .Regt. of 5th Div.)

Sept. 18: J units movinj south from Tatung, and those moving west from Hun
yuan, met at Yingchow, which was taken. Fengchen, on the Pingsu? 
line north of Tatung, and in Suiyuan, captured today by the J Senda 
unit.

August 19: Reports indicate that Shangtu and Chapsur (Chiapussu) have been 
captured by Mongol troops in Chahar whidji advanced from the Changpei 
area. (These Mongol troops were^.commanded by Teh- called
Prince Teh.)

August 21: Mongols aided by J airplanes repulse. C attack at Konghui, 12 miles 
north of Changpei. J report that 7th Div. of C cavalry involved.

Sept. 8: Mongol troopa^ansnaodod-by 11 Shou-hsin take Shangyi, 30 miles west 
of Changpai^- Mongols pushing C troops back to Shangtu from Tehua.

>Sept^-14:__Jl troop8 in Suiyuan are probably General Fu Tso-yi’s 70th, 72d, & 
73d Divisions of perhaps 24,000 men plus perhaps another 24,000 who 
retreated north from Tatung.

Sept. 17: Shangtu taken by Mongol unit with J air help. (Mongol units not 
strong enough t© take Pingtichuan unaided. J 1st Div. ordered narf 
from Shansi to help. In this connection, a Mongol source has stat 
that the original plan was for the Mongols to clear Suiyuan of C 
troops unaided, while units of the 1st Div. wore to bo used in Shar

J Senda unit, part of 1st Div., moving north from Tatung, takes 
Fengchen in Suiyuan.

Sept. 20: J Tanaka unit, Pdvancing north from Yuyu, 50 miles west of Tatung, 
takes Shahukou, a pass in the Great Wall to Suiyuan. A second 
column takes Hsinho, east of Pingtichuan, while the Senda unit 
moves north ©n the railroad. Mongol unit (fourth column) pursuing 
C unit west from Shangtu towards Taolin.

Sept. 24: Pingtichuan taken by J today. Senda unit entered from south, 
Ichinomiya unit from the east, Tanaka unit from the southwest, and 
It&kura unit plus some Mongol Auxiliaries from Tehua entered from 
north. (Following the success J 1st Div. ordered back to Shansi.)

Sept. 27: Tamiao taken by Mongols under Prince Teh. They then move on 
Pailingmiao.

Sept. 28: Taolin taken by Mongols under Li Shou-hsin with J air help.

Sept. 29: Mongol unit under Li Shou-hsin, moving west from Taolin, takes 
Wulanhua.

/^Oct. 2: Mongols under Prince Teh from Tamiao take Pailingmiao, C capital of 
Inner Mongolia.

Oct. 7: Mongols under Li Shou-*hrin, from Wulanhua, take Wu-ch’uan. (Mongol 
units not considered strong enough to take Suiyuan City unaided. J 
lr:t Div. units again ordered north from Shansi to help the Mongols.)

- 9
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October 10: J Tanaka and Hasegawa units of 1st Div. again pass through 
Shahukou, encountering little resistance. Other units (unknown) 
from 1st Div. move north along the railroad#

October 12: Mongols under Prince Teh, from Paolingmiao, take Erchiaying and 
then move on Suiyuan City.

October 13: J Michimori unit, part of 1st Div., takes small town just south
east of Suiyuan City. Four columns converging on Kueihua and 
Suiyuan City. Kueihua, suburb of Suiyuan City, taken today. 
Press reports state it is 10 degrees bolow zero in this region.

October 14: Suiyuan City trken by four columns. Two columns were the Mongol 
units under Prince Teh attacking from the northwest, and the 
Mongols under Li Shou-hsin attacking from the northeast. Another 
column^ part of 1st Div., attacked from the east astride the rail

road. The fourth column, consisting of the Tanaka, Hasegawa, and 
Michimori units of the 1st Div., attacked from the south. (Units 
of 1st Div. this time are kept in Suiyuan and not sent back to 
Shansi as the J believe that the Mongols will need further help 
in these operations.)

October 16: J units of 1st Div. take Salachi and move on Paotou.

October 17: J units of 1st Div. take Paotou, and push on to paohu, 20 miles 
further which is captured this evening. Railroad now clear of C 
troops from Tatung to end of lino.

October 22: Defeated C troops moving towards Ninghsia province via Wuyuan 
and Linho< (both about 120 miles west of Paotou.)

Noyember 1: J troops, pursuing defeated C troops, approach Wuyuan.

SHANSI OPERATIONS

September 13: J units, one of which was the Goto unit (16th Inf., 2nd Div.), 
occupy Tatung without a fight.

September 14: Kuangling taken by J units from Yuchow. (Ono is 41st Inf., 5th Di •

September 16: Huaijen, south of Tatung, taken. Taiyuan bombed.

September 17: Hunyuan taker by 41st Regtê, 5th Division. Taiyuan bombed. C C 
planes attempt bomb Tatung—driven off a Laiyuan taken by 21st 
Begt., 5th Division.

September 19: 11th & 41st Regts., 5th Div., move to Laiyuan. Taiyuan bombed.

September 2C: 21st & 42nd Regts., 5th Div., take Lingchiu.

September 24: Yinghsien taken by 16th Inf., 2nd Div. The 21st & 42 nd Regts., 
5th Div., started drive on Taying.

September 27: J troops, 16th Inf., 2nd Div., arrive at Great Wall.

September 28: Shohsien taken by J unit. Ju Yueh Mow Pass on Great Wall taken by 
16th Inf., 2nd Div.

September 29: 16th Inf., 2nd Div., takes Fanchih. J report bombing C Red troops 
at Taihsien. z

(
September 30» Taying taken by 21st & 42nd Regts., 5th Div., after very severe 

fighting against units of 8th Red Army. Ringwu taken by J unit 
which captured Shohsien on Sept. 28th. Taichow taken by 16th 
Regt., 2nd Div., with the Ishikura unit, which caused the fall of 
the strong Yenmenkuan Pass. (Taichow taken after 5-hour fight.)

- 10 -
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Oa t_ober-K~ J report that 10 O’ divisions are in retreat to the south. (Probably 
a total ef about 60,000 men/) C units in this ares are believed 
to tes 143rd, 86th, lrlst divisions, possibly 4 Bed Array divisions 
under Chu Teh, and perhaps one or two of the 4th, 21st, 84th, and 
89th divisions. (All the above under the command oi’ Gen. Yen Rsi- 
shan, Governor of Shansi Province.)

October 3: J crcops prepare for march on Taiyuan. Taiyuan bombed.

October 4: Taiyuan bombed» Units of 2nd Div. move on Wohsion and capture 
airfield just south of Tai chow.

October 5: KWohsien taken by Ishikura unit & 16th Inf.. 2nd Div,, assisted >?y 
the 1st and 3rd Regts., 1st Div.,which were thou ordered tu Sui.ya;.x 
to help the Mongols. (See^Suiyuan operations,"Cote ?th. )

October 7: Hsienkang taken oy column moving southeast ,froixUlng-vtu (Doo note;, 
on Sept. 30th)

October 11: Yuanping taken by units of 2nd Div., moving south f rom Z/oasierr 
after lapse of some days spent in reorganizing.

October 12: J units reported^reachingidLslnkou^lLO miles south of Yusnptng.

October 13: C report they made counteroffensive in three columns on Wat ai, 
Yuauping, ard ITingva. C report J retreating tn disorder. C 
probablyJia.vc-15C.X0 men on these thr^e fronts.

October 17: 0 reecux 40 to 50 tr-.^uesna J 'r;cops surrounded in Wutai, .Yuanping. 
Nirgwu erca. J in Tientsin ?^ve no information on this situation 
but admit that p;rh8p* seme J units are now out of touch with their 
main body.

Get-obex'118: Situation still in state of flux with both 0 & J out of touch with 
many of their smaller units. J report 0 troops in this area total 
80,000 me a.

Octeber 19: J report small advance in mountains north of Hsinkou. J•troops 
in Shansi area believed to bo 2nd and 5th Divs, and part, at leou 
cf 3rd Div»

October 21: C report successful air raid on J field at Yuanping.

October 24: J reports claim that C are using cas shells against them in the 
Hsinkou vegio: - C counterattack repulsed in heights west of 
Hsinkou-

October 27: JDaiyuan bombed by Conoda air unix which : eperted 3 C planes and 
some hangars damaged. J 16th and 30th ftegts, 2nd Div., capture
height wesc of Hsinhou.

October 30: J units open fresh attack on Hsinkou. Taiyuan bombed.

Oct obex 31: Taiyuan bombed. Hsinkou deadlock unbroken.

November 1: Taiyuan bombed. J report C troops in -tiansi (front and rear areas) 
are composed of Central troops, Rods, R’/' cuu^n troops, and Shansi 
troops. J identify them as follows: 18th, 45tb, 64th, 65th, 66th, 
68th, 69th, ?lst, ^nd, 84x1;, 9uth, 101st, 123rd, 124th, and 2 
di/lsions of’lied trooyo. (Estimated total is 120.000 men.)

November 2: Taiyuan bombed by tfhimada and ITakazono air units. J units of 5xh 
Div. take Hsinkou anu px^sh s/uth. Hida unit takes Hsinhsien. C 
resistance broken in this region.

November 3: C flee in confusion, J units advance without opposition to point 
10 miles north of Taiyuan.

11 -
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November 4: J units of 2QthDiv., occupy Yutzo, junction of Chengtai & Tatung- 
JPuchow Ms*

November 5: J units reach Hsintien, 4 miles north of Taiyuan. Taiyuan, and. 
other C positions bombed by Sonocla, Nakatomi, Shibata, Ueda, and 
Torita air units.

November 6: Taiyuan north gate attacked as other units attacK from the northeast 
and west. Meanwhile, the 16th and 30th Regts, of 2nd Div., are mop
ping up in the northern outskirts of Taiyuan.

November 7: Small C garrison still holds Taiyuan. 28th Cav. Regt, of 20th Di/, 
reaches Taiku. J air unit reports bombing 7 C troop trains fleeing 
south between Pingyao and Chiehshui.

November 8s Kayashima uniu take Taiyuan east gate, Obata unit takes northwestern 
gate. Kuriharo artillery unit fires on North Gate, with 21st and 
42nd Regts, of 5th Div. also involved here* J claim capture of 

/northwest third of Taiyuan. J bomb C defenses.

November 9: C defenders of Taiyuan, (84th Division), defeated in hand-to-hand 
street fighting after 16th & 30th Regts., 2nd Div., forced the north 
gate and the Kayashima unit the northeastern gate. The 21st & 42nd 
Regts., 5th Division now mopping up in the city. 78th Regt, of 20th 
Div. pursuing defeated C units south from Taiku. Chingyuan taken by 
J unit, Chihhsion taken by 79th Regt, of 20th Div., and Pingyao taker, 
by 28th Cav. Regt, of 20th Division.

November 10-12: No reports received.

PINGHAN LINE OPERATIONS

August 2: After their pursuit of 0 troops fleeing from Peiping area, J Kawabe
and Suzuki brigades halt at Lianghsiang and outpost Liu Li Ho.

August 5: C troops along Pingh?n line: at Kaopeitien, 9th Cav. Div. & 13th
Ind. Brig.; at Paoting-Shihchiachuang area, 10th, 30th, 31st, 116th 
119th| 130th, 141st, 142nd Divs; at Hantan, 139th Div.; at Chochow 
37th, 132nd Divs. Total on this line about 80,000 men.

August 6: No action—heavy rains.

August 7: No action—heavy rains.

August 20s J planes bomb Paoting.

August 12: Small skirmish at Lianghsiang—C repulsed by J.

August 15: Unconfirmed report states street fighting in Lianghsiang with J 
repulsing C attackers.

August 19: C start moving around J west flank at Lianghsiang.

August 20s C flankers reach point near Changhsintien, where they threaten J 
line of communications.

August 21: J troops attack west from Lianghsiang and drivo C troops back. J 
take Toli.

August 22: J take Liu Li Ho and C troops, which had moved up to Fangshan from 
Chochow, went back again.

August 23-29: Minor engagements in hills wost of Lianghsiang. J successful. 
Hadori unit_ involved.

August 30: Following C units believed on Pinghan line: (See data under Aug. 
5th) Add thereto the 2nd Div. north of paoting (perhaps at Chochow). 
Also change 37th Div. from Chochow to Hokien and add the 38th Div. 
at Hokien. J units on this front probably all or parts of the 6th, 
l^th, and 20th Divs.
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September 1-4: Sporadic firing and skirmishes in this area. J planes 
bombing C irregulars.

September 5: À J cavalry unit ambushed at Chienchuntai, 30 miles west ji 
Peiping. Suffered heavy casualties. J Kanda and Ok.uio. 
units (23rd and 45th Regts, of the 6th Division) sent x.

September 11: J Suzuki unit (80th Regt, of 20th Div.) repulsed C counter
attack south of Lian.ghsiang and then moved on Pangshan

September 13: Chienchuntai finally captured by J 23rd and 45th Regts, 
after 8 days hard fighting. C units (part of a divicion) 
retired to the southwest. This success removed threat to 
Peiping area from the west and left J free to move south. J 
moving on Kuan. 0 defending south bank Yungting River. J ' 
move up guns and pentons.

September 14: J attack on wide front* West of Pinghan line C defend with 
Gen. Sun Licn-chung* s 27th» 30th, and 31st Divisions * East

* of the line with Gen* Wan Fu-lin’s 116th 119th, 130th Divs. 
Chochow possibly garrisoned by 132nd Division. C has total 
of 45,000 men. Kuan garrisoned by 91st Division. J have 
(probably) 20th Div* west of railroad* 6th Div. from the 
railroad east to Kudh, and pâtis of the 14th Div. between 
Kuan and Yungching, farther east* J start move outflanking 
Kuan to east and west.

September 15: Suzuki unit (60tn Regt, of 20th Div.) takes fangshan. (Seo 
data, Sept. 14, for C units). J units (2nd and 15th Regts, 
of 14th Div,, and the Sakanishi unit) break through between 
Kuan and Yungching* Kuan taken. (S©« data, Sept. 14 for C 
units involved.) J use tanks, heavy artillery, aircraft in 
this advance.

September 16: Mdst.- 'M C 91st ?jiv. retreats from kuan. One regiment xefusda 
to run alf& holds out uatix midnight of this day. J air touts 
Active all along this 50-mile front tsdtSy.

September 17: 3 J columns trying to cut Chochow off. One started from Yung-
chlng, one from Kuan, and one west thereof. C still hold 
Chochow. f^h.e unit from Yungching, part of 14th Div., had a 
bad time in deep mud in that area.)

September 18: Column from Kuan (part of 14th Div.) now astride pinghan line 
just above Kaopeitien. Column from Yungching reaches Hsinchr^g 
Column west of the Kuan column crosses railroad below Chochow 
and moves on Laishui. (This is a part of the 6th Div.Units 
of the 20th Div. (Koito and Kobayashi units—77th and 78th Regt 

x. also moving along west side of railroad on Laishui. However, 
C trobps*pullëd; crut of Chdchow’ôh* thé night of the 17th and.se 
were not trapped. They then took up positions on Ihsien-Laishu 
Kaopeitien line today.

September 19: Units of 14th Diviaion take Hsincheng thus flanking the C lino 
as establishèà£yestordàÿ. 6 fall‘back towards Paotlng. J 7th 
Air'Regt, bombed Shibchiachuang today. Planes of the J 1st 
Air Regt, bombed C troops in the area south of Kaopeitien.

September 20: Units of 14th Div. which took Hsincheng yesterday now at Kuche 
on the railroad. Retreating C uriits reàch and take positions 
on the line Mancheng^Hsinan. 28th Cdv. of 20th Div. takes ; 
Ihsien. 

! *'
September 21: J units reach Hsushui. J do not expect C to put up a f ight Joi 

Paoting.

September 22: UniteLof'20th Div. break'’the C line's aVlftcheng and move down 
to the west of Paoting. Units of the 6th Div., after a hard 

■right? brsak uhreugh to the nor th* of Paotitfg. Units of tho ' 
z Div. break throughthe C lines to the east and move down

z to the aa^t site Parting* C units were reported to be the
17th, 25th, and 27th Divisions. ’The 16th Div., leaving the 
tsinpu line, moves southwest along Tzuya (cr Ruto) River and 

' k tfiirAÀ Tachang. ' c
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September 23: J units move on Paoting from west, north, east, and southeast. 
Most of C troops retreat to the south. A fo'v stay in tho c.?ty* 
J artillery moves up.

September 24: J units breach northwest corner of Paoting’s wall and h three 
hours clear the city of Chinese troops. Part of J 14th üiz^ 
today also cuts the railroad'bdow Paoting bat the south r&to 
is not beseigod. As the defenders attempt to retreat viu i-is 
opening, J units ambush and practically destroy thorn* Mrin 
body of C units continue southerly withdrawal.

September 26: J armored train (Kimura unit) takes Us inio jtatTn.

September 29: Hsienhsien taken by 16 th J D^visic*? aft or moving s^uth 
Tzuya (or Hnto) River from T&cheng.

September 30: Paoting station bombed by lone 0 plane. Driven off by J 
A.A. fire»

October 1-3: J/units in this area engaged in strengthening lines ?f communica
tions by clearing out C remnants,a task fe; which t.wy bad no 
time in their rapid advance.

October 4: J main body reaches Hsinlo without opposition. The 16th Division 
captures Hongshui after march south from viitvh fell Sept
29th. Fighting in flooded terrain, the Vn,h Div» a.’.?;pi.uS3fir th® 
8th and 107th C Divs a at Hengohû’ -

October 8: J units, (23rd à R^gts of 6th Div ), moving on 3hihchiachuang 
take Chengt:.';g ait^ adv?r ung from Hainan a>i'-st little opposi
tion.

October 9: C troops, prc.bcbjy 2 7th, 30th, 31st 36ch, Ird, 130th. 10th, 83-^d,
116th, 132nd Divisions, defending along south ben.r of Huto River, 
from west of Pingshan to east of Chinj/iowu Also probably 139V1 
141st, and 142rd Divisions at Chccho'?. J units are the 6th, 14th 
20th, and at least a part of the 108J1 Division. (Note: fhxs 
last named unit is composed of J ’oservlsts fxom the 8th Division' 
area <J&p*n») Today J troops advance to north bank of river 
under artillery barrage>

October. 20: On the extreme jyest f lan.u, _thc 78th ’egtj 20th Div., attacked 
west of TienhsfngT’Tbe 77th Regt, 2 uh Div., attacked at Tienhsin . 
the 79th and 80th Regts, 20th D±v., attacked just west of pingshar. 
The success A those units secured, against possible C attack, 
the west flar‘ of the 27th Brig. (2nd & 59th Regts) of the 14ti. 
Division which breke the C lines ber-we^n Chengting and Pingshan. 
The 27th Brig, was followed by the lu oh Brig. (15th à 50th Regts) 
also of the 14th Division. (The 14th Div. is commanded by Lt. Gan. 
Dsihara. ) The L»th Div. then closed in on Snihchiachuang from the 
northwest, aided by the 6th and 103th Divs, which had attacked 
on the east of the line. Meanwhile, J 7th Air Regt, bobbed C 
positions along the front, their rear areas, and also points along 
the railroad south of Shihchiachuang.

October 11: C units in full retreat. J 20th Div. jn the west flanK moves 
west on the Chongtai Railroad and vic "7th Regt, of this division 
captures Chinghsing. The 14th Division moves south along the 
Pinghan line and takes Yintsun. The 45th Regt., 6th Division, 
takes Luancheng. IeokI unit advances on Chaochow.

October 12: J 2nd and 53th Regt, 14th Di^., takes Yuansliih whicn war hold by 
Gen* Shang Shen’s d2nu Army, and the 14th Div., moves on Ka?yi, 
Inoki unit (i-art of 6th Div.) takas Cnaochow. The J 16th Div, 
after a march west from Hcngshui takes part in capture of Ch^ocn u 

(The 16th Div. took Rengshui on Oct. 4th. See these notes en that 
date.) C retreat to the southwest, 6th and 103th Divs. r\cp up. 
Kacyi .tajcon by 14bh Div. after preliminary Fir bombardment.
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October 13: Paihsiang taken by Inoki unit and 45th Regt. 0nth —

October 14: Neichiu taken by J Inoki and 45th Regt, (both of 6th '*91 ve' 
Kantan bombed»

October 15: Shunt eh bombed by J* J report 10,000 C troops r-u 20,000
wounded in Shîhchiachusng area battle -

October 16: 2nd and 5 e?th Regts L4th Div. capture Jbunteh- Mc/n r.n ,
1^th Div. capture Siiuntehr Hcve on Han tan, ?4th D’v. on latiroaô 
16th on the east, and probably the 6th and 106th 1? r;«%r.

October 17: Hantan station occupied by armored train- Nurho, Crsc S - i
taken by (probably) units of 16th Division. Kuargidng. ,vç m "or 
northeast of Hantan, also occupied* (Probably by emits uf 16th 
Division)•

October 18: Ç retreating to Chang River on Hopei-Honan herders» J enter 
Tzechow without resistance.

October 19: C defending along south bank of Chang River on line Khanuai- 
Fenglochen-Linchang. C troops also holding Taming-

October 20: J unit (unknown) crosaedUIharg River near Kucntai and was immedi
ately attS'-'-od by a C unit much larger. The Tanishim^ unit, tent 
forward as a reinforcement, was also almost immediately in di<f‘- 
culty. Moving dxv west, tbo 50th Regt.-, 14th Division, attached 
the C units :n <lahk at Ku^iit d.

October 21: J move on C at Ku antai suncossful. C retreat from this
point. 2nd Regt » ,14th Div., crosses Chang River east of Peug- 
lochen.

October 22: J 50th Regt., 14th Division, captures railway bridge over Chang 
River. J Shibata Air Regt, bombs C linos in this area, also 
bombs Changteh. C troops at FongiGcb.cn, flanked by 2nu Regt, 
from oast, retires on Changvch-

October 23: Pengloclien taken by 2nd and 4Cth Regtst, 14th Division. To date 
J estimate they have suffered 4,467 killed. According to another 
report the estimate of 4,467 included both killed end wounded 
in North Chin*. Japanese estimate C have suffered 175,000 kiilou 
and wounded in Ncrth China. On Pinghun lino to date, J report C 
have 25,000 dead* (This figure, 175,000 is admittedly an estxms^.< 
J report they have actually noted only 44,000 dead C troops in 
North China.

October 24: Unknown J unit crosses Chang River and captures Linchang.

October 26: C planes attempt bomb Chang River railroad bridge— J report snoot
ing down two.

November 1: C counterattack (possibly by 47th and 89th Divisions) repulsed 
by J units.

November 3: C retreati g or Changbeh. J pursue.

November 4: J report capture of Changteh.

November 11: C unit (unknown, but reported to be part of 29th Army) met by 
large J force at Pinghsiang, 25 miles east uf ^hunteh, de
feated- 0 troops retired toward Taming, (This C unit iu# ç
from .^inching in Shantung Province and was evidently making •**- 
attempt tr cut the railway at Shuateh behind the J fioLü li^as. ) 
Taming taken by 59th Regt. of 14th Division, probably attacking 
before the defeated units fiom Pinghsiang could gee there *nd 
reinforce the garrison. Attack aideu ?~j preliminary artillery 
bombardment by Torita unit. (J report 3 C divisions defeated nt 
Taking.
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November 12: Early this morning small groups of C troops raided Tze.chOTt
Shun t eh , and RR bridges on Chang River, rd th the hope cf cutting 
tho J lines of communication t© tho J report C dcfeetfK
in all attempts and that they withdre. be. war ds Shantung.CHENŒTAÎ LINE OPERATIONS

October 11: J 20th Div- on west flank of J advance turns west on tno Cheng* 
tai railroad and the 7?th Rogtr of this division Cair^haing

October 12: J 20th Div. reaches C positions at Niangtz.’?kurD. J air units 
bomb strategic points along Chengvsl line gs iar wore 23 Tatze»

October 13: Units of 20th Div. take town of Ni.angt.^eiaian bub rre -driven out 
by successful C counterattack.

October 25: J admit C defenses at Niangtzekuan still holding. .7 report C
troops in this area to be 5th, 7th, 12th , 2?th. 30th, list

W' 47th, and 89th Divisions, total of 
bomb all C positions in this area.

abort 55,000 men. J planes

October 26: J 79th Regt, of 20th Div., after a march around 0 soi:th flank, 
attacks C rear at Paiching. C flee. 77th Regt, captures Xhiu- 
kuan, and then HslakukuanT both by frontal assaults. .«if tor 
succest ' of ^79tE-J2egt *» tae ' attaors 5?i^nghsekuan f ana
C troops, fearing that tbo^wll..; bo cut off, retire, fhsa 
Regt, advances tc« and captures the to-sr. J report
10,000 % troep * kdUo.- if actions.

October 27: J units clc-’.t lentil, f'/cm .vo.i 
of Niangt’

.<£ reach lino 10 miles wes:,

-October- -2-84^ jfangchuaxLax.. aersd by (prob-obly) 77 th à 78th Regts. uu^d ping»—, 
attacked by (probably) '?9th 80th Regts, of 20th Division.

October 30: Pingting and Yangohuan taken after hard fighting. Advance con- 
tinuei to pingtan on Ob-engtai railroad. yatze bcmlrx by j air 
unit.

October 31: J unit takes Tssohih. Yutzn tombed.

November 1: J cavalry unit (probably 23*ch C?v airy Regt.) t.-*kes ch', nctiuan.

November 2: Shouyang taken by 26th Cavalry pegi » of 20th Division.

November 3: Taan taken by 23th Cavalry Regt, of 2Qth Divî sien. Infantry
following clem benind,; with 73th Regt, north of the railr?pd 
and tho 8 Oth Rngr. on the south.

November 4: J units occupy Yutzo, junction of Chengtai and Tatung-Pucbow 
Railroids•

(With tho capture of Yutze, tho Chengtai operations, as such, 
are considered complete. further information on the action 
of the 20th Division will be found under ,?Shansi Operations", 
starting with Nov. 4th.)

WZT IINE OPERATIONS

August 3: J mopping-u.c operations in virtually completed. Re*
ports 3 troops between Tochow and Tsangchow are tho 10th, 
25th, 39th» P5ub, ► nd 91st Di rs.

(
IxtguBt 5: J in Tientsin nutting out security iet^ctoents abound c.’.tv--

one detachment bolxe^vd at l’a agi inching, a .osuor at >an.

August 6 à 7;Quj.et en this front- -berry isins. Ire a wost ard rc<Jh Ta on Un 
flooded•

Afiffnart-. If Clash at Tulxuonen between C ana J outposts. 
- 16 -
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September 2: J units approaching Taugkuantun.

August 13: Tokyo reports that 10th and 16th J Divisions arc en ro;te to China 
from Kobe.

August 18: J units meet and disperse C plainclothes groups at Taku sud 
Hsiao chan.

August 20: J 10th Div. located on Tsinpu line. (16th Div. probably in this 
area also. )

August 22: J units move south from Tuliuchen towardb Chinghai. Mui, kneo 
deep, hampers both sides.

August 23: J attacking Chinghai in force» using artillery, defenders re
ported to be 38th C Division.

August 24: J units take Chinghai. C reinforcements arrive and they counter
attack, driving J troops back out of Chinghai.

August 25: J 10th Regt., 10th Div., again attacks Chinghai, captures it, and 
/holds it against C counterattacks. Small C group xoutexVwheu jthc. 
try counterattack west of Tuliuchen.

August 26: i
Machang bombed. J admit heavy casualtiea-At^Chlnghal^

Aiigust 29: Chcnkuantun t er preliminary
J ai r •

Jluguat -x^Advanoe of J 39th Regt, of 10th Div- (rast of the railroad) im
peded by flooded terrain duo to C having cut dike of Grand Canal 
above Machang.

August 31: Wangkouchen, 10 miles west of Chinghai, tar.cn (probably) by units 
of the 16th Division.

September 1 : C units in this area between Tehchow and Machang arc reported to 
be: 23rd, 25th, 39th, 85th, 91st, 107th, 106th, 113th, ana 114th 
Divisions, totalling about 60,000 mem Defending north of 
Machang are the 37th and 38th Divisions, according to J reports. 
Indications are that those positions north of Manharg are being 
attacked by the 10th and 39th Regts, of the 10th J Division.

September 5: J 10th Regt.. 10th Div., occupies Tangkuantun after it had boon 
subjected to air and artillery bombardment.

September- 9r Machang and Liuho defended by remnants of C 37th, bdth, & ?32nd 
Divisions.

September 10: 39th & 40th Regts, of 10th Div., take Liuho (on Tvest bank of 
Grand Canal) after heavy artillery bombardment of the torn at 
a range of 1000 meters. Heavy J air bombardment of Machang 
soon has the t^vn on fire. 10th Regt, of 10th Div. starts front .1 
assault on Machang.

September 11: Machang taren by J 10th Regt. 10tu Div. and pushes on south. 
Advance elements of the 39th & 40th Regts, of 10th Division 
reaches Chinghsien.

September 13: Chinghsien occupied by 39th & 40th Regts, of 10th Ti

September 15: 33rd Regt, of 16th Division aided by the uni* (pIjo p r ch
at ly part of the 16th Division) takes Kanchoi , -0 i.'lLrz of 
Machang.

( . 
September 1?? Isicgchi occupied by 39th & 40th Ko^ts. or lOt.i

September 16: J units moving on Tsangchciv. Tsangohcw bombed by v air units.
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September 19: Units of the 16th Division start attack on Tscheng. Tsangchow 
and Tacheng bombed by J air units.

September 21: J units reach a point 5 miles north of Tsangchow. Tsangchow 
bombed by J air units.

September 22: Tacheng taken by units Of the 16th Division, one of which was 
the Aoki unit. 10th, 39th, à 40th Regts, of 10th Div. occupy 
towns just north and east of Tsangchow. c troops at Tsangchow 
are two divisions of the 57th Army, one of the 49th Army, the 
39th Div., and the 11th Cavalry Div. They were in positions 
which had been worked on for months.

September 23: 33rd & 38th Regts, of 16th Division pursuing defeated C units 
■ south from Tacheng» C troops falling back from Tsangchow.

September 24: J 10th, 39th, Æ 40th Regts, of 10th Div. occupy Tsangchow. J 
report 2000 C killed in this fight.

September 26 & J 16th Div. units attacking Shahochiao.

September 27: J 16th Div. captures-SbahoyshijMs.^^adr^iwi bomb Pot ochoa 
Tec how.

September 28: J 10th Div. takes Potochen.

September^&t— J 16th Div. takes Ssienhsien, 35 miles west of tho railroad, 
and tho 10th Div. takes Tungkuang. Very little resistance 
encountar^d^t-either places

Sèptember 3Ôr J iCth DÎv.Hakes • 2*1 oûchehi ’ ’ j '’Ctivn.-•.
un • . b3\c-.' :•;/ J err .

October 1: Cf opposition demoralized by refusal of 50,000 men ofn old ROrth-
-i‘. gasfèrn Army'unit's" ¥o fight. C begin genoralJ rètreaV to Tetichow, 

and'V take Sang^isfn and push on to within 3 miles of Tohchow

dept ember 22 : s of thr ICth DivisJ. on, c-v //• *b >var
October 2: imtlhbus'Nofthbasterh Afmy* units looting* ht YuChehg1 $0 mile's

north of Tsinan. C send 74th and181st Divisions to Yucheng 
to bring the mutineers under control.

October 3: Tehchow taken by J; unit.; of 10uh Div. The 39th Regt, attacked
the northeast corner o4* the city wall, and the main body of 

i : the Division executed’ a flank march and attacked the town from 
the e’âstxV The-0 troops retreated ;o keep from being cut off. 
J air units bomb retreating C units.

.• r F" : • . ~ , y -z - . : - '<■ '
October 4: The IStlf Div/* captures Hehgshui,’38-miles northwest of Tehcho..,

after march south from Hsienhsien, which fell on Sept* 29 uh. 
r ? : Fight iu,^ in-flc-odfcd terrain, the 16th Div. disperses the 8th 

and 107th C Divs, at Hengshui. (Note: see Pinghan Line
J t. r : Gperaliohsv also -Oct. 4th. )-J •' ~u '*

’c -'t ..
October 5: J units take small town 7 miles south of Tohchow, and J nits

• -x ' also'appear* at KuchLtfg;•

October <* mutineers- (units of Northeastern Army) at Yucheng finally *
brought under control with serious disaster to C amerced. ’

October 7: J armored troin advancing from Tehcnow, occupies Pingyuan,
i-v-t «‘‘î * * G-bH. Fan'Vj-chv, over nor :»f Shavtung, now conmandlng Lis units

(22nd, ?4t.i, and 81st D^vs< ) at the front.

^October 13: Afte7* a ^eok?s inactivity, J-ur-iiis orcu mure start so^th -
ara ’.vütê.ck Mngy:*<azu It io considered f*otaule that" tic ? i 
uiJtj wore awaiting supplies and also clearing thoii llne^ of • 
c^r.muvicetion during tnis period' . (Crouonce is add^d unit, last

' ■ ■ •'f: item with the Unconfirmed report that between Oct. bri and Octv
lûth C units had* cut the railroad behind the J units-nothbl ? 
ai, Potochon and Tungkuange)

/ 3: - 'd
/ -18 - - - "•

i
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October 14» Pingyuan taken by infantry units of the 10th Division supporte! 
by the fire of the 10th Field Artillery. Enhsien, 8 miles west 
of Pingyuan, and Changchuang, 10 miles south of Pingyuan also 
taken.

October 17» J advance units reach north bank of Tuhai River opposite Yucheng 
which is defended by one Szechuan division and two divisions of
5 hintung trc*ops.

October 20: unejoxinued ropc-i t from states j t.^cops .r?t.xdr.a■:•••; jr joru;
vaj-d.i from Tuhai Ri’rur- J spokesman in Txtnscii. be?.ivties chis 
report but admits J troops have encountered strong opposition 
at Tuhai River. Rumors of activity of s/ffî.ll groups of C troop, 
in J rear areas give credence to report chat J *10ups ar? held 
up.

Cccober 21» Situation confused. It may be thbt the J have uelced their ad
vance to clear rear areas of C remnants. Possibility of C 
advance north towards Tehchew considered improbable consider
ing their unstable position following mutiny of Northeastern 
Army troops at Yucheng on Oct. 2nd. Hada unit (attached to 10th 
Div.) captures,without opposition, a small tcwn Just wesc ef 
Kucheng.

October 22: 0 troops breach Tuhai River dike and flooa area between Yucheng 
and Changchuang. Lirghsien, 16 mile.? southeast of tehchew, 
Laker oy .‘.Otn Regt., 10th The 0 defendvra {2Sth Pi /i si on)
r r-1 r e a c terM ar s ’ i ny t.

October 23: Assisted ov u? LomMrdmont, lOvb Rcgc..., ICthDiv., takes 
Pengwsngtiet and thee moves south and tax:cs Kayaowu, 11 miles 

cf ?ing>-4^

October 24: ü which h?d cro: ?ed the Tuh^i 7h.ver cf Yuc-b.enr, rnr
had tLd-uCceJ l .) -j-nyi, were bombed •shere by j Jakahira air unit 
t^day. J kd-ixt C shot down ?no J bombing plitno Lore.

October 25: J Kuwada ^prcoably ? u.'Ut attachée t *• PthDi”.) repulse
û counterattack *c- wcjt. o4-' Exhaler. -

October 28: 0 units, crossing ".foll-^w Tivoi at Chiyang ca route to reinforce 
Lin.vi, Dumbed by J ai~ i?.nit»>

October 29: J Naval air units b .wb triuye on Tsinpu line at Tscunrien, .ibou 
55 joueb. of i*ri?.an.

October 30» G un-ts rjf 29th Div: m vc rcr*h from Linyi, counterattack at 
Fei ‘-.n, and uie beatex off by J Fuonaga u^i; wl + h the aid
>f rlxe unit, vliicd was ^erc ?a to ro.nf^rce the 'hienaga
uni v •»

(Up to Tovc 12, when this report closes, th ro ,<v. e farther
repurts on the apsratlon or the Tsin.on » )

uHAEGHAI SITUATION

July 24» .YJyuza-zi ~epert?a mxssit ^. A';lf;g?u to ?iave 1 ?et> Kid
napped, buû lutcc fuvnd a^d admit tan '.if. .iesert?(xi

August 9: at:d u,:i Sa’-.-j k? by -Tain?sc* so'oi rs near
Sung 1^,0 Ax’

August 11- 
z
August 12*

note, si^e- crjinr r -- sotc.’r Wun^iBo inci'i^ot by means ?f diplonpt.

rt 93tb Liv. Uj4.<m,u tv < .atonal N-ru; Si at 7. ox; <- Klangs: xi'ice 
GouciK- Sta.c 01 r-c r^cMcy drcxaruc. S .rr-.c^r. ore^to* :.n

/

T'reach Conce ei ->n<.

/
- 1$
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August 13: War in Shanghai starts# C troops mass in Hongkew area and on 
Shanghai-Woosung Ballroad, fitting breaking out in Chapel scctov, 
J and C artillery exchange fire# In Shanghai C have between 3u,OûO 
and 40,000 including two Central Government Divisions, the 8tb 
and 88th. In the vicinity of Sungkiang and Kiating there are 
the 36th, 55th, 56th, and 57th Divisions. J landing force, noy?rallv 
1,800 sailors,reinforced by 2,200 landed from J destroyers.

August 14: C bombers, wh?1/? attempting to bomb the "Izumo"" (J flagship) massed 
their mark ana hit the International Settlement. 1,047 civilians 
killed and 1,000 wounded.

August JIB: Foreign observers estimate 800,000 C troops in the Nanking rren, 
and about 150,000 in the Shanghai area.

August 19: Units of J 3d, 9th, and 11th Divisions arc in the Shanghai area. 
To date J report a loss of 96 killed and 200 wounded.

August 20: J çontrol most of Hongkew. One shell strikes U.S.S. "Augusta** 
One killed and 18 wounded on "Augusta**.

z August 21: C 61st and 62d Divisions are in _Ch^p>ai and Kiangwan aectcra.

August 22: 5,000 J troops land at Shanghai, 45th, 19th^. aad^63A Diviaion 
in vicinity of jChs^JUAndToxztung.

Angict ^^OOTK-civilians killed and wounded when shell of unknown origin 
lands in Sincerers D^partmcn-r Store, International Settlement. J 
land reinforcements in vicinit?/ of Woosung, suffering 350 casualtie? 
including 63 dead. Prior to landing J fleet'bombard C forces in 
area between <oo?u^g and Lion Forest Fort. C have between 70,000 
and 80,000 troops in Shanghai area. C casualties from the 19th to . 
date is reported to bo approximately 15,000. J casualties report-

•*' cd to be about 2,000. J reinforcements estimated over 50,000 
under command of General Hotsui aixive--effSrttoosung Forts. General 

k d in .Shanghai •

land troops in Woosung. Conmardcr of Japanese Third Fleet, Vice 
Admiral Hasegawa, issues order declaring a blockade of C shipping 
along China coasts extending from Shanhaikuan south to Swatow in 
Kwangtung Province, with the exception of Tsingtao.

August 26: Sir H. Knatchbull-Hugessen, British Ambassador to China, seriously 
wounded by f iring of J plane along Shanghai-Nanking Highway 50 miles 
from Shanghai. Heavy fighting continues in Woosung-Liuho sector.

August 27: J officially announce capture of Lotien, southeast of Liuho. J 
announce that between Aug. 14th and 25th C lost 176 pianos and J 
lost 16.

August 28: J report the capture of Yanghang. Cable communication between 
Shanghai and outside world interrupted.

August 29: 5,000 C troops crossed Whangpoo from Pootung, some towards Chapei 
and others in direction of Nantao.

August 30: J preparing offensive. J lines extend from Liuho to Lotien to 
Woosung. C linos extend from Lotien to Tachang to Kiangwan to 
North Station. American ship "President Hoover" attacked by four 
C airplanes, 1 civilian killed and 7 wounded. J are sending rein- 

/ forcements to Shanghai front.

August 31: 68th Inf. Regt, of 3d Division capture Woosung Forts. f
Feÿtenhcr 1: Woosung vil lage still in Chinese hands. J troops were landed at 

the Ymgtncnoo are.**. 80 J warships and transports were coucentraV- 
ed off Mooring coa>‘.t, and in Whangpoo« J announce capture of 
Faoshan City. J casualties to cL^t: reported to be 1008 killed.

- 20 -
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September 2: Heavy fighting in Liuho .and VZoosur-; sectors. C troops counter
attack Lotion. Asaua unit captures Lion Forest pertr.

September 3: Units of J 3d and. 11th Divisions in Shanghai.

September 5: More J troops were reported to have Irndc-i in Woosung and 
Yangtzepoo areas. J extend blockade to include const iro/r 
Shanhaikuan to Pakhoi, with the exception of Tsingc&o and 
Hongkong.

September 6s J capture Jukong wharf.

September 8: C report capture of Yuehpu.

September 10: To date 70,000 J ashore. C divisions as follows: 10th, 11th, 
*14th, 36th, 55th, 56th, 57th, 58th, 63d, 56th, 87th, 88th, and 

98th, Total of 110,000 men.

September 11: J report capture of Yanghang.

September 12: C troops at Yuehpu withdrew westward, to prevent haln^axjxos^d^ 
to J bembardmonu. Cable camnaunicatiens a£ Shanghai with out
side world resumed.

September 13: C troops along Yangtze withdrew further inland to 1st line: 
Chapo-L^JSlangwari«. and Liuho. J report capture of Civic Center.

September 15: J report capture of Lotion.

Septembe.r^-16duQholera epidemic in Shanghai: 1,018 cases reported since Sept. 
1st® There nan been heavy rains . n Shanghai during the past 
few days. It 5 > reported that units of the J 1st Div, are oper
ating Just ast of Yanghang, elements of «;ho 3d Di/- just south 
of Woosung C* **v, and units of the 11th Division between Woosv j 
City and Eiang^an^ 0 recapture Lotion <

September 17: J report that tbo Matsumoto unit took Tuchiahang, just north of 
Kiangwan, today.

September 18: It is reported that J to date have 80,000 men in the Shanghai 
area. J recapture Lotion® C units arc reported, as follows: at 
Pootung, 55th, 56th, 170th, 173rd, 175th, 176th Divisions; be
tween North Station and Liuho, 1st, 2nd, i'jth, 11th, 14th, 16th 
36th, 57th, 58th, 51st, 63rd, 67th, 8?th, 88th, and 89th Divs.,an 

*• 11th Independent Brigade; at a point 40 miles south of Sharîghài,
37th Divs, two brigaacs, and 4 divisions of Kuangsi troops.

September-19: J report states that the 13th & 34th Regts, of 3rd Div. clash Wi ; 
G units in front of Liubarg. Rains in Shanghai continue.

September 2û: C à J units clash on Liuho-Lotion front without results.

September 21: J Asana and other units (some artillery) attack at Lotien with 
small gains. J report their losses in Shanghai to date as 1,412 
killed and 4,169 wounded.

September 22: J reports state that units of the 3rd Div. attacked at Liuhan^ 
and cast of that point and registered small gains.

September 23: J again attack at Lotien without success but maxe email gains 
near Kiangwan. One division of J ?-u inf or cements arrive in ( 
Shanghai.

September 24: Foreign obse^ ers^htn^^^t there are now 120,000 J troops ii 
the Lhanghid area.
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September 27: J 3rd Div. units, on the east of Liuhang, and the I'.th 
units on the west of Liuhang, mko email gains.

September 28: Following J units are involved be tn.-on I.iuhang and Yanghang, 
all have been reported as making £.mali gains; 1st Tank Regt., 
149th à 157th liegts. fprr-hrbly reserve units from home district 
of 1st Di’.}, and ?.Cth, Mth, & 68th Fovts. of 3rd Div*

September 29: Units of 11th Div.i? west of Liuhang, make small geins with the 
help o." temest 34th Pegs* of 3rd D^v* gains f cothold in 
Liuheng.

September 30: J Naval Landing Force in Chapci sector makes the main J effort
today. J again attack in Loticn-Liuhang sector.

October 1:

October 2:

October 3$

October 4:

Octohor.5:

October 6:

October 7:

October 8:

October 9:

October 10:

October 11:

October 12:

October 14:

October 15:

October 16:

Octobcr_J8:

Rains in Shanghai continue. J report their losses in Shangiw 
/to date as 1,393 killed end 5,63? wounded, and state the C hav< 
lost 20,000 killed and 35,000 wounded. J 9th Div. now report
ed holding the Lotien-Diuhang sector and the 3rd Div. holding 
the sector east of Liuhang. At l-otien are reported^ bebe tho 
11th Div. units and the Taiwan brigade.

Fighting cr tinues in Lotien-Liuhang sectored in. Chapel.

J continue attacks along whole front and register slight gains.

J use observation balloon for first time in Shanghai.

J, having sent 3,000 men to Chapei from the Kiangwan s' ctor, 
attack in force out are repulsed. J make gains wesc from letter 
towards 23.at.lng. J report that so far 56,76^ C troops rve been 
killed in the Shanghai fighting. J he lu it Let ion ir- cl. □ face 
of 8 ü counterattacks.

Heavy rains still falling in thin area.

J land and sea forces bombaid C lines. J attempt to break 
thiough C Jines between Fiangwrn and Liv.htng repulsed.

Heavy fighting continues, J make small gains toward Haiti ng 
and facing.

Heavy rains continue with little lighting going on. J Con. 
Hat su i states a J general offensive will socn bo unde? csy.

Generally quiet in al] sectors* rains continue.

C report that they have driven J in Miaohang sector back tc 
Woosung Creak. C report J '. esses to date as 15,000 killed, j 
report C to be 150,000 killed and wounded tc date.

hciLns co .uinuo and 0 report J attempt to land troops at Liuho 
not succès: cl* Tot*-! 3 casualties to date are estimated b; 
foreign observer to bo 50,000 killed and wounaed.

J resume attacks in all sectors without gains.

To date, 2,057 noncombatants killed and 2,955 injured in 
International Sottlemont probably as result of misdirected 
missiles

J units, driven buck to Woosung Jrsek on Oct. 11th, report ad
vancing m face of determined C resistor» co,

J X>G?.ia hut suffer heavily in the fight. J repulsed at 
lsv?.^geu, 1* io estinat-ou by n forei^ observer tbau tue J nor? 
^^,^,125^000 mon fn
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offensive in progress ft Tachang ana Kiangwan. J report C troop 
starting retreat.

October 19: J drive south from Woosvng Creek Ta clang.

October 20» Heavy f i ght x a g n or V ’Tvc * t nf T«i char c • ? 
between Kechim add fachacg.

thrust lias penetrated

October 21» C rcin^orr; their lires Tao.-iang and 1.aunth cr’ur.'teratx..ac.x£

October 22: C reinf Greener ts pa-;r ’-J:n facnang as C 
J report cupïui-o of Kwongfu-

attack in all sectors.

October 23: 0 counterattacks îCvangfu repulsed.

October 24: British, outpost fired on by J pluie and 
issue orders to fire or any plane which

one man killed. Briti": 
attack'? their units, j

October 25: C still hold Taohang and Kiang^an, but J report that 0 are re
treating tc-’arda Nanhsiang and Luagkua, destroying bridges as 
they go.

October 26: J capture Miaohang, Tacharg, and thon follow through to Chonju 
Railroad Station.

October 27: J report capture of Kiengwan, Chapei, and Shanghai North Static* . 
C troops reportedly withdrew in good a-dcr to lire Jeosf.old psrk 
(on border Li British and Italian defense sectors 
Nanhsiang-Kiati ng-hiuho^ J rop/rt C I'.sses to date ?.s 250,000 
men killed ard wounded.

October 28: J start dr ire towards Kangchao,ncrth of Scochow Creek. 0 holdvr- 
Nanhsiang in ^’scc of strong J ar ta ex:. C report J Lave sxifft.rcd 
73,000 non killed a./.d v.’our.dod in Shanghai a~oa to ante.

October 29: J units d~ive west along railroad towards Nanhsiang and clear 
out C reiD?an'::s Ig ’jbat area. 0, in ïeTreat fro. Cnapci, leave 
behind a let(Alien of 5C1 ac rear guard which is bottled up 
by the J on the edge of ihe British defense sector.

October 30: J mopping up in Chapei end start attacking ’’doomed* battalion.

October 31: C ”doomed* battalion surrenders arms to British and is interned 
in the Settlement< J cross Soocnow Croak in two places west of 
International Settlement.

November 1: 0 still hold liantao but J start moving towards those positions 
from t he s ou thw est»

November 2: ?ric-. '. ?.j b' voen American and J troops in Shanghai when J attempt 
to cuter Amer.’car 'Scfvnso sector.

November 3: Heavy rain in Shanghai area. J take Chuyuaa, just ooss of Nanhsie. 
C units in Poctung start crossing »7bangpoo Rive? to ho anc
Lunghua aroae >

November 4: Clash in Nantao area results in heavy casualties for both sides.

November 6- J troops of 6th Div. fr^m North China land at Chaooo, on Hangchow
Bay about 40 miles south of Shæjgnax. 7 
triât thoro are 150,003 J troops in the S 
Paohsing, south cf Soo chow Creik, 
crossed on Per ton bridges.

November 7: Cree-hchiacbJuo, sj-ul 3 miles west of t
ment., t\o Uo.-emer~ estimât
at Cb-st jcrte-ufayu u -*’<'• go •> units s

uu - i a-f i Lu-gck Bay <

- 23 -
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November 8: J, having crossed the Whangpoo River south of Sungkiang with 
little opposition, are now attacking that town. J report cut
ting Shanghai-Hangchow R.R. west of Sungkiang. J Wachi and 
A sama units take Khngchiao and cross Soochow Creek with the 
aid of ponton bridges.

November 9: C send 20,000 men to Chiahsing Area. C have completely evacuated 
Pootung with the exception of a few sninors which the J are now 
clearing out. J units take Hungjao. (C units which evacuated 
Pootung crossed the Vhangpoo River to Nantao. Many have moved 
on south to escape being cut off by J units moving oast towards 
the Whangpoo River from Jessficld Park.) J report that the 13th, 
23rd, and 47th Regts, of 6th Division take Sungkiang.

November 10: J units take Lunghua and bottle up the remaining few thousand 
*C defenders of Nantao. J shell Nantao all this day. J report 
capture of one corner of Nanhsiang.

November 11: J now controx Pootung and Nantao, most of the C troops trapped 
in Nantao having surrendered their arms to the French and having 
been interned in the French Concession.

November 12: J report capture of Nanhsiang and C evacuate KWangfu to escape 
being cut off. C troops withdraw towards Anting, being sub
jected to the usual J bombing en route. Foreign observers re
port J are about to land another 30,000 mon in Shanghai. C 
sending 100,000 troops as reinforcements to the Kunshan-Ta it sang 
area. Reports state that C will hold along the Chiahsing- 
Sungki an g-Kun s han-Ta its ang-L iuho line.

(Note: Practically every day, during the Shanghai Operations, J 
and C exchanged artillery fire and, except on rainy days, bomb
ing by aircraft was carried out by both sides.)

JAPANESE TROOPS

July 29: Tokyo reports 20th Division from Korea now in North China.

July 31: J arrivals in Tientsin by sea and rail since July 7th: 22,0'00 men.
88 75-mm guns, 13 10-cm howitzers, 20 tanks, 183 trucks.

August 3: Tokyo reports advance J unit at Lianghsiang (Pinghan line) is
20th Div.

August 5: 45,000 men arrived in Tientsin to cate. (Also 80 75-mm guns,
30 10-crn guns, and 20 15-cm guns.)

August 7: Tokyo reports J troop train left Tokyo Station with 3d Regiment,
Imperial Guards Division, on board.

August 9: Tokyo reports 5th and 6th Divisions have gone to North China or
Manchoukuo.

August 11: Tokyo reports 10th Division leaving Kobe tonight for (probably) 
destination in Korea. 150 merchantmen commandeered in Kobe.

August 14: About 20,000 J troops land at Dairen en route to Jehol. Mostly 
artillery.

August 16: Tokyo reports Japanese mobilization resumed. (Had slackened con
siderably. )

August 17: Toxyo reports 5th, 6th, 10th, 20th Divisions in North China plus 
about 10 squadrons of airplanes (pursuit, bombardment, and 
observation), and also some heavy artillery and communications 
troops. Possibly the 11th and 14th Divisions will go to Shanghai.

- 24-
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August 22:

August 28 :

August 31:

October 23:

Tokyo reports 8th & 16th Divisions preparing for war service. 
7th & Imperial Guards Divisions nr c to be used yet. 11 th Div. 
lands in Shanghai,-also part of 3d and 6th Divs.

Tokyo reports that it is probable that the 1st Division is in 
North China.

J troops North China estimated at 95,000 mon.

J report that to date they have had 4,467 mon killed on all 
North China fronts.

November 5: The following is a list of estimates (by a competent foreign 
observer) of J troops in North China with corresponding dates*

August 20: 70,000
/ August 31: 95,000

September lOi 170,000
September 17: 175,000
October 1: 225,000
October 5: 275,000
October 15: 275,000
October 22: 300,000
October 29: 300,000
November 5: 275,000

Note: Decrease on Nov. 5 covered by withdrawal of 6th Division 
and other units from North China. (6th Division was sent to 
Shanghai.)

JAPANPSE

The following is r partial list of important cities and their adjacent 
regions bombed by the Japanese during the poriod covered by these notes. T^e 
approximate number of times each point was bombed is included:

Chahar Province: Kalgan...............4.3

Shansi Province: Tatung. ................................3
Taiyuan........... ...17

Hopei Province: Tientsin......................2
Paoting..................   .4
Tehchow..........................    .2
Taming................................. .3

Kiangsu Province: Haichow. ................. .7
Hsuchow..............................12
Pulcow. -•••••......................2
Nanking.. ............27
Shanghai........................  .75
Soochow.................. .8

Chekiang Province: Hangchow................. ...10

Fukien Province: Amoy 3

Kwangtung ProvinceiCanton............. .................22
Swatow.. ..........................3

lYlSCDLLANEO'JS

August 8: All J civilians and consular staffs evacuated from Wuhu, 
Changsha, Ic^ang, and other Yangtze River towns today. Gener?l 
Ho Ying-chin, C Minister of War and identified with Ho-Umetzu 
Agreement, resigns, succeeded by General Ch*en Ch*eng, vice 
Minister of War.
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August 9:

August 14;

August 16:

August 17:

September 2

September 7

September 15:

October 1:

October 12:

October 23:

October 31:

All J civilians and consular staffs evacuated from Hankow t^day. 
J Concession there to be administered by 0 authorities during 
J absence.

2 J sailors shot in Tsingtao by C. Situation tense,

Joint C-J committee investigating incident. J women and children 
being evacuated.

r
J report Salt Division of C troops marching on Tsingtao' from Haicuo^ 
J .vomon and children still being evacuated* 

sGencral Terauchi arrives in Tientsin.

General Terauchi assumes command of J troops in North China, let 
Kwantung Army units and attached Manchoukuoan troops remain under 
General Uodaf Commander of the IDwantung Arny. (KWantung Army is the 
name applied to Japanese units stationed in ETanchoukuo).

General Terauchi’s appointment to North China Command tn
Tokyo. J residents have completely evacuated

J conduct A.A. searchlight practice in Tientsin tonight and for 3 
or 4 days following.

5 C planes (sa1*! to be Northrops) make surprise raid on Tangku. 
Probably camo from airfield in Shantung-dropped 10 small bxibs. 
Damage negligible - windows in ^ritish tugboat broken anj throe 
Chinese at Taku killed.

J report that a unit of Kanchoukuoan troops defeated a band of 
irregulars at Tangshan, about 25 miles north of Peiping-*

J report C irregulars attack convoy of J wounded in canal boats on 
Taching Hivoi just south of Hsinan, which is 30 miles west of 
Tientsin. J beat off attack after sending for reinforcements.

f
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Adviser on Political Relations

February 8, 1938.

In connection with the question of 
practice in regard to the handling of a 
matter of this sort, I feel that in principle 
it is better to make replies than to leave 
questions open.

In regard to the last sentence of 
Mr. Vincent’s memorandum, I have doubt 
whether the subject matter under reference 
"is clearly a matter for decision by the 
commandants concerned.” I think it would 
be dangerous for us to adopt the view that 
the commandants are the highest authority 
with regard to anything affecting the 
Legation Quarter or in the Legation other 
than matters strictly within the military 
field.

PA/H:SKH:ZMK
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Division of Far Eastern Affairs

February 7, 1938.

Peiping’s 89, February 5, 5 p. m., 
in regard to the question of extinguish
ing the limits in the Legation Quarter 
in Peiping if and when there is a threat 
of an air raid.

Mr. Lockhart states that "If the 
Department has any objection toTeaving 
a question of this kind to the decision 
of the commandants I should like to be 
informed together with a recommendation"

It is felt that, inasmuch as this 
is clearly a matter for decision by the 
commandants concerned, a reply to the 
telegram under reference is not called
for.

SMJ

FEB 8 -1923

OF
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GPO From Pciping via NWR*
‘ICOPihn- - Dated February 5, 1938
I ij.NJ, -1 „ .

jSEc d 10j56 a^m.
Secretary of State, J>) / ,

Washing on. Ulitlsln 1\

/ j fAfi FASWmmihS sjr
89, February 5, 5 p.m. 's/^"
Hy 7;t

At an informal meeting at office yesterday afternoon 

of representatives of diplomatic missions now in Peiping 

a discussion was held on the question of whether the 

lights would be extinguished in the diplomatic quarter 

of Peiping in case of a notice being henceforth received 

of an impending air raid. The sense of the meeting was 

that while it was not expected that a situation would arise 

in the near future requiring such action, the matter of 

extinguishing the lights in the diplomatic quarter would 

be left to the decision of the commandants on receiving 

notice of an impending (-*), together with information that 

the lights extinguished in all other parts of the city of 

Peiping, such decision to be on the basis of whether such 

action afforded better protection to the lives and property 

of residents of the quarter than would be the caie if the 

lights were kept burning. It was felt by the representa

tives
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2- No, 89, February 5, from Peiping.

tives present, namely British, French, Italian, Japanese, 

American, German, Belgian, Dutch, and Brazilian, that a 

decision of this character should be left to the military 

commandants as their duty was primarily that of protecting 

the lives and property of the residents of the quarter. 

The French representative informs me that his Ambassador, 

who is in Shanghai, holds the view that the lights should 

not be extinguished. The commandants of the various guards 
held a meeting yesterday and decided, the dÊaaîiâxZc ommandant 

dissenting, that the extinguishing of the lights in the 

diplomatic quarter would provide better protection than 

keeping the quarter well lighted when the rest of the city 

is in darkness. There is of course something to be said 

on both sides of this question.
/

If the Department has any objection to leaving a ques

tion of this kind to the decision of the commandants I 

should like to be informed together with a recommendation. 

Repeated to the Ambassador, Copy to Tientsin by mail,

LOCKHART

RR:CSB

(■») Apparent omission.
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE________ 842.20/71.___ _________ __ _____ for____ Despatch #1885

FROM_______ Canada_________ ____  (JAfeer............ )
TO NAME

DATED 1a193.8_.
1—1127 opo

G
G1

REGARDING: si^o- Japanese conflict. Statement of Lord L'arly, Labor 
Peer and Deputy Speaker in the House of Lords, that Canada 
had little to fear from a threat of Japanese invasion, since 
the V. S. was vitally concerned that there should be no foreign 
foothold in Canada that the Seattle Naval Base would protect 
Canada coast.

12330

fp
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January 11, 1938
?A/H
Mr. HoTrfbe*CK~* / .
s s' '' "t, kft^v'

The attached pamphlet, entitled "Why? 
Who? How?", issued by the Foreign Affairs 
Association of Japan, is propaganda which 
has probably been prepared with a view to 

th® large group of persons in 
the united States and perhaps other countries 
who are not well informed in regard to con
ditions in the Far East. It abounds with 
inaccuracies and distortions of facts but, 
while these are obvious to any one familiar 
with the situation in the Orient, they might 
easily mislead uninformed readers by the 
apparently frank and direct manner in which 
controversial subjects are discussed. The 
fact that propaganda of this crude nature 
is issued by the Foreign Affairs Association 
of Japan, which includes in its membership 
many distinguished and influential Japanese, 
is indicative of the present state of opinion 
among the supposedly well educated and think
ing classes in Japan.
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Why? Who? How?
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON 

THE SINO-JAPANESE
CONFLICT
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zj Why are Japan and China fighting each other
On the Chinese side, in order to drive out the 

Japanese from China and, if possible, to bring 
Manchoukuo back under her yoke.

On the Japanese side, in order to protect her '
legitimate rights in China and further to eradicate »
the evil elements which have been and still are 
trying to destroy friendly relations between Japan 
and China.
2) Who began the fighting ?

China did. The Chinese troops in Wanping 
near Peiping were deeply hostile to the Japanese 
garrison forces carrying on maneuvers around 
Peiping. They frequently interfered with Japanese 
troops. On the night of July 7 this year, some of 
them went to the length of firing at a section of <
Japanese soldiers on field exercise. Then the >
trouble started, in spite of repeated efforts on the ; j
part of Japan at settling the matter locally. j

jrJ Has Japan any right to station troops and carry out ;
maneuvers in China ? '

The right of Japan to station troops in the i j
Tientsin-Peiping area is clearly recognized in trea- ! î
ties and enjoyed in common with America, Britain, | 
France and Italy. | :

China herself recognized these rights, and the j
necessity to exercise the right was recognized by 
all these Powers who still maintain their forces 
there. The reason is that China is not a safe 
country to leave their countrÿmen unprotected by ' j 
armed forces on the spot. Recall the many cases j
of bandits and pirates looting foreign property, j

kidnapping and murdering innocent people.
4) Why did the attempts to settle the incident locally at 

its early stage fail? ' :
Because the Chinese never meant to do so. 

Their leaders were waiting for a chance to fight 
with Japan, and the rank and file entertained 
incontrollable antagonism, the fruit of years of 
anti-Japanese education and propaganda. ,j
y) If Japan is on the defensive, how can the dispatch of 

large military and naval forces be accounted for ?
The Chinese Government mobilized forces num

bering 500,000 in the North, and massed zoo,000 
troops in the Shanghai area. Japanese troops 
were dispatched to cope with this situation and 
safeguard the lives and property of Japanese 
nationals which were in actual danger of being 
wiped out. Her action is not aggressive but 
defensive.
6) JaPan maJ justified in principle in fighting 

Chinese troops, but what about the reports of 
noncombatants being attackedfrom the air?

According to International Law, a garrisoned 
town is subject to any form of bombardment. 
Nanking and Canton are heavily garrisoned and 
fortified. In its surrounding district each forms 
the actual center of military operations for the 
Chinese troops. Japanese aviation authorities. have 
consistently issued warnings of impending attacks 
on military positions so that civilians may avoid 
injury from bombs hitting garrison headquarters, 
airdromes, arsenals, railway stations facilitating

— 2 — — 13
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movement of Chinese troops, and artillery and 
anti-aircraft locations. Japanese planes have also 
made a point of flying at low altitudes to insure 
accuracy in dropping bombs, although thereby 
they have greatly jeopardized their own safety 
inasmuch as both Nanking and Canton are strong
ly defended by powerful anti-aircraft batteries. 
Japanese war planes have never wilfully attacked 
noncombatants.
?) What are the facts concerning the retorted attacks 

upon schools and hospitals ?
In all such cases, these institutions of learning 

and humanity were desecrated by Chinese troops 
who had occupied and fortified the buildings as 
shields for attack or as refuges for defense. In 
this manner, to cite a few out of many examples, 
were the Patriotic Girls’ School and the Sungteh 
-Girls’ School of Shanghai, and the Nankai Univer
sity of Tientsin converted into military establish
ments.

As regards hospitals, it is the Chinese and not 
the Japanese who have been making attacks on 
them; This is clearly substantiated by the example 
of the Japanese hospital ship, Asahi Maru* which 
was made the direct target of Chinese bombard
ments.
<9 Is it true that the Chinese fishing fleet off Hongkong 

was attacked by Japanese submarines?
This story is unfounded and unsupported by 

fact as proved both by a statement made by a 
neutral citizen and by the flat denial of the captain 
of the German steamship, Scharnhorst, who was

alleged by the Chinese as being the rescuer of the 
fishermen.
9) brutal pictures of Japanese soldiers bayonetting 

helplessly bound Chinese were circulated in America. 
Are they actual ?

Investigations in Tientsin have revealed the 
existence of numerous Chinese tradesmen dealing 
in all kinds of faked photographs. The pictures 
in question come from such stocks. A Japanese 
naval officer who saw a newspaper reproduction 
of one of such photographs ascertained that the 
uniform of the soldiers and the method of handling 
the rifle were definitely Chinese.
jo) Was not the action of Japan contrary to the 

provisions of the Washington Treaty and the 
Anti-war Pact?

As stated in the pronouncements of the Japanese 
Government, Japan’s aim is “not territory, but 
co-operation ; ” and there is no question of in
fringing the provision of the Nine Power ^Treaty. 
As to the Kellogg Pact, the tight of self-defense is 
clearly reserved by the Signatory Powers to these 
treaties. In the present affair, Japan has acted 
solely to defend herself ; the fighting was not of 
her seeking. If these treaties are to be brought 
into question in conjunction with the- present 
conflict, the blame must be laid at the door of 
China who took the offensive from the outset. 
Even before actually resorting to warlike acts, she 
had, for years, waged a persistent and insidious 
campaign, under the guise of peace# against the 
legitimate and vital interests of Japan ip ChifU.>n>;

.4 _
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u) Are not the rights and interests of nationals of 
third Powers being damaged and actually sacrificed 

: in the conflict ? ,
The Japanese commanders have issued state

ments that the rights and interests of the nationals 
of third Powers would be fully protected, and 
have ordered their forces to exert every possible 
care in this regard. It is inevitable, however, that 
when such property is occupied by or otherwise 
used to the advantage of Chinese troops, it be
comes subjected to direct attack.
12) Will not the stoppage of coastal traffic being 

enforced by the Japanese Navy hamper the rightful 
navigation of the vessels of third Powers ?

It will not. Vessels of third Powers engaged 
in peaceful trading are totally exempt from the rest
rictions and are free to approach the Chinese ports. 
7 d) What are the aims of the Japanese, and when can 

we expect the conflict to end ?
Japan is now determined to fight it out to the 

finish. Peace will return only when China brings 
herself to realize the error of her ways—particularly 
of. her belief that Japan can be driven out of the 
Asiatic continent by force. [
14) What are Japan’s conditions in reaching a settle

ment with the Chinese ?
Japan wants the complete abandonment by the 

Chinese of the notion that Japan is their enemy 
and the severance of ah ties between China and 
the Communists, either native or foreign, .who are 
working toward the undermining of the traditions 
and;culture of Qriental civilization* bns wa;.'

1 fl Is Communism so powerful in China as to be a 
menace to Japan ?

The Nanking Government has formed a close 
alliance with the Chinese Red Army, which is now 
incorporated into the Central Army. Today, about 
forty to fifty per cent, of the power and authority 
of the Chinese Government is in the hands of the 
Communists. Japan regards a sovietized China as 
a grave menace to the welfare of the country, 
whose national structure and sentiment are in
compatible with the doctrines and practices of 
Communism.
16) Will Communism be a boon to China ?

The answer is emphatically “ No ! ”
China is still in the course of developing her 

natural resources, and of unifying and reconstruct
ing her vast nation. Ninety per cent, of China’s 
400 millions are unbelievably poor and are suffer
ing great want. Communism applied and practiced 
in China will bring about a state of affairs more 
serious than can be imagined. It will bring about 
chaos and tragic disaster.
1 fl What will be the effect of the sovietization of China 

upon the interests of foreign Powers in that 
country ?

Every democratic country having anything at 
all to do with China will suffer greatly. Debts 
may be cancelled; vested rights and interests 
nullified; extant safeguards of personal liberty and 
justice prematurely abolished ; trade opportunities 
circumscribed; and even entry and travel in the 
country restricted, as is the case in Russia.

— T —
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18) What will be its effect on East Asia and the 
world in general ?

A China sovietized is a China completely within 
the gray of Moscow revolutionaries. The result
ant shift in the balance of power will undermine 
the peace and stability of the Pacific countries. It 
may prove the first step toward Red revolution in 
the entire Far East, toward a new war involving 
the principal countries of America and Europe. 
iff) Will not the present conflict cause the loss of a 

good market for Japan ?
Japan is well aware that the present conflict will 

hamper trade relations with China.
She is further aware that the profit from trade 

after the present conflict is over will fall far short 
of the interest of the capital corresponding to the 
expenditure of expeditionary forces. This means 
that Japan is not fighting for profit or gains. She 
is fighting to bring about a better future, not only 
for the Japanese but also the Chinese themselves.
-« o) What cost Japan can bear in the conflict ?

Japan bore without difficulty the reconstruction 
expenditure after the great earthquake of 1923 
amounting to Ÿ 10,000,000,000. The present rate 
of taxes to total national income is remarkably 
low ; the country is in no need of securing loans 
from abroad; in arms and ammuniton Japan is 
well supplied ; new production of gold is increas
ing annually; and the country still holds fairly 
large amounts of reserves in foreign currency.

She is richer today. The expeditionary appro
priation of ¥ 2,600,000,000 is no great burden to 
the Japanese people of today.

— 8 —
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Dear Jack:-

Mr. J.F. Simmons, Chief, 
Visa Department, 
Department of State, 
Washington, D. C.

'\Wh'T OF
f -‘-£4^,. .... _

I recently received a Christinas card from a Japanese engineer, 
a very fine chap who has been here a number of times and with whom I have 
interchanged cards for the past few years

With his Christmas card, however, came a little booklet of 
propaganda entited "Why? Who? How?" which consists of questions and answers 
on the Sino-Japanese conflict, the rankest kind of propaganda. I presume 
that your Department has seen this, or many others like it, but I thought *
in any case I would send it to you for what it was worth because it is good. ®

It seems to me that what they have done is instead of giving per- 
fectly innocuous questions and answers, they have picked out the most embarr- 
assing questions to the Japanese side and then given unimportant and mislead- W 
ing answers. The average moron reading it therefore might get the impression W
that here is a book that answers all these very embarrassing questions from Om
the Japanese point of view and that they have a very strong case merely be- 
cause an answer has been given to every question.

Sincerely,

7#^,

Enc.

V
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jNTEL. £

UHIf-iD jrjUJ J.3ÎY YHU, j Qj JlilK 
Office of the Intelligence Officer

From November 15, 1937 
Io Notember 30, 1937

Üepartmei
KILITaRY

g.9Xth gfrfaa

There hare bean comparatively few reports of military activity in 

North China during the period under review* /inter has arrived and 

this has tended to reduce operations in this area.

Sulwuan - Chahar - dhans i de ot or*, ,ith the capture on November 

9th of Taiyuan, the capital of ah ansi, the Japanese apparently reached 

their inmediate objectives in this sector* It is believed they have 

spread out somewl at from the city of Taiyu n into southern ahansi, 

whence have come only a fe reports of engagements and all very minor 

ones* Juiyuan and Chahar are now apparently completely dominated by 

the Japanese* It does not appear probable that the Japanese will start 

any extended drive south through southern Jfcansl and on into northern 

Jhensi to Jianfu, if su oh be their intentions, until after the Cheng-tai 

railroad, which runs from Shlhcl iachuang to Taiysn, is fully repaired 

and operating at full capacity, as ny large force operating south from 

Taiyu n would lave to defend upon this railway as their main line of 

sUiPly* Hany observers are of the opinion that the Japanese are holding 

up their advance only until after the capture of Nanking. ft er such a । 

demoralising blow a general advance should encounter much less re- 

sistarice in the North than is now offered by the Chinese*

wr.aaa^.ftrt^ra-yffaaB -?wtar» Th« anticipated

Japanese drive from southern Ho ei into ùh^ntung has failed to develop ®
I 

during the period covered by this report* Reports indicate that the 

Japanese have been satisfied to consolidate their positions on the 

Peiping-Hankow and Tientsin- titow Hallroads by driving most of the 

Chinese remnants out of southern Hopei, northern Jhantung, and north

793.94/12332
 

F/FG

ern Honan. Guerrilla warfare with minor engagements at important ©en

ters on the north bank of the Yellow Hiver and at important to* ns

d*2,U^C. Beport No. 20 Deo* 9, 1937*
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betwe-n the two railroads has be~n reported ..jid, it is believed, has 

resulted in driving south of the ïellor; Hiver most of the remaining 

organized 31 inese resistance, exoe t alon; the inghan Hue. engage

ments have be n reported at Tsiyang, Tsiho, Kw.nhsiein, iGotang» Yuoheng^ 

Wngyi and Jhaogho, in northern Shantung, in the Tamin- , Kanlo, Tsing- 

fen « and Kai chow area in southern Ho el, and at Jhihsien, eihuei, and 

binsiang in Kort Bern Honan.

»hen the Chinese forces withdrew across the ïeUow Hiver on Novem

ber 15th, they dynamited the Tientsin- ukow Railroad bridge, bre king 

it in two places. This las be.n instrumental in delaying further 

Japanese advance into shantung. Recent re>orts indicate that the 

Japanese may attelé t to land a force on the northern shantung penin

sula in tie vicinity of Y angel * iaokou, liutun, cr Bungtow to advance 

south and cut the Tsinytao-Tsinan Railroad» and thus cut off eastern 

Jhantun neninsula from the remainder of the rovince. Rush an effort 

would probably cause the ra^id withdrawal of Chinese troops from eastern 

bhantun md might save the Ja-)...;nese investments at Tsinytao from 

groat amount of destruction.

.ithdrawal of Japanese Troo s fro-o tie Kort. Ji-lna re.. There has 

be^n a furtier withdrawal of Japanese troops from the Korti 3hina area 

during the eriod covered by this report, since October 19th, the 6th 

and 16tl Divisions have been withdrawn from Borth ihina >nd sent to 

bhangh.il» nd it is not unlikely tlat a third division has been moved 

out of Borth China. It is believed that approximately 70,000 Japanese 

effectives were withdrawn from Borth China betwean October 10th and 

the end of November. A French ob^erv^r places the number at 110,000. 

Estimates of foreign observers as to the number of Japanese troops, 

including 5,000 to 10»000 Kanchoutao m troops, remaining in North China 

at the end of November vary from 249,000 to 350,000 men.

SaaUsK ,$4aa*

Following the fall of -hanghai the Japanese have contacted a 

dramatic drive towards Hanking» The Host recent reports are that the 

Japanese, following the occupation of Klangyin on November 29th, 

attacked the Kiangyin Forts, which are still In the o«session of the

fie port Bo. 20.
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Chinese. Ate fall of the forts at Klangyln will give the Japanese 

a free hand to breach the boom, sweep the mine fields and steam up 

the Yangtze hirer, and. bombard Chenklang, where another boom blocks 

the river. She Japanese force which captured Cnangohow on the 29th 

is reported to be advancing up the Shanghai-Nanking hallway with 

Tan€;yang, twenty-eight miles distant, the next objective. She Japanese 

unit which captured Ihsing on the 2 y th is reported to be driving for

ward on Liyang. Another Japanese column which captured Siangte in 

Anhui idrovince on the 29th is reported to be advancing along the Hang- 

chow-V'Uhu highway towards wuhu with the objective of cutting off the 

Chinese troops in the Nanking Area. Wuhu is a city located on the 

south bank of the Yangtze hiver in Anhui -Province about seventy miles 

above Nanking. According to Chinese reports, Hangchow is still held 

by the Chinese and two Japanese columns are attempting to break the 

Chinese defenses about twenty miles northeast of the city along the 

Shanghai-Hangchow hallway.

(Jn November 16th the Japanese forces, which landed at Hangchow 

Hay, wore driving up across the railway towards Joochow and at Kahsing 

had turned northeast along the railway towards Shanghai and ^ujgklang.- 

By this maneuver they forced the retreating Chinese from Shanghai to 

fall back on Hoochow, thus narrowing the front against which they 

intended to proceed and undoubtedly cutting off some of the retreat

ing forces. On November 20th, the Japanese claimed they had smashed 

the line from Changsha to the Yangtze Elver, outflanking tioochow which 

was the Chinese supply base during the Shanghai operations. Naval 

units at ths sane time were working up ths Yangtze River towards ths 

Klangyin Forts. This envsLopment took place so rapidly that the 

Chinese retreat became almost a rout and rear guard resistance wsa)»> 

oned with the uncertainty as to another the retreating army could 

break clear. Japanese pianos wore dally bombing the retreating forces 

with great intensity and this increased the disorganization of the 

Chinese units, booohow fell on November 20th with apparently only 

slight resistanoe and at the same time the Chinese were reported with-

-3— Report So. 20.
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drawing from Wusih on the Shanghai -ranking ail way. The Chinese were 

reported to have been badly hampered in their retre t by lack of trans

port* The Japaneset using Junks to Rapport their mechanized land forces 

sent troops around Taihu ink© and made rapid progress against usih, 

which fell into their hands on November 22d. '71 th the osptuie of this 

city a Junction was isade between the «Japanese forces advancing from 

Shanghai and those that landea in Hangchow Bay, and the Japanese claim

ed contact along a continuous line extending from d^ngyin on the Yang

tze to H«iyen on Hangchow fey* The Japanese apparently rested on this 

line for a few days before starting their next drive which is stilx in 

progress and lias-résulté in the capture on the 29th of the places 

mentiorieu aoove.

Once the Chinese were dislodged from their defensive positions 

in whaughMi» the Japanese have not permitted them to gain a new foot

hold. Jurmg the swift thrust to the west, the Japanese have had an 

opportunity to display their characteristic offensive spirit and to 

brin^ out tne lack of central staff control on the p»rt of the Chinese* 

This lack of c.ntrol is so marked that the Chinese appear to be fight

ing independent group action rather than a coordinated defensive 
9 

action.

according to a Berlin report 

dated November 26th, ^ajor General Berada, the Japanese Mlitary 

Attache to China, when interviewed by a correspondent of the Berliner 

Tagsblatt on that date, stated that the resistance of the Chinese, 

although weakened, was not broken and that the continuation of the 

hostilities after the eventful occupation of .Banking by the Japanese 

troops is highly probable*

South China* .

The naval blockade against Chinese vessels has continued along 

the China coast* Japanese planes have continued to bomb important 

centers in bouth China and it is reported that as a result of these 

air raids traffic on the Canton-Hankow railway has been Suspended 

and long distance telephone service between Canton and Hongkong 

interrupted since November 27•

deport No* 20
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^?^oh?iR4U-x>.^ m -ik* tloua ^w::hor 2Stb e w dispatch

i-o&w ®Utt$a that Italy hae uwld^^ to ucuo/4 d> lure r coi^ition to
'■ J-a^ahouKuo# a report of .a^ve^bet'^Oth atbtoa uat as a result of 

■ .■ 7s/

thl» aeeialaa tne Italian Cou^ui&ts' l3en^rui at 1’glaidng will tie ch^^» 

ed Into a v<inM& h; Xie tain omsider act as un*

friauily to uhiua nm /^wly nn effort an tne im of to aeaure 

ao;;iwralaà ahoukuo MmiXar to those sooentl/ granted

to xer&uny#

^4xi<a^L.4atl.or^l- dovs.rn^n.t^ Jn fcwe^ex lou, ascilea to 

move u-e se <t of the hétions! to . In wSMChuan# ■•&

20th the ‘ümwmt rnrnu that ..unking

was completely &y the lovercwnt anu the foliouiug

ar^auaju w:% reported#

(„4) To Cbu^îciru;* ^s^ehuaiu

># fhe office ox’ the resiawt of the

the e^lsuMiw, Judioi^le Control and

Examination Tuan*
i&e rloiatrlea of Xwxu$tri«t d.4outionf

U) fo ^unkowt -wiwli

The 'luisîtiH3 of /orvi^ Zlnsao*!# Inter-

lox •

Uj To ùu&n^eh > -Wia«

Ths ’ iuiatxy of ^œmwuleatlau*

14) To xe,»io in

a’m -Mturalis&teo*® HtMiausrter^ m otncr «diit^ry 

Institutions#

Jenorsl vulM&g Xai-ahek aa rr a aident of the - xeo^ti^e

fu&n pri^r to the rrov:4 of the smt tM is orl^r that

he Bl^t devote all his ttee to the defend of u&lrm. ,r# H# H# ^Wt 

vico of the .xeouti^ ïuaat auoa&sa^ him#

.rovh^lAl Capital*. It is repott»U that U« provincial a«pi- 

ta^ii cl tiie iOilo inr> r^o^inoe* n^ve naen moved &a indlaatedi

opart So. --0»
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Kl an g su: from CHhNKIiNCr to HUAI YINj 

Chekiangi from HANGCHOW to CHIN HUA; 

bhantu^gi from TGINaN to TAIAN» 

^Q£P.IIt la reported that ail for- 

eign embassies are either preparing to evaluate or are evacuating 

Nanking» The American Ambassador, with all but three or four mem

bers of his staff, has moved to Hankow where he is in contact <4th 

the Chinese Minister of Foreign Affairs» Britain is reported to be 

making arrangements for the evacuation of all her nationals from 

this city»

North China» The areas of North China cleared of Nationalist 

troox>s and Kuomintang political administrators continue to be govern

ed by the district peace preservation oommissions with their Japanese 

advisers» whether the North will be independent of the rest of 

China, if determined, has not yet been announced although Northern 

Honan is reported by Japanese sources to have declared for autonomy 

during the latter part of this period» This is understood to mean that 

part of Honan north of the fellow liver» For that matter the whole 

of North China under Japanese military occupation obviously is inde

pendent of tanking in that the Nationalist Government exercises no. 

authority in the area» Borne well informed foreign observers believe 

that North China will remain within the framework of the reconstruc

ted Chinese National Government» Heking is regarded as the most likely 

place for the new capital, restored to much or all its former glory» 

There have been the usual reports of a monarchical restoration» 

3hile there are members of the Emperor Pu Yi*s family now in Peking, 

it is reported by the press that they do not admit he will return 

and it is further reported that Japanese in Peking deny he has any 

Intentions of returning» A Japanese source states that several 

states under a central federation may be established, each state to 

have Japanese military support and Japanese économie co-operation» 

A China thus divided and parcelled out would be one that no nation 

need fear and might be easier to control and administer by a for

eign power»

•*6- heport No» 20
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J«le in November 16th Ten iEi-shan» governor of Jh^nsi 

and a of sixteen other provincial military leaders issued a 

circular telegram in which they blamed hot-headed subordinates of 

the 2$th Army and communist a for the spre d of hostilities in Ohina» 

and urged China’s military leaders to ado t concrete measures to end 

hostilities, according to a Cornel (Japanese) report»

Bandit..JupiP.re.S-;?-i.o.n.—Act.l_Y.ltles In■TA.e.|Ut.S-i.n.^. At an eergency 

conference convened on November 25th by the Jhlef of olice of the 

Tientsin Municipalité it was decided that a general house-to-house 

search would be conducted for bandits and men of dubious character» 

The seard started on November 26th and continued throughout the 

27th» The jolice attested in two days to search, the entire muni

cipality» except the foreign concessions which were exempted» 

As each district was being searched traffic was suspended in nd 

out of the district except "by specified exits» and Chinese goln^ 

in and out through t-ese exits were subject to search» Reports 

from Chinese indicate that the search was most thorough but that 

only two or three bandits were found _xd arrested»

Hast Hopei ^a-o ïn Toi» (Peace Preservation dorps)»

Mr» Chlh Tsung-mo, tie new .governor of Hast Hopei» has caused 

the Bao An Tui to be reorganized into tie *Hast Hopei Garrison Jorps* 

This Corps is divided into four detac meats and a bodyguard detach

ment and is reported to total about eight hundred men»

Hural Conditions» Conditions in tie rural sections of tie 

province of Hopei continue to be very bad» Many villages are still 

surrounded by water» The complete withdrawal of the Chinese troops 

has given the professional bandits a free hand and in some villages 

the only control exercised is that of bandit leaders* ao called red 

or communist btndits are reported to be operating in several of the 

hslen (districts) in the interior of the rovince and these bandits 

are harassing the Japanese at every opportunity» A recent survey 

made by a foreigner and a Chinese in fifteen villages surrounding

‘7- Heport Mo» 20
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a elty in western Hojei which suffered from the war shows that the 

average loss oer family because of the war is ^124 in round figures» 

These figures include losses from military assessments, looting» 

damage to cros, comm aideered grain» dron in cotton prices, wrecked 

and burned property, and miscellaneous causes* The figures are esti

mated but believed to be fairly accurate. The average total annual 

income of farmers in this section is £156 to £180 so that the average 

loss per family amounts to approximately two-thirds of the annual 

income* Generous relief measures will be necessary throughout the 

winter to alleviate suffering*

Federation of .AortL.Ælna^AUtonomou s Government s * en Koveæber 

26th the thre^ autonomous governments (Inner) Mongolia, Jouth Jhaiar, 

and Horth Ghana! announced that a Federated Commission of tie Mon

golian Frontier was established* The purpose of the federation is 

to assure the close co-operation of the three autonomous governments 

in the develoaient of industries, communication, and finance* The 

seat of the federation is at Kalgaa*

The ersonnel of ti e Jonaission consists of a Mongolian ""rince, 

Prince Tao, as Chief of the Commission, six members selected from the 

three autonomous governments, a Japanese Jhief Idris© • a Japanese 

counselor, end a number of technical experts* The agreement under which 

the Commission was formed is dated the 732d year after the birth of 

Gènghis Khan, and is published in the Chinese, Japanese, and Mongolian 

languages. In ease of dispute the Japanese text will govern* Accord

ing' to the agreement, all matters taken u> by the Commission must be 

referred to tie Japanese Adviser an; teohnloal experts concerned and 

to all members of tie Commission for discussion before dee is ions are 

made*

The first act of this Federated Commission was to announce 

the establishment of the Mongolian Frontier Bank at Kalgan* The bank 

is to have a capital of twelve million yuan (Chinese dollars) with 

one-fourth of tie capital paid up* The capital will be paid in pro** 

portionally by each of the three autonomous governments, and the basât

keport Bo. 20
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will abosrb the bœ th Ghthar dank (the former Provincial jank of 

Chahar), the Feng Yeh Bank at Balgan and at ^eihua, and other small 

local banks. Banknotes will be placed in circulation in the near w 

future with a par value equal to that of the Japanese and t»lanchou- 

kuoan currency.

Press Aot^vJLtieSA during Novembei the representatives of the 

Dome! News Agency, Tientsin, China, forwarded a questionnaire to all 

foreign reporters of the foreign-language newspapers and the corres

pondents of the foreign news agencies in Tientsin. The questionnaire 

solicited the frank opinion of the foreign correspondents and news 

agencies on the autonomous reisimea already established or about to 

be established in Southern Chahar, northern thansi and other parts 

of North China, including the future prospects of these redîmes: the 

independence of inner Mongolia; the extent Japan will be able to 

influence economic development in North China and the effect of such 

influence upon the interests of other nationals: the necessity for 

the presence of Japanese troops in North China in order to maintain 

peace and order ; the result of the severance of the Shanghai area 

from the control of the banking Government and the effect of such 

severance upon hanking, Shanghai, and the foreign powers; the future 

of the Chinese National Governmentt the interpretation of the signif 

icance of the tri-partite anti-communist pact concluded between Japan, 

Germany, and Italy: the claim that Japan is a stabilising influence 

in Bast Asia: and the way that present hostilities would be settled. 

The representative of the I/omei News Agency stated that the question

naire was for arded in compliance with a request of the North China 

Economic News, a Japanese agency, and that the news agency had 

pledged that it would under no circumstances quote the source of any 

of the replies to the questions asked.

teftSPAr

âusineee conditions in rlentsin remain depreeeed. boup kitchens 

are to be established in the city by the Bureau of Social Affairs on

-9- Report Bo» 20
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December 1st and it is anticipated that over forty thousand desti

tute people will be dependent upon these id. t ch eus for their food 

during the winter months» Chinese travellers report that the Japan

ese who are lu control in Kalgan are Insisting tnat all furs be sent 

out throu^i &anohoukuo via Dairen, so there will prooably be little 

or no fur export trade from Tientsin this year» Business men report 

that goods «shipped from Uiaughai are coining via Dairen ana that 

MancnouKUO is insisting on collecting a tax on them» In s?ite of 

these adverse conditions foreign business men are optimistic and 

believe that as soon as the present bino-Japanese hostilities are 

ended and an agreement is reached between tne two countries, Tientsin 

will boom with trade»

China» Reports from Japan 

state tnat the opinion of Japanese government leaders and industrial

ists regarding the economic development of Dorth China is becoming 

crystallized as the time for a formai decision approaches» lhe 

fundamental policy for the reconstruction of Dorth China will be 

formulated by the Planning Board on the basis of advice received from 

the Dorth China Tolley Commission» ihe opinions of the various lea

ders have been summarised in the prose as follows i

(1) Capital of third countries should be welcomed under the 

principle of the open door and equal opportunity*

(2) Dorth China industiial construction should be incorpor

ated into a Japan-2 anohouKuo-F or th China industrial program»

(J) General industries should be developed on a free basis» 

but fundamental defense industries such as oammmioations and trans

portation should be controlled»

(4) It la hoped that Japan’s leading industrial companies will 

participate in the main industries»

(6) Development of each industry should be left entirely to a 

responsible company so that the industry may be developed to the full* 

est extent»

(6) a controlling instututlon should be established to keep 

the wide sphere of enterprises in adjustment*

~1O*- Report Ho» 20
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(T) île Japanese ijo re ronton t should guarantee the business 

and finer cinp of the control com any, thereby rendering it capable 

of fully controlling this great task o ’ economic development of 

Berth Jhlna*

(8) 1 high-type -erson Laving full knowledge of the impor

tance of the situation should be made resident of the controlling 

institution &nd the staff of the institution should consist of 

representatives of the companies participatif in the economic de- 

velormeut of hortl Jhina*

The ;lan to be presented on behalf of the xuth Manchuria 

Railway by Mr* MatenoPa attaches most im ortance to tie railway, 

port, harbor, and coal enterprises, which are to be developed on 

a five-year plan* ^bout 1800,000,000 is needed for the carryizig 

out of the Matsuoka plan* Of thk anount it i proposed that 

¥500,000,000 be invested by Japan and ¥300,000,000 by Mand oufci© 

and Berth China combined* The plan proposes the investment of 

¥10,000,000 in railway i Jprovement ^nd more than ¥57,000,000 in 

railway construction in $orth Ohina* This includes the completion 

and widening of the Taiyuan-Tatung Bailway; the widening of the 

Chengtai (dhiher iaohuang-Taiyu n) narrow gauge; -nd the construc

tion of the Tientsin-^Mhchiaokuang (or Ts^-'chow-ol-lhchiachuang) 

.Railway, the Tsinan-Tadkowchen Railway, and the Kupeikow-Tungchow 

(Jehol-Reking) Railway* The plan also oJ. Is for the reconstruction 

of the harbors at Tientsin and Tangkn, at a cost of ¥68,000,000 $ 

as the two main ports of Sorth Jhina and the improvement of dhin- 

wangtao and Tslngtao, at a cost of ¥8,000,000 e&cl, to make them 

auxiliary orts* The railway company will undertake coal mining 

at Chlng-1 sin in western Hopei on t e dhetgiairailw^y, at tie 

’nines near T«echu?ua in ah jxtung, and at tie mines at osh-n* Both 

Taeehuan and Roshan are about sixty miles east of Tsinan on a 

narrevr gtfge railway extending southwest fro^ the Ihiaotsi (Telngtao- 

Tsinn) line* The plan also calls for the development of electio 

power, salt, cotton, and the wool industries in Sorth China by the
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Kociiu Kuehl Company, a subsidiary of the urath -anchuria hailway 

company in which the railway company owns all the capital.

OJK.JxMtLkcn.tr01 ^ot iQXL^anchouKUQ. A Bowel (Japanese 

ne^.s agency) report from Blinking dat d November 29th states that 

a new Trade ^ontioi ^ct will be enacted shortly oy the ranch oukuo 

Government which will pronisit the importation of rice, except 

Japanese and Siamese lice; flour, except that of Japanese origin: 

caustic soda: sugar, except Japanese sugar; and will limit the 

importation of leaf tobacco from If or th am erica ana unantung. ihia 

act will also prohibit the exportation of maize and castor oe^ns 

except to Japaa.

TltlLW M, METIS, 
Dajor, 15th Infantry, 
^-2,

1st Ind,

HEADQUAliTEh.3, (J. d. /irmy Troops in vhina, Tientsin, China, December 
9, 19d7, To: Commanuing General, Philippine Department, Danila, D.I.

Approved.

J, A. aU^DBEU,
Colonel, 15th infantry
Commanding,

S-2, UijATG Report Ko« 20, December 9, 1937
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

^.SECOND brigade usmcfrom
ÜLNT TO ; February 7, 1938

L Rec’d 10:35 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF (ADM) *
CINCAF
OPNAV t

■ *■’**’> 'X'V la •
INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI /

COMSUBRON FIVE —, 1________ -
COMDESRON FIVE
COMYANGPAT
CO”SOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8607. Chinese continue deny Nipponese capture 

Hwaiyuan, Japanese claim occupation that city and of 

Famgshan 11 miles to northeast. Six Chinese divisions 

ordered from central Shansi to southern Tsinpu defense. 

Japanese recaptured Mingyun southern Shantung. Indications 

early resumption Japanese southward offensive Pinghan 

railway. 1734.
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l'p I V , ’

'hi- 4 a
QtD<L«fe&£l^..lMITa> STATED AMY TROOPS IB JHIKfr ' *' >"J

Office of tho Intelligence Office». M

wmr

From: December 1, 1927, 
To : Dooembor IS, 1937.

ThO-JHorth China Theatre.

Japanese military activity in Sorth China han boon limited to mopping

up operations directed mainly against units of the 8th Route Army (the 

former Communist Army), totalling between 50,000 and 60,000 mon soatterod 

among the Tai Hang fountains on the Hopei-Bonan-Shanai border and in the 

vioinity of tho Hiangtsekuan and Hlngtlngfcuan passest and to operations 

against the remnants of General rung's 29th Army, the former garrison of 

the Tientsin-Peiping area reported no to total about 15,000 men ana to be 

scattered along the north and south banks of tho Hute River, and in the 

vicinity of dhihciiiachuang and Shunte on the r’elplng-Hankow Railroad, 

and in Hsintang, Ringshow, Taming, and other villages between tho Peiping- 

Hankow and Tiontsin-.t'ukow Railroads. The Japanese advance along the rail

roads was very rapid but did not extend far from the main lines of com

munications and it is believed these mopping up operations will oontlnue 

for some time before all of the resistance from these foroea is overcome

or they are annihilated. The land operations have boon accompanied by 

air raids by both Kavy ana Army planes. A Domoi report states that the 

naval spokesman of the Japanese Imperial Headquarters announced that naval 

aircraft visited Ohouchiakou, Loyang, Kunheion, all in Honan Province: x,

Rian, Shonsi Provinces and laaohow, Kansu Province, during the period,^.' 

Dooembor 1st to 6th and destroyed fifty Chinese aircraft and destillsh«S 

fourteen hangars and buildings housing troops, Tho Japanese spokesman !— 

has stated that the Japanese bombed and destroyed the Ping-Han Yellow Hiver 

Bridge on December dtb and 7th so as to out off the lino of retreat of the 

Chinese foroea* that on December 6th Japanese air units bombed Kaifeng, 

Honan, the headquarters of the Ohlnoeo defense foroea on tho Ping-Hm> 

kailroad, and on December 7th bombed tho Chinese troops at Tungohoog, 

seventy kilometers east of Taming,

5-2, USATO Report Bo, 20 December 21, 1937
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The Japan»»» report that on Dooomber 4th, seven thousand Chinese 

troops in the lungping-Unulu area northeast of bhunte surrendered and 

agreed to assist in th» establishment of a now government.

ïwo thousand of the horth China Self Government Army (Hua Pel Tzu 

Chin uhunj, organised with the permission of the Japanese authorities and 

presumably recruited in Sorth Eastern Hopei, were sent to the vicinity of 

Tenshan in southeastern Hopei for the suppression of bandits. As soon as 

they got out of sight of their masters they began to aot like bandits then*» 

selves. The "brave Volunteer Army" (I Tung Chun), a more or less sponta

neous organisation whose principal leaders were genuinely desirous of 

using it for the restoration of order, contained many men who were bandits 

and they appear to nave corrupted the entire body. Thus, in the area under 

Japanese occupation in Horth China the Japanese have not suooeeded in des

troying all armed resistance or in wiping out banditry, a certain amount 

of which is the usual concomitant of winter aven in ordinary times. 

Xha CsataU. -China Theatre.

During the period December 1st to Ihth the Japanese completed the 

reduction of the Kiangyin Forts on both sides of the fangtze river and pushed 

rapidly westward towara Nanking In three columns, one column advancing up 

the south b&nn of the Taagtse river, on» column au van cl ng along the Nanking- 

Shanghai Kailroad, and a double column advancing from Kuangte, Ahhul Pro

vince, west along the Rancho -vuhu Highway towards uhu. From the infor

mation available in Tientsin, it has not been possible to determine the 

composition or the identity of the various Japanese emits. It is reported 

that the Ono. tiukigav/a, ,.oda, Katagirl, Aukinl, and Imakana unite comprieed 

the column that captured Changoho'w on December 29th and proceeded along the 

railroad. West of Lake Talhu the Tamada and ühiba contingents wore engaged 

ana the Kataoka and Kozakaki unit» wore reported to have captured itaangto» 

The Tashito, i.‘or o aurai , Load, a, and Kurubayashi units were named as having boon 

engaged at the Kiangyln Forts. The bonds and Noma to air units were reported 

to have assisted in reducing the Kiangyin Forts and the Kakatnura, Kamsaki, 

T&ki , and Lonaka air units were reported to have assisted in the advance on 

Hanking.
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On Peoember 7 th reconnoitering parties reached urple fountain, which 

dominates the capital. Jhlnklang was captured ots the 8th and uhu on the 
?

Bth, and by the 10th acme 7000 Japan ess troop» were in posit ion _eo»ae eight 

miles up the river frot- Honking. so there wae little chance for the defen

ders to e<soa;e. on December Vth Qenerul ’.'ataul, ooueiRndei-ln-Jhief in the 

Central China Area, Issued an ultimatum notifying the garrison commander, 

General Sang ^heng-chlh, that Hanking was completely surrounded and calling 

for the surrender of tne city by noon December 10th. Thirty minutes after 

the expiration of the time lirait set In the ultira&turB, an attach was 

launched which resulted in the capture and occupation of the capital on 

the 13th. one of the severest blows Ohlna has suffered during the present 

hostilities. Casualties on both sides are reported to have been heavy, 

the Japanese claiming the dhinese lost between sixty and seventy thousand 

men. This figure is believed to be high, particularly as the dhlnese 

claim the main force of the Chinese Array was withdrawn before the battle 

of Lanklag started and Japanese reports confirm this statement.

Since the fall of Hanking the Japanese olaia the occupation of Klang» 

pel and Yangchaw on the Sorth bank of the Yangtze-Liver, but it is not 

believed any serious attempt to advance up the river toward Hankow has 

started to data.

It is believed the next large scale campaign of the Japanese in this 

sector will be toward Hangchow, which is the last important city in Klang- 

ew-Uheklang arsa under ths control of the Jhineae.

aa unoonfirmod UlMit report in shanghai states teat &0.000 Japanese 

troops are being taken out of the Central China area for transportation 

to south China in preparation for a drive towards Canton.

Thirty Soviet Hussion aviators are reported to be is Bankow ready to 

participate in the dino-Japaneco hostilities aad Japanese.reports claim 

China io receiving airplanes from -ovist Hussla.

During the recent hostilities in Central China the Aacrican gunboat 

"Jhuay" was bombed by the Japanese and sunk, together with throe Standard 

Oil vessels, the "Helping". the "aeibsia", and the "Belan”. and the 

British gunboats "ladybird” and "3ee". and several oonaoroial vessels 

flying the Sritieh flag were fired upon.

heport Ho. £2
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£ha South China Theatre.

serial attacks on important cities, particularly along the Hankow- 

Canton kailroad, have continued during the period covered by thia report. 

Chinese reports indicate that the people of Kwangtung and Kiangs! Provinces 

are extremely nervous and expeot an attack by a Japanese landing force, 

possibly from the direction of Hainan Island. Maqy foreign observers 

believe there are indications that the next Japanese advance will be made 

in south China.

rUklJIQA*.

Iha Provisional Government of the Chinese uaoubllc.

Immediately following the capture of Hanking by the Japanese military 

forces, there was on ueoetnbor 14, 19S7, established In Peking a new govern

ment oallea "The Provisional Government of the Republic of China." 1’his 

new government wax ostensibly established by the people of north China, 

but in reality all observers know it was established at the direction of 

the Japanese array.

The old five-color flag was selected as the national emblem and 

Peking as the capital.

The new government claims Jurisdiction over all the territory of China 

Proper from which the Kuomintang forces have been evicted, including the 

lower Tangtse Valley. At the present time it la believed to exeroiso 

jurisdiction over all of Hopei Province, including that part formerly con

trolled by the East Hopei Antl-Coomnnist Government, but exclusive of a 

few unimportant inland towns to which Japanese military occupation has not 

been extended to date. In.the near future it is probable that jurisdic

tion of the now government will extend throughout all of Hopei, northern 

Shantung, northern Honan, and Northern and Central Shansi, and possibly 

southern Ohahar, inasmuch as all the parte ef those provinces named are 

already under Japanese military occupation, with the exception of areas dis

tant from the main arteries of communication. The new Government has boon 

congratulated by the Mongolian Frontier Federated Oonmlssion, organised at 

Kalgan on November 26 th by the South Ohahar Autonomous Coverament (ostab- 

11 shed at Kalgan on August 26th-28th), the Forth Shansi Autonomous Govern

ment (a development of the Peano Maintenance Ceamission established at 
I

Bopert Io. t<2
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Tatung on September 20th), ana the Mongolian Federated autonomous jotwd- 

ment (establlshea at Kuoihna-dulyuan City on October 27th.) Inasmuch as 

the üonyolian Frontier Federated Jowiaalou has promised to co-operate 

with the new Government, it seems likely that for the time being at least 

Peking will not exercise jurisdiction over the territory now controlled 

by the three members of Mongolian Frontier Federated Commission. Later 

the new government will probably exercise Jurisdiction over all parts of 

China wnioh come under Japanese military control, except possibly the 

territory under the control of the Mongolian Federated autonomous Govern

ment established on uotober 27th at kweuhua in buiyuan. This government 

may prefer to remain independent from China though closely allied with 

both .Vancnoukuo and China for purposes of trade and industrial development.

The new government consists of a chairman or president, who has not 

ueen selected to date) a legislative committee; an executive committee5 

and a Judicial oommittee. General «u Poi-fu, the first ohoioo of the 

Japanese for the head of the now government, is reported to have refused 

to serve unless he could, have his own army and govern without being 

subject to Japanese dictation. The spokesman of the Japanese Consulate 

General in Tientsin has given it as his personal opinion that Pu Ti, 

the emperor of Lanchuokuo, will not return to Peking to be the head of 

the new Government. There are still loo&l reports that dang Ch1ng-we1 

in spite of his anti-Japaneso statements will finally become the chairman 

of the now government but this report is doubted by many foreign observers 

and it is believed the chairman of the now government has not as yet boon 

selected.

The personnel of tho new administration at present consists of Mr. 

Wang Xe-min. Ur. rung kang, Mr. Wang Ti-tang, General Chi Hsieh-yua, Mr. 

Ghu Son, Mr. Chiang Jhao-tsung, Mr. Kao Ung-wei, and hr. Tang irh-ho. 

Of these eight, the first five compose tho standing committee of the legis

lative cofflnittee. The chairmen of tho throe committees are: atooutlvo 

Committee, Mr. tfang Ke-min; Legislative Committee, Vx. fang »h-ho; and 

Judicial Goaxaittee, vr. Tung Kang. The throe committoe chairmen aad a 

total of five of the eight members of tho now administration are southern

-fi xe port Ko. 22
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Chinese* Seat of the eight members of the new government have hold high 

offices in Peking before and their names ara familiar in China. ®ang 

Ko-uiin is a former Minister of Finance. He has long boon known ae a 

friend of Japan. He sought refuge in Dairen in 1H27 when the Ranking 

Government ordered his arrest. Dr. Tang Lrh-ho is a graduate of a medical 

sohool in Japan and has a Japanese wife. General Chi Hsleh-yuan is a 

former tuohun (military governor) of Kiangsu Province. Wang fl-tang was 

a prominent leader of the old ânfu Party and received a part of his ed

ucation in Japan. Chu Shen was Violator of the Interior and another 

strong supporter of the Anfu Party, and is a graduate of the Tokyo Imper

ial University. Kao Ling-we1 was a premier under the Chihli regime.

The axeoutive Committee consiste of the following departments: 

Administrative Department, Wang Ke-mln, Chairmanj 

Public Safety Department, General Chi Hsieh-yuan, Chairman) 

Education Department, Dr. Tang Lrh-ho, Chairman? 

Legislative Department, Ohu Shen, Chairman) 

Belief Department, lïr. Wang Yl-tang, Chairman.

The similarity of the Provisional Government of the hepublic of 

China to the Kuomintang Government of China is worthy of note. The former 

has Its three committees ana General Kl ta is undoubtedly policy dictator, 

and the latter has Its five committees (Ihan) and General Chiang Kai-shek 

as party dictator.

Deuel (a Japanese Sews agenoy) reported that Dr. Tang Jrh-ho, Chair

man of the Legislative Committee, had, on December 14 th In Poking at a 

ceremony marking the establishment of the new Government, read a procla

mation in which it was stated that in order to remove the arbitrary 

administration of the Kuomintang, the Provisional Government would

1. tievivo administration baaed on the -wishes of the people)

2. Oppose Communism) 

£>. Anhanoe Oriental morality and friendly relations with 
neighboring countries)

4. ?romote industries for the improvement of the people's living) 

b. Invite participation of executive and administrative talent.

Report So. 23
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TM<i qsw ^ovGjru&Sfi t Ù&8 do su pubXicly coûgratulatciû by «Mid proulttod tbs 

fuxx support ot the uapaneso âts# la xtorth Jhioat and la the proeut olrouœ* 

stances this awuots to 4e fMlil recognition by Japan. There are reports 

that Japan %ill withdraw h^r recognition of the present Kuomintang Government 

of China before the end of the year.

h.r. Kao Mng-wel will be governor of Hopei Province and concurrently 

Mayor of Tientsin.

i’Le federation of Tientsin-Peking Peace ualnUnanoe Commissions was 

abolished on December isth as a result of the establishment of the new 

government auu. the Peking ^eaoe &ainten&nce Cowiission announced it would 

cease ctwduoting business with outside activities on December 17th and 

ouxa cease to exist as soon as it couid complete its unfinished business, 

klontain karitima Customa.

%aag Ae-ffiln, ohairman of tha -xeautlvs Coamittee of toe r©visional 

Government of China, announced on December 16th that his government had taken 

over control of the Chinese A&rltime Customs in Sorth China on December 15th. 

The change was made without incluent. Ur. W. a. Uyers, the Commissioner of 

Customs in North China, was confined to his home in Tientsin by illness at 

the time the new government asserted its Jurisdiction over the Customs, and 

the Deputy Coruni esiou er, hr. A. J. Hope, denied to the Tientsin represen

tative of the United .Press any knowledge of the passing of Jurisdiction over 

the Customs to the frovisiosal Government even though the flag of the now 

government had boon raised over the Customs building.

Reports indicate that normal tariff rates havo been enforced on all 

goods Imported since the beginning in July of the present military opera

tions, with the important exceptions that all Japanese solitary supplies 

and all relief supplies, chiefly if not entirely foodstuffs, for refugees 

have been admitted duty free. The spokesman of the Japanese Consulate Con

or al in Tientsin said last mouth that it was possible that some dishonest 

merchants had taken advantage of the arrangement for relief supplies duty 

free anu had thus evaded the payment of duty on a limited amount of foodstuffs

The Tiedtain hews reporters association was established on December 

let* with 67 members representing all the Tientsin Japanese and Chinese 

newspapers except the coaching Messpaper and the Ta-ln News Agency. These 

-7- Bepert Io. «2
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two newspapers were oensured tor their apparent lack of co-operation and 

an order was issued depriving them of their right of publication December 

1st.

Shansi.

Ths t'rovinoe of uhunai aunouocod autonomy and severance from the 

hanking Government during the period* This Province, or at least so men 

of it as is under Japanese occupation, will probably be governed by the 

new ’rovisional jovorruuant of tue republics of China in the immediate future 

Death of Pnnohan hm.

L’ne '’anchan j^iau, spiritual heca of Tibet and well known in Tientsin, 

and for a long timo a political exile iu China ana India, died on pecember 

cd while enroute to his home.

y«.i YftJŒltiQ.. ,1a : W «
The Peking eace Uaintenatice vo/srais^ion in order to regularise the 

status of the universities in that area which have lost their ocntaot with 

the National Government assumed temporary control of these institutions 

and issued instructions that Japanese should be rated the first foreign 

Language in the curricula; tnat improvement should be made in the method 

of teaching Chinese Classics; and that students should not interfere with 

school administration or engage in political activities of any kind.

une hundred and twenty employees of the South kanchuria hallway have 

been assigned to serve in various capacities with the PekLag-Bukden Bail

road. British employees stats that they are used by the railway at the 

present time in an advisory capacity only, and that such employment will 

probably cease in the immediate future* 

Russian Emigrant House inlisntsin.

The Russian sal grant House in the J’irat Special Area (ex-Gertsaa 

Concession} in Tientsin is causing a good deal of hard fooling among local 

Russians* Buasiano who are employed claim that thio ergnmisatico is msod 

as a moans of obtaining money from those who have positions as* that it 

any Russian fails to pay the amount assessed against him, he is inmodi- 

atoly arrested on false charges cat placed in confinament tvt as 

indefinite period* ■
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TBDMH a. ORTIH, 
àiaj or , l&th Infantry, 

Ü-2.

1st Ind.

Headquarters U. S. Army ïroop» In China, ïientaln, China, December 22, 19S7.
Toi Commanding Central, ?hilipping Department, Mailla, P.I.

Approved.

J. A. JtoAJOMU&i', 
Colonel, 15th Infantry, 

Commanding.

t ;
DeomaHr 11,1957^a-4, USATO. 2eport Ho. S<2
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MG FROM PLAIN

Comsopat

Rec’d February 7, 1938

1:10 p,m.

Comsopat 
Action Opnav 
Info Cincaf Adm 
2nd Brigade USMC 
Comsubron 5 
Condesron 5 
Cincaf 
Comyangpat 
Amambassador China 
USS Marblehead 
Alusna Peiping.

0007 South China ports quiet. 2000,.

rr
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
CORRECTED COPYFrom

GRAY

Secretary of State

Washington

49, February 6, 5 p.m

Rec’d(9r58 p.m

Nanking »ia N

Yesterday afternoon Major General Amaya, the new

garrison commander, gave a welcoming tea at the Japanese

Emba’ssy for the foreign diplomatic representatives in

Nanking during the course of which he made a long state

ment outlining his opinion on the local situation and 

793.94/12336

in which he criticised the attitude of the foreigners 

who had been sending abroad reports of Japanese atrocities 

and encouraging the Chinese in their anti-Japanese feeling. 

The gist of the statement is given below.. Because of the 

importance and length of the statement an opportunity was 

taken of checking this morning with my British and-German 

colleagues for possible errors or omissions and it is 

therefore believed that the following summary is 

substantially complete.

The General regretted the prominence which had been- 
— s 

given abroad to reports of atrocities committed in Nanking 

by Japanese troops and in extenuation pointed out the ° -q 

long
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KLP Page 2, #49 from Nanking

long and strenuous fighting and the unexpected strong 

resistance of the Chinese. -The rapid advance had caused 

the failure of food supplies and the exhaustion of the 

troops had led to a lack of discipline ani hence looting 

and violence. However, he added that the Japanese troops 

were the best disciplined in the world and that in the 

Russo-Japanese War and in the Manchurian incident which 

had been comparatively mild there had been no atrocities. 

He hoped Europeans and Americans would refrain from 

criticism and remain onlookers and to respect the great 

Japanese nation. Endeavors were now being made to restore 

discipline. The Japanese troops were not hostile to 

Chinese citizens but they were angry at the existence of 

snipers and spies among the latter resulting from the 

anti-Japanese spirit which Chiang Kai Shek had instilled 

among the people as well as among the Chinese soldiers.

It was stated to be the desire of the Japanese milit

ary to restore order and norami conditions in Nanking 

as soon as possible. In Yangchow, from which place the 

General has just come, relations between Chinese and 

Japanese were good but in Nanking interference by for

eigners which encouraged continuance of anti-Japanese 

feeling amongst the local Chinese population had hindered 

a return to normal and large numbers of Chinese continued
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49 from Nanking page 3

to live in the so-called ’’safety zone.” He referred to 

particularly reports and activities of nationals of a 

’’certain country” which was damaging relations between 
Japanese and that country ^this obviously refers to the 

United States.^ The General expressed dislike of the 

attitude of a judge in a law court taken by the foreigners 

and warned them that their criticisms and interference 

between the Chinese and Japanese would anger the Japanese 

troops and might lead to some unpleasant incident-. He 

asked to be trusted and gave assurances that he would do his 

best to restor0rder and normal life in the country and 

that foreign lives and property would be protected. He 

requested foreign representatives to discuss their diffi

culties with him as far as they concerned protection 

against foreign property but to refrain from interference 

with matters which concerned the Chinese.

After conclusioh of the statement he asked for cri

ticisms and comments from the foreigners present but none 

of them spoke. When asked if it would be possible to 

have a copy of the remarks Counselor Hidaka of the Japan

ese Embassy stated that it was not an official announcement. 

He denied statement was obviously directed mainly 

against the International Relief Committee, composed

mostly
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mostly of Americans but with a German chairman. This 

commission has been feeding 50,000 Chinese refugees daily 

and has been extremely active in attempting to prevent and 

in reporting Japanese atrocities. In view of his strong 

opposition on the part of the local military authorities 

to the International Committee, instructions are requested 

as to how far this office should go in assisting 

committee in its humanitarian activities.

Sent to Embassy Hankow. Repeated to Peiping and 

Shanghai. Shanghai please repeat to Tokyo.

ALLISON

WWC
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

GRAY
From

Nanking via N.R

ecretary''of State

Washington.

49

Dated February 6, 1938

RecM 9:58 p.m
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Yesterday a
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of the importance and length of
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eir anti-Japanese feel-

summary
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g with my British
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Ranking during the course of which he made a long state-
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The General regretted the prominence which
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is\given below. Because

tunity was taken of checking this morn
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and it is therefore believed that the following
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long and strenuous fighting and the unexpected strong 

resistance of thE Chinese. The rapid advance had caused 

the failure of food supplies and the exhaustion of the 

troops had led to a lack of discipline and hence looting 

and violence.', However, he added that the Japanese troops 

were the best disciplined in the world and that in the 
\

Russo-Japanese w\r and in the Manchurian incident which 
\

had been comparatively mild there had been no atrocities.

He hoped Europeans apd Americans would refrain from 

criticism and remain onlookers and to respect the great 

Japanese nation. Endea#^rs were now being made to restore 
discipline. The Japanese\^roops were not hostile to 

Chinese citizens but they wère angry at the existence of 

snipers and spies among the letter resulting from the 

anti-Japanese spirit which Chiang Kai Shek had instilled 

among the people as well as among >the Chinese soldiers.

It was stated to be the desire^f the Japanese milit
ary to restore order and normal condiè^ons in Nanking 

as soon as possible. In Yangchow, from \hich place the 

General has just come, relations between Chinese and 

Japanese were good but in Nanking interferenàsE by for

eigners which encouraged continuance of anti-Japanese 

feeling amongst the local Chinese population had Mndered 

a return to normal and large numbers of Chinese continued 
to \
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to live in the so-called "safety zone". He referred to 

particularly rEports and activities of nationals of a 

"certain Country” which was damaging relations between

Japanese arid that country ’’this obviously (?) the 

United States'^. The General expressed dislike of the 

attitude of a j\dge in a law court taken by the foreigner 

and warned them t^at their criticisms and interference 

bEtwEEn thE Chinese\and JapanESE would angEr thE Japanese 

troops and might lead\to some unpleasant incident. He

asked (?) (?) and gave Assurances that he would do his 

best to restore order and\normal life in the country and 

that foreign lives and prop^ty would be protected. He

requested forEign reprEsentatiyes to discuss thEir diffi

cult! es with him as far as thEy>çoncErned protEction

against forEign propErty but to retrain from intErfErEncE

with mattErs which concErnEd

After conclusion of thE statement

the Chi E

cri-

ticisms and comments from the foreigners present but none 

of them spoke. When asked if it would be possible to 
have a copy of the r emarks^ounselor Hidaka of ri^e Japan

ese Embassy stated that it was not comparing stat^nents

He denied statement was obviously directed maihly 

against the International Relief Committee, composed

mostly
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rçiostly of Americans but with a Gsrman chairman. They 

sVatEd (?) Japanese feeding 50,000 Chinese refugees daily 

t?) extremely active in attempting to prevent and in 

reporting Japanese atrocities. In view of his strong 

oppositidp on the part of the local military authorities 
\

to the international commercial relations instructions 
\

are request Ed\^.s to how far this office should go in assist

ing in the commrttee in its humanitarian activities*

Sent to Embassy Hankow * Repeated to Peiping and

Shanghai. Shanghai ; Ease repeat to Tokyo

IWC

ALLISON
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TEL-yRAPH A SORESS 
ICHISHAN. WUHu 
teLep; ne too 
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THE WUHU GENERAL bioSPltAL

WUHU. CHINA

1

Mr. Cordell S. Hu 11/38 FEU 7 PM I 12 
Secretary of State, 
The Department of State 
Washington, D. C.
Dear Sir: AMD RECORDS

LEGAL AWisS- > 
r'i rs ' ' H

As few Americans bave remained in any of the places durin? the 
time of entry and beginning occupât ion by the Japanese army, our experience 
here may be of some value to you• From reports from previously occupied 
places, I believe the Japanese conduct here has been ouite typical, or 
probably milder than in most places because there was no actual fipfttinp in 
Wuhu.

Z.
22

^1
 /^

T6
Z.

Since the arrival of the Japanese troops on December loth, there has 
been established a ruthless reign of terror that has far exceeded anything 
ever achieved by any Chinese soldiers in my 20 years experience in China. 
From the hospital windows we have seen them stop civilians on the road, search 
them and, finding nothing, calmly shoot them through the bead. We have seen 
them firing at the civilians fleeing across the fields as a hunter would at 
rabbits. We have had case after case brought into the hospital slashed with 
sabres or stabbed with bayonets because they had nothing more to give the 
robbers having already been robbed many times, or because they did not 
produce some of their women folk on demand. Physically well developed farme 
or workers were in great danger because they were liable to be accused of 
being soldiers and shot without the least evidence. This morning such a 
pathetic case was brought to us with his bead half severed from bls neck at 
the back, his throat cut through the trachea in the front, and his left chee 
slashed through to the mouth because be could not produce any women on their 
demand. .He was also one of those well developed farmers and was accused of 
be ing a so Idler .

While the Chinese soldiers were retreating through Wuhu, they did 
some sïthII looting chiefly opening shops for shoes, clothing and food which 

wty*n'H’eded. They bothered Chinese private homes very little and not once 
did they enter or disturb foreign property in Wuhu. We expected the Japanese 
;spldiers would be even more orderly and better disciplined. However, it was 
lust the reverse. They have not hesitated to invade and loot foreign property 
flying the American flag. On December 15th they pulled down the American 
flag from a junk belonging to this hospital and threw it in the river. nAbout 
the same day, they broke into our Methodist Mission residence at nreen^ll^ 
ramsacking the bouse and taking whatever they wished. On December 15tjx, tgby 
went to the Wuhu Academy, an American Mission school, and, ordering the.care
taker to haul down the American flag, entered in spite of the fact tha^thçre 
was a Japanese poster at the gate forbidding them to enter, and looted^Çhe 
buildings, breaking open the school safe. Two of these buildings were* the n
residences of Americans. In the American Church Mission on lulon Hill, they 
broke through the compound wall and,breaking into Bishop Huntington s r^puse, 
looted it. They also robbed a numbpr of Chinese residences on the^ico^o^d. £D 
They bave treated the British flag and property In a similar way. —-
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December 2!?T~TP37

,3/- far there has been no attack or Injury to foreign nationals. 
However, on December 16th a Japanese soldier threatened Sister Constance of 
the American Church Mission. He had gone to their gate and tried to take 
away their gateman, an old man. Sister Constance came along and stepped 
between the soldier and the gateman holding up her bands. The soldier gave 
her a pish and, drawing his sword to a striking position, hissed "American! 
American! The Sister faced him calmly with folded arms until he turned 
and walked away. I am keeping In constant contact with the Japanese military 
authorities who come to Wuhu and they assure me that they do not allow their 
soldiers to do these things.

There has been no police or postal service in the city since 
December 5th and no electric lights since that date. The hospital has had to 
depend entirely on its own light, water and other service utilities.

A Japanese Consul arrived on a naval plane on December 15th. He 
called on me and we requested that he do something to help restore order 
and give protection. He said they would like to take Messrs. Marshall, 
Vines, and Hodge back to Shanghai in the plane as the men were eager to get 
there. These three men were brought to this hospital after injury In the 
bombir.g of the U.S.S. Hanay. The Japanese had plenty of photographers at 
the plane to"record the rescue of these Americans from the Chinese?"

I have continued to travel about the city in my car when necessary 
and have made many trips to bring In Chinese women whom we have learned 
about. They are living In dally dread and horror of being discovered. 
Many of them I know have already been discovered by the Japanese soldiers. 
They seem to have gone out of their way to search for and violate these 
Chinese women. We have something like 1,000 people on the hospital hill at 
the present time for ’«born we are trying to provide protection.

These Incidents will Indicate something of the type of militarism 
in Japan. In the face of such a threat to democratic ideals and govern
ment, our United States policy of isolation and neutrality seems pathetically 
Inadequate and will tn no sense give America the security she desires. 
Entirely aside from any sympathetic desire to help China defend herself 
pgalnst this aggression, the threatened success of Japanese militarism must 
,be seriously faced by every Democratic nation. If she succeeds, it will 
only be a question of a few years until, with renewed strength and the

i Increased resources of China, she will prepare a military machine that will 
truly be frightful, using Chinese soldiers well trained and equipped than 
whom, all neutral observers agree, there Is no better soldier in the world. 
Unless we are willing to cooperate with other nations to check this 
unsellable spirit of aggression by some form of control, economic sanctions 
applied completely and quickly, or If necessary even by force, we may find 
ourselves facing Japan alone In some major incident. I agree that there 
are good arguments that China’s past conduct Is in part responsible for this 
punishment. She is getting punishment. However, China’s progress of the 
last five years is all that could be expected of any country and makes 
Japan’s aggression all the more outrageous at this time. As a close student 
of Slno-Japanese affairs for 2o years, I am strongly convinced that it is 
absolutely necessary for the peace and security of the world that Japan shall 
not succeed In this program of aggression. I am sure most Americans either 
ip Chlfia or elsewhere who understand the situation bold this view.

Sincerely yours,

Rob’t. E. Brown, M.D., Sup’t.
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February 19 1938*

To the

American Consular Officer in charge, 

Shanghai, Kiangsu, China.

The Department has received from Robert E. Brown, 

M.D., Superintendent of the Wuhu General Hospital, 

Wuhu, a letter of December 22, 1937, with regard to 

certain aspects of the Sine-Japanese hostilities.

The Secretary of State requests that the Consular 

Officer, unless he perceives objection thereto, make 

appropriate acknowledgment of Dr. Brown’s letter and 

Inform him that the information contained In his letter 

and the views expressed therein have been given careful 

consideration and that the spirit which prompted him to 

write is appreciated.

793.94/12337
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AMERICAN CONSULATE GENERAL,
Shanghai, China, January 5, 1958.

Intelligence Summaries for the
SUBJECT: Period, from December 4 to 31,

1937. '

CM
HONORABLE

Tête Secretary of state,
. - WASHINGTON. I, v '«./

3F 3E
O < 
o

I have the honor to refer to my despatch No.

1108 of December 11, 1937, transmitting the in

telligence summaries prepared by Captain R. A.

Boone, Intelligence Officer of the United States

Fourth Marines, for the period from November 8 to 

30, 1937. Captain Boone’s reports for the period 

1/ from December 1 to 31, 1937, are enclosed as of 

possible interest to the Department.

800
EFS MB

In Duplicate

Copy to Embassy, Hankow.

793.94/12358
 

F/FG
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER f
HEADQUARTERS; SECOND MARINE BRIGADE •* f

SHANGHAI, CHINA

1 December, 1937

RESTRICTED

B-2 REPORT

PERIOD 0800, 30 NOVEMBER, TO 08QQ, 1 DECEMBER, 1937 

1, Operations

The Kiangyin Forts,--last stronghold of the Uusih- 
Kiangyin line were completely occupied by the Japanese 
yesterday. Although the left flank region has been 
vigorously defended, the actual capture of Kiangyin was 
effected with little difficulty.

Opening a renewed drive westward scuth of Tai Hu 
Lake, Japanese units have taken Kwangteh.. 'Anhwei <. 
Farther south forces operating on the Grand Canal yester
day occupied Tsungteh ,25 miles northeast of Hangchow), 
while another column took Wukang (21 miles northwest 
of Hangchow)., The activities southwest of the lake 
presage the Japanese intention to advance on Wuhu, to 
outflank Nanking, and at the same time cut off the means 
of retreat to Hankow-

Interviewed yesterday General Matsui intimated that 
he expected to be in Nanking by Christmas- He also 
stated that one of his best divisions had been ordered 
to Shanghai to police the cutside areas.

2. Miscellaneoup_

Seven Japanese transports arrived in Shanghai on 
the 29th,. carrying mules, horses, munitions, and ate ut 
20 heavy'art illery pieces.

It is reported that the 75th and 76th Chinese Divi
sions have been transferred from the Nanking area to 
Chengchow, at the intersection of the Lunghai and pinghan 
Railroads.

Restricted entry of foreign residents and their house 
hold servants into the Hongkew. Wayside, and Yangtzepoo 
districts from 15 December is announced by the Japanese 
Embassy. *

Since the outbreak of fighting, 374,235 refugees have 
been repatriated from the International Settlement. Com
plete French Concession figures are not available, but 
it is believed that about 150,000 have been repatriated 
from that area.

. J1652, sec. 3(S) and 5©) OT (g) R. A. BOONE, / 
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 

Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
HEADQUARTERS, SECOND MARINE BRIGADE 

SHANGHAI, CHINA

2 December 1937

RESTRICTED

B-2 REPORT

PERIOD C8OG, 1 DECEMBER. TO 0800, 2 DECEMBER, 1937 

!.. Operations

Haiyen has fallen, to the Japanese advance. This 
right flank terminal point on Hangchow Bay succumbed 
yesterday to a continued naval bombardment, coupled 
with frontal and flanking infantry attacks. The Chin
ese line has fallen lack Hong the coast toward Haining, 
Another Japanese column. pressing toward Hangchow on 
the Grand Canal was p.bout 15 miles from the city yester
day.

Units from Kwangteh have progressed rapidly west
ward covering about 20 miles in two days. It is this 
thrust toward Wuhu which is worrying Chinese military 
circles in Hanking. The opinion is being expressed 
in these circles that any contemplated retreat from 
Nanking should be executed very soon, to prevent en
circlement from the rear.

The advance on the Nanking Railroad has moved 
swiftly northward experiencing little serious opposi
tion. Advance units are nearing Tanyang, 17 miles 
from Chinkiang..

2. Miscellaneous

Establishment of pro-Nippon police and political 
organs in the Chinese Territory surrounding the city 
continues. General Chi Hsieh-yuan, ex-Governor of 
Kiangsu Province, whose arrival was anticipated in a 
previous report, is new in Shanghai, residing at a 
Japanese hotel in Honglxw, He will undoubtedly be 
given a position of responsibility by the Japanese. 
It is reported thar a Chapei branch of the "Shanghai 
Peace Maintenance Association" is being formed under 
Japanese auspices. It will be headed by ’Jong Ping- 
yien, former Chairman of the Chapei Citizens Associa
tion.

The American-owned launch, which was seized on 
the 30th by a Japanese naval detail, was returned yes
terday with attendant apologies for the seizure and 
the indignity done the American flag.
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An interesting note on conditions in southern 
Hopei comes with a reliable report stating that, in 
general, the Japanese influence extends only a few 
miles on either side of the railways. Beyond this, 
mixed bands of soldiers and bandits roam; infrequently 
attacking a Japanese outpost, more frequently sacking 
rural villages and holding wealthy Chinese for ransom.

From the 26th to the 30th of November, 11,187 Chinese 
refugees left the city by steamship.

R.A. BOONE, 
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 

Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
HEADQUARTERS, SECOND MARINE BRIGADE 

SHANGHAI, CHINA

4 December 1937

RESTRICTED

B-2 REPORT

PERIOD OeOO, 2 DECEMBER, TO 0800, 4 DECEMBER, 1937

1, Operations

Reports from Chinese sources declare that the 
Japanese forces in occupation of Kwangteh were driven 
out to the eastward on the 2nd. In direct contradic
tion, the Japanese military last night announced a 
concerted advance over the front between the Nanking 
Railroad and Hangchow Bay, with Nipponese forces in 
complete occupation of Liyang, and at the outskirts 
of Tanyang. Advancing southward from Jukang and 
Tsungteh, Japanese advance units are reported within 
15 miles of Hangchow.

The breach in the Yangtze boom at Kiangyin has 
been further widened, permitting the passage of small 
gunboats. Yesterday, the completion of a new boom 
stopped river communication between Chinkiang and 
Nanking.

2. "Victory Parade"

The announced movement of about 6,000 Japanese 
infantry, artillery, and auxiliary troops from Jess
field to Hongkew through the Settlement began at 
shortly after 1100 yesterday. The colrumE. consisted 
of three battalions of infantry, two battalions (6 
batteries, 24 guns) of light artillery (75 mm), a 
company of engineers and miscellaneous auxiliaries 
including a few cavalry. The units were of a reservist 
division. The men appeared in excellent physical con
dition, guns and equipment in fair shape, although 
obviously having seen hard service. Animals were in 
very poor condition apparently underfed and not well 
cared for. The march proceeded without serious incident 
until about 1245 when the rear portion of the column was 
passing Nanking and Kwangsi Roads. At this point a 
grenade-bomb (described as similar to the Mills grenade) 
was thrown over the column. Upon bursting, it in

jured three Japanese soldiers, a Japanese Consular 
x3oliceman, and three members of the Shanghai Municipal 
Police. The assrssin was shot on the spot by a Chin
ese constable of the S.M.P., and died about two hours 
later. The section of the parade, which was disrupted 
by the explosion, was promptly reassembled, and march
ed on, leaving a detail behind to clear and patrol the 
area. Patrols spread out on Nanking and adjacent roads, 
reaching as far east as Shansi Road, and as far as
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Tientsin, Kiukiang and Yu Ya Ching Roads on the 
north, south, and west. At about 1525 the Jap
anese troops extended their patrols into the Ameri
can sector west of Yu Ya Ching Road. They placed 
portable barbed-wire barricades across Bubbling ■
Jell Road just to the west of the Grand Theater and /
stationed an officer and two sentries at this point, / 
stopping all traffic. Upon being informed of the 
violation of the American sector by Colonel Price, 
the Japanese officer in command of the detail caused 
it to be withdrawn east of Yu Ya Ching Road.

A joint investigation of the tombing was held 
by the Municipal Police and the Japanese. At about 
2000, the investigation completed, the Japanese 
patrols began to withdraw, and at 2030, the area, 
was entirely open.

3. Miscellaneous

Six Japanese transports arrived, in Shanghai on 
the 2nd. They carried 2,000 troops, six tanks, 
munitions and miscellaneous supplies.

It is reported that three additional divisions 
of Szechuenese troops, the 145th, 146th, and. 162nd, 
have been moved, into the area of Wuhu.

At about 120C yesterday the Nanking Military 
Airdrome was raided- The extent of the damage is
not known.

Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 
Brigade Intelligence Officer
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
HEADQUARTERS, SECOND MARINE BRIGADE

SHANGHAI. CHINA

P December 1937

RESTRICTED

B-2 REPORT

PERIOD OSOO, 4 DECEMBER, TO QAQO, P DECEMBER 1937 

1. Operations

The Japanese drive, foil wing a rapid advance, 
has arrived at the beginning of the prepared Nanking 
defense system which extends from Chinkiang to Juhu. 
The military situation is stationary, with the Jap
anese bringing additional troops to the front while 
Chinese forces continue to consolidate. As the line 
rests now, Japanese forces are in Tanyang, near 
Kuyung, past Liyang, and in occupation of Langki. 
Little attention appears to he given the Hangchow 
area, with most of the Japanese reinforcements and 
Chinese defenses concentrating on the Nanking Rail
road and the Hangchow-Nanking motor road.

Yesterday Japanese aircraft carried out ex
tensive bombing operations over the Nanking-Juhu 
area. Luring the attacks on 'Juhu, where troop con
voys are said to have teen bombed, two British ves
sels were struck at atout 1100. Two commercial ves
sels, the Butterfield and Swire "Tatung" and the 
Jardine-Matheson "Tuckwo" were set on fire by the 
bombs. Splinters struck the British gunboat H.M.S. 
"Ladybird" resulting, it is said, in the injury of 
the Commanding Officer.

Japanese aviators reported that they had observ
ed large numbers of Chinese troops (30000 to 50000) 
crossing the river at ,'uhu, and that they bombed 
some of the junks which were engaged in the crossing.

2, Miscellaneous

Japanese reports declare that the Chinese cruiser 
"Ninghai" was driven aground by Japanese vessels near 
Kiangyin on the 4th. and is now in the hands of the 
Japanese navy.

At about 1030 on the 4th a Japanese supply con
voy of four trucks on which were a few armed troops, 
a staff car, and an empty bus, proceeded south down 
the bund. Arriving at the border of the French Con
cession, they were halted. by a cordon of French 
police reinforced by armored cars. After a delay 
of about 30 minutes, the convoy was permitted to 
proceed, with a French policeman in each vehicle as 
escort.
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Five Japanese transports arrived on the 3rd 
carrying- munitions, lumber, and about 50 motor 
sampans.

Beginning 4 Pecember, Japanese mills in the 
Italian Sector were placed under the guard of Jap
anese Consular Police and Military Gendarmes.

/Ï 4 /."V Z //./
R. A. BOONE, 

Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 
Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
HEADQUARTERS, SECOND MARINE BRIGADE 

SHANGHAI, CHINA

9 December 1937

RESTRICTED

B - 2 REPORT

PERIOD 0800, 6 DECEMBER, TO 0800, 9 DECEMBER, 1937

1, Operations

Abandoning all efforts at a series of delaying 
actions, the defenders of Nanking have /i thdrawn to 
their final positions around the city. Japanese 
forces, on the 5th and 6th moved rapidly forward in 
pursuit of the withdrawing Chinese, but despite their 
anticipatory reports of the capture of Purple Moun
tain and the Sun Yat Sen Memorial Park, they are no 
closer than eight miles to Nanking’s walls.

For their assault on the capital’s defenses the 
Japanese are using three axes of approach; one unit 
on the Shanghai-Nanking Railway has passed Tsungtow 
about 12 miles from the city. Another column advanc
ing northward on the motor road from Lishui is last 
reported at Mulingkwan, 11 miles from the walls. A 
third column on the Hangchow-Nanking motor road has 
taken Tangshui. ’Jith these three powerful drives 
steadily coverging, the fall of the city is imminent, 
although the city’s garrison continues its feverish 
defense preparations.

2. Aircraft

Japanese planes bombed Chinkiang and 7/uhu on 
the 7th, and again yesterday. After vigorous bomb
ing raids on the fortifications at the north extremity 
of the Kiangyin boom, Japanese troops landed on the 
north bank of the river and occupied the defenses. 
The breach in the boom is still large enough only 
for river gunboats.

3, Miscellaneous

Considering the rapidity of the Japanese advance, 
it is inevitable that small bodies of Chinese troops 
must have been enveloped and passed by unnoticed. 
Numerous reports of small scale guerilla activities 
have come to hand. One account describes a remnant 
of the 55th Division which has concealed its arms in 
the vicinity of Nan Jao, on the Pootung peninsula. 
The soldiers, in plain clothes, are said to be pre
paring for concerted action against Japanese outposts.
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The Pah Tac (Great Way) government in Pootung 
continues to expand. On the 7th, representatives 
distributed large quantities of the new red, blue, 
and yellow flags to residents.

The Japanese military have taken over sub-sta
tions of the Shanghai City Government Police Bureau 
in the Hungjao area, affixing placards announcing 
"Japanese Military Police Jurisdiction" on each 
building.

On the Pth and 7th, 13 Japanese transports 
arrived at wharves in Yangtzepoo and Wayside. They 
carried about 1500 men, a number of trucks, lumber, 
munitions and rice. The Japanese are now employing 
over 2000 Chinese coolies to unload these vessels 
as they arrive. The coolies receive $1.00 per day, 
and are transported from the Garden Bridge to the 
wharves each morning by lorry and returned in the 
evening.

//' /k- '3' <’ ?//
P.. A. BOONE, I 

Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 
Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
HEADQUARTERS. SECOND MARINE BRIGADE

SHANGHAI, CHINA

11 December. 1937

RESTRICTED

B-2 REPORT

PERIOD 0800, 9 DECEMBER, TO 0800, 11 DECEMBER, 1937 

1, Operations

The Japanese ultimatum delivered to General Tang 
Sheng-chih on the 9th was not answered, and yesterday 
at about 1330 a general offensive supported by aerial 
bombardment was launched on Nanking from the south, 
east, and north, By evening the column driving from 
the south had reached the city walls, and heavy fighting 
was in progress in the vicinity of the Kwanghua gate, 
A breach ’./as made in the wall at this point, and from 
latest reports, a small Japanese detachment was within 
the city last night- On the east and north, units 
suceeded in securing positions on the eastern slope 
of Purple Mountain before dark,

On the 9th, the occupation of Chinkiang was com
pleted, while a Nipponese detachment advancing up the 
Sihsien-Nanking highway has reached the outskirts of 
7/uhu, where heavy fighting was reported last night.

Continued efforts at widening the Kiangyin boom 
have succeeded in making a breach large enough to per
mit the passage of a flotilla of twelve 480 ton trawlers, 
which have moved upstream toward Chinkiang,

2. Miscellaneous

At about 1800 yesterday, 17 Japanese soldiers 
landed on the south bank of Soochow Creek near Penang 
Road, and entered the N..-.LK. Mill No. 9. No officer 
accompanied the detail and it is believed that the 
soldiers, who had just case downstream from the front, 
were not aware of their enact location. Representa
tions to the Japanese military authorities secured the 
withdrawal of the troops.

It is reported that a newly organized 4th Route
Army has been transferred from Kwangtung to the pukow 
area. This army is composed of about 50,000 old communist 
troops from Kiangsi. Fukien, and Kwangtung,
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Yesterday 35 Japanese transports were noted off 
Woosung. Of these, 3 carried troops, while the re
mainder carried supplies, including large quantities 
of railroad material»

On the 5th, all local Italian news correspondents 
were escorted to the front hy the Japanese. It is 
interesting to note that these are the first to receive 
this courtesy.

/i/i ufa
/O.R,' 'A.' BOONE,

Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 
Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
HEADQUARTERS,. SECOND MARINE BRIGADE 

SHANGHAI, CHINA

13 December, 1937

RESTRICTED

B-2 REPORT

PERIOD 0800, 11 DECEMBER, TO 0800, 13 DECEMBER, 1937

1. Operations

Japanese forces have surrounded Nanking on three 
sides, and are now in contact with the Yangtze on both 
the northern and eastern sides of the city. Units 
advancing from the eastward yesterday made their way 
to the Chungshan Gate, while the troops which captured 
the Kuanghua Gate on the 9th enlarged their salient in 
the southern part of the city. Japanese spokesmen 
claim that yesterday one column driving around the 
north slope of Purple Mountain reached the banks of 
Hsuanwu (Lotus) Lake. The populous urban districts of 
the city underwent a destructive bombardment yesterday, 
and unless the Chinese abandon the fight very shortly, 
the Japanese will occupy a city of ruins.

Sizeable numbers of Chinese troops are reported to 
have made their way across the river in retreat yester
day and the night before. To further harry their move
ments, a Nipponese force has been ferried across the 
river below Nanking, and is moving toward Pukow.

Some Chinese remnants remain in the ,7uhu area, but 
the Japanese are in nominal control of the city. Yester
day morning, during the fighting in this region, the 
British gunboat H.M.S Ladybird was struck by four shells 
fired from a Japanese battery. One seaman was killed, 
and several others were wounded.

2. Aircraft

Japanese naval and military aircraft were unusually 
active yesterday. Raids were carried out over Nanchang 
and Loyang, two of the largest Chinese air bases. No 
definite information is available concerning the damage 
done in these raids, but the Japanese military announced 
last night that the aircraft factories at both places 
were damaged, and that three planes were destroyed on 
the ground at Loyang.

Aircraft supported the operations in the Nanking 
area on the 11th and 12th, extending their attacks yes
terday to the region on the left bank of the river, 
north of Chinkiang, where retreating Chinese troops are 
said to be concentrated.
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3. Miscellaneous

According to a reliable report, General Chiang Kai- 
shek, Madame Chiang, and Mr. 'J.H, Donald have proceeded 
to Hengshan, a town in eastern Hunan, about 75'miles 
soutii of Changsha.

The Italian Ambassador has ordered all Italian 
citizens in Nanchang (about 90 in number) to evacuate 
via Hankow and Canton. This apparently terminates the 
service of the Italian Air Mission.

On the 12th, 118 sampans loaded -with Japanese troops 
passed "C" Sector on their way down Soochow Creek from 
the front. This convoy is estimated to have numbered 
3,000 men. On the same day, a column of approximately 
3,000 infantry troops, along with a combat train of 
250 carts were noted marching eastward through Chapel.

Manufacturing operations in Shanghai are gradually 
being resumed. There are now over 30,000 persons employ
ed in factories. The Japanese mills in the western 
district have not yet begun work, but their early open
ing is presaged by the re-employment of many of their 
Chinese workers.

Japanese locomotives and rolling stock are now in 
use on the Joosung-Shanghai Railway.

R. A. B00Ï7E
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 

Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
HEADQUARTERS, SECOND MARINE BRIGADE

SHANGHAI, CHINA

14 December, 1937

RESTRICTED

B-2 REPORT

PERIOD 0800, 13 DECEMBER, TO 0800, 14 DECEMBER, 1937 

1. Operations

The Japanese command has been driven, in the attack 
on Nanking, to forego its repugnance of infantry assault 
and hand to hand fighting, and to throv? foot troops into 
frontal attacks on the city. Suffering heavy losses, 
the Nipponese forces have gained possession of all the 
gates on the south, east, and north sides of the city, 
and are inside the ./alls in large numbers. The investi
ture of Nanking, although by no means complete, is well 
on its way to accomplishment, General Matsui’s head
quarters officially announced, last night, the occupation 
of the capital,

Japanese units have crossed the Yangtze between 
Juhu and Nanking, and are engaged in clearing retreat
ing Chinese soldiers from villages on the left bank.

2, U.S.S, Panay

At about 1330, 12 December, the U.S.S. Panay was 
bombed and sunk by Japanese naval aircraft engaged in 
bombing attacks on vessels in the Yangtze above Nanking. 
In addition to the panay, three Socony Vacuum motor 
lighters were destroyed.

Fragmentary reports state that fifty-four persons, 
of approximately 62 on board, succeeded in reaching the 
shore at Hohsien, Anhwei, on the left bank of the river. 
Of these, fifteen were injured, one subsequently dying. 
Four members of the American Embassy Staff who were on 
board are all reported safe, The survivors suffered 
further peril upon reaching shore, as Japanese army 
forces were machine-gunning the town, preparatory to an 
infantry attack,

For the succor of the isolated survivors H.M.S. 
Bee proceeded immediately to the scene of the bombing, 
and picked up seven persons, At the same time, the 
U S.S. Oahu was steaming at best speed downriver from 
Kuikiang. A Japanese gunboat was expected to arrive 
at Hohsien by nightfall, while, according to a Third 
Fleet comminuque, a flying boat was to leave this morn
ing with medical and relief supplies.

A more detailed report will be included upon the 
receipt of further information.
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5O Miscellaneous

Seven Japanese transports arrived in Shanghai on 
the 12th carrying munitions, gasoline, and 50 motor 
sampans.

Japanese naval vessels have succeeded in making 
their ;/ay through the Chinkiang boom»

R. A. BOONE, 
Captain, U.S, Marine Corps, 

Brigade Intelligence Officer,
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
HEADQUARTERS, SECOND MARINE BRIGADE 

SHANGHAI, CHINA.

16 December, 1937.

RESTRICTED

B-2 REPORT

PERIOD C8C0, 14 DECEMBER, TO 08C0, 16 DECEMBER, 1937.

1. Operations

Following the retreat of Chinese defenders from 
Nanking and Wuhu, Japanese forces have crossed the Yang
tze in considerable numbers and are engaged in expelling 
snipers, and small bands of soldiers from the villages 
on the left bank of the river. In Nanking itself there 
still remain isolated groups of soldiers as was the case 
in the fighting around Shanghai.

There is now ensuing an interlude of quiet prepara
tion on both sides. The Chinese, although definitely 
shaken, are proceeding to reorganize their main force, 
the bulk which escaped from Nanking, into five armies 
(the 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, and 9th) under the command of General 
Ghang Chih-chung, who directed the Shanghai defense during 
August and September. They are preparing new defensive 
positions west of Wuhu, extending to Hangchow, while new 
obstructions are being sunk in the Yangtze, in the vicinity 
of Kiukiang.

The Japanese,meanwhile, are consolidating their rap
idly won territory, and give indication of shifting the 
head- of their attack to the left flank of the line, in the 
Hangchow area. At the same time Japanese troops are noted 
coming into Shanghai from the front in large numbers. This, 
coupled with the fact that there are at this time 31 empty 
transports off Woosung, points to a diversion in some other 
quarter, probably South China.

2. Miscellaneous

Seventy four survivors of the USS Panay - Standard Oil 
bombing were taken aboard the USS Oahu and HMS Ladybird 
yesterday, and started downriver for Shanghai, convoyed by 
two Japanese vessels. Three of the more seriously
wounded arrived here yesterday afternoon in a Nipponese 
flying boat.
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Between the Saddle Islands and Woosung there were 
noted 40 Japanese transports and 12 warships, on the 15th. 
Thirty-one of the transports were empt- , while the re
mainder were loaded with railroad material, including small 
locomotives and rolling stock.

A limited section of the Hongkew-Yangtzepoo area was 
opened for residence on the 15th. However, the numerous 
restrictions laid down by the Japanese military, along with 
curtailed facilities, discouraged any large influx.

R. A. BOONE, '
Captain, 'J. S. Marine Corps, 

Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
HEADQUARTERS, SECOND MARINE BRIGADE

SHANGHAI, CHINA

18 Decenter, 1937

RESTRICTED

B~2 REPORT

PERIOD 0800, 16 DECEMBER, TO 0800, 18 DECEMBER, 1937

1. Operations

Japanese units in Nanking are still engaged in 
mopping up operations, searching out small bands of 
snipers. Large numbers of Chinese soldiers who shed 
their uniforms in an effort to be spared, are summarily 
shot with characteristic ruthlessness.

There still remain on the left bank of the river, 
sizeable units of Chinese troops. Japanese forces, 
operating from Pukow and Yukikow (across from ’uhu) 
are endeavoring to clear the area and solidify the 
Japanese position between Nanking and 'Juhu. Farther 
downstream, Nipponese troops based’ at Kwachow and 
Tsinkiang have despatched detachments along the left 
bank. These activities all appear to be security 
measures, and. as yet do not indicate any substantial 
drive northward or westward.

The predicted resumption of the Hangchow offen
sive materialized on the 16th. The principal effort 
is concentrated along the Shanghai-Hangchow-Ningpo 
Railway, supported by a column driving south on the 
Grand Canal,

2. Aircraft

In conjunction with the land drive on Hangchow. 
Japanese planes bombed Linping, Siaoho, and Hangchow 
on the 16th. and Hangchow again on the 17the

Yesterday eight bombs were 
northeast of Canton.

dropped on the airfield

3. Miscellaneous

The remaining survivors of the Panay disaster, 
with the remains of four dead, arrived in Shanghai yes
terday at about 1645.

On the 15th and 16th, a total of 21 Japanese trans
ports secured to v.harves in Yangtzepoo' and .v'ayside. 
Besides about 3000 troops, they carried large quantities 
of lumber, gasoline, and munitions^
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A belated, and as yet, unconfirmed report 
states that in the early part of November two Chin
ese Thornycroft torpedo boats passed through the 
Kiangyin boom, made their way downriver, and suc
ceeded in sinking a Japanese light cruiser.

luring the first 15 days of December, 59ft 
foreigners returned to Shanghai. Of this number, 
234 were American and 241 were British.

frf/' / /f!i
R. A. BOONE, /

Captain, U.S. Marine Corps,
Brigade Intelligence Officer,
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER, 
HEATQUARTERS, SECOND MARINE BRIGADE.

SHANGHAI, CHINA

20 December, 1937

RESTRICTED

B-2 REPORT

PERIOD 0800, 16 DECEMBER, TO 0800, 20 DECEMBER, 1937

1, Operations

While groups of Chinese raiders and remnant units 
continue to harass communications and supply lines between 
Nanking and Wuhu, Japanese columns are pressing forward 
on three fronts. Driving close behind retreating Chinese, 
Nipponese units are moving up the Tsinpu Railway while 
another force is advancing toward Luchow. A third column, 
Starting from Wuhu is moving southward on the railway to
ward Sihsien, How far these advances are intended to go 
is a matter of conjecture, but it is significant to note 
that almost no reinforcements have been sent to the front 
through Shanghai during the past week.

Sporadic fighting is reported in the Hangchow area 
near Changan. where the Shanghai-Hangchow Railway crosses 
the Grand Canal, about 16 miles frcm the city.

A new development of the present incident materialized 
yesterday in the burning of nine Japanese Textile mills at 
Szefang, near Tsingtao. The incendiary activities are laid 
to the Shantung military, acting under orders of Han Fu-chu. 
Whether Han is acting under the direction of the Central 
Government is another question.

2, Miscellaneous

SeaQG.E.W.G. Hulsebus, U.S. Navy, died at atout 0630, 
19 December, as a result of wounds received during the bombing 
of the USS Panay by Japanese aircraft.

At 0915 on the 18th members of the Japanese Naval Land
ing Party entered the Chinese Government Radio Administration 
building on Markham Road (nC'T sector) and began dismantling 
the equipment. Since this entry into the Marine sector came 
without previous notification, representations were made tc 
the Japanese Naval Attache. The conversations resulted in 
an apology by Rear-Admiral Honda to General Beaumont, A 
request to proceed with the work was granted.

Due tc the Tsingtao situation, the sailing of the USS 
Augusta has been indefinitely postponed, while the USS 
Marblehead and USS Pope have been dispatched to the Shantung 
port.
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While Japanese transports continue to arrive in 
Shanghai, it it interesting to note that five empty vessels 
secured to wharves in Yangtzepoo on the 17th, were loaded with 
munitions and food supplies, and departed downriver.

A’//
R. A. BOONE, 

Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 
Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER, 
HEADQUARTERS, SECOND MARINE BRIGADE, 

SHANGHAI, CHINA

21) December, 1937

RESTRICTED

B-2 REPORT

PERIOD 0800, 20 DECEMBER, TO OSOO, 21 DECEMBER, 1937.

1. Operations

Japanese activities on the left bank of the Yangtze 
continue. Meeting only mild resistance units have driven 
northward on the Tientsin-Pukow Railway for a distance of 
about 20 miles 'while troops which crossed the river at 
Chinkiang are now about 22 miles inland. The column ad
vancing on Luchow has penetrated about 12 miles from :.7uhu.

Steadily converging on Hangchow, Japanese units have 
reached wankiachwang, a village on the Grand Canal 12 miles 
from the city. While the resistance which the Japanese are 
encountering m this offensive _s noh extremely 
vigorous, they suffer considerably from the activities of 
small bands w..ich harass their supply and communication 
lines.

Tsingtao remains tense, with considerable looting of 
Japanese shops taking place. Nipponese planes are reported 
to have bombed the railway station.

2. Aircraft

The Kiukiang area was bombed yesterday at 1300 by 
seventeen Japanese planes. Approximately 85 bombs were 
dropped, The Nanchang station and airdrome were attacked 
shortly afterward.

On the 19th extensive bombing raids were carried out 
over the Canton-Kowloon and Canton-Hankow railways.

3, Miscellaneous

Yesterday at 1500, Major General K. Harada, Japanese 
Military Attache called on General Beaumont to describe his 
investigation of the Pana^r incident, and to express his 
regrets and apologies for the occurrence.

It is reported that General Tang Shen-chih, who directed 
the defense of Nanking, has been given command of Chinese 
forces defending the Tsinpu line.

Empty Japanese transports continue to load cargo at 
wharves’in Yangtzepoo, and depart downriver.

' ' 'R. A? BOONE, ’ V 
Captain, U. S, Marine Corps, 

Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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OFFICE OF THE BRIGADE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER, 
HEAL QUARTERS, SECOND MARINE BRIGADE, 

SHANGHAI, CHINA

24 December, 1937

RESTRICTED

B-2 REPORT

PERIOD OFOC, 21 DECEMBER, TO CROP, 24 DECEMBER, 1937

1. Operations

Meeting vigorous resistance in their drive on Hang
chow, Japanese forces have launched a flanking attack 
on the city from the northwest. This offensive is based 
on Kwangteh, and is driving southward through Anchi. and 
Liaofeng, toward Yuhang on the Hangchow-Sihsien motor read. 
Leading units of this column are reported 'within 20 miles 
of Hangchow.

Moving slowly up the Tientsin-Pukov; Railroad, troop's 
■which captured Hsuhsien on the 21st are nearing Caang- 
paling, 40 miles north of Pukow. Another unit is reported 
to be about 25 miles north of Chinkiang.

Chinese forces in Kwangtung continue prépara cions in 
anticipation of an attack on Canton. <7e are informed that 
two Nipponese transports loaded with troops were seen in 
Bias Bay on the 21st.

Tsingtao continues .quiet. The inner harbor mouth has 
been entirely blocked with sunken vessels and streets are 
patrolled by Chinese military who have successfully curbed 
looting.

2. Aircraft

Nanchang station and the airdrome at that city were 
attacked on the 22nd. Results of the raid are not definite
ly known, although Japanese Naval spokesman state that 12 
Chinese planes were destroyed, while Chinese reports declare 
that 3 Nipponese planes were shot down.

The Canton-Kowloon Railway was bombed on the 22nd and 
23 rd.

3. Miscellaneous

’.7e are informed that Mr. Ling Kang-hou, Secretary Gen
eral of the Chinese Bankers^ Association, was approached Uy 
the Japanese with the proffer of the Mayorship of Shanghai. 
Unable" to reconcile the position with his Central Government 
connections, Ling did net accept. The Nipponese then app
roached Fu Siao-an, Director General of the Commercial Bank 
of China with the same offer. Fu, it is said, has given 
tentative acceptance.
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Return of residents tc the areas north of Soochow 
Creek is progressing very slovi/ly. At this time there 
are about 2,0C0 Chinese and 5C foreigners living in the 
recently opened section.

Seven Japanese transports arrived in Shanghai on 
the 21st and 22nd. Yesterday 14 .lighter loads of 
munitions were taken from wharves in Yangtzepoo to vessels 
at Joosung.

, 7Z H-h - R. A. BOONE, ■ 
Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 

Brigade Intelligence Officer.
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1. Operations

Following their standard practise of maintaining 
frontal pressure while a flanking movement achieves 
the objective, Japanese forces have succeeded in captur
ing fangchow. Although Japanese reports announced the 
fall of the city on the 24th, it appears that Nipponese 
troops were actually not in occupation until the morn
ing of the 26th. The retreat of the Chinese defenders 
was brought about by the swift advance of a Japanese 
column moving southward from Ewangteh. faking 
Shwangk.itsun on the 23rd, this unit drove rapidly 
toward Yuhang, on the Hangchow-Nanchang road, thus 
menacing the Chinese rear. In order to avoid encircle
ment, the greater part of the Chinese force withdrew 
during that night. Yuhang was taken on the 24th, and 
as the Nipponese columns converged on Hangchow on 
Christmas Day they found Themselves opposed only by 
’’sacrifice units’’.

Mopping up operations are in progress around the 
city while one detachment is following in pursuit of 
the Chinese retreat. The Japanese military last night 
claimed that this unit had occupied Fuyang, 19 miles south 
west of Hangchow.

No fighting has yet developed from the tense 
Tsingtao situation. The Third Fleet Headquarters 
officially announced yesterday morning that the Tsingtao 
harbor was under blockade for public and private Chin
ese vessels. Meanwhile a Japanese force which crossed 
the Yellcw River 50 miles east of Tsinan on the 23rd 
has advanced southward, and the rupture of the Tsinan- 
Tsingtao rail line is imminent if not already accomplish
ed, ;vhile Tsinan was shelled yesterday from the east.

2. Aircraft

Japanese aircraft attacked Nanchang and the Nanchang- 
Hangchow Railway on the 25th and 26th. Bombs were also 
dropped at Haichow, Hsuchow, and along the Lunghai Rail
road .

One bomb was dropped at Amoy yesterday
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5. Miscellaneous

The Japanese military announce the opening to 
foreigners of all areas north of Soochow Creek as of 
27 December. Restrictions against Chinese, other than 
domestic servants, will continue in force.

Captain, U.S. Marine Corps 
Brigade Intelligence Officer,
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OFFICE OF THE FRIGATE INTELLIGENCE OFFICER 
HEAEQUARTERS, SECOND FARINE FRIGATE

SHANGHAI, CHIlLx

29 Eecerd'.er. 1937
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B-2 REPORT

PSRIOI or-oc, 27 EECELEEH, TO ORQu. 29 LEŒSER, 1937

PiAAAlSll3
Yellowing the rapid crossixig of the fello.; Rivsr 

Japanese troops closed in on Tsinanfu, and succeeded 
in capturing the cits on the 27th, after 24 hours of 
intensive bombardment. Prior to their retreat, Chin
ese troops set fire to ±arge areas, including man^ 
foreign structures. ho Japanese troops have yet 
assaulted Tsingtao, the nearest reported fighting 
taking place at .eihsien, 8C- miles '/est of the city.- • 
j.o (lotect ±sintao on tue ./est tnc Cninese ha.ve des— 
tro ed a number of bridges on the Hiaochiac-Tsinan 
Rail /ay.

Nipponese units continue to press rest and south- 
rest from Hangchou, north of the Cliientang River. On 
the 26th, Linau., 25 miles //est of the city was taken, 
and on the 27th, Sinteng, a town 21 miles southwest 
of ...aaf chow fell to the Japanese. These columns appear 
to te advancing to form a junction at jihsien with 
the force coming southward on the railway from Aha. 
file greater portion of rhe Chinese troops that retreat
ed from Hangchow are reported to have concentrated in 
tho vicinity of Lanchi -.nd Lungyu on the Hangcho-v- 
Hancnang Railway 85 miles southwest of Hangchow.

The Japanese give little indication, at present, 
of pushing their line up the Yangtze Valiev, along the 
river. A greater effort is being expended in the 
/.rut /ward drive along the lientsin-Pukow Railway and 
the Grand Canal, Their advance units are now nearing 
kasnan, 50 miles north of Pukov, and are fighting at 
xZaoyu. 42 miles north of Chinkiang on the Grand° Canal.

2, ITiscellaneous

On the 27th, and again on the 28th, explosives, 
said to be hand arenades, -./ere ’thrown from Soochcw 
Creek bridges into Japanese troop sampans below? On 
the first occasion, one soldier was slightly injured;- 
nc casualties are reported from the second, One sus
pect ,ms arrested cy the SY.ib immediately following, 
the incident of the 28th.
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.these difficulties may te traced, in great part 
tc tne number of Chinese soldiers ?/ho discarded their 
uniforms,-tut not all their weapons,-and entered the 
foreign Settlements after' the Chinese retreat, 
Further tack than this, it is recalled that during 
the^±irst twelve weeks of the war, hundreds of truck
loads of Chinese wounded were admitted to the city, 
accompanied, it is certain, by an occasional concealed 
gun or grenade.

On the 26th, the Nagasaki Maru brought a number 
of Japanese Ministry of Communications personnel to 
Shanghai. It is reported that they will begin the 
reestablishment of telephone and telegraph facilities 
on the Yangtze delta.

Captain, U.S. Marine Corps, 
Brigade Intelligence Officer,
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AIANAuN y CHINA
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B-C aEPQRT

PER I I J) C-COO, 29 LEOEIIESR, TO PROP, 31 LECENSER, 1937

I, CoerJtioils

lucre has teen little chance in the Yangtze lelta 
milite.r situation in the past 4F hours. The Japanese 
drive /est and southwest of Hangchow is encountering 
vigoi-ous resistance on the line between lunglu and 
Tsarii, and there is no. information available on the 
activities of the unit pressing southward from Juhu.

Following the occupation of Tsinanfu, the Nipp
onese immediately took up a. movement southward on the 
Tsinpu i-.ail.;ay,-..,ith the apparent objective of ulti
mately joining with the column advancing northward 
from Pukov. To thwart this plan, Central Government 
troops have teen strengthening their positions along 
the railway, live additional divisions have arrived 
in tne re ion between Hsuchc.g and Yencho'..’ in the 
last few lays.

/hile an air of resignation to the believed 
inevital le occupation of the city pervades Tsingtao, 
Chinese onts continue to destroy Japanese mills 
and co'.'.'.merci al installations. iith Japanese warships 
occasionally in sight off the outer hart or, Chinese 
residents l.’e leaving the ’esort city in large num
bers.

The obvious interlude which the fighting is pass
ing through at this time points to indecision on the 
part < f the Japanese, Exactly as was the case folio. 
Ing the.- fell of Shanghai, the attackers are awaiting’ 
a Chinese move on which to predicate the Nipponese 
pc liey.

2, Aircraft

On the ?C-th, bombs ./ere dropped at Canton, IJanchang 
Sian, and several points alonx. the iientsin— Pukov 

Railway.

5. Mis Co-11 ane ous

1er. Japanese transports arrived in Shanghai on 
the 2St..- anl 29th, carrying l,Ofû men, munitions,
lumber, forage, and atout 20 motor sampans.
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The assasinaticn of Lo Ka-pang yesterday was a 
severe tn local Japanese plans since this man
had promised tc head the Shanghai puppet government, 
which is new in process of formation. It will ce 
extremely difficult for the Japanese to induce any 
respectatle. Chinese of pc od standing to replace him.

,rhile refugees are teing sent out of Shanghai in 
a steady stream, the actual number of persons living 
at the expense of the fc<o municipalities has not 
reduced materially in the past month. There are now 
something over 90,CCC in the International Settlement, 
and a'ccut .<4,fpg pn fpe French Concession. Ifany of 
these individuals ere not truly ’’refugees", tut are 
destitutes who /fould receive little aid on an ordinary 
winter, lut who have seized this opportunity to "go 
cn relief".

4- 
. / / ! " ; i I

?.. a. bo cm,
Brigade Intelligence Officer
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December 11, Saturday

The jurisdiction of the Shanghai Municipal Coun

cil in the extra-Settlement road areas, which has been 

for many years the most lively and controversial polit

ical question of the city, looms once again as one of 

the major issues of Shanghai as a result of the recent 

activities in those districts of the Japanese author

ities, THE CHINA PRESS states. The Council’s position 

with regard to the problem was stated clearly by one 

of its high officials who said that the Council has 

never claimed any jurisdiction over areas abutting the 

extra-Settlement roads. While the roads themselves 

are within the jurisdiction of the Council, the terri- 

tory off the streets, he said, has always remained 

under Chinese jurisdiction, and is therefore today 

in effect under Japanese control by virtue of military 

occupation.

With approximately 450 officers and men aboard, 

the U.S.S. MARBLEHEAD, light cruiser, came up the 

Whangpoo River for the first time yesterday afternoon 

and tied up at the U. S. Naval Buoys opposite the 

French Bund. The MARBLEHEAD will relieve the U.S.S. 

AUGUSTA, flagship of the U. S. Asiatic Fleet, which 

is scheduled to sail from Shanghai for Manila on 

December 14 th.

The fate of Nanking hung in the balance last night 

as Chinese soldiers, running the gauntlet of a vigorous 

Japanese offensive from three sides of the city, made a 
last
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last desperate stand to defend their nation’s capital 

against alien capture.

December 12, Sunday

Japanese military police forces in Nantao extended 

their lines of patrol to include Father Jacquinot’s 

refugee zone yesterday afternoon. This action occur

red suddenly shortly after 3 p.m. yesterday following 

the firing of a pistol at a Japanese sentry standing 

outside the zone by some one alleged to have been in

side the refugee area. Father Jacquinot, however, 

denied that shot was fired from inside of the zone. 

Majority of Japanese troops were said to have with

drawn later.

Between 8 and 9 a.m. today, Japanese at Wuhu 

opened machine-gun fire from the shore on the British 

H.M.S. LADYBIRD, S.S. SUIWO and Tug TSINGTAH, which 

were in the river off the port. Passengers on board 

the SUIWO at the time included Mr. H. I. Prideaux- 

Brune, British Consul in Nanking, and the British 

Military Attache, who were on their way upriver.

Again in the afternoon, British vessels were the 

targets of Japanese weapons, when aeroplanes thrice 

bombed a concentration of British ships at Hsiasanshan, 

twelve miles up river from Nanking, where they had 

gone to avoid being involved in the hostilities around 

the capital. H.M.S. SCARAB and CRICKET were with the 

mercantile fleet as guard ships, and they opened fire 

with their three-inch pompoms and machine-guns in reply 

to the planes* attack. According to the NORTH CHINA 

DAILY NEWS, none of the bombs dropped hit their marks 

and the British fire also did not hit the planes.
China
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"China is firmly determined to continue the 

war against Japan without wavering even in the event 

of the fall of Nanking," according to a statement made 

at Hankow to a newspaper representative by General 

Chang Chun, former Chinese Foreign Minister and at 

present Secretary General of the Central Political 

Council. The general stated that ever since the out

break of hostilities the Chinese Government had reck

oned for a long duration of hostilities and had made 

all necessary preparations for organizing resistance 

stretching over a number of years. 

December 13, Monday

The U.S.S. PANAY, American river gun-boat, and 

three motor lighters belonging to the Standard-Vacuum 

Oil Company, were sunk at about 1:30 p.m. yesterday 

by bombs from Japanese planes, as they lay at anchor 

about 25 miles upriver from Nanking.

54 survivors, one of whom died from wounds later, 

managed to reach the shore from the PANAY. Of these 

15 were reported to be wounded, among them Captain J. J. 

Hughes, Commander of the gunboat, and Lieutenant A. F. 

Anders, Executive Officer. Messrs. J. Hall Paxton 

and George Atcheson, members of the staff of the U. S. 

Embassy, who had been left in Nanking when the Embassy 

staff followed the Chinese Foreign Minister to Hankow, 

were among the survivors. Captain Roberts, U. S. 

Military Attache, and Mr. Gassie were also reported to 

be safe. Most survivors reached Hohsien where they 

were subjected to Japanese machine-gun fire for some 

time, as the Japanese launched an attack on the town.

No accurate estimate of the casualties was pos

sible as yet. It was believed that the four sunken

vessels
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vessels carried more than 140 persons, including one 

Briton, three Italians and a number of Chinese. Of 

the Europeans and Americans - the latter including a 

number of newspaper correspondents and cameramen - it 

was thought that all but ten had been traced; and hope 

for the other ten had by no means been abandoned.

Owing to a variety of causes, however, communica

tions with the district in which the disaster occurred 

were restricted.

Rescue operations were done by the H.M.S. BEE 

which was then off Wuhu, having been fired at, but 

missed, by Japanese gunners earlier in the day. Ac

cording to the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS, the rescue opera

tions of the BEE began when the American naval author

ities in Shanghai had failed to get in touch with the 

U.S.S. PANAY on Sunday night, and Admiral Yarnell com

municated with the Senior British Naval Officer in 

Shanghai, and asked his cooperation in establishing 

the whereabouts of the American boat.

The Commander in Chief of the Japanese China Fleet 

called on Admiral Yarnell aboard the U.S.S. AUGUSTA in 

Shanghai at noon today and expressed regrets.

Chinese defenders of Nanking, after withstanding 

intensive Japanese attacks for one week, were today 

ordered by Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek to withdraw, 

according to THE CHINA PRESS. The Generalissimo, in a 

statement issued at his field headquarters, stated that 

the withdrawal of Chinese troops from Nanking will not 

materially affect the policy of the National Government 

to resist the Japanese troops to the bitter end. 

December 14, Tuesday
Nearly
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Nearly 1500 United States Marines, constituting 

the Second U. S. Marine Brigade, paraded before Admiral 

H. E. Yarnell at the Race Course yesterday morning as 

a farewell gesture to the commander in chief of the 

American forces in the Far East, who was to have left 

on board the flagship U.S.S. AUGUSTA today for Manila. 

The AUGUSTA’S departure, however, has been postponed 

upon receipt of news reagarding the sinking of the 

U.S.S. PANAY.

About 60 survivors of the U.S.S. PANAY were 

scheduled to embark on the U.S.S. OAHU, H.M.S. LADÏBIRD 

and H.I.J.M.S. HOZU this evening at Hohsien to proceed 

down stream to Shanghai. In the bombing incident of 

the PANAY, three were known to have been dead and 13 

believed wounded, according to THE CHINA PRESS.

In a statement issued to the press tonight, Admiral 

Yarnell declared that "With reference to the reported 

statement made by the Japanese naval spokesman that 

American naval vessels would be withdrawn from the 

Yangtsze River at the request of the Japanese author

ities, the Commander in Chief, Asiatic Fleet, denied 

that any such request has been made. It would not 

be approved if received..." 

December 15, Wednesday

Two leading local Chinese newspapers, the SHUN PAO 

and the TA KUNG PAO, have decided to suspend publica

tion following an announcement that the Japanese con

trolled "Shanghai News Censorship Office" will start 

operations beginning today.

A Reuter message from Tbkyo states that "The 

action of President Roosevelt in protesting direct to
the
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the Emperor in regard to the bombing and sinking of 

the United States gunboat PANAY has deeply shocked 

Japanese susceptibilities. In the eyes of the Japan

ese the emperor is sacrosanct and above politics, 

although it will be recalled that Emperor Meiji person

ally took steps to express regret on the occasion of 

the attack on the Tsarevich in 1394..."

Mr. 0. K. Yui, Mayor of Greater Shanghai, and Mr. 

David Kung, Special Secretary of the Ministry of Finance, 

have been appointed by the Chinese Government as members 

of the standing committee of the Board of Directors of 

the Central Trust of China.

December 16, Thursday

THE CHINA PRESS says the total cargo originally 

billed for Shanghai but subsequently dumped at other 

ports because of the hostilities amounts to between 

200,000 and 300,000 tons. Since the first bombings 

in Shanghai, cargoes bound for Shanghai have been let 

off at more than a dozen different ports ranging all 

the way from Japan and Dairen to Singapore, and in

cluding such places as Iloilo and ports of Java.

Wang Ke-min, chairman of the "administrative com

mission" of the new "Provisional Government" in Peiping 

announced today that the Government had taken over 

the Customs administration in Chinwangtao and Tientsin, 

stated the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS. "Regarding the 

loans secured on the Customs," Wang stated, "the 

Provisional Government will naturally deal with them 

in a fair and just manner."

A Tokyo dispatch dated December 16th published in 

the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS states: Collection of funds
for
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for the construction of a gunboat to replace the U.S.S. 

PANAY, bombed and sunk above Nanking on December 12th, 

was proposed this morning by an annonymous reader in 

an open letter to the Tokyo NICHI NICHI. This action, 

the letter said, would form a fitting expression of the 

Japanese nation’s sincere and profound regrets..." 

December 17, Friday

The wounded and survivors of the PANAY bombing last 

Sunday arrived at Shanghai aboard the U.S.S. OAHU this 

afternoon and were immediately transferred to the U.S.S. 

AUGUSTA, Flagship of the U. S. Asiatic Fleet. Shortly 

after their arrival, a press interview was given to a 

large group of journalists aboard the AUGUSTA by 

Lieutenant John W. Geist, during which graphic details 

of the bombing and subsequent machine-gunning and 

boarding of the PANAY were told.

A Havas message from London says, "The recall of 

Rear Admiral Teizo Mitsunami, Chief of Aerial Opera

tions in Central China for the Japanese forces, who 

was held responsible for the sinking of the U.S.S. PANAY 

near Nanking, has caused considerable relief in diplo

matic circles here. The gesture by Tokyo is regarded 

as having much more significance than the numerous (no 

fewer than thirteen) excuses and apologies tendered 

heretofore, a long list of which was published in the 

press here yesterday together with an enumeration of 

the repeated Japanese attacks against foreign lives 

and property in China..."

About 30 Soviet airmen, several of whom had been 

flying for the Spanish Government, are now assembled 

in Hankow, stated the Reuters. The Russian pilots have 

already engaged the Japanese. There are also other

foreign
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foreign pilots fighting in the Chinese Air Force, 

among whom a Frenchman was killed and an Australian 

wounded in an aerial battle last week at Nanchang, the 

provincial capital of Kiangsi, when several Japanese 

planes were brought down.

"The Japanese made their triumphant entry into 

Nanking at noon today," a Transooean Kuomin message states. 

December 18, Saturday

A full agreement has been reached between the 

Japanese and Father Jacquinot under which the Nantao 

Refugee Zone will continue to be administered by the 

International Committee, the Japanese giving cooperation 

in policing and assistance in administration, it was 

announced by the committee today.

The French Concession authorities announced again 

today that curfew regulations within their jurisdiction 

will be relaxed on Christmas Eve and New Year’s Eve. 

It is understood that the Shanghai Municipal Council 

has made the same decision.

Mr. Ivan Luganets-Orelsky, the new Soviet Ambassador 

to China, arrived in Hankow on December 15th, according 

to dispatches relayed to Tokyo from New York.

December 19, Sunday

One of the four seriously wounded survivors of the 

PANAY disaster, Edgar W. Hulsebus, coxswain of the ill- 

fated gunboat, died at 6:30 a.m. today at the Country 

Hospital bring ing the death roll up to.four foreingers. 

The body of Mr. Hulsebus will probably be taken aboard 

the U.S.S. AUGUSTA today ready to be shipped back to 

the United States, where the burial will take place.

According to a Tokyo telegram, the American
Ambassador
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Ambassador to Japan, Mr. Joseph C. Grew, yesterday pre

sented a strong written protest over the machine-gunning 

and boarding of the American gunboat by Japanese armed 

forces operating from surface craft. This was con

sidered the most serious phase of the incident. 

December 20, Monday

The National Government at Chungking issued a state 

ment this evening repudiating the so-called "Provisional 

Government of the Republic of China” at Peiping. The 

establishment of this "bogus regime" by the Japanese 

after their military occupation of territory proves 

that they violated China’s territorial and administra

tive integrity. It also clearly indicates Japan’s 

intention of conquering the whole of China. Such a 

regime or any other established in the area at present 

under Japanese military occupation cannot be recognized, 

the statement added.

A United Press London message states that Britain, 

France and the United States have made representations 

to Japan suggesting the creation of a safety zone at 

Hankow « •

December 21, Tuesday

Following in the lead of the authorities in the 

French Concession and the Settlement, the Japanese 

Consular officials here today announced the lifting 

of the curfew in the Settlement area north of Soochow 

Greek on December 24th and 31st.

Mr. Cordell Hull, U. S. Secretary of State, in an 

open letter to Senator William H. Smathers, according 

to the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS, declared today that 

American warships, marines and soldiers will remain in 

z China
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China at least as long as the present conditions pre

vail. These vessels and troops were never in any 

sense on a mission of aggression. The present does not 

seem an opportune moment for effecting their withdrawal, 

the Secretary of State said.

Sir Archibald John Kerr Clark Kerr, British Ambas

sador in Baghdad, has been appointed Ambassador to China 

in succession to Sir Hughe Knatchbull-Hugessen, according 

to an announcement to£ay by the British Foreign Office.

According to a London telegram, Mr. Eden, the 

British Foreign Secretary, stated in the House of Commons 

today that the British Government recognizes the Central 

Government as the Government of all China, and there is, 

therefore, no question of recognising the new administra

tion installed in Peiping. 

December 22, Wednesday

A small bomb apparently "homemade," was exploded on 

a ledge outside the window of a Soviet office at Love 

Lane here in the evening. No one was injured and the 

damage was trivial, involving only the window-frame, 

which was splintered. The office is one which arranges 

for the repatriation of destitute Russians to the U.S.S.R.

Reuter states that the urgency of re-opening the 

Hongkew and Yangtzepoo areas in Shanghai to merchants 

and residents of third powers is understood to have been 

pressed upon the Japanese Foreigi Minister by the British 

Ambassador, Sir Robert Craigie, in a discussion in Tokyo 

today.

December 23, Thursday

With the exception of some areas still regarded as 

dangerous, entire Chapei was thrown open to Japanese na

tionals today, according to the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS•

Japanese
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Japanese middle schools are prepared to reopen shortly. 

The "Christmas Express" carrying foreign evacuees 

to Hongkong left Hankow today with 294 passengers of 

all nationalities: 107 Britons, 96 Americans, 41 Germans, 

85 Russians, 10 French, 9 Italians, 3 Swedes and three 

Norwegians. Of the total number, there are 138 women, 

85 children and 71 men.

An "Autonomous Commission" was established in 

Nanking this morning, ten days after the military occu

pation by the Japanese. Headed by Tao Hsi-shan, since 

the beginning of the current hostilities the head of the 

local branch of the Red Swastika Society, the new organ 

has two vice-chairmen and 8 members. 

December 24, Friday

Celebrating the first anniversary of the conclusion 

of the Sian incident, when General Chiang Kai-shek, 

President of the Executive Yuan and Chairman of the 

Military Affairs Commission, safely landed in Loyang 

from Sian, public organizations in Shanghai senta tele

gram today to the Generalissimo at Hankow, pledging their 

full support to the Central Government and to the plan 

of armed resistance to Japan.

The H.M.S. CAPRETOWN, the British cruiser which has 

been marooned up river since the "war" began, arrived 

off Woosung early this morning. The cruiser was manned 

by a skeleton crew of 130, and carrying on board 50 

civilians from Hankow and up river port.

Japanese claim fall of Hangchow today.

December 25, Saturday

Today*s NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS publishes an article 

received from an independent, reliable source, telling 

grim
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grim tales of massacre, looting, and rape by the Japan

ese during Nanking’s capture.

The ’’Christmas Express'* which left Hankow on 

Thursday with about 300 foreigners, arrived safely at 

Kowloon at 9 o’clock this morning.

Fatal Japanese bombing of the American gunboat 

PANAY at Nanking was carried out during a period of good 

visibility and occurred at some times at heights only 

100-200 feet above the clearly marked decks of the 

ship, according to the report made to the Navy Depart

ment by the Commander of the PANAY, Lieutenant Commander 

J. J. Hughes, and authorized to be published by the 

Secretary of the Navy. Japanese planes also machine- 

gunned the decks of the PANAY and Japanese river craft 

fired on the fatally damaged American warship on which 
» 

a number of Americans and other foreigners were killed 

or wounded, the report confirmed.

December 26, Sunday

A Reuter message states that the new Societ Ambassador 

to China, M. Luganets-Orelsky, reached Hankow yesterday 

from Lanchow, the capital of Kansu Province, where he 

arrived by air from Urumchi.

The NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS publishes a Tokyo message 

stating that the Japanese Cabinet’s Planning Board, which, 

is stated to have been considering measures to deal with 

Shanghai in the future, has worked out a plan to effect 

a complete change there, says the ASAHI. This, it says, 

will be done on the basis of redevelopment of Greater 

Shanghai and the formation of a new city district at 

Woosung. The plan is expected to materialize with the 

emergence of a new municipality of Greater Shanghai

friendly
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friendly towards Japan. The president of the Plan

ning Board has reported the scheme to the Cabinet which, 

according to the newspaper, "decided that the Japanese 

Government should give its full cooperation for the 

realization of such a plan."

At a press conference today, the Japanese spokesman 

announced that all areas north of Soochow Creek would 

be reopened for residence and business to non-Chinese 

on December 27th. 

December 27, Monday

"Profound gratitude of the Japanese Government 

for the attitude shown by the Washington administration 

in bringing the PANAY incident to an amicable conclu

sion, was expressed by the Japanese Foreign Minister 

yesterday to the American Ambassador, Mr. Joseph C. 

Grew, who called at the Gaimusho in the morning to 

convey the contents of the American Note, accepting 

the Japanese Government’s apologies for the settlement 

of the affair but rejecting the claim that it was 

accidental," states a Tokyo dispatch published in the 

NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS.

Shanghai’s foreign community had a field day today 

with the opening of the areas North of Soochow Creek 

by the Japanese, the necessity of passes having been 

abolished. However, as a result of the Japanese Army 

regulations governing the reopening of these areas, 

the thorny extraterritoriality question looms again* 

In effect, according to THE CHINA PRESS, the regulations, 

which went into force today, abrogate the extrality rights 

of foreign nationals in the re-opened districts when

ever their actions are deemed to be contrary and harm

ful to the interests of the Japanese armed forces.
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At approximately 11:20 o’clock this morning, as a 

Japanese troop transport Junk with 12 soldiers moving 

down river passed under the Honan Road Bridge, a Chinese 

threw three hand grenades from the bridge onto the junk. 

One of the grenades exploded and slightly injured one 

of the soldiers. All of the grenades were of the 

Chinese potato masher type.

Under the title of ’’Only U. S. Embassy to re-open 

in Nanking,” THE CHINA PRESS states that "Except for 

the American, none of the diplomatic bodies has made 

definite plans to reopen their legation or embassy 

quarters in Nanking... When called today, both British 

and German diplomatic officials discredited earlier 

reports that they intended to send members of their 

local embassies to re-open their Nanking offices. 

Italian officials state that they have plan under con

sideration, but that no definite decision has been 

reached... Three members of the local American Consulate 

General will leave tomorrow aboard the U.S.S. OAHU for 

Nanking to reopen the American Embassy." 

December 28, Tuesday

Shortly after 11 a.m. today, another grenade was 

hurled from Chekiang Road Bridge onto a creek transport 

occupied by Japanese soldiers passing beneath the bridge. 

A Japanese private was slightly injured. One Chinese 

was arrested on the spot by the Shanghai Municipal Police. 

The Japanese spokesman stated that he was unable to state 

yet whether or not the Japanese authorities would demand 

the surrender of the Chinese.

A spokesman of the Shanghai Municipal Council today 

contested the statement made by the Japanese authorities 

that the S.M.C. has for a time forfeited its administrative 

rights
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rights over the eastern areas of the International Settle

ment because it ordered its police officers to flee. 

Pointing out that the Council cannot be expected to order 

its civilian administrative and police officers to func

tion in the midst of a battlefield, the spokesman stated 

that the S.M.C. has not and does not intend to forfeit 

any of its rights inside the International Settlement.

THE CHINA PRESS states that "Laying the groundwork 

for extending its control over a wide area of Greater 

Shanghai, Su Hsi-wen’s ’Great Way City Government’ has 

established police stations in Chapei, Nantao, Woosung, 

Hungjao, Chenju and Paoshan...The police constables 

are making their beats in the company of Japanese armed 

details . The Chinese policemen are armed with batons 

and in some instances with pistols...” 

December 29, Wednesday

The man who was arrested by the police on the 

Chekiang Road Bridge shortly before noon yesterday after 

he and two companions had allegedly thrown a hand grenade 

from the side of the bridge into a boat loaded with 

Japanese soldiers, was a soldier and former member of the 

19th Route Army which fought in the Shanghai area in 

1932, and one of the men who fought in the western dis

trict and Nantao this year. He was handed over to the 

Japanese authorities by the Shanghai Municipal Police. 

In handing him over, the Council held no objection to 

the procedure on the grounds that the man was from out

side the city and had come here for the allegedly avowed 

purpose of carrying on guerrilla warfare activities 

against the Japanese. In addition, a Council spokesman 

declared, the crime had been committed on Soochow Creek 

which in days prior to the military occupation by the 

Japanese was presumed to be under Chinese control and 
that
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that since the Japanese are now in occupation the 

act apparently was committed in their jurisdiction.

A Jerry Morgan, British subject, one-time Shanghai 

boxing promoter, was held by the Japanese consular 

police authorities for questioning in connection with 

the alleged attempted theft of two Japanese owned oil 

barges from the Pootung side of the Whangpoo River.

An unnamed leading local civil leader, who is 

associated with the new "Federation,” declared that 

the so-called "Shanghai Citizens* Federation," which 

is being organized to take part in the administration 

of the Greater Shanghai area, is purely a "commercial 

and philanthropic project” and has no political sig

nificance. Explaining that no direct negotiations 

have taken place between the organization and the 

Japanese military authorities, the sponsor stated 

that the project was first broached by a certain 

member of the Shanghai Municipal Council, who aided in 

placing the project before the Japanese authorities. 

He said that the plans have now received approval 

of the Japanese.

December 30, Thursday

Mr. Loh Pa-hong, 64-year old Catholic leader and 

philanthropist, head of the Chinese Electric Power 

Company of Nantao, and reported to have been a member 

of the so-called "Shanghai Citizens’ Federation," was 

shot down in front of his residence in the French 

Concession at 2 p.m. today. In their efforts to 

prevent what they believe might possibly develop into 

another reign of terror in Shanghai with political 

assassinations as frequent occurrences, detectives of 

the £
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the French Concession Police were exerting most of 

their energy in attempting to capture the two men 

alleged to be responsible for the murder.

There still remain a total of 216,377 refugees 

in 314 camps in Shanghai, according to Mr. K. Y. Li, 

secretary of the International Relief Committee.

Effective tomorrow, all evacuees, including both 

Chinese and foreigners, of the areas west of Shanghai 

occupied by Japanese forces will be allowed to return 

to -those districts.

The second, and probably last, international 

refugee train, christened "The Last Train from Madrid,” 

left Hankow for Hongkong at 9 o'clock this morning, 

earrying in all 313 men, women and children of ten 

nationalities from Hankow, Kiukiang, Kuling and 

Changsha. 

December 31, Friday

The resignation of Mr. Wang Ching-wei and General 

Chang Chun from the positions as Chairman and Secretary- 

General of the Central Political Council respectively * 

have been accepted by the National Government.

Reports received by a British shipping firm today 

from the Chinese Maritime Customs in Ningpo indicate 

that the boom erected at the mouth of the Yung River, 

at Chinhai, in the early days of October, but which 

was up to today navigable, has now been completely 

filled. The British firm has been requested to 

suspend all further sailings to Ningpo, some 20 kilo

meters inland, the information being relayed to all 

other concerns with ships running to that port, states 

THE CHINA PRESS.
January
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January 1, Saturday

The U.S.S. OAHU, with Consul J. M. Allison, Vice 

Consul James Espy and Mr. A. A. McFayden aboard, is 

expected to arrive at Nanking today following an un

eventful trip from Shanghai. The progress of the 

vessel, which left Shanghai Tuesday, has been slowed 

down as it lies anchored each night, proceeding only 

during the daylight hours which are now very short.

THE CHINA PRESS states, "In the presence of 

Japanese military and naval officers, a group of 

Chinese residents in Nanking turned out on New Year’s 

afternoon to inaugurate the ’Nanking Autonomous Com

mission,* Domei reports. On the same day in Hangchow 

an inaugural meeting was held for the ’Peace Main

tenance Commission.”’ 

January 2, Sunday

Settlement Police, with their hands strengthened 

by the emergency powers granted to them by the S.M.C., 

today continued to push their vigorous drive to rid 

the city of terrorist bands which on New Year’s Day 

perpetuated a series of bombing attacks, injuring 

four Japanese soldiers and five Chinese civilians.

The wave of terrorism continued in Shanghai today 

when phosphorus bombs of almost identical construction 

were thrown into the gardens of the official residence 

of the Japanese Consul-General and the home of Mr. 

Ku Hsin-ih, Chairman of the Shanghai Foodstuff Dealers' 

Association and reportedly member of the so-called 

"Shanghai Citizens’ Federation." Both missiles failed 

to explode and did not injure anyone. 

January 3, Monday
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The U.S. OAHU has arrived at Hohsien, the scene 

of the PANAY bombing, and is starting diving operations 

to investigate the sunken vessel. The Ameriean consuls, 

Messrs. Allison and Espy, and Mr. McFayden, who left 

Shanghai aboard the OAHU, will proceed to Wuhu, as that 

city is in the Nanking consular area. They will in

vestigate the conditions of American property in the 

area before returning to Nanking to reopen the American 

Embassy.

Few Chinese are returning to Jessfield and Western 

areas of Shanghai. Japanese issue limited number of 

passes for inspection trips in Chapei and Nantao.

A Reuter message of today stated that the concensus 

of opinion at Hankow is that the second German attempt 

at mediation in the Sino-Japanese dispute is very likely 

to end in failure. No matter how willing the Chinese 

Government is to conclude peace, the Japanese terms, 

it is stated, are so stiff that even leading Chinese 

pacifists are against their acceptance.

January 4, Tuesday

Japanese officials this morning issued a warning 

to the Shanghai Municipal Council that the Japanese 

Expeditionary Force may be compelled to take steps, 

"as occasion requires,” to ferret out anti-Japanese 

elements in the International Settlement. In addi

tion to the warning, concreted proposals for increased 

Japanese participation in the activities of the S.M.C. 

were presented to the Chairman of the Council by the 

Japanese Consul General during a call made by four 

Japanese officials upon the Council authorities.

Japanese authorities were during the night in 

complete
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complete control of the Chinese Government Radio Ad

ministration, Shanghai’s only international wireless 

communications agency, after they had stationed offi

cials on the premises to act as censors on all incoming 

and outgoing messages•

According to THE CHINA PRESS, a U. S. Naval offi

cial stated today that the PANAY does not seem to be 

very deep in the mud, as quite a bit of equipment has 

been salvaged in the short time that operations have 

been carried on by the U.S.S. OAHU at the spot. 

January 5, Wednesday

A potent mass educational program, which involves 

the schooling of nearly 28,000 refugee children, is 

being pushed by a special committee of the Shanghai 

International Red Cross, it was revealed today by the 

Chinese Educational Officer of the Shanghai Municipal 

Council.

Mr. Stirling Fessenden, Secretary-General of the 

Shanghai Municipal Council today clarified in an in

terview the reported part taken by the Council in the 

formation of the "Shanghai Citizens’ Federation." 

After stating that the Council has taken no part in 

the formation, he said "As far as I know the main purpose 

of the new association is rehabilitation work in Nantao 

and Chapel, which are outside the Council’s jurisdic

tion.

Foreign consuls representing extraterritorial 

nations in Shanghai were today urgently considering the 

Japanese memorandum placed before the Shanghai Municipal 

Council by the Japanese regarding increased Japanese 

participation. Decisions relating to the requests are

most
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most likely to be made by the various home governments 

in Washington, London and other capitals, THE CHINA 

PRESS states.

Admiral Yarnell’s yacht, the U.S.S. ISABEL, arrived 

in Shanghai today from Manila and will remain here for 

an indefinite period with the Admiral aboard. The 

Flagship AUGUSTA is leaving Shanghai today and will 

probably remain in the Philippines for the next two 

months, undergoing annual repair and taking part in 

the annual maneuvers in Philippine waters.

January 6, Thursday

Two Japanese censors started cable censorship in 

each of the three cable companies operating in Shanghai 

but were confining their work strictly to censorship. 

No attempts had been made to interfere with the con

trol of the companies or the routine tasks of sending 

and receiving messages, says THE CHINA PRESS.

It was reported here today that the American 

Embassy at Nanking has been reopened. Officials in 

charge of the re-opening of the embassy are Messrs. 

John M. Allison, James Espy and A. A. McFayden, of 

the American Consulate-General at Shanghai.

The Shanghai Municipal Police has lodged a 

protest, it is understood, with the Japanese Naval 

Landing Party authorities, as a result of the alleged 

manhandling of two police officers, Inspector G. J. 

Bennett, and Superintendent J. Sinclair by Japanese 

officers at the Landing Party Headquarters on 

Christmas Day.
On Christmas morning, Inspector Bennett was pro

ceeding in a police car, driven by a Chinese chauffeur,

along
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along Wayside Road. The chauffeur was forced to pull 

up when, he saw three lorries blocking the road in front, 

leaving no room whatever for him to pass. A Japanese 

dispatch rider, travelling at a fast pace, was also 

forced to pull up owing to the three lorries obstructing 

the roadway. The dispatch rider, when he arrived at 

headquarters, reported that he had been held up by a 

police car, the number of which he produced. Inspector 

Bennett was summoned to appear at the Landing Party 

Headquarters to answer to a charge of obstructing a 

dispatch rider of the Japanese forces. The Inspector 

decided that his best course would be to go to the 

headquarters and explain the true state of affairs.

On arrival at the Landing Party Headquarters, 

Inspector Bennett was insulted and roughly handled, being 

poked in the ribs and in the stomach with sticks. Of

ficers present also drew their swords, declaring that 

Inspector Bennett had purposely obstructed a dispatch 

rider of the Japanese forces. Superintendent Sinclair, 

when he visited the Headquarters to assist the Inspector 

in explaining matters, was treated in a similar manner. 

Both men have excellent records in the Shanghai Muni

cipal Police, and are of senior rank.

January 7, Friday

Shanghai today is practically isolated from the 

rest of the world, at least as far as communications 

are concerned. Cables between Shanghai and Hongkong 

and Manila were still out of order, while direct radio 

communication with other parts of the world was impos

sible as result of the walk-out of the Chief staff 

of the Chinese Government Radio Administration and

break of cables belonging to certain of the foreign 
cable
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cable companies. One cable line was still intact. 

It runs from Shan^iai to Japan, thereby affording 

communication with New York and London. Messages sent 

via this cable were being routed to Vladivostok thence 

to London and New York. Press messages for Manila, 

ordinarily transmitted direct from Shanghai, went 

completely around the world before reaching their 

destination. Those for Hongkong did the same thing. 

As a result, the rates between Shanghai, Hongkong and 

Manila were almost trebled.

Major-General A. P. D. Telfer-Smollett lodged 

another strong protest with the Japanese military and 

diplomatic authorities on the grounds that the Japanese 

soldiers who are alleged to have assaulted Probationary 

Sergeant A. R. Turner and Inspector F. G. West, S.M.P., 

crossed over into the British defense area to attack 

the police officers on Brenan Road. 

January 8, Saturday

The work of the Shanghai Municipal Council during 

the present emergency, and especially the work of the 

police, receives high praises from the Chinese Chamber 

of Commerce, the Bankers’ Association and other leading 

Chinese organizations of the International Settlement 

in a letter just forwarded to the S.M.C.

The new Emergency Children’s Hospital was opened 

by the International Relief Committee today with eight 

wards and a sum total of 120 beds. 

January 9, Sunday

The Japanese Army spokesman, in the press con

ference today, blamed an insult reflecting upon the 

"honor of the Commander in Chief His Majesty the
Emperor
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Emperor of Japan” for the altercation between a member 

of the Shanghai Municipal Police and details of the 

Japanese forces on Brenan Road last Thursday. He 

oharged that the police officer involved ’’had inter

fered with the duties of a Japanese soldier on offi

cial duty." Referring to the incident between
I

Japanese forces and the French police on the Nantao 

and Frenchtown border Saturday morning, he stated that 

the affair had been amicably settled.

Two Japanese have been named to high positions in 

the Chinese Post Office in Shanghai, it was revealed 

today in a Chinese report: Mr. K. Kanazashi, veteran 

employee of the local Post Dffioe as the Assistant 

Postal Commissioner, and Y. Fuki, formerly connected 

with the Post Office in Hankow, as the Chief Postal 

Inspector.

Prominent Chinese Communist leaders, including 

Wang Ming and Ching Pang-hsien, participated in a 

reception this afternoon in Hankow to celebrate the 

establishment of the local official organ of the 

Chinese Communist Party, the NEW CHINA DAILY NEWS. 

January 10, Monday

A bomb of the oigarette-tin species was thrown on 

the Brenan Piece from territory now under the control 

of the Japanese military this morning. The missile 

exploded within two yards of the Italian sentry posted 

at the crossing and quite close, also, to a Chinese 

constable of the Shanghai Municipal Police. No one 

was injured and there was no damage to property. It 

is understood that the S.M.C. does not intend to make 

a protest to the Japanese authorities over the \ 

incident. According
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Aocording to the NORTH CHINA DAILY NEWS, a cir

cular letter criticising the Shanghai Municipal Coun

cil was sent through the post to various Chinese shops 

in Shanghai by an hitherto unknown society styling 

itself the "Shanghai Chung Hwa National Salvation 

Association." Among the startling statements con

tained in the letter are "Municipal rates should be 

remitted for the time being; the British who have 

treated the Settlement as their own should defray all 

expenses; the work of the various S.M.C. organs is not 

worth the money paid them; since times are hard, it is 

not necessary to ask the Chinese residents to pay the 

rates, et cetera."

A Reuter dispatch from London states that British 

"government instructions are expected to be forwarded 

shortly to the British Consul General at Shanghai, 

concerning the reply to be made to the Shanghai Muni

cipal Council’s request for guidance in connection with 

the demands made by the Japanese in Shanghai. The 

instructions are likely to indicate that any new and 

special measures found necessary should be expressly 

on a temporary basis and without prejudice to permanent 

arrangements, which would affect other powers with 

rights in the Settlement. The Japanese demands to the 

Shanghai Municipal Council include:

1. An increase in the number of Japanese members 
of the Shanghai Municipal Police and improved 
treatment for them.

2. The appointment of Japanese to important posts 
in the Council’s Administrative organs.

3. An increase in the Japanese personnel employed 
by the Council.

APPENDIX
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APPENDIX I

A Summary of Major Events
Said to have happened in and near Shanghai during 

the 1957 Incident

Grenade Incidents Dec. 27,28, Jan.10

American Embassy 
Reopening in Nanking Dec. 27, Jan. 6

Bombing Incidents
H.M.S. LADYBIRD and other British 

vessels by Japanese
U.S.S. PANAY and Standard-Vacuum 

Oil Company vessels by Japanese

Dec .12

Dec.12

Christmas Express
From Hankow to Hongkong Dec. 23,30

Extraterritoriality
In Extra-Settlement Roads
In re-opened districts

Dec .11
Dec. 27,29

Japanese in International Settlement
Demands to Shanghai Municipal Council Jan. 4, 10 
Control of Chinese Government Radio

Administration Jan. 4
Censorship of press and cables Dec.15,Jan.6
Manhandling of, and attack on,

Police officers of Shanghai
Municipal Police Jan. 6,7

Massacre. Looting, Rape, etc.
By Japanese during Nanking’s Capture Dec .25

PANAY Incident (December 12, 1937)
Dec .13Details of the Incident

Arrival of survivors at Shanghai Dec.17
Captain Hughes’ Report to the U. S.

Dec «25Navy Department
Closing of the Incident Dec .27

Nanking and Hangchow, Autonomous Commis-
sions in Jan. 1

"Provisional Government*’ at Peiping Dec .20Repudiation by General Chiang Kai-shek

Safety Zone at Hankow Dec .20

"Shanghai Citizens* Federation*' Deo .29Proposed formation
S.M.C. has no relation Jan. 5

Withdrawal of American naval vessels Dec.14Admiral Yarnell’s statement
Mr. Hull’s statement Dec .21

appendix
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APPENDIX II

CHANG CHUN, General, former Minister of Foreign 
Affairs, Secretary-General of the Central 
Political Council.

HUGHES, J. J., Commander of the U.S.S. PANAY.

KERR, ARCHIBALD JOHN KERR CLARK, Sir, newly appointed 
British Ambassador to China.

LO PA-HONG, Chinese Catholic leader and philanthropist 
and head of many enterprises in Shanghai who 
was assassinated on December 30th allegedly 
in connection with the ’’Shanghai Citizens' 
Fenderation."

LUGANETS-ORELSKY, IVAN, new Soviet Ambassador to China.

MITSUNAMA, T., Rear Admiral, Chief of Aerial operations 
in Central China for the Japanese forces said 
to be responsible for the sinking of the 
U.S.S. PANAY.

SMATHERS, WILLIAM H., U. S. Senator.

WANG KE-MIN, Chairman of the ’’Administrative Commission 
of the "Provisional Government” in Peiping.

WANG CHING-WEI, Chairman of the Central Political 
Council, former President of the Executive 
Yuan.

800

CVsHco

In quintuplicate to the Department of State;
One copy to American Embassy, Hankow;
One copy to American Embassy, Tokyo, Japan.
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Date Item _
Newspaper

Date Item
Newspaper

Name Date Page Name Date Page

1937. 1937
Dec. Dec. Dec. Deo.

11 1-3 China Press 11 1 27 1 North China 28 7
2-4 China Press 28 2

12 1 rt 12 1
2-4 North China 13 5 28 1-3 ft 29 1

13 1-6 ft 14 5 29 1-3 ft 30 1
7 China Press 14 1

30 1 tt 31 1
14 1-3 China Press 15 1 2 tt 31 4

3 ft 31 1
15 1 ft 15 6 4 ft 31 5

2-3 ft 16 1
Jan.

16 1 China Press 17 1 31 1-2 tt 1 1
2-3 North China 17 5

1938
17 1-2 China Press 18 1 Jan.

3 ft 18 2 1 1 China Press 1 3
4-5 ft 18 4 2 tt 3 1

18 1-3 North China 19 9 2 1-3 tt 3 1

19 1-2 tt 20 5 3 1 ft 4 2
2-3 tt 4 1

20 1-2 ft 21 5
4 1-3 tt 5 1

21 1 n 22 9
2-4 tt 22 5 5 1 ft 6 2

2-4 tt 6 1
22 1-2 n 23 5

6 1-2 ft 7 1
23 1 tt 24 8/5 3-5 North China 7 5

2 n 24 5
3 tt 24 8 7 1 China Press 8 3

2 « 8 1
24 1-3 n 25 5

8 1 n 9 9
25 1 n 25 5 2 « 9 1

2-3 n 26 5
9 1-3 China Press 10 1

26 1-3 n 27 5
10 1-3 North China 11 5
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tsBt ises atr ■>;■Ajl,./ t. atf-.y j.-. city eajoy
tae.r ->i ateetloA■ le vre ti.-tunaa t. oil fX'jt-.

li.1.- -es ♦. river w fearful rule .-f ’« «its m
V ’.-fit'-i i L ■ 5 A..t..',. G «..?<■ . *.4,u i.. Cj. i’îijU fif-ûlr

ueptieu Mf •avt-r;- ttiiu,. 7.v7® t- ‘-.«.t -...d

e ÏWV® .. jtk . -ji- . V< x t<iï>eK& Lu Visx.ft
L ;V’1 .le» cû'-.-a. i-.î<* -Mi '. ■•.«xprov frjj ü
tf. .rt uiwayc /sfaii),'ÿ- .. crw*tt, su LT wt -u w t» oert ft® 

.. vv u< uui/ •■•. ju-u u«fcX. «ft? unij tw^ ..>cir« «f shuas 
luft VHFi" .1^ /ail ,a "etter. ; ieew .Cm? U.; m, 
..uiv. ts e*.t füuù ulx .k> -Mif, vt wit^
;.:ix une rest t..« ;-uru m»uu euia a duj, ‘ «
wre t.>e hu ,.y essesr-say» -jf -x tix.s vl* ..irk, k-’tll- 
iu.. oui?e» utui t. f&fr tiua <#f fi&b, tahivh tne «.aiujse v»f~
fi&w r.v..t as M» rii'lvu 1 haie, tw€oth»r *itt a..-.,e rlc® 
a. .a sa;..® of Uiwlr r»x-.r« tuot ■ *>Ad r.ueii, s& i.ucfc, m 

•.,^h wre tahleh a califat teii. j. »-uiy ru.>ve u fev.. uroia 
.la «ur.. Gtu®> of a paaail. .here eil thl&^a *r®’ 

wa eu uiïut 1 -&T Lue .-li. stovec of the l>x^ bouse 
,;v/«s rua- .-.<v w.’icier! «11 had four 1®&s’ // i..'«,«»/

w u see th® big faux atout ac®<« -.^ss®». ate. aua 
aw* û*;l’ortâh4.e a^rr. tna rco;.. la v;hiah »• nre 
ushwrod int7 their ..resono®. z.fter u tit sa-
^uulutoa a oaulû sut r®frt>U fxm-.. 1u’iuiria.y ivith t> auiie, 
• you tnla:. ,. i>ur slwve burna mV Yea th®y on- 
iaÿssr&à I lsu€l ë3.'ii«4pS Sii'rlXu th® 4E4.ll® uU ii.y ffaO® U.S® '.jf 
t?.-e.7 s.t one® x-i^t fahd «.ddwd 'Is it .■.^rtupa
vo.*rs'". .ft®x ®hXob «11 ju»u^t«<j bftartlly. Jn4®e4. 
It »a( , ur olalar root- stov®. ..1»® ®r<*.xa. %®, of
eu■ ' *«*• tfc® first abx-Aut «• antaradi the roou. l&, Lu? 
■^’..«.7 ’ti&a & Jwas.®’ < 1®.- ^oberg’» a tn® r;uucz.le® of 
j.;,-jther w® ar® told.......

.ell, csy daera. ®1L poaseso U whet we wear a 
. j --.-v'li oesluea. is.,!» w® LBaHsl th® i-urd that .’iox.® of u» 'î*w‘w.«'-»’hurt ear xiUtu, u«..^ers h®va been near 
wr-- GfUt. In T O. leo • the Wwi they refugee^ 1b »• 
Zle'-t a with aur old the® beeauae of fiera® 
Jiao its liutUfe uRly half e U **** 
fuût# v.wr.üiü.< to se® -uxia® out-of bed, all 
u/e®»au 1 ith '.er big boot® oa. aeu H ton® oft-a- i-uUwe - returaeu to £et our th lag» *«*

to
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i& }, -*«1. *-* >1G 1 (a 1 <£... cè to2:< O i V V'ilC* JL tlr» i.•«.<&&
- tv. t ,> Luo ;;oaa

c r^o, *.u’*w?8ub th$ l uûIh- vr*
e>L^roà, a,,-. Ulou v?e -.ocj tw there th^t e ^.ttsr-
<uk£/l*‘ ■•- : O À 0.1. -1 ‘-.' 1 »: - -i , -OX^Svlt 4 » U , a,.A*<O £à£U1 t-r <#&'*"
con , ^re zu va^tu^u v.uk x\lneu t u" otner 
j:x <, ; u- Lkt< ie :;5 ? &lu
r«^3 w '-V-1 v‘>--4-^ ‘•Ux t*<^ ubt .14.1 aS* .•*«^' $ ti» i. •. ’AXV »sdt 2£ •
:-ÿt* Vis- V*aî U *J ,1 y', •** .1 .;. *Ots*. Lr-W^-iS • <0 • »-*V V-«©-l* uM»4I

.M. t..» lU/aiy* G^m. J -4 L& « t«44.G. trM&.lX' £%** * rnt*V X* t1**
aetla . ivy t ?>,& 4u.n v-*- j^t cjmj

H* > " v'Ok>1 tx; :^U'M U& ■* U^4' $ ‘ivt
3irlr it U the UiV though, Clauds UftexM vy. wa 

x? ;.ewr wtur.^ec . . f... viu /i<d- after v
/LU û , lud-uUr /^r "tiUu Aslu u eu*
wt; r:^w e ^.1” uf /Un&u kF lie ^t^cKlu r> wf / *• 
,xore >t o* rav&utb w uirxd && tc ^ur . 11 the vuxullu 
c«tTv(5t .vat c>^u v.’hoM *'& /@t ra^ l * .>< f_ry uv
iMct w î uL -f-.Lx ;wr .aetr
^ert odor? le* c fxw rahv^r^. t\c- two f

. - t : 4 k > t :àar t.re- ali. c bu w m. uu for
t? at. f ’ u 0 a-V . f 'vMCig '.4fî: tîjwl*> ,s i-îtov buiW, 0U Wl.<5 
sheet ' ,>îra s'cu.*. . ■< ieh r®, * .• <• </»cd u uiblo 
.?li th 5’1 ?-b*%r ''.rvi'® .. iftj.’., 1....JJ, 41 ' n^v* . fuj.1 --f 
<;Jx*i'ü8 .‘./Ota U*- i'i... !,.s I.a« tAihl?, .. ,..Q«t, SU..U
I.-,.<■- üheet '?f 'jul-ife, k. .,*. >J c\>uciuiv.<< e h.-sv® bsw.-

, . .. r X'v 11 c f • fi*./v* h it. v ■.. - 2? t*iwt n c & * ..*< 
few nt-sh i,»i>iù6 fry., th© t.ir.c ti.o left tJs©
wit.. ?.« » ■•'.£ uut ^bhwù ô!<u th«u fcli tha rilti.tf‘ yubbist 
■ftith stains yf ever;.- • lad on It, it eu..'® fine 
1 .i...ji) lti<w.iax'y ! u t-he.i iba t ’a.x’u tvtter’

n 1 i_..htfo v»« I’.&af 6ïit-. tli^c ’'*? ^'*’fc b«.aait< 
a eaa pity th. ,'Qor woty»u end abilar.;». .nXy th«a.

;-..æ the v»ry Xuo shlh’ ujmaum Luueat- -■-<&'<■'• 'wft »t 
'©.•&«, th. r®«t h&ve t»Xl turned tosmuitB, even well-tv- 
ci cs tiiuTO tu jfcin th«y to pro twat their haree frw.
wreerdd. - t el»K».--1 1» unthlxü&bl. that in really a
few si&yffi oaaàiti-n® like theae could have dareloped and 
yvt it la ao ©ïid «<11 prc&pweta for » ©htm^e 3«<n-. to b® 
laoKiag. ..-.round Luohow the &&&& nnd any other ©ity we 
hear of. 1.0 traffic between any place aa only the &4>et 
brarfc ou®a ve.x lire the roads th&so a&ya.^

...ad Xtift/t * .'..utit to bed; ay q/os Juat close by 
tbesiseivea. I really should anawer about your plans 
«.;. out returaixifc. ..hv tarer road xi&y os-ue op®n, frau 

we writ®, ahoula yuu really not thin, it the best 
to wait a while longer before thinking of returning? 
e cire practically shut up Lu the city, y&a even Ln the 

cutipouiid. ..fter dark we are not allowed outside, and 
there are no people Ln the alt.- as soaa aat who co»e to 
h... what is left of their 'sul-a&l•• ibuaiuasa,. «till 
it would b© harder yet fur our own people If we were not

&K<i <i fear if wo haù not returned to th® house, our 
uecupiuits would not h»w xowo out *md such less still 
^oulù ’;uve beea left of the sheietuxi. 'îo would not you
thin? for four ui‘ us to be aore shut up would be a pity, 
fuco, wt.ter- service oil is « usublo problsaa, and J

th Luk

v.uk
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totox* u’ to ci-J <»uv toXfa -Vtox
*>.iù Cs,.... t5 .' >’e PvjIm s. Vss . -UCÎ; *;i.ec

aSSfaFy w.. ©r,;.j- - ..«uFt » ;.u,uL Lives jittoJJfa" i„.e 
wei f'>z uftcs: a g » if- r.s.y« t.. rtu. to
k.exe, '„b ... ajt ui„w ' ..t uo i‘o<-1 very utssai'e
■v®;. tiuj'fe ifi this city -Utti. v. <s o«!uk>X fex X-ialji- out It 
.-All.t is. very Uu.setv.lbu « j ofte.. v« uv, oeilbaritely 

low um-ï fr^. B;rrtuttuisu-a «iu ocuai tiens, ore
CK,l.y Chfefi^jlu ; , MWxJ tu vt'û Li. .11 1,’>O *U Oil tC fl>r 
1*1®. .. uc.■ tf ow«*.^*.'Ft v(e fr<-,;■ st.it'4$ ô-ïU such
»t»<.uyi.ij. '’ ^exve >,.e need ^vcr «u -ft' to '<uvw
b culet toy -,uo Ft# about it,, tr.it very ‘.’X.R.sat ..ft&x 
so: «■• cx'ltls-ui Ttyobleiu c-x.».-. u;? ^hlch tuK®8 iruc-t 
aess S....U viwv... fra.. .:ü totixlety cr .•.«•rvuuMafis.. juld
be uibtrùUss feu».' w© o>*toly stolid tc,..etn©r •';•■<* juicily 
loo. u. to -XM a:ux -.ftca before ere aws.re of it» ne 
<wj. .a-, .-mi K..,L-j.a. x&vid. said, '1 trust io the «avert 
..I .H'J wings fa„u it ie blearto believe it. «too 

■ «brew® lû i hfoj;. b««o a biassing to us “sealag so great 
e. cloud. ,.. let ux run the ruee eet bei'ci-a us >-.lth oelle-. uu

.-© «tin udvs eiivUi-iS swz.ey to hwaa... ♦. A»r ycur vt-u- 
tüere to very little ao. htixu as oue huuuree eud 

fifty of it Mtg «tûiOi. whito ws were (îney hid It
«a re fully the turning tbey left ao hurriedly) f ?'■ lid 
nut dare to oerry s« such oxi ber ss refugees were robbed 
right -■ left. ,-.il the ,/utive ehureh .r-oaey 1» gone too. 
■/our x.ea auu wat-.en we j«ld !■: to Ja-u. 1st. but I..:.', 
after tfte seeood heavy teoitbliig ^ot out too to ï.C. leo 
uxd toxy,-.t- ul-out •; i.y log the r;®n. on return fall wee 
s 'QXJ.S'.

but. . is»- i-tonx, do not worry about this. .<© feel 
i‘toito.1 chfaa^es will ooae of this upheaval and for the 
:.recent they «Il £not» our plight............... I bave sosà® xjxeri-
can eteous, which, of coures, ï ceunot trust to the fce.il 
now. So the usrd has provided »u«i will do so socorulhg 
to bls promises.......... J also reoelveu with the very last
~«*11 delivery a »oa«y order... .dannot cash it of oourse. 
ue the ?.v. does not function here. -.ill you please tell 
thefts of the receipt «nd in ti&e to co.ue we surely will be 
able to ouafi it soaewhere else in China.

Ï.F. is well wax we tre a clos© trio «au try to be 
bmve sv icier a for Christ. t-he also has lost Much, but 
as long es we Keep wars, this winter, we ou^ht to be thaxijr- 
fui; sad w» are!!!.......... «ixu now ay dears, all three; hou
1 «inheù 1 coula tall you all and se® your faces and be 
oure you j.et thia. hr. 1.1 end H.*. er® the only cnee 1» 
lb® city to etoad by.........

toviagly.

/«nui»
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fe to despatch .<. &71, cuted O.fro;,.. erietm -Jesuit* te 'ïieritsli,
•a of tioHS xu jthero »:vpei .

>ee. lv;>7

- L x .. 2 
tan -,.r ue left 

■■■jubila, , f-.r 
1-fcLL. -..‘xi i>n&
tfie 14 th Utgre 
:■■ xiV*S ioSt, 
I' ••? CJt,;.

. ». 6.'. lu. 01 . ; xea f-uity vt
Lh© eluy t".« ■ cruiJife «• tor tne first 
vlili. c l*i .-lies! uway. 7!lte wt<& av 
latr ve ..cvad u.-.t CMrtr;®x «wrtti. ...
oeureu L.‘« iUaa beating of the city, ;<ut 

j'w.eit, ùf,.:.««_gu L cro u ..; tuexo

... : • aj. , <■ aauller ,ûxv> •>'.’ us returned
t. el iA-itou. . N- ui- f«..u -sen n«de f.>r
.xr return, 1 ® & ..«es^crt i^ue# for seven caye ouretiuu. 
. hw^.eneü to Vila; , t;« Waluwa alua^. the rood u*&t it

wus> sht.uJcB,..ivl»u. *®w thfexufui tht-t our lives
ii«4 bweu epared. « m mm reports that wo hue net hi ■••.-: 
l^ft. V»>t ve thought »uxaly tee w.Aiü fine .?f use
to us. which srhana tha ....tives wouiu uol vuiue. te 
j’cporth ’/i® .s«rd <ere t.ue uevertheler&, b-it needlees tc 
say. •»<« y.era tc-tc iiy -^fiprepureu fur the tij/ht ».hluh gruetec 
in ,.vr fox- tnv eui>ui;i«a in which the house hud been left 
by the people occupylag it for nine tiay®. ureiy oiw 
oeulu st-.y.. 'Your house hui been left uate you uesol&te . 
.-.orùs f&li tu au»arlb© it. ..ue neeus to &ee «itt i-nes 
own eyes, to eejJeve thvt iuct ruin could ocour. In uu« 
room ulaue, no atnnaiag root for the aebrle wee &a uverage 
of k/& ft- thicft. «•egrets were expressed by those la 
àuthsrity in the city, ■■ w were Volû tu & ii^t .f 
ùtu.tu e lusurrecL ' nls has been done - ■'IvjLt.; -.■ tç.ts 1 
for such of ua four riisslonuriss etc. ’evurs; Loya we 
wex-e ©u^vt*eû la wa«t tue ùalaeiAe oull ‘pu lu, r'u~lu lin.$ 
i.fc. pcn;iu,;'. tnrou; rubbish vitn a stioh t^tother
wh«t ws otuid fl.'-.d. 1’11 nut yu into det&lla. »•
th&afcibt first we wouiu b® buox to the couatx^ fcith-
La a fee*' bays, thliu lag there was no way to live In the 
city this winter, uo way tc buy foot!, four cisterns of 
«,'v.w rr«etl<3t-ily all woue « the house with surw wiudov 
ysaes out, not tw sny any thins of woked «mils eutid aoety 
wwc-wti etc., ate.

.,.•« were ueiuyed by reports of banditry la the country
side- » Li.felly ou ïuesd&y ;-.a? 3ütt., ,uml® went been: to 
the villuts® wo had left, to arrun^e fox* uur ihiaeee frieaes 
who h&d refu^eed felony; with us. while I./, snd 5 stayed 
in the city. So tauoh os-n happen in a aay’» tte® now « 
days & be‘’ore «amie got baei on Aecnosâay, we hoard reports 
of fitting of bandits. Xn fact us Tuesd&y night I ms 
awskeuou by report frou eauaon. al the* it was c-nly powder 
■used, they said. &siy rate à cuuid.J t alee,, any ®or® 
-< v,y uerw& played trials on ae- it w« sqk® rosponeib 
iilt. to be left here aud having . isi&icn Betters ecmlag 
up. i. Ye Lord confer ted ay heart from Is. Dally 
Might d «.lang about S uv P M » edi.esa«y /-.naie got 
back. -aa^’t 1 /-led to see her & 1 told her 1 wasn’t 
gilug to let her out of »y sight again, haha! So
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So hero we are far th® tiiï® being lu the city 
id ring oouuitioua are deplorable. nô business going 
Ofc in the city & we have to go outside the city to buy 
our food- Aunle brought vegetables, ©gge^ etc. when 
she oete be eh fro» village. Thur. ..g, 'Annie. fi.d. a 
I esour tea the «art (vorrcwâ une) outside the 81 ty for 
stout 2 .lies ft later %ule« & ©art ware co.-^-andeered 
for the day. but later oh, after eo&e delay», curt & 
holes wore set free, and ten ■*-. cart went book to their 
vlHue® -'n Friday.

The nrese.-t authorities» have bacn à <-.re being wry 
pleeeant à are beginning to anew ue better now. bee. 
bth, Today has been a full one. This «.&. ajui1«< hr. 
hi 1 X went to head^uerters to i»aw our ?&aepux*t renewed. 
There were three officers present. Language, of course, 
1» the min barrier, but by using four language» & an 
interpreter w ^-ot our affairs aoross. ^gain th© ieeue 
of duxang,® laourred during occupât ion of city oaue up, 
tut when it was learned that it was at tlr»e of bobbing 
of city, we were told that nothing could be ucne about 
it. ell, the wrd has told ue to tac® joyfully the 
spoiling of our geode....^e will provide our needs.. 1 
ar- well -.'.lad to be here.
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Febr. 16, 1938

M8M 
JWB

Japanese censorship of the 
press at Shanghai became effective 
as of December 15th. Two well 
known papers, the SHUN FAO and 
the TA KUNG FAO, closed up shop. 
The SIN WAN FAO has changed hands 
and is now reported to be oper
ating under a Japanese subsidy 
of Mex.$30,000 monthly. Of the 
four substantial Chinese papers 
now being published in Shanghai, 

one is American owned and ano
ther is incorporated in Delaware. 
C.V.Starr, the owner of the TA 
MEI WAN FAO, has publicly stated 
his paper will not submit to 
Japanese censorship.
ARR /I MA

%
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

American Consulate General

1 G.iv... __ Shanghai, January 13, 1938.

Shanghai Chinese Vernacular Editorial 
subject: comment During December on the Sino-

Je.pe.nese Difficulties and the Attitude
of the united States.

CM
K>

The Honorable

? THE,Secretary of State,

_ J Washington.

I have the honor to refer to my despatch No. 1093,

December 3, 1937, and previous despatches on the 

above subject and to state that with the Japanese 

consolidating their military occupancy of the Shanghai 

aïeaL Chinese vernacular editorial comment became 
!

more and more innocuous and ceased entirely on 

Deçeiiber fifteenth, when Japanese censorship became 

effective.

t
’Ae SHUN DAO , established in 1872 and reputedly

-oldest Chinese paper in China, and the TA KUNG 

DAO suspended publication on December fifteenth. 

Preparations were made by the former to resume pub

lication in Hankow, while the latter, until recently 

a prominent Tientsin newspaper, already had a Hankow 

edition. The SIN '.TAI' PAO, important daily, suspended

publication on December seventeenth and resumed on

December twenty-second with a rumored Japanese subsidy
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of yuan SO,000 monthly.

Aside from a number of "mosquito" papers, four 

vernacular daily newspapers are now operating in 

Shanghai. They are: the SIN WAN FAO (Chinese owned) ; 

the TA I’EI WAN PAO (allegedly owned by G. V. Starr, an 

American citizen) ; the H7ZA ITEI WAN PAO (a Delaware 

corporation); and the EASTERN TIhES (Chinese owned). 

The Chinese papers submit to Japanese censorship while 

the other two have thus far not done so. Mr. Starr 

has publicly announced that the papers which he con

trols, the SHANGHAI EVENING POST AND LERCURY and the 

TA MEI 'JAN PAO "submit to censorship from nobody.”

Respectfully yours,

American Consul General

800
RPB MB

In puintuplicate.

Copy to Embassy, Peiping.

Copy to Embassy, Hankow.

Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
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Division of far Eastern Affairs

February 11, 1938.

Reference Peiping’s No. 1510, Janu
ary 11, 1938, entitled "Review of Military 
and Political Activities In North Chine, 
during December, 1937."

To note marked passages on pages one 
and two which are in the nature of a sum
mary.

The new provisional regime at Peiping 
is discussed at some length with particular 
reference to its form, Its personnel, Its 
provisional character, and sphere and power. 
Under this last heading It is stated that, 
although the name "Provisional Government 
of the ..Republic of China." would Indicate that 
this regime regards itself as the Government 
of "all China", alleged Jealousy between the 
various Japanese military factions may result 
in the creation of one or more similar re
gimes.

Inauguration is reported of the New 
People’s Society which resembles the Con
cordia Society of "Manchukuo",i* its aims 
and organization. Although Major General 
Kita, who is prominent in supervision of 
the activities of this Society, desires to

delegate
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delégate as much power as possible to 
Chinese and to reduce Japanese interfer
ence to a minimum, it is obviously Japa
nese-created and Japanese-directed. Even 
in this connection the various Japanese 
military factions seem to be disputing witi 
each other for control.

An attempt has been made by the Japa
nese to initiate a counter movement among 
well-to-do Chinese in occupied areas in 
North China to combat proselytizing by 
communist agents.

Ambitious plans for the economic de
velopment of North China were of little 
significance in view of disagreement among 
Japanese leaders, lack of capital, and 
apparent inability of the Japanese mili
tary to control anything but the main routes 
of communication.

In addition to marked passages on 
Pages 1 and 2, see also Pages 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9, 11 and 12.

FE:Ringwait:VCI
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No. 1510

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Peiping, January 11, 1938.

Subject: Review of Military and Political 
Activities in North China during 
December. 1937.

The Honorable

The Secretary of State, 

Washington, D. C.

Sir: g
C'O

I have the honor to refer to the Embassy’s des

patch No. 1466 of November 30, 1937, describing mili- f 

tary and political developments which took place during 

November in North China, and to report developments of 

this character which occurred during December.

Notwithstanding two developments during December 

in North China viewed favorably by Japanese, namely, 

(1) an advance in Shantung and (2) the inauguration of 

a new provisional regime at Peiping, the future seemed

to
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>to hpld little promise of Japan’s finding in its 

present continental policy any real solutions of tie 

basic problems of Japan and "Manchukuo". The primary 

factors in North China which were discouraging during 

December to Japanese were their inability, or disinclina 

tion, to extend their control significantly beyond cer

tain lines of communication already held, evidence of

। efficient organizing of Chinese between those lines of 

J communication for the purpose of resisting Japanese en- 
i
icroachment, the continuing "mental resistance" of Chi- 

inese in such centers as Peiping, as well as the ever- 

'present factors of finance and of conflict of views 

/among various groups of Japanese leaders.

1 
New Provisional Regime at Peiping:

The inevitable though delayed inauguration of an 

anti-Communist, anti-Kuomintang puppet regime at Peiping 

took place December 14 under the guidance of Japanese 

military. Skeleton in form and personnel when inau

gurated, it assumed somewhat the proportions of a govern 

ment on December 31 by the creation of additional organs 

and an augmentation in personnel.

a. The form of the regime:

Having no head, the regime consists of three com

mittees (or commissions): executive, legislative, and 

justice. Under the Executive Committee are five organs, 

referred to by Chinese as "ministries" and by Japanese 

as

1. Embassy’s despatches Nos. 1500, December 23, 1937, 
and 1516, January 11, 1938.
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as "sections". (The Chinese character used by both 

is the same.) These five organs deal with administra

tion, public order, education, legal affairs, and re

lief. Under this Administration Section (or Ministry) 

are six bureaus for the administration of general af

fairs, internal affairs, foreign affairs, financial af

fairs, industries, and communications.

b. The personnel:

Major General Seiichi Kita, in charge of Japanese 

Special Military Organs in Worth China, had evidently 

expected nine Chinese to assume office December 14. One 

failed him, allegedly Ts’ao Ju-lin. The eight who assumed 

office are Wang K’eh-min, Wang Yi-t’ang, Chu Shen, Tung 

K’ang, and Kao Ling-wei, all of whom held office in the 

old Peking Government when it was under the control of 

the corrupt and pro-Japanese Anfu Clique, T’ang Erh-ho, 

who was a cabinet minister in the old Peking Government 

at times when the Anfu Clique was not in power, Chiang 

Ch’ao-tsung, who was persuaded last August by the Japa

nese to emerge from a 20 years’ retirement to head the 

Peiping Local Maintenance Society, and General Ch’i Hsieh- 

yuan, a militarist of somewhat uncertain reputation. 

General Ch’i was associated with the Chilili Clique, 

under which the government at Peking was ’’incomparably 

the most idle, shiftless, ineffective regime Peking had 

known”. Wang K’eh-min and Kao Ling-wei, notwithstanding 

their service with the Anfu Clique, were also associated 

with the Chihli Clique. With the exception of old Chiang 

Ch’ao-tsung, the men who assumed office December 14 are 

or were politicans of skill. In view, however, of the

character
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character of the governments in which they previously 

served, as well as of the records and the advanced age 

of some of them, it can scarcely be expected that these 

men will give competent administration, even if they were 

free agents, which they are not.

c. Provisional character of the regime:

The provisional character of the regime is indi

cated by its name: "Provisional Government of the Repub

lic of China”; by its lack of a head; and by its some

what irregular organization in which, for example, for

eign, internal, and financial affairs are relegated to 

a bureau under a section or ministry which is in turn 

under a committee. There is evidence that Major General 

Kita, the chief Japanese figure in the creation of the 

regime, intended until almost the hour of inauguration 

to create a committee of nine as a provisional regime 

but suddenly altered his plan. The alteration was pre

sumably a compromise between him and Japanese officers 

who viewed with disfavor the formation of a committee. 

The absence of a head for the new regime is not inten

tional on the part of the Japanese concerned but is the 

result of their inability so far to persuade a Chinese 

of sufficient prestige to assume the leadership. Although 

Japanese and Chinese concerned claim that the present re

gime is provisional and will give way in a short time to 

a "permanent government", it seems more likely that the 

present regime will be used as the foundation for a "per

manent government" at such time as the Japanese may find 

a suitable head for it.
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d. Sphere and power of the new regime:

Although the name indicates that the “Provisional 

Government of the Republic of China" regards itself as 

the government of "all China", it would seem that its 

geographical limits will depend upon future develop

ments. Alleged ill-feeling or jealousy existing be

tween the Japanese military in North China and the Japa

nese military in Central China may result in the crea

tion of one or more similar regimes, in somewhat the 

way that the Kwantung Army has included south Chahar 

and north Shansi in its Inner Mongolia regime although 

south Chahar and north Shansi belong racially and geo

graphically to the regime at Peiping. Although the 

flying at Nanking since its occupation of the five- 

barred flag, which was adopted by the regime at Peiping, 

may indicate that the Yangtze area is to corne under the 

Peiping regime, Ambassador Kawagoe was quoted in the 

press as saying, in reference to the Peiping regime, that 

similar regimes may be expected to spring up in various 

parts of China. In fact, the regime at Peiping has at 

present nominal control only of the Peiping-Tientsin 

area and certain lines of communication in Shantung, 

Hopei, and Shansi. Actually any affairs of importance 

even in Peiping are conducted by the Japanese concerned, 

while outside of Peiping, with few exceptions, direction 

of affairs is entirely in the hands of Japanese.

With regard to the 22 districts of Hopei Province 

under the East Hopei Anti-Communist Autonomous Govern

ment, it seemed probable during December that they would

be
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be absorbed by the new regime. There seemed also 

to be a possibility that south Chahar and north Shansi 

might be surrendered by the Kwantung Army to the Japanese 

army in North China for inclusion under the Peiping re

gime.

e. Dissolution of the Local Maintenance Societies:

As a result of the inauguration of the new regime 

at Peiping, the Peiping Local Maintenance Society and 

the Tientsin Local Peace Maintenance Society were dis

solved December 17.

Inauguration of the New People1s Society:

For the purpose of directing the actions and thoughts 

of the Chinese people along lines which the Japanese mili

tary regard as desirable, the New People’s Society was 

inaugurated December 24 at Peiping. The post of presi

dent being left vacant, in anticipation of its being 

filled by the Chinese who will eventually head the "Pro

visional Government of the Republic of China", the nominal 

leader was Chang Yen-ching, recently Minister for Foreign 

Affairs in "Manchukuo”, who assumed the office of Vice 

President of the new society. Resembling the Concordia 

Society of "Manchukuo" in its aims and organization, the 

new society took over as its official organ the Shih Chieh 

Irh Pao (a Chinese newspaper), changing the name to Hsin 

Mln Pao (New People’s Newspaper), and prepared to es

tablish (January 10) the New People’s College in which 

Chinese are to be trained along lines acceptable to the 

Japanese to hold office in the new regime.

The
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The creation of the Mew People’s Society illustrated 

again two of the handicaps under which the Japanese mili

tary labor in their efforts to turn North China into an 

(area friendly to Japan. Although Major General Kita, 

who is the most influential figure in directing the ac— 

I tivities of the new society, is believed to desire to 

J delegate as much power as possible to Chinese and to re- 

i duce Japanese interference to a minimum, the new society 

l is obviously a Japanese-created and a Japanese-directed 

t organ. The conflict of views among the Japanese military 

was also in evidence in connection with the creation of 

the New People’s Society. It is reliably reported that 

deep dissatisfaction was aroused among some Japanese of

ficers, who had been active in organizing the society, 

by Major General Kita’s filling posts in the society with 

his own appointees, thus eliminating the officers r eferred 

to from participation in its control.

Activities of Irregular Forces between 
Japanese-occupied Lines of Communication:

The Japanese military continued to hold the princi

pal lines of communication in the occupied areas in Shan

tung, Hopei, and Shansi. Neither in Hopei nor Shansi, how

ever, did any important Japanese advance take place; and 

Chinese forces continued to control the areas between the 

lines of communication, making frequent raids on the nar

row zones held by Japanese and attacking small Japanese 

units which ventured too far from those zones. Japanese 

punitive forces entered the Chinese-occupied areas at 

times, without, however, extending their sphere of con

trol significantly.
Agents
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Agents of the National Government, in large part 

| Chinese Communists, were active in non-occupied areas 
I 
i of the three provinces, participating in the reorganiza- 

i tion of political administration, organizing armed forces, 

; strengthening the will of the people to resist, and pro- 

I selytlzing for the “popular front". This stirring up of 

: the Chinese masses, who are presumably receptive to the 

ideology of the agents in view of the poverty and suffer

ing intensified by Sino-Japanese hostilities, evidently 

created apprehension among the Japanese authorities, who 

allegedly began a counter movement among well-to-do Chinese 

of the occupied areas to combat the work of those agents. 

It was said that the agents were not alarmed by the coun

ter-movement, as they believed that any alignment between 

monied Chinese and the invaders would render their own 

propaganda the more effective.

Notwithstanding the limited area under control of 

the Japanese military, the withdrawal of Japanese troops 

from North China continued during the month under review. 

The office of the American Military Attaché estimated the 

withdrawals during December at 30,000, only slightly off

set by the arrival of replacements for units not withdrawn. 

According to that estimate, there were in North China at 

the end of December £47,000 Japanese troops. In view of 

the fact that large parts of North China are still under 

the control of Chinese forces, the withdrawals seemed to 

indicate not so much that the Japanese were satisfied with 

the situation as that the need for the troops elsewhere 

was greater.

Japanese
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Japanese advance in Shantung : Fall of Tsinan:

The situation in Shantung did not alter materially 

until the latter half of December; that is, Japanese 

forces remained until that time north of the Yellow River, 

while to the south the policies and aims of the three prin

cipal Chinese leaders, Generals Han Fu-chu and Yu Hsueh- 

chung and Admiral Shen Hung-lieh, continued to be conflict

ing and unclear.

Affairs were brought to a head December 18 when Chi

nese systematically destroyed Japanese cotton mills at 

Tsingtao allegedly on orders from the National Government, 

possibly intended both to divert Japanese military activi

ty from South China and to prevent General Han Fu-chu from 

coming to terms with the Japanese. As a result, the’Japa- 

nese moved across the Yellow River December 23 at several 

places east and west of Tsinan and began bombing places 

along the Tsingtao-Tsinan Railway. Chowtsun on that 

railway was taken December 25 and Tsinan, the provincial 

capital, was occupied December 27. Prior to retiring 

from the city, Chinese troops looted and destroyed Japa

nese and some government property. Forced by these de

velopments to leave Tsinan, General Han Fu-chu established 

his headquarters at Taian, some thirty miles south of 

Tsinan on the Tientsin-Pukow Railway and, evidently to 

keep the way of retreat clear, caused to be destroyed on 

December 25 an important bridge on the Tsingtao-Tsinan 

Railway 75 miles west of Tsingtao, thereby impeding the 

retreat of General Yu Hsueh-chung’s forces in eastern 

Shantung.

Following
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Following the destruction of the Japanese cotton 

mills at Tsingtao, some other Japanese property was 

destroyed, as well as some Chinese property, accompanied 

by sporadic and small scale looting of Japanese property. 

Foreign property, other than Japanese, however, suf

fered no damage. T'he situation deteriorated rapidly: 

Japanese forces were advancing by the end of December 

along the Ïsingtao-Tsinan Kailway in the direction of 

I'singtao, although no approach from the sea was apparent; 

public utilities were disorganized; the municipal gov

ernment ceased to function; many officials and other 

Chinese fled; and all Chinese troops were in retreat. 

A fair degree of order was maintained, however, by Chi

nese and foreign volunteers.

Uneasiness of Japanese in Peioing:

Although Chinese life in Peiping continued to as

sume outwardly a more normal appearance, Japanese au

thorities in the city revealed a growing uneasiness. 

The number of arrests of Chinese for alleged subversive 

activities or criticism of the authorities increased dur

ing December, as did also instances of the searching of 

pedestrians. According to a Chinese who was held for 

some days at the headquarters of the Japanese gendarmerie 

in the western part of the city, two hundred Chinese were 

under detention there, and a Chinese released from the 

headquarters in the eastern part of the city claimed 

that a considerable number were held there. Third 

degree methods were allegedly used on some of these

prisoners
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prisoners. The charges on which some of them were 

detained were reported to be as follows: a dealer 

sold two bags of flour to the family of a Chinese 

military officer; a man in his sixties wrote to his 

son that Chinese impressed by Japanese for labor did 

not receive pay; a student described in a letter the 

effect of the Japanese occupation on education in Pei

ping .

The uneasiness of the Japanese was due to various 

factors, including reports of the smuggling into Pei

ping of arms, reports of activities of agents of the 

National Government and Chinese communists in areas 

south and west of Peiping, reports that irregulars in

tended to attack Peiping, letters written by Chinese 

indicating dissatisfaction with the present situation, 

and reports that some Japanese had disappeared from the 

streets of Peiping and had not been seen again (a develop

ment which a Japanese Consul states to be a fact).

Slow Progress in Economic Recovery and Development :

Japanese news agencies continued to publish ac

counts indicating that a profitable exploitation of the 

resources of North China was rapidly approaching. Ac

tually, developments remained largely in a conversa

tional stage. Shipment of iron ore mined in 1919 at the 

Lungyen Iron Mines in southern Chahar began with con

siderable publicity, but the feasibility of mining fresh 

ore continued to be problematical. An exhibition of 

Japanese products was held at Kalgan, and certain Japa

nese discussed at that pity the proposal of establish

ing an association for the distribution of wool produced

in
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in Inner Mongolia. Japanese continued to arrive 

from Japan to study the economic possibilities of 

North China. The East Hopei Electric Company was in- 

i augurated at Tangshan, the seat of the "government" of 

the East Hopei regime.

Such developments were of little significance, 

showever, in view of the continuing disagreement among 

|Japanese interests as to how economic development should 

jbe carried out and in view of the difficulty of finding 

’the funds needed for large-scale exploitation and the 

■facts that Chinese troops still hold large areas of the 

countryside and that transportation is extremely inade

quate even in those zones of communication held by the 

Japanese military. For example, only one passenger 

train, composed of box cars, runs daily from Peiping 

to Shihkiachuang, while from Shihkiachuang south to 

Honan and west to Taiyuan there are only military trains.

The problem of revision of the import tariff, al

legedly desired by the Japanese authorities in North 

China as a measure of relief to the Chinese, was not 

solved during December. One of the officials of the 

"Provisional Government” issued a statement December 

16 in which it was said that the "Government" had de

cided to begin adjustments with the Customs at Tientsin 

and Chinwangtao. It was learned subsequently that a 

temporary revision of the import duty on about ten 

items had been decided on, but it was not implemented 

during the month under review.

Miscellaneous:

a. Settlement of the T1ungchow affair:

Ch’ih
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Ch'ih Tsung-mo, head of the East Hopei regime, 

made reparation on December 24 for the killing by Chi

nese on July 28, 1937, at T'ungchow of a large number 

of Japanese. He tendered apologies to the Counselor of 

the Japanese Embassy at Peiping ano. handed over Yen 

400,000.00 as first payment on Yen 1,200,000.00, compen

sation to survivors of the affair and families of those 

killed and for property destroyed.

b. Prince Teh1s visit to "Manchukuo":

As representatives of the”Mongol and Border Dis

tricts Federated Committee1', an organ created by the 

Kwantung Army for the nominal control of south Chahar, 

north Shansi, and Inner Mongolia in Chahar and Suiyuan, 

several Mongols and Chinese, accompanied by Japanese, 

visited cities of "Manchukuo" during the latter part of 

December. Prince Teh, leading Mongol in Chahar and Sui

yuan, was the chief figure among the representatives.

Respectfully yours,

For the Ambassador:

Counselor of Embassy

Original and 4 copies to
Department.
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
Copy to Hankow, Embassy Files.

710

LES-SC
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EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

!...
.rr:«t.’-wr *■ ' E.

" ‘ Peiping, January 14, 1939.

Sub j e c^l^a'nese^ Occupation of Tsinan.

N Of7
COMMUri 

AND RLoJRDS

---------------------------

division of \
1 ! ASH HU AH AlftS '

1-3/

The Honorable

The Secretary of State,

Washington, D. C.

have the honor to enclose copies of three

communications for the files of the Department which

<0

(0

W 
(X

give first-hand information with regard to the occu

pation by Japanese forces of Tsinan, capital of Shan

tung Province. Two of the communications are letters 

of December 31, 1937, and January 6, 1938, addressed 

to Captain Frank Dorn, attached to the office of the

Military Attaché for language study, by Mr. H. T. Ch^ên 

of the American Consulate at Tsinan, and the «other

communication^
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communication is a letter, in the form of a diary, 

received by the American Board Mission at Peiping 

from Mr. C. A. Stanley of that mission at Tsinan. 

A summary is given below.

Heavy gun fire began on the morning of December

24 to the north and east of the city; Japanese planes 

flew over, without dropping bombs, although Taian, thirty 

miles south of Tsinan, was heavily bombed that same day; 

Japanese forces were reported as crossing the Yellow 

River at Ch’itung; some thirty Japanese planes flew 

above Tsinan throughout the day of December 25, bomb-

; ing the outskirts of the city; Chinese began in the 

evening to burn public buildings; there was looting 

by the populace, especially of public buildings, go-

| downs, and Japanese property; large fires burned all 

‘ night throughout the city; the Chinese troops withdrew, 

without fighting, on the night of December 25-26; and 

Japanese forces entered the city in the early morning 

of December 27. Following the occupation, the Japa- 

inese Special Military Affairs Organ, under Colonel 

l' Nakano, assumed direction of affairs, examining stores 

and banks and enforcing postal censorship. General Ma 

Liang assumed on January 1 the office of Chairman of 

the Tsinan Peace Maintenance Society, its most diffi

cult problem being that of finance as the cash re-

; sources of the banks in the city were reputedly only

।#300,000. The situation in Tsinan was quiet by January 

1.

From
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From these accounts, it is evident that Tsinan 

did not suffer from occupation by Japanese military 

to the degree which many other cities so occupied have 

suffered.

Respectfully yours,

For the Ambassador:

Counselor of Embassy

Enclosures:

1. Mr. Ch*en to Captain Dorn, 
f December 31, 1937.

2. Mr. Ch*en to Captain Dorn,
< January 6, 1938.

z 3. Diary, November 14-December 28, 
( 1937.

Original and 4 copies to Department. 
Copy to Embassy, Tokyo.
Copy to Hankow, for Embassy Files.

710

LES-SC
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(CORRECT COPY - SC)
Enclosure No. 1
Despatch No. 1519

AMERICAN CONSULAR SERVICE
American Consulate, Tsinan, China, December 31, 1937.

Captain Frank Dorn,
American Embassy,

Peiping, China.

Dear Captain Dorn:

I beg to refer to my letters of 28th and 29th inst. and 
to inform you that Lieutenant General Nishiwo arrived at 
Tsinan on the afternoon of the 30th. It is reported that 
two divisions of Japanese troops crossed the Yellow River at 
different places and one of them arrived in Tsinan while 
the other left for an unknown destination. Of the uivision 
assigned to Tsinan about 4,000 remained in garrison at Tsinan 
and the rest has been despatched to the south.

The Japanese troops are reported b have met with stiff 
resistance on the part of Chinese troops at Shih Liu Li Ho, 
about 6 miles south of Tsinan and suffered about 400 
casualties. Japanese wounded were seen in Tsinan. The front 
line is now at Kushan. It is also reported that the 51st 
Army is now at Weihsien and that the Japanese troops'have 
launched an offensive upon Poshan on the spur line of the 
Kiao-Tsi Railway. Fighting is also reported to have taken 
place in the vicinity of Tsingchowfu.

The Chief of the Japanese Special Mission, Colonel 
Chung-yeh, used to be a Japanese military attache in Tsinan 
and most members of the mission staff are old residents of 
the city.

General Ma Liang will assume charge of office tomorrow. 
Report has it that there are in Tientsin several g roups of 
politicians, once officials in Shantung, planning to seize the 
political control in this province, but according to one mem
ber of the Special Mission, it is the intention of the Japa
nese to have some local celebrities to maintain peace for 
the time being. Contrary to my expectation, the police are 
still not yet on duty.

The Special Mission has finished taking stock of the 
stores in the various banks and are investigating their ac
counts today. One of the Japanese bankers is reported as say
ing that it was tae original plan to have the banks reopened 
at once but owing to the shortage of cash on hand a telegram 
has been despatched to Peiping to seek instructions. The 
Bank of China and Bank of Communications will most probably 
be reopened first.

The Japanese troops are billeting the large stores and 
banks along the 2nd and 3rd main roads in Tsinan, but houses 
of foreign ownership have not yet been occupied.

All American lives and proerty are believed to be safe.

Very sincerely yours,

(Signed) H. T. Ch’en

H. T. Ch’en
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Enclosure No. 2
Despatch No. 1519

AMERICAN CONSULAR SERVICE

American Consulate, Tsinan, China, January 6, 1938.

Captain Frank Dorn,
American Embassy,

Peiping.

Dear Capt. Dorn:

I beg to refer to my letter of the 2nd inst. and in
form you that Tsinan is in the same condition as of yore. 
Most of the Japanese troops have left for the south. It 
is estimated that the total Japanese troops coming and going 
amount to between 20,000 and 30,000. Some of their low- 
ranking military officers, while talking with Chinese friends 
are said to be very pessimistic, anticipating their inability 
to return to Japan. It is reported both from the Chinese and 
Japanese sources, that about 1,500 Chinese plain clothes men 
are in the vicinity of Tsinan. Since the 2nd, nothing has 
been heard locally about the fighting on the east front. 
The Japanese troops are reported to have occupied Kufow. 
Rumors have it that the Central Government troops have taken 
part in fighting south of Taian and it is predicted that 
severe fighting will take place near the place of Chieh Ho, 
a strategic point north of Tenghsien. The 22nd Division 
is reported to have returned to the east through Taian, pre
sumably to be on the defensive in the vicinity of Laiwu.

While General Ma Liang has assumed charge as the 
Chairman of the Tsinan Peace Maintenance Society, its or
ganization has not yet been completed. The most difficult 
problem for the society as well as he Police Office is that 
of finance. No loan can be ^raised from the local banks, of 
which the resources in cash are not more than $300,000. 
One of the members of the Society has told the writer that 
it is planning to take over the Shantung Exchange Bureau and 
make use of its notes to cover the various expenses, either 
issuing new notes or stamping the old ones. The Chief of 
the Police Office paid his visit to this Consulate on the 
3rd and the writer returned his call with the Interpreter 
of the British Consulate on the following day. The con
versation was merely conventional.

Complying with the Instructions of the Peace Main
tenance Society, most of the stores in the city have re
opened today. There was held this morning at the Chung Shan 
Park a mass meeting, following which a lantern procession 
took place. On the lantern appears the following state
ment: "Grateful to the Imperial Troops."

Japanese censorship has already been enforced, but 
foreign mail is understood to have not been tampered with. 
Mail goes as far south as Taian and east as Chowtsun.

Very sincerely yours,

(Signed) H. T. Ch»en

H. T. Ch’en
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Enclosure 3
Despatch 151

Not very long after breakfast there was an air alarm 
and we heard planes to the North and West far enough 
away not to be seen with the naked eye. We heard 

four sequences of four explosions each and understand that the 
bombs were dropped in the vicinity of the aerodrome. In the af
ternoon took a walk to Ma An Shan, a small hill about twenty 
minutes walk to the south of the Campus and from 
planes circling over the Yellow River region and 
bridge.

Nov. 14th 
Sunday

there saw four 
near the R.R.

Heard gun fire to the West and North 
and it is reported that the invaders 
about 15 miles to the West and on the North bank of 

River. Two air warnings at 9 and 12 in the morning, 
flew directly overhead at noon flying West by South 

and evidently headed for the railway. There was more gun fire 
and some heavy bombing to the North in the late afternoon and 
at 5:30 there were two very heavy detonations which I took to 
be blasts blowing up the long R.R. bridge which crosses the 
Yellow River just North of the City. This surmise proved cor
rect, and three or four spans of the ten or a dozen are now 
a mass of twisted wreckage. The proprietor of one of the city 
garages brought around one of his cars for me to "use" for as 
long as I wished. This was about four o’clock. At six he came 
around again with tears in his eyes saying that all cars had 
been called in by the military to convey wounded and that he 
would have to give up all his cars, 
which could 
pose.

Nov. 15th 
Monday

the Yellow
Six planes

at about 8:30 
are at Ch’iho

All rickshas in the city 
be laid hold of were commandeered for the same pur-

Another heavy detonation woke me standing out of a 
sound sleep at 5:15 this morning and proved to be 
the last final touch to the destruction of the R.R. 

bridge. Through my binoculars I can see the wreck from the 
tower of the Chapel. There was some slight gun fire this after
noon, this time to the East of the city. Most of the Chinese 
troops are supposed to have retired to the south side of the 
Yellow River. It has been cloudy and drizzly all day. Gun 
fire again in the evening. Mr. Allison, the American Consul, 
left this evening and in his going we, as Americans, have lost 
all official touch with the outside world. The Committee of 
Management, as it is called, for the University met this eve
ning at President Liu's request to take over, since he expects 
to leave at

Nov. Ipth 
Tuesday-

almost any time.

Nov. 17th
Wednesday

Busy on Committee most of the morning looking over 
possibilities "funk holes" to which to retire "all 
concerned" in case of heavy bombing or shelling, 

various basements which had reinforced concrete aboveDecided on
them and assigned certain places to the various groups on the 
Campus. Would that it may prove unnecessary precaution, 
and sprinkling. 
looted this 
late in the

Cloudy
Japanese shops were quietly but systematically 

morning. There was heavy firing from the North 
afternoon for a couple of hours.

Nov. 22nd 
Monday

After a few days of comparative quiet heard planes 
and bombing again in mid-morning, with desultory 
firing to the North of the City through the day.

Played
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Played a couple of sets of tennis which was punctured by the 
reports of shelling and heard the whining of a couple of shells 
not too far to the East of the Campus attested to by the bring
ing in to the hospital later in the afternoon of a woman who 
had had her head bashed by a shell fragment. One plane flew 
over the city very high, said to have dropped a message for 
General Han suggesting his surrender.

Nov. 24th Yesterday was comparatively quiet after the rather 
V.’ednesday heavy work of the day before but just before noon 

heavy firing opened from the region just North of 
the far end of the R.R. bridge which kept uo till dark. I SUr- 
reptiously crept up to the roof of the Chapel to see what I 
could see and with glasses could follow the explosions of the 
shells though I could not see from what they originated. I 
thought at first they were after the mills which are situated 
in the sector northwest of the city, but I discovered afterward 
that the object of the shelling was an armoured train standing 
on the tracks between the city and Lokow, the shipping mart on 
the river near the bridge. As evidence that the marksmanship 
might have been worse there is an armoured train lying about 
on either side of the tracks stripped of all its fighting para
phernalia. Having accomplished this objective we have been 
having several days of quiet, externally. Our inward uncertain
ties are just about as uncertain as they have been all along!

Dec. 24th Heavy firing broke out at about 8:30 yesterday eve- 
Friday ning to the north and east, and again early this 

morning. Nine planes in triple formation flew over 
us from the east about 8:30, and several scout planes later on 
through the day. Japanese are reported to have crossed the 
Yellow River at Ch'i Tung or somewhere thereabouts. An atten
uated Chinese and Foreign group met at the Shield’s house to 
sing Christmas Carols at 7:30 in the evening. A Merry Christ
mas indeed!

Dec. 25th Heard by telephone that T’aian, to the south of us, 
Saturday had. had about 100 bombs showered down on it yester

day. We had about thirty planes hovering over us 
throughout the day and there was considerable bombing in the 
outskirts of the city. The Chinese began burning public build
ings in the evening on orders from the Central Government. The 
populace walked off with everything loose upon which they could 
lay their hands.

Dec. 26th Fires were going all night and this morning before 
Sunday breakfast I counted eight huge fires in different 

sections of the city. Frightened people were rush
ing about here and there with bundles of clothes and bedding 
looking for places of safety. Conditions being as they were I 
called everyone on duty and the day was put in attending to 
matters of public safety on the Campus. Soldiers were detailed 
to the gate in the wall in the morning and a sand bag barricade 
was erected. The information was that the city was to be de- <
fended, which did not look too good for us. Six of us went on 
special watchman’s duty for the Campus at ten o’clock in the 
evening since the police were in a blue funk and had quit. ?
When we went to the main gate just after ten o’clock on our ,
first round we found that the soldiers who had been stationed j
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there in the morning had left without firing a shot. We made 
our second round at about 2 a.m. of the 27th, Monday, and 
after we came together again, since everything appeared to be 
so quiet, I suggested that we might as well all go home and to 
our beds. We dispersed at about three o’clock and as I was 
walking to the house I heard a clear bugle call off to the east 
playing no note with which I was familiar, and remarked to Dr. 
fang who was accompanying me that that must be a Japanese bugle. 
Arrived at the house I was in bed as speedily as possible but 
had no more than laid my head on the pillow when Î heard 
voices and here were three of the watchmen with the information 
that the Japanese were on guard at the gate already and would I 
please come dov;n so as to be on hand in case of any need. So 
I had to get up and dress and go again out into the gold. I 
stayed around the Administration Building till seven o’clock 
but nothing transpired and after seven I returned home and had 
my breakfast.

Dec. 28th The Chinese troops evacuated completely. There has 
Tuesday been much looting especially of public buildings, 

godowns and Japanese property but very little vio
lence so far as I have heard. Went to the Post Office to see 
what information I could obtain about mails and saw thousands 
of Japanese troops marching westward. It is a marvel how they 
could have crossed the river and come in so quickly.
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February 14, 1938.

Tokyo's No. 2738 of January 21, 1938, 
contains the Embassy's record in connection 
with the Sino-Japanese conflict for the 
period January 3 and January 18. The sub
ject matter has been adequately covered in 
telegrams except the record of the conver
sations between Mr. Grew and the British 
Ambassador (Enclosures 2, 9 and 30), of 
which the following is the substance:

First Conversation:
The British Ambassador, Sir Robert 

Craigle, is of the opinion that Japan is 
working to drive Great Britain and the 
United States apart by slandering the for
mer and professing friendship for the lat
ter, and that if Britain and the United 
States are not to be driven out of East 
Asia and lose step by step all of their 
tangible interests in China they must be 
ready to take up a definite position to
gether. Sir Robert feels that the only 
way to stop the Japanese program of inter
fering with foreign interests is for the 
United States and Britain to stage a joint 
naval demonstration, Britain moving a good 
fleet to Singapore and the United States 
doing the same to Hawaii, and then tell 
the Japanese that unless they listen to us 
we are ready to take measures to protect 
our interests. Sir Robert stated that

Britain
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Brltain could now spare a strong fleet 
as the French were able to take care of 
the Mediterranean.

After the first step, in case the 
Japanese did not heed us, Sir Robert would 
close Singapore and the Panama Canal to 
Japan, thereby ruining her trade and cut
ting off her supplies. Mr. Grew believed 
this would mean war. Sir Robert disagreed, 
but admitted we must be fully prepared for 
war. Sir Robert thought these measures 
could be taken without a declaration of 
war, but did not expect they would be needed, 
as a mere show of force at Singapore and 
Hawaii would bring results. Mr. Grew dis
agreed, thinking such a show would goad the 
Japanese Army and Navy to further aggres
sion.

Mr. Grew told Sir Robert he doubted 
if the American people would stand for the 
suggested action. Sir Robert thought a 
change had come over the American people 
and administration. He admitted, however, 
that nothing to support this view had been 
communicated to him by Sir Ronald Lindsay.

Sir Robert regretted we were handling 
the Chinese Customs dispute at Shanghai 
rather than at Tokyo. He thought a fight 
conducted in Tokyo would be more effective 
than one in Shanghai.

Second
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Second Conversation:
Mr. Grew told Sir Robert he had re

flected on the latter’e suggestion, but 
remained convinced that a navel demonstra
tion would make the Japanese Army and Navy 
more aggressive and would surely lead to 
war, and that the American people are not 
ready to fight for their tangible interests 
in China. Sir Robert said he was sad if this 
was so, as in that case Great Britain might 
as well pull up her stakes in China.

Sir Robert then restated the proce
dure he had in mind. His idea of the first 
step would be consultation with a view to 
arriving at some decision for Joint action 
only in the event that the Japanese inter
ference made it unavoidable. If our two 
Governments decided on some definite proce
dure only in case of necessity, the two 
Ambassadors could quJe tly inform Hiro ta of 
this decision. Mr. Grew still thought the 
net result would be to spur the Japanese 
military to further aggression and that we 
must not take this first step unless we are 
ready to go to war. Sir Robert then showed 
Mr. Grew a draft telegram to his Government 
of his earlier proposal. Mr. Grew suggested 
that he redraft it to conform to the pres
ent conversation, and stated that in that 
case he would consider recommending to our 
Government something along the same line. 
Such recommendation if made, however, would

visualize
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visualize consultation between the United 
States and Britain against possible future 
emergencies and not definite action against 
Japan.

Third Conversation:
Sir Robert stated he had not yet for

mulated his recommendations to his Govern
ment, because he wished first to see the 
outcome of the Chinese Customs problem. 
Mr. Grew comments that Sir Robert seems to 
have dismissed for the time being the Idea 
of making recommendations, and speculates 
on the reason for the change.

FE: Langdon:VCI
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 2738

i9;8 FF3 7 PM 2 08

AMERICAN EMBASSY
. ■ IC. v .Tokyo, January 21, 1938

<• Û ’AMUNiC AT 'NS 
AND RECORDS

SUBJECT: SIN0-JAPANESE RELATIONS

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

The Honorable

The Secretary of State

Washington

Sir:

; / O’Z/.X

:

MR HO'iMM-

With reference to the Embassy’s despatch No. 2717

dated January 6, 1938, I have the honor to transmit here-

with, for the purpose of the records, further copies of

various notes, letters, memoranda, and other documents

relating to the present Sino-Japanese conflict. Document's

relating to the Chinese customs administration are being

transmitted with the Embassy’s despatch no. 2737, dated «2

January 21/ 1938

Joseph C. Grew
710
ESC: mg Carbon Coptes

pec;etV<tr: ' / / --

Anriex^ *
list of enclosures. •*
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• «
LIST OF ENCLOSURES TRANSMITTED WITH izjSPATCH NO. 2738, 

JANUARY 21, 1938.

1. Attaché of the German Embassy, Count Mirbach, with 
the American Second Secretary, Mr. Andrews.

\ 2. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the British 
Ambassador, Sir Robert Craigie.

3. The Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Horinouchi, 
to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew. (Translation)

4. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the American Embassy. 
(Translation).

5. Chief of the First Section of the American Bureau, the 
Foreign Office, Mr. Ishii, with the American Second 
Secretary, Mr. Crocker.

6. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mir. Hirota.

7. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

8. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

9. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the British 
Ambassador, Sir Robert Craigie. -

10. Chief of the First Section of the American Bureau, the 
Foreign Office, Mr. Ishii, with the American First 
Secretary, Mr. McGurk.

11. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

12. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the American Embassy 
(Translation).

13. The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

14. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the British 
Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie.

15. Chief of the First Section of the American Bureau, the 
Foreign Office, Mr. Ishii, with the American Counselor, 
Mr. Dooman.

16. The .-jnerican Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

17. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

18. Statement of the Imperial Government, January 16, 1938.

19. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

20. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

21. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.
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22. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the Minister 
for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

23. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the Minister 
for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

24. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with the Minister 
for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

25. The British First Secretary, Mr. Clarke, to the 
American Second Secretary, Mr. Crocker.

26. The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

27. The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

28. Chief of the First Section of the American Bureau, the 
Foreign Office, Mr. Ishii, with the American First 
Secretary, Mr. McGurk.

29* The Director of the American Bureau, the Foreign Office, 
Mr. Yoshizawa, with the American Counselor, Mr. Dooman.

30. The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, with theBritish 
Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie.
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Enclosure no. 1 to despatch 
no./;. <5 of JAN 211S38 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation January 3, 1938

Attaché of the German Embassy, 
Count Mirbach, with the American 
Second Secretary, Mr. Andrews.

At noon today Count Mirbach of the German Embassy 

called me on the telephone stating that the German 

Embassy had received this Embassy’s note which enclosed 

a copy of Mr. Grew’s letter to the Vice Minister for 

Foreign Affairs concerning the proposed safety zone at 

Tsingtao Edgewater Peninsula (Embassy’s telegrams no. 

2, January 1, and no. 5, January 2, and Department’s 

telegram no. 1, January 1, 1938). Mirbach added that 

his Ambassador had not as yet received instructions 

from the German Government to take action on this matter.

G.D.A.
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Enclosure No. *-

J*-"from the Embassy at

to despatch
•o

Tokyo.

Conversation January 7, 1938.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, 
with the British Ambassador, Sir 
Robert Craigie.

Subject: Sino-Japanese Situation.

The British Ambassador called on me this morning for 

the first time since the holidays and said that he had 

come for a talk so that we could get up to date on various 

subjects. He first told me that he had called yesterday 

on the Minister for Foreign Affairs and had protested 

against four published interviews given by Admiral Suetsugu 

two of them before he became Home Minister and two of them 
(December 11?) 

afterwards. One of them was dated November 11 but was 

published only recently and therefore could easily have 

been stopped after he became Minister if he had wished to 

stop it. These interviews were markedly anti-British and 

in some cases were actually insulting to Great Britain. 

Sir Robert said he had told Mr. Hirota that as Admiral 

Suetsugu was a responsible Cabinet Minister it must be ex

pected that he was expressing the views of the Government 

unless assurances were given to the contrary and he there

fore asked Hirota if he would authorize Sir Robert to in

form his Government that the views expressed by Admiral 

Suetsugu in these interviews did not represent the views 

of the Japanese Government. Hirota replied that Sir

Robert knew very well Hirota’s attitude toward Great Bri

tain as often expressed and he could therefore give defi

nite
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nite assurances that the views expressed by Admiral Suetsugu 

in these interviews did not represent his own views. Sir 

Robert then asked if he might assure his Government that 

Admiral Suetsugu would make no further public statements of 

an anti-British character. Hirota said that before answer

ing this question he would have to consult Suetsugu himself. 

Sir Robert said that the matter was urgent and asked for an 

early reply.

In this connection I told Sir Robert of similar troubles 

which I had encountered during my first year or two in Japan 

and of the occasion on which General Araki, then Minister of 

War, was reported in the press to have made a speech some

where in the Kansai containing the quoted words ’’The United 

States and Soviet Russia are like castaway cats and ravening 

wolves baring their claws and teeth for attack". I said 

that I had protested to the Foreign Minister against this 

speech and had said that in the interests of good relations 

between Japan and the United States I felt that General 

Araki should publicly withdraw these quoted words. After a 

considerable time had elapsed I was informed by the Foreign 

Office that the matter had been taken up with General Araki 

who simply said that his speeches were never made from texts 

or notes and that he therefore could not be responsible for 

the way they were reported in the press but no denial that 

he had used those words was ever forthcoming.

Sir Robert said apropos of Admiral Suetsugu’s inter

views that it was obviously the definite policy of the Jap

anese at present to drive Great Britain and the United States 

apart by slandering the former and professing friendship for

the
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the latter and th. t if we «ere not both to be driven 

out of East xsia and to lose step by step all of our 

tangible interests in China we must be prepared to take 

up a definite position together. Sir Robert feels that 

the Japanese are bluffing with regard to our interests in 

China and that they are merely trying us out to see how 

far they can go and that unless we call their bluff we 

must be prepared to make a series of strategic withdrawals 

until we have both been crowded out entirely. The items 

he especially had in mind were the customs, the rights 

of foreigners in Shanghai, the tariffs, the regime in 

North China, et cetera. I asked Sir Robert what sort 

of action he had in mind. He said he felt that the only 

way to call an effective halt to this Japanese program 

of interfering with foreign interests was for the United 

States and Great Britain to stage a naval demonstration 

together, the British moving a substantial number of 

units of their fleet to Singapore and the United States 

to do the same to Hawaii. \ie should then inform the 

Japanese Government that unless they listen to our repre

sentations concerning the safeguarding of our tangible inter

ests in China we intended and were fully prepared to take 

measures to protect those interests. I asked Sir Rob

ert if the Mediterranean situation was such at the pres

ent moment as to permit Great Britain to send a substan

tial part of her fleet to Singapore. Sir Robert replied 

in the affirmative and said that the French Fleet was 

capable of handling the situation in the Mediterranean.

■Sir
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Slr Robert then said that if the Japanese did not pay at

tention to our representations the next step would be to es

tablish a blockade against Ja.pan at Singapore end the Pana

ma Canal which our two countries could make sufficiently 

effective, totally ruining Japan’s export trade and largely 

cutting off her supplies. I said that this would of course 

mean war but Sir Robert did not agree; he thought that we 

could well take a leaf out of Japan’s book by taking these 

measures without a declaration of war and in any case he 

believed that a mere show of force at Singapore and Hawaii 

by our two countries would be quite sufficient to bring 

results without further measures. I expressed doubts as 

to the soundness of this theory and said I thought that 

a show of naval strength against Japan might, in the pres

ent temper of the Japanese Army and Navy, merely goad them 

to further aggressiveness and that a blockade even if ef

fective would take a long time to register. Sir Robert 

said that of course we would have to save Japan’s face so 

far as possible, but he felt convinced that a naval demon

stration would alone call the Japanese bluff and would 

bring results. He acknowledged however that if such a 

step were taken we irnut be fully prepared to back it up 

with further measures if necessary; in other words we must 

be fully prepared to go to war with Japan.

It may be said that Sir Robert has frequently talked 

to me before along these same lines. I told him as I 

had often told him before that I doubted very much if the 

American people would stand for such measures. Sir Robert 

said that he senses a recent change in the attitude of the 

United
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United States and intimated tint he had reason to believe 

that our Administration was now seriously considering 

some such move as he had suggested. I asked him if he 

had been kept informed of the conversations between Lindsay 

and our Government on tnis subject but he said that he had 

received nothing whatever. Sir Robert acknowledged that 

the British stake in China was greater than ours but he 

said at the same time he did not think that we could see 

our own interests in China wiped out with equanimity. Nev

ertheless unless we were willing to act with Great Britain 

in calling a halt to the Japanese program we must definite

ly visualise the eventual wiping out of all our interests 

in this part of the world. Unless the step were taken soon 

it would be too late. The Ambassador added that so far as 

Great Britain was concerned, not only her interests and 

prestige in China but her interests and prestige throughout 

the Far Last were at stake.

Sir Robert then turned to the question of the Chinese 

customs and said he had made further representations to 

Hirota yesterday. Hirota said that the question was be

ing discussed now not only in Shanghai but in Tokyo and 

he hoped that soon he would be able to report some ar

rangement which he hoped woula be satisfactory to the 

British Government. Sir Robert said to me that the man

ner in which Hirota said this convinced him that Hirota 

himself did not believe that the proposed arrangement 

would be satisfactory to us. He said he was sorry that 

I had not been authorized to carry on the discussions here 

because he feels that the matter is going to be decided
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in Tokyo rather than in Shanghai, and that unless we make 

some concrete proposals here for a satisfactory settle

ment of the issue we shall be faced with a wholly unsatis

factory arrangement. He feels that it is entirely un

reasonable to expect that Lawford himself should shoulder 

all the responsibility for standing firm and that he is 

in a very difficult position and needs our support, Sir 

Robert does not feel that we shall place ourselves in a 

position of forcing some arrangement on the Chinese Govern

ment. He merely visualizes informal discussions in 

Tokyo simultaneous with the discussions in Shanghai and 

wants to impress upon the Japanese Government that it 

must not put any arrangement into effect until we have 

been consulted and have ap roved of it. He feels that 

the Chinese Government is not at present in a position to 

take any hand in the matter at all and that we should 

therefore do it for the Chinese Government both in their 

interests and in ours. He feels very strongly that if 

we allow the Japanese to put into effect some arrangement 

not satisfactory to us and if we allow them to get away 

with it we shall then be faced progressively with a steady 

undermining of our other interests in China.

Sir Robert talke d for over an hour but the foregoing 

is a rough summary of his observations. He said that he 

would probably formulate a telegram to his Government 

along these lines and would be very glad to show it to 

me and at the same time to see anything that I might con- 

sidersending myself so that our two reports might be as

near
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near together as possible. I said that I vzould consider 

the matter and v/ould let him know in due course whether 

I felt in a position to send anything on this general sub

ject to '..ashington.

J.C

Note: This conversation should be read in conjunction 
with the conversations reported in enclosures 
■Nos. 9 and 30 to this despatch.

J.O.G.
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Enclosure No. 3 to despatch 
no^/38 °f JAN 21183d 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hori- 
nouchi, to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

(Translation)

Department of Foreign Affairs,

Tokyo, January 8, 1918.

Excellency;

I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of Your 

Excellency’s note of January 2 with regard to the recog

nition of Edgewater Peninsula at Tsingtao as a safety 

z,one, and in reply to inform Your Excellency that the 

Japanese forces are ready to recognize the Peninsula 

as such a zone and do all in their power to prevent it 

from becoming involved in hostilities and consequent dis

aster, on condition that the Chinese make no use of the 

peninsula nor of its vicinity for hostilities. It is 

therefore respectfully requested that Your Excellency 

take appropriate steps to have nationals of third coun

tries residing in Tsingtao concentrated within the 

limits stated in order to prevent the accidents to na

tionals of third countries which are unavoidable during 

hostilities.

It should be understood that this in no way implies 

that Japanese forces can be held responsible for losses 

or damages which may result within the stated limits 

from hostilities between Japanese and Chinese forces.

I have the honor to be, Excellency, your obedient

servant
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servant,

Kensuke Horinouchi, 
Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs.

His Excellency

Joseph Clark Grew,

Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary

of the United States of America.

(Copy sent to the British Ambassador, Tokyo) 
(Copy sent to the French Ambassador, Tokyo) 
(Copy sent to the German Ambassador, Tokyo)
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Enclosure imo. to despatch
No‘2738 Of JÜN 21193’ 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Ministry of Foreign jiff airs to the 
American Embassy.

(Translation)

No. 4, American I. Department of Foreign Affairs,

Tokyo, January 8, 1938.

Memorandum

, h'i’
The Japanese Foreign Office has the honor to acknowl

edge the receipt of the memorandum of December 29 from 

the United States Embassy, in which it is noted that, 

through American officials at Hankow, a letter dated De

cember 22 has been received from the Southern Presbyterian 

Mission, Hsuchow, Kiangsu, at the junction of the Tientsin- 

Pukow and Lunghai railways, requesting the American offi

cials at Hankow to use their good influence for the pro

tection of American properties and refugees at Hsuchow. 

The Japanese Government is requested to take the necessary 

steps for such protection.

The Japanese Foreign Office has the honor to state 

in reply that it at once made copies of the American Em

bassy’s memorandum and forwarded these copies to the Japa

nese military and naval authorities concerned, and that 

the latter, in their replies, urgently express a desire 

to obtain a sketch map of Hsuchow city showing the loca

tion of the quarters for refugees, prior to military oper

ations, because there is a possibility of Hsuchow becoming 

at any moment a zone of hostilities, in spite of all ef

forts. The Japanese military command ardently desires to 

obtain such a sketch map as soon as possible. On January 

6 ,
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6 the Japanese Foreign Office telephoned in this sense to 

the United States Embassy. On January 7, the Foreign 

Office received a telephone message from the Embassy stat

ing that it is impossible to send the above-mentioned 

sketch map from the American Ambassador at Hankow to Tien

tsin for the reason that the communi cation between the 

two cities is interrupted at present; that the American 

properties at Hsuchow are distinguishable by their flags; 

and that Dr. Brown has been requested to raise white flags 

with a blue cross and clearly to mark American properties 

so as to prevent attacks when Japanese forces attack 

Hsuchow. Simultaneously the Foreign Office also received 

from the United States Embassy a copy of a telegram embody

ing the same purport. The substance of the telegram was 

at once communicated to the Japanese army and navy author

ities concerned. Those authorities, in their replies, 

stated that they shall of course do all in their power to 

conform to the desire expressed, but that without the 

sketch map alluded to the location of American properties 

can not be clearly understood. They further stated that 

the degree of responsibility undertaken by the Chinese 

military authorities to allow no soldier to enter the quar

ters defined nor any munitions to be stored there is not 

clearly known, that it will therefore by very difficult 

tQ-zÇ'rotect the rights and interests of the United States, 

and that past experience indicates that even though Chin

ese forces at first refrain from using such American proper

ties and quarters for refuge it is quite probable that the

Chinese
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Chinese forces will nevertheless purposely mass for ac

tion at points close to the said quarters, thereby mak

ing it almost unavoidable that remnants of the Chinese 

forces will thereafter take refuge in the said Quarters, 

In view of all this, the Japanese army and navy author

ities concerned express the hope that the Chinese mili

tary authorities will be urged not only to carry out 

their undertaking faithfully as set forth in the letter 

from the Southern Presbyterian Mission but also to re

frain from using places close to the American properties. 

The Japanese Foreign Office hopes that the United States 

Embassy will understand these considerations and will re

quest the American agencies in the field to issue an ap

propriate warning to the Chinese authorities.
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Enclosure No. >' to despatch. 
No. 213$ of JAN 2 L1938 
from the Embassy at To^yo.

Conversation January 8, 1938.

Mr. Ishii, American Bureau 
Foreign Office,

Mr. Crocker.

I telephoned Mr. Ishii to remind him of a previous 

telephone call I had made on December 31, inviting his 

attention to the fact that the reply of the Foreign Office 

of December 22 to our Memorandum of October 8 failed to 

include any reference to the question of indemnification 

for damage and losses in the case of the bombing of the 

Ida Malm Hospital at Nanchang, and I asked if he could 

give me.any explanation.

Mr. Ishii replied that he had gone into the matter 

and the reference was apparently omitted from the Foreign 

Office note inadvertently and that of course equal consid

eration would be given to this case as in other similar 

cases. I asked, then, if vie might telegraph the Depart

ment to that effect and he said that vie might.

I said that we would do so and I thanked him.
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Enclosure No. 6 to despatch
No.-:' (3B of JANT'I'— 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation. January 10, 1908.

The Amei’ican Ambassador’, Mr. Grew, 
with the Minister for Foreign Af
fairs, Mr. ïïirota.

/Subject: Japanese military jurisdiction
over American nationals in China.

’.Then discussing other matters this morning with the 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, I brought up the question 

of J-.panese military jurisdiction ovex’ American nationals 

in China, quite informally and as on my own initiative. 

The Minister said that the Japanese military authorities 

in Shanghai had been obliged to issue these regulations 

to protect themselves from the acts of irresponsible 

foreigners in Shanghai but he said that the Japanese 

military authorities perfectly understood the status of 

extraterritorial foreigners and he thought that there vfas 

not the slightest intention of applying these regulations 

to Americans. Mr. Hirota did not seem disposed to give 

me specific assurances on this point but took the posi

tion that we would have no cause for complaint. I point

ed out informally that any attempt on the part of any 

Japanese agencies to exercise jurisdiction ovex* American 

nationals in China could not be recognized or countenanced 

by the United States Government.

J.C.G
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Enclosure No. 7 to despatch
Ko-2(38 ofj; '/ 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation January 10, 1938.

The Jimeric an Ambassador, Mr. Grew, 
with the Minister for Foreign Af
fairs, Mr. Hirota.

Subject: Looting of American property by 
Japanese troops at Soochow and 
Hangchow.

I made informal representations to the Minister for 

Foreign Affairs this morning in regard to reports re

ceived from the American Consul General at Shanghai of 

looting by Japanese troops of American property at Soo

chow and Hangchow, and told him that while I was not yet 

in possession of detailed reports I thought he would wish 

to know of these general reports immediately so that 

prompt action might be taken. The Minister said that he 

would at once bring the matter to the attention of the 

Japanese military authorities.
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Enclosure No. 0 to despatch
Ko£738 JAK 31i938
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation January 10, 1908.

The American .Ambassador, Mr. Grew, 
with the Minister for Foreign Af
fairs, Mr. nirota.

Subject: Humors and reports regarding
Sino-Japanese situation.

/ In the course of my conversation on various subjects 

with the Minister for Foreign Affairs this morning he 

said that I might like to know of certain rumors and re

ports which had reached him.

1. The Minister said that reports were circulating 

in Japan to the effect that certain American bankers, un

specified, are considering or have decided to advance 

credits to the Chinese Government to the extent of one 

hundred and fifty million gold dollars to help China pay 

her debts and to stabilize rhe Chinese currency and at the 

same time certain English bankers were considering similar 

action to the extent of thirty million pounds sterling. 

The Minister did not say whether he had definite confirma

tion of the accuracy of these rumors.

2. Mr. Hirota then turned to the question of peace 

negotiations with China and said that before the Brussels 

Conference he had. suggested to the American, British, Ger

man and Italian Ambassadors that Chiang Kai-shek should 

take the initiative in approaching the Japanese Government 

for peace negotiations. About December 27 the German Am

bassador in Tokyo had asked Mr. Hirota if he would state the

Japanese peace terms which could be conveyed to Chiang Kai-

shek
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shek through Ambassador Trautmann and that the Minister 

had then stated the Japanese terms as follows:

(1) Abandonment by China of all anti-Japan 

and anti-Manchukuo activities and cooperation 

with Japan for combating communism.

(2) The establishment of certain demilitarized 

zones.

(3) The settlement of Sino-Japanese economic 

relations.

(4) Indemnification for the results of the 

hostilities.

I asked the Minister if he would care to elaborate on 

these various points. He said that the demilitarized zones 

should be created in Inner Mongolia, North China and the 

district now occupied by Japanese forces south of the 

Yangtze River between Shanghai and Nanking. Inner Mon

golia was to have an autonomous government under the sov

ereignty of the Chinese Central Government. The régimes 

in the other’ demilitarized zones were to have a consider

able degree of autonomous power but they a^-so would be 

under Chinese sovereignty. As for an economic settlement 

this would include the development of China’s natural re

sources and also a tariff agreement with Japan.

3. The Minister said he was aware that Kung had 

approached the American Government through Ambassador 

Vang to ask the American Government’s advice with regard 

to the acceptance of these terms and also to recuest the 

mediation of President Roosevelt. Mr. Hirota said that

the
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the Japanese Government had asked, the Chinese Government

for its reply to these terms about January 10th and that

they were now awaiting a reply at any moment. Mr. Hirota

said that he was telling me this merely because he thought

I would like to be informed with regard to the situation.

J.C.G
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Enclosure No. J to despatch
No.2 (38 of ,(/■?’ '■■■
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation January 10, 1958.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, 
with the British Ambassador, Sir 
Robert Craiyie.

Subject: Sino-Japanese Situation.

To continue our conversation of January 7 I went to 

see the British Ambassador today and told him that I had 

riven careful thought to the points brought out in our 

last talk. I said that I was now more than ever convinced 

that (1) such a step as he had in mind, namely a naval 

demonstration, tar from achieving its desired effect would, 

on the contrary, tend to make the Japanese military and 

naval authorities more aggressive and intransigent than 

ever and that in all probability their answer to the dem

onstration would be to draw an iron band around China and 

to declare that henceforth China was to be exclusively 

Japan’s sphere of influence; (2) that such a demonstra

tion would in my opinion almost inevitably lead to war and 

(5) that I did not believe that the American Government 

and people would be willing to go to war merely to protect 

American tangible interests in China and that they would 

be prepared to go to war only in the case of (a) some act 

in derogation of American sovereignty or (b) an accumula

tion of affronts involving our national dignity. I there

fore did not feel in a position to recommend to my Govern

ment such a procedure as Sir Robert had suggested.

Sir Robert said that he was sorry to hear these views

because
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because if this was the attitude of the United States, 

Great Britain might as well pull up her stakes in China. 

He said however that he visualized the proposed procedure 

somewhat differently from the way in which I had stated it. 

His idea was that the first step would be consultation be

tween our two Governments with a view to arriving at some 

decision for joint action only in the event that Japanese 

interference with our interests in East -xsia should come 

to a point where some sort of action was unavoidable. He 

said he fulxy understood that the .American Government and 

people would not be willing to go to war merely to protect 

tangible interests but he thought that the chances were 

more than probable of other and more serious interference 

with our rights which might well involve derogation of 

sovereignty ox1 an accumulation of affronts. It ’..as his 

thought that if our two Governments could agree on some 

definite procedure to be taken only in case of necessity 

v;e could then cuietly inform Hirota of this decision and 

intimate that we definitely intended to take measures if 

the Japanese military continued to disregard our interests. 

Sir Robert thought that such a warning in itself would 

prove effective and that the civil government would insist 

on controlling the military. I said tnat I disagreed with 

him on this point and I feared that even if such representa

tions were made to Hirota quietly and without publicity, 

the net result would be just the same, namely, that it would 

spux* the military on to further aggressiveness, he must al

so remember that it would be most unwise to take even this

first
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first step unless we were fully prepared to follow the 

procedure to its natural conclusion in case of necessity 

and that that conclusion would be war. I also asked 

whether Sir Robert felt that a blockade of Japan at Singa

pore and the Panama Canal could be carried out by Great 

Britian and the United States without involvement with 

other countries through interference with their shipping. 

Sir Robert said that certainly all the countries which were 

members of the League of Nations would heartily support such 

action on the ground that Great Britain and the United 

States had predominant interests in the Pacific and that 

this could be done, by taking a leaf out of Japan’s book, 

without a declaration of war.

I then said to Sir Robert "what you have in mind are 

the preparations which are made by troops in the trenches 

before they go over the top at the zero hour". Sir Robert 

said that precisely represented his thoughts and that 

whether the zero hour ever occurred or not it would be 

weJ. for our two Governments to arrive at some decision 

for joint action if and when that action should become ne

cessary. He again pointed out that even though interfer

ence with our tangible interests might not render such 

action necessary, nevertheless it would be eminently wise 

for us to be prepared for such action as might became 

necessary in case it were forced upon us by a derogation 

of sovereignty or an accumulation of affronts which might 

exhaust the patience of our people. He showed me a pro

visional telegram which he had drafted to his Government 

along
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a^ong the lines of his talk with me on January 7. I 

suggested that he redraft this telegram to conform to 

our present conversation and said that I would then be 

glad to see it and to consider whether Ifelt in a posi

tion to make recommendations to my Government along the 

general lines of his own recommendations. I said that 

if I were to send anything of this nature to Washington, 

I should probably prefer to do it by a despatch or a 

letter instead of a telegram but that I would consider 

this point. I made it quite clear to the Ambassador 

that if I were to make any recommendations at all they 

would visualize only consultation between the United 

States and Great Britain for the purpose of being pre

pared for possible future emergencies but not for any 

definite action in Japan at this time.

J.C.G
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Enclosure No. 0 to despatch.
Of JAN 2] 1938 

from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation January 10, 1908.

Mr. Ishii, American Bureau 
Foreign Office,

Mr. McGurk.

I called on Mr. Ishii at 5 p. m. to deliver to him 

the two sketch maps of the Hsuchow refugee areas for

warded by the Consul General at Shanghai. Mr. Ishii 

said that he would forward the maps immediately to the 

military authorities and then mentioned that the For

eign Office had again stressed the necessity for the 

maps in a memorandum which had already been sent to the 

Embassy. Mr. Ishii thanked me for the maps and I left.

J.F.M
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Enclosure no. 11 to despatch, 
no. 2738 of JAN 21 ISS. 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

BRITISH EMBASSY'’' 
TOKYO

11th January 1938

WITH TEE COMPLIMENTS

OF

HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S EMBASSY.

His Excellency,
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and 
Plenipotentiary, 

for the United States of America, 
at Tokyo.
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(The British Embassy to the Ministry of KnpAi gn Affairs).

AIDE MÉMOIRE

His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom are 

informed that since the outbreak of hostilities at Shanghai 

all Japanese merchant vessels callin® at that port, including 
f c. > ~ 

those on regular passenger services, have been regarded by 

the Japanese authorities as transports. Similarly Japanese- 

owned wharves on the Shanghai side of the river, where such 

vessels discharge their passengers and cargoes, have been 

taken over for military and naval use and no Chinese Customs 

officers, even of Japanese nationality, are allowed to 

function either on vessels or wharves. The result is that 

the Customs have no control whatever over the personal baggage 

or dutiable goods accompanying passengers in these vessels.

In certain recent cases, where ordinary freight cargoes 

have been carried to Shanghai from Japan in Japanese vessels 

for foreign consignees, the shipping company has notified the 

Customs in advance and the foreign importer has made the usual 

application to the Customs and has paid duty, although in no 

similar case has an application been made by a Japanese importer. 

The Japanese shipping agents do not present any manifests for 

suchcargoes nor are the vessels entered and cleared in the 

usual way. Consequently no tonnage dues have been paid.

The situation described above involves a serious discrimina

tion against British exports to China. His Majesty’s Government 

view with grave concern the injury thus done to the integrity 

of the Customs Administration and to British and other foreign 

interests which the Japanese Government have undertaken to 

-respect. They trust that instructions will be sent to the 

Japanese authorities at Shanghai for the re-establishment of 

normal Customs control of all importa and exports other than of 

articles genuinely required for military use.

British Embassy, 
Tokyo 
11th January, 1938.
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Enclosure No. 12 to despatch
No.ÆJd or jr:c ■’ 1938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs to the 
American Embassy.

(Translation)

No. 5, American I. Department of Foreign Affairs,

January 11, 1938. 

f • /<-' The Japanese Foreign Office has the honor to ack-

nowledge the receipt of the American Embassy’s memoran

da of December 15 and 28, 1937 setting forth a message 

sent by the American Ambassador at Hankow to the Comman- 

der-in-Chief of the United States Asiatic Fleet at 

Shanghai stating that the area covered by the former 

British, Russian and German concessions and present French 

concession at Hankow and including Butterfield and Swire's 

property adjoining the Customs House includes the bulk of 

foreign-owned and foreign occupied property; that in this 

area Consulates and Embassy staffs are now located; that 

in the Yangtze off this area are concentrated British, 

American, French and Italian naval vessels and merchant 

ships; and that, in view of the difficulty of removing 

the residents and numerous refugees of third countries, 

the apprehension caused by recent happenings at Uuhu 

and Nanking would be relieved if assurances could be 

obtained from Japan for the safety of that area in 

Hankow including the Yangtze river front. The Foreign 

Office is further requested to take appropriate action 

in support of the proposal of the American Ambassador 

at Hankow. In reply the Foreign Office has the honor 

to
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to state that Japanese forces v.ill not attack the said 

area if no Chinese forces are within it, if Chinese forces 

make no military use whatever of it, and if the movements 

of Japanese forces outside the area are not hindered from 

within it.

It is to be noted that by the river front of the 

area is understood only the river bank itself, not extend

ing either to the line in the middle of the river or to 

the opposite shore.

(Copy sent to the British Ambassador, Tokyo.)
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Enclqsud^ No. 13 to despatch. 
No<’f38 of ■■ ■ r ; 1938 
from the Emoassy at Tokyo.

The American Embassy to the Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs.

EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

No. 861.

The Amer an Embassy presents its compliments to the 

Japanese Ministry for Foreign Affairs and refers to a com

munication dated December 81, 19o7 (No. 6716-2), from the 

Navy Department to the Naval Attaché of the Embassy, in 

which the Navy Department, replying to a request of the 

Naval Attaché that measures be taken to avoid attack on 

American nationals and property at Hsuchow, Kiangsu Pro

vince, requested that, "since there is danger of losing 

time", all cases of this nature be brought to the atten

tion of the Japanese naval authorities in China by the 

American authorities in the district concerned. The Navy 

Department added, however, that it will make necessary 

arrangements in those cases where direct communication be

tween American and Japanese authorities cannot be es

tablished.

American officials in China will continue to notify 

the Japanese military and naval authorities of the pres

ence of American nationals and property in areas where 

operations by Japanese forces occur or are believed to 

imuend, but the Embassy also will continue in each case of 

which it may nave knowledge to furnish similar information 

to the Ministry for Foreign Affairs and to the other Minis

tries concerned. It is to be understood that the continu

ation
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ation of this practice, or alternatively failure to furnish in 

nny specific instance information with regard to the presence 

of American nationals and property, does not in- any way preju

dice the responsibility and undertaking of the Japanese Govern 

ment to avoid injury to American interests in China.

Tokyo, January 11, 1958.

Copy sent by air mail to the American 
Consulate General, Shanghai, and for 
Ambassador Johnson, on January 11, 1938.
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Enclopp. .no. 14 to despatch 
no. if Ob of JAN 21Î938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the British Ambassador, 
Sir Robert L. oraigie.

Tokyo, January 13, 1938.

My dear Craigie:

As of possible interest to you and with reference to 

our recent conversation, I am enclosing two or three 

documents which have reference to points brought out in 

our talk. These of course are for your confidential 

information.

Yours very sincerely,

JOSEPH C. GREW

Enclosures:

1. Memorandum of conversation with the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, January 10, 1938. (Chinese customs).

2. Telegram No. 5, January 11, 6 p.m., from Washington. 
(Japanese disregard of Chinese customs at Tientsin).

3. Telegram No. 6, January 11, 7 p.m., from Washington. 
(Rumors of American loan to China and Japanese peace 
terms).

His Excellency

The Right Honorable Sir Robert Craigie, K.C.M.G., C.B., 

His Britannic Majesty’s Ambassador

Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary,

Tokyo, Japan
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Enclpsr no. Io to despatch 
no. < wu of 2 1 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation January 15, 1938.

Chief of the First Section of the American 
Bureau, the Foreign Office, Mr. Ishii, with 
the American Counselor, Mr. Dooman.

Subject: Illegal Entry by Japanese Soldiers into 
American Property.

I said to Kir. Ishii that, according to a telegram just 

received from the officer in charge of the American Embassy 

at Nanking, a serious situation was being created there by 

Japanese troops forcing their way into American property and 

removing Chinese, both men and women, apparently on suspicion 

that the Chinese had committed acts hostile to the Japanese 

forces. I added that Mr. Allison had repeatedly made strong 

representations to the Japanese authorities at Nanking, and 

had made it quite clear that such repeated violations of 

American rights could not but raise an issue of the gravest 

kind. He had, further, made it clear that if the Japanese 

authorities gave previous notification of their desire to 

search American property, he would be prepared to arrange to 

have Japanese searching parties accompanied by responsible 

American citiz ens.

I pointed out to Mr. Ishii that the conditions described 

by Mr. Allison could not be reconciled with the assurances 

repeatedly given by the Japanese Government that American 

rights and interests in China would be respected, and that 

the Ambassador requested that the Japanese Government imme

diately direct the authorities in Nanking to take measures 

to prevent further acts of the kind of which Mr. Allison complained

Mr. Ishii
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| Mr. Ishii heard me with repeated exclamations of 

dismay. When I had finished he said that the Foreign 

. Office would take the matter up at once with the War 

Department.

E.H.D.

Later that afternoon, Mr. Ishii telephoned me and said 

that the War Department had just telegraphed the military 

authorities in China to "take the utmost precautions” 

against illegal entry into American property.

E.H.D.
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Enclosure 2k. 16 to despatch
$°2f38 JAN 211938
from tne Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs.

mvnuü.'.>SY uF THE
Ui’ITSD STATES CF A Mil GA

Memorandum.
, % J

tl*<**‘ The American Embassy has been informed that on or

prior to January 10, 1938 the American Baptist Mission 

at Tsinia. , Shantung, was bombed and badly damaged. It 

is further informed that the gatekeeper of the Mission 

was killed, and that the missionary in charge was unharm

ed. The American Government, repeating the views which 

it has previously expressed to the Japanese Government 

concerning unwarrantable attacks upon humanitarian estab

lishments and noncombatants, protests against this attack 

which has resulted in the death of a non-combatant and 

serious damage to American property.

Tokyo, January 15, 1938.
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Enolôsuÿe No. J. f to despatch
No^'vM of JAN 211933 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. 
Grew.

SITISH EMBASSY,

Tokyo.

15th January, 1958

.,TTH THE COMPLU,CENTS

HIS BRI TAKE .TC MAJESTY’S EMBASSY.

His Excellency,
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew, 

Ambassador Extraordinary and
Plenipotentiary,

for the United States of America, 
at Tokyo.
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(The British -Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, 
to the Vice Minister for Foreign^ Affairs, Mr. 
Horinouchi.)

(25/70/38)
COP Y

British Embassy,

Tokyo.

loth January, 1908.

My deer Vice-Minister,

,/ith reference to my letter of 4th January concern

ing Ruling I write to let Your Excellency know that our 

Consul-General at Hankow, who visited Ruling on 8th 

January, found there no fortifications, mixitary estab

lishments or guns. He states that the foreigners there 

number 103, of whom 47 are British, 40 Americans, 13 

Germans, 1 French, 1 Russian and 1 Estonian, including 

24 children, several aged persons and invalids. It 

apoears further that all Chinese politicians and offi

cials have left; that there are no Chinese troops; and 

that there only remains a small police force and a few 

Chinese refugees of no political importance.

Believe me,

My dear Vice-Minister, 

Yourc, very sincerely,

(sgd) R.L. CRAIGIE.

His Excellency,

Mr. Kensuke Horinouchi

H.I.J.M. Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs.
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(The Vice-Minister for Foreign Affair^ Kr. Horinouchi, 
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Translation• 14th January, 1938.

Urgent

My dear ambassador,

In my recent letter of the 11th January I replied 

to Your Excellency’s letter of the 23rd December about 

the designation of a Safety Done in Hankow and in your 

letter of -the 4th January you Informed me that His 

Majesty’s Government hoped for the establishment of a 

safety-zone at Ruling on lines similar to that at 

Hankow. I am now in receipt of a further letter of 

the 13th January giving information of the actual sit

uation at Ruling.

However, though the Japanese forces will take 

the most careful precautions possible for the safety 

of life and property of the nationals of Third Coun

tries remaining in Ruling, they regret that it is im

possible for tactical and topographical reasons, to 

agree to regard it as a safety-zone. I would there

fore recommend that it should be arranged that nationals 

of Third Countries remaining in Ruling should as far 

as possible be evacuated from there to the safety-zones.

Believe me, etc.,

(sgd) Rensuke Horinouchi 
Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs.

His Excellency,
Sir Robert Craigie K.C.M.G., O.B.

His Britannic Majesty’s Ambassador, 
etc ., etc., etc.,
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Statement of the Imperia} Government 

January 16, 1938.

Even after the capture of Nanking, the Japanese Govern

ment have till now continued to be patient with a view to 

affording a final opportunity to the Chinese National Govern

ment for a reconsideration of their attitude. However, the 

Chinese Government, without appreciating the true intentions 

of Japan, blindly persist in their opposition against Japan, 

with no consideration either internally for the people in 

their miserable plight or externally for the peace and 

tranquility of all East Asia. Accordingly, the Japanese 

Government will cease from henceforward to deal with that 

Government, and they look forward to the establishment and 

growth of a new Chinese régime, harmonious co-ordination with 

which can really be counted upon. With such a régime they 

will fully co-operate for the adjustment of Sino-Japanese 

relations, and for the building up of a rejuvenated China. 

Needless to state, this involves no change in the policy 

adopted by the Japanese Government of respecting the terri

torial integrity and sovereignty of China as well as the 

rights and interests of other lowers in China.

Japan’s responsibilities for the peace of East Asia are 

now even heavier than ever before.

It is the fervent hope of the Government that the 

people will put forth still greater efforts toward the 

accomplishment of this important task incumbent on the nation.
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Enclosure no. 1J to despatch 
no. 2738 of ci i9'< 
from the Embassy at Tokyo,

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

. f... ER® ASSY OF TEE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

A*7 Tokyo, January 17, 1938.

No. 867.

Excellency:

I have the honor to refer to my note No. 796 of 

September 17, 1937, and Your Excellency’s reply No. 117, 

American I, of September 20, 1937, relating to the bombing 

on September 12, 1937, by Japanese military aircraft of the 

American missionary hospital at Waichow, Kwantung Province, 

and to inform Your Excellency that I have been instructed 

by my Government to present to Your Excellency’s Government 

the enclosed claim of the American Seventh-Day Adventist 

mission operating the above-mentioned hospital, totaling 

7,957.00 dollars Chinese currency. I have been further 

instructed to request that this claim be settled by payment 

in Chinese currency of the amount claimed or if at the time 

of payment the mission so prefers by payment of the sum of 

$2,362.59, the equivalent in American currency at the present 

rate of exchange.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your 

Excellency the assurances of my highest consideration.

JOSEPH C. GREW

His Excellency

Mr. Koki Hirota,

His Imperial Japanese Majesty’s

Minister for Foreign Affairs,
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hill OH HOSPITAL & DISPEHSARY 
Of Seventh-Day Adventists

•.sSi unow, Kwangtung f 
China.

f November 2, 1937.

American Consul General,
C a nt on•

Dear Sir:

In regard to the loss caused by tile bombing of the Wai 
On Hospital and the Mission Comoound by the three juranese 
Air Planes on September 12, I am herewith submitting* an es
timate of the losses as follows:

Operating

Place Size of Room Humber of Glass Window Shutters
Plastering ' blovm. out. Size

First Floor
Ward 32’ x 19’ 608 Sa. Feet 15 14!’xl4« 5 • *

Hoorn 111 9 x 12’ 112.5 ... û
.. 112 9 x 12’ 112.5

Closet 6 x 12’ 72.
4 X 4’ 16. 5

Hall 10 x 5’ 50
13 x 5’ 65 5

Entrance 10’ x 19 190 2
Hoorn 101 11* x 8.5 93.5

.. 102 11’ x 11’ 121.
11’ x 6 66
11’ x 6 66 4

.. 103 12’ x 10’ 120 4
Pharmacy 19 X 11 209 2

.. 105 8’ x 8’ 64 3

.. 108 11’ x 8’ 88
Second Floor
Ward 32’ x 19’ 608 11 6 • •

Hall o9’ x■ 6 234 •. 8
Hoorn 205 12.5 x 9’ 112.5

.. 216 12.5 x 9’ 112.5

.. 217 12.5 x 6’ 75.

. . 201 12. x 18.5’ 222 .. f

.. 211 12.5 x 10’ 125 .. 1

. . 212 12 x 10’ 120 ..
Hall 10 x 4 o2 • •
Room 213 12’ X 9 108 ..
214 214 12’ x 9 108 ..

209 12.5 x 12 150 .. 2
208 13 x 11 143 .. 3
207 12 x 10 120 .. 1
206 16.5 x 11 181.0•.
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On er at mg Ho ora
Small closet 13’ x 5’ 65 sc
Adjoining Open. 11’xS’ 88

Glass 
feet

32 pieces

Room 204 
Wall 
’./all

Room 202 
Instrument 

Room 201
Hall 
Stairs

12’ x 6’72
12’x3’ 36
10’x4’ 40
12’x 10 120
12’x 5.5 66
12*x 10’ 120
7’x 6’ 42

24*x6’ 144
24’x 5’ 120

1 Door

6
9

Hospital Plaster down 5,438 square feet.

Glass broken by concussion of shells Windows 115 nieces 14'*A 1*4”

Sky Light Heavy plate glass 1 thick

Glass Table Tops and shelves 4 pieces thick.
Doors destroyed 3
Shutters destroyed 11
Locks 8
Screening and frames. t
Estimate of cost of repairing.
Plastering Ceiling and walls 5458 Square Feet. 2,000.00 
Glass replacing and setting repairing window frames 150.00 
Screening and screens frames and painting 75.00
Wliitewashing oi- colorwashing inside 85.00
Repairing walls and colorwashing 85.00
Hoving equipment and expense of cleaning 300.00
Roof relaying and tile replacement 30.00
Compensation and medical expense of Mrs. So Shrapnell 

through the thigh ...................................................... 200.00
Compensation to Mr. Long for hospital expense and 

ZRay Shrapnell in lung and in arm........................ 100.00
Two months’ loss of business and time of repairing 2,^00.00 
Medicines destroyed and laboratory equipment broken IjôOO.OO

Loss in Hospital building. 6,025.0’0

1'Turses Home
Piaster 540 square feet.
Windows and Shutters
Color Washing
Roof Repairs and colorwashing

Kitchen
Morgue rebuilding
Wall Rebuilding and plastering 

Replastering and repairing hi

80.00
20.00
20.00
80.00

200.00
150.00
200.00
100.00

ilpers houses 200.00

Chapel Repairs required
Ceiling 28* x 47* 1316 square feet.
Windows and shutters repaired
Window glass 20 pieces
Repairing Roof
Repairing walls and sign 
Golorwashing outside and inside

200.00
10.00
20.00
30.00
10.00
30.00 300.00

Loss
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Loss on foreign dwellings.
Building No. 1
Glass blown Iron windows 110 pieces or panes ^100.00
piaster on porches and hall " 50.00
Roof relaying and repairing on north and east sides 50.00
Ridgeon house destroyed 100.00
Wood house roof relaying and replacing tile 50.00
'.'.’ash house or laundry, wall and repairing roof 30.00
Color’./ashing outside and inside 30.00
Repairing water tank or leaks caused by concussion. 10.00

House No. 1 Repairs needed on account of
bombing. pdOû.OO

Building No. 2
Glass blown from windows 90 pieces 50.00
Plaster in kitchen, porch and bed rooms 60.00
Roof repairs 60.00
Screening and color 'washing 20.00

200.00

Building No. 3
Plaster on all ceilings
Roof repairs and outside plaster
Color washing
Glass replacements

Estimated loss in Chinese National currency 
Total;

100.00
50.00
30.00
20.00

i?7,975.00

I Hereby certify that the above statement constitutes a 
true and accurate statement of the damage done to the Seventh- 
day Adventist mission at Waichov/, and the medical treatment of 
members of the Mission staff for injuries received, as a result 
of the bombing of the Mission by Japanese planes on September 12, 
1937, and that the statement is based on a thorough investigation 
of the damage made by me with the assistance of Dr. So Wai Ohuen 
and Mr. Leung King Sing whose signatures testifying to the correct
ness of the statement appear below.

Sineerely,
(Sd.) P. V. Thomas.

I, Dr. So Wai Chuen, hereby certify that I am employed as a 
physician by the Mission; find that I was an eye 'witness to the 
bombing of the Mission on September 12, 1937; and that the account 
of said bombing as reported to the United States Consul at Canton 
in Mr. Thomas’ letter*of September 15, 1937, which I have read, is 
true, and that the above statement of losses is accurate, and that 
the estimate of the amount required to make repairs is correct to 
the best of ray knowledge.

Signed; So Wai Chuen, M.D.

I, Lei Kwong Wing, hereby certify that I am employed as a 
Nurse by the Mission and that I was an eye witness to the bombing 
of the Mission on September 12, 1937, and that the account of said 
bombing as renorted to the United States Consul at Canton in Mr. 
Thomas* letter of September 15, 1937, which I have read is true,' 
and that the above statement of losses is accurate, and the 
estimate of the amount required to make repairs is correct to the 
best of my knowledge.

Signed i»ei Kwong Wing
.A true copy of . _

Copied by ccw .the signed orig- .
.inal.
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Enclosure Mo. 1 to Despatch Lio. 92, dated November 24, 1937, 
from Irving N. Linnell, American Consul General, Canton, China, 
on the subject; Claim of .iaichow Seventh Day Adventist Mission 
for Damage by Japanese Bombing.

I, Leung King Sing, hereby certify that I am employed 
by the Seventh-day Adventist Mission as a carpenter,”and that I 
was an eye witness to the bombing of the Mission on September 
12, 1937, by Japanese planes, and that the account of said 
bombing as reported to the United States Consul in Mr. Thomas’ 
letter which was translated to me is true, and that the above 
statement of losses is accurate and the estimate of the amount 
required to make repairs is correct to the best of my knowledge.

Signed 
Signed, in

Leung King Sing Chinese

I, Arthur ■hong, hereby certify that I am employed as 
an X-Ray Technician and Nurse by the Mission and that I was 
an eye witness to the bombing of the Mission on September 12, 
1937, and that the account of said bombing as reported to the 
United States Consul at Canton in Mr. Thomas’ letter of September 
15, 1937, which I have read is true, and that the above state
ment of losses is accurate, and the estimate of the amount 
required to make repairs is correct to the best of my knowledge.

Signed,
Arthur "Jong
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Enclosure no. to despatch 
no. 97'3d of JAN 211938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation January 17, 1938.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Crew, 
with the Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Mir. Hi rot a.

Subject: Looting of American Property in China 
by Japanese Troops.

I called this morning on the Minister for Foreign 

Affairs at the official residence and after reading and 

presenting our note I said to Mr. Hirota that in the 

interests of a clear understanding of the situation I 

desired to make some supplementary observations. Incom

ing American newspapers and periodicals have shown beyond 

doubt that the entire American nation has been profoundly 

stirred by the PANAY incident. Fortunately, owing to. the 

good sense of both of our Governments, the incident was 

prevented by our exchange of notes from leading to more 

serious developments. Nevertheless, I felt that the 

Minister ought to realize that the requests and expecta

tions set forth in our note of December 14 were no idle 

gèstures and that they meant precisely what they said. I 

therefore could not feel that the PANAY incident could be 

regarded as liquidated if the Japanese authorities failed 

to carry out effectively and in good faith the assurances 

given in the Japanese note of December 24. There had al

ready occurred numerous unlawful interferences by Japanese 

forces with American nationals, interests, and property 

in China since those assurances were given and I felt that 

this looting of American property was an especially serious 

aggression. If these various acts of interference and

aggression
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aggression should continue — and it was quite certain that 

they would find their way into the American press — I 

greatly feared that the American people would begin to 

question the trustworthiness of the assurances which had 

been given us as a direct result of the PANAT incident and 

that public opinion in the United States would become 

increasingly exacerbated. Facts count more than statements. 

I therefore desired emphatically to impress upon the Minister 

the real dangers inherent in these repeated acts of inter

ference and aggression. I reminded the Minister of the 

furor which had been created in Japanese military circles 

and in the Japanese press when a Japanese flag had been 

subjected to disrespect in the streets of Shanghai. The 

Japanese authorities were consequently in a favorable 

position to appreciate the feelings of the American Govern

ment and people arising out of the reports that American 

flags in Nanking, Hangchow, and other places had been torn 

down, burned, and otherwise mutilated. I spoke of the 

emotional devotion which our flag inspired among our people. 

The seriousness of such incidents was self-evident.

In conclusion I once again appealed to the Minister 

gravely and with the utmost emphasis to take further steps 

which would effectively implement the assurances of the 

Japanese Government and would obviate the dangers to the 

relations between our countries which must inevitably and 

progressively increase if the various acts of interference 

with American interests in China should continue. I told 

Mm in the strongest terms at my command that I was serious

ly worried at the outlook.
The
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The Minister said that he could not at all understand 

how these undisciplined acts by Japanese troops could have 

occurred because the strongest possible orders had gone 

out to both Army and Navy to avoid acts or measures which 

might interfere with Japan’s good relations with the United 

States. He tried to pin me down as to the precise dates 

and I left him in no doubt that these acts had occurred 

subsequent to the Japanese assurances and are still 

continuing. He authorized me to tell the Secretary of 

State in reply to my insistence that he would bring my 

representations to the "highest quarter".

J.C.G
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Enclosure no. to despatch
no. 2 (38 of 1V1’ r 1933 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the Minister for 
Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

EMBASSY OF THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

Tokyo, January 17, 1938. 
No. 866.

Excellency:

I have the honor, under instruction from my Government, 

to bring to Your Excellency’s attention reports and complaints 

from American residents that in the course of recent military 

operations at Nanking and Hangchow and other places, the 

Japanese armed forces have repeatedly entered American property 

illegally and removed goods and employees and committed other 

acts, of depredation against American property, which has almost 

invariably been marked by American flags and by notices in 

English, Chinese, and Japanese issued by the American authorities 

and setting forth the American character of the property con

cerned. According to these reports, not only have Japanese 

soldiers manifested a complete disregard for these notices 

but they have also in numerous instances torn down, burned, 

and otherwise mutilated American flags. I am directed to 

impress upon Your Excellency the seriousness with which my 

Government regards such acts and to convey its most emphatic 

protest against them. My Government finds it impossible to 

reconcile the flagrant disregard of American rights shown by 

Japanese troops as described with the assurances contained in 

Your Excellency’s note of December 24, 1937, that ’rigid orders 

have been issued to the military naval and foreign office 

authorities to pay....greater attention than hitherto to 

observance of the instructions that have been repeatedly given 

against infringement of or unwarranted interference with the 

rights and interests of the United States and other third 

Powers’.

In view
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In view of the fact that a number of these acts are 

reported as having occurred subsequent to the receipt of 

the aforementioned assurances of the Imperial Japanese 

Government, and inasmuch as this disregard of American 

rights is reported as still continuing, the American Govern

ment is constrained to observe that the steps which the 

Imperial Japanese Government have so far taken seem inade

quate to ensure that hereafter American nationals, interests 

and property in China shall not be subjected to attack by 

Japanese armed forces or unlawful interference by any 

Japanese authorities or forces whatsoever. My Government 

must, therefore, request that the Imperial Japanese Govern

ment reenforce the instructions which have already been 

issued in such a way as will serve effectively to prevent 

the repetition of the outrages.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to Your 

Excellency the assurances of my highest consideration.

JOSEPH 0. GREW.

His Excellency

Mr. Koki Hirota,

His Imperial Japanese Majesty’s 

Minister for Foreign Affairs, 

etc., etc., etc.

(Copy sent to the British Ambassador, Tokyo.)
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Enclosure no.22 to despatch 
no. 2'f38 of " "3:
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversâtion January 17, 1938.

The -American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, 
with the Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Mr. Hirota.

Subject: Consolidated Taxes in China.

I called on the Minister for Foreign Affairs this 

morning and made an emphatic statement and reservation 

of American rights and interests with regard to con

solidated taxes in China, supported by an aide-memoire. 

The Minister said that he would immediately take the 

matter up with the competent authorities.

J.C.G
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Enc usure no. to despatch
no. 2/38 of JA\ 21 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, to the 
Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.

Aide-memoire.

Certain Chinese, understood to be the nominees 

of the Japanese military, having taken over the Con

solidated Tax Office in the International Settlement at 

Shanghai, the American Consul General at Shanghai informed 

the Japanese Consul General on December 12, 1937, of the 

interest of the United States in the consolidated taxes. 

The consolidated taxes are security for the wheat, 

flour and cotton credits of 1931 and 1933, which now form 

a consolidated obligation of the Chinese Government, held 

by the Export-Import Bank of Washington. The American 

Government insists that the Japanese authorities take no 

action, or countenance action, in areas from which the 

legitimate Chinese authorities have withdrawn, by any 

provisional regime, which fails adequately to take into 

account the aforementioned obligation of the Chinese 

Government to the Export-Import Bank.

The American Government reserves the right to hold 

the Japanese authorities accountable for action dis

regardful of American interests in this matter.

Tokyo, January 17, 1938.

(Copy sent tc the British Ambassador, Tokyo)
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EnclQsiirq no. to despatch 
no. < ( 3d of -qq
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation January 17, 1938.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, 
with the Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Mr. Hirota.

Subject: Sino-Japanese Situation.

At the end of my conversation this morning with the 

Minister for Foreign Affairs he said that he would like 

to explain to me the background of the announcement made 

by the Japanese Government yesterday. The Minister said 

that through the good offices of the German Ambassador 

certain peace proposals were made to the Chinese Govern

ment in December and that an answer was expected during 

the early part of January. On January 14th the Chinese 

Government returned a ’’perfunctory" reply merely asking 

for further information concerning the proposed terms. 

The Japanese Government then became convinced of the 

futility of further negotiations and decided to have no 

further dealings with the Government now located in 

Hankow. The Minister said that this did not involve a 

specific act effecting a breach of diplomatic relations 

but simply meant a ces-sation of dealings with Hankow on 

the ground that the Government in Hankow no longer represents 

China. The Minister said that there would be no immediate 

recognition of any regime but that the Japanese Government 

would await developments. The regime in North China 

would constitute the "basic power" of whatever government 

should eventually be recognized and that that government 

would include such regimes as were friendly to Japan. It 

was not possible as yet to foresee whether such a regime 

would develop in Nanking.

J.C.G
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Enqlçsuxd no. to despatch 
noZ/oo of J Aug x 1936 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British First Secretary, Mr. Clarke, to the 
American Second Secretary, Mr. Crocker.

Confidential.

BRITISH EMBASSY, 
TOKYO.

18th Ian. 1938.

Dear Ned,

I send you herewith for Mr. Crew’s confidential 

information the substance of a telegram from our Embassy 

at Shanghai dated 15th Jan.

Yours ever,

Ashley.
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Substance of a telegram received from the British 
Embassy Shanghai dated 15th January 1938.

I have been supplied confidentially with two separate 

and completely reliable reports from a.n American missionary at 

Nanking and a missionary doctor at Wuhu who remained at their 

posts when the Japanese entered these cities regarding the 

atrocities committed by the Japanese Army. Reports quote 

approximately one hundred authenticated cases of rape in the 

American University buildings in Nanking in the first few days 

of the occupation.

The Reverend Boynton of the National Christian Council 

who brought me these reports stated that the Japanese Embassy 

officials who reached Nanking shortly after the entry of the 

Japanese troops were horrified when they saw the orgy of 

drunkenness, murder, rape and robbery which was going on 

openly in the around the refugee zone. Failing to make any 

impression on the Military Commander, whose attitude of callous 

indifference makes it probable that the Army was deliberately 

turned loose on the City as a punitive measure, and despairing 

of getting cable through to Tokyo owing to military control, 

Embassy officials had even suggested to the missionaries that 

the latter should try and get publicity for the facts in Japan 

so that the Japanese Government would be forced by public 

opinion to curb the Army.

I have been promised eye-witness reports from Soochow 

and Hangchow where the behaviour of the Japanese troops was 

equally bad and stories, apparently authenticated, regarding 

their behaviour in the neighbourhood of Shanghai are now 

coming in.
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Enclosure no. to despatch 
no. ?.. ( 38 of .. " 1938
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the 
American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

BRITISH EMBASSY 
TOKYO 

18th January, 1938.

His Majesty’s Ambassador presents his compliments 

to the United States Ambassador and has the honour to 

transmit to him copies of the undermentioned documents:-

(1) Note addressed to the Japanese Government on the 

22nd December last regarding the violation of Hongkong 

territorial waters;

(Note: A copy of this note was transmitted to the 
Department as enclosure no. 3 to despatch no. 2717, 
dated January 6, 1938).

(2) Reply of the Japanese Government to the above;

(3) Memorandum left with the Vice-Minister for Foreign 

Affairs on the attack made by a Japanese submarine on certain 

fishing vessels;

(4) Letter of the 8th January from the British Consul- 

General at Shanghai to his Japanese Colleague (of which a 

copy was communicated to the Vice-Minister for Foreign Affairs 

on the 13th January) regarding assaults on British police 

officers at Shanghai.

(5) Further details of one of the cases mentioned in

(4) above communicated to the Minister for Foreign Affairs 

on 18th January.
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(The Minist for Foreign Affairs Mr. rota, to the British 
Ambassador, t>ir Robert L. Craigie).

COPY

Translation. iSth January, 1938

Minister for Foreign Affairs. (Received 15th January)

No: 5

Your Excellency,

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of Your 

Excellency’s Note No. 200 of the 22nd December regarding 

the firing by a Japanese destroyer on a Chinese Customs 

patrol boat off Black Point Hongkong, in the afternoon of 

the 11th December and other matters. I ImmAd i at Aly took 

steps to investigate and confirm the facts of this case and,these 

having now been established, I have the honour to reply in 

the following sense.

2. On the 11th December, a Japanese destroyer was riding 

at anchor at a point about one and a half nautical miles 

to the west of South West Point. At about 3.15 p.m. she 

sighted what was thought to be a Chinese gunboat at about 

three nautical miles in a southerly direction and she 

ordered her to stop. But the latter Vessel put on speed and 

the destroyer gave chase firing on her for a short while.

3. Though this firing took place outside British terri

torial waters, some of the shells fell within those waters.

4. Moreover, since the crew of the Chinese gunboat aban

doned her and made off, the Japanese destroyer drew up 

alongside to make sure of the facts and it was then for the 

first time that the vessel which had been taken for a gun

boat was found to be the Customs patrol s.s. "Chahsin". The 

destroyer moved off and left her there.

5. As is clear from the foregoing, the Japanese destroyer 

did not take the Chinese Customs patrol in tow as is stated 

in Your Excellency’s Note. It is moreover scarcely credible 

to the Imperial Japanese Government that men of the Japanese

Navy
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Navy should have landed without permission and made off with 

a number of chickens from nearby houses and no sailor landed 

in that neighbourhood at the time in question.

6. But the facts that Japanese shells fell within British 

territorial waters in the line of fire and that, since the 

investigation of the abandoned enemy vessel was carried out 

in circumstances which did not permit of delay British 

territorial waters were entered without the consent of a 

British Authority are nevertheless regretted by the Imperial 

Japanese Government and those responsible have been dealt 

with appropriately in accordance with the law.

7. I have the honour to add that the Imperial Navy have, 

in view of the occurrence of this incident, sent strict 

instructions to their detachments in China to take adequate 

precautions against the recurrence of such incidents in 

future.

I avail, etc., etc., 

(sgd) Koki Hirota (L.S.)

H.I.J.M’s. Minister for Foreign Affairs.

His Excellency
Sir Robert Craigie, K.C.M.G., C.B., 

H.B.M. Ambassador etc., 

etc., etc., etc.,

Tokyo
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(The British Embassy to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs).

COBY

MEMORANDOM

On the 7th October, 1937, His Excellency, the 

Officer administering the Government of Hongkong, appointed 

a Commission to enquire into and to establish the facts in 

relation to the alleged sinking of certain fishing junks, 

some survivors of which were brought into Hongkong on board 

the S/S "Scharnhorst" and the S/S "Kaying". a copyofthe 

report of this Commission is attached hereto.

There were twelve junks working in pairs in the fleet 

which was attacked on 22nd September. Of these nine were 

sunk, one was disabled and after drifting for three days was 

towed into port, and two escaped.

Paragraphs 33 and 34 of this report read as follows: 

Paragraph 33. "The conclusions to which we have come are that 

the ten Chinese picked up by the S/S "Scharn- 

horst" on 27th September and the two men picked up by the S/S 

"Kaying" later the same day were all survivors from junk No. 

3407 HW, that that junk and nine others while peacefully 

engaged in fishing were wantonly attacked and sunk by an 

armed ship of war, that considerable loss of innocent lives 

including those of women and children was occasioned, and that 

the attacking vessel was a submarine belonging to the Imperial 

Japanese Navy." 

Paragraph 34. "The result of this unprovoked attack on a 

fishing fleet is according to the evidence 

given to us, the complete loss of nine junks of a value of 

about H.K.#9,000 to H.K. ÿl0,000 each and the disabling of 

a tenth. Of the persons on board 106 are dead, six were 

wounded and there were 187 survivors."
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The junks were technically Chinese and not registered 

in Hongkong; but they were licensed in Hongkong for revenue 

purposes to ply in Hongkong waters and they habitually did so. 

Some of them, however, were owned by British subjects; there 

were British subjects on board and amongst the survivors; and 

many of those killed must also have been British.

The conclusions of the report have produced a very painful 

impression on His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom 

and they reserve their right to address an official communica

tion to the Japanese Government at a later stage, should this 

course seem desirable, as also to publish the report or any 

part of it and to claim full compensation for damage, suffering 

and loss of life caused to British subjects. They would, 

however, be glad to learn in the first place whether the 

competent Japanese authorities have any observations on the 

report which they would wish to offer.

British Embassy,

Tokyo.

13th January, 1938
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(The British .embassy to the Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs, 
Mr. Horinouchi).

(Copy of letter from the British Consul General at Shanghai 
to his Japanese Colleague).

COPY

8th January, 1938 

Sir and dear Colleague,

I regret that again within a few days I find myself 

under the necessity of protesting against the violence and 

unlawful actions of members of the Japanese armed forces 

against British subjects.

The facts are as follows:- On December 25th Inspector 

Bennett was proceeding in a police car on 7/ayside road and 

is alleged to have obstructed a Japanese despatch rider and 

was asked to call at the naval landing party headquarters to 

explain matters. 'when he called there however a few days 

later he was assaulted and detained and Superintendant Sinclair 

who called later to secure his release was similarly ill-treated.

I understand that the Chairman of the Council sent you 

full statements in connexion with the case in his letter of 

December 30th and has not yet been accorded the courtesy of an 

acknowledgment.

Another and in some ways more serious case was the one in 

which on January 6th at Brenan road crossing Sergeant Turner 

was assaulted and so battered that hospital treatment was 

necessitated. Sub-Inspector Fowler was struck in the face and 

together with Inspector West man-handled and threatened with 

loaded rifles and fixed bayonets by a number of Japanese soldiers: 

in fact it was apparently only due to great restraint shown 

by Inspector West in his handling of the matter and the fortui

tous arrival and loyal support given to this officer by Sub

Inspector Yamaguchi and other Japanese members of the Municipal 

Police that the consequences were not even more serious. The 

reason given for this assault was again in its origin a very

slight
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slight one: Probationary Sergeant Turner, who was on duty at 

East Barrier, considering that the Japanese sentries were 

being unnecessarily rough with the Chinese peasants passing 

through, requested the Japanese P.O. 200 to remonstrate with 

them. P.O. 200 refused to do this and Turner left saying he 

would report his attitude. Thereupon P.O. 200 alleging Mr. 

Turner had used insulting language in regard to the Japanese 

Army instigated the Japanese soldiers to assault him and when 

Fowler and later West arrived on the scene and endeavored to 

pacify them continued to assault and threaten all three officers.

I would observe that even if it were true that Turner had 

made offensive remarks - of which there is no evidence, so that 

it is merely a case of one man’s word against another, while 

there is always the possibility of a misunderstanding - the 

Japanese constable had no right to instigate his own nationals 

to make the assault still less had they any right or excuse 

for committing breach of the peace of which I complained.

I feel sure that you and the responsible military and 

naval authorities will agree with me that it is most deplorable 

that members of the Japanese armed forces should be permitted 

to act in this lawless manner and I have the honour to request 

accordingly that you will endeavour to arrange that a strict 

enquiry be held into these cases and those found guilty suitably 

disciplined in order to prevent further disorders.

I have the honour to be,

Sir,

Your obedient Servant, 

(SGD.) H. Phillips

The Japanese Consul-General 
Japanese Consulate-General, 

Shanghai.
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(The British Embassy to the Minister for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota)

Copy

The details of the first of the two cases of violence 

against British subjects, which formed the subject of a letter 

addressed to his Japanese Colleague by His Majesty’s Consul- 

General at Shanghai on the 8th January last and of which a copy 

was communicated to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs by Hi s 

Majesty’s Ambassador on the 13th January, are as follows:-

An accusation was brought against Detective Inspector 

Bennett of the Shanghai Municipal Police that when driving 

a police car on December 25th in Hongkew he had deliberately 

prevented a Japanese naval motor-cycle from passing. Upon 

being requested subsequently to attend an investigation at 

the Japanese naval landing party headquarters he went there with 

Superintendent Sinclair and was practically bullied by the 

Japanese officers to obtain an admission that he was wrong. 

The Superintendent who protested was then forcibly ejected from 

the office while Bennett was punched in the stomach by one 

officer. Another officer also pushed his sheathed sword hard 

against him. Subsequent constant questioning lasted nearly 

one hour but Bennett insisted that he had driven correctly and 

made no admission. At one time he was told that "the Japanese 

swords were sharp". Both police officers were finally allowed 

to leave.

The Chairman of the Municipal Council wrote to the 

Japanese Consul-General on December 30th enclosing copies of 

reports made by the two officers and asking that steps should 

be taken to ensure that such treatment should not occur again.

British Embassy,
Tokyo.

18th January, 1938.
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En.closu.L~ no.^> to despatch 
no.2738 of JAN 211938 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

The British Embassy to the American Ambassador, Mr. Grew.

BRITISH E1VBASSY

TOKYO

18th January 1938

WITH THE COMPLDIENTS

OF

HIS BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S EMBASSY.

His Excellency
The Honourable Joseph Clark Grew, 
Ambassador Extraordinary and Fleni- 
potentiary for the United States of 

America

at Tokyo
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(Enclosure to communication dated January 18, 1938, from the 
British Ambassador, Sir Robert L. Craigie, to the’Minister 
for Foreign Affairs, Mr. Hirota.)

MEMORANDUM

On the 10th January a letter was addressed to the 

Senior Consul at Shanghai by the Japanese Consul-General 

in the following terms

I have the honour to state that I have been asked by 

the Japanese Naval authorities to inform you of the following 

and through you the interested Powers.

"As is known a part of the booms on the Yangtse River 

which were originally constructed by the Chinese for their 

military purposes has recently been forced through by the 

Imperial Japanese Navy with a view to utilizing the opening 

only for military navigation. Since the channel forced through 

the booms cannot be opened for free navigation without causing 

under the present circumstances no small obstacle to military 

operations of Japanese forces any vessel whether it be Govern

ment-owned or privately owned other than those of Japanese 

nationality which has the desire of passing through the channel 

is hereby cordially requested to get in touch with Japanese 

Navy and secure beforehand their understanding for its pros

pective navigation through the booms. Needless to add the 

Japanese NavY are always ready to give sympathetic understanding 

to navigation of foreign vessels so far as it is permissible 

from the military point of view and to offer facilities for the 

passage of its vessels by supplying a convoy. It is therefore 

the earnest desire of the Imperial Japanese Navy that vessels 

of interested Powers taking a full connaissance and appreciation 

of the above mentioned circumstances will scrupulously refrain 

from attempting to navigate through the forced channel freely, 

or in such a way as may invite misunderstanding with the 

Japanese Navy".

I shall
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I shall be much obliged if you will be so kind as to 

circulate the foregoing amongst our honourable colleagues in 

the usual way.

Assurances similar to those contained in the above letter 

were given to the Naval Attaché to the British Embassy at the 

Ministry of Marine on the 12th January.

In view of the above assurances, the Senior British Naval 

Officer at Shanghai applied for a small up-river convoy for 

the 18th January.

The reply of the Japanese naval authorities was as follows:- 

"While it is the intention of the Japanese Navy to give 

facilities provided special reasons exist for the passage of 

ships of friendly countries through the channels opened in 

obstructions on the Yangtsekiang it is not yet the right 

moment to agree to passage through the obstruction of merchant 

ships in general not serving a special purpose in view of the 

present state of warfare and navigation and large amount of 

our shipping in movement for military purposes. I am therefore 

unable to agree to passage of two British merchant ships through 

the obstruction on Tuesday January 18th. Furthermore for the 

time being I am unable to state what other time would be suitable 

for passage of the obstruction."

His Majesty’s Ambassador is instructed to protest against 

this refusal to grant facilities for the two ships in question 

and to remind the Japanese authorities that, as stated in his 

memorandum of 28th December last, His Majesty’s Government 

claim absolute freedom of movement for British ships on the 

YangtSe. This freedom was granted by Articles 10 and 52 of 

the Anglo-Chinese Commercial Treaty signed at Tientsin on 

26th June 1858 and by Article Section 3 (1) of the Chefoo 

Convention of 1876.

British Embassy, 
Tokyo, 

18th January, 1938.
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Enclosure no. to despatch 
no. > f'38 of JAî\i j j93.q 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation January 18, 1938.

Mr. Ishii, American Bureau, 
Foreign Office.

Mr. McGurk.

I called on Mr. Ishii at 3:30 p.m. and read to 

him the pertinent parts of Nanking’s 19, January 12, 

2 p.m., and 23, January 17, 4 p.m., relating to the 

interference by the Japanese military in the installa

tion of a radio set in the Embassy at Nanking. I then 

let Mr. Ishii read the Department’s 18, January 17, 

7 p.m. I said that we should like to have this inter

ference stopped at once and that we hoped it would be 

done. Mr. Ishii replied that he quite understood and 

that he would take up the matter immediately. I thanked 

him and left.

J.F.McG
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Enqlostu^ no. 29 to despatch 
no.' of ?"
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation January 19, 1938.

The Director of the .American Bureau, the Foreign 
Office, Mr. Yoshizawa, with the American Counselor, 
Mr. Dooman.

Subject: Violation by Japanese forces of American 
rights and interests in China.

I told Mr. Yoshizawa that I had come under the Am

bassador’s instructions to supplement and enforce the 

statements which the Ambassador made to the Minister for 

Foreign Affairs on January 17, when presenting his note 

on the subject of desecration of the American flag by 

Japanese soldiers, illegal entry into American property, 

abuse of Chinese civilians, etc. There had just come in 

from Nanking a telegram (No. 27, January 18, 4 p.m.), which 

I requested Mr. Yoshizawa first to read. When he had com

pleted reading the telegram, I said to Mr. Yoshizawa that 

the Ambassador was genuinely alarmed over the consequences of 

the actions of the Japanese forces in the field. It was our 

desire and intention to discuss on their legal and logical 

merits those questions in which were involved injury to 

American commercial and economic interests, but where there 

were involved deliberate offenses to the American flag and 

violations of the elementary rules of human conduct there 

existed no basis whatever for discussion. I was, therefore, 

instructed to say that we expected that, as previous instructions 

sent from Tokyo had been ineffective, the Japanese Government 

would take at once the most drastic action to restore and 

thereafter to maintain conditions which would not create 

issues of the gravest character.

Mr. Yoshizawa
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Mr. Yoshizawa said that he had seen the Foreign Minister 

soon after his conversation on January 17 with the Ambassador; 

that Mr. Hirota had repeated to him the statements made by 

the Ambassador; and that he had directed Mr. Yoshizawa to 

translate our note in order that it might be laid before the 

Cabinet at its next meeting (which was held yesterday). 

The note had been discussed at the Cabinet meeting, and there 

was under consideration a plan which, it was thought, would 

ensure the forces in China complying with orders from Tokyo. 

I remarked that this plan would seem to indicate that the 

Japanese Government is satisfied that its orders are not being 

obeyed. Mr. Yoshizawa ignored my remark and went on to say 

that he believed that he would be in a position tomorrow to 

inform me of the plan under consideration.

Mr. Yoshizawa, at my suggestion, took notes of the 

salient features of Nanking’s telegram above-mentioned, and 

he said that he would get into touch with the War Office at 

once. It was then about 6:30 p.m., and he fortunately had 

an appointment with the Minister for Foreign Affairs, when 

he would not fail to report to Mr. Hirota the purport of the 

statement which I had been instructed to make.

E.H.D.
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♦ Encjbsure no«3U to despatch
no/?33 of JAM 2119*8 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

Conversation January 18, 1938.

The American Ambassador, Mr. Grew, 
with the British Ambassador, Sir 
Robert L. Craigie.

Subject: Sino-Japanese Situation.

In the course of conversation on various matters with 

the British Ambassador when he came to see me this morning, 

i referred to our talks on January 7 and 10 regarding Anglo- 

American consultation with a view to possible combined 

pressure on Japan and asked Sir Robert if he had yet formu

lated his recommendations to his Government and whether he 

wished, as he had previously stated, to show them to me in 

case I should find myself sufficiently in accord with his 

revised views to permit me to make similar recommendations 

to Washington. Sir Robert replied that he had delayed 

drafting these recommendations because he wished first to 

see how the Chinese customs problem was going to work out. 

It was therefore tacitly understood that neither he nor I 

would make such recommendations at the present moment.

(Sir Robert’s attitude today, and in another brief 

talk which I recently had with him after a luncheon at 

which we were both guests, seemed to me noticeably different 

from his attitude in our talks on January 7 and 10. In 

those former talks he seemed to feel that some Anglo-American 

move was most urgent and I gathered that he then felt that 

no satisfaction could be expected in the customs problem 

unless and until such a move were made. He now appears 

to have dismissed temporarily from his mind the thought

of
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of making the recommendations to his Government about 

which he was formerly so keen. This may be due to a 

feeling that I had discouraged such a move and was not in 

sympathy with his proposals, or it may be due to some 

development that has occurred in the meantime of which 

I am unaware, possibly some report from his own Government 

to the effect that Washington is also unsympathetic to 

the idea. At any rate, it does not now appear that he 

intends to press the matter with me and I am frankly 

somewhat relieved because I doubt very much if I would 

be able to go along with him to any great extent in 

combined recommendations, of the kind viiich he has in 

mind, to our respective Governments. In any case, 

Washington knows what it wishes to do, or not to do, 

without recommendations from me).

J.C.G.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

ofo From
This tel Egram was 
rECEivEd in Navy CodE 
and must bE closEly 
paraphrasEd bEforE 
bEing communicated to 
anyone.

ACTION: NAVY DEPARTMEN^^Mv

INFO: CINCAF (FLAG & AD) 
SECOND BRIGADE USEC 
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COMYANGPAT 
COHS0PAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA

ALUSNA PEIPING

February 8’, 1938

0007. During last week in January ten thousand men, 

forty hundred horses, fifty trucks, some field artillery, 

arrived Peiping via Shansai Kwan, departed toward Kalgan.

8

<0

Unconfirmed rumor considered doubtful states these destined

for use against Outer Mongolians near Pailingmiao. Believe

destination either Shansi or South Hopei. Past month six

W

0)

triple zero effectives moved by rail to Manchukuo. This 

considered continuation concentration experienced troops

that area. 1810.

JS
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR From

ACTION: CINCAF (FLAG AND ADM) OPNAVINFO : AMCON SHANGHAI COMSUBRON FIVE COMDESRON FIVE COKYANGPAT COMSOPATAMAMBASSADOR CHINA USS MARBLEHEAD «LUSNA PEIPING
8608. No reported change

SECOND BRIGADE USMCFebruary 8, 1938Rec’d 8:20 a.m.

north or south Tslnpusituation Chinese admit loss Suiyuan. On Pinghan RailwayJapanese force attacked Chinese defenses south of InyangHonan 6 February. Irregular activities reported intensified in Suiyuan within 30 miles PaotoWchet. 1534.
HPD
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Febr. 15, 1938.

cently^ 
tobacco

Christian of B.A.T. re- 
a large order for 

the Japanese military t- 
at Shihkiachwang in face of com- » 
petition with Japanese government 
monopolies. Trains on the Pei- 
ping-Shihkiachwang run are over
crowded and the road bed unsafe. 
Guerilla warfare is reported in 
this area. Japanese appear to 
be friendly toward Americans and 
distinctly hostile toward British.:

ARR
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EMBASSY OF THE 
5 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

No. 1503 ; «.yp^l^iping, December 29, 1937.

V• at and near Shihkiachwang

The Honorable

The Secretary of State, 

Washington, D. C.

Sir :

I have the honor to enclose, as of possible inter

est to the Department, a copy of a memorandum of a con

versation which I had with Mr. W. B. Christian of the

British American Tobacco Company on December 20, con

cerning conditions at Shihkiachwang and in that vicinity

,e memorandum explains itself

Respectfully yours,

For the Ambassador:

Frank 1. Lockhart'7~~'~ 
Counselor of Embassy.

Enclosure :
1/ - Memorandum of Conversation

Original and four copies to the Department 
Copy to Hankow for Embassy files.

710, 
FPL/es
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Peiping, December 20, 1937.

MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION.

Present: Mr. Frank P. Lockhart.
Mr. 7/. B. Christian.

Subject: Conditions at Shihkiachwang.

Mr. B. Christian, the manager for North China of 

the British American Tobacco Company, came to see me this 

morning and stated that he had just arrived from a visit 

to Shihkiachwang on company business. He stated that he 

found conditions of travel on the railway between Peiping 

and Shihkiachwang extremely uncomfortable and slow beyond 

all reason. He stated that in order to obtain a seat on 

the train leaving Peiping it is necessary to send a Russian 

for that purpose to the railway station three or four hours 

before the departure of the train. Only in this way could 

a foreigner hope to obtain a seat within an hour of the 

time of departure of the train. The fee for this service 

is usually LC$5.00. He stated that only short and light 

trains are run because many of the bridges have been des

troyed and have been temporarily repaired and are still 

unsafe for any heavy traffic. He stated that the trains 

are packed like sardines and that irregulars and bandit 

groups are sometimes encountered along the railway. Only 

two days befoielvir. Christian’s arrival at Shihkiachwang 

îthe railway had been cut by irregulars at a station this 

side of that place. At one station a number of wounded 

Japanese soldiers had been put on board.

Mr. Christian reported that his company’s property 

mess house at Shihkiachwang was now being used as a Japan

ese hospital. He stated that the Japanese had assured him, 

however,
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however, that they would repay the company for any damage 

done to the property or its furnishings but that they 

could not surrender the property at this time as it was 

being used as a hospital, hr. Christian reported that 

the Japanese were courteous to him and that they placed 

an order for 68,000 yen's worthof business with him while 

he was in Shihkiachwang. He also sold for cash more than 

LC$50,000 worth of cigarettes and brought with him an order 

from dealers for more than LC.ÿlOOjOOO. He stated that 

business, at least in the cigarette line, is booming at 

Shihkiachwang and that his only difficulty is in getting 

fresh supplies to that area. Ke feels that he will be able 

to succeed in this with Japanese cooperation.

He reported that the 83rd Division (Japanese troops) 

are now at Shihkiachwang but that next month they would move 

to Shuntehfu, which is a city considerably south of Shih

kiachwang. Japanese soldiers are everywhere in Shihkiachwang 

and he talked with foreigners who had recently been to 

Taiytianfu and these reported widespread damage from Japan

ese bombing at Taiytianfu. In fact the foreigner with whom 

he talked reported that Taiytianfu had been all but des

troyed.

kr. Christian reported that invariably the Japanese 

would inquire of him whether he was an American or a 

j Britisher and that on ascertaining that he was of American 

J nationality, the Japanese were extremely cordial to him and 

offered every assistance and that some of them were free to 

; remark that they had a thorough dislike of the British and 
I would not put themselves out to help them. Mr. Christian 

Ï is optimistic for the sale of his company's products at 

present but he will not venture to predict what difficulties  ̂

his
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..his company may encounter a few months or a year hence.
/ He stated that his order for 68,000 yen’s worth of cig- 

; arettes was obtained in face of competition from the

j Korean Tobacco Monopoly and an influential "kanchukuo” 

(or Japanese) Tobacco Monopoly.

FPL/es
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the Department

Translation of a formal note addressed by His jjgxeell «ney 
Dr* Wang Chung-hul, Minister for Foreign Affairs of the 
Republic of China, to the Honorable Nelson Trusler Johnson
Ambassador Extraordinary 
States of America.

° on

f¥ans. If si 12/20/37
$»cked£-fRP 12/20/37*5 c3 ô
gERY UR&ÈÉT

gxcell enoy:

and Plenipotentiary of the United

Dated: Decmuex* 19, 1937.
Reo’d: December 20, 1937.

I bave the honor-to inform Your Excellency that 

the Chinese military authorities have decided, owing 

to military necessities, to block the Yangtze River 

in tho vicinity of the Ma Tang Shan Fort and to forbid 

passage of all vessels as from December 20, 12 noon. 

I have the honor also to request that Your Excellency 

transmit the information to America! warships and 

merchant vessels.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew to

Your Excellency the assurance of my highest consideration.

Wang Chung-hui rrj
-SEAL OF THE MINISTRY OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS-

Original and one copy of ■--
the translation to Peiping.
Four copies of the traisla- 
tion to the Department. .
One copy of the translation ’’
to Consulate General, Hankow.
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Division of Far Eastern Affairs

Department of State

Reference Moscow’s No, 882, January 21, 
1938, entitled "Special Mission of Dr. Sun 
Fo in Moscow."

'Ttfiaccw The Embassy reports on the arrival in 
tteTt i,‘.tty of Dr. Sun Fo who flew^rom China 
on a Dutch plane. The purpose of his visit 
is said to be to establish contact with 
the highest Soviet authorities. It is 
probable that Stalin will find It difficult 
to avoid receiving him. The Kremlin is re
portedly embarrassed over the presence of 
Dr. Sun Fo as It does not wish to assist 
China to an extent which would aggravate the 
already strained relations existing between 
Japan and Russia, and at the same time wishes 
to avoid alienating the liberal element In 
China which regards Russia as a bulwark 
against Japanese aggression. It is believed 
that Dr. Sun Fo, who has been given a spec
ial rank above that of a Foreign Minister, 
has been authorized to make considerable con
cessions to Russia in return for promises of 
military assistance.

Reference is made in this connection 
to Moscow's 35, February 5, 5 p.m., para

graphs
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

graphe one and two of which give further 
information regarding the visit of Dr.
Sun Fo. It is stated in this telegram that 
the mission has obtained its first objec
tive, namely, the creation of an atmosphere 
of mutual confidence.

FE: RING-WALT: VC I
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs
February 9, 1938.

Tokyo's No. 2'741 of January 21, 1938 
gives details of the representations made to 
the Foreign office by the American, British, 
and French embassies between January 5 and 18 
in connection with the protection of their 
national interests in China.

The substance of the Embassy’s 
report is contained in its several telegrams 
during the period covered, but it may be of 
interest to read the full account of Er.

■ rew's interview with hr. Hirota over the 
looting ,-f .jiierican property by Japanese 
soldiery (pages 6, 7 of ’..closure 1).

Certain of die representations iv do 
by the British Ambassador (enclosure .2) h^ve 
not been covered by telegrams, namely, in 
connection with Home Minister Admiral Suetsu-' 
gu's anti-British statements, page 1, a Japan
ese submarine attack on British fishing ves
sels, page 3, official smuggling at Tientsin 
and interference with British navigation of 
the Yangtze, on page 5. The Ambassador claimed 
absolute freedom of movement for British ships 
on the Yangtze.
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EMBASSY OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

NO. 882.

Subject: Special 
Moscow»

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

Moscow, January 21, 1938»

Mission of Dr. Sun Fo in

The Secretary of State

Washington, D. C

Sir

Commercial Ofnce . A-SI/O) 
To

50

79
With reference to ay telegrams No. 333 of Decern*» 

ber 21, 1937, 2 p.m., and No. 346 6f December 31, 1937 

3 p.m*, I have the honor to enclose a memorandum setting 

forth the substance of certain statements made to me by

Mr. Yui Ming, the new Chinese Charge d’Affaires at Moscow, 

on January 11, 1938.

On January 10 one of the Secretaries of this Embassy

requested
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requested an Interview for me with Mr. Keng, the Chinese 

Charge d‘Affaires, and received a reply that I would be 

welcomed at the Chinese Chancery on the following morning. 

I was received at the Chancery by Mr. Yui Ming, who had 

arrived on the preceding day and had taken over the direc

tion of the Embassy from Mr. Keng.

It will be observed from the attached memorandum that 

Mr. Yui Ming attaches considerable Importance to the Miss! on 
of Dr. Sun Fo. He questioned me in detail regarding proto

col procedure in Moscow and stated that since the primary 

purpose for Dr. Sun Fo’s visit was to consult with the 

highest Soviet authorities, Dr. Sun Fo would probably not 

have much tontact with foreigners residing in Moscow.

Mr. Yui Ming told me that the personnel of Dr. Sun 

Fo’s Mission had left China by Dutch airplane on January 8, 

1938, and had arrived at Amsterdam five days later. He 

added that while in Holland Dr. Sun Fo had consulted with 

a number of the more Important Chinese diplomats stationed 

in Europe.
It will be recalled that Mr. Stalin, during the past 

three years, has received a number of Ministers for For

eign Affairs visiting the Soviet Union. Since Dr. Sun Fo 

apparently has been given a special rank by the Chinese 

Government higher than that of a Minister for Foreign 
Affairs, it is probable that Mr. Stalin will find it dif

ficult to avoid receiving him. The impression obtains in 

i the Diplomatic Corps that the Kremlin is considerably em

barrassed at Dr. Sun Fo’s visit since it does not desire 

to render aid to China to an extent which will increase 

the tension of the already strained relations existing 

। between Japan and the Soviet Union, and at the same time 

I it does not desire to assume an attitude which may

alienate
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I alienate the great body of liberals in China, many of

I whom have looked, towards the Soviet Union as a bulwark 

against Japanese aggression. It is believed by many

i foreign observers that Dr. Sun Fo has powers which enable 

• him to make considerable concessions to the Soviet Union 
i in return for promises of military assistance.

In so far as I am aware, no member of any other 

diplomatic mission in Moscow has as yet had any conversa- 

tion with Mr. Yui Ming or any other member of Dr. Sun Fo'b 

special Mission.

Æiet of Enclosures:

No. 1. Memorandum dated January 19, 1938, of 
statements made to Mr. Henderson by Mr. 
Yui-Ming, Charge d*Affaires of the Chinese 
Embassy in Moscow.

File No. 710 - China

In Quintuplicate to the Department.
LWH:bpg

Copy to RIGA.

received
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Enclosure No. 1 to despatch. 
No. 882 of January 21, 1938, 
from the American Embassy, 
Moscow, U.S.S.R.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL, Moscow, January 19, 1938.

memorandum
OF STATEMENTS MADE BY MR. YUI MING, Twy 
NEW CHARGE D’AFFAIRES OF THE CHINESE 
EMBASSY IN MOSCOW, AND MR. HENDERSON, 
AMERICAN CHARGE D’AFFAIRES, ON JANUARY 18, 

1$38.

Mr. Yui Ming told me substantially as follows:
I am acting as a member of a special Mission headed 

by Dr. Sun Fo which arrived in Moscow on January 17, 1938. 

Among the other members of this special Mission are the 

Chairman of the Committee of Foreign Affairs and the 

Chairman of the Committee of Economic Affairs of the 

Chinese Parliament. Dr. Sun Fo, the head of this Mission, 

has been given extraordinary powers and has a rank superior 

to that of any Chinese Ambassador. It may be said that he 

even outranks at the present time the Chinese Minister for 

Foreign Affairs.
The importance of Dr. Sun Fo's Mission can be ascer- 

tained not only from the fact that he has unusually high 

rank but also from the fact that he himself is one of the 

most important political figures in China. He has a tre
mendous personal following among Chinese liberals and 

intellectuals. In my opinion he is the outstanding liberal 

of China. He has always had particularly friendly feelings 

for the Soviet Union.
Although I am not in a position to state positively 

what developments may take place, it is my personalopinion 

that Dr. Sun Fo will not remain in the Soviet Union as

Chinese
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Chinese Ambassador. I believe that when he has finished 

his mission he will return to Europe and eventually to 

China. I also doubt that I shall remain in Moscow. As 

Counselor I am the fourth ranking official of the Chinese 

Foreign Office and frankly I do not wish to be away from 

my duties there too long. I have been named as Counselor 

of the Chinese Embassy in Moscow primarily so that I may 

be enabled as Charge d*Affaires and at the same time as 

a member of Dr. Sun Fo's Mission organically to connect 

Dr. Sun Fo with the Embassy. It is, of course, no secret 

that one of the purposes of Dr. Sun Fo’s Mission to 

Europe is to obtain material aid from the European Powers 

for China. We are still hoping that the Soviet Government 

will come to our assistance on a much broader scale than 

hitherto.

I doubt if Dr. Tsiang will return to Moscow. He is 
still, however, the Chinese Ambassador to the Soviet Union.

LWHjbpg
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

; V , ri U ‘ ■’
CUMUNiO AI IONS 
akd records

AMERICAN EMBASSY

Tokyo, January 21, 1938.

No. 2741.

SUBJECT: RECOIQIENDATICNS MADE AND STEPS TAKEN BY 
THE AMERICAN EMBASSY AND STEPS TAKEN BY
THE BRITISH AND FRENCH EMBASSIES IN TOKYO 
JITH RESPECT TC THE SINO-JAPANESE CONFLICT.

793.94/12351
 

FW
kû

FE'J 
1 

9 
1938

The Honorable

The Secretary of State, 

Washington.

Sir:

With reference to my despatch No. 2721 of Janu-

1/3 ary 6, 1938, I have the honor to enclose outlines pre

pared by a member of my staff on the following subjects:

I. Recommendations made and steps taken 
by the American Embassy in Tokyo with 
respect to the Sino-Japanese conflict 
from January 5 to January 18, 1938, 
inclusive.

II
U»
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II. Steps taken by the British Embassy in 
Tokyo with respect to the Sino-Japanese 
conflict from. January 5 to January 18, 
1938, inclusive.

III. Steps taken by the French Embassy in 
Tokyo with respect to the Sino-Japanese 
conflict from January 5 to January 18, 1938, 
inclusive.

Respectfully yours

710
C-DA:C

Joseph 0. Grew.

EnclosuT'
1/2/3 listed

. **
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STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

Uosura Ko 1 to despatch 

2741ci Jan.21,1938 from th® 
Fi-nbaftsy •' \-/o.

SECTION I - RECOMMElWATIONS LADE AND STEPS TAKEN BY THE AMERICAN 
EMBASSY IN TOKYO WITH RESPECT TO THE SINO-JAPANESE 

' CONFLICT FROM JANUARY 5 TO JANUARY 18, 1938, INCLUSIVE.

It will be recalled that in the Foreign Office’s note 

dated December 22 concerning the bombing on September 24, 

1937, of the Ida Kahn Women and Children’s Hospital at 

Nanchang there was no mention of indemnification. Pursuant 

to the Department’s instructions, on January 7 the Embassy 

requested the Foreign Office to give assurances that it was 

prepared to give proper consideration with regard to the losses 

and damages inflicted on the Hospital. In reply, the Embassy 

was given oral assurances that the question of indemnification 

for damages and losses in this case would be given equal con

sideration with that in other similar cases and that refer

ence to the question of indemnification had been inadvertent

ly omitted from the Foreign Office’s note of December 22. 

(Embassy’s telegrams No. 692, December 28, and No. 11, Janu

ary 7, and Department’s telegram No. 388, December 31, 1937).

On the basis of a telegram received from the Consulate 

General at Shanghai, on January 10 the Ambassador made in

formal representations to the Minister for Foreign Affairs on 

the question of looting of American property by Japanese 

troops at Soochow and Hangchow. The Minister for Foreign 

Affairs said that he would at once bring the matter to the 

attention of the Japanese military authorities, (Telegram 

to the Department from the Consulate General at Shanghai 

No. 43, January 8, and Embassy’s telegram No. 16, January 10, 

1938).

In accordance with the Department’s instructions and 

on the basis of a telegram from the Consulate General at 

Shanghai, in the course of a conversation on January 10 

the Ambassador took up informally with the Minister for 

Foreign Affairs the question of disregard by Japanese ships

of
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of customs requirements for Japanese goods and vessels at 

Shanghai, pointing out the damaging effect of the present 

procedure upon the Customs Administration. Mr. Hirota 

said that this question was now under discussion and that 

it was hoped that some solution would shortly be found, 

Mr. Grew took occasion once again to inform Mr. Hirota that 

a disruption of the Chinese Customs Service and inability 

of the Customs to meet foreign loan and indemnity quotas 

would bring most unfortunate consequences to all concerned. 

The Minister for Foreign Affairs replied that this matter 

was now under discussion and he implied, without specific 

assurances, however, that the final result would be entire- 

ly satisfactory toAmerican interests. (Telegram from the 

Consulate General at Shanghai, No. 1240, December 28, 

Department’s telegram No. 390, December 31, and Embassy’s 

telegram No. 14, January 10, 1938).

Acting on the Department’s instructions, in the course 

of a conversation with the Minister for Foreign Affairs on 

January 10, the Ambassador made reference informally and 

as on his own initiative to reports of statements made at a 

Japanese press conference at Shanghai on December 27 to 

the effect that Japanese authorities there had asserted 

that Japanese military law was applicable and would be 

applied to extraterritorial foreigners who interfered in 

certain specified ways with Japanese military operations. 

The Ambassador told Mr. Hirota that the American Govern

ment would not be able to recognize or give countenance 

to any attempt on the part of any Japanese agencies to

exercise jurisdiction over American nationals in China
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Mr. Hirota replied that the Japanese military authorities 

in Shanghai had been obliged to issue these regulations 

to protect themselves from the acts of "irresponsible for

eigners" in that city, but he added that the Japanese mili

tary authorities understood perfectly the status of extra

territorial foreigners and that in his belief they had not 

the slightest intention of applying these regulations to 

Americans. (Telegram from the Consulate General at Shanghai 

No. 1235, December 27., 1937, Department’s telegram No. 384, 

December 30, 1937, and Embassy’s telegram No. 15, January 10, 

1938).

It will be remembered that on December 29 the Embassy 

addressed a memorandum to the Foreign Office requesting that 

the appropriate Japanese authorities take the necessary 

steps to safeguard the refugees in, and properties of, the 

Southern Presbyterian Mission at Hsuchow, Kiangsu Province, 

and that in renly the Foreign Office informed the Embassy < 
that the Japanese military and naval authorities had agreed 

to respect such American property at Hsuchow as was marked 

with "white flags with a blue cross in the center”. (Em

bassy’s despatch No. 2721, January 6, 1938). On January 8 

the Foreign Office addressed a written reply to the Embassy’s 

representations, stating that copies of the Embassy’s mem

orandum had been forwarded to the Japanese military and 

naval authorities concerned who had replied that they would 

do all in their power to conform to the expressed desires 

of the SouthernPresbyterian Mission. However, the Foreign 

Office’s memorandum stated that without definite undertaking 

by the Chinese military authorities to permit no soldiers 

to enter such areas or to allow ammunition to be stored there
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it would be difficult to protect the rights and interests 

of the United States.

On January 10 the Embassy received the Foreign Office’s 

reply to its representations of January 2 with regard to the 

recognition of the Edgewater Peninsula at Tsingtao as a 

safety zone. The reply stated that the Japanese forces 

were ready to recognize the Peninsula as such a zone and 

to do all in their power to prevent it from becoming involved 

in hostilities and consequent disaster, on condition that 

the Chinese would make no use of the Peninsula nor of its 

vicinity for hostilities. The Japanese note ended with the 

statement that Japanese forces could not be held responsible 

for losses or damages which might result within the area 

concerned from hostilities between Japanese and Chinese 

forces. (Embassy’s telegrams No. 5, January 2, and No. 21, 

January 12, 1938).

As reported to the Department in the Embassy’s tele

gram No. 672 of December 23, 1937, the Embassy left a 

memorandum with the Foreign Office on December 15 request

ing that the Japanese authorities give assurances that 

the Japanese forces would attack neither a certain specified 

area in Hankow in which Consulate and Embassy staffs were 

located nor the river front adjoining this area in which 

were concentrated naval vessels of American, British, French, 

and Italian nationality, as well as foreign merchant ships. 

On January 13 the Foreign Office told the Embassy that 

Japanese forces would not attack the area in question if 

no Chinese forces were within it, if Chinese forces made 

no military use whatever of it and if the movements of 

Japanese forces outside the area were not hindered from 

within 
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within it. The Foreign Office also stated that the river 

front of the area was understood to mean only the river bank 

itself and that the river front did not extend either to 

the line in the middle of the river or to the opposite shore. 

(Embassy’s telegram to the Consulate General at Shanghai 

dated January 13, 4 p.m., repeated to the Department by 

Shanghai).

The Embassy heard on January 14 from Nanking through 

Shanghai that Japanese soldiers in Nanking continued to 

enter American property at will and to remove goods and 

employees of American institutions without giving notice 

or reasons for their actions. On the morning of January 15 

the Embassy made representations to the Foreign Office against 

these acts of the Japanese military in Nanking and in the 

afternoon the Foreign Office informed the Embassy that the 

War Department had instructed military authorities both at 

Shanghai and at Nanking to refrain from irregular entry of 

American property. (Telegram to the Department from the 

Embassy at Nanking No. 27, January 13, and the Embassy’s 

telegrams to the Consulate General at Shanghai dated Janu

ary 15, 11 a.m., and January 15, 5 p.m., repeated to the 

Department). On January 17 the Ambassador read and pre

sented to the Minister for Foreign Affairs the following 

note:

"I have the honor, under instructions from 
my Government, to bring to Your Excellency’s 
attention reports and complaints from American 
residents that in the course of recent military 
operations at Nanking and Hangchow and other 
places, the Japanese armed forces have repeatedly 
entered American property illegally and removed 
goods and employees and committed other acts of 
depredation against American property, which has 
almost invariably been marked by American flags 
and by notices in English, Chinese and Japanese 
issued by the American authorities and setting 
forth the American character of the property con
cerned. According to these reports, not only

have
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have Japanese soldiers manifested a complete dis
regard for these notices but they'have also in numer
ous instances torn down, burned and otherwise mutilated 
American flags. I am directed to impress upon Your 
Excellency the seriousness with which my Government 
regards such acts and to convey its most emphatic 
protest against them. My Government finds it impossible 
to reconcile the flagrant disregard of American rights 
shown by Japanese troops as described with the assur
ances contained in Your Excellency’s note of Decem
ber 34, 1937 that ’rigid orders have been issued to 
the military, naval and foreign office authorities to 
pay greater attention than hitherto to observance of 
the instructions that have been repeatedly given against 
infringement of or unwarranted interference with the 
rights and interests of the United States and other 
third Powers’.

In view of the fact that a number of these acts 
are reported as having occurred subsequent to the 
receipt of the aforementioned assurances of the 
Imperial Japanese Government, and inasmuch as this 
disregard of American rights is reported as still 
continuing, the American Government is constrained to 
observe that the steps which the Imperial Japanese 
Government have so far taken seem inadequate to ensure 
that hereafter American nationals, interests and 
property in China shall not be subjected to attack 
by Japanese armed forces or unlawful interference by 
any Japanese authorities or forces whatsoever. My 
Government must, therefore, request that the Imperial 
Japanese Government reenforce the instructions which 
have already been issued in such a way as will serve 
effectively to prevent the repetition of the outrages."

In addition, the Ambassador made the following observations 

to the Minister for Foreign Affairs: the requests and ex

pectations set forth in the American Embassy’s note of Decem- 
I
i ber 14 concerning the sinking of the U.S.3. PANAY were no

। idle gestures and meant precisely what they said; in Mr.

Grew’s opinion the PANAY incident could not be regarded as 

liquidated if the Japanese authorities failed to carry out 

effectively and in good faith the assurances given in the 

Japanese note of December 24; there had already occurred 

numerous unlawful interferences by Japanese forces with 

American nationals, interests, and property inChina since 

the Japanese assurances were given, and the looting of American 

property was an especially serious aggression; if these

various
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various acts of interference and aggression should continue 

the American people would probably begin to question the 

trustworthiness of the Japanese assurances and public opinion 

in the United States would become increasingly exacerbated; 

and the tearing down, burning, and mutilation of the Amari can 

flag would have an especially serious effect on American 

public opinion. After appealing to Mr. Hirota gravely and 

v.ith the utmost emphasis to take further steps which would 

effectively implement the assurances of the Japanese Govern

ment and would obviate the dangers to the relations between 

the two countries which must inevitably and progressively 

increase if the various acts of interference with American 

interests in China should continue, Mr. Grew told the

r Minister that he was seriously worried at the outlook. Mr. 

Hirota said that he could not at all understand how these 

undisciplined acts by Japanese troops could have occurred, 

because the strongest possible orders had been given to 

both Army and Navy to avoid acts or measures which might 

interfere with Japan’s good relations with the United States. 

The Ambassador assured the Minister that the acts in question 

had occurred subsequent to the Japanese assurances and were 

still continuing. Mr. Grew insisted that he be authorized 

to inform his Government that Mr. Hirota 'would bring these 

representations to the "highest quarter". Mr. Hirota gave 

such authorization. (Department’s telegram No. 16, January 15 

and Embassy’s telegram No. 34, January 17, 1938).

In accordance with the Department’s instructions, on 

January 17 the Ambassador made representations to the Min

ister for Foreign Affairs on the importation into China

during
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during December 1937 of Japanese kerosene duty free and 

the placing on the market of this kerosene. Mr. Grew 

emphasized the discriminatory character of the importation 

as well as the damaging effect upon the Customs /idmini s- 

tration, and pointed out that this was another fl agrant 

act of discrimination inconsistent with the repeated as

surances of the Japanese Government and stated that the 

American Government expected the Japanese Government to 

take appropriate and prompt steps to assure the carrying 

out of those assurances. Mr. Hirota said that he would 

promptly take the matter up with the proper authorities. 

(Telegram to the Department from the Consulate General 

at Tientsin No. 3, January 8, Department’s telegram No. 6, 

January 11, and Hnbassy’s telegram No. 36, January 17, 1938). 

Pursuant to the Department’s instructions, the Ambassa

dor made to the Minister for Foreign Affairs on January 17 

an emphatic oral statement, supported by an aide-memoire, 

concerning the taking over of the Consolidated Tax Office 

in the Shanghai International Settlement by certain Chinese, 

understood to be the nominees of the Japanese military. 

After explaining that the consolidated taxes were security 

for the wheat, flour and cotton credits of 1931 and 1933, 

which formed a consolidated obligation to the Chinese Gov

ernment held by the Export-Import Bank of Washington, the 

Embassy’s aide-mémoire stated that the .American Government 

insisted that the Japanese authorities neither take action 

nor countenance action by any provisional régime in areas 

from which the legitimate Chinese authorities had withdrawn

which failed adequately to take into account the afore

mentioned
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menticned obligation of the Chinese Government to the 

Export-Import Bank. It was further stated, in the aide- 

memoire that the American Government reserved, the right 

to hold the Japanese authorities accountable for action 

disregardful of American interests in this matter. (Tele

gram from the Consulate General at Shanghai No. 52, Janu

ary 11, Department’s telegram No. 17, January 15, and 

Emoassy’s telegram No. 37, January 17, 1938).

Mr. Allison of the Embassy in Nanking reported on 

January 12 that according to information furnished by the 

Japanese Embassy in Nanking the Japanese military authori

ties had reluctantly agreed to the installation of a radio 

set in the Embassy but would not permit a naval man to come 

ashore and operate it. On January 17 Mr. Allison reported 

that Mr. Fukui, Acting Japanese Consul General, had called 

on him and requested that he not bring a naval radio opera

tor ashore at that time. (Telegrams to the Department from 

the Embassy at Nanking, No. 19, January 12, and No. 23, 

January 17, 1938). Acting under the Department’s instruc

tions, the Embassy approached theFbreign Office on the 

afternoon of January 16 and with reference to Mr. Fukui’s 

request to Mr. Allison, stated that the American Govern

ment was not able to acquiesce in a compliance with the 

request, expected the installation and functioning of 

the radio operator at the American Embassy in Nanking 

not to be interfered with, and asked that instructions 

be promptly issued by the Tokyo Government to the Jap

anese authorities in Nanking which would put an end to 

further delay in the matter and would insure that there 

would be no further interference in connection with it.

The
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The official of the Foreign Office approached by the 

Embassy replied that he understood and that he would 

take up the matter immediately. (Department’s telegram 

No. 18, January 17, and Embassy’s telegram to the Con

sulate General at Shanghai dated January 18, 3 p.m., 

repeated to Nanking and to the Department). Kr. Allison 

reported on the morning of January 18 that he had 

just been informed by the Acting Japanese Consul General 

that final arrangements had been made with the Japanese 

military authorities for the Embassy at Nanking to bring 

ashore the radio set and naval operator.
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. Embassy at Tokyo;

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL

SECTION 11-STEPS TAKEN BY THE BRITISH EMBASSY ’.UTE RESPECT 
TO THE SINO-JAPANESE CONFLICT FROM JAbfUARY 5 TO 
JANUARY 18, 1938, INCLUSIVE.

The British Ambassador called on the Minister for 

Foreign Affairs on January 6 and protested against four 

published anti-Lritish interviews which had been given 

by Admiral Suyetsugu, two of them before he became 

Home Minister and two of them afterwards, concerning 

the allegedly anti-Japanese attitude of Great Britain 

during the present Sino-Japanese conflict. Sir Robert 

Craigie told Mr. Hirota that since Admiral Suyetsugu 

was a responsible Cabinet Minister, it must be expected 

that he was expressing the views of the Japanese Govern

ment, unless assurances were given to the contrary, 

and he therefore asked Mr. Hirota if he would authorize 

Sir Robert to inform the British Government that the 

views expressed by Admiral Suyetsugu in these interviews 

did not represent the views of the Japanese Government. 

Mr. Hirota replied that Sir Robert could give definite 

assurances to the British Government that Admiral Suyetsugu’: 

views did not represent his (Eirota’s) own views. Sir 

Robert Craigie then asked if he might assure his Govern

ment that Admiral Suyetsugu would make no further public 

statements of an anti-British character, to which Mr. 

Hirota responded that before answering this question he 

would have to consult Suyetsugu himself.

On January 6 the British Ambassador made further 

representations to the Minister for Foreign Affairs on 

the Shanghai Customs issue. The Minister for Foreign 

Affairs said that the question was being discussed now 

not only in Shanghai but also in Tokyo, and that he hoped 

that soon he would be able to report some arrangement

which
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which he hoped would be satisfactory to the British 

Government.

As reported to the Department in enclosure No. 2 

to the Embassy’s despatch No. 2721 of January 6, on 

January 4 the British Ambassador addressed to the Vice 

Minister for Foreign Affairs a letter stating that there 

remained at Kuling about 120'foreigners, of whom 50 were 

British subjects, and requesting that Kuling be constituted 

a safety zone. On January 15 the British Ambassador 

addressed a second letter to the Vice Minister for 

Foreign Affairs on this matter, stating that according 

to a report received from the British Consul General 

at Hankow there were no fortifications, military establish

ments, or guns in Kuling; that all Chinese politicians 

and officials had left Kuling; that no Chinese troops 

were there; and that there only remained a small police 

force and a few Chinese refugees of no political importance. 

In reply, the Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs addressed 

a letter to the British Ambassador on January 14 stating 

that although the Japanes forces would take the most 

careful precautions possible for the safety of life and 

pro erty of the nationals of third countries remaining 

in Kuling, they regretted that it was impossible for 

tactical and topographical reasons to agree to regard 

Kuling as a safety zone. The Vice Minister’s letter 

concluded by recommending that it should be arranged for 

nationals of third countries remaining in Kuling as far 

as possible to be evacuated from there to safety zones 

(Embassy’s telegram to the Consulate General at Shanghai 

dated January 15, 7 p.m., repeated to Hankow and to the 

Department).

On
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On January 13 the British Embassy left with the 

Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs a memorandum concern

ing the attack made by a Japanese submarine on September 

22 on certain British fishing junks, with the consequent 
? killing of British subjects and damaging of British 

property. The British memorandum stated that the inci

dent had produced a very painful impression on the British 

Government, which reserved its right to address an 

official communication to the Japanese Government at a 

later date and to claim full compensation for damage, 

suffering, and loss of life caused to British subjects.

The British Embassy left with the Foreign Office on 

January 13 a copy of a letter dated January 8 from the 

British Consul General at Shanghai to the Japanese Consul 

General protesting against the violence and unlawful 

actions of members of the Japanese armed forces toward 

British police officers at Shanghai. The note of the 

British Consul General at Shanghai requested that a strict 

inquiry be made of these incidents and that those found 

guilty be suitably disciplined in order to prevent further 

disorders.

A note was addressed by the British Embassy to the 

Foreign Office on January 11 protesting against disregard 

by Japanese ships of customs requirements for Japanese 

goods and vessels at Shanghai, pointing out the injury 

done to the integrity of the Customs Administration and 

to British and other foreign interests which the Japanese 

Government had undertaken to respect, and requesting that 

instructions be sent to the Japanese authorities at

Shanghai
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Shanghai for the re-establishment of normal customs 

control of all imports and exports other than of 

articles genuinely required for use by Japanese military 

forces.

On January 15 the British ambassador received the 

reply of the Minister for Foreign Affairs, dated January 

12, to his formal note of December 22, which protested 

against the alleged serious violation of the territorial 

waters and of the territory itself of Hong Kong by a 

Japanese naval destroyer on December 11. (embassy's 

telegram No. 675, of December 23, 1937). Mr. Hirota’s 

reply stated that, according to the Japanese investigation 

of the affair, the Japanese destroyer had not talc en the 

Chinese customs patrol in tow, as was stated in the British 

note of December 22, and that it was "scarcely credible” 

to the Japanese Government that men of the Japanese navy 

should have landed without the permission of the authorities 

of Hong Kong. Mr. Kirota’s note added, however, that the 

Japanese Government regretted that Japanese shells had 

fallen within British territorial waters and that British 

territorial waters had been entered without the consent 

of the British authorities; that those responsible for 

the incident had been dealt with appropriately in 

accordance with law; and that the Japanese Davy, in 

view of the occurrence of this incident, had sent strict 

instructions to their detachments in China to take 

adequate precautions against the recurrence of such 

incidents in the future.

The British Ambassador left v/ith the Minister for 

Foreign Affairs on January 18 a memorandum sta.ting that

between
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between Ilovember SO and December 24, 1937, 25,000 

cases of* kerosene nad been imported duty free into 

Tientsin under Japanese military permit and were 

oeing sold in the open market through Japanese dealers 

closely associated with the distribution of smuggled 

cargo brought in through East Hopei. The British 

memorandum stated further that the British Consul 

General at Tientsin had b een instructed to draw the 

attention of the local Japanese authorities to this 

evasion of duty payment, which not only had resulted 

in a loss of revenue of over .(t<200,000 but was also 

resulting in discrimination against British trade.

On January 18 the British Ambassador sent to the 

minister for Foreign affairs a memorandum protesting 

against the refusal of the Japanese naval authorities 

to grant facilities for the navigation of two British 

merchant vessels on the Yangtze Biver. The memorandum 

ended by reminding the Japanese authorities that, as 

stated in the British Ambassador’s memorandum of 

December 28, the British Government claimed absolute 

freedom of movement for British ships on the Yangtze 

Diver.
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CHINESE AMBASSADOR, DR. CHENGTING T. WANG.
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The Chinese Ambassador called at his own request,

primarily, he said, to inform

President to present to him a

and also to hand me a copy of

me of his call on the

letter from Chiang Kai-shek,

the same letter

I inquired what news he had from China. He said

793.94/12353

that the fighting was stiff and that his people were mak-

ing a good showing. I further inquired what he knew

about the reports in the press today to

a large amount of war supplies had gone

m
DO
CO

Into China through

g

the effect that

Hong Kong. He promptly replied that the reports were

true and that such supplies should be helpful for some “n
time.

The
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The Ambassador then said that what his country needed 

was credit, and since they were making extensive purchases 

of goods in this country, his Government was very anxious 

v for all possible cooperation here in the establishment of 

credits. I replied that, of course, his Government had 

considerable available liquid credits here in this coun

try now. He agreed that this was true and that the cred

its were very substantial. I then commented further that 

thus far China had only purchased six or seven million 

dollars of arms and implements of war from this country. 

He did not press the matter further except to say that 

they were looking ahead in thus requesting credits.

I went on to say that at present we were interested 

almost entirely in the passage of the increased armament 

measure and in getting before the country more clearly 

our situation and our policies.

The Ambassador then inquired as to the significance 

z of the withdrawal of the United States armed forces from 

Tientsin. I replied that sometime before the fighting 

broke out in July last, my associates in the Department 

were collaborating in the plan relative to the withdrawal 

of these troops; that the War Department had wanted them 

returned, for one reason, among others, that it was not 

considered a wholesome policy to keep these troops in 

one
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one place and away from this country for an indefinite 

period of time; that, therefore, what is taking plaoe in 

connection with their evacuation is just about what would 

have occurred at this time had no fighting arisen be

tween China and Japan, and, therefore, there is no sig

nificance to the withdrawal of these troops from the stand 

point of China or any other government; that they are 

no longer of any great use where they are now located 

and this is a further reason for their evacuation. I 

said I might go further and say that if trouble had not 

arisen between China and Japan, the Chinese Government 

and my Government equally would have agreed in the desire 

for these troops to come out not later than this date; 

and that the policy of the Chinese Government relative 

to the discontinuance of extraterritoriality at Shanghai 

and elsewhere would have been carried out by this time, 

including the removal of all remaining guards of foreign 

governments. The Ambassador did not take issue with 

this view.

I finally remarked that from every viewpoint, there

fore, it must be apparent to him and his Government 

that there is no significance in the evacuation of this 

regiment from Tientsin. I said further that the British 

had recalled their troops temporarily sent to Shanghai 

just
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just as we had recalled ours temporarily sent 

city; and that we took this action in sending 

and returning them upon the recommendation of 

Yarnell in charge of the Asiatic squadron.

O.H.

- biS

to that

the Marines

Admiral

S CH:MA
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CHINESE EMBASSY 
WASHINGTON

Hankow, January 30, 1938.

Dear President Roosevelt:

I was greatly pleased to receive on January 24 

through His Excellency the American Ambassador here a 

telegraphic copy of Your Excellency’s letter of Janu

ary 11 in reply to my message of December 24, 1937.

I have been deeply moved by the warm tone in 

which you have responded to my appeal. Your earnest 

hope for a settlement of the present conflict with such 

reasonable provisions as you have indicated coincides 

with the very object of our sanguinary struggle against 

Japan’s aggression and vandalism. We are not only de

fending our own rights and our own national integrity, 

but also striving for the preservation of the rights 

and interests of all powers concerned. In a settlement 

you have visualized, we will show due regard even for 

Japan’s rights and legitimate interests in China.

I am happy to learn that you are giving constant 

study and thought to the problem of the ways and means 

which

The President

The White House

Washington, D. C.
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which may contribute most effectively toward promoting 

peace and facilitating international cooperation. The 

United States has always played a leading role in the 

promotion of international peace and order in general 

and justice and harmony in the Far East in particular. 

We recall with gratification the historical instances 

in which the United States endeavored to meet the dis

turbing conditions in this part of the world with time

ly and helpful intervention. At the end of the last 

century when China was going through the most trying 

period of her diplomatic relations, it was the American 

Government which initiated (and has ever since upheld) 

the principle of equal opportunity for the commerce and 

industry of all nations. It was again through the ef

fort of the President of the United States of America 

as mediator that a Far Eastern conflict in the beginning 

of this century was brought to an end. That the Wash

ington Conference at which the Pacific questions were 

discussed and settled owed its origin and success to the 

United States of America is a fact which is still fresh 

in our memory.

Your great country has not only significantly con

tributed toward the general cause of peace and concord 

in the Far East, but has from time to time given exem

plary
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plary assistance of one kind, or another to the Govern

ment and. the people of China. The United. States was 

the first country which remitted, to China the American 

portion of the indemnity of 1901. The American univer

sities and colleges have imparted useful knowledge to 

countless Chinese youth who, imbued with American ideals, 

have returned to render valuable service in the develop

ment of this country. The American generous public has 

given us inestimable aid and relief in time of dire need. 

American financial help such as the Cotton and Wheat Loan 

has contributed in no small measure to China’s success 

in carrying out her plan of national rehabilitation and 

reconstruction. The American Government was the first 

to conclude with the Chinese Government a treaty restor

ing to China the right to tariff autonomy. All these 

and other instances testify to the traditional friend

ship which exists between the United States and China.

It is the acknowledged leadership of the American 

Government in the common task for seeking international 

oeace and security that has led all other powers to look 

to the United States for co-operation in dealing with 

the present catastrophe in the Far East. It is on the 

strength of the unexcelled Sino-American friendship that 

China naturally looks to the United States for assistance

during
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during our momentous struggle for national existence. 

Permit me, Mr. President, to appeal to you once more 

to do everything possible to help hasten the end of 

Japan's aggression and the realization of the ideal for 

which both China and the United States of America firm

ly stand. It is our urgent wish that the United States 

will enable us to continue our resistance. I leave it 

to Your Excellency to decide what further measures may 

be adopted by the United States to bring about the final 

settlement you have in mind. I am as confident as ever 

that our common cause for peace and justice for the 

sanctity of treaties and for orderly and amicable re

lationshin among nations is destined to win.

Very sincerely yours,

Chiang Kai-shek
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Enclosure No. 3 to despatch 
No. 2741 dated January 21, 1938, 
from the Embassy at Tokyo.

STRICTLY CONFIDENTR'iL

SECTION III

STEPS TAKEN BY THE FRENCH EMBASSY IN TOKYO KITH RESPECT 
TO THE SINO-JAPANESE CONFLICT FROM JANUARY 5 TO JANUARY 18, 
1938, INCLUSIVE (SO FAR AS KNOWN TO THE AMERICAN EMBASSY).

The French Ambassador called on the Minister for 

Foreign Affairs on January 12 and protested against 

the recent bombing of a French Catholic Mission at 

Yungning, as a result of which one missionary of French 

nationality was killed and another badly wounded.
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1126 Washington Building 
Los Angeles, California 
February 4, 1938

Hon. Cordell Hull 
Secretary of State 
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Hull:

For purposes of further reference

obtain a copy of that remarkable document, the

TANAKA MEMORIAL. I have followed up every lead 

as to how to obtain such copy, including those 

centering in San Francisco and Los Angeles, but 

uniformly without success. Would you, there

fore, kindly inform me where I can obtain a 

copy? I would be grateful for your helpful

information.

Erne
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In
FE

reply refer to 
793.94/12352 .

Mr. Ernest Lang;

1126 Washington Building

Los Angeles, California

Sir:

FEB

The

February

obtain a

receipt is acknowledged of your letter of

4, 1938, in which you ask where you can

copy of the "Tanaka Memorial"

A pamphlet containing what is alleged

English translation of the above-mentioned

was published by the World Peace Movement

Row, New York City

ba in existence the

where a copy of the

to be an

document

108 Park

Should this organization no longer

Department has no information as to

document in question might be ob-

tained. It is suggested that you may

the public libraries in your city for

this regard

OK z v
12 1938. PM

wish to consult

Information in

Sincerely yours

For the Secretary of State:

t-

Ff ■
FE:E&C:HES 
2-11

Maxwell M. Hamilton 
Chief 

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

793.94/
I

04 
G1 
ro
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PREPARING OFFICE 
# WILL INDICATE WHETHER 

Collect
Charge Department 

OR

Charge to 
$

TO BE TRANSMITTED 

CONFIDENTIAL CODE 

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE
PARTAIR

PLAIN

1938 FEB 8 PM 6 13

jcr£
Washington, s z /

February 8, 1938.

AMERICAN CONSUL

CANTON (China).

Following for]Captain/Roberts^from/War Department/

QUOTE /if it can be/arranged^with/safetysend a/ 

weekly?summary/via! China|Clipperl I War Department/is 

considering /sending you /to /Lungjshow/vialNaijning/and /re

turn | via [Kwei/linj or/possibly/ to/Yunnan(and desires/your 

recommendatioijsj. END QUOTE.

FE;ARR:NN

Enciphered by

793.94/12554
 

F/FG

Sent by operator M. 19...

D. C. R.—No. 50 1—1462 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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February 8, 1938•

TO CANTON:

FOLLOWING FOR CAPTAIN ROBERTS FROM WAR DEPÏiRTMENT:

If it can be arranged with safety, send a weekly summary 

via China Clipper* War Department is considering sending you to 

Lungchow via Nanning and return via Kweilin or possibly to Yunnan 

and desires your recommendations*

793.94/12354
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE____M2.00.Pt..R,7121__________ ________  FOR._.De<18?7

from_____ Canada_________ ____ ____ < Palmer_________ ) DATED .Feb* 5, 1938
#/ NAME 1—1127 opo

REGARDING:
Anti-Japanese feeling. Attempted bombing of Japanese 

vessel. Report of -.

JAL
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.n l..dlofttloa of the »r.ti-Jfep«wieae feeling, y&rtiou- 

lerly on the kaâifla coast, 3*y be ed>iue«& rrca the reocw- 

■■-wndatlon of .apt&in Lucr';r«Kor Mecl^tosh, : oasarvstlv© 

Lentbex- •the British ualuable Legislature, for n «ensue 

of nil J•.panose in British Colw&bla which he dosorlbed ae 

I-',per.,tive as a first at©;- in remedying the most serious 

-.Tl entai penetration of our industrial life, Ke went on to 

sr-y th t neither nor Victoria has any roeurut©

fi.*^ure© of the number of Jnptmetie in the province. Hot- 

withstanding th© Gentlemen* a ^feessent of 19GB, llrsttir^ 

the number of $■ «atering Canada to one hundred end

fifty nunuslly, he voioes the opinion:

”1» a few short yeurs tTleiit©! penetration 
will, beock's© vital to our very existence."

The Va< couver D.JLY states that according to

the 1VB1 census, which is recorded ats cmjdfetely mis

leading, in »o far us it uffoots rlentbl», there were in 

British ColuabU £?,13C .'.zhinese and SB,80S Japanese. It 

ini‘or «Uy éctlaates that the actual figures &re 30,000 

lapfittose and 22,COO Chinese, as the census takers were 

beiiavcd to have described ■ any Japanese ta /hlnes®. 't. 

H. heal ehl, Japanese consul at Vancouver, challenged the 

■'■ yooch of uaptsln liselntoah <8®id stated that th© Jspun©so In 

British coluoble were legally ad-.itted ©nd discounted the 

suggestion that in th© near future leysn will control 

fishing, poultry and s ©12 farming in British ^luabls.

■’h*» fact that the recent attempted W&blnf of the 

lapimeae vessel in ’«attle was »ade by Canadians was duly 

noted in ths ,resa. Otherwise the wtter Mseed. wore or 

less «» « routine new a item of the day. B. *î. Li^sett, 

writing in the Toronto ;*TAA on January 24th, oaa-.enta that 

ctÆ&d© her not yet determined whether an expression of 

roerot to Japan'ovor en attempt of two Canadians to blow 

up a Je./no®©© stoasser la settle harbor lest w««h is called 

for. Be quotes ir. Shelton, Vnfer eert-tary of ftete for 

external -.riMrs, us saying: that tho aatter hee not yet 

been oousidered. He goes on to say tbst it is known that 

secret aualaipul end herbor police at Venoouver and victoria 

have been instructed to minteln ths utaost Vigil ©nee to 

prevent any repetition of the "settle plot In Cftjieâian
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JR
This„,telcgrarn must be From 
closelv paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone.

ACTION: NAVY DEPARTMENT

INFO; CINCAF
ASTALUSNA SHANGHAI 
CO’YANGPAT 
COMSOPAT 
amambassador china 
SECOND BRIGADE USÏÎC

ALUSNA PEIPING

February 8, 1958

einforcements continue pass0008. Large scale Jap 

southward to Shunt chan Danyang Nippon source reiterates 

concentration their troops plus Manchukuoans at Paotau 

preparing for drive southwestward. Reliable reports 

confirm Red army daily attack Sinphanti source great 

Japanese worry. 1555.
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Rec’cL 5:44 p.m

Washington, D

Êftètô Feb. 5

Moscow

7
m.Reference to my telegram No. 5, January 8

RGC

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

This t^XEEram must be 
ly paraphrased 

before being communicated 
to anyone. (C)

Secretary of State

35, February 5, 5p.m

Yuiming, Chinese Charge d’Affaires, told me the 

following yesterday in strict confidence

One. (A) The mission of Sun Fo has obtained its 

first objective, namely, the creation of an atmosphere 

of mutual confidence which permits a friendly exchange of 

views (whether or not he meant by this statement that 

contact had been established with Stalin is not clear).

(B) The negotiations are considered to be of so 

delicate a nature that the members of the mission avoid 

seeing any persons except the highest Soviet officials 

for fear their statements or actions may be given a false 

Interpretation; they are not even telegraphing their 

home government since they do not trust their own codes. 

Telegraphing is unnecessary, however, since the mission 

has full powers to negotiate and sign without reference 

to the Chinese Government.

(C) Most members have an American education and are

carrying
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RGC -2- #35 from Moscow 

carrying on negotiations with best western traditions; 

they will give no promise which China will not Jçeep, 

which it may regret in happier years or which may pre

judice the position in China of other friendly powers,

(D) Rumors that the Soviet Government is agreeing to 

recognize full Chinese sovereignty over Outer Mongolia 

in return for certain concessions or that the Kremlin 

is intriguing with'the purpose of having Chiang Kai Shek 

replaced by more liberal Chinese leaders are Japanese 

inspired.

Two. Although I elaborated somewhat on the various 

rumors relating to Mongolia, he did not deny that Mongolia 

figures in the negotiations. It has not been possible 

as yet to obtain through any authoritative source in this 

particular the concrete points under discussion.

Three, (A) Japan estimates the present strength of 

the Trans-Baikal army at about twenty divisions totalling 

slightly more than 350,00Qfnen. Our Military Attache 

considers this figure as excessive.

(B) During recent weeks there has been a tendency 

to move those divisions hitherto stationed in the neighbor

hood of Baikal towards the east and to replace them with 

fresh troops from Central Siberia,

(C) His Government
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RGC -5- #35 from Moscow

(0) His Government is somewhat concerned at uncon

firmed rumors that troops are being concentrated in rather 

large numbers in central Siberia in localities which would 

permit their rapid transfer into the Trans-baikal region.

(D) There are two fully equipped Soviet divisions in 

Outer Mongolia.

(E) In his opinion the Soviet Union does not desire 

to enter into an armed conflict with Japan at present 

although during recent weeks it has been following a policy 

only short thereof.

Four. There is little doubt that shipments of supplie 

and equipment which could be devoted to military purposes 

have been going to the Far East in larger volume than 

usual during the last six weeks. The supplies apparently 

include both clothing and foodstuffs; nevertheless the 

foreign observers in whom I have most confidence still
CUtfL.

feel that these measures pl) precautionary measures only 

and that the Soviet Union is not seriously preparing to 

make an attack on Japan.

Five. The Soviet press although continuing to carry 

on an anti-Japanese campaign nevertheless from time to 

time displays resentment at rumors that the Soviet Union

is preparing to enter the wah in the Far East» An article
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in PRAVDA for instance denounces the authors of

slandErous rumors who are seeking tc/excite Japan against

3-1' the Soviet Union by intimating/"that the Soviet Union is

preparing to make an attack on Japan", Th^irticle continues: 

" they are trying to frighten the Japanese to persuade 

them that it is necessary to hurry and beat the Soviet 

Union to it. On the other hand they are endeavoring to 

provoke the Soviet Union by trying to prove the necessity 

of a preventive move against Japan. In vain are the 

reactionary English circles secretly nourishing the hope 

that they will be able to turn the wave of aggression 

away from the British Empire."

HENDERSON

HPD
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[CONFIDENTIAL]
P ARA P II RASE

A telegram (no. 38) of February 5, 1938, from the American 

Embassy at Moscow reads substantially as follows:

on February 4 the American Chargé d•Affaires received In 

strict confidence from the Chinese Chargé d’Affaires (ïulming) 

Information to the following effect: The first objective of 

Sun Fo’s mission has been achieved. That objective is the 

creation of an atmosphere of mutual confidence which allows 

an exchange of views In a friendly way. (It Is not clear 

whether by this statement Yulming ntaant that contact had boon 

established with Stalin.) Most of the members of the mission 

are Anorlcan educated and ar© carrying on negotiations in the 

best western traditions. They will make no promise which 

their country (China) will not keep, which say prejudice the 

position of other friendly powers in China or which China may 

regret in happier years. Tho negotiations are regarded as so 

delicate in nature tliat members of the mission see no one ex

cept highest officials of the Soviet Government for Bear a 

false interpretation my be given to their actions or state

ments. Since they do not trust their own codes members of the 

mission are not even telegraphing their own government, how

ever, as the mission has full powers to negotiate and sign 

without reference to their home government, it is unnecessary 

to telegraph. Japanese inspiration is responsible for rumors 

to the effect that the Soviet Government is intriguing with a 

view to having General Ohlang Kai-shek replaced by more liberal 

Chinese leaders or tb-at in return for certain concessions the
Soviet
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Soviet Government Is agreeing to recognise full sovereignty 

of the Chinese Government over Cuter Mongolia.

The American Chargé d’affaires elaborated somewhat on the 

different rxsaors concerning Mongolia, but the Chinese Chargé 

did not deny that Mongolia Is being considered in the negotia
tions. As yet the American Chargé has not been able to obtain 

from any authoritative source in this particular the specific 

points which are being discussed.

The present strength of the Trans-Baikal army is approxi

mately twenty divisions with a total of a little more than 

350,000 men, according to Japanese estimates, which the 

American Military Attaché regards as excessive. There has 
been a tendency during the past few weeks to move toward the 

east the divisions which have been stationed hitherto In the 

neighborhood of Baikal and to put fresh troops from Central 

Liberia in their place. Unconfirmed rumors to the effect 

tl-at troops in rather large numbers are being concentrated 

In localities in Central Siberia, which would allow their 

speedy transfer into the Trans-Baikal region, la causing some 
concern to the Chinese Government. In Outer Mongolia there 

are two fully equipped divisions of soviet troops. Although 

during the past few weeks the Soviet Union has been pursuing 

a policy only short of armed conflict with Japan, the Chinese 

Chargé .et’Affaires Is of the opinion that the Soviet Government 

does not want to enter into such a conflict.

There is not'much doubt but that shipments of equipment 
and
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and supplies, including apparently both foodstuffs and slothing, 

which could be used for military purposes have during the last 

six weeks been going in larger volume to the Far Fast than is 

usual* Nevertheless, it is the feeling of foreign observers in 

whom the American Chargé las most confidence that the Soviet 

Union ie not preparing seriously to attack Japan and that these 

masures are merely precautionary measures*

Although it continues to carry on a campaign against the 

Japanese, nevertheless, Soviet newspapers from time to time 

show resentment on account of rumors that the Soviet Govern

ment is making ready to enter war in the Far East. For in

stance, an article In Pravda and (#) censures the

authors of slanderous manors who are trying to inflame Japan 

against th© Soviet Government by intimating "that the Soviet 

Union is preparing to make an attack on Japan". The article 

states also that the authors of these rumors are endeavoring 

to frighten the Japanese in order to persuade them that "It 

is necessary to hurry and beat th® Soviet Union to it". On 

the other hand, the authors of these rumors are trying to 

provoke th® soviet Government by attempting to prove that a 

preventive nove against Japan is necessary, according to this 

article, and reactionary English circles are vainly nourishing 

the secret hope that they will be able to turn away from^the 

British Bnpire th© wave of aggression, 

793*94/12557 FE:wC:HES FE 2-10

I
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

COMSOPAT
From

February 8, 1938

Rec’d 7;43 p. m*
■'«****'

ACTION: OPNAV *
INFO : BINCAF

2nd BRIGADE USMC 
COMSUBRON 5 
COMDESRON 5 4-
CINCAF, ADMINISTRATIVE 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0008 Air raids Samshui Railroad west of Canton

three DSP sighted. Other South China ports quiet 2000
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

COMYANGPAT

February 8, 1958

Rec’d 7:44 p.m.
-4* /

ACTION: OPNAV 
INFO : CINCAF

2ND BRIGADE, USMC 
YANGPAT 
COMSUBRON 5 
COMDESRON 5 
CINCAF 
COMSOPAT
AMAMBAS3AD0R CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0008 Eleven Japanese bombers with attending pursuits

raided airdrome and arsenal Hankow 1430 today. Nine

medium bombers attacked air field Ichang at 1300 2330

SMS:NPL

793.94/12359
 

F/FG
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TELEGRAM RECEIVERME
PLAIN AND GRAY

From
Hankow via N.R.

1—1336

Dated February 9, 1938

Secretary of State, 

V/ashington,

February 9, noon

Tankovj airfield t

yesterday afternoon by eleven Japanese planes, Ichang 

airfield by nine, with little damage one Chinese plane 

shot down here. Another alarm today but planes did not 
arrive.

Sent to Peiping.

JOSSELYN

JS

79O
.94/I2360

 
F/FG
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NOTE

SEE.......sjQQ.‘.5..11?./13Sl__________  ______ FOR Tel 37 noon________________

FROM__ .Gaimany_________________ (...Gilbert-------- .) DATED _J!eh....2...1238..-----------
TQ NAME 1—1137 are

REGARDING:

Chinese-Japanese Conflict.
The German press continues its neutral attitude toward the 

printing without comment despatches reporting efforts of the Chinese dele
gation to obtain League support for their country#

G

793.94 /12361
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JR GRAY

Berlin (part air)

Dated February 2, 1938

Rec’d 8:25 a.m., 3rd.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

37, February 2, noon.

News desnatches in the German controlled press 

concerning the meeting of the League Council were critical 

in tone and usually under headlines contemptuously express

ing the view that the League is a moribund institution.

The only strictly editorial comment on the Council 

meeting, thett of Kircher in two articles in the FRANKFURTER 

ZEITUNG, was however much milder in tone. Kircher’s 

editorials stated "none of the speakers talked of withdrawal 

but most of them are so hampered by critical thoughts that 

they no longer devote their whole strength to that which 

Wilson’s creation should have been or might perhaps still 

become”. The article further stated "one will make quick 

progress when the others have dropped the prejudice that 

those outside of Geneva are by nature disturbers of the 

peac e”.

While
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#37, February 2, noon, from Berlin.

While Kircher is generally supposed here to work 

closely with the German Foreign Office the relative 

mildness of his editorial discussion of the Le-ague 

contrasts with statements in a recent review of nationalist 

foreign policy published by the Foreign Office. The 

review attacked the Treaty of Versailles and stated that 

"since in addition there was an institution which covered 

with its authority these injustices and degredations of 

the German people there can therefore be no stop to the 

struggle of the German people against this institution".

The German press continues its neutral attitude 

toward the Chinese Japanese conflict printing without 

comment despatches reporting efforts of the Chinese 

delegation to obtain League support for their country. 

The TAGE3LATT printed a news despatch from Geneva claiming 

that Eden and Delbos have been influencing China’s 

representative at the League not to bring up the question 

of sanctions against Japan promising him in return that 

their governments would not only support greater deliveries 

of munitions to China but would also "bring influence to 

bear upon President Roosevelt in this sense". This 

despatch asserted that the American Minister in Bern 

"had been asked to sound out Washington along this line."

GILBERT

RRsHPD
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SEE 893.102 S/1603 FOR Tel. 212, noon

FROM _^.^hai ( Gauss DATED Feb. 5, 1936
TO NAME 1—1127

REGARDING:

(Tokyo1s No. 76, Feb. 4, 3pm, Grew):
Several plans being pushed forward for improvement of position 
of Japanese residents in International Settlement in Shanghai; 
intention of government to establish a "Sino-Japanese organ" 
outside Settlement area, and in particular to make Yangtze area 
center of expansion of Japanese interests.

793.947 12362

Cq
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JR"'- - GRAY

Shanghai via N. R.

Dated February 5, 1938

Rec’d 9 : 40 a.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington.

212, February 5, noon. f

Following is repeated as Tokyo’s No* 76, February 4, 

3 p.m.

”76, February 4, 3 p.m.

0ns. The Foreign Minister at a budget committee 

meeting yesterday stated in reply to an interpellation 

regarding the plans of the Government in respect of the 

International Settlement in Shanghai that several plans 

were being pushed forward for the improvement of the 

position of the Japanese residents in the International 

Settlement. He added, however, that Inasmuch as there • 

were various regulations within the Settlement area it 

was the intention of the government to establish a ”Sino- 

Japanese organ” outside the Settlement area, and in 

particular, to make the Yangtze area the center of 

expansion of JapanesE interests.

Two. If the statement seems to you to have special 

significance please repeat to the Department and to 

Hankow as our 76, February 4, 3 p.m., and add such comment 

as you may care to make. Please inform me of action taken 

Grew”.

PEG:RR GAUSS
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR 1—1336 Froi#RAY

COPiES SPAT T9 j
O.N.i. AA • A ' •

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

Chefoo via N. R*

Dated February 8, 1938

February 8, 3 p.m.

Please refer to paragraph one my February 6, 11 a.m.

Telegram from Lungkow today stated that Japanese 

troops occupied Lungkow 6th but that they had not seized 

customs there.

ALLEN

SHSjNPLsJS

Ü

793.94/12363
 

F/FG
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NOTE

gEE 760H • 65y^774:________ ________ FOR_______H“_-SpiD---------------------

FROM_____Yugoslavia. (...Ledie.............—) DATED ..-Eabx5^12bB___.------

TO NAME 1—1127 aro

REGARDING- Ear Eastern situation» Statement of Hitler that he does not 
wish China to be destroyed despite the British fears to that 
effect# He said that Great Britain had warned Germany to be 
careful of Japanas it is a menace to the white race* His 
answer was that Japan was equally a menaoo after the great war#
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR 1—1336
From

SECOND BRIGADE USMC

February 9 1938

Rec’d 10:40 a.m

ACTION: CINCAF FLAG & ADMINISTRATIVE

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT '
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

outflank

Hwai River

attacked

8609. Japanese force driving northwestward along

south bank north fork of Hwai River in effort

Tsinpu defenses. Japanese claim have crossed

vicinity Hwaiyuan. Chinese guerilla reported

garrison at Sungkiang on Shanghai Hangchow railway. Other-

sectors quiet. 1854

793.94/12365

CSB

h
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

TO 1—1330
JR From
A portion of this telegram Canton via N. R.
must be closely paraphrased
before being communicated Dated February 8, 1938 
to anyone. (A)

Rec’d 4 a.m., 9th.

AMEMBASSY PEIPING 
AMEMBASSY HANKOW 
AMCONSUL SHANGHAI 
xxMCONSITL SWATOW

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

February 8, 3 p.m.

Practically no air raiding

v - C

sixth and seventh due

rainy weather. Fourth and fifth raiding by about forty 

planes morning and afternoon flights over many points. 

Heavy bombing Hankow Railway fourth and Hong Kong Railway 

fifth failed to cut lines. Waichow and nearby villages 

reported bombed, machine gunned several times. Whampoa 

and important highways raided, also numerous small towns 

in delta and other districts around Canton, Considerable 

dropping propaganda leaflets also reported, available 

information indicates recent increased machine gun attacks 

on interior points and river traffic; impossible ascertain 

degree of military justification but undoubtedly causing 

a number civilian casualties. Relling stock, especially 

locomotives, now apparently chief objective of railway 

raiding probably account of meager and temporary results
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-2- February 8, 3 p.m., from Canton via N. R.

of bombing roadbed and bridges, (END GRAY) Hankow Railway 

reports eight and Hong Kong Railway four locomotives put 

out of commission.

(GRAY) Press reports February 5 firing near Kongmoon 

by Japanese planes on junk belonging to Texas Oil Company 
) 

and flying American flag; one Chinese boatman reported 

wounded. This office.seeking verification of incident.

Official sources describe naval and aerial bombardments 

of Bocca Tigris^February 4, 5, 6, as severe but ineffective-y" 

confirm reports of Japanese shellings and attempted 

landings of marines at Pocn (near Hong Kong border) and 

vicinity of Tongka (ten miles north of Macao) successfully 

resisted though force of about 300 marines effected landing 

on Keiou Island (in Pearl River) about fourteen miles north 
' 'w-v-x, 

of Macacu Importance of reported Japanese plot believed 

greatly exaggerated by press. In any event now appears 

to have been effectively suppressed. No local officials^ 

apparently involved; best information indicating that 

principal local culprit was grandson of former Manchu 

Canton official. ( City qui et though precautions'"still 

taken and wild rumors, all description circulating 

evidently Japanese inspired. Some observers believe 

intended only create diversion to prevent despatch^South 

China troops to north. (GRAY) Current rumors of 

departure
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departure of Japanese expedition three divisions from 

Formosa unconfirmed and British sources~Hong Kong report 

that there are no signs of such movement. (PLAIN) The 

press however reported arrival of Japanese Rear Admiral 

Ta Hsiung (Mandarin Romanization) in South China waters.
A - \

(END PLuIN) Referring to my telegram February 4th, 8 p,m., 

regarding removal airplane assembly plant to the interior, 

reliably reported that twenty more Gloucester Gladiators 

and twenty Bellancas now in Hong Kong awaiting shipment. 

Three new thousand horsepower twin motor Martin 

bombers with automatically adjusting pitch propeller 

were recently shipped by rail to Hankow,

Vernacular press greets Geneva resolutions fairly 

favorably on ground half a loaf better than none; has 

carried several editorials voicing satisfaction over 

Germany’s attitude including one by Government paper 

expressing confidence that German Government reorganization 

is propitious for China, Mailed Hong Kong,

LINNELL

CSB
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[CONFIDENTIAL]

PARAPHRASE

A telegram of February 8, 1933, from the American Consul 

General at Canton reads substantially as follows 1

Luo to rainy weather there was practically no air raid

ing on February 6 and 7. On the 4th and Sth there was raid

ing by about forty planes in morning and afternoon flight» 

over many points. There was heavy boirhlng of Hankow Railway 

on the 4th and Hong Kong Railway on the Sth failed to out 

lines. Walchow and nearby villages were reported bombed, 

r.iaohlne gunnod several times. Whampoa and important highways 

were raided, also numerous small towns in the delta and other 

districts around Canton. Considerable dropping of propaganda 

leaflets was also reported. Available information indicates 

roccnt increased machine gun attacks on interior po'nts and 

river traffic? Impossible to ascertain degree of military 

Justification hut undoubtedly causing a number of civilian 

casualties. Rolling stock, especially locomotives, are now 

apparently the chief objective of railway raiding, probably 

on account of meager and temporary results of boribing roadbed 

and bridges. The Hong Kong hallway reports four locomotives 

put out of eowiisalon and the Hankow Railway reports eight.

press reports February 5 firing near Kongraoon by Japanese 

pianos on junk belonging to Texas Oil Company and flying 

American flagj one Chinese boatman is reported wounded. This 

office is seeking verification of the incident.

Official sources describe naval and aerial bombardments 

of Rocca Tigris on February 4, 5, 6 as severe but ineffective 
and
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and confirm report» of Japanese «helling» end attempted land

ings of marine» at Poon (near Hong Kong border) and vicinity 

of Tongka (ten miles north of Macao) successfully reslated, 

though force of about 300 marines effected landing on Keiou 

Island (in Pearl Hiver) about fourteen miles north of Macao. 

It is bcl’evod that the importance of the reportod Japanese 

plot is much exaggerated by tho press. In any event it now 

appears to have been effectively suppressed. No local offi

cials are apparently Involved, best information indicating 

that principal local culprit was grandson of former Manohu 

Canton official. The city is quiet, though precautions are 

still ta^en ©nd wild rumors all description circulating evi

dently Japanese inspired. Some observers believe it was in

tended only to create diversion to prevent despatch of South 

China troops to north. Current rumors of departure of Japa

nese expedition three divisions from Formosa are unconfirmed 

and British sources In Hong Kcng report that there are no 

signs of such movement. The press, however, reported the ar

rival of Japanese Hear Admiral Ta Hsiung (Mandarin Romanisa

tion) in South China waters. Referring to the Consul Gener

al’s telegram of February 4 concerning the removal to the 

interior of an airplane assembly plant, there are reliable 

reports to the effect that twenty Bellancas and twenty more 

Gloucester Gladiators arc in Hong Kong now awaiting shipment. 

Recently there were shipped to Hankow by railway three new ( ?) 

thousand horsepower twin motor Martin bombers equipped with 
automatically
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autoaatically adjusting pitch propeller.

Several editorial* voicing satisfaction over Germany’s 

attitude have been carried in the vernacular press» One of 

those editorials by a Government paper expressed confidence 

that the reorganization of the German Government is propi

tious for China. The Geneva resolutions are greeted fairly 

favorably by tlie vernacular press on the ground that half a 

loaf is bettor than none.

793.94/12366

FE:EGC:HES 
2-10

FE
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NOTE

___ 892.00 P.R./105 Fn(, despatch #74

FROM...®.!??_____________ ____________ (...???!???.______ .) DATED.....???.-..

TO NAME 1—1127

REGARDING:

Siamese attitude toward Sino-Japanese hostilities.

M

■ ■»* ***«•* «•» -
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NOTE

SEE____

FROM_____ Shanghai.

TO
■— (..Gauss.-------------- _) DATED

NAME 1—1127 aro

REGARDING:
Smo-Japanese conflict: Report on flag incident 

at Wuhu and conditions after Japanese 
occupation.

793.94/ 
12368

\/°V'

FOR ..Despatch../.114.g.

.Ian,...&,.._1928
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Hullrii ÏJÙunluT (£nni|Tjny
Manufariun’rs of lumber

"" co ^IU1 ^onûnn, Wisconsin February 7, 195g.

mt. Cordell Hull, 
o'ecy of ÏÏÈbiÊt®, 
#aéftington,:D. a»

co

Dc_x- decretax-y Hull:

Our local Rotary Club has asked me€4 q?4

uo talk on the Japanese Invasion of China» I would 

appreciate it if your office would be kind enough 

to send me any literature you feel free to offex* 

on thia subject»

Tuis question has created a great deal 

of interest, and we would of course like to secure

CD 
01
0)
■k

a speaker with first hand information, but us our club

is small, we are doing the next best, and that is to 69
22

 I

ask our members to secure the information and give a

talk before the members

Therefore >ny references or Information

wuich you would be kind enough to send me will be

appreciated

Yours very tx-

rn

Benj. Hart^uist,

BH New London, Wls
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In reply refer to
FE 793.94/12369

terT^.a"y

My dear Mr. Hartquists

In reply to your letter of February 7, 1938, in 

which you request that you be supplied with information 

which will be helpful to you in preparing a talk on the 

’’Japanese Invasion of China", there are enclosed here

with copies of various documents, as listed below, re

lating to the situation in the Far East.

It is suggested that you might find it helpful 

also to consult the librarian of your public library 

who may be able to supply you with references to cur

rent periodicals and newspapers containing information 

on the subject in which you are interested.

Sincerely yours,

For the Secretary of State»Ok I ’’T/V
„ Maxwell M. Hamilton

VW. -aV Chief
Division of Far Eastern Affairs 

Enclosures :
(See following page.)

Mr. Benjamin Hartqulst, •
New London, Wisconsin. V-—*-
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Enclosures:
Press releases of the 

Department of State, 
July 16, August 17, 
23, September 20, 22 
(2), 28, 30, October 
6 (3), 16 (2), 27, 
November 2, 13, 15, 
22, 27, 30, December 
6, 12, 13 (4), 14 
(2), 16, 21, 24, 25, 
1937, January 10, 14, 
22, 27 (3), 28, 31, 
and February 4, 1938.
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THE UNDER SECRETARY

January 25, 1938.

Dr.^Hpï'ffêeck:

The Secretary has seen x 
Mr. Matsukata this morning, 
but has not yet prepared a 
memorandum of conversation.

I return these memos, 
which the Secretary has seen, 

mh. humbeck *//
JAN 2 5 1938

•
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Adviser on Political Relations

ary 22, 1938.

COMMENT fÿ /J
I haveKiv^ to the question

whether Mr. Matsukffi^was instructed or 
inspired by hr^s®Wernment to make the approach 
of which account is given in the memorandum 
here attached. (At one point in the conversa
tion, Mr. Matsukata stated with emphasis that 
he was not an official, was not connected 
with the Government, and could speak without 
responsibility.) xs

I greatly doubt whether his bringing up 
of the question of good offices was inspired 
by the Tokyo Government. I think it likely 
that he has been instructed to make explora- 
tions and find out and report on subjects p 
information with regard to which may be of . 
value to his Government in several fields; 
likely that .Ambassador Saito may have sug- çg, 
gested that he raise the question of good 
offices in order to elicit whatever reply and 
whatever comments such an inquiry might 
evoke; likely that Matsukata himself feels 
that pressure by the United States toward 
bringing the hostilities to an end would be 
of tremendous value to Japan; possible that 
he may have gotten his inspiration from con
versation with American friends, of whom 
several in New York and at least one in 
Washington feel that Japan is destroying 
herself through continuance and extension of 
the operation of her armed forces in China.
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I feel that the position declared to Mr. 
Matsukata by Mr. Welles was absolutely sound: 
that this Government will (novz) make no move 
in this matter unless it has first been asked 
to do so by the Japanese and the Chinese 
Governments officially (and formally).

I feel that we should set our minds 
against any embarkation by the United States 
Government alone into the field of mediation 
between Japan and China. If and when we are 
confronted with the necessity for deciding 
whether or not vze will accept a rôle in that 
field, we should not accept that rôle without 
having first considered very carefully the 
advisability of there being associated with 
us in it the governments of some other 
countries, Great Britain in particular.
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subject: Situation in the Far East and Suggestion by 
Mr. Matsukata that the United States Offer 

A Good Offices.

Mr. Matsukata’s call on Mr. Welles followed upon a 

request by Mr. L. J. Hunt of New York City, by letter, 

and a request made by the Japanese Embassy here that 

Mr. Welles receive Mr. Matsukata.

Mr. Welles had not been informed that Mr. Matsukata

would raise the question which Mr. Matsukata did raise.

Mr. Welles had in advance asked Mr. Hornbeck to be 

present at the interview.

When Mr. Matsukata entered Mr. Welles’ office, 

Mr. Welles said to Mr. Matsukata that he had known and

had considered it a privilege to know, when he was in 

Japan in the years at the beginning of the World War,

Mr.
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Mr. Matsukata’s father, and that he was very glad to 

meet that father’s son.

Mr. Matsukata appropriately acknowledged this 

friendly overture, remarked that Mr. "elles had mentioned 

meeting his father during the World 7,'ar, and made the 

observation that he, Matsukata, had now come here at a 
11 f(

time when Japan was at war. He then referred to some 
features of the present situation’lled up to/and made 

an inquiry whether the American Government might not 

tender to Japan and China the good offices of this country. 

He developed his statement/inquiry/in a manner which 

implied or warranted inference that he felt that the exist

ing situation is one of disadvantage and hazard to Japan, 

and he stressed the possibility of its leading to serious 

controversy or conflict between Japan and other countries, 

with the implication that it therefore makes the position 

of other countries hazardous.

Mr. Welles said that he wished to be perfectly frank 

and wished to make the attitude and position of this Gov

ernment clear beyond the possibility of any misunderstand

ing. He would ask Mr. Hornbeck to state on what occasions 

this Government had already proffered its good offices. 

Mr. Hornbeck said that, on July 12, five days after the 

first aimed clash between the Japanese and the Chinese 

near Peiping, the Secretary of State, in conversation with

the
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the Japanese Ambassador, had stated that this Government 

regretted the outbreak of these hostilities, hoped that 

they would not spread, and would be prepared to be of 

assistance to the Japanese and the Chinese Governments, 

if they were willing, toward composing their differences;

that the Secretary had said the same thing

Ambassador at that time;^that, thereafter, 

to the Chinese

on the occasion

of almost every interview which he had had with the Japa

nese and the Chinese Ambassadors respectively, the Secretary 

had reiterated those points. Mr. Welles raised question 

of the position taken by this Government at the Brussels 

Conference, and Mr. Hornbeck went on to say that at the 

Brussels Conference this Government and the other Confer

ence powers, taking note of the Japanese Government’s 

reply to the Belgian Government’s invitation in terms 

indicating that the Japanese Government was not prepared 

to attend the Conference, had suggested to and requested 

of the Japanese Government that that Government appoint 

a representative to confer with representatives of a few 

or a small number of the powers; and that the Japanese 

Government had replied that it vras not prepared to do 

that.

Mr. Welles than referred to Mr. Matsukata’s inquiry 

and stated that he, Mr. Welles, having lived three years 

in Japan, had long had a most friendly feeling toward

the
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the Japanese people and a great admiration of their 

many splendid qualities and outstanding achievements; 

that he shared Mr. Matsukata’s view that the present 

situation is deplorable and fraught with hazards; that 

the Government of the United States has from the outset 

been desirous of contributing toward ameliorating the 

situation in the Far East and toward composing the 

conflict which is going on there. Y’e have repeatedly 

proffered our good offices. The Japanese Government has 

at no time responded favorably. It is our understanding 

that the German Government a few weeks ago took steps 

toward mediation, that the Japanese Government informed 

the German Ambassador in China of the Japanese Govern

ment’s peace proposals, that the German Ambassador laid 

these before the Chinese Government, and that the Chinese 

Government did not find the proposals acceptable. The 

American Government could not take at this time an 

initiative; it could act only if it were informed offi

cially by the Japanese Government and by the Chinese 

Government respectively that those Governments desire 

an exercise of good offices by it; and that, if we were 

to embark upon exercise of good offices, our action would 

have to be on the basis of terms consistent with the 

Nine Power Treaty.
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Mr. Matsukata appeared disconcerted. He said that 

if the American Government felt that it must fall back 

on "historical” ground and insist on applying the Nine 

Power Treaty the whole problem was made very difficult.

Mr. Welles commented on that statement, to the 

effect that the American Government did not regard the 

Nine Power Treaty as being merely an^historical7instru

ment; that this Government regards that treaty as an 

agreement still in effect between and among the powers 

parties to it, among which are both Japan and the United 

States, and that, as we have on several occasions stated, 

such an agreement is binding until it has been made not 

so by the common assent of the parties to it, a procedure 

quite different from a unilateral disregard of it by some 

one of the parties. Mr. Welles asked whether Mr. Hornbeck 

would care to make any comment.

Mr. Hornbeck referred to the fact that in 1933 or 

1934 this Government, in a communication to the Japanese 

Government through Mr. Grew, had expressly and formally 

stated that in our view the provisions of treaties can 

be altered, but only by recognized processes. He con

tinued, with the raising of an hypothetical question: 

Suppose that the question of the Nine Power Treaty could 

be left out of consideration, suppose there were no such 

treaty; could Mr. Matsukata expect the American Government,

in
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in view of the facts that the Germans have been endeavor

ing to bring about a mediation and that Japan’s terms 

have been communicated to the Chinese and that those 

terms are what they are and that the Chinese have rejected 

them, — could the American Government at this moment 

step in and proffer its good offices? Mr. Matsukata re

plied that the United States was very different from 

Germany; that the Japanese had confidence in the United 

States; that the United States is a great and powerful 

and friendly power; and that he thought that a proffer 

on our part would be listened to. He said that the Japa

nese felt kindly toward the United States but were now 

not well disposed toward Great Britain; that Americans 

treated the Japanese with an attitude of understanding 

and consideration but that the British did not; that the 

Japanese would be receptive toward any efforts which the 

United States might make in the direction of and in con

nection with mediation; but that if the British were 

included in the making of such an effort the Japanese 

would react unfavorably.

Mr. Welles said that he wanted to make one point 

perfectly clear; that Mr. Matsukata must not infer from 

what Mr. Hornbeck had said that the facts of the existence 

of the Nine Power Treaty and of matters appertaining there

to could be set aside or left out of consideration. He 

pointed out that Mr. Hornbeck simply asked a hypothetical 

question.
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question. Mr. Hornbeck said that he too felt it important 

that Mr. Matsukata should not infer from what he had 

said that the Nine Power Treaty could be left out of 

consideration.

Mr. Matsukata again indicated that he felt that 

this view on the part of the American Government made 

the question of bringing the hostilities to an end very 

difficult; and he made a plea for our sweeping all such 

considerations aside and concentrating entirely on the 

fact that there exists in the Far East a tragic situa

tion potential of producing even worse situations. He 

again urged that the United States should take an 

initiative.

Mr. Welles stated that our position was as follows: 

First, That action in the direction of mediation 

could be taken by this Government only if there came to 

it an official indication from the Japanese Government 

and a similar indication from the Chinese Government that 

good offices or mediation by this Government are desired 

by those Governments respectively; Second, That this 

Government could act only on the basis of and in the light 

of its being understood that the settlement must be con

sistent with both the principles and the provisions of 

the Nine Power Treaty; and Third, That it is the position 

of this Government that the provisions of the Nine Power 

Treaty are susceptible of modification, amendment and 

alteration,
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alteration, but only by recognized processes of negotia

tion and agreement, not by unilateral action on the 

part of any one power.

Mr. Matsukata arose to take leave. He thanked Mr, 

Welles for having received him and given him so much 

time. Mr. Welles again expressed his admira-Mpn of Mr, 

Matsukata’s father and his pleasure at having met 

Mr. Matsukata. Mr. Matsukata, in saying good-by to 

Mr. Hornbeck, remarked, "Do not be too hard on us.** 

Mr. Hornbeck, surprised at this remark, replied that 

none of us has any desire to be "hard on** Japan; that 

we are animated by no feeling of hostility; and that 

we are all intent on and hopeful of doing something 

constructively helpful in our relations with countries 

of the Far East. Mr. Matsukata said, ”In that case 

it will be all right."

The interview there ended.

Addenda.

1. At an early point in this conversation Mr. Welles 

took occasion to speak of the adverse effect on public 

opinion in this country which had been produced by the 

Panay incident and other unwarranted acts by the Japanese 

armed forces.

2 At a late point in the conversation Mr. Matsukata 

asked
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asked expressly whether Mr. Welles had been informed 

by Mr. Grew of Japan’s peace proposals. Mr. Welles 

said that he had been informed. Mr. Matsukata asked 

whether the American Government could not look with 

approval upon those proposals. Mr. Welles said that 

before it would be possible for him to come to any 

conclusion in that connection it would be necessary 

for him to have more precise knowledge of the implica

tions of the proposals; the proposals were in general 

and broad terms.

PA/H:SKHîZMK
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PART IV

MISCELLANEOUS

------- oOo--------

GINO—JAPANESE SITUATION:

Developments December 8-21, 1937 (Map Accompanying) -

The Panay Incident, On December 9 the Japanese Consul General 
at Shanghai forwarded to our Consul General a note ’’stating the inten
tions of the Japanese military forces regarding the security of foreign 
ships in the zone of fighting in the Yangtze Valley.” This note warned 
all foreign ships to stay away from Chinese troops and establishments 
or to keep out of the area entirely, and stated that ”the Imperial 
Japanese forces will do their utmost” to respect foreign ships, ”but in 
case no cooperation is forthcoming from the third powers,” the Japanese 
forces ”are not in a position to insure the security of such ships and 
cannot be held responsible for consequences.”

On the afternoon of December 11, the U.S.S. Panay, which was 
anchored in the river at Nanking, was forced by artillery fire to move 
up river together with other foreign ships. The British Military At
tache and a German Embassy Secretary, both on a British boat, stated 
that the fire unquestionably came from Japanese batteries, while Cap
tain Roberts, on the Panay, believed that the fire was from Chinese 
sources. Subsequent events indicate that the fire was undoubtedly Japar- 
nese. The shells continued to follow as the Panay and other ships 
moved up stream. The Panay anchored 12 miles above Nanking and so in
formed the Shanghai Consulate by radio, requesting that the Japanese 
at Shanghai and Tokyo be informed. At 9,00 a.m. Dec. 12 shell fire 
again began to fall close to the Panay and the Standard Oil boats with 
her. The captain of the Panay decided to move to a safer location 
farther up the river. About 10.30 a. m. while proceeding up the Yangtze, 
with the Standard Oil ships Meiping, Meian, and Meihsia, the convoy 
was stopped by signals from a Japanese detachment on shore. The Panay 
hove to. An armed Japanese detachment put out from shore and an offi
cer and two soldiers boarded the Panay and questioned the commander. 
The soldiers left and the Panay with the convoy proceeded to a point 
27 miles above Nanking and anchored there. The Shanghai Consulate was 
again informed of the new location. This message was received at 
Shanghai about 12.30 and the Japanese Consulate was immediately in
formed by telephone and confirmation by written message was sent within 
30 minutes. The Japanese Consul General acknowledged receipt by let
ter dated December 12 stating ’’the necessary information was immediately 
transmitted to the Japanese military and naval authorities.”

About 1.30 p. m., December 12, while the Panay and the other 
vessels were anchored at the last point mentioned above, the group was 
attacked by Japanese aircraft. The panay was sunk and the other ships, 
though hit, managed to reach the shore. At least five separate air 
attacks were made. During the escape of the survivors from the sinking 
Panay, the planes machinegunned the boats and searched for the men on 
the beach from low altitudes. Just before the Panay went to the bottom, 
two Japanese army detachments in motor boats approached the ship, ma
chinegunned the decks, and boarded it. All the vessels were plainly 
marked with American flags, painted flat on the superstructure and

-16575-
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flown from the masts, and Japanese airplanes had flown over the Panay 
and other American vessels daily during the latter part of their stay 
at Nanking. The weather was clear and still and visibility was excel
lent.

The casualties among the foreigners on the Panay and other 
vessels, resulting from the attacks, were 4 killed and 16 wounded. Most 
of the survivors landed on the North Bank and moved inland after dark, 
carrying their wounded on improvised stretchers.

The British gunboats Bee and Ladybird raced to the scene from 
Wuhu as soon as the news of the disaster reached them. In spite of 
interference by Japanese military during the early stages of"the at
tempts at rescue, the British got into touch with the survivors. These 
had pushed inland to escape and were finally assembled on December 15, 
placed on board the Oahu and Ladybird, and landed at Shanghai on Decem
ber 17.

The Panay personnel lived up to the best traditions of the 
Navy. Both the line officers on the Panay were wounded with the first 
attack and despite their wounds, carried on. The State Department of
ficials on the ship, including Messrs. Paxton and Gassie, who were 
wounded, likewise carried out a most difficult task with fortitude and 
vigor. Lieut. Commander Hughes, the Captain of the Panay, placed Cap
tain Roberts, the Assistant Military Attache, in charge of the surviving 
naval personnel on shore, and he acquitted himself of the difficult 
task of moving the wounded inland with most commendable zeal and ef
ficiency.

On December 12, before going to the scene of the Panay attack, 
the British gunboats Ladybird and Bee were attacked by Japanese artillery 
fire at Wuhu. Both ships were hit several times. One sailor was killed 
and several were wounded. Upon landing to protest, the British were 
informed by Colonel Hashimoto, temporarily the senior Japanese officer 
at Wuhu, that he had orders to fire at every ship on the river. Three 
separate air attacks were also made upon British ships, including the 
gunboats Cricket and Scarab, concentrated near Hsia Shan, above Nanking. 
This area had been previously designated by the Japanese commander in 
chief as a safety zone.

On December 14 the Japanese spokesman at Shanghai again 
warned the United Spates and Great Britain to move their vessels out 
of the Yangtze to insure their safety. He intimated that the movement 
of the Oahu to Shanghai (then steaming down from Kukiang to pick up the 
Panay survivors) was in response to Japanese warnings. The British and 
American naval authorities informed the Japanese naval authorities that 
their naval vessels would remain in the river as long as necessary and 
that the warning would be disregarded. later the Japanese made every 
effort to recall the issuance of this warning.

The chain of events beginning with the Japanese warning note 
of December 9 indicates clearly that the attacks on both the American 
and British vessels were not accidental. A high Japanese naval officer 
at Shanghai has informed the American authorities that Japanese naval 
planes were acting under orders of the army authorities during the drive 
on Nanking. It seems definite that some Japanese Army official with 
authority enough to issue orders to artillery and aviation units, had 
decided to attack all vessels on the Yangtze regardless of nationality. 
The motives may have been a deliberate campaign to show the Chinese the
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futility of hoping for assistance from weak foreign nations, a desire 
to impress the world with the might of Japanese arms, or exasperation at 
the presence of foreign neutrals.

General Matsui commands the Japanese land forces in the Yangtze 
area, Admiral Hasegawa commands the naval forces there, and Lieut. 
General Prince Yasuhiko Asaka is reported to have been in direct command 
of the drive on Nanking. Colonel Hashimoto commands a regiment of heavy 
field artillery. He was one of the leading spirits in the 1936 army 
incident at Tokyo and was placed upon the 11 waiting list” for his par
ticipation.

The reaction of most Japanese officials at Tokyo and through
out the world was immediate. Before the United States could dispatch a 
note of protest, apologies had been presented to the State Department 
and to United States diplomatic, naval, and military officials through
out the world. The Japanese Government claimed the attack was acci
dental, accepted full responsibility, and offered indemnity. The Japa
nese senior naval officials did all in their power to expedite aid to 
the survivors of the attack. The Japanese Army, which seems to have 
been directly responsible for the attack, is apparently unwilling to 
admit its responsibility or to take any steps to prevent its recur
rence . It is reported that the Japanese Army, particularly a radical 
group of ”younger officers,” is not under the control of their Govern
ment or even of their higher commanders. General Matsui is unable or 
unwilling to enforce discipline in his command, as evidenced by the 
attacks on neutral vessels and by the Nanking outrages after the cap
ture of the city. The statements of most Japanese Army authorities 
with regard to this incident have been marked by denials of responsi
bility and by evasiveness.

The strained situation between the United States and Japan 
over the Panay incident appears to be. getting max tense as the result 
of late dispatches from survivors of that attack. Editorial comment 
and mail indicate a desire for a stiffening attitude on the part of the 
United States. Unless a satisfactory settlement is reached at an early 
date, the incident may result in pressure from the United States and 
England after consultation, acting jointly or in parallel, to produce 
the desired results. British attitude vis-a-vis Japan is also stif
fening decidedly. The question of strengthening the British forces in 
the Far East will probably be discussed in the Cabinet meeting scheduled 
for December 22.

Even in Japan there are many people who are not satisfied with 
the Japanese Government’s policy in handling the Panay incident. An 
editorial in the Tokyo Kokumin Shinbun, dated December 21, demanded 
that the veil of secrecy regarding the Panay incident be lifted. The 
editorial goes on to say that, if secrecy regarding the Panay and other 
incidents continues, the Government may be suspected of trying to do a 
job too big for it, that it is making a bad mess of things, and that 
this secrecy does not tend to hold the confidence of the people. These 
are strong words for a Japanese newspaper to use during a crisis and 
the editor must be a very brave man.

Germany formally registered ”objections” to Japanese air 
attacks on the British steamer Wangpu which carried members of the 
German Nanking Embassy. This action is not regarded as strong as a 
protest.

-16577-
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Italy is reported awaiting United States action in the death 
of Sandro Sandri, Italian correspondent, who died as results of wounds 
received during the attack on the Panay. Italian officials indicate 
they consider the Panay was United States soil*

North China, On the night of December 18-19 Chinese units 
acting under the reported instructions of the Central Government de
stroyed all Japanese mills in the Tsingtao area, valued at 250 million 
yen. It had been claimed that the Japanese had delayed invading Shan
tung south of the Yellow River because of fear that these mills would be 
destroyed. The Chinese action is ascribed to: (1) desire of the Cen
tral Government to divert a threatened Japanese invasion of South China 
to Shantung; (2) retaliation for the butcheries at Nanking; and (3) the 
ascendancy in the councils of Central Government gained by Red radical 
elements.

Swift Japanese retribution is expected by the Chinese in Shan
tung. A general exodus from Tsingtao is proceeding. The State Depart
ment is urging all American citizens (about 300 are concentrated in 
Tsingtao) to evacuate at once. The Chinese have sunk 5 small gunboats 
at the entrance to the inner harbor and are reported to have also mined 
the entrance. Chinese troops in the Tsingtao area consist of a Marine 
detachment of 5,000 under Admiral Shen Hung-lieh, and a detachment of 
Salt Guards. Yu Hsueh-chung, who is rabidly anti-Japanese, is reported 
astride of the Tsingtao—Tsinan Railway about midway between these two 
cities. It is probable that Han Fu-chu had no hand in the destruction 
of the Japanese property. There has been no Japanese military action up 
to December 21 as a result of the Tsingtao sabotage. Two 
observation Japanese airplanes flew over the city on the 20th but made 
no hostile gestures.

In Shansi the Japanese admit they have withdrawn all troops 
south of Taiyuan to a line from Wenshui to Kihsien. East of Taiyuan 
they hold only the Cheng-Tai Railway, the section near Taiyuan still 
being out of commission, send communications are interrupted. They claim 
to hold the Taiyuan—Tatung line. The Tatung-Kweihua section of the 
Ping-Sui Railway, while held by the Japanese, is subject to constant 
raids by Chu Teh’s troops. There are sporadic attacks by remnants of 
the 29th Army in the area east of the Ping-Han Railway, particularly 
in the Changte-Kwasien area.

Chinese ex-communist troops and irregulars are reported at 
many points in northwest China. Twenty thousand are reported in north
west Shensi, 7,000 in the Wutaishan area in Shansi, 5,000 in the Ningwu 
area, and unknown numbers in the mountains in Shansi southeast of Yutze 
and Taiku and on both sides of the Cheng-Tai Railway. A large concen
tration of Chinese troops is reported at Sinsiang, on the Ping-Han 
Railway north of Chengchow.

Japanese report over 15,000 Chinese troops have surrendered 
in western Shantung and southern Hopei during the last two weeks. They 
claim they have completely mopped up the area between the Wei and Yellow 
Rivers and that they now occupy Lintsing and Kwangtai in western Shan
tung.

A foreign report from Shansi states that the Japanese hold no 
more than one-third of the province and that part only along certain 
lines of communication. Some Japanese troops, probably Kwantung Army 
units, have been withdrawn from Shansi.
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A skirmish was reported at Hsinlo on the Ping-Han Railway, in 
which a number of Japanese soldiers were killed and wounded.

Chinese report 30,000 Chinese troops in the vicinity of Feng- 
shan, 35 miles south of Peiping.

Kiachow, 30 miles east of Tsinan, and Taian, on the Tsin-Pu 
Railway, were bombed by Japanese December 14.

Han Fu-chu’s representatives are reported preparing a base 
for him at Yenchang, Honan, for use in case he is forced out of Shantung.

Japanese report that Sian, Shensi, was bombed on December 12 
and that many airplanes and hangars were destroyed there.

Central China. The Japanese Headquarters at Shanghai an
nounced the capture of Nanking on December 13 after sanguinary battles. 
They now hold both sides of the Yangtze from Wuhu to Kiangyin. Isolated 
Chinese detachments are still putting up resistance in this area. The 
Japanese are now reported to be exerting pressure north in three 
columns, one in the general vicinity of the Grand Canal opposite Chin- 
kiang, another is pushing north on the Tsin-Pu Railway, and a third is 
pressing in the vicinity of Hohsien. there are also increasing signs 
of activity in the direction of Hangchow, along the railroad and roads 
leading from Shanghai and it is probable that the Japanese will push 
on and take the town soon- Reliable reports state that the Japanese 
are now 12 miles north of Kiangyin, 22 miles north of Chinkiang, 20 
miles north of Pukow and 12 miles west of Wuhu. The main drive on 
Hangchow is proceeding slowly down the Grand Canal and is now at 
Changan. The Japanese admitted 240,000 troops were employed in the 
drive on Nanking.

It now appears that many of the best Chinese divisions were 
withdrawn from Nanking prior to the final attack. The 87th Division is 
now at Chuchow, north of Puchen; the Salt Division is in the Yangchow 
area; the 59th and 88th Divisions fought their way out of Nanking to 
the south and are now reported in the vicinity of Kwangteh; and the 
badly cut up 32d Division has been withdrawn to Hankow. The bulk of 
the Chinese forces are now reported southwest of Nanking.

While it is difficult to forecast future Japanese activity 
in this area, it is not believed likely that they will push much 
farther west at this time. A drive up the Tsin-Pu to the Shantung bor
der is much more probable. There are reports of Japanese troops now 
boarding transports at Shanghai and Woosung. While most Chinese 
sources believe that these troops will be used for a landing in South 
China, a landing at Haichow, terminus of the Lung-Hai Railway, or on 
the Shantung coast, is not unlikely.

The Chinese are reported preparing a front in Southern Anhwei 
with the bulk of their forces to resist Japanese advance toward Hankow. 
In the vicinity of Hsuchow (junction of the Lung-Hai and Tsin-Pu Rail
ways) the Chinese have a concentration of troops consisting of 3 Kwang- 
si Divisions, several Central Government Divisions and Provincial 
troops. These are preparing positions to repel a drive north from 
Nanking.

Along the Yangtze, several barriers are now in preparation 
and one strong one at Matang near Kukiang was closed to traffic on 
December 21. Navigation aids on the river have also been removed.
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There was an utter collapse of Chinese resistance in the Nan
king area during the latter stages of the attack on the 12th. Isolated 
regiments fought well and many held out for several days after the city 
had fallen. But the bulk of the Chinese troops remaining in Nanking had 
only the thought of escape. They discarded their arms and shed their 
uniforms in the hopes of escaping Japanese retribution. The Japanese 
announce they hold 15,000 Chinese prisoners in Nanking, and 25,000 more 
ex-Chinese soldiers are in the city in civilian clothes. Foreign cor
respondents report that the capture of Nanking was marked by butchery 
and pillage. Wholesale looting, violation of women, murder of civilians, 
mass executions of war prisoners, have turned Nanking into a city of 
terror. The Japanese headquarters is now reported to be making every 
effort to curb the Nanking atrocities.

General Matsui!s headquarters are reported to have been moved
to Nanking. This lends color to the belief that further military 
operations in the Yangtze Valley are to continue. A triumphal entry 
into the city by the Japanese Army and Navy commanders was held on 
December 17.

An officer of the Japanese Navy at Nanking on December 20 in
formed Admiral Holt, Commander of the British Yangtze flotilla, that 
the channels made through the Mudford and Kiangyin River barriers (below 
Nanking) wero made solely for the use of Japanese vessels and not for 
neutral shipping. He stated that the passage of the HMS Ladybird and 
the USS Oahu and other ships (bringing the Panay survivors down to 
Shanghai) could not be taken as a precedent. The British cruiser Cape
town and other British steamers carrying refugees are reported en route 
downstream, having pushed through the river barriers at Kukiang and 
above just before they were closed. It is hardly likely that the Japa
nese will prevent the passage of these vessels downstream. The Japa
nese have not informed naval commanders of other nations of their re
strictions on river traffic as yet.

Japanese air activity was intensified during the attack on
Nanking. Chinkiang, Nanking, Wuhu, Pukow, and Pengpu were subjected to 
mass bombing attacks. Chinese installations and lines of communication 
on both sides of the Yangtze and retreating columns of troops were sub
jected to strafing. A troop train at Suchow, junction of the Lung-Hai 
and Tsin-Pu, was demolished, and the Kunghsien Honan arsenal was also 
reported bombed. In a surprise attack on Nanchang the Japanese spokes
man reported that ”slightly over six” Japanese planes had been shot 
down, and that 16 Chinese planes were destroyed. Japanese air raids 
were also reported on Nanchang, Sian, Loyang, and other inland cities, 
on December 14. Eighty-five bombs and two packages of leaflets were 
dropped on Kukiang on December 20. Hankow was reported bombed on 
December 21 with little damage.

There have been no reports of Chinese air activity. The new
Russian planes previously reported at Nanking and Hankow have not been 
in evidence, unless they were utilized in the reported Japanese raid 
on Nanchang. The Idzumo at Nanking opened fire with its antiaircraft 
batteries on December 9 but no Chinese planes were sighted in the hazy 
atmosphere.

Reliable reports state that 42 Soviet airplanes plus 100
pilots and mechanics arrived at Nanchang about December 4. More Soviet 
pilots are reported in Hankow.
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During an aerial bombardment at Wuhu on December 5, two Brit
ish merchant ships, plainly marked and loaded with refugees were hit and 
destroyed by the resulting fire. The commander of the British gunboat 
Ladybird and two other British subjects were wounded and a large number 
of Chinese refugees were killed and wounded. The Japanese Chief of 
Staff at Shanghai expressed regret to the British Admiral for the in
cident. Protests over this incident are now merged with those of the 
serious attacks on December 12 reported under the Panay Incident.

Kombrig M. J. Brathin, the new Soviet Military Attache, and 
Colonel J. H. Batob, his assistant, are reported at Hankow.

Press reports of the events following the Shanghai Parade 
Incident with particular reference to the ’’invasion” of the United 
States Marine Sector by Japanese troops were greatly exaggerated. The 
Japanese entered the marine sector unintentionally and withdrew im
mediately upon being informed of their trespass. Two officers of 
General Matsui’s staff later called upon the Commanding Officer of the 
U. S. Marines and apologized for the incident.

At Shanghai the Japanese informed the United States and other 
Shanghai defense forces that their intention to post guards on Japanese 
property in the sector of other nations in the International Settlement 
had been postponed. Japanese censorship of Chinese newspapers in 
Shanghai started December 15. The Nantao safety zone adjacent to the 
French Concession was taken over by Japanese authorities on December 16 
as a result of an alleged attack on a Japanese sentry.

South China. There are persistent reports, mainly from Chi
nese sources, that the Japanese intend to make a landing in South China. 
Japanese transports with naval convoy have been reported in the vicinity 
of Hongkong and Formosa. Landings are predicted in the vicinity of 
Chikkai Island, at Swatow, Amoy, and Foochow. An unverified Chinese 
report dated December 21 states that 10,000 Japanese troops were landed 
at Bias Bay.

Japanese aircraft continue to make daily raids on Hongkong— 
Canton Bailways and roads. Chinese report Japanese aircraft carriers 
in Bias Bay.

A second highway from Canton to the Hongkong border via 
Tungkun has been opened. The British have also completed a link be
tween the Chinese road and the Hongkong highway. A new highway bridge 
will be constructed at Shumchun soon, thus creating an unbroken highway 
between Hongkong and Canton.

Japanese are reported to have pursued and captured Chinese 
customs vessels in British waters near Hongkong. Thirty Japanese 
sailors were reported to have landed on a beach in British waters.

The loss of Nanking does not appear to have dampened the war 
spirit in South China. Government newspapers advise the populace to 
regard peace talkers as traitors. Madame Feng Yu-hsiang is at Kweilin 
carrying on propaganda.

General. The creation of a new regime called the ’’Pro
visional Government of the Bepublic of China” was proclaimed at Peiping 
on December 14 with appropriate ceremonies at which General Ki ta and 
other Japanese officials attended. The new government consists of
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an Executive, Legislative, and Judicial Commission under Chinese, most 
of whom are members of the Anfu clique, prominent in 1924 when Tsao Kun 
was president. No governmental head has been designated, but it is 
reported that Tsao Kun and Hsu Shih-chang are likely candidates for 
president, with Wu Pei-fu as vice president. The new regime claims 
sovereignty over all Chinese territory from which ’’Kuomintang troops” 
have retreated. The East Hopei Autonomous Government is absorbed in 
the new puppet. The "Mongol Empire” remains a separate entity. While 
the Chinese officials of the new regime claim de facto Japanese recog
nition, reports from Tokyo dated December 15 state that Japan will with
hold recognition for the present. It is forecast in Peiping that if 
the Chinese Central Government comes to terms with the ’’Republic,” the 
Japanese will perpetuate it for the northern provinces only. Otherwise 
Japanese would threaten to conquer all of China in the name of the 
"Republic.”

Press reports December 17 state that the "Republic” has taken 
over the Chinose customs administrations of Tientsin, Tangku, Çhingwang- 
tao, and Shanhaikwan. Downward revisions of tariffs are forecast. 
There is no official confirmation of this news as yet but this action 
is a strong probability.

The Chinese Government on December 21 denounced the self- 
styled "Provisional Government" at Peiping as a Japanese puppet and a 
violation of Chinese sovereignty. The Government announced that all 
acts of the spurious Government are null and void.

A reorganization of the Chinese Central Government with a 
decided swing to the left is now in prospect. Radical elements believe 
that concrete aid from Russia will result if tho reorganization is ef
fected. It is reliably reported that Yu Yu-jen, President of the 
Control Yuan, has made the following demands on the Government: (1) 
Release of political prisoners; (2) general change in military strategy; 
(3) withdrawal of all restrictions on mass movements; and (4) resignar
tion of the following: Wang Ching-wei, Chairman of the Central Po
litical Committee; H. H. Kung, Finance Minister; Chen Li Fu, Director 
of the Publicity Department; and other prominent party leaders. These 
demands are backed by pro-Comraunist military leaders including Chang Fa 
Kwoi. It is reported that Chiang Kai-shek must swing to the left or 
lose control.

Chiang Kai-shek, in a radio broadcast on December 16, called 
on all China to continue resistance. He pointed out that Chinese mili
tary losses on all fronts wore over 300,000, and losses in civilian 
life and property were beyond computation, but he predicted that con
tinued resistance would soon cause Japan to exhaust herself.

Reports from Sian state that the Russians have established 
primary and advanced aviation schools at Lanchow. The equipment con
sists of single-engined pursuit and observation airplanes. Four-motored 
bombers are also reported. The Russian airplanes, even when reportedly 
manned by Soviet pilots, have so far failed to give any promising 
performances.

Reliable reports state that there are approximately 350,000 
Japanese troops now in Manchuria. The normal strength of the Kwantung 
Army has been reenforced by drafts from Japan and withdrawals from 
North China. The bulk of the concentration is reported to be east of 
Harbin. A reliable foreign source predicts that the Japanese will
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strike at Siberia before March 1 by attacking north of Vladivostok and 
at Blagoveshchensk. Reports from Harbin indicate heavy troop movement 
through there during the month of November. Most of these are reported 
to be new troops from Japan.

Reports of unrest in Manchuria continue. Manchoukuoan troops 
(Manchurian Chinese with Japanese officers) are not trusted far by the 
Japanese. Most of these forces have been moved south as a precaution 
against possible disturbances in rear of Japanese troops guarding the 
border. The Chinese in Manchoukuo bitterly resent the regimentation 
forced upon them by the Kwantung Army and would be glad of an opportuni
ty to cause trouble. Should the Japanese become involved in Siberia, 
stern repressive measures will undoubtedly ba taken in Manchoukuo.

American and British consular authorities have protested to 
the Manchoukuo Government over the enforcement of discriminatory ex
change control regulations against United States and British banks.

China protested Italy’s recognition of Manchoukuo to the 
League of Nations.

Seventeen members of the Italian Aviation Mission in China 
arrived at Hongkong from Hankow December 19, 1937, en route home. They 
deny that they were dismissed and stated that they were recalled by the 
Italian Government. Many reports during the last few months have 
indicated that the Chinese did not trust the Italian aviators and had 
relegated them to inactivity.

According to a mail report from Baghdad, 12 German airplanes, 
purchased by H. H. Kung on his recent visit to Germany, were expected 
to pass through Iraq en route to China.

Italian sources report Japan is now building three 46,000- 
ton battleships mounting 16” guns. Five aircraft carriers, seven 
light cruisers and 43 destroyers and submarines are also reported 
either building or projected. According to these reports the Japanese 
Navy will have 289 men of war totaling 1,109,130 tons by 1941, at which 
time the United States will just reach Washington treaty strength.

The Japanese Foreign Office, lodged a vigorous protest with 
the Soviet Embassy at Tokyo requesting the immediate release of seven 
Japanese allegedly held at Vladivostok on ’’ambiguous11 charges.

A Chinese report indicates that Russia is strengthening the 
Vladivostok forts and is making provisions for 150 planes. The strength 
of the Vladivostok garrison is reported at 85,000 men. Japanese re
ports state that Russia is sending two cruisers, 18 submarines, and 
6 destroyers to Vladivostok next week, and that 600 pilots and 100 air
planes were sent there last week. Reports from London dated December 21 
state that Russia is strengthening her Far East air and sea forces on 
a large scale. The Battleship ’’Lieut. Schmidt,” the armored cruiser 
’’Red Ukraine,” and 20 submarines were reported to have been ordered 
to the Far East from Sevastopol. Detachments of air force from Moscow 
and Kiev are also reported to be en route to the Far East.

Admiral Yoshida replaced Admiral Nagano in command of the 
combined fleet on December 1. The combined fleet contains the 1st and 
2d fleets and includes all of the capital ships and most of the modern 
carriers and destroyers. Admiral Nagano is now on duty as a member 
of the War Council in Tokyo.
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Tokyo dispatches state Admiral Eisuke Yamamoto and Mitsuru 
Toyama have issued a manifesto to the nation on December 15 calling for 
the disbandment of political parties and for the establishment of a 
national party. A movement is under way in the Minseito and Seiyukai 
parties for liquidation in favor of a totalitarian state. Tokyo au
thorities announced the arrest of 370 members of alleged pro-Communist 
parties in a nation-wide sweep. They ordered the dissolution of the 
Proletarian Party and the Japanese Trade Union Council.

The Department of Commerce reports that Japan shipped 
$5,780,515 in gold to the United States during the week ending on 
December 3. This brings the total of Japanese gold shipments this 
year to $202,109,323.

Mr. William Green, President of the American federation of 
Labor, formally appealed to Union members to refuse to buy Japanese 
goods and to organize boycott committees in the central labor unions 
in each city to request merchants to stop handling Japanese goods.

London reports that a world-wide boycott of Japanese goods 
will be started January 1 by the International Peace Campaign Commit
tee, which claims to have 400,000,000 members in 43 countries.

American, french, and British officials in China have made 
representations to Japan suggesting the creation of a safety zone at 
Hankow to safeguard foreigners, foreign shipping, and refugees.

Tightening of Japan’s belt to meet the strain of war is 
shown by the revised rules issued by the Ministry of finance govern
ing exchange transactions between Japan and foreign countries. These 
rules require that Government permission be obtained for the sale of 
foreign property valued at more than ¥50,000, or for the purchase 
abroad of real estate, ships, mining, or industrial rights of an 
annual value of more than ¥50,000. Semiannual reports of the assets 
of Japanese enterprises abroad are now required. The amount of money 
that can be shipped abroad, or taken by travelers, and the size of 
foreign purchases permitted without special authority have also been 
definitely limited.

------- oOo-------
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Dcpartnuuit nf ^tafe
Washington,

I938 FEB 3 PM A 40

AMEMBASSY, c,-;

TOKYO (JAPAN). .
3<?3'"V'*7

Your 41, January 19, 8 p.m.
{ / i / i

The Department has not observed any recent press
; / I / / /

reports of or editorial comment relating exclusively^ 
/ ( I 1 I ! \to incidents involving’the mutilation of the flag. 'On

/ / / / 7 ( >
January 25 the New York Times published an account of7 

/ j I /
continued Japanese excesses at Nanking; referring to 
them as QDOTE^indescribable UNQUOTE. Japanese/lawless

ness Zas^described/in this report and in our note of
I / i I

January 17 to the Japanese Government, together with 1 
the assault on ^Allison, 'the ^stiffening resistance *of 

the^Chinese forces,! and the attitude of the^Japanese

793.94/I 237 I A

Government ^towaréyt ^rights of Others 7n China^have 
formed 4he chief Objects ofA?ecent1 editorial ^comment /

I I / J i
on the Far Eastern conflict, which continues\to hold/ 
public interest^

/ 1 I ‘ /
Discussing the lawlessness in Nanking, the New York!

Times 4n Januarystated QUOTE ^Now triumphant soldiers' 

in occupied* Nanking are ^enjoying the^ fniits Lf ^military 1

I I . 1 | F | |
victory by looting and ravaging 'of helpless Chinese. It
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Sent by operator_____________M.,--------------------- - 19----- » ------------------------------------
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$ Washington,

- 2 -
Is thus! Japan! is bringing 'order/into China /UNQUOTE/ 

The! Philadelphia / Inquire^ asserts/ QUOTE | Although /there/ 

may bef grounds/ for | charging /the/ Nanking/ lawlessness / 

to/mutinous /troops/ the fact /remains /that/ Japan’sj whole/ 

program/of/aggresslon/ln China/has been/such as/to/ 

Incite /its ^oldiery [to /bnital /acts/ UNQUOTE./ The/ 

Baltimore/ Sun defers tc/ the I behavior/of /japanese/soldiery/ 
as/QUOTE) shocking/UNQUOTE/ / The/ stiffening/Chinese/ re

sistance/ is /epitomized/in such^expressions)as/ QUOTE/ 

Japan'is in /trouble/ up to/her/neck/UNQUOTE,/ and/ QUOTE/ 

War/Not Over /ïet JuNQUOTE.} some/even/predicting/Japan’s/ 

ultimate/ ruinl )Skepticism/of/recent 'declarations/in 

thejDiet)that/ foreign/rightsjwould be/respected!is/ 

expressed/in such/ editorial/titles /as/quote/Deceptive/ 

Diplomacy /UNQUOTE,/ QUOTE /'Meaningless/Words/üNQUOTE / 

QUOTE ^Falr / Words| from/ Japan/UNQUOTE^ QUOTfi/open Door) 

But HowjOpenj UNQUOTE^ •'

There is /considerable/editorial/sentiment/in favor 
of/depriving/Japan bf ^materials/ and Resources /rith which / 

to consolidate /her/aggression/. On/January |28 /in 

Washington) league/ of /women ishopbbrs/ held/a j
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TO BE TRANSMITTED 

CONFIDENTIAL CODE 

NONCONFIDENTIAL CODE 

PARTAIR

PLAIN

Washington,

- 3 -

QUOTEAlf e/ltlthout^SllkpNQUOTE /fashion ZhowPo/àramatize^- 

and Encourage individual 'boycottingXf zJapanese/silk. / 

Evldently/alarmed/byZactual^ and prospective Xoycotting,' 
apelegatlonPf/hosiery ^workers on the same day 4ield a X 
paradeAn WashlngtonyCo advertise /the extenjz to whichX 

American*labor/would bes/penalized fby a zboycott /Of Mik.
The President’s message Xo Congressmen January /s/ask- 

IngPupplementary/appropriatiortffor/national defenses 

was/well receivedzby Congress àndmpubllo. /
The pres s /£ s /Showing /^growing t endenoj/tcXdiscount S' 

the sincerity recent/official XapanesexapologleXfor 
disregard Pt/Amerlcan, rlghts/and for the/Alllson/butrage, 
as well as/of/popular Japanese expressions^ of/regret/for/ 

injuries (done/to us/ The/Baltimore /Sunaska/how much/ 

weight* can be Attached to/«Tapanes^ assurances/if the/ 

Japanese Government/is unable/to control/it^soldlers./ 

The/Washington Times ^alluding to the, Allison/ slapping/ 
advises/its/readers/as follows: QUOTE "Let1 s keep/oui»/^ 
shirt a/oi/as we/managed/o do Phen the /Pana^✓was sunk 

UNQUOTE And Explains /bhat/QUOTE /he invadlng/Japanese
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Washington, 
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soldiers . . .^seem to be paying' no more ^attention ^to ' 
< > i / / / / y

the home authorities’ ideas on ‘proper war conduct/than'
I / ( ' I /

a band of Iroquois raiders in the old days would have/ 
paid to^the ideas of the medicine men Çmnnbl 1 ng 4»nc>ng

/ L / / z
the*tepees back home UNQUOTE. A Washington Star 
columnist ^facetiously /remarks/ QUOTE ^Foreign ^Secretary 

/ / / / , / /
Hirota/has ordered his clerks xo have an abundant

/ / I Z / / (
supply of Form No. 2247 SUBQUOTE Apologies to the 

/ / / /
United States END SUBQUOTE sp as •to save time whenever • 
the United States^protests UNQUOTE,/ and the same/idea ) 

is^expressed in the^New York Heraid^Tribune*s heading Z 

cartoon ^of/january ^31. |

/ / 1 /You may consider it desirable when a suitable
/ / ( J / i

opportunity presents itself in conversations with7of- 
ficialj of the^Foreign OfficÀ to call ‘their Attention 

to the growing and^widespread /skepticism^in the United

, I I 1 1States,'as/illustrated by the foregoing comments, as 
to the worth*of Japanese Official^assurances.

3 1938. PW
I

FE:WHL:DT:REK
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SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
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COMDESRON FIVE 
CINCAF
COMYANGPAT
AMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
aLUSNa PEIPING

0009. Uhnmpoo area east vicinity Canton bombed, four

sighted; other South China ports quiet. 2000.

C3B

793.94/12372
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_ January Ï7, 1938. M
=ê r,8o

/ z^. LU '
rxj :> 5 ar ù.ivision .
ou •^*'xo F * - &

'-y O®
My d$£r Secretary: AJut

course there are sômS^tÉladyllke 
things that the Japanese are doing in the 
Far East but perhaps the most unladylike 
thing of all is that they are driving the 
Chinese into Communism.

When Chiang Kai-shek came up from
Canton some ten years ago he and his asso
ciates were very anti-communistic and gave 
the communist movement some strong, de
cisive blows. But now the conduct of the 4
Japanese seems fully to have convinced the 3 
Chinese that no one can be more cruel and >j
destructive than the Japanese and they have 
quite reversed their attitude toward the D
Communists.

Mrs. Crane and I greatly prize this ~
beautiful valley, the magic of its air and \)
its products. We greatly hope that when 77 
you lay down your present fearful responsi- >4 
bilitles, which you have carried so wonder- 
fully, we can persuade you to come out here - 
as our guest for a long period of refresh- w 
ment.

Warm greetings to you and M^s. Hull.

The Honorable 
Cordell Hull, 
Secretary of State, 
Washington, D. C.
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My dear Mr. Crane:

It always gives me pleasure to hear from you.

I have read with Interest the comments which 

you make in your letter of January 17 with regard 

to the situation in China.

I greatly appreciate the kind message and the 

cordial invitation which you give me in the concluding 

paragraph of your letter. Judging by its products, 

I can appreciate your and Mrs. Crane*s enthusiasm for 

the Palm Springs region. Your invitation is very 

attractive.

Mrs. Hull joins me in kindest greetings to you 
and Mrs. Crane, and I am

Yours sincerely,

Psrdeli Hull

The Honorable

Charles K. Crane,

Villa Cornelia,

Palm Springs, California.

PA/H:SKH:2MK 
2-1-38
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1—1336 CORRECTED COPY
"From

GRAY

Secretary of State

Washington.

229

February 9, 11

FOLLOWING- FROM

"Please relay to Johnson.

TOKYO

Shanghai via N. R

p.m

•We have had no telegrams from Canton with rEgard to 

thE reportedly tense political situation thErE. It would 

bE very hElpful if you could instruct Linnell to repeat to 

us his more Important tElEgrams on this subject or to SEnd 

his pEriodic rEsumeG, Please rEpEat to thE Department, 

Grew".

GAUSS

CSB

793.94/12374
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f^'^4
’’;e havE had nr' tel Egrams from. Canton with rEgard to

thE rEportEdly tensE nelitico.l situation thErE. It would

bE VEry hElpful if* 'yu could instruct LinrEll V rEpEat to 

us his m~re important tElEgrams on this subjEct (?) (?) 

(?) rEsumE's’./ PIeose rEpEat to thE DepartmEnt. GrEW."

/ GAUSS

CSB /

(0 
01

to

M 
01
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE______ .7.LL.0.Ü./774____ ______________ FOR....... ...... .Letter___________________

FROM____.B»_^arJMLg.„rjG._______ (_____________ .) DATED........Feb.5,1938____
TO NAME 1—1127 ®r0

REGARDING: Far Eastern situation. Copy of House Resolution No*417
requesting statement from the President° concerning enforcement 
of tie policy of neutrality in Europe and not as to Far East.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVEDLMS COMYANGPATFebruary 9, 1938
From ., „ 4, Rec’d 6:41 p. m.ACTION; OPNAV, WASHINGTON INFO: CINCAF2nd BRIGADE USMC YANGPAT COMSUBRON 5 COMDESRON 5 COM30PATAMAMBASSADOR CHINAUS 3 MARBLEHEAD ALUSNA PEIPING

quiet1009 Yangtze River ports
SMS:NPL
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February 7

CONFIDENTIAL - FOR STAFF USE ONLY

The Honorable

Joseph C. Grew,

American Ambassador, 

Tokyo. 

Sir:
Referring to the Department’s instruction no. 1427 

of January 25, 1938, there are enclosed for your confi

dential information copies of certain documents, as 

listed below, relating to the Chinese-Japanese situa

tion.

Very truly yours,

Enclosures :
1. Memorandum of conversation, 

January 21, 1938, between 
the Under Secretary, Mr. 
Matsukata, and Mr. Hornbeck, 
with covering comment by 
Hr. Hornbeck.

2. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 24, between Mr. Tsui 
and Mr. Hamilton.

3. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 26, between the 
Secretary of State and the 
Chinese Ambassador.

4. Memorandum of conversation, 
February 1, between Mr. Sums 
and Mr. Hamilton.

, .-a I11®

7 193$*

793.94/I2376A
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CONFIDENTIAL - FOR STAFF USE OHLY

»o. .5
The Honorable

Nelson T. Johnson,

American Ambassador, 

Peiping.

Sir: 1

Referring to the Department's instruction no. 529 

of January 25, 1938, there are enclosed for your confi

dential information copies of certain documents, as 

listed below, relating to the Chinese-Japanese situation.

Very truly yours,

aul1

Enclosures :
1, Memorandum of conversation, 

January 21, 1938, between 
the Under secretary, Mr. 
Matsukata, and Ur. Hernbeck, 
with covering comment by 
Mr. Hornbeck^

2. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 24, between Mr. Tsui 
and Mr. Hamilton.

3. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 26, between the 
Secretary of State and th® 
Chinese Ambassador.

4. Memorandum of conversation, 
February 1, between Mr. Sums 
and Mr. Hamilton.

1938.’

793.94/I23769
 

F/FG

Copy to, American Ambassador Hankow.
FE:
2-5
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Herschel V. Johnson, Esquire,

American Chargé d’Affaires ad interim, 

London.

Sir:

Referring to the Department’s instruction no. 2126 

of January 25, 1938, there are enclosed for your confi

dential information copies of certain documents, as 

listed below, relating to the Chinese-Japanese situation 

Very truly yours,

Cordell Hun

Enclosures :
1. Memorandum of conversation, 

January 21, 1938, between 
the Under Secretary, Mr. M 
Matsukata, and Mr. Hornbeck, 
with covering coinrent by 
Mr. Hornbeck.

2. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 24, between Mr. Tsui 
and Mr. Hamilton.

3. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 26, between the 
Secretary of State and the 
Chinese Ambassador.

4. Memorandum of conversation, 
February 1, between Mr. Suma 
and Mr. Hamilton.

FEB
5K
8 193^£

nc'
FEsEOfcîHES
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CONFIDENTIAL - FOR STAFF USE ONLY

Ko. £ '//)

The Honorable

William C. Bullitt,

American Ambassador,

Paria.

Sir:
Referring to the Department’s instruction no. 648 

of January 25, 1938, there are enclosed for your confi

dential information copies of certain documents, as 

listed below, relating to the Chinese-Japanese situation

Very truly yours,

Cordell Hull

Enclosures :
1. Memorandum of conversation, 

January 21, 1938, between 
the Under Secretary, Mr. 
Matsukata, and Mr. Hornbeck, 
with covering comment by 
Mr. Hcmbeck.

2. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 24, between Mr. Tsui 
and Mr. Hamilton.

3. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 26, between the 
Secretary of State and the 
Chinese Ambassador.

4. Memorandum of conversation, 
February 1, between Mr. Suma 
and Mr. Hamilton.
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The Honorable

William Phillips,

American Ambassador, 

Rome.

Sir:

Referring to the Department’s Instruction no. 245 
of January 25, 1938, there are enclosed for your confi

dential information copies of certain documents, as 
listed below, relating to the Chinese-Japanese situation 

Very truly yours.

rordell Hull

Enclosures :
1. Memorandum of conversation, 

January 21, 1938, between 
the Under Secretary, Kr. 
Matsukata, and Mr. Hornbeck, 
with covering comment by 
Mr, Hornbeck.

2. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 24, between Mr. Tsu3. 
and Mr. Hamilton.

3. Memorandum of conversation, 
January 26, between the 
Secretary of State and the 
Chinese Ambassador.

4. Memorandum of conversation, 
February 1, between Kr. Sums 
and Mr, Hamilton.
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January 22, 1933*

GOMMENT

I have given thought to the question 
whether Mr. Matsukata was instructed or 
inspired by his Government to make the approaoh 
of which account is given in the memorandum 
here attached. (At one point in the conversa
tion, Mr. Matsukata stated with emphasis that 
he was not an official, was not connected 
with the Government, and could speak without 
responsibility.)

I greatly doubt whether his bringing up 
of the question of good offices was inspired 
by the Tokyo Government. I think it likely 
that he has been instructed to make explora
tions and find out and report on subjects 
information with regard to which may be of 
value to his Government in several fields; 
likely that xUabassador Saito may have sug
gested that he raise the question of good 
offices in order to elicit whatever reply and 
whatever comments such an inquiry might 
evoke; likely that Matsukata himself feels 
that pressure by the United States toward 
bringing the hostilities to an end would be 
of tremendous value to Japan; possible that 
he may have gotten his inspiration from con
versation with American friends, of whom 
several in New York and at least one in 
Washington feel that Japan is destroying 
herself through continuance and extension of 
the operation of her armed forces in China.I
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I feel that tho position declared to Mr. 
Matsukata by Mr. Wallas was absolutely sound: 
that this Government will (now) make no move 
in this natter unless it has first bean asked 
to do so by the Japanese and the Chinese 
Governments officially (and formally)•

I feel that we should set our minds 
against any embarkation by the United States 
Government alone into the field of mediation 
between Japan and China. If and when we are 
confronted with tho necessity for^deolding 
whether or not we will accept a role in that 
field, we should not accept that rôle without 
having first considered very carefully the 
advisability of there being associated with 
us in it the governments of some other 
countries, Great Britain in particular.

FA/HiSKH:ZMK
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Department of state

Alemoranc/um of Conversation

DATE:

January 21, 1238
SUBJECT:

Situation In tho Far East and Suggestion by 
Mr. Matsukata that ths United States Offer 
Good Offices.

PARTICIPANTS:

Mr. Welles

Mr. Kojiro Matsukata (President, Matsukata Japan-Soviet 
copies to: .. v. Company, Limited)

MT a xiOTUoOCliC

Mr. Matsukata's oall on Mr. telles followed upon a 

request by Mr. L. J. Hunt of New York City, by letter, 

and a request made by the Japanese Embassy here that 

Mr. Welles receive Mr. Matsukata.

Mr. Welles had not been informed that Mr. Matsukata 

would raise the question which Mr. Matsukata did raise.

Mr. Welles had in advance asked Mr. Hornbeck to be 

present at the interview.

When Mr. Matsukata entered Mr. Welles' office, 

Mr. Welles said to Mr. Matsukata that he had known and 

had considered it a privilege to know, when ho was in 

Japan in the years at the beginning of tho world war,
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Mr. Mateukata’s father, and that he was very glad to 

meet that father*s son.

Mr. Matsukata appropriately acknowledged this 

friendly overture, remarked that Mr. Kellee had mentioned 

meeting his father during the World War, and made the 

observation that he, Matsukata, had now ooms here at a 
1\ I’time when Japan was at war. He then referred to some 

features of the present situation^ led up to/ and made 

an inquiry whether the American Government might not 

tender to Japan and China the good offloes of this country» 
/ He developed hie statement^ «a inquiry^ in a manner which 

implied or warranted inference that he felt that the exist

ing situation is one of disadvantage and hazard to Japan, 

and he stressed the possibility of its leading to serious 

controversy or conflict between Japan and other countries, 

with the implication that it therefore makes the position 

of other countries hasardons»

Mr. Welles said that he wished to be perfectly frank 

and wished to make the attitude and position of this Gov

ernment clear beyond the possibility of any misunderstand

ing. Ho would ask Mr. Hornbeck to state on what occasions 

this Government had already proffered its good offices. 

Mr. Hornbeck said that, on July 11, five days after the 

first armed clash between the Japanese and the Chinese 

near Peiping, the Secretary of State, in conversation with 

the
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the Japanese Ambassador, had stated that this Government 

regretted the outbreak of these hostilities, hoped that 

they would not spread, and would be prepared to be of 

assistance to the Japanese and the Chinese Governments, 

If they were willing, toward composing their differences} 

that the Secretary had said, the same thing to the Chinese 

Ambassador at that time;,, that, thereafter, on the occasion 

of almost every Interview which he had had with the Japa

nese and the Chinese Ambassadors respectively, the Secretary 

had reiterated those points. Mr. Welles raised question 

of the position taken by this Government at the Brussels 

Conference, and Mr. Hornbeak went on to say that at the 

Brussels Conference this Government and the other Confer

ence powers, taking note of the Japanese Government*a 

reply to the Belgian Government's Invitation In terms 

indicating that the Japanese Government was not prepared 

to attend the Conference, had suggested to and requested 

of the Japanese Government that that Government appoint 

a representative to confer with representatives of a few 

or a small number of the powers) and that the Japanese 

Government had replied that It was not prepared to do 

that.

Mr. «elles than referred to Mr. Mataukata's Inquiry 

and stated that ho, Mr. tfelles, having lived three years 

In Japan, had long had a most friendly feeling toward 

the
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the Japanese people and a great admiration of their 

many splendid qualities and outstanding achievements; 

that he shared Mr. Hatsuketa’s view that the present 

situation is deplorable and fraught with hazards; that 

the Government of the United States has front the outset 

been desirous of contributing toward ameliorating the 

situation in the yar East and toward composing th® 

conflict which, io going on there, Te have repeatedly 

proffered our good offices. The Japanese Government has 

at no time responded favorably. It la our understanding 

that the German Government a few weeks ago took steps 

toward mediation, that the Japanese Government Informed 

the German Ambassador In China of the Japanese Govern

ment’s peace proposal®, that the German Ambassador laid 

these before the Chinese Government, and that the Chinese 

Government did not find the proposals acceptable. The 

American Government could not take at this time an 

initiative; it could act only if it were informed offi

cially by the Japanese Government and by the Chinese 

Government respectively that those Governments desire 

an exercise of good offices by it; and that, if we wore 

to embark upon exercise of good offices, our action would 

have to be on the basis of terms consistent with the 

h’ine Tower Treaty.
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Mr. Matsukata appeared disoonoertod. He said that 

If the Amerioan Government felt that it must fall beak 

on "historical* ground and insist on applying the Nine 

Power Treaty the whole problem was made very difficult.

Mr. belles commented on that statement, to the 

effect that the American Government did not regard the 

Nine Power Treaty as being merely an historioal instru

ment; that this Government regards that treaty as an 

agreement still in effect between and among the powers 

parties to it, among which are both Japan and the United 

States, and that, as we have on several occasions stated, 

such an agreement is binding until it has been made not 

so by the oosnmon assent of the parties to it, a procedure 

quite different from a unilateral disregard of it by some 

one of the parties. Mr. belles asked whether Mr. Hornbook 

would care to make any comment.

Mr. HornboeK referred to the fact that in 1933 or 

1934 this Government, in a communication to the Japanese 

Government through Mr. Grew, had expressly and formally 

stated that in our view the provisions of treaties can 

be altered, but only by recognised processes. He con

tinued, with the raising of an hypothetical question: 

Suppose that the question of the Nine Power Treaty could 

bo left out of consideration, suppose there were no such 

treaty; could Mr. Matsukata expect the American Government 

in
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la view of th© facts that the Germas have boon endecvor- 

ing to bring about a mediation and that Japan*# taras 

have been communicated to the Chinese and that those 

Uru ar© what they ar® and that the Chinese have rejected 

thca, — could the American Government at this moment 

step In and proffer Its good offices? Mr. Matsukata re

plied that the United Mates was very different from 

Germany; that th® Japanese had confidence in the United 

Mates; that the United Mates is a great and powerful 

and friendly power; and that he thought that a proffer 

on our part would be listened to. He said that the Japa

nese felt kindly toward the United States but were now 

not well disposed toward Great Britain; that ^erlcans 

treated th© Japanese with an attitude of understanding 

and consideration but that th© British did not; that the 

Japanese would be receptive toward any efforts which the 

United States might make In the direction of and in con

nection with mediation; but that if the British were 

included In the making of such an effort the Japanese 

would react unfavorably.

Mr. wellcs said that he wonted to mke one point 

perfectly clear; that Mr. Matsukata must not infer fro* 

what Mr. Hornbook had said that the facta of the existence 

of the bins Power Treaty end of «otters appertaining there

to could be set aside or loft out of consideration. Bo
pointed out that Mr. Hornbeck slaply asked a hypothetical 

question.
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question» Mr• Hornbeck sold that ha too felt it important 

that Mr. Matsukata should not infer from what he had 

said that the Hine Power Treaty oould ba left out of 
consideration.

Mr. Matsukata again indicated that he felt that 

thia view on ths part of the .■‘■raorlcan Government made 

the question of bringing the hostilities to an end very 

difficult; and he made a plea for our weeping all such 

considerations aside and concentrating entirely on the 

fact that there exista in the Far &ast a tragic situa» 

tlon potential of producing even worse situationa. He 

again urged that the United States should take an 

initlative.

Mr. veiled stated that our position was as follows: 

First, That action in th© direction of mediation 

could be taken by thia Government only if there came to 

it an official indication from the Japanese Government 

and a similar Indication from the Chinese Government that 

good offices or mediation by this Government ar© desired 

by those Governments respectively; Second. That this 

Government could act only on the basis of and in the light 

of Its being understood that the settlement must be con

sistent with both the principles and the provisions of 

th© Nine Power Treaty; and Third, That it is the position 

of this Government that th© provisions of the Nine Power 

Treaty are susceptible of modification, amendment and
alteration
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alteration, but only by recognized procesaas of negotia
tion end agrément, not by unilateral action on the 

part of any one power.

Mr. katsukata arose to taka leave. He thanked Mr. 

belles for having received hla and given hi® eo much 

time. Mr. : elles again expressed his admiration of Mr. 

Matsukata's father and hi» pleasure at having wet 

Mr. Mateukata. Mr. Matsukata, in saying good-by to 

Mr. Hornbook, remarked, **I>o not be too herd on ue.“ 

Mr. Hornbook, surprised at this remark, replied that 
none of us has any dostre to be "herd an* Japan; that 

wo are animated by no feeling of hostility} and that 

wo are all intent on and hopeful of doing something 

constructively helpful in our relations with countries 

of the far East. Mr. Matsukata said, '"In that case 

it will bo all right."

The interview there ended.

1. At an early point in this conversation Mr. voiles 

took occasion to speak of th© adverse effect on public 

opinion la thia country which had boon produced by the 

Fanny incident and other unwarranted acts by tho Japanese

armed forces.
3. At a late point la tho conversation Mr. Matsukata 

asked
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asked expressly whether Mr. belles had boon Infomed 

by Mr. Grew of Japan*® pease proposals. Mr. 'Olles 

said that he had been Infomed. Mr. Matsukata asked 

whether the Amariean Government oould not look with 

approval upon those proposals. Mr. ' 'elles said that 

before it would be possible for him to oo»e to any 

oonoluaion la that oonneotion It would bo necessary 

for nim to have more prooise knowledge of the implies 

tlona of the proposal®j the proposals were in general 

and broad terns.

PA^ItSOh£MK

$
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Int roduc tion:

The react±on in British Co±umbia to the earlier phases of* the unde

clared Sino-Japanese war was one of* hostility caused by what was considered 

by Canadians in this province as the unwarranted brutality towards Chinese 

civilians by the Japanese naval and military forces, as well as by the 

realization on the part of a very small percentage of the population of the 

probable adverse effect of increasing Japanese control of China upon Canadi

an trade and the possibility of Japanese aggression in Canada. In recent 

months the feeling of hostility towards Japan has increased, but the grounds 

upon which it is based have somewhat changed. Instead of being predominantly 

an emotional reaction caused by sympathy with ’’the under dog”, the hostility 

has increasingly been based upon more reasoned grounds of self interest, and 

consequently has become both more intelligent and more likely to remain 

as a semi-permanent feeling. This development has been occasioned by a 

combination of several causes. The sinking of the U.S.S. PANAY and the 

shelling of H.M.S. LADYBIPD have brought home to the average citizen that 

the menace of Japanese ruthlessness is not confined to Chinese civilians 

but actually imperils British and American lives and property as well, 

and this realization has made him angry. The behavibr of Japanese troops 

occupying Nanking has also indicated that the Japanese ruthlessness is 

not confined to isolated instances occurring in the heat of battle, but
X

is more or less a considered and deliberate policy. The Canadian govern

ment’s decision to place batteries at various points — and particularly 

one of two 6-inch guns in Stanley Park in Vancouver — has startled the 

average complacent citizen into a realization that his highest officials 

believe that a Japanese attack upon the British Columbia coast is not 

merely the figment of some journalist’s fertile imagination but is suffi

ciently probable to warrant the taking of practical steps to meet it. A 

still more compelling factor has been the recent disclosure that the 

estimates made in recent years of the number of Japanese in British 

Columbia and of their rate of increase

have
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/have been incorrect and that both have actually been far greater than has 

I heretofore been believed. This has caused the average Canadian in this 

/ province to realize that the whole question of the Japanese policies of 

aggression has a more direct bearing upon the lives and fortunes of himself 

and his children than he had ever before thought possible. A combination 
I
I of these several considerations has caused and is increasingly causing the 

hostility of the population towards Japan both to increase and to take on 

a deeper and more significant tone.

The Reaction of Individuals and Some Officials:

A noticeable change has occurred in recent months in the comments 

made upon the Sino-Japanese war in private conversations both with repre

sentative private citizens and with high officials. In the earlier months 

of the conflict the average important business man or official usually con

fined his statements to expressions of revulsion at the needless sufferings 

imposed upon non-combatants and speculations as to how long the war would 

last and how soon normal trade might be resumed between this province and 

China. He was interested, but casually and not deeply or apprehensively. 

The same attitude was also typical of the higher officials. In recent 

months, however, a marked change has occurred. In conversations the 

same types now evidence a greater knowledge of the situation and its impli

cations, particularly the endangerment of British influence and trade in 

China, the close connection between what Japan is doing in China and the 

embarrassments Britain is suffering from the totalitarian powers in Europe, 

and the menace to Canadian trade in China being caused by Japanese expansion. 

He is outraged and angry over the attacks upon American and British naval 

vessels in the Yangtze, resentful at the encroachments by Japanese in the 

industries of this province and alarmed to discover that there are more 

Japanese here than he had thought and that their numbers are increasing 

more rapidly than he had previously been told. In brief, he has ceased to 

have only an academic interest in the war and has been rudely awakened to 

the fact that it has a direct bearing upon his own fortunes and the future 

of his children.

In
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In a recent conversation with the Lieutenant-Governor of the -province 

he expressed the conviction that the future of western Canada is very directly 

affected by what is transpiring in the Orient, that it behooves the Canadian 

people not to be complacent but to cooperate with the mother country in or

ganizing coordinate defence measures. He also stressed the necessity for 

close Anglo-American cooperation in countering the Japanese threat, and the 

belief that eventually firmer measures than those thus far used would have 

to be undertaken.

Reaction as Indicated by Editorial Comment:

There has been a considerable volume of editorial comment upon the un

declared Sino-Japanese war and its various implications. The greater part of 

these comments have consisted of the animadversions of the different editors 

on various points and have been of no special significance; there have been, 

however, a number of editorials which are of interest as giving an insight 

to the typical reactions in this province to the war and the possible effect 

it has, and may have upon the lives and fortunes of Canadians living in 

Western Canada.

There are five leading daily newspapers in British Columbia, two being 

Liberal, Two Conservative and one Independent. The two Liberal papers, 

THE VANCOUVER SUN and the VICTORIA DAILY TIMES, have had the most to say and 

have been highly critical of Japan’s actions and have evidenced the most con

cern as to the possible adverse effect upon Canada. THE VANCOUVER DAILY 

PROVINCE, Conservative and a Southam paper, has been critical of Japan and 

has also evidenced some concern. THE DAILY COLONIST, Conservative, of Vic

toria is inclined to be mildly hostile to the United States and to be pro

Japanese. It has, however, evidenced some resentment ^ver the adverse 

effect upon general British interests of some of Japan’s actions. THE NEWS

HERALD, Independent, Vancouver, has been forthright in its criticism of 

Japan.

In general the local press is highly critical of the brutal manner in 

which Japan has conducted an allegedly unwarranted war of aggression; has 

strongly resented the utter disregard of the rights of British and Americans 

in China; has found the outbursts of some Japanese leaders both ridiculous

and 
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and dangerously significant; has expressed the belief that Japan's unbounded 

ambitions are a menace to the Canadian Pacific coast; has expressed re

strained alarm over the large and increasing local Japanese population;

and has expressed a belief that the solution to the entire series of prob

lems lies in closer cooperation between Great Britain and the United States.

The largest number of editorials upon any single phase of the war 

appeared in connection with the Japanese attacks upon American and British 

naval vessels on the Yangtze River. In general this comment has been to 

the effect that the attacks have evidently not been mistakes but premeditated 

acts to determine the Anglo-American reaction; that, in view of the series 

of incidents which have occurred, Japan’s apologies are insufficient re

dress and are meaningless; that there is little hope of any satisfactory 

solution unless the United States and Great Britain can unite in concerted 

pressure of some kind upon Japan; and that Japan’s overweening ambition pre

sages eventual danger to Canada and particularly the coasts of British 

Columbia.

The VANCOUVER DAILY PROVINCE in an editorial captioned "On the 

Yangtze” in its issue of December 13th expresses the opinion that ’’The 

Japanese will be polite and punctillious and go through the diplomatic 

motions” and that, since they do not want to run the risk of war, the 

American and British governments will do nothing effective unless sus

tained by some sudden flare-up of public opinion.

THE NEIVS-HERALD comments in its issue of December 14th under the 

heading ’’Too Much Patience”. It finds that:

”The situation in China today is that a nation turned bandit 
is engaging in national banditry against the nationals of the country 
and the bandit attitude is being taken toward all who happen to be 
in the country”

"Japanese morality has but one side. Anything the Japanese 
leaders think will benefit Japan is perfectly moral to them, no matter 
what international or human laws are broken in respect to the rights 
of others.”

’’The Japanese attitude is that they will do what they wish and 
apologize afterward; apologies cost nothing and the chief thing is to 
achieve the objective.”

"Apologies are not ehough. The Japanese are cold-bloodedly try
ing to drive Europeans out of China as well as to conquer the Chinese.” 

The nations that have interests in China have shown too much 
patience.
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patience. It is time for them to engage in police activities for 
the protection of such nationals as remain, and for the safeguarding 
of such of their buildings as have not been razed, and to retain titb 
to the real pro erty that is theirs by rights established long before 
the Japanese invasion.

wIt is not necessary to declare war but it is necessary to declare 
peace against banditry and to enforce that peace".

THE VANCOUVER SUN in its issue of December 15th, in an editorial headed 

"’Safeguarding’Asia", sarcastically comments upon the Japahese assertion 

that "the fall of Nanking will serve to safeguard foreign interests in the 

Far East"and inquires in conclusion:

"Does she mean, do you suppose, the same kind of safety she has been 
affording foreign shipping on the bosom of the Yangtze-kiang?"

In its issue of December 16th, in an editorial entitled "Murder or

War?" its editor contends that the attacks upon the British naval vessels 

were deliberate and must be regarded either as murder or an act of war, and 

should be appropriately dealt with. It finds a lesson for British Columbia 

and states:

"Now this coast of Canada is openly exposed to Japanese attacks. So far 
as Japan is concerned, the British Columbia coast is the most vul
nerable part of the whole British Empire".

Bearing this in mind the editor concludes:

"Pussyfooting and protest may suit other parts of the Empire. But 
they do not suit those of us who live out here on the potential firing 
line.

"Was it murder or was it war?

"We are entitled to know and to govern ourselves accordingly."

In its leading editorial of December 17th the editor comments under 

the heading "Salvation Lies in Unity" and finds that the solution of the 

problem created by the Yangtze attacks as well as "the peace and salvation 

of the world" depend upon the cooperation of the United States and Great 

Britain. The editor comments upon Japanese efforts to create a difference 
state that Japan, 

between these two countries anc,/together with Germany and Italy, fears most 

a genuine Anglo-American understanding for common action.

THE VANCOUVER SUN on December 14, 1937 in an editorial headed "Acts of 

War" finds no excuse for the Japanese attacks and states:

"The profound ’sorrow’ of the Japanese foreign office is so blandly 
hypocritical as to be more of an insult than the actual assault"
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"As every reasonable man knew from the beginning, each of them has 
been a deliberate and provocative act of war.”

While deprecating the actual declaration of war upon Japan for the

attacks upon the American and British naval vessels, he states:

"It is absurd, for instance, to go on treating a belligerent country 
as an erring boy whenactually its behavior is that of pure criminal 

piracy.

It is ridiculous to chide and scold when the object of that 
treatment merely laughs at us for our moderation.

Perhaps a few similar ’accidents’ and ’mistakes’ inflicted, 
to our ’profound sorrow’, upon Japanese shipping might have a 
salutary effect.”

THE VICTORIA DAILY TIMES in its December 13, 1937 issue comments 

on the attacks, reciting the details, and then concludes with this state

ment:

”0ne fact upon which Japan must make up her mind is how far 
she proposes to allow her baiting of Great Britain and the United 
States to go. She is putting on a bold front and evidently wants 
to advertise her cocksureness to China that, in spite of their 
friendliness to the ’injured’ nation, London and Washington will 
stand for a great deal more than they have done until now. Tokio 
may get a rude awakening sooner than the Japanese government expedts.

The VANCOUVER DAILY PROVINCE on December 13, 1937, in an editorial

headed ”0n the Yangtze” comments that:

”The men who rule Japan seem to be adept in the building of 
a great fire of anger against their nation in the world.”

and proceeds to recite briefly the attacks upon the American and British

naval vessels, and expresses the opinion that the Japanese have ”un- 

doubtedly counted all the chances of collision arising out of just such 

instances” and have decided to go ahead with their aggression in China.

It points out the improbability of America and Britain taking the risk 

of getting into war by taking any real action and concludes:

”But where the Japanese warlords may miscalculate — and per
haps where the British and American leaders may find their hands 
forced — is in the imponderable sphere of public opinion in the 
English-speaking nations. The common people, who do not want war 
over China, still can not forget that this war upon China is un
declared, and as they believe, unprovoked and unjust. The 
subtleties of diplomacy will not answer the honest question why 
such a war can go unpunished and unrestrained. This thing we 
call ’keeping the peace’ would not survive an indefinite contin
uation of the business of the Yangtse.”

The violently anti-British pronouncements made by Admiral Nobumasa

Suetsugu early in January occasioned half-amused and chiding editorials
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in two British Columbia newspapers and more serious.editorial comment 

in two others.

THE NEWS—HERALD and the VICTORIA DAILY TIMES in their issues of 

January 6, 1938, both expressed the opinion that these outbursts had been 

made in order to divert the attention of the Japanese masses from the 

unanticipatedly heavy costs in blood and money of the invasion of China 

as well as from the increasingly hostile world opinion.

THE VANCOUVER DAILY PROVINCE in its leading editorial on January 5th 

takes the Admiral more seriously, and alleges that he was only stating in 

words what Japan is actually doing ****&« steadily shutting the open door 

in China". It concludes, apropos of Japan’s continual "treading on the 

toes of western democracies whose people are averse to war":

"But it may be impossible to avert war in the end, and it may 
be impossible to avert war at any price at all. Let us remember it. 
Let us remember that there is always a last time. We shall not be 
permitted, even if we would, to give in to the aggression for war." 

THE VANCOUVER SUN, in its issues of January 5th and 6th comments upon 

the Admiral’s outbursts and, while counseling restraint on the part of 

Britain, points out that the Admiral has stated what are probably the 

prevailing ideas and intentions of the Japanese. It concludes, much as 

does the VANCOUVER DAILY PROVINCE, that:

"Unless the white race decides to adopt the idea of divine 
inspiration of the yellow race, it looks as though Admiral Suetsugu 
is right — so far as the conflagration is concerned, anyway." 

The recent statement of the Japanese Minister for War, General

Sugiyama, that Japan must prepare for war with "a country other than 

China" and the remarks reported to have been made in Shanghai by General 

Matsui that if Britain went "beyond maintaining her political and economic 

relations with the Kuomintang, a conflict of most werious nature" may 

develop between Japan and Great Britain was commented upon editorially in 

THE NEWS-HERALD on February 2nd. The editor concludes with these para

graphs :

"General Matsui’s address may have been an officially inspired 
postscript to the Sugiyama pronouncement, a warning that England and 
not Russia, was meant.

The strengthening of defences at Hongkang is being speeded 
against any eventuality. More sea, air and land forces are being 
concentrated at Singapore.
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The sinister alliance between Italy, Germany and Japan is a 
growing threat to the peace of the world. The danger is fully 
realized in the councils of the civilized nations which have the pro
tection of civilization in their keeping. They are therefore preoar- 
ing for the worst while hoping for the best.”

The comments in the press upon the adverse effect of Japanese aggression 

on Canadian and British trade in China have in most instances been made as 

asides in editorial comments upon other subjects. However, there have been 

some editorials dealing exclusively with this question. THE VANCOUVER 

DÎLY PROVINCE in an editorial in its issue of January 6, 1938 headed "Japan’s 

Grip Tightens" points out that the three doors to China’s trade are 

Tientsin in the North, Shanghai in the center and Canton and Hongkong in 

the South. It asserts that:

"The doorway at Tientsin has been clanged shut. The Japanese 
are in control at Shanghai, and, presumably, intend to remain in 
control. And there are threats that Hongkong will be blockaded, or 
that, even if it is not, Canton will be cut off."

It points out that control of the ports means control of the customs and 

that Japanese practice is alleged to be for their own goods to be permitted 

to disregard the payment of duties, and thus to be able to undersell com

peting goods. It points out the great British interests in the Yangtze 

valley and the greater British interests in the south, and that if the flow 

of trade is severed "Hongkong will lose its value as a commercial center — 

may even lose its value as a British possession."

The more immediate British Columbia trade interest in the Sino-Japanese 

undeclared war is touched upon in the January 14, 1938 issue of THE FINAN

CIAL NEWS of Vancouver, B. C., under the heading of "B.C. and Japan" which 

appeared in a column headed "Business in Review". In this it is pointed 

out that an appreciable part of Western Canada’s foreign trade is with 

Japan and that this trade would be interrupted were Britain to take a strong 

stand as to China, it adds:

"Western Canada, however, should not overlook the fact that be
hind the more spectacular news of conquest is proceeding the economic 
conquest of North China, already controlled by Japan and chiefly for 
Japanese industrial advantage.

Japan, for instance, is a buyer of British Columbia highgrade 
pulp for rayon. But Japan is rushing construction of industries in 
Manchukuo to supply this demand. Four plants are reported to be near
ing the producing stage.

Having shut out foreign trade in northern China, Japan is at 
once
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once commencing to exploit the resources of the land and to extend 
steadily southward the territory over which the Japanese-controlled 
Peiping government is to hold sway. It may be assumed that each 
successive province brought under the Peiping administration will 
have its door at once closed to foreign trade by the simple procedure 
of according Japanese goods a preferred or duty-free position in the 
market and taxing other imports heavily or by imposing exchange 
restrictions which make business transactions almost impossible except
ing with Japan.

Thus the military and economic campaign being waged in China is 
designed to make Japan independent of North America for much that is 
transported across the Pacific at present and to shut off to other 
lands such as Canada markets which have long existed in China.”

File No. 800.
JKD/md

Original and four copies to the Department. 
One copy to the Legation at Ottawa.

Sources of Information: 
Daily Press.
Private Conversations.
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Subject: Proposal to 
the City of

Conversation.

December 10, 1937.

avoid Fighting inside 
Nanking.

Political Vice Minister for Forei^i Affairs Dr. 

Hsu Mo telephoned to Mr. Peck while the latter was in 

attendance at an informal meeting of Embassy represents 

tives at the residence of the German Ambassador, at 

twelve noon, and said that General Chang Chun had asked 

him to inform Mr. Peck that investigations had been 

made and it had been ascertained that the international 

Committee at Nanking had been in error in thinking that 

General Tang Sheng-chih had given his approval to a 

plan whereby there should be a truce of three days at 

Nanking, in the course.of which the Chinese forces 

inside the city should withdraw; the fact was, Dr. 

Hsu Mo said, that representatives of the international 

Committee had seen the secretary of General Tang sheng- 

chih, not the General himself, and the secretary had 

said that the proposal was such an important one that 

it would have to be referred to General Chiang Kai-shek 

since the General was without authority to express an 

opinion regarding it. Dr. Hsu Mo then said that the 

proposal had been referred to General Chiang and 

General Chiang had said that he was not in position 

to accede to it. Mr. Peck inquired whether this meant 

that the proposal would have to be dropped and Dr. 

Hsu mo said that he was afraid this was the only 

conclusion to be drawn.

Two copies to Department; 
Copies to Peiping, Nanking.

ÏÏBP/CFS
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Aemorandum of Conversation.

December 10, 1937.

Subject: proposal to avoid Fighting inside 
the City of Nanking.

Political Vice Minister for Foreign Affairs Dr. 

Hsu Mo telephoned to Mr. Peck while the latter was in 

attendance at an informal meeting of Embassy représenta 

tives at the residence of the Gerxaan Ambassador, at 

twelve noon, and said that General Chang Chun had asked 

him to inform Mr. Peck that investigations had been 

made and it had been ascertained that the International 

Committee at Nanking had been in error in thinking that 

General Tang Sheng-chih had given his approval to a 

plan whereby there should be a truce of three days at 

Nanking, in the course of which the Chinese forces 

inside the city should withdraw; the fact was, Dr. 

Hsu ho said, that representatives of the International 

Committee had seen the secretary of General Tang sheng- 

chih, not the General himself, and the secretary had 

said that the proposal was such an important one that 

it would have to be referred to General Chiang Kai-shek 

since the General was without authority to express an 

opinion regarding it. Dr. Hsu Mo then said that the 

proposal had been referred to General Chiang and 

General Chiang had said that he was not in position 

to accede to it. Mr. Peck inquired whether this meant 

that the proposal would have to be dropped and Dr. 

Hsu mo said that he was afraid this was the only 

conclusion to be drawn.
Two copies to Department; 
Copies to Peiping, Nanking,

wRP/CFS
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Memorandum of Conversation.

December 9, 1937.

v 4 Subject: proposal to avoid Fighting inside 
the City of Nanking.

Just before midnight the American Ambassador 

received the radio message despatched by Mr. Atcheson
773- (f -f/ //>~v Ï " *'•

December 9/ 6 p.m., which contained the request of 

the International Committee in charge of the safety 

Zone at Nanking that telegrams addressed by the 

Committee to the Chinese and Japanese military 

authorities proposing a truce and the withdrawal of 

Chinese troops from the walled city of Nanking be 

communicated by the American Embassies in Tokyo and 

Hankow. Mr. Johnson directed Mr. Peck to call on 

General Chang Chun and hand him a copy of the message. 

This Mr. Peck did at 1 a.m., December 10.

In delivering the copy to General Chang Chun 

Mr. Peck, speaking on behalf of Mr. Johnson, called 

attention to the fact that the proposal embodies in 

the message emanated from the International committee 

and not from the American Embassy, which was acting 

merely as the channel through which it was being 

brought to the consideration of the Chinese autho

rities; nevertheless, he said, the American Ambassador 

gave his approval to the plan as a humanitarian 

project and hoped that so far as its execution might 

be consistent with the military plans of the Chinese 

Government it might be carried into effect.

General Chang Chun said that there were features 

of the proceeding which he did not oitirely understand 

for exançle, if the orders issued to General Tang

Sheng
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Sheng-chih, Defence commissioner of Nanking, authorized 

him in certain circumstances to withdraw his troops 

from the walled oity, why did he now ask that the 

proposal that he do so be submitted to General Chiang 

Kai-shek; on the other hand, if the withdrawal of his 

forces from the walled city did not lie within his 

discretion, why did he express his approval of such 

a measure? General Chang Chun wondered whether the 

proposal actually emanated from the International 

Committee, or from some other source, and he wondered 

whether General Tang Sheng-chih had actually expressed 

himself as described. Mr. Peck said he understood the 

reason for General Chang Chun’s perplexity, but he 

felt that the message set forth a reliable account of 

what had occurred; in any event, the message contained 

all the information on the subject possessed by the 

American Embassy, which was the reason why Mr. Johnson 

wished to place a complete copy of the message in the 

hands of General Chang Chun. Mr. Peck suggested that 

perhaps General Tang wished to have the proposal reach 

General Chiang through the medium of a foreign diplo

matic mission, rather than communicate it directly to 

General Chiang, in order to emphasize that the idea 

originated not with General Tang, but with the 

International Committee; if the idea were not approved 

it would be rejected as an idea of the Committee, not 

as a proposal from General Tang, and responsibility 

for the initiative would be similarly placed if the 

idea were sanctioned.

General Chang Chun inquired whether the other 

JBiibassies had given their approval to the proposal and

Mr. peck
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Mr. Peck replied that the American Embassy had not 

yet had time to bring the matter to the consideration 

of the other diplomatic missions, but would do so 

early the following mornirg. Mr. Peck said that he 

inferred from the position taken by other Embassies 

in similar circumstances in times past that they would 

give their support to the present proposal.

General Chang Chun tried to telephone to Nanking, 

to obtain confirmation of the report contained in the 

message, but was told that the Nanking telephone 

exchange did not answer. He then put in a call for 

Nanchang and told Mr. Peck that he would be in position 

to obtain confirmation of the message and would tele

phone to Mr. Peck regarding future developments. He 

expressed his gratitude to the American Embassy for 

the interest it was taking in this humanitarian project.

Two copies to Department; 
Copies to Peiping, Nanking.

WRP/MYH
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Seventy-Fifth congress 
3d SESSION

Committee on Foreign Affairs jj-t wf.h *rt 
Capitol Building, Gallery Floor

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES UNITED STATES
WASHINGTON, D.C. |938 FEB *.C -----r-ZX

ED. V. IZAC. CALIF. 
LEWIS M. LONG, ILL. 
ROBERT L. MOUTON, LAj 
ROBERT G. ALLEN, PA. 
JOHN MC SWEENEY, OHIO

Ÿ ■

'Mil you kindly furnishj/él^^oEæ-ittee, in duplicate,

report on the enclosed measure, H.Res. 418 ” Requesting

the President of the United btates to furnish certain infor

mation pertaining to the diplomatic relationship between 

Japan and China”.

Under the rules of the House this report must be 

submitted within seven legislative days.
*“*'WRS!**^^**^^ .

Yours most res ctfully,

I. R. BARNES, 
uierk, Committee on foreign Affairs

Honorable Cordell Hull

Secretary of State

Washington, u, c.

793.94/ 12380
 

F/FG
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75th CONGRESS II IIFO A O3ds“ KES. 418

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
February 8,1938

Mr. Fish submitted the following resolution; which was referred to the Com
mittee on Foreign Affairs and ordered to be printed

RESOLUTION
1 Resolved, That the President of the United States be, 

2 and he is hereby, requested, if not incompatible with the
6b

'ib
L MJ

3 public interest, to inform the House ôfRepresentatives— W

4 (1) What facts, if any, are in possession of the State

5 Department showing that the Japanese Ambassador to China

6 has been withdrawn by the Japanese Government;

7 (2) What information, if any, is in possession of the

8 State Department showing that the Chinese Ambassador to 

9 Japan has been withdrawn;

10 (3) Whether the Department of State is in possession

11 of any facts that verify the report published recently in the 

12 press that Japan’s Foreign Minister Hirota told the Japanese

1
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1 Diet that “a state of war exists between China and Japan” ; x

2 and

3 (4) If the State Department is in possession of facts or

4 information substantiating the withdrawal of the Japanese

5 Ambassador from China and the Chinese Ambassador from

6 Japan, and the statement by Japan’s Foreign Minister that

7 “a state of war exists between China and Japan”, has the

8 State Department taken any action to advise the President

9 that the Neutrality Act should be invoked in accordance with 

y/ y 10 the mandatory provisions of the Act.
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RESOLUTION
Requesting the President of the United States 

to furnish certain information pertaining 
to the diplomatic relationship between Ja
pan and China.

By Mr. Fish

Febbuaby 8,1938
Referred to the Committee on Foreign Affairs and 

ordered to be printed

À
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* - ü J i V . t, 
ï- STA1É

Mi’ès45n Court, 1208 Ronnie Avenue 
Richmond, Virginia 

7, ; . ^ebruary 4, 1938

A J
Honorable Maxwell Hamilton, 
Chief, Far Eastern Division. 
Department of State, 
ashington, D. C.

Dear Hamilton:

Division

I am talcing the liberty of sending you from time to time some copies of 
lett rs from American missionaries in various parts of China, and other 
material on the Far Eastern situation ..hich may be of interest to you. 
In order to protect the missionaries, some of whom are serving now in 
areas under Japanese control, no letter should be published with name of 
writer or with any definite address.

This material supplements the news dispateches in the daily papers and 
throws light on conditions especially in the interior of China under war 
conditions.

I represent a group of missionaries to China now on furlough in this 
country who are interested in making known the facts regarding Japan’s 
invasion of China and the devestation and suffering which has followed 
this invasion. My own work has been at Nanking, where I am a teacher in 
Nanking Theological Seminary and also engaged in rural extension service 
My parents have been in China nearly fifty years and are there today.

Hoping this material will be of some value to you,

Sincerely yours,

Frank W. Price, 
CHINA INFORMATION SERVICE.

Washington Office—
Helen M. Loomis, Secretary, 
945 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.t 
(On leave from Ginling College, 
Nanking, China.)
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30 Hue Doum er 
Shanghai t ahina. 
Dee. 20, 1937

Mr. l^ay !Wton
feergency Peace Campaign,
20 S. 12th St. , 
Philadelphia, pa.

Pear/pr. newton;

?he Shanghai Group of the F.O.H. in China at its last meeting considered the pro
gram for peace outlined in yfcur Bulletin No. 3 entitledt «What Should We Do &bout the 
Orient?9 are in agreement with most of your far-reaching policy, but we feel 
strongly that we must disagree with you on the statement, «aether we like it or not, 
there is very little the United Stages can do to stop present hostitillties.« We 
feel not only that the United States could do a great deal to stop the present hosti
lities but that she must do something at one, (1) to stop the terrible destruction of 
life and property in China by th® ruthless military machine in Japan, and (2) to pre
vent this war becoming a grem wox*ld conflagration. It seems ho&rtleet* and mor® or 
less useless, to oe spending time on a program for peace that will take year® to become, 
effective when something couM really be done to stop the present hostilities in China.

f What specifically could the United States do to stop this war? Two things; (1) Kst- 
jablish an an b a r go on war materials, credits, and loans to Japan; (2) set up a Commis®- 
*lon to work out a ,ronosed solution of the SI no-Japanese question.

; (1) Establish an embargo on war materials, credit® and ’loans to Japan,
; States is mi-plying 65^ of the oil and more than 50» of the ii*on and steel 
being bought by Japan. Japan is fighting this war largely with materials 
United SUU®. An embargo on these materials would greatly affect, if not 
stop, Jaoan in her policy of aggfe^ion in China.

| An embargo on loan® and credits would be a further aid. Japan’s finances 
■critical st to. She owes more than 10,000,000,000 fen, and the debt is aontir 
increasing. Her unfavorable trade balance on June 20, 1937, was the highest 
1924. This unfavorable balance 1® alm increasing. She is making a despera'* 
to uphold her credits by shipments of gold to the U.S. From March to June oi tai 
year she sent to the IK 3. in five shipments a total of 270,000,000 Ten in geld, 
order to keep up her credit she exhausted her own supply of gold and went on the 
market to buy gold. Th® already owes private firms in the U.S. $221,000,000 (U. S. 
currency), if the U.S. refused her further credits and loan® it would be exceedingly ., 
difficult for her to finance the war, (^11 figures above quoted from the statistics 
issued by the U. S. Department of Commerce).

Moreover, this action on tho part of the U. S. would affect the attitude of other 
nations in offering loans and credit®. Great Britain, it seem®, is already taking 
steps to prevent Japan from getting loans and credits in that country. France is the 
only other country that has sufficient money for loan® and credit®. If the U $. and 
Great Britain took action, France would probably follow. Without war materials and 
finances Japan could not continue the war.

(2) Set up a Commission, the majority of whom would be expex’ts on problems in the 
Orient, to work out & proposed solution to the flno-Japeneee question. We were dis
appointed tfet the Brussels Conference did nothing along this line. If they did, it
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Mr, ^ay Nowton - F**ge 2 

wg not naade public, Such a proposal would of course take all the facts into 
consideration, attempting to be Mr to both China and Jap&n. It would be sub
mitted to both countries and might become the basis of a permanent solution of 
the question. Japan at present ^ould probably not consider such a proposal, but 
if the U.S. should put an embargo on war materials, credits, end loans* she would 
very likely ^oon hw to.

v;ho is to put these Uo attestions into effect? The u. S. Government, lhe 
peace groups should Im&edi&tely st;rt propaganda for the proposals. Concrete and 
defini te u’oposal^ of this kind would pi*obaoly make u strong ar>peQ to American 
public opinion, which at present has no outlet foi- It&outr&^ed sons^ of moral justice. 
The gpvei-nment would have to do what the people demanded.

But you $ay, why not apply the Neutrality .Act? Because that Act as it stands at 
present allows Japan to g st w&r materials and carry them away in her own ships. It 
would , therefore, ul^crimir^te against China in favor of Japan. This would obviously 
be unf'iir to China, an-1 would aid J&pwâ in h&r ollcy of aggression. (If the recently 
proposed amendments to the Act wore adopted, they wold make the act quite a differ
ent thing).

You orobably also are saying that an embargo on war materials, credits and loans 
would le«Oxd to a war between the V.lS.. Japan. But would it? The U. f\ certainly 
would not attack Japan, for «he does not want w. That is the last thing J&pan 
wants. oh& has all she can do with Chinfc, not to mention the threat of hussi«. The 
fear of Japan’s attacking the U. S. is only a ghost which ir Using used by some to 
protec « their- own interests, and by others to support an isolationist policy for the 
U.S.

®hei*e is great moral iseuc in this «r of aggress ion in China which the peace 
organizations do not seem to see, or if they see, are apparently unwilling to do 
anything about. There la a4resr*ewiou$ly heavy responsibility resting upon the 
people of the U.S, to do what they can to stop this wr*r. Will they sit by and see 
a great n-nion practically destroyed by a powerful military machina -~nd do nothing 
about it? fhat is needed in this state of international chaos is for the people 
of the U. S. to let it be kno^n by concrete action that they do not propose to 
support JL.pmi -in her war of aggression, or in the breaking of treaties. Mere Ulk 
is worth nothing, but action in the form of eab&r^ vmr materials, credits 
and Ioann, v/ill be effective.

Sincer-ly your$,
J, B. Hipps ( American Mraber^.) 

for the Shan^iair (Jroup of the F.0,1.
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February 10 IQSB

In reply refer to 
FE

Dear Mr. Price:

The reoeipt is acknowledged of your letter of 

February 4, 1938, enclosing a copy of a letter from 

a missionary at Shanghai in regard to the situation 

in China. Your courtesy in furnishing us with a 

copy of Mr. Hipps' interesting letter is appreciated.

Sincerely yours,

Maxwell M. Hamilton, 
Chief, 

Division of Far Eastern Affairs.

Mr. Frank W. Price, 
China Information Service, 

, Mission Court,
OB z " / 1208 Rennie Avenue,

FED ~ iW@v Richmond, Virginia.

'Vincent: SM J FE 2/8/38

793.94/12381
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FOUR QUESTIONS
ARE YOU interested in keeping America out of War?
DOES WORLD PEACE mean anything to you?
ARE YOU touched by the ghastly tragedy of Japan’s rampant 

militarism that stalks the Pacific?
DO YOU wish to preserve democracy in the United States?

If your answer to these four questions is 'Yes,” you will be vitally 
interested in the China Reference Series.

This series brings you comprehensive information concerning the 
Far Eastern crisis, in photographs, illustrations and factual data. You 
will find each booklet of absorbing interest.

The booklets, in series, will be mailed to you as they are printed. 
They lay bare Japan’s criminal "expansionist” program on the Asiatic 
mainland and the wanton murder of Chinese civilian men, women and 
children.

They tell how Japan threatens world security by her contempt 
for solemn and binding treaties, and why she aims to destroy world 
peace and democracy.

Public-spirited citizens in many cities of the United States have 
made it possible to begin publication of the China Reference Series. Its 
continuance depends upon those who receive it.

We hope you will aid us in continuing this necessary work by 
filling out the form below and sending your contribution. There is 
absolutely no obligation. Send as little or as much as you wish.

Sincerely yours,
Trans-Pacific News Service, Inc.

Date.............................................
Trans-Pacific News Service, Inc.
1250 Sixth Avenue, Rockefeller Center 
New York, N. Y.

I enclose the sum of $.................. ......... as my contribution to aid
in defraying the cost of printing and widespread distribution of the 
China Reference Series.

Sincerely yours,

Name........................................................................................

Street................................................................................
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When China was, carrying out its cardinal policy of maintaining external 
peace and internal unity the Lukouchiao incident suddenly broke out, throwing 
the nation into a state of profound indignation and causing great concern 
to the whole world. The consequences of this incident threatened the very 
existence of China and the peace of East Asia. At this juncture, in answer 
to the many inquiries, I wish to state the following:

1 .—The Chinese race has always been peace-loving. The internal policy 
of the National Government has always been directed towards maintaining in
ternal unity and, in our foreign relations, mutual respect and co-existence with 
other nations. In February of this year, at the Plenary Session, a manifesto 
was issued in which these points were clearly emphasized. For the last two 
years, as actual facts show, the National Government in its policy towards 
Japan , has constantly sought to confine all pending problems to proper, 
recognized channels of diplomacy, so that just settlements could be reached.

Our people should understand our national position. We must realize our 
own position. As a people of a weak nation we should evaluate justly the degree 
of our own strength. For the past few years we have bent all our efforts 
towards patient endeavours to ensure peace in the face of grave difficulties 
and grievous pain, so that we may achieve national reconstruction. For this 
reason in my report on foreign affairs at the Fifth Plenary Session the year 
before last, I stated that while there is the slightest hope for peace we will 
not abandon it; so long as we have not reached the limit of endurance we 
will not talk lightly of sacrifice; and the subsequent explanation at the Cen
tral Executive Session shows beyond cavil our anxiety to maintain peace.

But although we are a weak country, if unfortunately we should have 
reached that last limit, then there is only one thing to do, that is to throw the 
last ounce of energy of our nation into the struggle for national existence. And 
when that is done neither time nor circumstance will permit our stopping 
midway to seek peace. We should realize that to seek peace after war has 
once begun means that the terms would be such that the subjugation of our. 
nation and the complete annihilation of our race would be encompassed. Let 
our people realize to the full meaning of the limit of endurance and the ex
tent of sacrifice thereby, for once that stage is reached we have to sacrifice 
and fight to the bitter end, though with always the expectancy of eventual 
victory. Should we hesitate, however, and vainly hope for temporary safety, 
then we shall perish forever.

2 .—There may be people who imagine that the Lukouchiao incident was 
a sudden and unpremeditated step. But already a month ago there were 
symptoms that an incident would ensue because of the statements from the 
other side, made both through their press, and directly and indirectly through 
diplomatic channels. Besides, before and after the incident we received news 
from various sources to the effect that the opposite side were aiming to ex
pand the Tangku Agreement; enlarge the bogus “East Hopei Government”; 
drive out the 29th Army; force out General Sung Cheh-yuan; and try to 
impose similar other demands.

From the above it can easily be seen that the Lukouchiao incident is not 
a sudden and accidental development. From this incident we must realize that 
the other side have a very definite purpose towards us and that peace is not 
to be easily secured. According to our reports the only way by which the 
Lukouchiao incident could have been avoided was to allow foreign armies to 
come and go freely within our territory without limitation, while our own army 
must abide by imposed restrictions upon its movements, or to allow others to 
fire upon our soldiers and for us not to return fire.

Any country in the world that has the least self-respect could not pos
sibly accept such humiliation. The four Northeastern Provinces have al-

3
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ready been lost to us for six years; following that there was the Tangku 
Agreement, and now the point of conflict — Lukouchiao — has reached the 
very gates of Peiping. If we allow Lukouchiao to be occupied by force 
then the result will be that our ancient capital of five hundred years, and 
the political, cultural and strategic center of our entire North would be lost. 
The Peiping of today would then become a second Mukden; the Hopei and 
Charhar provinces would share the fate of the four Northeastern Provinces.

If Peiping becomes a second Mukden, what is there to prevent Nan
king from becoming a second Peiping? The safety of Lukouchiao therefore is 
a problem involving the existence of the nation as a whole, and whether it can 
be amicably settled comes within the comprehension of our term “the limit 
of endurance.” If finally we reach the stage where it is impossible to avoid 
the inevitable, then we cannot do otherwise than resist and be prepared for 
the supreme sacrifice. This resistance is forced upon us, we are not seeking 
war, we are meeting attacks upon our existence.

Our people must realize that today the Central Government is in the 
midst of preparing measures to defend ourselves. Weak nation as we are, we 
cannot neglect to uphold the integrity of our race and ensure the very exist
ence of the heritage of our forefathers, a duty which we must fulfill to the 
utmost. Let us realize, however, that once war has begun there is no looking 
backward, we must fight to the bitter end. If we allowed one inch more of our 
territory to be lost then we would be guilty of committing an unpardonable 
offense against our race. What would be left to us other than to throw every 
resource of our nation into a struggle for final victory?

3.—At this solemn moment Japan will have to decide whether the 
Lukouchiao incident will result in a major war between China and Japan. 
Whether or not there is the least vestige of any hope for peace between 
China and Japan depends upon the action of the Japanese army. Even at 
the very last second before we abandon all hope of peace we would still be 
hoping for peace; we would still be seeking a solution through proper diplo
matic channels.

The following four points will clearly show what our stand on the issue is:
(1)—Any kind of settlement must not infringe upon the territorial in

tegrity and the sovereign rights of our nation.
(2)—The status of the Hopei-Charhar Political Council is fixed by the 

Central Government; we should not allow any illegal alteration.
(3)—We will not agree to the removal by outside pressure of those 

local officials appointed by the Central Government, such as the chairman of 
the Hopei-Charhar Political Council.

(4)—We will not allow any restriction being placed upon the positions 
now held by the 29th Army.

These four points constitute the minimum conditions possible as a basis 
for negotiation for any nation, no matter how weak it may be. And if the 
opposite side will place herself in our position and have due regard for main
taining peace in the Far East and does not desire to force China and Japan 
into hostilities and to make them enemies forever, they will realize that these 
conditions are the minimum that can be considered.

To sum up, during the Lukouchiao crisis the Central Government is en
suring the very existence of our nation. We seek for peace, but we do not 
seek for peace at any cost. We do not want war but we may be forced to 
defend ourselves. During this grave crisis the Government may be counted 
upon to guide the nation with calmness and restraint, the people likewise must 
show sobriety and discipline. In discharging our obligations to our race 
let there be no distinction between North and South, age or youth, but let 
all implicitly and with iron discipline follow the guidance of the Government.

I hope you gentlemen will explain what I have said to all those you meet 
so that they will understand the situation and appreciate our policy.

4
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Chinese Memorandum to Powers Signatory 
to the Nine-Power Treaty, July 16,1937

(A) As to the Status
The Japanese troops in their manoeuvres on the night of July 7, when the 

trouble started, had no shadow of right to be where they were, for manoeuvres 
or field exercises or even simple barracking, as points where foreign troops 
may be are specifically enumerated in Article 9 of the final Boxer Protocol of 
1901, and neither Lukouchiao, where the original incident occurred, nor Wan- 
ping nor Fengtai are included.

So even shadowy and outdated claims that might be advanced under the 
terms of that protocol furnish no justification for either the presence of or 
the demonstrations by the Japanese troops. July 12 at Nanking the Chinese 
Foreign Minister. Dr. Wang Chung-hui, with all his responsibility as Foreign 
Minister and with his authority as a recent judge of the International Court 
at The Hague, issued a statement that declared the Japanese manoeuvres at 
Lukouchiao to be positively without any treaty sanction.

(B) As to the Circumstances
Like the famous faked bomb outrage outside Mukden in September, 1931, 

which did not prevent an approaching train from reaching its destination 
in time and yet served as an excuse for the rape at Manchuria, so on the night 
of July 7, 1937, Japanese forces under the demand for the recovery of a sup
positious missing Japanese soldier, sought to force their admittance into the 
Chinese-garrisoned town in the night time and are trying to use the inevitable 
refusal as the jumping-off point for further invasion of North China.

Since then the fighting has been extended to the immediate environs of 
Peiping while large numbers of Japanese reinforcements are being rapidly 
sent into the Province of Hopei from Manchuria, Korea and Japan proper.

It is estimated that over 100 Japanese airplanes and 20,000 Japanese 
troops already have been concentrated in the Peiping-Tientsin area ready to 
precipitate a major clash at any moment.

Ever since the original outbreaks the Chinese authorities, anxious to 
reach a peaceful settlement, have used their best efforts to arrange for a 
cessation of hostilities by the mutual withdrawal of troops. But almost imme
diately, after each successive arrangement was made, it was nullified by a re
sumption of their attacks by the Japanese forces.

It need hardly be pointed out that the sudden attack on Lukouchiao and 
the invasion of North China by large Japanese military forces constitute a 
clear violation of China’s sovereignty contrary to the letter and spirit of the 
Nine-Power Treaty, the Paris Peace Pact and the Covenant of the League of 
Nations.

The crisis thus precipitated by Japan’s aggressive action in China, if 
permitted to take its own course, will not only immediately disturb peace in 
East Asia but also may entail unforeseen consequences to the rest of the world.

While China is obliged to employ all the means at her disposal to defend 
her territory and national honor to the end of her existence she nevertheless 
holds herself in readiness to settle her differences with Japan by any of the 
pacific means known to international law and treaties.

But the National Government of China is bound to control closely the 
basis of settlement since it is a well-known tactic of the Japanese military to 
promote disruption in North China by insisting upon overawing the local 
authorities. The Japanese also aim to mislead world opinion by pretending 
that such specious attempts at local negotiations, intended to flout the Na
tional Government, are directed toward minimizing the “incidents” that they 
continually engineer.

Such local diplomacy invariably intensifies rather than helps heal the 
disruptive process in North China and constitutes part of the obvious persistent 
penetrative continental policy pursued by the Japanese.

The issues thus raised are for that reason, above all others, always 
national and never local, and “localization” is a subterfuge invariably at
tempted for baffling Chinese unity and confusing world opinion.

5
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Statement of Secretary of State Cordell Hull, July 16, 1937
I have been receiving from many sources inquiries and suggestions arising 

out of disturbed situations in various parts of the world.
Unquestionably there are in a number of regions tensions and strains 

which on their face involve only countries that are near neighbors but which in 
ultimate analysis are of inevitable concern to the whole world.

Any situation in which armed hostilities are in progress or are threatened 
is a situation where in rights and interests of all nations either are or may be 
seriously affected. There can be no serious hostilities anywhere in the world 
which will not one way or another affect interests or rights or obligations of 
this country.

I therefore feel warranted in making—in fact, I feel it a duty to make — 
a statement of this government’s position in regard to international problems 
and situations with respect to which this country feels deep concern.

This country constantly and consistently advocates maintenance of peace. 
We advocate national and international self-restraint. We advocate abstinence 
by all nations from use of force in pursuit of policy and from interference 
in the internal affairs of other nations. We advocate adjustment of problems 
in international relations by processes of peaceful negotiation and agreement.

We advocate faithful observance of international agreements. Upholding 
the principle of the sanctity of treaties, we believe in modification of provi
sions of treaties, when need therefor arises, by orderly processes carried out in 
a spirit of mutual helpfulness and accommodation.

We believe in respect by all nations for the right of others and per
formance by all nations of established obligations. We stand for revitalizing 
and strengthening of international law.

We advocate steps toward promotion of economic security and stability 
the world over.

We advocate lowering or removing of excessive barriers in international 
trade. We seek effective equality of commercial opportunity and we urge upon 
all nations application of the principle of equality of treatment.

We believe in limitation and reduction of armament. Realizing the neces
sity for maintaining armed forces adequate for national security, we are pre
pared to reduce or to increase our own armed forces in proportion to reduc
tions or increases made by other countries.

We avoid entering into alliances or entangling commitments, but we 
believe in cooperative efforts by peaceful and practicable means in 
of the principles hereinbefore stated.
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Statement of Secretary of State Cordell Hull, August 23, 1937
At his press conference on Aug. 17, the Secretary of State announced that 

(1), legislative action to make available funds for purposes of emergency 
relief necessitated by the situation in the Far East had been asked and that 
(2), this Government had given orders for a regiment of marines to prepare 
to proceed to Shanghai. The Secretary then discussed at some length the 
principles of policy on which this Government was proceeding.

The situation at Shanghai is in many respects unique. Shanghai is a great 
cosmopolitan center, with a population of over 3,000,000, a part of which has 
been developed by the nationals of many countries, at which there have pre
vailed mutually advantageous contacts of all types and varieties between and 
among the Chinese and people of almost all other countries of the world. At 
Shanghai, there exists a multiplicity of rights and interests which are of in
evitable concern to many countries, including the United States.

In the present situation, the American Government is engaged in facilita
ting in every way possible an orderly and safe removal of American citizens 
from areas where there is special danger. Further, it is the policy of the 
American Government to afford its nationals appropriate protection primarily 
against mobs or other uncontrolled elements. For that purpose it has for 
many years maintained small detachments of armed forces in China, and 
for that purpose it is sending the present small re-enforcement. These armed 
forces there have no mission of aggression. It is their function to be of 
assistance toward maintenance of order and security. It has been the desire 
and the intention of the American Government to remove these forces when 
performance of their function of protection is no longer called for, and such 
remains its desire and expectation.

The issues and problems which are of concern to this Government in the 
present situation in the Pacific area go far beyond merely the immediate 
question of protection of the nationals and interests of the United States. 
The conditions which prevail in that area are intimately connected with and 
have a direct and fundamental relationship to the general principles of policy 
to which attention was called in the statement of July 16, which statement 
has evoked expressions of approval from more than fifty governments. This 
Government is firmly of the opinion that the principles summarized in that 
statement should effectively govern international relationships.

When there unfortunately arises in any part of the world the threat 
or the existence of serious hostilities, the matter is of concern to all nations. 
Without attempting to pass judgement regarding the merits of the contro
versy, we appeal to the parties to refrain from resort to war. We urge that 
they settle their differences in accordance with principles which in the opinion 
not alone of our people, but of most of the peoples of the world, should 
govern in international relationships. We consider applicable throughout the 
world, in the Pacific area as elsewhere, the principles set forth in the state
ment of July 16. That statement of principles is comprehensive and basic. 
It embraces the principles embodied in many treaties, including the Wash
ington Conference Treaties and the Kellogg-Briand Pact of Paris.

From the beginning of the present controversy in the Far East we have 
been urging upon both the Chinese and the Japanese Governments the impor
tance of refraining from hostilities and of maintaining peace. We have been 
participating constantly in consultation with interested governments directed 
toward peaceful adjustment. This Government does not believe in political 
alliances or entanglements, nor does it believe in extreme isolation. It does 
believe in international cooperation for the purpose of seeking through pacific 
methods the achievements of those objectives set forth in the statement of 
July 16. In the light of our well-defined attitude and policies and within the 
range thereof, this Government is giving most solicitous attention to every 
phase of the Far Eastern situation, towards safeguarding the lives and 
welfare of our people and making effective the policies—especially the policy 
of peace—in which this country believes and to which it is committed.

This Government is endeavoring to see kept alive, strengthened and re
vitalized, in reference to the Pacific area and to all the world, these funda
mental principles.
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Statement of Ambassador Chengting T. Wang, August 28, 1937
The Chinese Government notes with gratification the reiteration by the 

Hon. Cordell Hull, Secretary of State, in his statement of Aug. 23, 1937, of 
the fact that the general principles of policy enunciated in his statement of 
July 16, 1937, which the Chinese Government has unreservedly accepted, 
should effectively govern international relationships and should be applicable 
throughout the world.

Due note also is taken of the appeal of the Secretary of State to China 
and Japan to refrain from resort to war and to settle differences in accordance 
with principles which, in the opinion not alone of the American people, but of 
practically all peoples of the world, should govern in international relation
ships.

Traditionally it has been the foreign policy of the Chinese Government 
to settle all international controversies by pacific means. Soon after the 
outbreak of the incident in Lukouchiao on July 7, 1937, the Chinese Govern
ment made in vain several attempts to effect a peaceful settlement of the 
incident.

In a memorandum under date July 15, 1937, addressed to the leading 
powers, it was made clear that while China was obliged to employ all the 
means at her disposal to defend her territory and national honor and existence, 
she nevertheless held herself in readiness to settle her differences with Japan 
by any of the pacific means known in international law and treaties.

In a note to the Secretary of State on Aug. 12, 1937, the Chinese Am
bassador again took occasion to point out that the stand of the Chinese Gov
ernment as to the issue with Japan remained the same as that stated in 
the memorandum of July 15, 1937. Even in a recent move to seek a peaceful 
solution, the Chinese Government accepted in principle the British proposal for 
the cessation of hostilities in Shanghai, if Japan would accept the same.

It is to be noted that China has never attempted to resort to war, but to 
resist foreign aggressions in defense of her territory and national honor and 
existence. She is ready as ever to settle whatever differences she may have 
with Japan in accordance with the principles of international law and practice.

It is the sincere conviction of the Chinese Government that the relation
ships among the nations can be best governed by the realization and ful
fillment of the noble principles enunciated and reiterated by Secretary of State 
Hull, and that the realization and fulfillment of these principles can only be 
attained by the full cooperation of all the countries.

3
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British Note to the Japanese Government, August 29, 1937
The Japanese Government will be aware of the injuries sustained by 

Sir Hughe Montgomery Knatchbull-Hugessen, His Majesty’s Ambassador to 
China, as the result of shooting from Japanese military airplanes when motor
ing with members of his staff from Nanking to Shanghai on August 26 last.

The facts were as follows: His Majesty’s Ambassador was proceeding from 
Nanking to Shanghai on Aug. 26, accompanied by a military attaché and 
the financial advisor to His Majesty’s Embassy and a Chinese chauffeur. The 
party occupied two black saloon cars of obviously private character, each 
flying a Union Jack, approximately 18 inches by 12 in size on the rear side 
of the car projecting above the roof.

About 2:30 P. M., and about eight miles northwest of Taitsang, i. e., some 
forty miles from Shanghai, the cars were attacked by machine-gun fire from 
a Japanese airplane.

The airplane which fired the machine gun dived from the off side of the 
car at a right angle to it. This was followed by a bomb attack from a second 
Japanese airplane from a height of about 200 feet.

The Ambassador was hit by a nickel steel bullet (subsequently found 
embedded in the car) which penetrated the side of his abdomen and grazed 
his spine.

His Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom has received with deep 
distress and concern the news of this deplorable event, in respect whereof it 
must record its emphatic protest and request the fullest measure of redress.

Although noncombatants, including foreigners resident in the country 
concerned, must accept the inevitable risk of injury resulting indirectly from 
the normal conduct of hostilities, it is one of the oldest and best established 
rules of international law that direct or deliberate attacks on noncombatants 
are absolutely prohibited, whether inside or outside the area in which hos
tilities are taking place.

Aircraft are in no way exempt from this rule, which applies as much to 
attack from the air as to any other form of attack.

Nor can the plea of accident be accepted where the facts are such as to 
show at best negligence and a complete disregard for the sanctity of civilian 
life.

In the present case the facts which have been recorded above make it 
clear that this was not an accident resulting from any normal hostile oper
ation, and it should have been obvious to the aircraft that they were dealing 
with noncombatants.

The plea, should it be advanced, that the flags carried on the cars were 
too small to be visible is irrelevant. There would have been no justification for 
the attack even had the cars carried no flags at all.

The foreign, even the diplomatic status of the occupants, is also ir
relevant. The real issue is that they were noncombatants.

The aircraft no doubt did not intend to attack His Majesty’s Ambassador 
as such. They apparently did intend to attack noncombatants, and that suffices 
in itself to constitute an illegality.

It is, moreover, pertinent to observers that in this particular case the 
Ambassador was traveling in a locality where there were no Chinese troops 
nor any actual hostilities in progress.

No Chinese troops were in fact encountered by the Ambassador’s party 
until about an hour’s drive from the scene of the attack.

His Majesty’s Government feels it must take this opportunity to em
phasize the wider significance of this event. It is an outstanding example of 
the results to be expected from an indiscriminate attack from the air.

Such events are inseparable from the practice, as illegal as iti is inhuman,
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of failing to draw that clear distinction between combatants and noncom
batants in the conduct of hostilities which international law no less than the 
conscience of mankind has always enjoined.

The fact that in the present case no actual state of war has been declared 
or expressly recognized by either party to exist emphasizes the inexcusable 
nature of what occurred.

His Majesty’s Government must therefore request:
Firstly, a formal apology to be conveyed by the Japanese Government to 

His Majesty’s Government.
Secondly, suitable punishment for those responsible for the attack.
Thirdly, an assurance by the Japanese authorities that necessary measures 

will be taken to prevent recurrence of events of such a character.

-à
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Statement of the Chinese Government to the League of Nations 
August 30, 1937

On the evening of July 7th, Japanese troops held illegal manoeuvres at 
Lukouchiao, a railway junction of strategic importance in the vicinity of 
Peiping, where their presence could not be defended under any existing treaty 
or agreement. Alleging that one Japanese soldier was missing, Japanese 
troops demanded after midnight to enter the adjacent city of Wanping to 
conduct a search. When permission was refused by the Chinese authorities, 
the Japanese suddenly opened an attack on Wanping with infantry and artillery 
forces and thus the Chinese garrison was compelled to offer resistance.

While the Chinese authorities from the very beginning showed their 
willingness to reach an amicable settlement of the Lukouchiao incident, Japan 
has sought to exploit the incident for furthering her designs on North China 
and relentlessly forced China to resort to armed resistance, thus precipitating 
a sanguinary conflict of which the world has as yet only witnessed the be
ginning.

With a view to avoiding further hostilities and effecting a peaceful settle
ment with Japan through regular diplomatic channels, the Chinese authorities 
with great self-restraint and forbearance, in face of repeated provocative 
attacks by Japanese forces, proposed a mutual withdrawal of troops in order 
to separate the two opposing forces and, later, as unmistakable proof of 
China’s peaceful intentions, actually proceeded to withdraw her troops from the 
scene of conflict even before Japan commenced similar withdrawal.

On the other hand, the Japanese deliberately aggravated the situation by 
immediately despatching large reinforcements to the province of Hopei, by 
renewing their offensive in the Wanping-Lukouchiao area and by extending 
the field of conflict to the immediate outskirts of Peiping.

In spite of such grave provocations, the Chinese local authorities continued 
their efforts for peaceful settlement and, on July 11th, accepted the following 
terms proposed by the Japanese:

1) Expression of regret by a representative of the military authorities, 
disciplinary measures against officers directly involved in the conflict and 
guarantee against recurrence of similar incidents;

2) Replacement of Chinese regular troops at Lukouchiao and Lungwang- 
miao by peace preservation corps; and,

3) Effective suppression of anti-Japanese and Communist organisations 
in the Hopei Province.

On July 12th, the Counsellor of the Japanese Embassy, accompanied by 
an assistant Japanese military attaché and assistant naval attaché, acting 
under instructions from his government, called at the Chinese Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs and advised the Chinese Government ‘not to interfere’ with 
the local settlement which had been reached on the previous day. The Japanese 
Counsellor received the reply that any local arrangement, in order to be 
binding, must be approved by the Chinese Central Government. The Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs also proposed the mutual withdrawal of troops to their 
original positions pending the final settlement of the incident.

While the Chinese local authorities were carrying out the terms of the 
agreement by withdrawing their troops, the Japanese extended their warlike 
activities and provocative attacks to the Peiping-Tientsin area. By July 15th 
it was estimated that over twenty thousand Japanese troops and a hundred 
aeroplanes had been concentrated in this area with further reinforcements held 
in readiness on the other side of the Great Wall. Under threat of military 
coercion the negotiations between local representatives were rendered ex
ceedingly difficult, especially as the Japanese attempted to dictate measures 
for complementing the agreement of July 11th.

On July 16th, China presented a memorandum to the Governments of 
Powers signatory to the Nine-Power Treaty (with the exception of Japan)
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and the Governments of Germany and Soviet Russia, drawing their attention 
to the fact that the sudden attack on Lukouchiao and the invasion of North 
China by large Japanese military forces constituted a clear violation of China’s 
sovereignty, contrary to the letter and spirit of the Nine-Power Treaty, the 
Paris Peace Pact ana the Covenant of the League of Nations. It was also stated 
in the memorandum that, while China was obliged to employ all means at her 
disposal to defend her territory and national existence, she nevertheless held 
herself in readiness to settle her differences with Japan by any of the pacific 
means known to international law or treaties.

On July 17th, the Japanese Embassy presented a memorandum to the 
Ministry of Foreign Affairs, demanding the Central Government not to inter
fere with local negotiations, nor to make military preparations of any kind. 
On the same day, the Japanese military attaché, under instructions from the 
Tokyo War Office, made representations to the Chinese Ministry of War against 
the entry of Chinese reinforcements into the Hopei Province even for defensive 
purposes and threatened with ‘grave consequences’ if the demand be not com
plied with.

To such preposterous representations the Chinese Government, on July 
19th, replied in writing, renewing its proposal for simultaneous cessation of 
troop movements on both sides and mutual withdrawal of troops to their 
respective original positions on a date to be agreed upon by both parties. It 
was also unequivocably stated in the reply that for the settlement of the inci
dent the Chinese Government was prepared to accept any pacific means known 
to international law or treaties, such as direct negotiations, good offices, 
mediation and arbitration. Unfortunately, these conciliation demarches failed 
to receive the desired response. That the Chinese Government went to the 
utmost limit of forbearance was shown by the fact that it did not raise objec
tion to the terms of the agreement reached on July 11th between the Chinese 
local authorities and the Japanese army.

Thus it will be readily seen that since the outbreak of the Lukouchiao inci
dent, Japan has sought to exploit it in two ways for realizing her object of 
military, political and economic domination over North China. On the military 
side, she persisted in sending to the Hopei Province enormous numbers of 
armed forces that would only be required for large scale campaigns and, at the 
same time, sought to prevent the Central Government from taking precaution
ary defence measures, so that she would be in a position more effectively to 
bring local authorities to subjection. Diplomatically, she has endeavored to 
coerce the Chinese Central Government into keeping its hands off North China 
and agreeing in advance to whatever terms the local authorities, when left 
alone to face Japanese military pressure, might be forced to accept.

Finally, seeing that China refused to act according to their wish, uthe 
Japanese Army presented an ultimatum to the Chinese local authorities on 
July 26th, demanding, among other things, the withdrawal of Chinese troops 
from Peiping and its vicinity which, it may be noted, was outside the terms of 
the agreement of July 11th. Even before the expiration of the time-limit fixed 
by the ultimatum, Japanese military and air forces launched a big offensive 
against the Peiping-Tientsin area causing a widespread feeling of horror and 
dismay by their wanton destruction of civilian lives and property, including 
many educational and cultural institutions.

After the Chinese troops had withdrawn from the Peiping-Tientsin area, 
Japanese armed forces further extended their operations into southern Hopei 
and also northward to the Hopei-Charhar border, where fierce attacks are being 
made on the strategic pass of Nankou. It was estimated by August 20th that 
Japanese troops in North China totalled approximately one hundred thousand 
strong. The concentration of such large forces on Chinese soil shows that Japan 
is irrevocably committed to a policy of military conquest and expansion on the 
Asiatic Continent.

Fearing that Japan would bring the war scourge to Shanghai, the finan
cial and economic centre of China, as she did following her occupation of Man
churia, the Chinese Government, during the critical tension in North China, 

repeatedly ordered the local authorities at Shanghai to take special pre
cautions against the occurrence of any untoward incident. China’s efforts to 
preserve peace of that great metropolis were, however, frustrated as a result 
of the incident of August 9th, in which one Japanese naval officer, one Japanese 
seaman and a member of the Chinese Peace Preservation Corps were killed in 
a clash arising from the Japanese naval men’s attempt to approach the Chinese 
military aerodrome near Shanghai, regardless of Chinese warnings.

While the Chinese municipal authorities immediately proposed that a 
settlement be sought through diplomatic channels, Japan again preferred 
the arbitrament of force. Within less than 48 hours, she concentrated about 
thirty warships at Shanghai and had her armed forces there increased by sev
eral thousand. At the same time, demands calculated to remove or undermine 
Chinese defence were made on Chinese authorities. The expected attack opened 
on August 13th, four days after the incident, when Japanese naval forces both 
ashore and afloat, using the International Settlement as a base for operations, 
launched an offensive against the districts of Kiangwan and Chapei.

Since then, the Japanese have extended their air activity to many prov
inces, including those of Shantung, Kiangsu, Chekiang, Anhui, Hupei, Hunan 
and Kiangsi. Daily raids have been made on Nanking, the national capital of 
China, and various other cities of economic or political importance. There is 
every sign that Japan, relying on the numerical superiority of her air force, 
aims at crippling China’s strength for resistance by extensive bombing opera
tions in the most prosperous parts of China, where her economic and cultural 
life as well as foreign commerce are centred.

The above brief account of what Japan has done, since the outbreak of the 
Lukouchiao incident of July 7th, brings out the following facts most clearly, 
truthfully and indisputably.

1) Japanese armed forces have invaded China’s territory and are ex
tensively attacking Chinese positions by land, sea and air, in Central as well 
as North China. It is thus a case of aggression pure and simple.

2) China is exercising her natural right of self-defence, the failure of all 
other means of repelling violence having compelled her to resort to force, 
which is contrary to China’s wish.

3) Japan’s present action in China is the continuation of her aggressive 
program started in Manchuria in September 1931. Japan has now occupied the 
Peiping-Tientsin area and is bent upon extension of her occupation to the 
whole of North China and domination of other regions in spite of all her 
assurances that she has no territorial designs on this country. She is attempt
ing to destroy all the work of reconstruction which the Chinese nation has so 
steadily and assiduously undertaken during the last ten years.

4) In thus deliberately disturbing the peace of the Far East, Japan has 
violated the fundamental principles of the Covenant of the League of Nations. 
Using war as an instrument of national policy and ignoring all the pacific means 
for the settlement of international controversies, she has violated the Paris 
Peace Pact of 1927. Acting contrary to her pledge to respect the sovereignty, 
the independence and the territorial and administrative integrity of China, 
she has violated the Nine-Power Treaty concluded at Washington in 1922.
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Address by Foreign Minister Koki Hirota before the Japanese Diet 
September 5, 1937

Ever since the beginning of the present China affair, the Japanese Gov
ernment, in pursuance of its policy of local settlement and non-aggravation, 
exerted every effort to effect a speedy solution. The Nanking Government, 
whose prompt reconsideration was invited, failed to manifest a grain of 
sincerity but concentrated its armies in North China to challenge Japan, 
while in the Yangtze Valley and elsewhere in south and central China they 
embarked on an anti-Japanese campaign of the most vicious kind, which not 
only prevented our nationals in that region from engaging in peaceful pur
suits but also jeopardized their very existence.

In these circumstances the Japanese Government, still desiring to avoid 
a disturbance of the peace as far as possible, ordered the evacuation of all 
Japanese residents in Hankow and other points along the Yangtze River. 
Shortly after that, on August 9, at Shanghai, sub-Lieutenant Oyama and 
seaman Saito of a Japanese landing party were murdered by the Chinese 
Peace Preservation Corps.

Even then Japan, adhering to a peaceful course, sought to settle the 
affair through the withdrawal of the Peace Preservation Corps and the re
moval of all military works that had been erected in violation of the 1932 
truce agreement. China refused to comply with our demands under one 
pretext or another and proceeded instead to increase her troops and multiply 
her military works in the prohibited zone and finally launched an unwarrant
ed attack upon Japanese. Thereupon, as a matter of duty, our Government 
dispatched small naval reinforcements to Shanghai as an emergency measure 
to insure the protection of our nationals in that city.

In view of these disquieting developments in Shanghai, the Ambassadors 
at Nanking of five Powers—Great Britain, America, France, Germany and 
Italy—sent a joint request on August 11 both to Japan and China that the 
two countries do all in their power to carry out effectively the plan to ex
clude Shanghai from the scope of any possible hostilities so as to safeguard 
the lives and property of foreigners therein.

Our Government replied through Ambassador Kawagoe to the effect that 
while Japan was most solicitously concerned over the lives and property of 
all foreigners as well as Japanese in Shanghai, China should as a first pre
requisite withdraw outside of striking distance her regular troops and Peace 
Preservation Corps that were advancing on the Settlement and menacing 
Japanese and to remove her military works in the vicinity of the International 
Settlement, and that Japan would be prepared to restore her forces to their 
original positions provided China agreed to take the above steps.

The Ambassador was also instructed to request the Powers concerned 
to exert their influence toward inducing China to execute those urgent and 
appropriate measures, which, however, were flatly rejected by China. On 
Aug. 11 the Consuls General at Shanghai of Great Britain, America and 
France submitted a certain concrete plan proposing that Japan and China 
enter into direct negotiations for the purpose of averting the impending 
crisis.

The text of the proposal was received in Tokyo at midnight, Aug. 13. 
But in the afternoon of that very day Chinese armies that had been pouring 
into the Shanghai area took the offensive and on Aug. 14 their war planes 
dropped bombs not only on the headquarters of our landing party, our war
ship and our Consulate General, but also all over the International Settlement. 
No longer could we do anything but abandon all hopes of a peaceful settle
ment and fight for the protection of our 30,000 nationals in Shanghai. I 
regret to say that the earnest efforts of the powers concerned were thus 
nullified by the Chinese outrages.

Shanghai having been converted into a theatre of hostilities, grave con
cern was naturally shown by the Powers who have vast amounts of capital 
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invested and large numbers of their nationals residing in the city. Great 
Britain notified both Japan and China on Aug. 18 that if the Governments 
of the two countries agreed to withdraw their forces mutually and entrust 
to foreign authorities the protection of Japanese subjects residing in the 
International Settlement and on extra-Settlement roads, the British Govern
ment were prepared to undertake the responsibility provided the other powers 
cooperate. The next day—Aug. 19—we were informed by the French Gov
ernment of their readiness to support the British proposal. The American 
Government had also previously expressed the hope for a suspension of hos
tilities in the Shanghai area. Japan, having as great interest in Shanghai 
as these Powers, is equally solicitous for peace in the city. But, as has been 
stated above, the actions taken by the Chinese in and around Shanghai are 
plainly in violation of the truce agreement of 1932 in that they illegitimately 
moved their regular troops into the zone proscribed by that agreement and 
increased both the number of armaments and the Peace Preservations Corps, 
and in that, relying on their numerical superiority, they challenged the 
landing party and civilian population of our country.

Therefore, in their reply to the British proposal our Government ex
plained in detail Japan’s successive efforts toward a peaceful solution as 
well as the truth regarding the lawless Chinese attacks and stated that 
hostilities in Shanghai could not be brought to an end save through the 
withdrawal of Chinese regular troops from the prohibited zone and of the 
Peace Preservation Corps from the front lines. At the same time our sin
cere hope was expressed that Great Britain as one of the parties to the 
truce agreement would use her good offices to bring about the withdrawal 
of the Chinese troops outside the proscribed zone. Similar replies were sent 
to France and America.

As for North China, in wilful disregard of various pledges and agree
ments the Chinese Central Armies moved northward to indulge in a series 
of provocative actions and large forces began to pour into the Province of 
Chahar. Our Government therefore have had to take determined steps in 
this situation.

Thus hostilities have now spread from North to Central China, and Japan 
finds herself engaged in a major conflict with China on extended fields. I 
am deeply pained to say that some 50,000 Japanese residents in various parts 
of China have been forced to evacuate, leaving behind them their huge in
vestments, their business interests acquired through years of arduous toil 
and other rights and interests, while not a few of them have been made 
victims of the hostilities. It is also to be regretted that the nationals of 
other countries in China are being subjected to similar trials and tribulations.

All this is due to no other cause than that the Nanking Government and 
also local militarist regimes in China have for many years past deliberately 
undertaken to incite public opinion against Japan as a means of strengthening 
their own political powers and in conjunction with Communist elements they 
still further impaired Sino-Japanese relations. Now our loyal and valiant 
soldiers, with the united support of the nation behind them, are engaged in 
strenuous campaigns night and day amid indescribable hardships and priva
tions. We cannot but be moved to hear of their heroic sacrifices as well as 
their brilliant achievements.

It is hardly necessary to say that the basic policy of the Japanese Gov
ernment aims at the stabilization of East Asia through conciliation and coop
eration between Japan, Manchukuo and China for their common prosperity 
and well-being. Since China, ignoring our true motive, mobilized her vast 
armies against us we can do no other than counter it by force of arms.

The urgent need of this moment is that we take a resolute attitude and 
compel China to mend her ways. Japan has no other objective than to see a 
happy and tranquil North China and all of China freed from the danger of a 
recurrence of such calamitous hostilities as at present and Sino-Japanese 
relations so adjusted as to enable us to put into practice our above-mentioned 
policy. Let us hope that the statesmen of China be brought to take a broad 
view of East Asia, that they speedily realize their mistakes and that, turning 
a new leaf, they will act in unison with the high aim and aspirations of Japan.
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Supplementary Statement of the Chinese Government 

to the League of Nations, September 12, 1937
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Since the presentation of the last statement to the League under date 
of August 30th, 1937, Japan’s aggression in China has developed in further 
intensity and ruthlessness resulting in much wanton destruction of non-com
batant life and property including those of third powers. The gravity of the 
situation calls for a supplementary statement in which the Chinese Govern
ment wishes to draw special attention to the following outstanding events:

(1) Military and political aspects. The fighting in the Shanghai area 
which was started on August 13th, 1937, by the Japanese landing party has 
been intensified with the continual arrival of Japanese military, naval and air 
reinforcements. It is estimated that in addition to over ten thousand marines, 
Japan has brought five army divisions to Shanghai with a formidable array 
of modern war weapons including scores of military aeroplanes. Determined 
to bring under her control the premier seaport of China, Japan has flatly 
rejected the proposal advanced by the representatives of third powers for the 
mutual withdrawal of the forces including the Japanese warships from Shang
hai, which proposal China accepts in principle. Hostilities in Shanghai have 
already exacted an enormous toll in life and property, and with two huge 
opposing armies locked in a life-and-death encounter, the fighting is likely 
to be prolonged.

In North China the Chinese troops defending Nankow, after having val
iantly held out about a fortnight against fierce Japanese onslaughts, were 
eventually forced to withdraw when subjected to gas attacks and threatened 
with flanking movement by units of the Japanese Kwantung army from 
Jehol. Advancing westward the Japanese forces have occupied various cities 
on the Peiping-Suiyuan railway as far as Kalgan, the capital of Chahar, which 
was evacuated by Chinese troops on August 27th. Japanese sources announced 
on September 4th that a puppet regime styled “South Chahar Autonomous 
Government” was being formed at Kalgan.

Fighting has continued along northern sections on the Peiping-Hankow 
and Tientsin-Pukow railways where the Japanese military strength has 
reached nine divisions totalling no less than one hundred fifty thousand men. 
Meanwhile, confusion and terror reign in the Peiping and Tientsin area which 
is completely under Japanese control. Ten foreign missionaries were reported 
to have been kidnapped in Peiping where the Japanese military have admitted 
that they are facing the problem of preventing looting by their own soldiers.

With a view to devastating all Chinese seaports, Japanese activity in the 
air has been extended towards South China. A formation of six or seven 
Japanese military planes bombed Canton on August 21st, while Swatow and 
Changchow (Fukien) were raided the same day. Two Japanese seaplanes 
bombed Amoy on September 3rd shortly after the bombardment of the Chinese 
forts there by Japanese warships, and Swatow was bombed for the second 
time on September 6th. With the exception of a few provinces, Japanese air 
activity has now been extended throughout the length and breadth of China. 
In carrying out their death-dealing mission, the Japanese airmen have shown 
most spiteful disregard for distinction between combatants and non-combat
ants. Details of this sordid aspect of Japan’s aggressions will be given pres
ently.

(2) Japan’s declaration of the naval blockade. The Japanese Navy de
clared on August 25th a blockade against Chinese shipping from Shanghai 
to the south of Swatow. While it was declared from Tokyo that ‘peaceful 
trade’ would not be interfered with, the legal adviser to the Japanese Third 
Fleet operating in Chinese waters, Dr. Jumpei Shinobu, told the foreign Press 
that foreign ships might be hailed by Japanese warships patrolling the block
aded area. He also intimated the possibility of the Japanese exercising the 
privilege of preemption toward foreign bottoms found to be carrying cargo 
which, in their view, would constitute wartime contraband.

On September 5th the blockade was further extended to include an area
16
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from Chinwangtao in the North to Pakhoi in the South covering virtually the 
entire length of the Chinese coast. Simultaneously, the Japanese naval 
authorities announced that they reserved the right to hail all merchantmen in 
Chinese waters in order to ascertain their identity and also asked all foreign 
shipping companies to inform them of the movement of their ships in Chinese 
waters.

(3) Japanese bombing of Red Cross units. Flagrantly violating the Geneva 
Convention of 1929 to which Japan is a signatory, the Japanese forces have 
repeatedly committed outrages against Red Cross units engaged in humanitar
ian tasks attending wounded soldiers. Interviewed by the Press on August 29th, 
Doctor F. C. Yen, a responsible executive of the Chinese Red Cross Society, 
revealed that seven of thirty Red Cross vans were disabled by Japanese bombs. 
In many cases Japanese aeroplanes gave chase to these vehicles despite easily 
discernible insignia. Sometimes bombs were dropped on them.

On August 18th, the Red Cross Hospital at Chenju was bombed. For
tunately, most of the patients had been removed to another place. The stretcher 
bearer was killed while one doctor and three others were wounded. The follow
ing day the Red Cross ambulance corps at Nan-hsiang was likewise bombed 
by Japanese raiders. Two wounded soldiers were killed while four members 
of the corps were wounded.

Perhaps the most horrible of the outrages was staged in a cold-blooded 
manner by the Japanese soldiers at Lotien on August 23rd. The ambulance 
corps of forty-three members were rescuing the wounded when they were 
surrounded by Japanese troops. Having torn off the Red Cross insignia on 
their white uniforms, the Japanese soldiers made them kneel down and then 
shot at them. One doctor and four nurses were killed outright while three 
nurses managed to escape. The rest were still missing and were believed to 
have been killed. Of the three nurses one was shot at while running away 
from the Japanese and succumbed to injuries the next day.

These horrible acts rendered Red Cross work most difficult. Presently 
all those working behind the front lines were obliged to carry on duties in the 
evening when they were less exposed to the danger of possible death. The 
Japanese allegation that the Red Cross carried war materials was completely 
groundless. Great care was exercised by the Chinese Red Cross Society in 
using Red Cross flags. Each of the thirty vans to which special permits were 
granted by the International Settlement or French Concession authorities at 
Shanghai to pass through their respective territory was thoroughly inspected 
before it left for the war zone. There is absolutely no excuse for the Japanese 
deliberately to bomb the Red Cross ambulances and lorries.

(4) Indiscriminate attacks on non-combatants. Of numerous instances of 
indiscriminate Japanese attacks from air, few tragic examples serve to illus
trate the inexcusable and heinous crimes that have been committed against 
non-combatants.

On August 17th, ten Japanese planes appeared over Nan-tung-chow 
approximately eighty miles west of Shanghai and dropped six bombs on the 
American Mission Hospital there. One bomb hit the main building which 
caught fire and was destroyed. Several Chinese doctors and two nurses were 
among those killed while scores were wounded including two American nurses 
on duty.

On August 28th, twelve Japanese planes raided Nantao, a densely popu
lated Chinese section in Shanghai, which was entirely devoid of Chinese troops 
or military positions. The bombs which dropped in the vicinity of the South 
Railway Station resulted in the death of over two hundred civilians and injury 
to five hundred others. The victims including an exceedingly large percentage 
of women and children were mostly refugees waiting to entrain for regions of 
comparative safety.

Over two hundred wounded soldiers and refugees were killed when an 
omnibus station at Ta-chang a few miles from Woosung was bombed by 
Japanese aircraft on August 31st. A similar tragedy occurred on the same
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day at Tsang-chow approximately seventy miles south of Tientsin where hun
dreds of civilians were killed and wounded by Japanese air bombs.

In the early morning of September 5th, sixteen Japanese planes raided 
the village of Pei-hsing-ching on the western fringe of the International Settle
ment at Shanghai where no fighting had occurred. .Numerous houses were 
destroyed and a large number of villagers were killed and wounded. While 
flying over that area, the Japanese planes saw two junks sailing on the Soo- 
chow Creek both laden with war refugees. One junk was immediately bombed, 
resulting in forty killed and sixty wounded while many panic-stricken refugees 
in the second junk were machine-gunned and killed.

(5) Wanton destruction of educational and cultural institutions. Since the 
outbreak of hostilities educational and cultural institutions received special 
attention of the Japanese as objects for their wanton destruction.

One of the first acts of Japanese soldiers after the occupation of Tientsin 
was to deliberately set on fire with large quantities of oil the well-known 
Nankai University and the affiliated Middle School. Since then many other 
colleges and schools were either partially or totally destroyed by Japanese 
airbombs. These included the Tsonging Girls School at Nan-tung-chow; the 
Baldwin School for Girls of Kiangsi, the Agricultural Institute and the Normal 
School for Rural Education at Nachang, the National Central University, its 
Experimental High School and the School for Children of the Revolutionary 
Martyrs at Nanking and the National Tung-chi University at Woosung. It is 
noteworthy that all these institutions were attacked from the air and, with 
the exception of the National Tung-chi University, were situated hundreds of 
miles away from the scene of hostilités. Even the latter did not lie within 
the area of actual conflict nor was it occupied by Chinese troops at the time 
when it was destroyed.

The above sketch of what the Japanese armed forces have done on Chinese 
territory in the last two weeks shows clearly that Japan is determined to 
extend her aggressive action to the length and breadth of this country, with 
the object, as the Japanese themselves have admitted, of destroying the body 
politic of China and wiping out the very civilization of the Chinese nation, 
thereby realizing Japan’s long cherished dream of continental conquest.

It is further demonstrated by the above-mentioned facts that the Japanese 
armed forces, in invading China’s territory, show an utter disregard for all 
rules of international law, all provisions of treaties, and all precepts of 
humanity. Law and morality give place to violence and anarchy. Intoxicated 
by the lust for conquest, the invader is bent upon ruthless slaughter and wan
ton destruction. The lives of four hundred and fifty million people are at 
stake; the civilization and the security of the whole world are in the balance.

Appeal of the Chinese Government to the League of Nations 
September 12, 1937

To the Secretary-General.
Under instructions from my Government, I have the honor to invite you 

to take cognisance of the fact that Japan has invaded China and is continuing 
the invasion with all her army, navy and air force. It is an aggression against 
the territorial integrity and existing political independence of China, a Mem
ber of the League of Nations, and clearly constitutes a case to be dealt with 
under Article 10 of the Covenant. The grave situation which the Japanese 
aggression has thus created also falls within the purview of Article 11 of the 
same instrument and, therefore, is a matter of concern to the whole League.

For the facts of the case, I beg leave to refer to the statements which 
the Chinese Government has communicated on August 30th and September 
12th, 1937, to the League for the information of the Members of the League 
and the Advisory Committee set up under a Resolution of the Assembly of 
February 24th, 1933, adopted in virtue of paragraph 3, Article 3 of the Cove
nant.

In view of Japan’s present relation to the League and her action in China, 
the Chinese Government holds, without prejudice to the continuing validity 
and binding effect of all the decisions hitherto taken by the Assembly and 
Council in the Sino-Japanese Conflict, that Article 17 of the Covenant is also 
applicable.

In the name of my Government I hereby invoke the application of Articles 
10, 11, and 17 of the Covenant and appeal to the Council to advise upon such 
means and take such action as may be appropriate and necessary for the situa
tion under the said Articles.

I have the honor, etc.
(Signed): V. K. Wellington Koo, 

First Delegate of the Republic of China.
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Speech by His Excellency Dr. V. K. Wellington Koo 
First Delegate of China to the XVIIIth Assembly

of the League of Nations, September 18, 1937

In the general discussion of the Secretary-General’s annual report in the 
past, it has been a custom for the delegates to refer to the important events 
of world interest or international concern taking place in the year under 
review. Following this custom I wish to invite your attention to a situation 
of the gravest kind which has recently arisen in the Far East. Indeed I feel 
it my duty to inform you of it because of its utmost gravity pregnant with 
dire consequences to the peace of the world.

Since two months ago my country has been once more subjected to 
armed aggression from Japan. The Japanese Government has despatched to 
China more than 300,000 troops, scores of warships, and hundreds of military 
aeroplanes in pursuit of political domination and territorial conquest. The 
Japanese Army, equipped with the most deadly instruments of war, has at
tacked and occupied Tientsin, Peiping, Nankow and Kalgan in the North, 
and is continuing to penetrate further into the interior of the country. In the 
South it has been attempting, with the aid of Japan’s mighty fleet, to seize 
Shanghai, the great metropolis of the Far East. The Japanese Navy has 
declared an illegal blockade of the entire coast of China and the Japanese 
warplanes have systematically been carrying out air raids on cities and towns 
in thirteen provinces, some of which lie hundreds of miles inland. China, 
notwithstanding all her handicaps, has found herself obliged to resist this 
renewed armed invasion. A bitter conflict between the ruthless invaders who 
seek to impose their will by force and the determined defenders who wish 
to save their country and protect their people is raging at this very moment. 
Peace has been and remains gravely disturbed.

The systematic destruction of life and property by the Japanese invaders 
has been appalling. I do not wish to weary you with details but let me em
phasize the horrible character of the deliberate attacks by Japanese war
planes on unarmed civilians.

In Tientsin the most crowded parts of the Chinese city were bombed by 
Japanese aeroplanes killing hundreds of people at a time for no reason other 
than to terrorize the civilians. The sight of the mangled bodies and the cries 
of the maimed and wounded were so sickening to the hearts of the foreign 
Red Cross doctors that they voiced their fervent wish that the Governments 
of the civilised Powers would make an effort to stop the carnage.

The bombing of the civilian population in the South has been even more 
frequent and horrible than in North China. One Japanese air raid on a 
Chinese railway station south of the French Concession in Shanghai killed 
hundreds of Chinese refugees, mostly women and children, waiting for a 
train to take them to their homes in the interior of the country for safety. 
The place was not a military base, nor were there troops present.

Here is a brief description of a foreign witness, the correspondent of 
the Daily Mail, who cabled to his paper under date of September 9th, less 
than a week ago: “The shrieks and cries of Chinese mothers rent the air 
yesterday at Sungkiang, near Shanghai, as, with tear-filled eyes and dazed 
mien, they stumbled among the charred wreckage of a bombed refugee train, 
hunting for the mangled corpses of their children. At least three hundred 
people were killed and 400 more wounded when Japanese warplanes swooped 
down and bombed the train wrecking five carriages.”

The bombing of the unprotected city of Changshu, 80 miles from the coast, 
killed 2,000 civilians. Nanking, the capital, has been subjected to almost daily 
raids by the Japanese air force, levying a frightful toll of deaths among the 
civilian population.

The systematic burning and demolition of schools, colleges, hospitals, 
Red Cross units and other cultural and humanitarian centres is sheer van
dalism. As an illustration, let me refer to the case of Nankai University, 

one of the largest and best known private endowed educational institutions 
in North China. Japanese artillery wantonly turned its fire on the buildings 
of the University and Japanese warplanes dropped incendiary bombs on them. 
When the Japanese military authorities saw that the concrete structures had 
not been entirely razed to the ground, they burned them with oil and blew 
them up with dynamite.

As a result of the Japanese making use of the International Settlement 
as the base of their military operations to attack the Chinese in Shanghai, 
foreign life and property have also suffered and are still suffering grievous 
losses. Scores of innocent foreigners have been killed or wounded. Foreign 
ships of commerce and war have been hit and damaged by bombs or shrapnels. 
Foreign plants, mills, warehouses and office buildings have been occupied by 
Japanese troops. Seventy thousand foreign residents have been obliged to 
evacuate the city. The illegal blockade of the Chinese coast proclaimed by 
the Japanese fleet has been interfering with foreign as well as Chinese ships 
entering Chinese ports for lawful trade. The menace of Japanese aggression 
to life and property has been so serious that even the Ambassador of a great 
and friendly Power travelling on business in a private automobile at a distance 
of 50 miles from Shanghai was bombed and machine-gunned by two Japanese 
warplanes.

In a word, the situation in the Far East to-day is one of the gravest 
character. Japan in the grip of a ruthless war party has openly resorted to 
force as an instrument of policy and let loose its gigantic and powerful war 
machine to seek domination and conquest of China on the Asiatic mainland.

It may be asked what were the circumstances which had led to the out
break of the present hostilities between China and Japan. A full answer 
is given in two statements which the Chinese Government sent to the Secre
tary-General of the League of Nations on August 30th and September 12th, 
and which have been distributed to the Governments of the Member States 
of the League and to the Advisory Committee of the Assembly on the Far 
Eastern situation, including the United States. It is unnecessary for me to 
go into details here; let me merely point out the fact that the Lukouchiao 
incident, which the Japanese seized as a pretext for starting large-scale 
military operations in North China- was not much different from many other 
incidents of Japanese provocation, including the one by which the Japanese 
claimed to justify their attack on Mukden in the night of September 18th, 
1931, and their subsequent occupation of whole Manchuria.

Briefly, the facts are these. In the evening of July 7th Japanese troops 
held illegal manoeuvres at Lukouchiao, a railway junction of strategic impor
tance ten miles south of Peiping, where their presence could not be defended 
under any existing treaty or agreement. Alleging that one of their soldiers 
was missing, the Japanese troops demanded after midnight to enter an adja
cent garrisoned city of Wanping to conduct a search. When permission was 
refused by Chinese authorities, the Japanese suddenly opened an attack on 
Wanping with infantry and artillery forces. When the Chinese garrison 
offered resistance in self-defence the Japanese at once resorted to large-scale 
operations against the Chinese troops in order, to quote their own words, “to 
punish the Chinese army” and to “uphold the Japanese military prestige.”

From that moment on the Chinese local authorities made repeated efforts 
to effect a peaceful settlement with Japan and, though the responsibility did 
not rest with Chinese authorities, went out of their way to accept the Jap
anese demands for an apology, punishment of the officers involved in the 
conflict and guarantee against recurrence of similar incidents, the replace
ment of Chinese regular troops at designated points by the Peace Preserva
tion Corps, and effective suppression of the so-called anti-Japanese and 
Communist organisations in Hopei Province.

The Chinese Government itself repeatedly proposed simultaneous with
drawal of Chinese and Japanese troops. Seeing that Japan insisted upon the 
so-called non-interference on its part in the local settlement, it went so far 
in the interest of peace as to refrain from raising objections to its terms.
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But each concession and every act of forbearance on the part of the Chinese 
Government or the local authorities was taken by the Japanese military 
authorities as a sign of weakness and fear and was followed by sending more 
Japanese troops to Hopei Province for the purpose of pressing forward the 
plan of conquering North China.

The real object of the Japanese policy was disclosed when the Japanese 
Army, after large reinforcements had arrived, attacked and occupied not only 
Tientsin but also Peiping, the ancient capital and the leading cultural centre 
of China. No sooner had they effected their occupation of these two principal 
cities in North China than they extended their operations into southern Hopei 
and northward into Charhar Province. Fierce attacks were made on the 
strategic Nankow Pass and Kalgan, an important city north of the Great 
Wall. To-day the Japanese troops in North China total more than 200,000 
strong and are continuing their invasion southward, northward and westward 
into the interior.

In the hope of coercing the Chinese Government to submission, Japan 
has invaded Shanghai, the financial and economic centre of China, as she 
did in 1932 following her occupation of Manchuria. Here again, in order to 
have a pretext the Japanese naval authorities provoked an incident on August 
9th. One Japanese naval officer and one Japanese seaman attempted to ap
proach the Chinese military aerodrome in the suburb of Shanghai in spite of 
the Chinese warning. When they were stopped by a Chinese guard, a clash 
took place in which the two Japanese and a member of the Chinese Peace 
Preservation Corps were killed.

While the Chinese local authorities immediately proposed a settlement 
through diplomatic channels, the Japanese Navy concentrated thirty warships 
in Shanghai within forty-eight hours and increased their naval forces by 
several thousand marines. On August 13th, four days after the incident, the 
Japanese naval forces, both ashore and afloat, using the International Set
tlement as a base for operations, attacked the Chinese districts of Kiangwan 
and Chapei. In defence of her territory and independence China has been 
obliged, here as in North China, to resist force with force.

The incidents, which appeared to have been the immediate causes of the 
armed conflict in North China and in Shanghai, are referred to here only 
for the reason that they have been exploited by the Japanese as convenient 
pretexts for resorting to armed aggression against China. In both these 
places where hostilities have been raging in the past weeks, the original in
cidents were provoked by the Japanese and have since been forgotten by 
them. If these had not taken place, others would have been created by them.

The important fact is that Japan has been pursuing a fixed program 
of territorial expansion on the Asiatic mainland, and consecrates the use of 
force as an instrument to achieve her policy. When the Japanese Army was 
attacking and occupying Manchuria in 1931, the official spokesman of Japan 
sought to justify the action by claiming that these three Chinese provinces 
constituted Japan’s life-line essential to her security. When the military 
occupation of this vast region was completed, Japanese military authorities 
deemed it necessary to seize Jehol in order to ensure the security of Man
churia. No sooner had they occupied Jehol than North China, Chahar and 
Suiyuan became the life-line of the Japanese Empire. In the name of assuring 
strategic and economic security for Japan, the Japanese Army has started 
a large scale military campaign on China in these regions for the obvious 
purpose of domination and conquest. The lust for territorial aggrandizement 
has been the real motive force behind all her military adventures.

It has often been claimed that the pressure of over-population in Japan, 
increasing at the rate of 800,000 souls a year, has driven her to seek new 
territories as an outlet. This is, however, only a pretext put forward to 
enlist sympathy and confound public opinion abroad. Forty years of 
control of Formosa induced less than a quarter of a million of Japanese 
immigrants to settle there. Korea, thirty years after her conquest and 
annexation by Japan, has only 500,000 Japanese residents. For a quarter
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of a century Japan has been exercising a predominant influence in South 
Ç Manchuria, and yet hardly 300,000 Japanese have chosen to live there, and 

a considerable part of this number is composed of the military forces, 
railway guards, the employees of the South Manchuria Railway and the Jap- 

* ' ' anese Consular service. The truth is that the density of population per square
Z mile in Japan is not as great as some countries in Europe, notably Belgium, 

nor does it equal the density of a Chinese Province like Hopei. And the Jap
anese people themselves, on account of the highly industrialized state of 
their own country, do not feel the necessity of leaving their homes and 

r •’$ settling abroad.
The fact that Japan lacks raw materials within the borders of her Empire 

and depends upon supplies from abroad is certainly no justification for 
resorting to armed aggression against a peaceful neighbor. Besides, most 
of her needs are supplied not from China but principally from other countries 
such as cotton from the United States, oil from America and the Netherland 
Indies, iron from India and Malaya, wool from Australia, and wood-pulp from 
Canada and the Scandinavian countries. As to coal and soya beans of Man
churia, the former had already been under Japan’s control and the latter had 
always been available to her in the open market before its occupation by 
her armed forces.

China, on her part, had on more than one occasion demonstrated her 
willingness and readiness to enter into economic co-operation with Japan, 
but the Chinese good intentions have always been frustrated by the Japanese 
policy of the mailed fist. It is Japan’s preference to plunder at the point of 
the pistol to cordial co-operation between two free and equal partners which 
has destroyed the prospect of an economic understanding between the two 
countries.

There are not lacking in Japan liberal-minded statesmen who see clearly 
that the future of their country lies in peaceful collaboration with other 
nations, more particularly with her neighbors in Asia, but public opinion as 
well as the Press have been muzzled for a long time by the war clan. It is 
not unnatural that after several series of political assassinations, Japanese 
statesmen are terror-stricken and no longer attempt to lift their voice and 
make it heard.

Japan is once more in the grip of the war party which revels in keep
ing the people in a fearful state or war psychosis in order to usurp political 
power at home and achieve territorial conquest abroad. It exalts Might and 
recognises no Right except that which is backed by the sword; it consecrates 
force as the arbiter of the destiny of nations; it glorifies war as an instru
ment of empire building. Its idea of peace in the Far East is the “Pax Jap- 
onica,” and its conception of order, abject acceptance of Japanese domination.

What will be the consequence and effect of this endless Japanese armed 
aggression in China? To answer this question, it is necessary to understand 
first the scope of Japan’s Continental Policy. Let it be recalled that this 
policy aims not only at the political domination and conquest of China, but 
also at the elimination of foreign interests wherever the Japanese sword 
holds sway and the eventual expulsion of Europe and America from their 
territorial possessions in Asia.

This statement is not made here with a view to alarming you but it is 
borne out in public declarations of Japanese statesmen and in the secret 

Jk. documents in the Japanese archives. The experience of the Western nations
in Formosa and Korea, and now in Manchuria and Jehol has given ample 

; warning in the past. European and American interests are already feeling 
the menace from the occupation of Tientsin and Peiping by the Japanese 
Army. If Japan should succeed in her attempt to dominate Shanghai as well, 

♦ the end of the vast financial and commercial interests there of Europe and
America could be easily foreseen.

It is clear that China, in vigorously resisting Japanese armed aggression 
is not only trying to defend her own territory and sovereignty, but in effect 
also to safeguard the rights and interests of the foreign Powers within her
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borders. If China's efforts should fail for want of adequate support from 
this great institution dedicated to the cause of peace and security among 
nations or from those foreign Powers whose special as well as general in
terests in the circumstances are common with her own, then the menace of 
Japanese aggression will soon fall upon them and the burden of defence 
will have to be borne by themselves.

To-day Japan still bemoans the fact that her national resources are 
unequal to her appetite for conquest and handicap her ambition to be the 
warlord of Asia. If the day should come, which God forbid, when she would 
be able to lay her hands even on a great part of what China possesses in 
man-power and natural resources, then she would feel herself so much stronger 
as to challenge the treaty rights and territorial possessions of Europe and 
America in the South Seas and the Pacific as well as on the mainland of 
Asia. History bears testimony to the fact that the ambition for territorial 
conquests rises in proportion as the means to achieve it grow just as the 
human appetite for food increases as the power of digestion strengthens.

The effect of continued Japanese aggression, however, is not limited 
to the menace to the territorial integrity and political independence of China 
nor to the injury to the material interests of a few foreign Powers. The 
moral and spiritual aspect of the situation is equally, if not more, significant. 
It is a challenge to law and order in international relations which have taken 
three centuries to establish for the common benefit of the community of 
nations. Such chaos, if prolonged for want of timely checks, will nullify 
all the past work and present efforts to organise peace and security, and 
throw the entire world into the pandemonium of a general conflagration 
with all its horrors of killing and destruction.

In the face of this extraordinary situation, what should be done? Can 
international law and treaty obligations be always disregarded with im
punity? Do we accept lawlessness as inevitable, and are we prepared to 
see it extend its tentacles unchecked to destroy peace and order in the world? 
It seems to me that something can be done if we ourselves still respect the 
treaties we have signed and the Covenant which we have solemnly declared 
to uphold.

For one thing this policy of continued armed aggression in flagrant 
violation of international law and treaty obligations should be clearly de
nounced. As our honorable President has alluded to in his brief but eloquent 
address, in the supremacy of law lies the sole escape from the anarchy of 
force. For another thing, the illegal blockade of the coast of China jeop
ardizing the established rights of navigation and commerce should be ex
pressly repudiated. It is the thin end of the wedge against the time-honored 
principle of the freedom of the seas.

Furthermore, I hope that the horrors of deliberate and indiscriminate 
bombing from the air by the Japanese warplanes of Chinese and foreign 
non-combatants in disregard of the sanctity of civilian life have not escaped 
your attention and that every voice will be lifted in this Assembly to con
demn its practice. As the recent British note sent by Mr, Eden to the Jap
anese Government has given expression to a universal feeling in the civil
ised world, the practice is, to use the words of the note itself, “as illegal as 
it is inhuman," because it constitutes a failure “to draw that clear distinc
tion between combatants and non-combatants in the conduct of hostilities 
which international law no less than the conscience of mankind has always 
enjoined."

It may be claimed that the times are difficult and that there are pre
occupations in Europe where the situation is anything but reassuring. But 
the situation in Europe to-day is really not unconnected with the situation 
in the Far East. It is a natural consequence of the failure to enforce the 
obligations of the Covenant at the time of the Manchurian crisis before the 
League. Peace is indivisible; and its maintenance is of common interest to 
us all. As recently stated by the Secretary of State of the great Republic 
of the United States, “Any situation in which armed hostilities are in pro-
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gress or threatened is a situation in which the rights and interests of all 
nations are or may be affected.” Our own Covenant says: “Any war or 
threat of war, whether immediately affecting any of the members of the 
League or not, is hereby declared a matter of concern to the whole League." 
These statements are not mere academic assertions but are based upon the 
practical experience of great statesmen and diplomats. If the problem of the 
Far East created by the repeated Japanese aggression is satisfactorily solved 
by the application of the principles of the Covenant, it is bound to have a 
most salutary effect upon Europe and will pave the way for an equally satis
factory solution of its own problem.

The League of Nations embodies an ideal and represents an order of 
international life which must be made to prevail if nations are to feel a 
sense of security and the world is to be a livable place for all. It is the 
only priceless issue of the great ordeal of the world which took place twenty 
years ago, which engulfed so many million human souls, and which has en
tailed generations of suffering and a train of problems from which the world 
has not yet fully recovered.

The principle of collective security, which underlies the Covenant and 
which we have all accepted, is beyond question the only logical and sound 
basis for any system of organised peace in the world. It is the same principle 
which has enabled every modern State to evolve peace and maintain order 
within its borders. International life, if it is to be blessed with peace and 
order, no less depends upon the full application of this principle.

I hope it will be generally realized that self-interest in the maintenance 
of peace as well as considerations of justice and the conscience of mankind, 
dictate that we should co-operate fully and sincerely to devise ways and 
means to check armed aggression and reduce lawlessness wherever they 
arise in the world. It is in the loyal and joint discharge of our obligations 
under the Covenant and other treaties to which we are parties that lies the 
hope of extinguishing the conflagration in the Far East and reinforcing the 
peace of the Pacific and Europe.

The rapid success of the Nyon Conference dealing with the Mediter
ranean problem, though limited in membership, is a striking example of 
what could be done where there was a will to co-operate.

In short, the Far Eastern situation, on account of its utmost gravity, 
calls for urgent action by the League. The Chinese Government has formally 
appealed to the Council, invoking articles 10, 11 and 17 of the Covenant. 
It is now for the Council to decide whether to proceed itself to consideration 
and action at once or to seize the Assembly of the question at the same time 
or to refer it first to the Advisory Committee on the Sino-Japanese conflict 
set up by the Assembly on February 24th, 1933.
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United States Note to the Japanese Government 
September 22, 1937

The American Government refers to the statement by the Commander 
in Chief of the Japanese Third Fleet which was handed to the American . 
Consul General at Shanghai on Sept. 19, announcing the project of the Japa
nese Naval Air Force, after 12 o’clock noon of Sept. 21, 1937, to resort to 
bombing and other measures of offense in and around the city of Nanking, 
and warning the officials and nationals of third powers living there “to take 
adequate measures” for voluntary moving into areas of greater safety. iv

The American Government objects both to such jeopardizing of the lives 
of its nationals and of non-combatants generally and to the suggestion that 
its officials and nationals now residing in and around Nanking should with
draw from the areas in which they are lawfully carrying on their legitimate 
activities.

Immediately upon being informed of the announcement under reference, 
the American Government gave instruction to the American Ambassador at 
Tokyo to express to the Japanese Government this Government’s concern; 
and that instruction was carried out. On the same day, the concern of this 
Government was expressed by the Acting Secretary of State to the Japanese 
Ambassador in Washington.

This Government holds the view that any general bombing of an exten
sive area wherein there resides a large populace engaged in peaceful pursuits 
is unwarranted and contrary to principles of law and of humanity. Moreover, 
in the present instance the period allowed for withdrawal is inadequate, and, 
in view of the wide area over which Japanese bombing operations have pre
vailed, there can be no assurance that even in areas to which American 
nationals and non-combatants might withdraw they would be secure.

Notwithstanding the reiterated assurance that “the safety of the lives 
and property of nationals of friendly powers will be taken into full consid
eration during the projected offensive,” this Government is constrained to 
observe that experience has shown that, when and where aerial bombing 
operations are engaged in, no amount of solicitude on the part of the authori
ties responsible therefor is effective toward ensuring the safety of any 
persons or any property within the area of such operations.

Reports of bombing operations by Japanese planes at and around Nan- J 
king both before and since the issuance of the announcement under reference 
indicate that these operations almost invariably result in extensive destruc- 
tion of non-combatant life and non-military establishments. \

In view of the fact that Nanking is the seat of Government in China and 
that there the American Ambassador and other agencies of the American 
Government carry on their essential functions, the American Government 
strongly objects to the creation of a situation in consequence of which the 
American Ambassador and other agencies of this Government are confronted 
with the alternative of abandoning their establishments or being exposed to 
grave hazards.

In the light of the assurance repeatedly given by the Japanese Govern
ment that the objectives of Japanese military operations are limited strictly 
to Chinese military agencies and establishments and that the Japanese Gov
ernment has no intention of making non-military property and non-combat
ants the direct objects of attack, and of the Japanese Government’s exprès- # 'A 
sion of its desire to respect the embassies, warships and merchant vessels 
of the Powers at Nanking, the American Government cannot believe that the 
intimation that the whole Nanking area may be subjected to bombing opera
tions represents the considered intent of the Japanese Government. <

The American Government, therefore, reserving all rights on its own 
behalf and on behalf of American nationals in respect to damages which 
might result from Japanese military operations in the Nanking area, express
es the earnest hope that further bombing in and around the city of Nanking 
will be avoided.
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Statement of Ambassador Chengting T. Wang 
September 25, 1937

The Japanese campaign of conquest in China has entered the tenth week. 
Throughout this interval the Japanese war machine continuously brought 
death and devastation on China, which are so cruel and outrageous that history 
furnishes no parallel. The authors who have wilfully perpetrated such infamous 
deeds can in no wise escape the responsibility of having grossly violated the 
principles of humanity and the pertinent canons of international law.

The atrocity of the Japanese Army is manifested in their indiscriminate 
bombing of open and undefended towns and villages and the willful slaughter 
of noncombatants, in their culpable destruction of the Chinese Red Cross 
units, and in their use of asphyxiating and deleterious gases.

Ferocious aerial bombardment is the keynote of Japanese strategy. Japa
nese aircraft deliberately and systematically bombed wide areas throughout 
China, often far remote from the theatres of hostilities. Wherever the armed 
forces of Japan visited, they mercilessly brought death and havoc to the inno
cent populace, historical places, and cultural and charitable institutions where 
refugees and the sick and wounded are collected.

Even in distant places far away from theatres of actual fighting, high- 
power explosive and incendiary projectiles discharged from Japanese aircrafts 
create a reign of horror. In fact their attacks are directed purposely at the 
defenseless and innocent masses, who do not take part in and are in no way 
connected with the fighting. The indiscriminate and willful slaughter of non- 
combatant civilians in open and undefended towns and villages, particularly 
in the densely populated places and in localities where refugees gather for 
shelter or evacuation, cannot but be condemned as iniquitous and criminal; 
and the conditions resulting from such atrocious acts are abhorrent.

The way the Japanese war machine brought ruin to institutions of learn
ing and hospitals in China confounds the decency of mankind. International 
law and practice generally observed by civilized nations do not permit their 
destruction, but the Japanese capriciously subjected them to bombardment. 
The incredulous public can find ample evidence as regards this aspect of the 
unrighteous behavior of the Japanese militarists, if they will but casually go 
into the circumstances under which the Nankai University at Tientsin, the 
Tung-Chi University at Shanghai and the Hospital at Nantungchow were 
completely demolished, while similar institutions like the University of Shang
hai, the Chungshan University at Canton, and scores of others were partially 
but irredeemably ruined.

The fact that the Japanese forces intentionally attacked the Chinese Red 
Cross deserves special mention, for it constitutes equally grave offense against 
international law and conventions, and the principles of humanity. While 
clearly no military purpose could be served, they brought ruin to the Chinese 
Red Cross by razing its hospitals, demolishing the ambulances, and killing 
doctors, nurses, and the sick and wounded.

Reliable reports have it that they purposely inflicted superfluous injuries 
on the wounded soldiers in the ambulances. It has been quite apparent that 
the heraldic Geneva Cross is not respected by the Japanese Army, and that 
the sanitary formations and establishments of China with their personnel 
and material have been brutally destroyed.

Further violating international law and conventions and the principles 
of humanity the Japanese militarists have resorted to the use of asphyxiating 
and poisonous gases. As far as the Chinese Army could detect, the Japanese 
Army in the northern provinces of China had already employed as a weapon 
of war asphyxiating and noxious gases in two places; one of these places is 
the historic Nankow Pass, the fall of which was chiefly attributed to the use 
of such a weapon; the other being Kwan in Hopei Province on the southern 
bank of the Hun River, south of Changsintien.

These incidents demonstrate adequately that the Japanese Army has 
ignored the rules of warfare observed by civilized nations, and international
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conventions to which the Government of Japan had solemnly subscribed. The 
declaration is advanced by General Katsuki, Japanese Commander in North 
China, that no quarter will be given to the Chinese soldiers is another illegal 
act, which civilized nations invariably avoid.

In view of these facts one cannot but conclude that the Japanese Army

Resolution Adopted by the Far Eastern Advisory Committee 
on September 27 and by the Assembly of the 

League of Nations on September 28, 1937
in China has violated every pertinent principle of the law of nations and on 
account of its iniquitous treatment of the innocent and the sick and wounded 
has put itself beyond the pale of humanity.

The Advisory Committee, taking urgent consideration of the question 
of air bombardment of open towns in China by Japanese aircraft, expresses 
profound distress at the loss of life caused to innocent civilians, including 
great numbers of women and children, as the result of such bombardment. It 
declares that there is no excuse for such acts, which have aroused horror and 
indignation throughout the world, and solemnly condemns them.

Statement of Secretary of State Cordell Hull, September 28, 1937
The Department of State has been informed by the American Minister 

to Switzerland of the text of the Resolution unanimously adopted on Sep
tember 27 by the Advisory Committee of the League of Nations on the sub
ject of aerial bombardment by Japanese air forces of open towns in China.

The American Government, as has been set forth to the Japanese 
Government repeatedly and especially in this Government’s note of September 
22, holds the view that any general bombing of an extensive area wherein 
there resides a large populace in peaceful pursuits is unwarranted and con
trary to principles of law and of humanity.

Resolution Submitted by the Chinese Delegation to the Far Eastern 
Advisory Committee of the League of Nations, October 1, 1937

Whereas Japan has taken the initiative in sending to China powerful 
armies which have invaded large portions of Chinese territory;

Whereas Japan has proclaimed a maritime blockage of China and her 
fleet has bombarded various Chinese ports;

Whereas the Japanese air force has also proceeded in Chinese territory 
to aerial bombardment, the illegal character of which has been condemned by 
a Resolution of this Committee on Sept. 27, 1937, which was endorsed by the 
Assembly meeting Sept. 28;

Whereas Japan has rejected overtures made to her with a view to 
arrival at a pacific settlement of the dispute;

Whereas she has particularly declined the invitation made to her Sept. 
21 to participate in the work of the Advisory Committee;

Whereas Japan has undertaken hostilities in defiance of the provisions 
of the Washington Treaty of Feb. 22, 1922, of the Pact of Paris of August 
27, 1928, of which she was a signatory, and of the fundamental rules of inter
national law;

Therefore, The Advisory Committee condemns the violation of internation
al law and contractural obligations;

It condemns the illegal blockade of the Chinese coasts;
It declares the facts noted above constitute a case of external aggres

sion.
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Letter to The New York Times by Professor James W. Gamer 
Former President of the American Political Science Association
and of the Institut Internationale de Droit Publique, October 3,1937

May I express my whole-hearted approval of your editorial “Bombs Over 
China,” published in The New York Times of Sept. 22? You have, in my 
opinion, correctly evaluated the character of the undeclared war which Japan 
is carrying on against China. In certain respects the Japanese methods recall 
some of the barbarities of the Thirty Years War in the seventeenth century. It 
is hardly too much to say that the public opinion of the civilized world has been 
rudely shocked at this reversion by a nation which had come to be recognized 
as a leader among civilized States, to methods of warfare which it was sup
posed civilized peoples today condemned.

Air raids against the civilian population of communities remote from 
the theatre of military operations were not lacking during the World War, 
but those who were responsible for them usually attempted to justify their 
action by the claim that they always endeavored to confine their attacks to 
military objectives and whenever noncombatants were killed or property of 
a non-military character injured or destroyed that was an incident or unavoid
able result of an otherwise legitimate military operation.

In the present situation this extenuating circumstance cannot in most 
cases be pleaded, and apparently the Japanese Government does not take the 
trouble to do so. It makes no pretense of an endeavor to confine its bombing 
operations to defended or fortified towns or to military objectives in those 
which are undefended or unfortified. All towns, whatever their character, 
within the radius of action of its air squadrons and all persons and things 
therein are bombed without discrimination. The shock to the conscience of 
mankind caused by the methods of air warfare resorted to by certain of the 
belligerents during the World War aroused a strong and widespread demand 
for an international agreement which would restrict air warfare to more 
humane limits.

In response to this demand a commission of jurists and military, naval 
and aviation experts representing the States which at that time had any 
considerable air forces met at The Hague in December, 1922, and drafted a 
body of rules for the conduct of air warfare, with particular reference to the 
protection of noncombatants and places and objects having no military char
acter against bombardment and destruction by airplanes. Japan was one of 
the Powers represented at the conference and the Japanese delegation showed 
unusual sympathy for all proposals looking toward the restriction of air 
warfare to persons and objects having a military character.

John Bassett Moore, president of the commission, in presenting the 
matter to it declared that “among the elementary principles which the develop
ment of modern rules of warfare, running through several centuries, have 
been designed to establish and confirm, the principle most fundamental in 
character * * * is the distinction between combatants and noncombatants, 
and the protection of noncombatants against injuries not incidental to military 
operations against combatants.”

The soundness of this principle was unanimously recognized by this 
commission and it agreed to a rule which affirmed that air bombardment for 
the purpose of terrorizing the civil population, of destroying or damaging 
private property not of military character, or of injuring noncombatants, 
should be prohibited. It then adopted a rule which declared air bombardment 
to be legitimate only when it is directed against a “military objective,” such 
as military forces, military establishments, munitions depots, etc.

Finally, the commission adopted a rule forbidding the bombardment of 
cities, towns, villages, dwellings and buildings not situated in the immediate 
vicinity of the theatre of land operations, although it allowed the bombard
ment of particular military objectives situated within the prohibited zone. 
It is interesting to note in this connection that the Japanese delegation desired 
to go farther and prohibit absolutely all bombardment of towns and villages

outside the immediate area of military operations even when they contained 
military objectives within their limits.

I > This admirable code for the regulation of the conduct of air warfare
( embodying principles which were both humane and reasonable from the mili-
। tary point of view has unfortunately never been put into effect. Here, again,

it may be remarked, however, that, although the Government of the United 
I States approved the rules, Japan alone of the other signatories returned a
g < favorable reply to an inquiry addressed to the participating Governments as
g to whether they were prepared to accept them and put them into force.
I Nevertheless, Japan is today engaged in flouting openly and on a large
| scale these same rules which her representatives at The Hague helped to
| formulate, which her Government at the time was willing to put into force
! and which the public opinion of the Japanese nation then apparently approved.

The distinction between combatants and noncombatants which The Hague 
Commission declared to be fundamental has been thrown into the scrap heap, 
air raids are being directed almost daily against the civilian population of 
many towns, cities and districts with no other object in view than to terrorize 
the inhabitants and drive the nation into submission. Peaceful towns and 
villages far remote from the theatre of war and in which there are no military 
forces or military objectives are being devastated and reduced to shambles, 
dwelling houses which shelter the rich and the poor, school houses, hospitals, 
government buildings (which, it may be remarked, were not included in the list 
of military objectives approved by The Hague Commission) and public utility 
establishments upon which the civilian population is dependent for heat, light, 
water and other essentials of life—none of which can be regarded as military 
objectives—are being ruthlessly destroyed, and thousands of peaceful, unof
fending inhabitants, men, women and children, who are taking no part in 
the war, directly or indirectly, and who have no means of escape, are being 
slaughtered without warning in their homes or at their places of work.

Secretary Hull’s note of protest of Sept. 22 to the Japanese Government 
’ simply expresses the opinion of the generality of civilized men and women
L everywhere as well as the judgment of jurists, that the “general bombing of
* an extensive area wherein there resides a large populace engaged in peaceful

pursuits is unwarranted and contrary to principles of law and humanity.”
I In the face of this policy of “Schrecklichkeit” one is tempted to ask,

What has come over Japan since the days when Elihu Root in a noble tribute 
’ to the Japanese nation was able to say that no country had a finer record
I for the high standards of honor and courtesy which it had set in its inter-
I national relations or for the almost punctilious scruple with which it had

performed its international obligations? Whatever may be the reasons for 
J this retrogressive transformation of Japanese policy, it is, as you have well
i said, as stupid as it is brutal, and indicates that the rulers of Japan have lost
| the sense of what Thomas Jefferson called a “decent respect for the opinions
Ï of mankind.”
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Speech by President F. D. Roosevelt at Chicago 
October 5, 1937

I am glad to come once again to Chicago and especially to have the 
opportunity of taking part in the dedication of this important project of civic 
betterment.

On my trip across the continent and back I have been shown many evi
dences of the result of common sense co-operation between municipalities and 
the Federal Government, and I have been greeted by tens of thousands of 
Americans who have told me in every look and word that their material and 
spiritual well-being has made great strides forward in the past few years.

And yet, as I have seen with my own eyes, the prosperous farms, the 
thriving factories and the busy railroads—as I have seen the happiness and 
security and peace which covers our wide land—almost inevitably I have been 
compelled to contrast our peace with very different scenes being enacted in 
other parts of the world.

It is because the people of the United States under modern conditions 
must, for the sake of their own future, give thought to the rest of the world, 
that I, as the responsible executive head of the nation, have chosen this inland 
city and this gala occasion to speak to you on a subject of definite national 
importance.

The political situation in the world, which of late has been growing 
progressively worse, is such as to cause grave concern and anxiety to all 
the peoples and nations who wish to live in peace and amity with their 
neighbors.

Some nine years ago the hopes of mankind for a continuing era of inter
national peace were raised to great heights when more than sixty nations 
solemnly pledged themselves not to resort to arms in furtherance of their 
national aims and policies. The high aspirations expressed in the Briand- 
Kellogg Peace Pact and the hopes for peace thus raised have of late given way 
to a haunting fear of calamity. The present reign of terror and international 
lawlessness began a few years ago.

It began through unjustified interference in the internal affairs of other 
nations or the invasion of alien territory in violations of treaties, and has now 
reached a stage where the very foundations of civilization are seriously threat
ened. The landmarks and traditions which have marked the progress of 
civilization toward a condition of law, order and justice are being wiped away.

Without a declaration of war and without warning or justification of 
any kind, civilians, including women and children, are being ruthlessly mur
dered with bombs from the air. In times of so-called peace ships are being 
attacked and sunk by submarines without cause or notice. Nations are foment
ing and taking sides in civil warfare in nations that have never done them 
any harm. Nations claiming freedom for themselves deny it to others.

Innocent peoples and nations are being cruelly sacrificed to a greed for 
power and supremacy which is devoid of all sense of justice and humane 
consideration.

To paraphrase a recent author, “perhaps we foresee a time when men, 
exultant in the technique of homicide, will rage so hotly over the world that 
every precious thing will be in danger, every book and picture and harmony, 
every treasure garnered through two millenniums, the small, the delicate, the 
defenceless—all will be lost or wrecked or utterly destroyed.”

If those things come to pass in other parts of the world, let no one ima
gine that America will escape, that it may expect mercy, that this western 
hemisphere will not be attacked and that it will continue tranquilly and peace
fully to carry on the ethics and the arts of civilization.

If those days come, “there will be no safety by arms, no help from au
thority, no answer in science. The storm will rage till every flower of culture 
is trampled and all human beings are leveled in a vast chaos.”

If those days are not to come to pass—if we are to have a world in which 
we can breathe freely and live in amity without fear—the peace-loving nations 
must make a concerted effort to uphold laws and principles on which alone 
peace can rest secure.

The peace-loving nations must make a concerted effort in opposition to 
those violations of treaties and those ignorings of humane instincts which today 
are creating a state of international anarchy and instability from which there 
is no escape through mere isolation or neutrality.

Those who cherish their freedom and recognize and respect the equal 
right of their neighbors to be free and live in peace must work together for 
the triumph of law and moral principles in order that peace, justice and confi
dence may prevail in the world. There must be a return to a belief in the 
pledged word, in the value of a signed treaty. There must be recognition of 
the fact that national morality is as vital as private morality.

A bishop wrote me the other day: “It seems to me that something greatly 
needs to be said in behalf of ordinary humanity against the present practice 
of carrying the horrors of war to helpless civilians, especially women and 
children. It may be that such a protest might be regarded by many, who claim 
to be realists, as futile, but may it not be that the heart of mankind is so filled 
with horror at the present needless suffering that force could be mobilized 
in sufficient volume to lessen such cruelty in the days ahead? Even though it 
may take twenty years, which God forbid, for civilization to make effective its 
corporate protest against this barbarism, surely strong voices may hasten the 
day.”

There is a solidarity and interdependence about the modern world, both 
technically and morally, which makes it impossible for any nation completely 
to isolate itself from economic and political upheavals in the rest of the world, 
especially when such upheavals appear to be spreading and not declining. There 
can be no stability or peace either within nations or between nations except 
under laws and moral standards adhered to by all. International anarchy des
troys every foundation for peace. It jeopardizes either the immediate or the 
future security of every nation, large or small. It is, therefore, a matter of 
vital interest and concern to the people of the United States that the sanctity 
of international treaties and the maintenance of international morality be re
stored.

The overwhelming majority of the peoples and nations of the world today 
want to live in peace. They seek the removal of barriers against trade. They 
want to exert themselves in industry, in agriculture and in business, that they 
may increase their wealth through the production of wealth-producing goods 
rather than striving to produce military planes and bombs and machine guns 
and cannon for the destruction of human lives and useful property.

In those nations of the world which seem to be piling armament on arma
ment for purposes of aggression, and those other nations which fear acts of 
aggression against them and their security, a very high proportion of the na
tional income is being spent directly for armaments. It runs from 30 to as high 
as 50 per cent.

The proportion that we in the United States spend is far less—11 or 12 per 
cent.

How happy we are that the circumstances of the moment permit us to put 
our money into bridges and boulevards, dams and reforestation, the conserva
tion of our soil and many other kinds of useful works rather than into huge 
standing armies and vast supplies of implements of war.

I am compelled and you are compelled, nevertheless, to look ahead. The 
peace, the freedom and the security of 90 per cent of the population of the 
world is being jeopardized by the remaining 10 per cent who are threatening 
a breakdown of all international order and law. Surely the 90 per cent who 
want to live in peace under law and in accordance with moral standards that 
have received almost universal acceptance through the centuries, can and 
must find some way to make their will prevail.
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The situation is definitely of universal concern. The questions involved 
relate not merely to violation of specific provisions of particular treaties; 
they are questions of war and peace, of international law and especially of 
principles of humanity. It is true that they involve definite violations of 
agreements, and especially of the Covenant of the League of Nations, the 
Briand-Kellogg Pact and the Nine-Power Treaty. But they also involve 
problems of world economy, world security and world humanity.

It is true that the moral consciousness of the world must recognize the 
importance of removing injustices and well-founded grievances; but at the same 
time it must be aroused to the cardinal necessity of honoring sanctity of trea
ties, of respecting the rights and liberties of others and of putting an end to 
acts of international aggression.

It seems to be unfortunately true that the epidemic of world lawlessness 
is spreading.

When an epidemic of physical disease starts to spread, the community 
approves and joins in a quarantine of the patients in order to protect the health 
of the community against the spread of the disease.

It is my determination to pursue a policy of peace and to adopt every 
practicable measure to avoid involvement in war. It ought to be inconceivable 
that in this modern era, and in the face of experience, any nation could be so 
foolish and ruthless as to run the risk of plunging the whole world into war 
by invading and violating in contravention of solemn treaties, the territory of 
other nations that have done them no real harm and which are too weak to 
protect themselves adequately. Yet the peace of the world and the welfare and 
security of every nation is today being threatened by that very thing.

No nation which refuses to exercise forbearance and to respect the freedom 
and rights of others can long remain strong and retain the confidence and 
respect of other nations. No nation ever loses its dignity or good standing by 
conciliating its differences, and by exercising great patience with, and con
sideration for, the rights of other nations.

War is a contagion, whether it be declared or undeclared. It can engulf 
states and peoples remote from the original scene of hostilities. We are de
termined to keep out of war, yet we cannot insure ourselves against the dis
astrous effects of war and the dangers of involvement. We are adopting such 
measures as will minimize our risk of involvement but we cannot have com
plete protection in a world of disorder in which confidence and security have 
broken down.

If civilization is to survive the principles of the Prince of Peace must be 
restored. Shattered trust between nations must be revived.

Most important of all, the will for peace on the part of peace-loving na
tions must express itself to the end that nations that may be tempted to violate 
their agreements and the rights of others will desist from such a cause. There 
must be positive endeavors to preserve peace.

America hates war. America hopes for peace. Therefore, America actively 
engages in the search for peace.
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[Reports and Resolution Adopted by the Far Eastern Advisory 
Committee on October 5 and by the Assembly of the

s | A League of Nations on October 6, 1937
I; Summary of the First Report*

1. The first part of the first report, after summarizing the history of the
■’ present conflict, citing both Japanese and Chinese versions, says:

“Since July 7, faced by a growing resistance, Japan has not ceased to in- 
fl tensify her action, employing larger and larger forces and more and moreP powerful armaments. According to Chinese estimates, in addition to 100,000

men in the Shanghai region, the strength of Japanese troops operating in 
China exceeds 250,000 men.

“As regards the activity of the Japanese aircraft, the Advisory Com
mittee, in its resolution of September 27, condemned the aerial bombardments 
of open towns in China. The Assembly endorsed this resolution.”

2. The report’s second part deals with the treaty situation, beginning: 
“For the purpose of examining the facts of the present situation it does not 
seem necessary to discuss treaties regulating commercial matters and such 
matters as the extraterritorial status of Japanese nationals in China. There 
are only three main treaties which are relevant to our present purpose— 
namely, the Final Protocol of Sept. 7, 1901; the Nine-Power Treaty of Wash
ington, 1922, and the Paris Pact, 1928—to which may be added The Hague 
Convention, No. 1, Oct. 18, 1907, which has a somewhat different character.

“There are in addition thereto an indeterminate number of bilaterial 
agreements negotiated at various times locally between Chinese and Japanese 
authorities. The exact terms, scope and interpretation of the validity of these 
agreements are matters of dispute. They cannot affect or override obligations 
undertaken by either of the parties in the three multilateral engagements re
ferred to above.”

3. “Prima facie, the events described in the first part of this report con
stitute a breach by Japan of her obligations toward China and toward other 
States under these treaties. The conduct of hostilities by Japanese forces, 
under the circumstances described, by land, water and air throughout China 
is prima facie inconsistent with the obligation to respect China’s sovereignty, 
independence and territorial integrity, and also with the obligation never to 
seek a solution of a dispute with China of whatever origin or character except 
by pacific means.

“It would seem that only if it could be shown to be a measure necessary 
for self-defense (including defense of Japanese forces and nationals lawfully 
upon Chinese territory) could the position of Japanese forces in China possibly 
be reconciled with Japan’s treaty obligations.”

4. “It is clear that the two countries take very different views as to the 
underlying grounds of the dispute and as to the incident which led to the first 
outbreak of hostilities.

“It cannot, however, be challenged that powerful Japanese armies have 
invaded Chinese territory and are in military control of large areas, including 

! Peiping itself; that the Japanese Government has taken naval measures to
close the Chinese coast to Chinese shipping; and that Japanese aircraft are 

j carrying out bombing over widely separated regions of the country.
“After examination of the facts laid before it, the committee is bound to 

take the view that the action taken by Japan has been out of all proportion to 
the incident that occasioned the conflict; that it cannot possibly facilitate or 

I- promote the friendly co-operation between the two nations that Japanese
• || * statesmen have affirmed to be the aim of their policy; that these actions can 

I be justified neither on the basis of existent legal instruments nor on that ofI the right of self-defense, and that they are in contravention of Japan’s obliga-
î tions under the Washington (Nine-Power) Treaty of February 6, 1922, and

under the Pact of Paris (Kellogg-Briand Pact) of August 27, 1928.”
• For the full text, see China Reference Series, Vol. I, No. 2.
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Text of the Second Report
1. In the report which the Subcommittee has already submitted to the Ad

visory Committee the facts of the present situation in China and Japan’s treaty 
obligations have been examined. This report shows that the action taken by 
Japan is a breach of Japan’s treaty obligations and cannot be justified.

2. The establishment of understandings of international law as an actual 
rule of conduct among governments and the maintenance of respect for treaty 
obligations in the dealings of organized peoples one with another are matters 
of vital interest to all nations.

3. The present situation in China is a matter of concern not only to the two 
States in conflict but, to a greater or lesser degree, to all States. Many powers 
are already directly affected in the lives of their nationals and in their mate
rial interests, but even more important than this is the interest all States must 
feel in the restoration and maintenance of peace.

This, indeed, is the fundamental purpose for which the League of Nations 
exists. It has thus the duty, as well as the right, to attempt to bring about a 
speedy restoration of peace in the Far East in accordance with existing obliga
tions under the Covenant and treaties.

4. The Subcommittee has considered in the first place the obligations that 
the Covenant places in such circumstances on League Members.

5. The Advisory Committee has been set up under the wide terms of the 
Covenant’s Article III, Section 3, which authorizes the Assembly to deal at its 
meetings with any matter within the League’s sphere of action or affecting 
world peace.

6. This Article places no limit on the action of the Assembly, and Article 
XI, which, inter alia, has been invoked by China, provides that the “League 
shall take any action that may be deemed wise and effectual to safeguard the 
the peace of nations.”

7. The Subcommittee examined the situation with a view to determining 
what action would be “wise and effectual.”

8. It cannot be admitted that the present Far East conflict, which has been 
shown to involve infringement of Japan’s treaty obligations, is one which can 
as of right only be settled by direct methods between the Chinese and Japanese 
Governments. On the contrary, the whole situation must be taken into the 
fullest consideration and particularly any appropriate means must be examined 
whereby peace may be re-established in conformity with the principles of the 
Covenant and international law and with the provisions of existing treaties.

The Subcommittee would further express the hope that the States con
cerned will be able to associate with their work other States which have special 
interests in the Far East to seek a method of putting an end to the conflict 
by agreement.

12. The States thus engaged in consultation may at any stage consider it 
desirable to make proposals through the medium of the Advisory Committee 
and Assembly. The Subcommittee recommends that the Assembly should not 
close its session and should declare the League’s willingness to consider co
operation to the maximum extent practicable in any such proposal.

The Advisory Committee should in any case hold a further meeting 
(whether in Geneva or elsewhere) within a period of one month.

13. Pending the results of the action proposed, the Advisory Committee 
should invite the Assembly to express its moral support for China and to re
commend that League Members should refrain from taking any action which 
might have the effect of weakening China’s power of resistance and thus 
increasing her difficulties in the present conflict and should also consider 
how far they can individually extend aid to China.

Text of the Resolution
The Assembly adopts as its own the reports submitted to it by its 

Advisory Committee on the subjects of the conflict between China and Japan;
Approves the proposals contained in the second of the said reports and 

requests that its President take the necessary action in regard to the proposed 
meeting of Members of the League which are Parties to the Nine-Power Treaty 
of Washington of Feb. 6, 1922;

Expresses its moral support for China and recommends that Members of 
the League should refrain from taking any action which might have the effect 
of weakening China’s power of resistance and thus increasing her difficulties 
in the present conflict and should also consider how far they can individually 
extend aid to China;

Decides to adjourn its present session and authorizes the President to 
summon a further meeting if the Advisory Committee so requests.

9. The Subcommittee is convinced even at this state of the conflict that be
fore examining other possibilities further efforts must be made to secure resto
ration of peace by agreement.

10. In attempting a settlement by negotiations of the present conflict the 
League cannot lose sight of the fact that one party is not a League Member 
and has, in relation to the Advisory Committee’s work, explicitly declined to 
co-operate in political matters with the League.

11. The Subcommittee notes that under the Nine-Power Treaty signed at 
Washington the contractual Powers other than China agreed inter alia to re
spect China’s sovereignty, independence and territorial and administrative 
integrity, and all the contracting Powers, including China, agreed whenever a 
situation should arise which involved application of the treaty’s stipulations 
and rendered desirable a discussion of such application there should be full 
and frank communication between the Powers concerned.

It appears, therefore, to the Subcommittee that the first step the Assem
bly should take in the League’s name would be to invite those Members of the 
League who are parties to the Nine-Power Treaty to initiate such consultation 
at the earliest practicable moment. The Subcommittee would suggest that 
these Members meet forwith to decide the best and quickest means of giving 
effect to this invitation.
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Statement of the Department of State of the United States 
October 6, 1937

The Department of State has been informed by the American Minister to 
Switzerland of the text of the report adopted by the Advisory Committee of 
the League of Nations setting forth the Advisory Committee’s examination 
of the facts of the present situation in China and the treaty obligations of 
Japan. The Minister has further informed the Department that this report 
was adopted and approved by the Assembly of the League of Nations today, 
October 6.

Since the beginning of the present controversy in the Far East, the Gov
ernment of the United States has urged upon both the Chinese and the Japan
ese Governments that they refrain from hostilities, and has offered to be of 
assistance in an effort to find some means, acceptable to both parties to the 
conflict, of composing by pacific methods the situation in the Far East.

The Secretary of State in statements made public on July 16 and August 
23 made clear the position of the Government of the United States in regard 
to international problems and international relationships throughout the world 
and as applied specifically to the hostilities which are at present unfortun
ately going on between China and Japan.

Among the principles which in the opinion of the Government of the 
United States should govern international relationships, if peace is to be 
maintained, are abstinence by all nations from the use of force in pursuit of 
policy and from interference in the internal affairs of other nations; adjust
ment of problems in international relations by process of peaceful negotiation 
and agreement; respect by all nations for the rights of others and observance 
by all nations of established obligations; and the upholding of the principle 
of the sanctity of treaties.

On October 5 at Chicago the President elaborated these principles, em
phasizing their importance, and in a discussion of the world situation pointed 
out that there can be no stability for peace either within nations or between 
nations except under laws and moral standards adhered to by all; that inter
national anarchy destroys every foundation for peace; that it jeopardizes 
either the immediate or the future security of every nation, large or small; 
and that it is therefore of vital interest and concern to the people of the 
United States that respect for treaties and inernational neutrality be restored.

In the light of the unfolding developments in the Far East the Govern
ment of the United States has been forced to the conclusion that the action 
of Japan in China is inconsistent with the principles which should govern the 
relationships between nations and is contrary to the provisions of the Nine- 
Power Treaty of February 6, 1922, regarding principles and policies to be fol
lowed in matters concerning China, and to those of the Kellogg-Briand Pact of 
August 27, 1928.

Thus the conclusions of this Government with respect to the foregoing 
are in general accord with those of the Assembly of the League of Nations.

Letter to The New York Times by Former Secretary of State 
Henry L. Stimson, October 6, 1937

Americans are shocked and outraged at what is taking place in the Far 
East. But to many of them it presents merely a confused picture of distant 
horrors with which they think we have no necessary connection and to which 
they can close their eyes and turn their backs in the belief that we owe no 
duty to the situation except to keep out of it and forget it. It may be useful 
under such circumstances to try to recall briefly certain broad features inher
ent in this situation which do relate to us and our ultimate future.

In the first place, many of us do not adequately appraise the size and 
character of the Chinese nation; the influence of its civilization on Asia in 
the past and, what is far more important, the influence for good or evil which 
it may have upon the rest of the entire world, including ourselves, in the 
years and centuries to come. For 4,000 years China has maintained what is 
far and away the most persistent cultural solidarity which has existed in the 
world. In all those centuries no foreign conquest and no passage of time has 
been able permanently to materially change or deflect her development.

In the next place, the dominant characteristic of this culture of these 
four hundred fifty millions of people, devoted mainly to agriculture, has been 
for centuries inherently peaceful. As one evidence of this, their culture has 
produced for themselves a status where the individual Chinese has required 
less government than the individuals of any other nation. Although covering 
an immense territory with enormous numbers, their personal relationships 
have remained virtually upon a family or patriarchal basis as distinguished 
from the various forms of community and national government existing else
where. Recent Chinese wars have been purely defensive and internal. No out
side nation has any reason to fear any armed attack from China provided 
China continues her own peculiar methods of development and organization. 
On the contrary all such nations could look forward to profitable commercial 
intercourse with the millions of Chinese who are as keen, capable and honest 
in business as they are peaceful as neighbors.

Birth of the Open-Door Policy
During the past century when the age of steam and electricity brought 

the modern Western World into close contact with the Far East, China was 
at first regarded as an easy prey for the imperialistic ambitions of the more 
warlike nations. During the close of the nineteenth century a scramble com
menced among such nations to seize and divide up her territory. This effort 
produced a great rebellion in China known as the Boxer Rebellion. At this 
juncture our own nation, the United States, successfully put forward a policy 
designed to arrest this scramble and its disastrous consequences. John Hay, 
as our Secretary of State, succeeded, with the warm concurrence of Great 
Britain, in pledging the other nations, to an “Open Door” policy toward China. 
This policy was based upon two principles: (1) equality of commercial oppor
tunity among all nations dealing with China; and (2), as necessary to that 
equality, the preservation of China’s territorial and administrative integrity.

Twenty years later after the downfall of the Imperial Government of 
China and the effort of the Chinese to set up a republican form of government 
were again producing civil war chaotic conditions in China, our Govern
ment agan stepped forward at the Washington Conference in 1921 and suc
ceeded m having the principles of the Open Door policy of Mr. Hay embodied 
into a formal treaty between all of the nations having possessions in the Far 
East, including Japan. This became known as the “Nine-Power Treaty.” All 
of its signatories agreed:

“1. To respect the sovereignty, the independence and the territorial and 
administrative integrity of China.

2. To provide the fullest and most unembarrassed opportunity to China 
to develop and maintain for herself an effective and stable government.

3. To use their influence for the purpose of effectually establishing and
39
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maintaining the principle of equal opportunity for the commerce and industry 
of all nations throughout the territory of China.

4. To refrain from taking advantage of conditions in China in order to 
seek special rights or privileges which would abridge the rights of subjects 
or citizens of friendly States and from countenancing action inimical to the 
security of such States.”

A Far-Sighted Treaty
This was one of the most admirable and far-sighted treaties in the his

tory of modern civilization. It has been joined in not only by ourselves, the 
British Empire, China and Japan, but also by France, Italy, Belgium, The 
Netherlands, Portugal, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, Mexico, and Bolivia. Ger
many also signed it, though her Parliament has not yet ratified it. It at once 
stabilized the post-war jealousies and fluctuations in that part of the world.

The United States and Great Britain agreed to limit the size of their 
fleets and to refrain from further fortifications in the Far East in reliance 
upon the Japanese agreement to leave China alone and thus to preserve the 
opportunities of other nations for peaceful commerce with China. ___

The treaty was based upon a recognition of the importance of giving 
China a free hand in her gigantic task of economic and political reorganiza
tion, and constituted a deliberate policy of renunciation of aggression against 
her during that process. It represented a common faith that only by such a 
process under the protecton of such an agreement could the fullest interest 
not only of China but of all nations who had intercourse with her best be 
served.

Furthermore, this treaty correctly represented the personal attitude of 
the American people themselves toward China and our sympathy with and 
interest in her growth and future. For many years our people have been con
ducting in China the greatest humanitarian and educational effort which has 
ever been unoffically conducted by the people of one great nation toward 
another.

From hundreds of American towns and cities thousands of Christian mis
sionaries and American educators and scientists have gone to devote their 
lives to the assistance of China and the Chinese people on their new entry into 
the modern world. By American sacrifice and American money, colleges, 
schools, hospitals and churches have been built throughout Chinese territory 
even in its most remote and inaccessible portions.

Simultaneously in scores of our own schools and colleges for over half a 
century we have been receiving thousands of eager Chinese students and edu
cating them according to American social and political principles. The per
sonnel of the Nationalist Government of China today shows marked results 
of these American efforts. Many of her leading statesmen, directly or indi
rectly, have been influenced by our work and principles.

For ten years China remained in lawful and recognized occupation of her 
territory. During that time Japan, being then herself under the government 
and leadership of statesmen of liberal and responsible views, was faithful to 
her treaty obligations and maintained toward China a policy of moderation 
and international good citizenship. Unfortunately, the historic background of 
Japan was entirely different from that of China. Ninety years ago, Japan 
was a purely military autocracy organized upon the feudal lines of the medie
val ages. And although during the past century she has made marvelous 
and gigantic strides in the technical arts, in commerce and industrialization; 
although she had adopted a Constitution with parliamentary features and 
been extending suffrage among her people, she was far from having reached 
the stage of liberal democracy. For seven centuries prior to 1850 her privi
leged class had been that of the soldier, and underneath the veneer of her 
modern parliamentarianism could be found military leaders, cherishing grand
iose ambitions for military conquests, as well as a general population which 
was very sensitive to the appeal of military fanaticism.

To such imperialist leaders in Japan the depression of 1930 brought their 

opportunity. They had long cherished plans for a military exploitation of 
China, and on the 18th of September, 1931, defying the civil leaders of their 
own government, the Japanese Army seized Manchuria. Within three months 
they had torn away from China provinces having an aggregate territory as 
large as Germany and France combined and which were occupied by a popula
tion of some thirty millions of Chinese. A few weeks later, in January, 1932, 
a Japanese expeditionary force attacked Shanghai, aiming a blow at the very 
center of China’s territory and commerce. But meeting an entirely unex
pected, courageous and stubborn resistance by the Chinese Nineteenth Route 
Army, as well as with vigorous protests from the American Government and 
the League of Nations, and possibly because the total American fleet was held 
united at Hawaii on the flank of the Japanese aggression, Japan in a few 
months withdrew her forces from Shanghai with her objective unattained.

Since then there has ensued a four-year interval, during which significant 
changes have occurred. In Japan militarism has consolidated its hold upon 
the Government partly by a campaign of terrorism, which involved the assas
sination of the more moderate Japanese statesmen, and partly by the appeal 
which the successful military conquest in Manchuria has made to such an 
emotional population as the Japanese.

The Campaign in Manchukuo
With militarism thus fortified at home, Japan has boldly claimed an 

economic and political hegemony over China which is in complete disregard 
of her former promises in the Nine-Power treaty. Simultaneously she has been 
pushing forward partly disguised military and political steps to effectuate it. 
She has instigated attempts to break away some of the Northern provinces 
of China proper and to form in them separate autonomous governments. She 
has engineered invasions by Manchukuoan troops into Inner Mongolia.

In these steps she has not been very successful and has found the Chinese 
resistance to her aggression steadily stiffening. Under the cautious but skillful 
leadership of Chiang Kai-shek and inspired by the dangers which now so clear
ly confront them, the people of China have been making hitherto unprece
dented progress toward the achievement of national unity and administrative 
cooperation, and this fact has not escaped the notice of Japan.

Simultaneously events have been occurring in the outside world which 
might well make Japan think her opportunity had arrived for a new attack on 
China. The Fascist dictators of Italy and Germany have boldly and successfully 
carried through coups involving in Ethiopia, the Rhineland and Spain acts of
treaty violation and indefensible aggression. On the other hand, the peaceful 
democracies of the world, being absorbed with the work of recuperation from 
the depression and other consequences of the great war, have yielded to these 
lawless acts of the dictators with a lack of their customary spirit.

“Jitters” in Britain and America
In Britain and America, usually in the van of matters of international 

morality, the people have seemingly been smitten by a temporary seizure of 
nervous “jitters”. This has been excusable in Britain, faced as she has been 
and now is with an extremely perilous European condition within range of 
her home cities. But in America, occupying the most safe and defensible posi
tion in the world, there has been no excuse except faulty reasoning for the 
wave of ostrich-like isolationism which has swept over us and by its erroneous 
form of neutrality legislation has threatened to bring upon us in the future 
the very dangers of war which we now are seeking to avoid.

Finally, last Winter in Russia, the one nation whose great and growing 
power lies within reach of Northern China and which is feared by Japan, there 
occurred domestic incidents which were widely interpreted in the outside world 
as evidencing grave internal disorders.

Evidently taking advantage of these conditions Japan has struck again, 
aiming both at Northern China as far as the Yellow River and also at the 
center of China at Shanghai. No excuse worthy of a moment’s consideration 
has been given for the attack. On the contrary, the statements emanating from
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Tokyo make abundantly clear that there is no such excuse. The Chinese Gov
ernment is denounced as infamous for not yielding to Japan’s wishes in North 
China, and the announcement is made in the press that the attack will con
tinue until that Government at Nanking is destroyed.

The methods of the attack also indicate that this is the objective. China’s 
coasts are blockaded and her shipping seized and a widespread campaign of 
bombing the civilian Chinese population, huddled into great defenseless cities 
and remote from any military movement or objective, is put into effect. These 
steps make clear a deliberate and systematic attempt by Japan by a general 
campaign of terrorism practiced upon the civilian population to force the 
Chinese Government to yield.

Making all allowances for imperfect information, the general scope of 
what Japan is attempting is abundantly clear. We can also forecast some of 
the effects which her attempt may have upon the outside world, including our
selves.

What Japan Is Trying to Do
In general Japan is trying to take control of the development of modern 

China and to twist its form and nature to suit her own aims, both political 
and economic. She is trying to develop China in a way which is the exact op
posite of the purpose and policy of the Open Door and the Nine-Power treaty. 
Japan makes no secret of this. We do not have to guess. We have a perfectly 
frank exposition of her plan in what she has already done in Manchukuo and 
North China.

She does not contemplate “the preservaton of China’s territorial and 
administrative integrity.” She is actually engaged in carving up China’s terri
tory and herself taking over China’s administration. She does not propose 
equality of commercial opportunity among all nations dealing with China. She 
is seeking to monopolize that opportunity and has already taken effective 
steps to do so in Manchukuo.

She is thus trying completely to transform China’s own business methods 
and character and culture and to dominate them to her own national ends. 
Furthermore, she is not seeking to do this by persuasion or education or other 
peaceful means, but by force and terrorism of the most brutal and barbarous 
kind.

Japan is not a good colonizer even of backward races. Her colonizing 
methods have been recently described by an able student of the Far East:

“What capacity she possesses for construction is counterbalanced by a 
lack in the intangibles of ruling. Her notorious psychological deficiencies have 
never been mere conspicuous. * * * Not only are the inhabitants of Manchukuo 
unreconciled; they are hostile, unreconstructedly hostile. * * * Japan has not 
the capacity to win loyalty by sharing benefits and rewards. * * * The Japa
nese can command, but they cannot cooperate.” * * *—“The Price of Japanese 
Imperialism,” by Nathanial Pfeffer, in Foreign Affairs, October, 1937.

She has not even the financial resources which are notoriously necessary 
for colonial exploitation. Her efforts in Manchukuo have already strained her 
own national resources to the uttermost. Before she made the present attack, 
her unstable economic condition was known to all students. Her credit was 
impaired, her currency in jeopardy and her foreign trade, upon which she was 
dependent for the necessary exchange to carry on her imports, has been cur
tailed by drastic restrictions. The conditions of her industrial workers have 
been becoming progressively more difficult. Real wages in Japan are nearly 
20 per cent below 1931, while the cost of living has risen by 25 per cent.

In short, this headstrong little nation, herself on the verge of bankruptcy 
from the efforts of her previous adventure in Manchukuo, is seeking to recoup 
herself by a brutal attempt to conquer and exploit a population over four 
times her size and composed of men who are individually as brave and tena
cious as her own people and who are at least their equals* in mentality and 
civilization.

42

Trouble for the Outside World
In such a situation what is the forecast for us and the rest of the world? 

Japan probably cannot succeed in permanently dominating the whole or even 
a major portion of China. But she may temporarily occupy large portions of 
China and temporarily force into her armies large masses of the good fighting 
power of the Chinese to use in making trouble elsewhere in the world. And 
certainly she can disastrously embarrass and retard the efforts which China 
has been making for development in her own peaceful, commercial way.

Japan can thus cause immense loss to all nations commercially interested 
in China, and for a time she may make herself a stronger military power than 
she is at present, with the result of causing great apprehension and danger in 
the area of the North Pacific. For a considerable time, if Japan is able to pro
ceed in her own way, there will be a great storm center in Northeastern Asia, 
with grave possible threats and disturbances to us and our own interests. For 
our Pacific States already occupy ringside seats at this battle.

Such, in brief, is the situation across the Pacific which confronts our na
tion. It is one of those acute international crises which force the people of this 
nation to think hard and clearly on subjects which they are not accustomed to 
deal with in normal times. Our American people are aroused and angry at the 
callous brutality of the Japanese. There is apparently no difference of opin
ion in their minds as to the merits of the controversy. Their abhorrence of 
injustice and oppression causes them immediately and universally to sympa
thize with China, but they do not see how anything can be done about it. They 
seem to be getting steadily more angry without knowing whether there is any 
proper outlet for their indignation.

No one knows better than I the difficulties which confront our Government 
in such a situation. No one has a keener desire than I to avoid making more 
difficult the position of my successor in the State Department, for whom I 
have the greatest respect. But in every democratic nation the task of those en
trusted with guiding its course in such a crisis will be made easier or harder 
accordingly as the attitude of the public is intelligent and far-sighted or the 
reverse. I therefore conceive it to be a time when every effort should be made 
by citizens to contribute to the general discussion which is taking place in such 
a way as to help the understanding of his fellows to the end that it may be 
intelligent and far-sighted. It is with this object that I venture these reflections 
upon the subject. In them I shall continue to remain as far as possible in the 
realm of generalities. It is usually best for the Government itself to propose 
specific measures without being hampered by specific proposals from the public.

Not a Matter of Sending Armies
In the first place, let me make it perfectly clear that, in my opinion, this 

is not a case where there should be any thought of America sending armies 
to participate in a strife that is going on in Asia. Not only is such a course 
probably militarily impossible; not only would it be abhorrent to our people, 
but to attempt it would do much more harm than good.

The future character of the civilization of Asia must be determined, 
whether peacefully or by war, by the men of Asia themselves. If China is to 
be saved from domination by force, it must be saved by the courage and sacri
fice of armed Chinese men. The problem of the preservation of China’s peace
ful civilization cannot be solved by the armed intervention of the Occident.

But that is very far from saying that the only alternative is inaction or 
a passive and shameful acquiescence in the wrong that is now being done. The 
lamentable fact is that today the aggression of Japan is being actively assisted 
by the efforts of men of our own nation and men of the other great democracy 
in the world—the British Commonwealth of Nations. It is not only being ac
tively assisted, but our assistance is so effective and predominant that without 
it even today the aggression would in all probability be promptly checked and 
cease.

Some Economic Considerations
Let me explain this and make it absolutely clear. Japan’s position as a
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I
war-making nation is far from being self-contained. She is peculiarly depen
dent upon the outside world for her ability to attack China. While she has am
ple facilities for manufacturing weapons of all kinds, she is extraordinarily 
lacking in the raw materials with which to carry on such manufactures. In 
that respect she is extremely vulnerable. She has no supplies of oil worthy of 
the name. She has no supplies of rubber whatever. She has very little iron ore 
—about one-seventh of what she uses even in peace times, and she has almost 
no cotton.

A further peculiarity of Japan’s economic condition is that she purchases 
her supplies of these vitally essential commodities from a very few nations, 
and by far the principal sellers are Great Britain and ourselves. During the 
eighteen months prior to June, 1936, she purchased 75 per cent of her oil from 
us, and one-half of her importations of iron ore and scrap iron also came from 
us. During the same period over 80 per cent of her imports of raw cotton 
came from the United States and British India and the principal supplies of 
her rubber came from the British Straits Settlements.

Again, in Japan’s present tottering financial condition she is able to make 
these purchases of raw material for her guns and ammunition only by selling 
enough of her own products to obtain the requisite foreign exchange to pay 
for her purchases.

One of these principal Japanese exports is raw silk. This is one of the 
most generally distributed crops of the Japanese Empire, the production of 
raw silk taking place in virtually every peasant home and farm. Of that crop 
the United States in 1935 purchased 85 per cent and in the first six months of 
1936, 81 per cent; with Great Britain taking nearly all the rest. With the 
foreign exchange thus obtained Japan is purchasing from us, as I have said 
above, the raw materials for her guns.

It is not necessary to go further into the picture. Today hundreds of 
thousands of brave Chinamen are fighting a desperate and hopeless battle. 
The press reports teem with evidences of their desperate valor and heroic 
self-sacrifice. But modern war is a matter of machinery and munitions. These 
brave men are virtually armed only with the rifles and machine guns which 
they carry. Even their supply of cartridges for these weapons is pitifully 
inadequate. Their artillery is woefully insufficient; their planes merely a 
fraction in number of the planes of their opponents, and they have no tanks.

Day after day there is being rained upon them bombs from an unobstruct
ed hostile air force and shells from an overwhelming mass of artillery, while 
♦heir lines are being pierced at intervals by tanks which they have no means 
of stopping. Yet they have made a resistance so far which has won the admi
ration of the world. The odds against which they are fighting are being made 
possible by us.

So I say that the first glaring fact which stares us in the face in our 
analysis of the situation is that China’s principal need is not that something 
should be done by outside nations to help her but that outside nations should 
cease helping her enemy. Given a situation in which the supply of munitions 
was only somewhat less unequal, China’s bravery has already shown that 
Japan’s task would be helpless.

Questions for Britain and America
In the light of these facts, the first question that I should ask of the 

American and British peoples is: Does the safety of the American nation and 
the safety of the British Empire require that we go on helping Japan to 
exterminate, by the methods she is daily employing, the gallant Chinese 
soldiers with which she is confronted—not to speak of the civilian Chinese 
population that she is engaged in terrorizing? Is the condition of our states
manship so pitifully inadequate that we cannot devise the simple means of 
international cooperation which would stop our partcipation in this slaughter? 
I for one do not think so. I believe it can be done and done effectively without 
serious danger to us.

\ The second great fact which the present situation brings out is the deep-
seated error which has pervaded recent American thinking on international 

* matters. I have heard Theodore Roosevelt say that he put peace above every-
J thing except righteousness. Where the two came into conflict he supported

righteousness. In our recent efforts to avoid war we have reversed this prin- 
ciple and are trying to put peace above righteousness. We have thereby gone 
far toward killing the influence of our country in the progress of the world. 
At the same time, instead of protecting, we have endangered our own peace.

* Our recent neutrality legislation attempts to impose a dead level of
neutral conduct on the part of our Government between right and wrong, 
between an aggressor and its victim, between a breaker of the law of nations

>, and the nations who are endeavouring to uphold the law. It won’t work. Such
I a policy of amoral drift by such a safe and powerful nation as our own will

only set back the hands of progress. It will not save us from entanglement. 
It will even make entanglement more certain. History has already amply 
shown this last fact.

Our Neutrality Legislation
As if to teach us the folly of our ways, since this legislation was adopted, 

fate has paraded before our shocked consciences two instances of glaring 
aggression in Ethiopia and the Far East. Progress is not made in the world by J J- attempting to exclude a consideration of the difference between right and

at wrong, nor is it wise legislation to attempt to impose upon the President,
to whom the Constitution gives the duty of the conduct of our international 

ryjr affairs, shackles of restraint to hold him helpless in all future conditions no
' *4 matter how complex or unanticipated.

Finally, in this grave crisis in the Far East we not only must not fear 
to face issues of right and wrong, but we must not fear to cooperate with other 
nations who are similarly attempting to face those issues. The League of 

$ Nations was founded upon a Covenant which almost for the first time in
human history attempted to base our international civilization upon a reign 
of law and to make a distinction between a law-breaker and its victim. Five 
years ago on Japan’s first aggression into Manchuria the League, while failing 
to stop the aggression, did not hesitate to pass judgment upon it in unmis
takable language after a full investigation of its facts.

The League did not fail to distinguish between right and wrong in the 
Ji Far East then, and the then American Government on Feb. 25, 1933, did not
P hesitate to range itself alongside of the League in that judgment and to

declare that its understanding of the facts was in accord with the findings of 
fact arrived at by the League and that its conclusions were in accord with 
the conclusions of the League.

Today on China’s appeal the League is again engaged in an examination 
of the present crisis and the formulation of its judgment thereon. Our Gov
ernment should not hesitate, if the facts are as we believe them, to support 
the League again by a statement of its concurrence. Such a judgment is not 
futile. In the process of time law is built up both within and without national 

> boundaries by such decisions and such precedents. Japan is far more friend-
less today before the tribunal of world opinion than she would have been 
except for the investigation and judgment which was rendered against her 
five years ago. We should not fail to take our part in laying such foundations 

< & - of the structure of international law of the future.
" — Since the writing of the foregoing letter has come the President’s Chi

cago speech. I am filled with hope that this act of leadership on his part will 
, result in a new birth of American courage in facing and carrying through

. our responsibilities in this crisis.
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Statement of the Japanese Government, October 9, 1937
The League of Nations regards Japan’s action in China as violation of 

the Nine-Power Treaty and the anti-war Pact. The United States published a 
statement to the same effect.

This was due to misunderstanding Japan’s true intentions. The Japanese 
government extremely regrets this misunderstanding.

The present conflict was caused by Chinese troops’ irregular attacks on 
Japanese troops which were stationed in North China according to treaty 
stipulations. Japanese were maneuvering at Lukouchiao with a small number 
of troops, as Japanese garrisons were widely scattered during peace time.

After the outbreak of the trouble, Japan tried to settle locally and the 
action of the Japanese troops was nothing more than a measure of self- 
defense. Japan had no other intention whatever.

Aggravation of the conflict in Shanghai and North China was due to the 
attitude of the Chinese, who, violating the Shanghai truce agreement signed 
in 1932, stationed 40,000 troops in the demilitarized zone and were planning 
to murder 30,000 Japanese residents, including women and children.

At that time the Japanese forces were only 3,000 strong. Thus China is 
responsible for the aggravation of the situation because she disregarded 
Japan’s nonaggression policy and mobilized a huge number of troops against 
Japan.

This forced Japan to take military action. Japan’s military operations 
in China today have been entirely caused by China’s provocative attitude. 
Japan’s action is entirely in self-defence.

What Japan wants in taking the present action is to eradicate China’s 
anti-Japanese policy and maintain peace in the Far East cooperating with 
China.

Japan has no territorial ambitions.
Accordingly, Japan’s action in China violates no existing treaties in any 

way whatever.
On the contrary, China in carrying out her stubborn anti-Japanese policy, 

incited by Red influence, is planning to drive out Japanese rights and interests 
from China by force of arms.

It is China’s Government that is violating the spirit of the pact against 
war, menacing the peace of the world.

Address by His Excellency Dr. Chengting T. Wang, Chinese 
Ambassador to the United States, before the Philadelphia

Board of Trade, October 21, 1937
It is always a pleasure to me to talk to an American audience. This is 

so, not merely because I have received so many personal kindnesses from the 
American people while a student at Yale University and since my arrival here 
as representative of my country at Washington, but because I know that I am 
speaking to persons who both understand and sympathize with the problems 
which confront my own people. I may also say that we Chinese feel that we 
understand the conditions that exist in the United States, and comprehend 
the reasons which dictate the domestic and international policies of this 
country.

This mutual understanding which exists between the American and Chi
nese peoples is a matter that causes envious comment upon the part of other 
peoples. Not always are they able to explain to themselves why they have 
not succeeded in establishing and maintaining such cordial and cooperative re
lations as exist between China and the United States, and, in fact, I find that 
there are some Americans, who while accepting as a fact this happy circum
stance, are not able fully to appreciate why it exists. Because this is so, and 
because this fundamental friendship between the Chinese and American 
peoples is of such great and beneficent importance, I have thought it worth 
while, upon this occasion, to state why this understanding and sympathy 
exists.

My people, even in the more remote regions, are aware of the enormous 
benefactions we have received from America in the form of missionary effort, 
and of aid in fields of medicine and education; and we know that we have never 
had to fear political aggression upon the part of the American Government. 
For all this we are duly grateful. But, aside from this appreciation we, or at 
least the more thoughtful of us, have a conviction that there is a fundamental 
similarity between Chinese and American political beliefs, and when I speak of 
beliefs I refer to social as well as to political ideals. This fundamental similar
ity, I am convinced, consists in the fact that both Americans and Chinese are 
democratically minded.

Social and political democracy has made itself manifest in America since 
first this country came to be peopled by emigrants from Europe, and no one 
factor has exercised upon American national life such a continuous and domi
nating force as the determination of the American people to uphold and real
ize in practice their democratic ideals. This is, of course, so well known to 
all of you that it would not have been necessary for me to speak of it except 
for the fact that I desire to emphasize that for hundreds of years the Chinese 
people have also been democratically minded in matters political as well as 
social.

It is true that in China there have existed, and still exist, social classes. 
Thus, there are classes of scholars, agriculturalists, merchants, bankers, sol
diers, and public officials, and, of course, the great body of ordinary laborers, 
often termed coolies when employed by foreigners. But these classes have 
never constituted tight social compartments. Transference from one class to 
another has always been comparatively easy. But the important point is that, 
no matter to which class a person has happened to belong, he has always had a 
sense of personal right and dignity, and has had accorded to him by others 
this individual and personal worth. Even when social intercourse was more 
conventional and stilted than it now is, there was recognition of this individual 
worth; indeed, it was this recognition which furnished the basis for the in
sistence by each one that he should be dealt with in accordance with the rights 
which were attached to members of his class. Further supplementing the em
phasis which the Chinese have always placed upon what may superficially be 
termed politeness, has been their conviction that by duly ordering social 
contacts, domestic harmony and prosperity are promoted.

Upon its political, as distinguished from its social, side, the traditional
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democracy of the Chinese people, until twenty-five years ago, was obscured 
to Western eyes by reason of the existence of the imperial form of the central 
or national government. In fact, this government had few substantial functions 
to perform and thus touched the everyday life of the Chinese individual at 
very few points. Such purely political or administrative control as existed over 
the individual’s conduct was provided by the local governments. But the truth 
is that the control of even these local governments was extremely slight, the 
people being permitted to regulate their relations with one another according 
to the dictates of their own judgments as to what was just and expedient. 
This simple social and political regime was possible because of the cooperative 
genius of the Chinese people and their strong sense of social obligations 
instilled into them by the teachings of their great philosophers Confucius 
and Mencius. Consequently the Chinese people, as regards the immunity of 
their everyday life from political coercive control, were, and have remained, 
one of the freest peoples of the world.

Even such political authority as existed was fundamentally democratic 
in character, for it was dominated by the doctrine that those in. authority 
should seek the general welfare of the governed. Resulting from this doctrine 
was the principle, constantly placed in practice, that, when a ruler, whether 
of a district, a province or of the empire itself, oppressed his people, or when, 
indeed, for any reason, the people were not prosperous under his rule, they 
might demand and, if necessary, demand by force, that a new ruler be placed 
over them.

As is well known, the Chinese written language is comnosed of svmhnls, 
known as characters, which, in many cases, may be described as ideographs 
since thev connote ideas rather than words. One of these ideographs is nro- 
nounced “Tien” in the northern or Mandarin dialect and is usually translated 
by the English word ‘‘Heaven”. What the Chinese have in mind when they 
employ this character is the over-ruling Moral Providence, impersonal in 
character, which they conceive to govern the destinies of mankind, and this 
Moral Providence, they are convinced, decrees that the popular will of a peonle 
should prevail. Thus, one of the best known canons of their moral philosophy 
is that “Heaven wills what the People will.” The sovereignty of the people 
has thus been an age-old tenet of Chinese thought.

In 1911, the Chinese people found it necessary to tear down the imperial 
facade of their Central Government, and to establish a National Government 
that was republican in form as well as in substance. Also, they have found it 
expedient to vest in that Government spheres of control that, until then, had 
been left to the local authorities, and to require from it the performance of 
functions which the old Imperial Government had not sought to exercise. 
These changes were necessitated by political problems presented by China’s 
contacts with other Powers, and also by her growing appreciation that a strong 
and efficiently administered government supplies an instrumentality for 
advancing, in a positive manner, the welfare of the people as well as for 
maintaining domestic order and furnishing protection against foreign attack. 
Thus, since the establishment of the Republic in 1911, we find the National 
Government as well as the local authorities concerning themselves with mat
ters of public health, of education and of means of communication and trans
portation to a degree theretofore unknown. I would like to describe some of 
the remarkable results which China has achieved in these directions within the 
last few years, but to do so would lead me away from my main theme of Chi
nese democracy. I will, however, take time to say a single word with regard to 
education in China.

No nation of the world has placed, and continues to hold, learning in 
higher esteem than do the Chinese. Poverty has prevented the provision of 
anywhere near adequate means of popular education, but never have there 
existed artificial or conventional barriers to the pursuit of knowledge. For cen
turies the path to political preferment was an educational one, eligibility to 
political appointments and promotions being based upon the results achieved 
in great provincial and national scholastic examinations. And these examina
tions were open to the humblest Chinese citizen. The Chinese educational 
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system was thus traditionally democratic, whatever may have been its defi
ciencies in the supply of schools and teachers and its defects in curriculum. 
Here, too, I would like to digress long enough to give an account of the very 
great developments within the educational field that have taken place in China 
during the last twenty-five years—of the great increase in the number of gov
ernment primary schools and institutions of higher learning, the modernizing 
of pedagogical methods, but time will not permit. I can only say that, in this 
field American influence has been paramount, a fact that was especially com
mented upon by a commission of educational experts which was recently sent 
to China by the League of Nations.

The revolutionary changes that have been taking place in China during 
recent years within the economic and cultural fields as well as within the 
sphere of government have, of course, presented to my people many problems 
—problems the solution of which has not been made easier by the attitude and 
acts of China’s powerful island neighbor—but great progress has been made 
even if the goals sought have not been fully attained. I shall not attempt at 
this time to give even an outline of these great economic, social, cultural and 
political movements, but there is one characteristic which is common to them 
all and which is directly germane to the subject of democracy in China with 
which, in this talk, I am primarily concerned. This common feature or char
acteristic is that they have all resulted from a diffused desire and will of the 
Chinese people. They are popular, democratic movements demanded and sup
ported by the people and not imposed upon them from above. In this funda
mental respect the revolutionary movement in China is to be distinguished 
from that movement in Japan, which led to the promulgation of a written 
constitution in 1889, and which since then, has seen the transformation of that 
country from a feudalistic Kingdom into an industrialized and powerful mili
taristic empire.

As compared with the task in the performance of which China has set 
herself, the problem presented to leaders of Japan in the later years of the 
last century was a simple one. The people of that island Kingdom were far 
fewer in number, they inhabited a much smaller territory and they were 
habituated to the rule of a strong central authority. Especially potent was 
this last feature. Thus, all that was necessary was that those in supreme au
thority should decide what changes were desired and thereupon to take the 
corresponding action. The public did not need to be persuaded or indoctrinated 
with new ideas. All that was required was that their rulers should see clearly 
what they wanted to do and give the appropriate commands. This was done 
when the written constitution of 1889 was promulgated. This instrument, it 
is to be emphasized, was issued as a mandate of the Emperor, and, as such, it 
derives its sole legal force from his will, and, in substance, is no more than 
a declaration by the Emperor of the manner in which, in the future, he intends 
to exercise his sovereign authority. In order to make this perfectly clear, it 
is specifically declared that no changes shall be made in the Constitution 
except such as are proposed by the Emperor himself. The Constitution upon 
this point reads:

“When in the future it may become necssary to amend any of the 
provisions of the present Constitution, We (the Emperor) or Our Succes
sors shall assume the initiative right, and submit a project for the same to 
the Imperial Diet . . . and in no otherwise shall Our descendents or 
Our subjects be permitted to any alteration thereof.”

It is further provided that:
“The Emperor is the head of the Empire, combining in Himself the 

rights of sovereignty and exercises them according to the provisions of 
the present Constitution.”

The chief draftsman of the Constitution was Marquis Ito, and his Com
mentaries upon that instrument have been accepted as most authoritative as 
to the meaning and intent of its provisions. With reference to the provisions 
which have been quoted, Ito declares:

“The Sacred Throne of Japan is inherited from Imperial Ancestors, 
and is to be bequeathed to posterity; in it resides the power to reign
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over and govern the State. (The fact) that express provisions concerning 
the sovereign power are specially mentioned in the Articles of the 
Constitution, in no wise implies that any newly settled opinion thereon 
is set forth by the Constitution; on the contrary, the original policy is 
by no means changed by it, but is more strongly confirmed than ever.”

In order to make assurance upon this point doubly sure, Marquis Ito em
phasizes that, under the Constitution, the Emperor continues to be “the source 
and fountain head of the legislative power”; that “the legislative power is 
ultimately under the control of the Emperor, while the duty of the Diet is to 
give advice and consent.”

It will, of course, not be feasible for me to give a running critique of the 
Japanese Constitution. My purpose in making the comments upon it that I 
have made is simply to make plain its fundamental character, and thus to show 
to what a comparatively slight degree the promulgation of the Japanese Con
stitution altered the autocratic monarchial character of the form of political 
rule that had previously existed in Japan. The extent to which its policies and 
actions are at present dictated by its military and naval authorities is a suffi
cient indication of the distance which Japan has still to travel before it can 
lay claim to the possession of a political regime which furnishes guarantees 
that the rights of the people will be secure and their will controlling.

In strong contrast to what has happened in Japan, China has founded 
her revolutionary changes upon a popular will. Her written constitutions, of 
which she has several, have each of them declared the sovereignty of the 
people. Thus, the Chinese Constitution in its present form, promulgated in May, 
1936, begins with the declaration in its Preamble that it is ordained and en
acted “by virtue of the mandate received from the whole body of citizens”; Ar
ticle one declares the Government to be a Republic; and Article two reads: 
“The sovereignty of the Republic of China is vested in the whole body of 
citizens.”

Although, as I have shown, the Chinese people by tradition and practice 
had been prepared for self-government, they had not been accustomed to the 
rule of a strong and energetic Central Government, and, therefore, the estab
lishment of such an instrumentality of the General Will has been a task 
that has taxed the intelligence and determination of the people. The jealousies 
and self-interests of provincial authorities have had to be overcome; the in
creased financial needs of the Central Government have had to be met; 
and, in general, an efficient national adminstrative organization has had 
to be constructed. However, notwithstanding the added difficulties arising 
from actions of her neighbor, Japan, progress has been made in all these 
directions, and especially has this progress been exhibited under our great 
leader, Chiang Kai-shek.

This unification of China under a strong Central Government would not 
have been possible except for the fortunate fact that the many millions of the 
Chinese people are ethnologically and culturally homogeneous. Though there 
exists in China a variety of spoken dialects, the written language is every
where the same, and cultural ideals are practically identical. Indeed, I be
lieve myself justified in saying that nowhere on the earth is there presented 
a large group of individuals so culturally unified as are the Chinese.

The last point which I wish to make in this address is that because the 
Chinese have vested their great reforms upon a broad popular democratic 
basis they have secured a firm foundation upon which to continue to build. 
Because they have pursued this policy they have sacrificed the speed that 
they might have gained by autocratic commands issued from above — as 
happened in Japan — but they believe, and I think them correct in this, that 
they are establishing a regime which will minimize the danger of future 
causes of social and political discontent. Thus they believe, as I believe, that 
though the pace of political changes in China has not been as rapid as some 
eager ones would desire, each advance step has had the support of a firm 
footing.

In conclusion, let me return to the statement which I made in the early 
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part of this address, namely, that one of the important reasons why American 
people have shown a sympathetic and cooperative interest in the welfare of 
the Chinese people is that, despite many other differences, they perceive that, 
underlying Chinese efforts, there are those same democratic ideals which 
Americans themselves so highly cherish. Supplementing this recognition there 
are, of course, other factors that explain the general sympathetic understand
ing which goes out from America to China. Among these other factors I 
need mention only the characteristic American respect for the rights of 
other nations, and their strong desire that a regime of international law and 
justice should prevail.
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Address by His Excellency Dr. Chengting T. Wang
Chinese Ambassador to the United States, at the Armistice Eve 

Banquet of the International Goodwill Congress in Boston
November 10, 1937

Since my last arrival in the United States I have been greatly impressed 
by the widespread interest displayed by the people of this country in matters 
of international concern. This contrasts strongly with the situation as it 
appeared to me when I was here thirty years ago as a university student. I 
am impressed by the number of organizations which exist for the diffusion of 
information bearing upon international interests; by the variety and number 
of the publications within this field; and by the space in the newspapers and 
other journals devoted to these topics. These facts have made me aware that, 
when I speak before an American audience, I am addressing persons who are 
already acquainted with the more important of the facts involved in any 
international situation I may discuss and with the international principles, 
moral and political, which should govern national conduct with regard to such 
a situation.

Upon the present occasion, I propose to deal with an international situa
tion which, during recent years, has aroused the interest of . Americans as 
well as of other peoples throughout the world. This situation is that created 
by the acts of Japan in and against my own country, China. For the reasons 
which I have stated, I know that the members of my audience are already well 
informed of at least the more outstanding of these acts, and, therefore, to the 
extent that I shall find it desirable to rehearse these acts, I shall contribute 
little that is not already well known. Although this is so, I think it worth 
while, with regard to any important and not entirely simple matter, that, 
from time to time, the subject should be dealt with as a whole, its facts 
reviewed, and its phases and elements correlated.

There are some students in the field of Sino-Japanese relations who are 
convinced that the recent Asiatic policies of Japan find their roots in ambi
tions founded and formulated many years ago. Not a little historical evidence 
has been adduced in support of this view. However, whether this be so or 
not is not of prime practical importance at the present time. What is impor
tant is that the world should know the present extent of Japan’s intentions 
with regard to the subjugation and domination of China. To learn this it will 
not be necessary to go further back than the Sino-Japanese War of 1894-95. 
Indeed, it would be possible to begin with the Twenty-one Demands presented 
to China by Japan in 1915, but the exposition can be made more complete by 
saying at least a word with regard to the results of the Sino-Japanese War 
of 1894-95, and of the Russo-Japanese War which followed ten years later.

The Sino-Japanese War grew out of conflicting claims and interests of 
China and Japan in the Kingdom of Korea. China was defeated in that war, 
and, by the Treaty of Shimonoseki which brought it to an end, China, in addi
tion to the payment of a large indemnity, was obliged to recognize the inde
pendence of Korea over which she had previously claimed a species of suzer
ainty, and to cede to Japan the great island of Formosa which lies along the 
southern coast of China together with the smaller Pescadores Islands in the 
same region. Also, China was compelled to cede to Japan the Liaotung Pen
insula, whch juts south from Manchuria and constitutes a strategic, commer
cial and military key to that great northern region as well as to the Gulf of 
Pechili and thence to the old capital of China, Peking. Representations made 
to Japan by Russia, Germany and France compelled Japan to forego this last 
continental acquisition, but, as a result of the war between Japan and Russia 
which occurred in 1904-5, Japan was able to secure the transfer to herself of a 
lease previously obtained by Russia from China of this Liaotung Peninsula at 
the tip of which lie Port Arthur and the City of Dalny or Dairen. This lease, 
while not divesting China of her sovereignty over this area, placed it under 
the effective occupation and administration of Japan. As a result of the Russo- 
Japanese war, Japan also obtained the transfer to herself from Russia of the 
southern half of the island of Saghalin. Also it should be noted that, be
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fore this time, Russia and Japan had conflicting interests with regard 
to the establishment of so-called “spheres of interest” within the northern 
provinces of China, known collectively as Manchuria. By the treaty of Ports
mouth, which terminated the Russo-Japanese war, Russia recognized that 
Japan’s railway, mining, and other interests in the southern half of Manchuria 
should be deemed dominant. Both nations declared, however, that they would 
not obstruct any general measures, common to all countries, which China 
might take for the development of the commerce and industry of Manchuria; 
and both nations also engaged themselves to exploit their respective railways 
in Manchuria (except those in the Liaotung Peninsula) exclusively for com
mercial and industrial purposes and in no wise for strategic purposes.

I have thought it necessary to mention these provisions of the treaties 
terminating the Sino-Japanese and Russo-Japanese wars since they serve to 
show that, certainly at those dates, Japan already had international ambitions 
which included the acquisition of territories along the Chinese coast and upon 
the eastern mainland of the continent of Asia.

In 1914 came the World War. Japan enlisted as one of the Allies in order 
that she might thus have an excuse for seizing the German leased area of 
Kiaochow in the Chinese province of Shantung which contains the important 
city and port of Tsingtao, and also of drawing to herself the railway, mining 
and other rights which Germany had in that province. In fact, Japan went 
far beyond this, and occupied areas far outside of the territory that had been 
leased by China to Germany. I shall not take the time to describe how Japan, 
at the time of the discussion at Paris of the treaty terminating the war 
between Germany and the Allies—of which China had become one—Japan 
refused to return the Shantung leased area; how this injustice to China con
stituted one of the chief criticisms in America of the treaty drawn up at 
Paris and was influential in causing the United States Senate to refuse its 
approval of the treaty; and how, in connection with the Washington Con
ference of 1921-22, Japan, under pressure, was reluctantly forced to agree 
to the return of the Shantung leased area to China. The whole story covering 
these events placed Japan in a very, unfavorable light, but I have no time 
or disposition to review it at this time.

In 1915, Japan suddenly presented to China Twenty-one Demands which, 
had they been conceded by China in their entirety, would have brought all 
China under the dominant control of Japan. The present Chinese Minister of 
Foreign Affairs, Dr. Wang Chung-hui, in his justified description of these 
demands in the Washington Conference, after pointing out that they were put 
forward, not in satisfaction of any pending controversies, or in exchange for 
any offered quid pro quo, said: “History records scarcely another instance in 
which demands of such a serious character as those which Japan presented to 
China in 1915, have, without even pretense of provocation, been suddenly 
presented by one nation to another nation with which it was at the time 
in friendly relations.”

China made what resistance she could to these demands, and managed to 
secure the postponement of the consideration of the fifth of the groups into 
which they were divided—the group which contained the most general of the 
demands and which, if yielded to, would have made Japan politically dominant 
over and throughout China. Most of the other specific demands China was 
compelled to concede after an ultimatum threatening war within a few hours 
had been presented by Japan. Thus, by bald force majeure, China was com
pelled to sign, in May 1915, a series of treaties and notes the essential valid
ity of which, because of their immoral basis, China has continued to deny. By 
the treaties thus exacted of China, Japan was able, among other things, to 
increase her claim to railway rights in Manchuria and the right of her nation
als in that area to acquire lands for agricultural and manufacturing purposes. 
Also, she obtained a formal extension of the term of her lease of the Liaotung 
Peninsula.

In the Washington Conference of 1921-22, China, aided by the pressure 
brought to bear upon Japan by the other nations represented in that Confer
ence, and especially by the United States, was able to obtain a number of
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important concessions from Japan, but, with regard to Japan’s treaty rights 
in Manchuria, including those obtained as a result of the Twenty-one Demands, 
Japan showed herself unyielding. It is, however, to be noted that none of these 
alleged treaty rights, important though they were, impaired the essential 
sovereignty of China over the Manchurian provinces. Not even by Japan was 
the continued sovereignty of China over Manchuria at that time contested.

Most important of the political results of the Washington Conference was 
the Nine-Power Treaty, later adhered to by five other Powers.. The provisions 
of Article One of this Treaty have been often quoted, but, because of their 
importance, they cannot be too often repeated. By them, the Contracting 
Powers, which, of course, included Japan, agreed:

“(1) To respect the sovereignty, the independence, and the territorial and 
administrative integrity of China;

“(2) To provide the fullest and most unembarrassed opportunity to China 
to develop and maintain for herself an effective and stable government;

“(3) To use their influence for the purpose of effectually establishing and 
maintaining the principle of equal opportunity for the commerce and industry 
of all nations throughout the territory of China;

“(4) To refrain from taking advantage of conditions in China in order to 
seek special rights or privileges which would abridge the rights of subjects or 
citizens of friendly States and from countenancing action inimical to the 
security of such States.”

These undertakings, thus entered into by Japan, gave added emphasis to 
the many previous promises by Japan, both to China and to other Powers, that 
she would respect the sovereignty and territorial and administrative integrity 
of China, and that in her commercial and other relations with China she 
would be governed by the principle of equal opportunity for all nations and 
their nationals which has for years been known as the Open Door doctrine. 
By Article Three of this Nine-Power Treaty, this doctrine was more speci
fically defined and placed, for the first time, upon a definite treaty basis.

In 1928, Japan signed the Paris Peace Pact under which she declared her 
condemnation of recourse to war for the solution of international controver
sies; renounced it as an instrument of national policy in her relations with 
other States; and agreed, in common with the other signatories, that the 
settlement or solution of all disputes or conflicts of whatever nature or of 
whatever origin they might be which might arise between them should never 
be sought except by pacific means.

Meanwhile, in 1919, Japan had enrolled herself as a Member of the League 
of Nations, and as a Member had agreed to employ the various peaceful modes 
for the settlement of international controversies prescribed in the Covenant 
of the League. Also, as a Member of the League, Japan had specifically under
taken, by Article Ten of the Covenant, to respect the territorial integrity and 
existing political independence of all Members of the League, which included 
China, and to cooperate with the other Members of the League for the pre
servation of the territorial integrity and existing' political independence of 
any Member State that may become the victim of an external aggression.

These international multilateral agreements which have been mentioned 
—the Washington Nine-Power Treaty, the Paris Pact and the Covenant 
of the League—it is to be noted, were freely and voluntarily signed by Japan, 
and, therefore, there was nothing to subtract from the moral obligation that 
is attached to the plighted national word thus given.

By her Twenty-one Demands presented to China in 1915, Japan had made 
perfectly plain the extent of her aggressive ambitions with regard to China. 
However, the world had ground for believing, when Japan gave her adherence 
to the doctrines and undertakings embodied in the Covenant of the League of 
Nations and especially when she had voluntarily and freely given the pledges 
contained in the Washington Nine-Power Treaty, that she had abandoned these 
ambitions. Indeed, ftfr a number oï years, Japan's actions were not sUtfh as

U

definitely to refute this belief, although those who kept themselves currently 
informed of conditions in Manchuria, and also of the efforts from time to time 
made by Japan to hinder China’s progress towards political unity and eco- 

jr?; nomic development, were not without fear that there had been no real surrender 
of her intention, when the time should seem ripe and a good opportunity 

| should be offered, again to advance her continental aims without regard to the 
* sovereign rights of China.

/à That there were grounds for this fear was made evident when, in Sep-
tember 1931, Japan made her sudden attack upon Manchuria, and, by succes- 
sive steps, and undeterred by the efforts of the League of Nations and the 

"J condemnation of the whole world, effected military occupation of all of Man- 
: 4 churia—an area as large as France and Germany taken together and inhabited

by a population of thirty millions of Chinese.
S China was not able, in 1931, to offer effective resistance to the Japanese

invasion and military occupation of her Northeastern Provinces. Only when 
Japan made her onslaught upon the great commercial city of Shanghai was she 
able in 1932, to hold the Japanese in check. Even when the Japanese extended 
their military occupation outside of Manchuria and overran the important Prov- 
ince of Jehol, China had to yeld to superior military force. Finally, Japan 
breached the Great Wall of China which marks, in part, the southern boundary 

J of Manchuria, and began to overrun the provinces of China which lie south2 of the Wall. Finding herself unable at that time to offer further effective
resistance to the armies of Japan, China, in May 1933, agreed to a “Truce

W Agreement” with the Japanese military authorities.
W This Agreement, known as the Tangku Truce, was of a purely military
’I character, and provided that Chinese military units should be withdrawn west 

and south of a designated line and were to avoid any acts that might provoke 
w further hostilities. The Japanese military authorities, upon their part, engaged 

themselves not to cross this designated line, not to continue their attacks upon
$ the Chinese troops, and to withdraw their entire forces to the Great Wall.
4 The four years succeeding the signing of the Tangku Truce witnessed
4 continued disregard by Japan of China’s political and administrative rights 
# in the Northern Provinces of China. These violations were so many and of
I such a diverse character that it is not possible for me to enumerate, much less

describe, them. Those who may be interested to learn of them in some detail 
$ can find them described in the excellent volume, published this year by Dr. 

Shuhsi Hsu, entitled The North China Problem.
| During the period from the Tangku Truce in 1933 to July of the present
; year Japan pushed forward her determination to dominate North China by I making successive demands upon China, which, in the face of force majeure,
* she was not able to refuse. By July of this year, however, the Chinese came
4 to the desperate determination that it would be fatal for them to make further 

concessions, and, therefore, that to the extent of their military power, they 
$ would oppose the invading forces of Japan. When this resolve became evident 
S to Japan, she, in turn, came to the determination, which she has openly
« avowed, that the time had come for her to obtain in totality all that

she wished from China. A typical instance of the avowal of this determination i is that of M. Yosuke Matsuoka. M. Matsuoka is one of the leading public men
7 of Japan. He is now President of the great South Manchuria Railway Com-

pany and was the leader of the Japanese Delegation during the discus- 
t sion by the Assembly of the League of Nations of the Manchurian controversy,

and he it was who led his Delegation out of the Assembly and his country out 
of the League when that body adopted its report of February 24, 1933, con- 

S demning Japan for what she had done. In the course of a statement prepared
W for distribution by the Associated Press, and published in the newspapers of

October 10, 1937, M. Matsuoka said, “At last Japan is in for the final, for 
fl the knock-out decision.”
fl This, then is a record of Japan’s aggressions upon China during the last
fl few years. It is clear that she will not be satisfied until she is able to subject
fl China wholly to her will. What this will mean to the rest of the world is a
fl SB
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question so large that I am not able to enter upon it at this time. But that 
it is one of deep significance there can be no doubt.

In closing, I wish to point out with great pride as a Chinese that, through
out all the injuries inflicted upon China since the night of September 18, 1931, 
when Japan began her military attack upon Manchuria, China has held firmly 
to her obligations as a loyal Member of the League of Nations, and as a 
signatory of the Paris Peace Pact. She has at all times expressed her willing
ness and desire that such controversies as exist between Japan and herself 
should be adjusted by peaceful means and in accordance with essential justice.

As regards China’s conduct following the attack of Japan upon her Man
churian Provinces, let me quote from Professor Willoughby’s comprehensive 
and objective discussion of the Manchurian controversy as dealt with by the 
League of Nations. In the concluding chapter of his volume entitled The Sino- 
Japanese Controversy and the League of Nations (p. 668) he says:

“Unless . . . China were to be recreant to her obligations as a Member of 
the League, it was necessary that she should appeal to the League. Not only 
did she do this, but, throughout the controversy, she remained loyal to the 
League. By so doing, she not only preserved her own international honor, but 
contributed what lay within her power to maintain the structure of inter
national peace which the world, since the Great War, had been so anxiously 
endeavoring to construct. In this respect, and to this extent,” Professor Wil
loughby adds, “the world owes to China a debt of gratitude.”

It may also be said that, even after the outbreak of the present hostilities, 
the Chinese Government officially declared its willingness that whatever com
plaints Japan might have against China should be submitted to peaceful 
methods of adjustment. This was made clear in a memorandum of the Chinese 
Government, dated July 15, 1937, addressed to the leading Powers, which de
clared that China held herself ready to settle her differences with Japan by 
any of the pacific means known to international law and treaties. Further
more, it may be pointed out that the submission of the present situation by 
China to the League of Nations necessarily implies her willingness to have 
her controversies with Japan adjusted in accordance with the peaceful modes 
provided by the Covenant of the League.

Address by Dr. Hu Shih, Professor of Philosophy and Dean 
of National Peking University

• Delivered at Foreign Policy Association, New York
November 13, 1937

In my humble opinion, the real issues behind the present conflict in the 
Far East are two: first, the clash of Japanese imperialism with the legitimate 
aspirations of Chinese nationalism; and secondly, the conflict of Japanese 
militarism with the moral restrictions of a new world order.

The primary issue behind all the fighting and slaughtering and bombing, 
which you read every day during the last three months, is Chinese national
ism driven into a desperate resistance against an external aggression which 
apparently knows no limit.

Nationalism is a new word in the Chinese dictionary, but national con
sciousness has never been absent in Chinese history. It has its firm foundation 
in the racial, cultural and historical unity of her vast population. It always 
asserted itself whenever China came into contact with a foreign race or 
culture, especially in those historic periods when she was conquered by a 
foreign invasion or dominated by an alien civilization. It was Chinese national 
consciousness that gradually revolted against Buddhism as an alien religion, 
and finally killed it. It was Chinese nationalism that overthrew the Mongol 
Empire and drove the Mongols beyond the deserts. It was Chinese nationalism 
which brought forth the numerous anti-Manchu secret societies and open re
volts in the 18th and 19th centuries, and which finally overthrew the Manchu 
monarchy twenty-six years ago.

Frankly and truthfully speaking, what Japanese apologists loudly ad
vertise to the world as “anti-Japanese sentiments and acts in China” is simply 
Chinese nationalism resenting and resisting the real and undeniable aggres
sions of a foreign power, Japan. And in so far as the aggressions are real, 
Chinese resistance is justifiable and justified. That is why China is having 
the sympathy of almost the entire world on her side during this war.

In each and every case of outburst of anti-Japanese feeling or anti-Jap
anese boycott there was invariably a long series of Japanese aggressions pre
ceding it. It was the presentation of the famous 21 Demands with a threat 
of war that was responsible for the anti-Japanese boycotts of 1915. It was 
the Japanese refusal to restore Shantung to China at the Paris Peace Con
ference in 1919 that was responsible for the birth of a nationwide Student 
Movement in China, which revived the anti-Japanese boycotts and which had 
great influence in contributing to the success of the Natonalist Revolution of 
1925-1927.

And, of course, it was the six long years of unwarranted, unlimited and 
insatiable Japanese invasions and aggressions involving a total loss of Chi
nese territory as large as a fifth of the Continent of Europe and carrying 
with them the most humiliating intrigues and insults which no human patience 
could long forebear,—it was these six years of most bitter and acute suffer
ing of my people that is now bursting, boiling and burning behind this unde
clared war in China.

The issue, therefore, is pure and simple: It is Chinese nationalism resist- 
t ing Japanese invasion; it is the Chinese nation fighting for its very existence.

It is unnecessary for me to develop the thesis that a healthy and normal 
growth of Chinese nationalism is necessary to the stabilization of the peace 
of the East. It has been pointed out that, wherever there is a vast country 

* rich in resources but weak in government and self-defence, that country is
sure to become a centre of international strife, an arena of imperialistic 
powers fighting for special concessions and privileges. For decades, the weak
ness of the Chinese Government has been a temptation to aggressive powers, 
and the map of China to this day shows clear traces of that imperialistic 
struggle which prevailed in southeastern Asia during the last decades of the
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last century. Far-sighted statesmen of the world have always maintained 
that peace in the Far East is only possible when there is a free and independ
ent China to ward off encroachments from outside. That was the idea under
lying John Hay’s Open Door Policy in China, and that was undoubtedly the 
political philosophy behind the Nine-Power Treaty of Washington under which 
the signatory powers pledged “to respect the sovereignty, the independence, 
and the territorial and administrative integrity of China and to provide the 
fullest and most unembarrassed opportunity to China to develop and maintain 
for herself an effective and stable government.”

China had failed to live up to such expectations until the last decade 
when, as the world knows, she has actually begun in earnest to unify the 
country, modernize her institutions and her means of transportation and 
communication, and build up an “effective and stable government.” But our 
nearest neighbor won’t tolerate this endeavor on the part of China. Indeed, 
she has done everything possible to prevent the rise of a modern national 
State in China. China needs peace, but Japan has given us seven wars in six 
years; China wants unification, but Japan insists upon tearing China asunder 
and setting up bogus governments everywhere under Japanese control. China 
needs financial and technological assistance from all friendly Powers, but 
Japan openly declared to the world on April 17, 1934, that she would not 
tolerate any concerted help to China “even in the name of financial and tech
nical assistance.” China needs “an effective and stable government,” but the 
Japanese military have repeatedly declared that the Nanking Government 
under Chiang Kai-shek must be crushed at any cost.

In short, Japan cannot allow a unified and modernized China to exist, 
and she has openly avowed her determination to crush it. She has been doing 
it for all these years, and she is doing it now on a much grander scale. Is it 
exaggerating the issue when I say that China is fighting for her very ex
istence ?

This, then, is the first issue behind the war.
But there is another and larger issue involved in the present conflict, 

which concerns not China alone, but the whole world. This issue I have stated 
as the clash of Japanese militarism with the moral restrictions of a new 
world order. This is the issue which formed the central thesis of President 
Roosevelt’s Chicago speech and of Secretary Hull’s Toronto speech. This is 
the issue of the resolution adopted by the Assembly of the League of Nations 
on October 6, and of the statement of the American Government made on 
the same date endorsing the League resolution. And, curiously enough, this 
is the same issue behind the theory of the so-called “have-not” nations having 
a “right” to invade and plunder the possessions of the “have” nations.

Historically, the so-called “have-not” nations, Italy, Germany and Japan, 
achieved their political unity about the same time—around 1870—and arose 
to the position of world powers much later than the other great powers. They 
entered the arena of imperialistic strife at a time when the earth, with the 
exception of a few storm centres, was already almost completely appropriated 
by the few colonial empires. During the last decades of the last century, the 
struggle for colonies and special concessions was very acute, and the law of 
the jungle reigned in those regions where the absence of a strong native 
government had invited imperialistic encroachment.

But, with the turn of the century, a new and more humane kind of in
ternational relationship was slowly making its first appearance. The same 
Tsar of Russia, who had been grabbing territories in eastern Asia, was calling 
the first Hague Conference which resulted in the establishment of the first 
International Court. The Open Door policy in China was announced by Amer
ica in 1900. Peace movements and peace foundations were coming up in the 
democratic countries. A new international idealism was visibly at work for 
the rise of a new and more idealistic world order.

Even the World War did not uproot this new internationalism, which, 
because of the terrible sacrifices of the War, had even more sympathetic and 
enthusiastic supporters and advocates throughout those agonizing years of 
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the War and the Armistice. Even in the war message of President Woodrow 
Wilson of twenty years ago, we read that “we are at the beginning of an age 
where it will be insisted that the same standards of conduct and of respon
sibility for wrong done shall be observed among nations and their govern
ments that are observed among the individual citizens of civilized states. 
... A steadfast concert for peace can never be maintained except by a partner
ship of democratic nations.” The great American President was universally ac
claimed the leader of this international idealism, whose state papers and in 
particular whose “Fourteen Points” were eagerly read and accepted as the 
tenets of the new world order that was to come after the War.

However disappointing the Versailles Peace Treaty may have been to 
some of us — a Treaty which the Chinese delegation refused to sign — the 
Peace Conference has left to the post-war world at least one monumental 
edifice of Wilsonian idealism in the founding of the League of Nations. The 
Covenant of the League pledges to respect the territorial integrity of the 
Member States, stipulates international inquiry, arbitration and conciliation 
as the means for settling international disputes, and provides economic sanc
tions against nations resorting to war in violation of the provisions of the 
Covenant. For more than a decade, the League stood as the most concrete 
embodiment of the ideals of international peace yet invented by mankind.

During that memorable decade, a number of similarly idealistic pacts 
and treaties were produced to supplement the League Covenant. These include 
the Nine-Power Treaty, the Naval Disarmament Treaties, the Treaty of 
Locarno which brought Germany into the League of Nations and which was 
then heralded as the stabilizer of the peace in Europe, and the Kellogg- 
Briand Pact of Paris which was to “outlaw war” as a means for settling 
disputes between nations.

Thus for more than ten years, there actually existed a new and more 
civilized world order supported by an interlocking and overlapping set of 
international treaties.

Now, it is not true that this new world order has been beneficial only to 
the small or weak nations. Law and order, national or international, protects 
and benefits the strong as well as the weak. If there be any partiality, it is 
usually in favor of the strong. For law and order the world over is usually 
made and maintained by the strong and powerful, who naturally derive 
greater benefits from it. Within the new world order which prevailed in those 
years the great powers were the greatest beneficiaries. France, for example, 
never felt safer than in those years. Great Britain practically gave up naval 
building and abandoned her project of constructing a great naval base at 
Singapore. Even Japan, who was always grumbling about the naval ratio of 
5:5:3 and felt herself oppressed under the Washington Treaties, has never 
attained such height of international prestige and respect as she enjoyed in 
those years. She sat in Geneva as one of the “Big Four” Permanent Members 
in the Council of the League; and she was the undisputed supreme Power of 
the western Pacific where she enjoyed her new possessions in the Mandate 
Islands and where her navy was strategically invincible.

Unfortunately, there were certain militaristic groups in certain countries 
who found the restrictions of this new world order to be detrimental to their 
aggressive ambitions and who were determined to destroy them at the 
earliest possible opportunity.

Thus, all of a sudden, this new world order was scrapped by the brutal 
hand of the Japanese military on the evening of September 18, 1931! In three 
months, the Japanese army had invaded and occupied all the three provinces 
in Manchuria. In January, 1932, she started the first Shanghai War which 
lasted 40 days and which cost 120,000 lives and damaged property estimated 
at over $400,000,000 gold. China appealed to the League of Nations and to 
the signatories of the Nine-Power Treaty and of the Pact of Paris, but Japan 
defied the world by leaving the League and by declaring that she was fighting 
a war of self-defense and that all the idealistic treaties to which she had been 
a signatory were no longer applicable to her. With economic depression
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deepening everywhere, the whole world was powerless and helpless in coping 
with the situation and saving the new world order from ruin.

On January 7, 1932, the United States, through her Secretary of State, Mr. 
Henry L. Stimson, proclaimed the “doctrine of non-recognition” in identic 
notes to China and Japan. This doctrine was adopted by the Assembly of the 
League of Nations in a resolution which reads: “The Assembly declares that 
it is incumbent upon the Members of the League of Nations not to recognize 
any situation, treaty, or agreement which may be brought about by means 
contrary to the Covenant of the League or to the Pact of Paris.” This 
Stimson doctrine remains to this day the solitary reminder of the sanctity 
of great and idealistic treaties, one of which, the Nine-Power Treaty, how
ever, is recently revived by the calling of its signatory Powers to meet in a 
conference at Brussels to discuss the Far Eastern situation.

Undoubtedly, the destruction of the new world order by denying the 
sanctity of treaty obligations is the greatest crime committed by the Jap
anese Military, by the Japanese Government which submitted to them, and 
by the Japanese nation which tolerates them and rationalizes and apologizes 
for them. By her acts of violence, Japan has released all forces of violence 
which had been placed under check within the new world order. It has been 
reported that, when Japan finally withdrew from the League of Nations in 
open defiance of the world, a German Cabinet Minister said to the Japanese 
Delegate: “We do not think you are right, but we thank you for your ex
ample.” That was in the year 1933, the year of Hitler’s ascendency to power, 
and the year in which Mussolini began to plan his invasion of Ethiopia! 
Japan’s example has been faithfully copied by other powers who were sig
natories to all the early resolutions of the League condemning the action of 
Japan, including the one embodying the Stimson doctrine of non-recognition, 
but who, when they saw Japan’s acts of violence go unchecked and un
disciplined, were inspired to join her in their common cause to fight against 
the troublesome restrictions of a new world order.

In a sense, China may be said to be fighting the war on behalf of the 
whole world: After two years of ardent appeals to the League of Nations 
and to the signatories of the Nine-Power Treaty and the Pact of Paris, 
and after six long years of futile attempts to maintain peace and avoid a 
war, China is at last forced to fight for her own existence as well as for the 
maintenance of law and order in the family of nations.

But it is not only the weak nations like China that are the victims of the 
destruction of the world order which, as I have shown, protects and benefits 
the strong as well as the weak. In the last six years of international anarchy, 
all the great powers of the world have been worried, troubled, humiliated, 
and even seriously threatened by the aggressor nations. Soviet Russia has 
had to amass a huge army of nearly haft a million men on her Far Eastern 
frontiers. Great Britain has hurriedly resumed and speedily completed her 
long abandoned naval base as Singapore, and is now spending $7,500,000,000 
on her re-armament program. Even the peace-loving United States has had 
to revive her huge naval building program and to strengthen her naval for
tifications in the Pacific. Even Australia and New Zealand, the two peaceful 
paradises of the southern Pacific, are seriously worried and are trying hard to 
build up their forces of national defense against possible attacks from the 
northern Pacific.

Truly, as President Roosevelt has said in his Chicago speech, “there can 
be no possibility of peace either within nations or between nations except 
under laws and moral standards adhered to by all. International anarchy 
destroys every foundation for peace. It jeopardizes either the immediate or 
the future security of every nation, large or small.”

This, then, is the second and larger issue behind the present conflict in 
the East. It is the issue of International Anarchy versus World Order.

And, because this era of international anarchy began with Japan’s invasion 
in Manchuria in 1931, Japan must be named “Public Enemy Number One” in 
the Family of Nations, and must be held responsible for the crime of destroy
ing the New World Order which represented decades of idealistic thinking 
and which it may require another world conflagration to rebuild.
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Speech by His Excellency Dr. V. K. Wellington Koo 
First Delegate of China 

at the Nine-Power Treaty Conference at Brussels 
November 3, 1937

We are assembled here in conference for the purpose of a full and frank 
communication between us as provided under Article 7 of the Treaty of 
Washington of February 6,1922, relating to principles and policies to be followed 

* in matters concerning China, because a situation has arisen which involves the
application of the stipulations of the said treaty and renders desirable the dis
cussion of such application.

What is the situation? It is that which has been created by the armed 
aggression of Japan, a signatory Power of the same instrument, against my 
country in violation of Article 1 of the said treaty which provides that the 
contracting Powers, other than China, agree:

“1. To respect the sovereignty, the independence, and the territorial 
and administrative integrity of China;

“2. To provide the fullest and most unembarrassed opportunity 
to China to develop and maintain for herself an effective and stable 
Government;

“3. To use their influence for the purpose of effectually establishing 
and maintaining the principle of equal opportunity for the commerce and 

* industry of all nations throughout the territory of China; and
“4. To refrain from taking advantage of conditions in China in 

order to seek special rights or privileges which would abridge the rights 
of subjects or citizens of friendly States, and from countenancing action 
inimical to the security of such States.”

i The facts relating to this Japanese armed aggression have been examined
j by the representatives of twenty-three nations and their unanimous report has
| been approved by fifty-one nations of the world. Since these facts are now

public knowledge, it is, therefore, not necessary for me to dwell upon them here.
| Suffice it to recall to you the findings in the report that it cannot be

challenged that powerful Japanese armies have invaded Chinese territory and 
■ are in control of large areas including Peiping itself; that the Japanese Govern

ment has taken naval measures to close the coast of China to Chinese shipping; 
and that Japanese aircraft are carrying out bombardments over widely separated 

J regions of the country.
For nearly four months the weight of Japan’s mighty war machine has 

i been brought to bear upon harmless, peace-loving China by land, sea and air.
During the past four weeks this ruthless aggression has further accentuated 
its intensity for the domination and conquest of my country, Japanese military 
occupation of North China covers practically three whole provinces, Hopei, 

J Chahar, and Suiyuam with a population of 30 million, a railway mileage of 3,163
' kms., and over 700,000 sq. kms., which is about the combined size of Great

Britain and Germany. They have also occupied parts of the two provinces of 
? Shantung and Shansi with a total population of 45 million, a railway mileage of
j 1,728 kms., and a combined area of 314,000 sq. kms., the size of Italy. They have
■ entered Chapei and Kiangwan in Shanghai which the Chinese forces evacuated

after gallantly holding out for 77 days against the most formidable attacks of 
' Japan’s modern mechanized forces. Five formidable Japanese armies are at-

’ tacking the Chinese defence lines on five fronts with a view to forcing a rapid
" victory in order to impress and perhaps overawe this very Conference.

For the same purpose the Japanese Navy, besides tightening its strangle
hold on the main channels of access to the Chinese coast, of 7,540 kms. in 
length, has been attacking the principal ports in Central and South China and 

■ attempted the landing of Japanese marines.
The Japanese Air Force has redoubled its death-dealing power. Not only 

has it concentrated over 100 planes to attack the Chinese forces at Shanghai in 
a single battle, but turning a deaf ear to the chorus of universal condemnation 
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it has increased its ruthlessness in slaughtering unarmed civilians in disregard 
of the rules of international law and the time-honored principles of decency and 
humanity. According to the Japanese Admiralty’s own announcement of October 
14th last, 62 cities and towns in eight provinces were bombed by Japanese naval 
aircrafts alone. Widely scattered cities like Nanking, Canton, Soochow, and 
Taiyuan have been subjected to almost daily attacks. Nanking sometimes 
from 3 to 15 raids a day. In a single raid on an open, defenceless city of Sung- 
kiang in Kiangsu Province less than a week ago, Japanese bombs from the air 
massacred nearly 1,000 civilians, of whom a great part were helpless women 
and children. The civilized world has never seen such utterly ruthless methods 
of warfare and such stark indifference to considerations of decency.

In the light of the history of the past few years in the Far East, it is evident 
that the present outbreak of Japanese armed aggression is merely a continua
tion of Japan’s policy of territorial expansion on the Asiatic mainland, already 
betrayed in all its flagrancy at the time of her attack on Mukden in 1931 with 
her subsequent military occupation of Manchuria and Jehol.

The setting up of a puppet regime in Manchuria propped up by the Kwantung 
army and packed with Japanese advisers in all key posts has been only a 
camouflage, of the desire for territorial conquest. The invasion of Chinese 
Provinces inside the Great Wall; the occupation of Eastern Charhar in 1933; 
Japan’s peremptory demand in 1935 for the removal of the Governor and other 
high officials of Hopei Province, for the evacuation of the Central Government 
troops therefrom, and for the expulsion of the Kuomintang Party workers from 
the same area ; her creation in December of the same year of the so-called East 
Hopei autonomous and anti-communist regime with the aid and protection of 
the Japanese military guards; her military occupation of North Charhar; and 
the open attempts of the Japanese military agents in the past two years to 
establish an autonomous government for the five provinces of North China— 
all these acts and activities in contravention of the rules of international law 
and Japan’s own treaty obligations show only too clearly her sinister design 
upon China with whom she claims to have been at peace.

The gigantic campaign of smuggling fostered and promoted by the Japanese 
military authorities in North China with the double purpose of raising funds 
to carry on their political intrigues in North China and dealing a financial blow 
to the Chinese Government at Nanking was another method of disrupting the 
Chinese administrative integrity in North China and strengthening their hold 
on that region. The Japanese military authorities seized every occasion on 
which the Chinese Customs authorities attempted to enforce the Chinese Customs 
regulations upon the smugglers as a pretext for forcing them first to disarm 
and then to cease patrolling to prevent violation of the Chinese fiscal laws.

The encouragement by the Japanese military authorities in China of the 
illicit traffic in drugs and narcotics conducted by Japanese ronins and Koreans 
in Chinese territory is yet another proof of Japan’s real intentions towards China. 
In North China, Manchuria, and Jehol, this is an open secret and well known to 
the Advisory Committee of the League of Nations on opium and drugs. It is a 
deliberate policy to deprave the Chinese people in the hope of bringing about 
their moral degradation to a point where they would be powerless to resist 
the invaders.

The instigation of a Mongolian rebellion and attack on Suiyuan Province 
in the winter of 1936 under Japanese officers was frankly admitted by General 
Kita, the Japanese Military Attaché in Shanghai, in an interview published 
in the New York Times of November 23, 1937:

“The setting up by the Japanese army a week ago of the so-called 
Mongol State, its new puppet at Kwei-hua in Suiyuan Province, puts 
a finishing touch to their intrigues in Inner Mongolia.”

In the last two years the Kwantung Army has against the protests of 
Chinese authorities stationed the so-called special service agents at ten strategical 
points of North China. The Japanese garrison has since adopted the same 
practice and maintains agents in eight important centers in the five northern 
provinces of China. During the past four years Japanese military planes have 
been flying over the Chinese territory in spite of the repeated protests of the 
Chinese Government.
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Japan has been carrying on these unlawful activities in disregard of 
international morals and in violation of her treaty obligations. Every one of 
these activities constitutes an attack upon the sovereignty, the independence, and 
the territorial and administrative integrity of China, which she has solemnly 
undertaken to respect in the Nine-Power Treaty of Washington. Instead of 
providing the fullest and most unembarrassed opportunity for China to develop 
and maintain for herself an effective and stable government, Japan sought by 
her activities I have just enumerated either to frustrate such opportunity or to 
deprive China of it. Wherever her invading armies have remained they have 
sought to disestablish and undermine the principle of equal opportunity for the 
commerce and industry of all nations, as has been clearly demonstrated in 
Manchuria and Jehol. Time and again she has sought to create embarrassing 
conditions in China in order to seek special rights and privileges for her nationals 
to the detriment of the rights of the subjects or citizens of other friendly 
States.

That Japan by her acts and activities in China during the past few years 
has contravened her obligations under the Nine-Power Treaty of February 6, 
1922, has been established by an impartial tribunal of fifty-one nations. I do 
not, therefore, propose to ask you to confirm it. It is unnecessary to do so.

The Chinese Delegation regrets that Japan has refused to join this Con
ference. If she had a case and a clear conscience, she needs have no apprehension 
that she might not obtain a just hearing. Her refusal is only another proof 
of her disregard of her treaty obligations, for under Article 7 of the Nine- 
Power Treaty participation in the consultation is as much a duty as a right.

; I am aware, however, that Japan, though not present here, has made known
\ her views in an attempt to justify her policy of aggression in China both in her

reply to the invitation to participate in the Conference and in her recent official 
statement to the world press on the same occasion. She has advanced certain 
reasons and explanations which are intended to influence the uninformed opinion 
of the world.

One of the reasons most frequently advanced in her attempt to justify her 
policy of force and aggression in China is that there has been anti-Japanese

•I feeling in my country. I admit there has existed in the past six years, and
; exists today, a sentiment of opposition in China, not to Japan as a nation but
] only to her overt acts of aggression against China or to her open preparation

for such aggression. As the Chinese Government has emphasized on more than
1 one occasion, the so-called anti-Japanese feeling is a natural consequence of
} the Japanese policy towards China. The Chinese people harbour no ill against
j the Japanese people as such but strongly object to the Japanese policy of force

and the mailed fist in contravention of the Kellogg-Briand Pact of Paris. 
The Chinese feeling of resentment is a fact the cause of which lies in Japan’s 
own hands and springs from her own doing. For what self-respecting people 
in the world, if placed in the position of the Chinese, would not feel in the 
same way as the Chinese do towards Japan? Could Japan expect to win China’s 

P goodwill and confidence by deliberately and repeatedly seeking by intrigue or
I by force to infringe her sovereignty, to disrupt her political unity, to dismember
J her territory, to deprave her people and to destroy her independence?
| “The real wonder in the relations between the two countries is not the
I fact that there has been anti-Japanese feeling in China but the great moderation,
| restraint and conciliation on the part of the Chinese Government and people

towards Japan.”
| " Official protestations of good intentions are powerless to convince the people
Sof the world if they are not based upon the truth. For in international rela

tions just as in individual relations action speaks louder than words.
Japan has again insinuated or alleged that the Chinese Government has 

been under the influence of the Chinese Communist elements. No one familiar 
with the recent developments in China can take this accusation seriously. For 
nearly ten years the Chinese Government has combatted with determination 
and with all the resources at its disposal the activities of the Chinese Communist 

| Party. The objection has been not so much to the philosophy of Communism
j itself since the attachment of the average Chinese citizen to the family and to
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landed property is, as has also been attested by the Honourable Delegate of 
Italy, traditional and profound, but rather to the setting up of a rival govern
ment with an independent army, thereby constituting an obstacle to the work 
of political unification under the National Government.

But the Chinese Communists, like the great bulk of their fellow citizens, 
are after all patriotic and love their country. Their recent acceptance of the 
principles upon which the Chinese National Government is founded, their 
pledge of allegiance to Nanking, the voluntary dissolution of their so-called 
Soviet organization, and the disbandment of their small army to be completely 
reorganized by the Central Government in order to enable China more effectively 
to resist the Japanese aggression prove beyond doubt that the so-called menace 
of Chinese Communist elements is only a pretext on the part of the Japanese 
war party to hoodwink the world as to the real aggressive character of its own 
policy. Its true intention has been betrayed recently when it proclaimed its desire 
to bring about the fall of the present National Government which has effectively 
done away with the erstwhile menace of Communism in China and successfully 
achieved political unification of the whole nation. In this connection it may 
well be recalled that at the time of the Japanese invasion of Manchuria in 1931- 
32 the Japanese Government, in an attempt to justify its policy of aggression, 
argued that there was no stable and effective government in China, thereby 
making it necessary for Japan to undertake the task of maintaining order and 
tranquillity in East Asia. Today when China has established a most stable gov
ernment whose authority is accepted throughout the nation, responsible Japanese 
leaders have openly declared their insistence upon its fall and disappearance, 
again on the professed ground of assuring tranquillity and order in East Asia. 
In the fact of such obvious contradictions, what confidence could the Chinese 
Government place in Japan’s protestations of innocent intentions towards China?

I wish to say here also that China does not look upon the world as a divided 
camp of rival political ideologies. She believes in the liberty and right of each 
nation to choose and adopt for itself any political system which it believes to be 
best suited to the genius of its people. Each country has a right, in our view, to 
work out its own destiny. The question of political ideology is primarily a right 
for self-determination of each people. Just as China recognizes this right of other 
countries, so she claims the same right for herself. It is an inherent right of 
every independent State and gives no privilege to Japan to interfere in the 
domestic problems of China.

It has also been claimed by Japan that the Chinese Government has been 
conducting for some years a militaristic propaganda aimed at Japan, and that 
at the same time, by importing vast quantities of munitions, constructing 
fortifications, and giving intensive training to the troops, it has succeeded in 
building large, strong armaments. She claims that her aggression in China is 
“a measure of self-defence in the face of China’s challenge.” In view of her 
possession of one of the most powerful war machines in the world equipped 
with an up-to-date and mighty army, navy and air force and ranking as 
one of the few strongest military Powers in the whole world, Japan’s complaint 
against China’s armaments which are far inferior to her own and which are 
unjustifiably small in the presence of constant Japanese aggression might be 
considered as comical if it were not for the tragic consequences which she 
has already inflicted, and is still inflicting, with her tremendous fighting machine 
upon scores of open, peaceful cities in China and upon thousands of harmless 
Chinese people.

China’s regret to-day is that her rearming in recent years has not been 
more rapid and extensive so that she might be able to offer a yet more effective 
resistance to Japanese aggression and thereby to lessen the toll of suffering 
ruthlessly imposed upon the Chinese people by Japanese arms.

China had never given any challenge to Japan before the deliberate opening 
of hostilities on China by Japan. The Chinese armed forces had never invaded a 
single foot of Japanese territory, nor had the Chinese air force bombed a single 
Japanese town. China had not wished to make war on Japan and is fighting 
to-day determinedly and bravely only to resist the unceasing onslaught of the 
invading Japanese forces. Those Japanese who claim that Japan has been 
acting in self-defence either betray, to use their own pet expression, a regrettable
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lack of sincerity or take all other people for fools. No man of common sense 
? would consider a burglar who has forcibly broken into a house to be acting in

self-defence when he is trying to murder the landlord desperately engaged in 
resisting the criminal intruder.

* The Japanese Government claims that the situation in the Far East is
difficult for the Occident to understand, and complains that there is a lack of 

i comprehension on the part of the Powers of her intentions. Let me point out
j , that the only difficult point to understand in the Far East is the persistent

\ ’ incessant aggression of Japan against China, not only in violation of her pledged
word but also in opposition to her real self-interest.

J I know there are in Japan farsighted statesmen who condemn this policy
£ of force against a peaceful neighbor from whom she has borrowed so much in
f. civilization and culture. But these enlightened elements are helpless against
J. the grip of the military hierarchy on the government of the country.

It does no credit to Japan who always complains of the alleged lack of a 
stable and effective Government in China to have the civil branch of her 
Government give assurance of her peaceful intentions one day to be belied the 
next day if not at once by the action of its military authorities. China has had 
bitter experience of this perpetual “dual diplomacy” which the Japanese states
men themselves have openly denounced but which the Japanese Government as 

f such has been powerless to overcome.
In the light of the extraordinary acts and activities of the Kwantung Army 

and the Japanese garrison in North China, to which I have made reference a 
little while ago, is there any wonder that the Powers of the Occident cannot 
fully understand the intentions of Japan? Indeed, no people who love law and 
order and respect the peace and security of other nations could understand 
this organized lawlessness and aggression on the part of Japan against China.

It is also claimed that Japan’s intention is to seek cooperation with China. 
If that is her object, she has certainly adopted a most extraordinary method 
to attain it. A reasonable man does not begin to try to make a friend of his 
neighbor by smacking his face, by “beating him to his knees,” and by trying 
to murder him.

China realizes that Japan is a highly industrialized nation. She has dif
ficult problems to face and her economic well-being depends upon a reasonable 
assurance of markets and raw materials from abroad. But economic coopera
tion, to be successful, must be sought by peaceful means and friendly negotiation. 
It must be a cooperation between free and equal partners on the basis of rec
iprocity. There have been occasions in the past when China in the midst 
of her devotion to the task of economic reconstruction and development sought 
such cooperation from Japan as from other countries, but the Japanese policy 
of domination and force always prevented its realization. Is it not natural that 
China, with her own experience of the unceasing bullying and aggression of 
the Japanese military warlords in North China and in the light of Korea’s fate 
in accepting the so-called cooperation from Japan, should be wary of her 
professed intentions?

j As Prince Konoe said prior to assuming his present post of Premier, “Japan’s
? proposal must be of obvious benefit to China in order to be acceptable. There

must be a unity of public opinion in Japan on China policy and effective aid be 
% given to the Chinese nation in its struggle for rejuvenation.” So long as Japan
‘ k hopes by the magic word “cooperation” to enslave China and so long as she

continues through the medium of her armed forces to attack, kill and destroy in 
| China, there can be no real prospect of achieving cooperation between the two
j Countries. “Cooperation” in the Japanese vocabulary evidently means only con

formation to Japan’s will by means of coercion.
In our view, the example of the other Powers in China might well be followed 

« by Japan. China’s relations with them in the past had not always been smooth.
( Their former method of economic cooperation smacked of the character of ex

ploitation and was therefore not always welcome. But since their adoption of 
the new policy of free, frank and friendly collaboration for reciprocal benefit, 

i all difficulties have disappeared. Goodwill and confidence now prevail in their
relations with China and the continued development in the scope and extent of 
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fa c#rUln local wrtwmMite which w#r# prevmsslj ta Ikppdaxe 

h#,'h1#iite provokwd by th# Japan### troops themselres h ^rUiody designed 
fa distort th# tru# fact# nod confus# public opfrîte©-

It is alao clalmad by Japan that th# present dispute between her and China 
can only b# ##tU#d by direct negotiation between the two e^smtrses. Such a 
t’ltrifn, in our view, Ignore# th# important fact that the lives of the nationals of 
many Pow#r# a# well a# their material interests are already attested. Besides, 
thorn la a general Interest which all States have in the nph&Zdhsg cf law and order 
in international relation# and in the maintenance of peace and security between 
nation#. 1 nwd not try to develop this point here because the es^elusion that 
th# present situation is a matter of concern not only to the two States in conflict 
but, to a lesser or greater degree, to all States has been fatesznfy acknowledged 
by fifty-one nation#. The fact that this Conference has been convoked and is 
sitting tewtifle# to the consensus of opinion of the other signatory Powers of 
the treaty.

China indeed fully shares this view and, therefore, welcomes the presence 
at this Conference not only of the Powers which have important interests in the 
Far East but also of all those which may be only indirectly interested in that 
region.

The principal fact of the present situation in the Far East is the Treaty of 
February 0,1922, to which Japan has solemnly attached her signature and thereby 
pledged her respect for it It is not only a violation against China whose 
sovereignty, independence, and territorial and administrative integrity have 
been and are being threatened by Japan’s repeated aggression against her, and 
whose fullest ana most unembarrassed opportunity to develop and maintain 
for herself a stable and effective government has been denied her by the Japanese 
policy of interference and invasion; it also constituted a violation against all 
the other signatory Powers. Japan’s pledge under the treaty is not only a 
pledge to China but a pledge to all other signatory Powers that she will dis
charge her obligations in accordance with the stipulations of the Treaty.

China, faithful to her signature, has been doing her best to make the Treaty 
respected by Japan. In the last four months she has been defending at tremendous 
sacrifice of the life and blood of her sovereignty, independence, and territorial and 
administrative integrity against the overwhelming superiority of the Japanese 
forces of aggression. In doing this she, in fact, defends not only the material 
interests of the Powers in China but also the general cause of the sanctity 
of treaties.

The delegates of several Powers represented at this Conference have ex
pressed a sincere desire to bring about a cessation of the hostilities now raging

I between my country and Japan and to work for the restoration of peace by
agreement. China, whose love of peace is traditional, appreciates this gesture 

fc » of goodwill. The Chinese Government which steadily pursued a policy of peace
in the past few years in the face of the most flagrant armed aggression from 
Japan and which clung to that policy even in the trying days just preceding 
the opening of hostilities by Japan on her has been fighting only to resist the 
Japanese invasion. We desire peace but we know that we cannot obtain it in 

f I r the presence of Japanese aggression. So long as that aggression persists, so
; ' long we are determined to continue our resistance. It is not a peace at any

price that will either render justice to China or do credit to civilization. It is
I only by accepting a peace based upon the principles of Article 1 of the Nine-
\ Power Treaty of Washington, under which we are sitting, that China, by her

tremendous sacrifice during the past few months, will be contributing to the cause 
of law and order in the relations between nations.

Knowing your devotion to the principle of the sanctity of treaties which 
j has been so ably affirmed by the Honourable Delegates of France, Great Britain

■. and United States this morning, however, we wish to assure you of the whole-j hearted collaboration of our Government.
| We give you this assurance the more willingly because we believe that if
|i the rampant forces of Japanese aggression in the Far East are not effectively
I checked and faith in the pledged word is not restored, there is every danger
| that these forces will overrun the boundaries of China and throw the world
1 into a general war from which no important Power will be able to keep aloof for
I long. As President Roosevelt has so truly said in a magistral speech, “The
* peace-loving nations must make a concerted effort in opposition to those viola-
\ tions of treaties and those ignorings of humane instincts which to-day are
f creating a state of international anarchy and instability from which there
J is no escape through mere isolation or neutrality.” It is in the interest of the
| general cause of peace and security between nations as well as in the hope

of obtaining justice for China that we wish you success in your effort and 
are ready to contribute our fullest share for its attainment.

China’s resistance has been and remains under severe handicaps of all 
kinds. It is, however, animated by an undaunted spirit and a determined will. 
The bravery of the Chinese soldier in the face of the most formidable onslaught 
of Japanese aggression, has given, I hope, no cause for criticism even when 
judged by the most exacting standard of military gallantry in the world. I 
cannot believe that the mighty Powers which are represented here at the 
Conference and which are also parties to the Treaty which China has been 
trying to defend with her limited resources of power and strength will refuse 
to do their part in upholding the principle of the sanctity of treaty obligations, 
a principle which forms an essential basis of peace in the world. On the con
trary, let me say that China has the utmost confidence in your loyalty and 
devotion to the stipulations of the Treaty which gives the mandate for our Con
ference and in your willingness also to do your utmost in order to make the 
principle of faith in the pledged word prevail in international relations. Such 
an effort will as much serve the general interest of civilization itself as render 
fuU justice to China. 67
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Note to the Japanese Government by the Nine-Power Treaty
Conference at Brussels, November 6, 1937 .

(1) The representatives of the States met in Brussels, on November 3, I
last, have taken cognizance of the reply which the Japanese Government sent . ‘
in on October 27th to the invitation of the Belgian Government and the state- î
ment which accompanied this reply. y

(2) In these documents the Imperial Government states that it cherishes f
no territorial ambitions in respect of China and that, on the contrary, it sincerely i
desires “to assist in the material and moral development of the Chinese / f
nation,” that it also desires “to promote cultural and economic cooperation” I
with the foreign powers in China and that it intends, furthermore, scrupu- ft
lously “to respect foreign rights and interests in that country.” f

(3) The points referred to in this declaration are among the fundamental 
principles of the Treaty of Washington on February 6, 1922 (the Nine-Power |
Treaty). Representatives of States parties to this Treaty have taken note of I
the declarations of the Imperial Government in this respect.

(4) The Imperial Government moreover denies that there can be any 
question of violation of the Nine-Power Treaty by Japan and it formulates a 
number of complaints against the Chinese Government. The Chinese Govern- t
ment, for its part, contends there have been violations, denies charges of the ■
Japanese Government and, in turn, makes complaints against Japan.

(5) The Treaty has made provisions for just such a situation. It should 
be borne in mind that the exchange of views taking place in Brussels is based '
essentially on these provisions and constitutes “full and frank communication” i
as envisaged in Article VII. This Conference is being held with a view to I
assisting in the resolving by peaceful means of a conflict between parties to the 
Treaty. j

One of the parties to the present conflict, China, is represented at the con- ;
ference and has affirmed its willingness fully to cooperate in its work.

The Conference regrets the absence of the other party, Japan, whose 
cooperation is most desirable.

(6) The Imperial Government states that it is “firmly convinced that an 
attempt to seek a solution at a gathering of so many Powers whose interests 
in East Asia are of varying degree, or who have practically no interest there 
at all, will only serve to complicate the situation still further and to put serious 
obstacles in the path of a just and proper solution.”

It should be pointed out that all these Powers which are parties to the 1
Treaty are, under the terms of this instrument, entitled to exercise the right 
which the Treaty confers upon them; that all Powers which have interests in 
the Far East are concerned regarding the present hostilities; and that the whole 
world is solicitous with regard to the effect of these hostilities on the peace and 
security of members of the family of nations.

However, the representatives of the States which met at Brussels believed 
it may be possible to allay Japan’s misgivings referred to above; they would be 
glad to know whether the Imperial Government would be disposed to depute a 
representative or representatives to exchange views with representatives of a 
small number of Powers to be chosen for that purpose. Such an exchange of 
views would take place within the framework of the Nine-Power Treaty and 
in conformity with provisions of that Treaty. Its aims would be to throw 
further light on the various points referred to above and to facilitate settlement v y
of the conflict. Regretting the continuation of hostilities, being firmly convinced |
that a peaceable settlement is alone capable of ensuring a lasting and constructive |
solution of the present conflict and having confidence in the efficacy of methods |
of conciliation, the representatives of the States met at Brussels earnestly desire 
that such a settlement may be achieved.

(7) The States represented at the Conference would be very glad to know \
as soon as possible the attitude of the Imperial Government toward this proposal.

Note of the Japanese Government on November 12, 1937, 
Replying to the Note of November 6, 1937, of the 

Nine-Power Treaty Conference
While the Imperial Government note that the opinion of participating 

Powers is the result of careful consideration the Imperial Government regret 
that this opinion is insufficient to persuade them to modify the views and 
policy clearly expressed in their answer dated October 27.

The participating Powers state they would be prepared to designate rep
resentatives of a small number of powers for an exchange of views with repre
sentatives of Japan within the scope of the Nine-Power Treaty and in conformity 
with its provision. However, the Imperial Government adhere firmly to the 
view that their present action, being one of self-defense forced upon Japan by 
China’s challenge, lies outside the scope of the Treaty and that there is no room 
for discussion of the question of its application.

It certainly is impossible for them to accept an invitation to a conference 
in accordance with stipulations of that treaty after Japan has been accused of 
violating its terms. *

Since tne present affair originated from special conditions in East Asia the 
most just and equitable solution can be reached through direct negotiations be
tween the two parties directly and immediately interested.

The Imperial Government are firmly convinced that any attempt at nego
tiation within the framework of a collective organ such as the present con
ference would only arouse popular feeling in both countries and hinder a 
satisfactory solution. The Imperial Government would be glad if the Powers, 
appreciating this view, should contribute toward stabilization in Eastern 
Asia in a manner consonant with the realities of the situation.

The participating Powers state that all powers having interests in the 
Far East are affected by the present hostilities and that the whole world 
views with apprehension the repercussions of these hostilities on the peace 
and security of members of the family of nations.

The Imperial Government desire to point out that, as has been made clear 
by Japan’s successive declarations, they are doing everything in their power 
to respect the rights and interests of foreign powers in China and that they 
have the deepest concern for a firm establishment of peace in Eastern Asia 
through satisfactory conclusion of the present affair.
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Speech by His Excellency Dr. V. K. Wellington Koo before the 
Nine-Power Treaty Conference, November 13, 1937

After ten days of effort the Conference finds itself back in the position < .
where it started. The latest reply of the Japanese Government to the appeal 
of the Conference sent a week ago gives another flat refusal to collaborate in j
the interest of peace. It throws no new light on any of the points brought to Î
its attention but simply gives a more determined “no” than ever.

It will be recalled that the last communication of the Conference, like the f
original invitation of the Belgian Government addressed to Japan, was couched 
in most conciliatory terms. All reference to the League of Nations, which first 
suggested the idea of holding a conference, was carefully omitted. The unanimous 
opinion of 51 nations of the world on her invasion of China and the nature of 
her military operations in Chinese territory was not even alluded to. The studied 
reticence in regard to her flagrant violation of the Nine-Power Treaty, under 
which the Conference has been sitting, was a clear assurance that she was not 
summoned to appear before a tribunal to defend her unlawful actions in China. 
She was invited to participate in the Conference as an equal partner and 
implored to extend her cooperation. Particular attention was paid to the language 
of the communication and every care was taken to avoid any expression that 
might ruffle the tender susceptibilities of the Japanese Government. The Con
ference went so far as to take note of her objection to dealing with a large body 
of Powers represented at the Conference and offered to choose a small number 
of Powers in order to induce her to consent to an exchange of views with them.

We, of the Chinese Delegation, assured the Conference from the outset 
of the determination of the Chinese Government to contribute its full coopera
tion for the restoration of peace consonant with justice and for a settlement 
of the conflict on the basis of the principles of the Treaty. In our desire to 
contribute to the success of your effort, we offered even to retire temporarily from 
the meetings of the Conference in private if our absence would facilitate progress 
in its discussions.

But neither the spirit of conciliation nor the soft words were of any avail. 
The refusal of the Japanese Government is more resolute and absolute than ever, 
and both the language and the tone of its reply seem to indicate clearly that 
all the painstaking efforts of the Conference to secure her collaboration to 
serve for the cause of peace and the respect of treaties have been taken as a 
sign of weakness and served only to inspire her insolence.

The latest reply of the Japanese Government, as I have said, adds nothing 
new to its previous communications. It repeats the flimsy pretexts and excuses 
with which I dealt at length in my statement before the Conference on the 
opening day. The reiterated claim that Japan’s present action in China is 
resorted to as a measure of defence is not only a deliberate distortion of the 
meaning of the time-honored term but makes a mockery of the universal senti
ment of justice and truth. Even if the Japanese Government really believe— 
which the Chinese Delegation seriously doubts—that Japan’s aggression in China 
was dictated by considerations of self-defence, it could in no way justify her 
claim that the matter lay outside the scope of the Nine-Power Treaty. The 
“full and frank communication” envisaged in Article 7 of the Treaty is in
tended for just such a situation.

The reply again insists upon a direct settlement of the present conflict '
by China and Japan. Let me inform you here that for four years the Chinese v
Government patiently tried to reach a peaceful settlement with Japan of the 
questions outstanding between them, and the present conflict is the result. For 
every act of concession, every gesture of conciliation on the part of China was 
taken by Japan as a sign of fear and led to more bullying and browbeating.
The acceptance of one demand by China was always followed by the presentation 
of other demands. Failing compliance by China, the Japanese Army resorted 
to intimidation and coercion in the form of nefarious activities of smuggling, 
night manoeuvres, war exercises, and heavy reinforcement to the Japanese 
garrison in North China in violation of the Protocol of 1901 and out of all 
proportion either to the purpose of keeping open communication from Peiping 
to the sea or in comparison with those of the other Powers. The perpetual “dual 
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diplomacy” practised by Japan through the Japanese Foreign Office and the 
Japanese Army in her dealings with China has convinced China of the danger 
and futility of direct negotiation.

It is said that “the present occurrences had their origin in conditions peculiar 
to the Far East.” For our part we do not see that there is anything peculiar 
in the Far Eastern situation, unless it be the Japanese method of preserving 
peace in Eastern Asia by armed invasion of peaceful China. Moreover, con
ditions in the Far East are no more peculiar today than they were at the time 
the Nine-Power Treaty was signed freely by Japan and the other signatory 
Powers. Whatever the conditions are—and they are of her own creation or 
encouragement—they are not beyond the purview of the Treaty but are proper 
subject-matter for discussion by the interested Powers.

The Chinese Government is convinced that the cooperation of the Con
ference, far from exciting public opinion in the two countries and making it 
more difficult to reach a solution, will facilitate a settlement and inspire con
fidence in its justice and conformity with the principles of the Treaty. It will 
allay mutual suspicion and distrust and will serve the real cause of peace.

As Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek has declared in a statement of last week : 
“Direct negotiation between China and Japan will merely be another opportunity 
for Japan to press such demands as are not only unacceptable to China but also 
unacceptable to the other signatories of the Nine-Power Treaty.” For, besides 
our recent experience, the story of the notorious Twenty-one Demands pressed 
on China by Japan is still fresh in the memory of those who are familiar with 
the history of the Far East in recent times.

The Powers at the Conference are asked by the Japanese Government to 
“make their contribution to stability in East Asia in conformity with the real 
situation.” Does it mean that the Conference should accept the temporary 
changes brought about by the force of arms and condone Japan’s open violation 
of her treaty obligations as embodied not only in the Nine-Power Treaty of 
Washington but also in the Kellogg-Briand Pact of Paris? This is the language 
of the treaty-breaker who wishes to impose upon the Conference a fait accompli. 
1 am confident that the participating Powers who are all faithful to their 
signatures to the Treaty and respect the principles of law and justice will choose 
to make their contribution to stability in the Far East by upholding treaty 
obligations and thereby serving the interests of peace.

The issues of the present conflict between China and Japan are not confined 
to the territorial and political integrity of China. In fact important rights 
and interests of the foreign Powers in China and their obligations under the 
Nine-Power Treaty are involved, and more than that, the principle of respect for 
treaty obligations and the cause of peace, in which all nations rightly feel a deep 
concern and interest, are at stake.

China asks only to be left in peace and free from external aggression in 
order to pursue her stupendous task of political and economic reconstruction. 
The Nine-Power Treaty has assured her of this opportunity and the Japanese 
aggression has deprived her of it. We ask that the Japanese aggression be 
stopped and the Nine-Power Treaty be respected. It is a Treaty which all 
Powers parties to it have a common obligation to uphold.

China, on her part, has been fighting with life and blood of her people 
to stop Japanese invasion and uphold the Treaty. She has been, and still is, 
exerting her utmost to defend her political and territorial integrity and to 
maintain the principle of the sanctity of treaties. She has been fighting against 
the violation of the Treaty, a violation which is against all other signatory 
Powers as well as against China. So long as Japanese aggression persists, so 
long will China continue to resist. The Government and the people of China 
are determined to fight the aggressor to the end.

Now that the door to conciliation and mediation has been slammed in your 
face by the latest reply of the Japanese Government, will you not decide to 
withhold supplies of war materials and credit to Japan and extend aid to 
China? It is, in our opinion, a most modest way in which you can fulfill your 
obligation of helping to check Japanese aggression and uphold the Treaty in 
question.
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In our struggle against the forces of Japanese aggression with a whole 
nation behind us resolute in purpose and undaunted in spirit, we do not ask the 
other signatory Powers to fignt for us, but we need material help to enable us to 
continue our effective resistance. In order to shorten the duration of hostilities and 
hasten the restoration of peace, it is also necessary to refrain from contributing 
to the financial and economic resources of the aggressor and feeding him with 
an uninterrupted flow of arms and raw materials for his war industries.

International peace, like national peace, if it is to be made durable, must 
be defended. The restoration and defence of peace in the Far East at present 
calls for concerted action of a moral, material, financial and economic character 
on the part of the other participatiing Powers in the Conference. Such action 
must also be timely. For if it is delayed too long because of hesitation and 
doubt, then violence and disorder now raging in the Far East will soon reach 
such proportions as will be impossible to restrain and control without undergoing 
the trials and tribulations of another world war.

Declaration Adopted by the Nine-Power Treaty Conference 
November 15, 1937*

• Italy voted against the declaration, and Norway, Sweden, and Denmark, while endorsing 
the general principles involved, abstained from voting.

1. The representatives of the States met at Brussels having taken cogniz
ance of the Japanese Government’s reply of Nov. 12,1937, to the communication 
addressed to the latter on November 6, 1937, observe with regret that the 
Japanese Government still contends that the conflict between Japan and China 
lies outside the scope of the Nine-Power Treaty and again declines to enter into 
an exchange of views for the purpose of endeavoring to achieve a peaceful settle
ment of that conflict.

2. It is clear that the Japanese concept of the issues and interests involved 
in the conflict under reference is utterly different from the concepts of most of 
the other nations and governments of the world. The Japanese Government 
insists that as the conflict is between Japan and China it concerns those two 
countries only. Against this the representatives of the States now met at 
Brussels consider this conflict of concern in law to all countries parties to 
the Nine-Power Treaty of Washington of 1922 and to all countries parties to 
the Pact of Paris of 1928, and of concern in fact to all countries members 
of the family of nations.

3. It cannot be denied that in the Nine-Power Treaty the parties thereto 
affirmed it to be their desire to adopt a specified policy designed to stabilize con
ditions in the Far East and agreed to apply certain specified principles in their 
relations with China and, in China, with one another; and that in the Pact of 
Paris the parties agreed “that the settlement or solution of all disputes or 
conflicts of whatever nature or of whatever origin they may be which may arise 
among them shall never be sought except by pacific means.”

4. It cannot be denied that the present hostilities between Japan and China 
adversely affect not only the rights of all nations but also the material interests 
of nearly all nations. These hostilities have brought to some nationals of third 
countries death, to some nationals of third countries great peril, to property 
of nationals of third countries widespread destruction, to international com
munications disruption, to international trade disturbance and loss, to the peoples 
of all nations a sense of horror and indignation, to all the world feelings of 
uncertainty and apprehension.

5. The representatives met at Brussels therefore regard these hostilities and 
the situation which they have brought about as matters inevitably of concern to 
the countries which they represent and—more—to the whole world. To them 
the problem appears not in terms simply of relations between two countries in 
the Far East but in terms of law, orderly processes, world security and world 
peace.

6. The Japanese Government has affirmed in its note of October 27 to 
which it refers in its note of November 12, that in employing armed force against 
China it was anxious to “make China renounce her present policy.” The rep
resentatives met at Brussels are moved to point out that there exists no warrant 
in law for the use of armed force by any country for the purpose of intervening 
in the internal regime of another country and that general recognition of such 
a right would be a permanent cause of conflict.

7. The Japanese Government contends that it should be left to Japan and 
China to proceed to a settlement by and between them alone. But, that a just 
and lasting settlement could be achieved by such a method cannot be believed.

Japanese armed forces are present in enormous numbers on Chinese soil and 
have occupied large and important areas thereof. Japanese authorities have 
decided in substance that it is Japan’s objective to destroy the will and the 
ability of China to resist the will and the demands of Japan. The Japanese Gov
ernment affirms that it is China whose actions and attitude are in contravention 
of the Nine-Power Treaty; yet, whereas China is engaged in full and frank 
discussion of the matter with the other parties to that Treaty, Japan refuses 
to discuss it with any of them. Chinese authorities have repeatedly declared that 
they will not, in fact that they cannot, negotiate with Japan alone for a settle-
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ment by agreement. In these circumstances there is no ground for any belief 
that, if left to themselves, Japan and China would arrive in the appreciably near 
future at any solution which would give promise of peace between those two 
countries, security for the rights and interests of other countries, and political 
and economic stability in the Far East. On the contrary there is every reason to 
believe that if this matter were left entirely to Japan and China the armed con
flict—with attendant destruction of life and property, disorder, uncertainty, 
instability, suffering, enmity, hatreds, and disturbance to the whole world— 
would continue indefinitely.

8. The Japanese Government, in their latest communication, invite the 
Powers represented at Brussels to make a contribution to the stability of Eastern 
Asia in accordance with the realities of the situation.

9. In view of the representatives of the States met at Brussels, the essential 
realities of the situation are those to which they draw attention above.

10. The representatives of the States met at Brussels are firmly of the be
lief that, for the reasons given above, a just and durable settlement is not to be 
expected of direct negotiations between the parties. That is why in the com
munications addressed to the Japanese Government, they invited that Govern
ment to confer with them or with representatives of a small number of powers to 
be chosen for that purpose, in the hope that such exchange of views might lead to 
acceptance of their good offices and thus help towards the negotiation of a satis
factory settlement.

11. They still believe that if the parties to the conflict would agree to a 
cessation of hostilities in order to give an opportunity for such a procedure to 
be tried, success might be achieved. The Chinese Delegation has intimated its 
readiness to fall in with this procedure. The representatives of the States met 
at Brussels find it difficult to understand Japan’s persistent refusal to discuss 
such a method.

12. Though hoping that Japan will not adhere to her refusal the States 
represented at Brussels must consider what is to be their common attitude in a 
situation where one party to an international treaty maintains against the 
views of all the other parties that the action which it has taken does not come 
within the scope of that treaty, and sets aside provisions of the treaty which the 
other parties hold to be operative in the circumstances.
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Speech by His Excellency Dr. V. K. Wellington Koo before the 
Nine-Power Treaty Conference, November 22, 1937

A few hours ago the Chinese Delegation received a copy of the text of the 
draft statement which is now before the Conference. A preliminary study of its 
contents reveals the fact that it contains nothing more than a reaffirmation of 
certain general principles. No indication is given of the common attitude which 
the representatives at the Conference have agreed to consider in the present situa- 

, . tion in accordance with the last paragraph of the declaration at the Conference
adopted on November 15th last. Nor is there any provision in the present draft 
for certain concrete steps which I had the honour to propose for the Conference 
to consider in my statement of November 13th in order to strengthen China’s 
power of resistance and restrain Japan’s aggression. As the draft text is now 
open to a general discussion first, the Chinese Delegation wishes to make a few 
broad observations without entering into details of the draft for the present.

At its last meeting a week ago the Conference adopted with one dissenting 
voice and three abstentions a declaration which was based, with a few minor 
changes, upon a draft text jointly proposed by the American, British and French 
Delegations. As regards the general principles which were embodied in that 
declaration, they were approved by all the representatives at the Conference 
with one exception.

Among other principles it is emphasized that “To them the problem appears 
not in terms simply of relations between the two countries in the Far East, but 
in terms of law, orderly processes, world security, and world peace.” This state
ment of the principle brings out, in the opinion of the Chinese Delegation, issues 
of vital importance to the welfare and civilization of the whole world.

The final paragraph of the declaration reads : “Though hoping that Japan 
will not adhere to her refusal, the States represented in Brussels must consider 
what is to be their common attitude in a situation where one party to an in
ternational treaty maintains, against the views of all the other parties, that 
the action which it has taken does not come within the scope of that treaty, and 
sets aside provisions of the treaty which the other parties hold to be operative in 
the circumstances.”

In other words, this is a clear case of treaty-breaking on the part of one 
party against all the other parties, and the treaty-breaker not only continues to 
disregard the stipulations of the treaty but persists in the use of armed force 
to maintain and prolong his acts of violation.

The task before the Conference is then clear. It is to consider what is to be 
our common attitude in the situation with which we are thus confronted. In 
my statement before the Conference on November 13th, I pointed out in the name 
of the Chinese Delegation that the restoration and defence of peace in the Far 
East called for concerted action of a moral, material, financial and economic char
acter on the part of the other participating Powers in the Conference and that 
this action must also be timely. I proposed that concrete aid should be extended 
to China and that economic assistance and supplies of war materials and credit 
should be withheld from Japan. It is the firm opinion of the Chinese Delegation 
that positive measures along these two parallel courses of action should be con
sidered in order to check the forces of aggression and hasten the restoration of 
peace.

The Conference has tried every form of conciliation in asking Japan to 
< abandon her policy of force and accept a method of peaceful negotiation for a

settlement of the conflict. But neither impartial reasoning nor friendly per
suasion nor supple accommodation as to procedure has been able to move her in 
her uncompromising attitude.

To us of the Chinese Delegation it has been obvious that empty words could 
produce no result. Without positive action, direct or indirect, declarations and 
resolutions, however firm in character and earnest in spirit, cannot be effective. 
Japan, disregarding her treaty obligations, makes arm^l force an instrument of 
her policy and exalts its employment. The present situation is like a case of 
armed robbery where words of earnest exhortation or friendly remonstrance 
serve only to convey the impression of fear and weakness. Just as maintenance
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of domestic peace and order requires something more than laws on the statute 
book and decrees on the official bulletin board, so in the face of the rabid and 
raging international violence mere words are impotent to restore peace or 
justice.

The Conference has affirmed certain fundamental principles of international 
law and morality indispensable to the maintenance of order, stability, and peace 
among nations. The question now resolves itself into this: Are the Powers 
represented at the Conference who have so solemnly and earnestly pronounced 
their belief and faith in these principles willing to support their words 
with action?

The events of the past few years in the world have demonstrated that reluc
tance and refusal on the part of the Powers who desire to uphold law and order 
in international relations to make a positive contribution by concerted action 
have tended to encourage rather than deter the forces of violence and disorder. 
Want of determination to consecrate by active efforts the principles of inter
national law and morality has never failed to be interpreted by the exponents of 
aggression as a sign of weakness and fear of force.

Nowhere has this interpretation been more assiduously upheld as a correct 
reading of the signs of the times than in the Far East. For four years China 
exerted every effort to secure a peaceful settlement of the outstanding questions 
with Japan. She tried to discuss, reason, negotiate and conciliate, but she was 
unable to move Japan an inch in the pursuit of the policy of the mailed fist. 
Even in the presence of the pointed bayonet, China made concessions in the 
interest of peace. But each concession only served to induce the Japanese bayonet 
plunge deeper into her body politic.

We have at last been obliged to resist force with force and for four months we 
have been engaged in most sanguinary hostilities against our will. We have been 
fighting the invading forces for the double purpose of defending our territory, 
sovereignty, and even national existence on the one hand, and on the other, 
upholding the principles of international law and morality and the sanctity of 
treaties. We have been doing it because we believe that we owe it not only to 
ourselves but also to the cause of peace and the civilization of the world.

China’s resources are limited and the result of her efforts cannot be but 
modest. But she can assure you that she will continue to do her utmost to dis
charge her obligation not only as a signatory Power of the Nine-Power Treaty of 
Washington and of the Kellogg-Briand Pact of Paris, but also as a peace- 
loving member of the family of nations.

The other Powers represented at the Conference, with one exception, have 
all declared that the present conflict in the Far East is one of concern in law to 
all countries parties to the Nine-Power Treaty of Washington in 1922, and to 
all countries parties to the Pact of Paris of 1928, and of concern in fact to all 
countries members of the family of nations. Will not you, then, with your un
limited resources of power and strength, contribute your share by some positive 
action, even though it may be indirect, to the cause of upholding the principles 
of law, order, world security and world peace, or do you really believe that simple 
declarations of principles and pious professions of faith in the pledged word 
will be sufficient to make one ana the other observed and respected in the world?

By refusing to aid China do you mean she should cease to resist aggression 
or that she could resist indefinitely without adequate means? After clearly and 
emphatically establishing the difference in law between the policies of Japan 
and China in the present conflict, do you still wish to make no distinction in 
fact in your treatment of them between the aggressor and the victim, as your 
refusal to cease contributing to Japan’s material and economic resources for 
continuing aggression against China would seem to indicate?

The Chinese Delegation believes that solidarity in purpose must be fol
lowed by solidarity in action, without which the cause of organized peace cannot 
be effectively promoted. The Conference has met for three weeks in the interest 
of peace. It is our hope that it will not adjourn without making a concerted effort 
in the form of concrete steps, if not to stop the aggression, at least to hasten 
its end. Failure to act is sure to be considered in certain quarters as a new 
defeat of the forces of peace. Instead of contributing to stability and order in
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'i^^^rthe world, the Conference by its abortive ending will unwittingly augment a 
^M^sense of general insecurity which already prevails. It may indirectly place small 

or weak States more at the mercy of the strong and the aggressive and make all 
peace-loving nations feel more insecure than ever.

The Chinese Delegation, while appreciating the time and labor which the 
different Delegations have contributed to the meetings, cannot but voice its sense 

; of regret and disappointment at its striking lack of fruitful result not only for 
* the sake of China who, as the victim of aggression, has a right to insist on a com
mon effort to be made by the other signatory Powers of the Nine-Power Treaty 
of Washington to make it respected but also in the general interest of law, or- 
derly processes, world security and world peace declared by the Conference as 

'wïç.matters of concern to all nations parties to the Treaty or not.
In view of the foregoing considerations, the Chinese Delegation wishes to 

reserve the right to propose amendments pending reference to its Govern- 
nient and receipt of final instructions.
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of domestic peace and order requires something more than laws on the statute 
book and decrees on the official bulletin board, so in the face of the rabid and 
raging international violence mere words are impotent to restore peace or 
justice.

The Conference has affirmed certain fundamental principles of international 
law and morality indispensable to the maintenance of order, stability, and peace 
among nations. The question now resolves itself into this: Are the Powers 
represented at the Conference who have so solemnly and earnestly pronounced 
their belief and faith in these principles willing to support their words 
with action?

The events of the past few years in the world have demonstrated that reluc
tance and refusal on the part of the Powers who desire to uphold law and order 
in international relations to make a positive contribution by concerted action 
have tended to encourage rather than deter the forces of violence and disorder. 
Want of determination to consecrate by active efforts the principles of inter
national law and morality has never failed to be interpreted by the exponents of 
aggression as a sign of weakness and fear of force.

Nowhere has this interpretation been more assiduously upheld as a correct 
reading of the signs of the times than in the Far East. For four years China 
exerted every effort to secure a peaceful settlement of the outstanding questions 
with Japan. She tried to discuss, reason, negotiate and conciliate, but she was 
unable to move Japan an inch in the pursuit of the policy of the mailed fist. 
Even in the presence of the pointed bayonet, China made concessions in the 
interest of peace. But each concession only served to induce the Japanese bayonet 
plunge deeper into her body politic.

We have at last been obliged to resist force with force and for four months we 
have been engaged in most sanguinary hostilities against our will. We have been 
fighting the invading forces for the double purpose of defending our territory, 
sovereignty, and even national existence on the one hand, and on the other, 
upholding the principles of international law and morality and the sanctity of 
treaties. We have been doing it because we believe that we owe it not only to 
ourselves but also to the cause of peace and the civilization of the world.

China’s resources are limited and the result of her efforts cannot be but 
modest. But she can assure you that she will continue to do her utmost to dis
charge her obligation not only as a signatory Power of the Nine-Power Treaty of 
Washington and of the Kellogg-Briand Pact of Paris, but also as a peace- 
loving member of the family of nations.

The other Powers represented at the Conference, with one exception, have 
all declared that the present conflict in the Far East is one of concern in law to 
all countries parties to the Nine-Power Treaty of Washington in 1922, and to 
all countries parties to the Pact of Paris of 1928, and of concern in fact to all 
countries members of the family of nations. Will not you, then, with your un
limited resources of power and strength, contribute your share by some positive 
action, even though it may be indirect, to the cause of upholding the principles 
of law, order, world security and world peace, or do you really believe that simple 
declarations of principles and pious professions of faith in the pledged word 
will be sufficient to make one and the other observed and respected in the world?

By refusing to aid China do you mean she should cease to resist aggression 
or that she could resist indefinitely without adequate means? After clearly and 
emphatically establishing the difference in law between the policies of Japan 
and China in the present conflict, do you still wish to make no distinction in 
fact in your treatment of them between the aggressor and the victim, as your 
refusal to cease contributing to Japan’s material and economic resources for 
continuing aggression against China would seem to indicate?

The Chinese Delegation believes that solidarity in purpose must be fol
lowed by solidarity in action, without which the cause of organized peace cannot 
be effectively promoted. The Conference has met for three weeks in the interest 
of peace. It is our hope that it will not adjourn without making a concerted effort 
in the form of concrete steps, if not to stop the aggression, at least to hasten 
its end. Failure to act is sure to be considered in certain quarters as a new 
defeat of the forces of peace. Instead of contributing to stability and order in 
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the world, the Conference by its abortive ending will unwittingly augment a 
sense of general insecurity which already prevails. It may indirectly place small 
or weak States more at the mercy of the strong and the aggressive and make all 
peace-loving nations feel more insecure than ever.

The Chinese Delegation, while appreciating the time and labor which the 
different Delegations have contributed to the meetings, cannot but voice its sense 
of regret and disappointment at its striking lack of fruitful result not only for 
the sake of China who, as the victim of aggression, has a right to insist on a com
mon effort to be made by the other signatory Powers of the Nine-Power Treaty 
of Washington to make it respected but also in the general interest of law, or
derly processes, world security and world peace declared by the Conference as 
matters of concern to all nations parties to the Treaty or not.

In view of the foregoing considerations, the Chinese Delegation wishes to 
reserve the right to propose amendments pending reference to its Govern
ment and receipt of final instructions.
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Report of the Nine-Power Treaty Conference 
November 24, 1937

1. The Conference at Brussels was assembled pursuant to an invitation 
extended by the Belgian Government at the request of His Majesty’s Government 
in the United Kingdom with the approval of the American Government. It held 
its opening session on November 3, 1937. The Conference has now reached a 
point at which it appears desirable to record the essential phases of its work.

2. In the winter of 1921-22 there were signed at Washington a group of 
inter-related treaties and agreements of which the Nine-Power Treaty regard
ing principles and policies to be followed in matters concerning China consti
tuted one of the most important units. These treaties and agreements were the 
result of careful deliberation and were entered upon freely. They were designed 
primarily to bring about conditions of stability and security in the Pacific area.

The Nine-Power Treaty stipulates in Article I that “The Contracting 
Powers, other than China, agree:

(1) To respect the sovereignty, the independence, and the territorial and 
administrative integrity of China;

(2) To provide the fullest and most unembarrassed opportunity to China to 
develop and maintain for herself an effective and stable government;

(3) To use their influence for the purpose of effectually establishing and 
maintaining the principle of equal opportunity for the commerce and industry 
of all nations throughout the territory of China;

(4) To refrain from taking advantage of conditions in China in order to 
seek special rights or privileges which would abridge the rights of subjects or 
citizens of friendly States, and from countenancing action inimical to the security 
of such States.”

Under and in the light of these undertakings and of the provision con
tained in the other treaties, the situation in the Pacific area was for a decade 
characterized by a substantial measure of stability, with considerable progress 
toward the other objectives envisaged in the treaties. In recent years there have 
come a series of conflicts between Japan and China, and these conflicts have 
culminated in the hostilities now in progress.

3. The Conference at Brussels was called for the purpose, as set forth in 
the terms of the invitation, “of examining, in accordance with ArticleVII of the 
Nine-Power Treaty, the situation in the Far East and to consider friendly peace
able methods for hastening the end of the regrettable conflict now taking place 
there.” With the exception of Japan, all of the signatories and adherents to the 
Nine-Power Treaty of February 6, 1922, accepted the invitation and sent repre
sentatives to Brussels, for the purpose stated in the invitation.

4. The Chinese Government, attending the Conference and participating in 
its deliberations, has communicated with the other parties to the Nine-Power 
Treaty in conformity with Article VII of that Treaty. It has stated here that 
its present military operations are purely in resistance to armed invasion of 
China by Japan. It has declared its willingness to accept a peace based upon 
the principles of the Nine-Power Treaty and to collaborate whole-heartedly 
with the other Powers in support of the principle of the sanctity of treaties.

5. The Japanese Government, in replying with regret that it was not able 
to accept the invitation to the Conference, affirmed that “The action of Japan 
in China is a measure of self-defence which she has been compelled to take in the 
face of China’s fierce anti-Japanese policy and practice, and especially by her 
provocative action in resorting to force of arms ; and consequently it lies, as has 
been declared already by the Imperial Government, outside the purview of the 
Nine-Power Treaty”; and advanced the view that an attempt to seek a solution 
at a gathering of so many Powers “would only serve to complicate the situation 
still further and to put serious obstacles in the path of a just and proper solution.”

6. On November 6, 1937, the Conference sent, through the Belgian Govern
ment, to the Japanese Government, a communication in the course of which the 
Conference enquired whether the Japanese Government would be willing to 

depute a representative or representatives to exchange views with representatives 
of a small number of Powers to be chosen for that purpose, the exchange of 
views to take place within the framework of the Nine-Power Treaty, and in con
formity with the provisions of that treaty, toward throwing further light on 
points of difference and facilitating a settlement of the Sino-Japanese conflict. 
In that communication the representatives of the States met at Brussels ex
pressed their earnest desire that peaceful settlement be achieved.

7. To that communication the Japanese Government replied that a com
munication of November 12, 1937, stating that it could not do otherwise than 
maintain its previously expressed point of view that the present action of Japan 
in her relations with China was a measure of self-defence and did not come 
within the scope of the Nine-Power Treaty; that only an effort between the two 
parties would constitute a means of securing the most just and the most equitable 
settlement, and that the intervention of a collective organ such as the Confer
ence would merely excite public opinion in the two countries and make it more 
difficult to reach a solution satisfactory to all.

8. On November 15, the Conference adopted a declaration in the course of 
which it affirmed that the representatives of the Union of South Africa, the 
United States of America, Australia, Belgium, Bolivia, Canada, China, France, 
the United Kingdom, India, Mexico, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Portugal 
and the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics “. . . consider this conflict of con
cern in law to all countries parties to the Nine-Power Treaty of Washington 
of 1922 and to all countries parties to the Pact of Paris of 1928 and of concern 
in fact to all countries members of the family of nations.”

9. In the presence of this difference between the views of the Conference 
and of the Japanese Government there now appears to be no opportunity at this 
time for the Conference to carry out its terms of reference in so far as they 
relate to entering into discussions with Japan towards bringing about peace by 
agreement. The Conference therefore is concluding this phase of its work and 
at this moment of going into recess adopts a further declaration of its views.

10. The text of the communication sent to the Japanese Government on 
November 6, 1937—(See page 68 of this publication)

11. The text of the declaration adopted by the Conference on November 15, 
1937—(See pages 73-74 of this publication)

12. The text of the declaration adopted by the Conference on November 24, 
1937—(See pages 80-81 of this publication)
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Declaration Adopted by the Nine-Power Treaty Conference 
November 24, 1937

1. The Nine-Power Treaty is a conspicuous example of numerous interna
tional instruments by which the nations of the world enunciate certain principles 
and accept certain self-denying rules in their conduct with each other, solemnly 
undertaking to respect the sovereignty of other nations, to refrain from seeking 
political or economic domination of other nations, and to abstain from interfer
ence in their internal affairs.

2. These international instruments constitute a framework within which 
international security and international peace are intended to be safeguarded 
without resort to arms and within which international relationships should sub
sist on the basis of mutual trust, good-will, and beneficial trade and financial 
relations.

3. It must be recognized that whenever armed force is employed in disregard 
of these principles the whole structure of international relations based upon the 
safeguards provided by treaties is disturbed. Nations are then compelled to seek 
security in ever-increasing armaments. There is created everywhere a feeling 
of uncertainty and insecurity. The validity of these principles cannot be de
stroyed by force, their universal applicability cannot be denied, and their in
dispensability to civilization and progress cannot be gainsaid.

4. It was in accordance with these principles that this Conference was 
called in Brussels for the purpose, as set forth in the terms of the invitation 
issued by the Belgian Government, “of examining, in accordance with Article 
VII of the Nine-Power Treaty, the situation in the Far East and to consider 
friendly methods for hastening the end of the regrettable conflict now taking 
place there.”

5. Since its opening session on November 3rd the Conference has continu
ously striven to promote conciliation and has endeavoured to secure the coopera
tion of the Japanese Government in the hope of arresting hostilities and bringing 
about a settlement.

6. The Conference is convinced that force by itself can provide no just and 
lasting solution for disputes between nations. It continues to believe that it 
would be to the immediate and the ultimate interest of both parties to the present 
dispute to avail themselves of the assistance of others in an effort to bring hos
tilities to an early end as a necessary preliminary to the achievement of a general 
and lasting settlement. It further believes that a satisfactory settlement cannot 
be achieved by direct negotiation between the parties to the conflict alone, and 
that only by consultation with other Powers principally concerned can there be 
achieved an agreement the terms of which will be just, generally acceptable and 
likely to endure.

7. This Conference strongly reaffirms the principles of the Nine-Power 
Treaty as being among the basic principles which are essential to world peace 
and orderly progressive development of national and international life.

8. The Conference believes that a prompt suspension of hostilities in the 
Far East would be in the best interests not only of China and Japan but of all 
nations. With each day’s continuance of the conflict the loss in lives and prop
erty increases and the ultimate solution of the conflict becomes more difficult.

9. The Conference therefore strongly urges that hostilities be suspended 
and resort be had to peaceful processes.

10. The Conference believes that no possible step to bring about by peaceful 
processes a just settlement of the conflict should be overlooked or omitted.

11. In order to allow time for participating Governments to exchange views 
and further explore all peaceful methods by which a just settlement of the dis
pute may be attained consistently with the principles of the Nine-Power Treaty 
and in conformity with the objectives of that Treaty the Conference deems it 
advisable temporarily to suspend its sittings. The conflict in the Far East re
mains, however, a matter of concern to all of the Powers assembled at Brussels— 
by virtue of commitments in the Nine-Power Treaty or of special interest in the 
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Far East—and especially to those most immediately and directly affected by 
conditions and events in the Far East. Those of them that are parties to the 
Nine-Power Treaty have expressly adopted a policy designed to stabilize condi
tions in the Far East and, to that end, are bound by the provisions of that Treaty, 
outstanding among which are those of Articles I and VII.

12. The Conference will be called together again whenever its Chairman 
or any two of its members shall have reported that they consider that its de
liberations can be advantageously resumed.
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Statement Made to the Nine-Power Treaty Conference by Dr. V. K.
Wellington Koo, November 24, 1937

The Chinese Delegation notes that the revised text of the draft declaration 
contains a number of modifications and clarifications of the original text. The 
new draft, like the old one, reaffirms certain general principles which China has 
always accepted. But in view of the continued raging of the hostilities in the 
Far East, the Chinese Delegation believes that a mere reaffirmation of these 
principles cannot be considered as a satisfactory result of the Conference, because 
it is not adequate to deal effectively with the grave situation.

The Chinese Delegation regrets that the suggestions which it made to the 
Conference, particularly at the meeting on November 22nd, with a view to the 
adoption of certain positive and concrete measures, have not been considered by 
the Conference. For the reasons which it explained in its statements before the 
Conference on November 13th and 22nd, the Chinese Delegation holds that such 
common action is indispensable in any effort to restrain the Japanese aggression 
and hasten the restoration of peace in the Far East.

The Chinese Delegation notes that the suspension of the sittings of the Con
ference is to be only temporary and deemed advisable in order to allow time for 
participating Governments to exchange views and further explore all peaceful 
methods by which a just settlement of the dispute may be attained consistently 
with the principles of the Nine-Power Treaty and in conformity with the objec
tives of that Treaty. As regards such further exploration by participating Gov
ernments, the Chinese Delegation cannot refrain from expressing its conviction 
that, in order to make this additional effort successful, it is not only essential 
that such effort should be made actively and promptly but that it is also indis
pensable to consider at the same time the necessity of common action in the form 
of positive aid to China and restrictive measures against the aggressor.

While prepared to accept the declaration in the spirit of solidarity, the Chi
nese Delegation requests the Conference to take note of this statement and 
attach it to the declaration of the Conference.

U. S. and Japanese Official and Diplomatic Correspondence 
Concerning the Panay Incident

December 12 to December 25, 1937
Ambassador Joseph C. Grew’s Report from Tokyo to Secretary of State Hull 

December 12, 1937
The Minister for Foreign affairs has just called on me in person at the 

Chancery and has informed me of the receipt of a Domei report from Shanghai 
that, following fleeing remnants of the Chinese army, Japanese planes had 
bombed three Standard Oil vessels and had sunk the U.S.S. Panay while in 
the close vicinity on the Yangtze above Nanking. The Minister said that he 
had as yet received no official report, but that he had come immediately to 
express to our Government the profound apology of the Japanese Government 
and that Ambassador Saito would do the same to you.

He said that Admiral Hasegawa had accepted full responsibility for the 
accident. He said that immediately after my visit this morning he had com
municated my reportings to the Japanese Naval and Military authorities. 
Hirota said “I cannot possibly express how badly we feel about this.”

The Navy and War Ministers have sent similar expressions of regret to 
the Navy and War Departments in Washington through the Naval and Mili
tary Attachés here.

Simultaneous Preliminary Instruction from
Secretary of State Hull to

American Ambassador Grew in Tokyo
Telegrams from Hankow indicate that yesterday and today American and 

British Naval and merchant vessels at various points on the Yangtze above 
Nanking were repeatedly fired on and bombed. A Japanese source is reported 
to have stated at Wuhu that Japanese military forces have orders to fire on 
all ships on the Yangtze.

Today the U.S.S. Panay and three Standard Oil steamers at point twenty
seven miles above Nanking are reported bombed and sunk and survivors— 
including Embassy personnel, navy personnel and some refugees—are now 
at Hohsien.

Please immediately inform Foreign Minister Hirota, ask for information 
and request that the Japanese Government immediately take appropriate 
action. Impress upon him the gravity of the situation and the imperative need 
to take every precaution against further attacks on Amercan vessels or 
personnel.

When we have further particulars I shall give you further instruction.

Memorandum Handed by the President of the United States to the Secretary 
of State at 12:30 P. M., December 13, 1937

Please tell the Japanese Ambassador when you see him at 1 o’clock:
1. That the President is deeply shocked and concerned by the news of 

indiscriminate bombing of American and other non-Chinese vessels 
on the Yangtze and that he requests that the Emperor be so advised.

2. That all the facts are being assembled and will shortly be presented 
to the Japanese Government.

3. That in the meantime it is hoped the Japanese Government will be 
considering definitely for presentation to this Government:

a. Full expression of regret and proffer of full compensation;
b. Methods guaranteeing against a repetition cf any similar at

tack in the future.
(Signed) F. D. R.
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State Department Public Statement, December 13, 1937
The Japanese Ambassador called upon the Secretary of State at 1 o’clock 

this afternoon. He informed the Secretary that the Foreign Minister of 
Japan, before receiving official reports concerning the bombing and sinking 
of the U.S.S. Panay, called upon Ambassador Grew in Tokyo and offered 
regrets.

The Japanese Foreign Minister had instructed Ambassador Saito that 
reports were to be given to the Secretary of State. The Ambassador also 
was instructed to extend full regrets and apologies, which he came to the 
Secretary to do.

The Ambassador added that the American authorities had informed the 
Japanese authorities of the position of the American vessels, and that there
fore the bombing was a very grave blunder.

The Ambassador said further that the Japanese authorities were trying 
to furnish relief to the survivors at Hohsien, but that the place was one where 
Japanese and Chinese troops are fighting and that it was a difficult matter 
to get relief to them.

United States Note to Japan Formally Protesting 
The Bombing of American War and Commercial Ships 

December 14, 1937
The Government and people of the United States have been deeply shocked 

by the facts of the bombardment and sinking of the U.S.S. Panay and the 
sinking or burning of the American steamers Meiping, Meian and Meisian by 
Japanese aircraft.

The essential facts are that these American vessels were in the Yangtze 
River by uncontested and incontestible right; that they were flying the 
American flag; that they were engaged in a legitimate and appropriate busi
ness; that they were at the moment conveying American official and private 
personnel away from points where danger had developed; that they had 
several times changed their position, moving up-river, in order to avoid 
danger; and that they were attacked by Japanese bombing planes.

With regard to the attack, a responsible Japanese Naval officer at 
Shanghai has informed the Commander-in-Chief of the American Asiatic 
Fleet that the four vessels were proceeding up-river; that a Japanese plane 
endeavored to ascertain their nationality, flying at an altitude of 300 meters, 
but was unable to distinguish the flags; that three Japanese bombing planes, 
six Japanese fighting planes, and two Japanese bombing planes, in sequence, 
made attacks which resulted in the damaging of one of the American steamers 
and the sinking of the U.S.S. Panay and the other two steamers.

Since the beginning of the present unfortunate hostilities between Japan 
and China, the Japanese Government and various Japanese authorities at 
various points have repeatedly assured the Government and authorities of 
the United States that it is the intention and purpose of the Japanese Govern
ment and the Japanese armed forces to respect fully the rights and interests 
of other Powers.

On several occasions, however, acts of Japanese armed forces have 
violated the rights of the United States, have seriously endangered the lives 
of American nationals and have destroyed American property. In several 
instances the Japanese Government has admitted the facts, has expressed 
regrets and has given assurance that every precaution will be taken against 
recurrence of such incidents.

In the present case acts of Japanese armed forces have taken place in 
complete disregard of American rights, have destroyed American property 
and have taken American life, both public and private.

In these circumstances the Government of the United States requests 
84

and expects of the Japanese Government a formally recorded expression of 
regret, an undertaking to make complete and comprehensive indemnifications, 
and an assurance that definite and specific steps have been taken which 
will insure that hereafter American nationals, interests and property in China 
will not be subjected to attack by Japanese armed forces or unlawful inter
ference by any Japanese authorities or forces whatsoever.

Note Handed by Foreign Minister Koki Hirota to 
United States Ambassador Joseph C. Grew 

December 14, 1937
Regarding the incident of Dec. 12, in which the United States gunboat 

Panay and three steamers belonging to the Standard Oil Company were sunk 
by bombing of Japanese naval aircraft at a point about twenty-six miles 
above Nanking, I had the honor, as soon as unofficial information of the in
cident was brought to my knowledge, to request Your Excellency to transmit 
to the United States Government sincere apologies from the Japanese Govern
ment.

From reports subsequently received from our representatives in China 
it has been established that the Japanese air force, acting on information 
that Chinese troops, fleeing from Nanking, were going up-river in steamers, 
pursued them and discovered such vessels at the above-mentioned point. 
Owing to poor visibility, however, the aircraft, although they descended to 
fairly low altitudes, were unable to discern any mark showing any one of 
them was an American warship.

Consequently the United States gunboat Panay and the vessels of the 
Standard Oil Company, being taken for Chinese carrying fleeing Chinese 
troops, were bombed and sunk.

While it is clear in the light of the above circumstances, that the present 
incident is entirely due to a mistake, the Japanese Government regret most 
profoundly that it has caused damage to a United States man-of-war and ships 
and casualties among those aboard, and desire to present hereby our sincere 
apologies.

The Japanese Government will make indemnifications for all losses and 
deal appropriately with those responsible for the incident. Furthermore they 
already have issued strict orders to the authorities on the spot with a view 
to preventing recurrence of a similar incident.

The Japanese Government, in fervent hope that the friendly relations of 
Japan and the United States will not be affected by this unfortunate affair, 
have frankly stated as above their sincere attitude, which I beg Your Excel
lency to make known to your Government.

I avail myself of this opportunity to renew expressions of my highest 
consideration.

Japanese Note Replying to the United States Protest
December 24, 1937

Monsieur L’Ambassadeur:
Regarding the unfortunate incident occurring on the Yangtze River about 

twenty-six miles above Nanking on the 12th instant, in which Japanese naval 
aircraft attacked by mistake the U.S.S. Panay and three merchant ships 
belonging to the Standard Oil Company of America, causing them to sink 
or burn with the result that there were caused casualties among those on 
board, I had the honor previously to send to Your Excellency my note dated 
the 14th of December.

Almost simultaneously, however, I received Your Excellency’s note No. 
838, which was sent by the direction of the Government of the United States, 
and which, after describing the circumstances prior to the occurrence of the
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incident, concludes that the acts of the Japanese forces in the attack were 
carried out in complete disregard of the rights of the United States, taking 
American life and destroying American property, both public and private; 
and which states that in these circumstances the Government of the United 
States requests and expects of the Japanese Government a formally recorded 
expression of regret, and an undertaking to make complete and comprehensive 
indemnifications and an assurance that definite and specific steps have been 
taken which will insure that hereafter “American nationals, interests and 
property in China will not be subjected to attack by Japanese armed forces 
or unlawful interference by any Japanese authorities or forces whatsoever.”

As regards the circumstances surrounding the present unfortunate inci
dent, I desire to state that while it is concluded in Your Excellency’s note 
that the incident resulted from disregard of American rights by Japanese 
armed forces, it was entirely due to a mistake, as has been described in my 
note above-mentioned. As a result of the thorough investigations that have 
been continued since then in all possible ways to find, out the real causes, it 
has now been fully established that the attack was entirely unintentional.

I trust this has been made quite clear to Your Excellency through the 
detailed explanations made to Your Excellency on the 23rd instant by our 
naval and military authorities.

With reference to the first two items of the request mentioned in Your 
Excellency’s note, namely, a recorded expression of regret, and indemnifica
tions, no word needs to be added to what I have already said in my afore
mentioned note.

As regards the guarantee for the future, I wish to inform Your Excellency 
that the Japanese Navy issued without delay strict orders to “exercise the 
greatest caution in every area where war-ships and other vessels of America 
or any other third Power are present, in order to avoid a recurrence of a 
similar mistake, even at the sacrifice of a strategic advantage in attacking 
the Chinese troops.”

Furthermore, rigid orders have been issued to the military, naval and 
Foreign Office authorities to pay, in the light of the present untoward inci
dent, greater attention than hitherto to observance of the instructions that 
have been repeatedly given against infringement of, or unwarranted interfer
ence with, the rights and interests of the United States and other third 
Powers.

And the Japanese Government are studying carefully every possible 
means of achieving more effectively the above stated aims, while they have 
already taken steps to ascertain, in still closer contact with American 
authorities in China, the whereabouts of American interests and nationals, 
and to improve the means of communicating intelligence thereof speedily 
and effectively to the authorities on the spot.

Although the attack on the man-of-war and other vessels of the United 
States was due to a mistake as has been stated above, the Commander of 
the flying force concerned was immediately removed from his post and 
recalled, on the grounds of a failure to take the fullest measures of pre
caution. Moreover, the staff members of the fleet and commander of the 
flying squadron and all others responsible have been duly dealt with ac
cording to law.

The Japanese Government are thus endeavoring to preclude absolutely 
all possibility of the recurrence of incidents of a similar character. It need 
hardly be emphasized that, of all the above-mentioned measures taken by the 
Japanese Government, the recall of the Commander of the flying force has 
a significance of special importance.

It is my fervent hope that the fact will be fully appreciated by the 
Government of the United States that this drastic step has been taken solely 
because of the sincere desire of the Japanese Government to safeguard the 
rights and interests of the United States and other third Powers.

I avail, et cetera
KOKI HIROTA
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■‘J® Text of the Reply by Secretary of State Hull to Ambassador Grew in Tokyo 
S for Delivery to Foreign Minister Hirota
S December 25, 1937

The Government of the United States refers to its note of Dec. 14, the 
" ’ ’ Ï Japanese Government’s note of Dec. 14 and the Japanese Government’s note

J of Dec. 24 in regard to the attack by Japanese armed forces upon the U.S.S.
Panay and three American merchant ships.

In this Government’s note of December 14th it was stated that “the 
J® Government of the United States requests and expects of the Japanese•w Government a formally recorded expression of regret, and an undertaking

? to make complete and comprehensive indemnifications and an assurance that
j definite and specific steps have been taken which will insure that hereafter
* American nationals, interests and property in China will not be subjected to
* attack by Japanese armed forces or unlawful interference by any Japanese
I authorities or forces whatsoever.”

In regard to the first two items of the request made by the Government 
» of the United States, the Japanese Government’s note of Dec. 24 reaffirms 

. statements made in the Japanese Government’s note of December 14th which 
read: “The Japanese Government regret most profoundly that it (present 

■J incident) has caused damages to the United States man-of-war and ships and 
H casualties among those on board, and desire to present hereby sincere apol- 
1 ogies. The Japanese Government will make indemnifications for all the 

losses and will deal appropriately with those responsible for the incident.” 
J In regard to the third item of the request made by the Government of

the United States, the Japanese Government’s note of Dec. 24 recites certain 
definite and specific steps which the Japanese Government has taken to 

J insure, in words of that note, “against infringement of, or unwarranted inter- 
1 ference with, the rights and interests of the United States and other third
| Powers” and states that “the Japanese Government are thus endeavoring
J to preclude absolutely all possibility of the recurrence of incidents of a 
J» similar character.”

Government of the United States observed with satisfaction the H promptness with which the Japanese Government in its note of December 14 
> admitted responsibility, expressed regret, and offered amends.
I The Government of the United States regards the Japanese Government’s

e J| account, as set forth in the Japanese Government’s note of Dec. 24, of action
taken by it as responsive to the request made by the Government of the 
United States in this Government’s note of December 14.

J With regard to the facts of the origins, causes and circumstances of the
t incident, the Japanese Government indicates in its note of December 24th the
I conclusion at which the Japanese Government, as a result of its investiga-
4 tion, has arrived. With regard to these same matters, the Government of the
} United States relies on the report of findings, of the court of inquiry of the
4 United States Navy, copy of which has been communicated officially to the
} Japanese Government.
i It is the earnest hope of the Government of the United States that the

steps which the Japanese Government has taken will prove effective toward 
. . preventing any further attacks upon or unlawful interference by Japanese 
i . authorities or forces with American nationals, interests or property in China. 

i-'
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APPENDIX A
The Covenant of the League of Nations

Articles 10, 11, 17

Article 10.

The Members of the League undertake to respect and preserve as against 
external aggression the territorial integrity and existing political independence 
of all Members of the League. In case of any such aggression or in case of 
any threat or danger of such aggression the Council shall advise upon the 
means by which this obligation shall be fulfilled.

Article 11.

1. Any war or threat of war, whether immediately affecting any of the 
Members of the League or not, is hereby declared a matter of concern to the 
whole League, and the League shall take any action that may be deemed wise 
and effectual to safeguard the peace of nations. In case any such emergency 
should arise the Secretary-General shall on the request of any Member of the 
League forthwith summon a meeting of the Council.

2. It is also declared to be the friendly right of each Member of the League 
to bring to the attention of the Assembly or of the Council ahy circumstance 
whatever affecting international relations which threaten to disturb inter
national peace or the good understanding between nations upon which peace 
depends.

Article 17.

1. In the event of a dispute between a Member of the League and a State 
which is not a Member of the League, or between States not Members of the 
League, the State or States not Members of the League shall be invited to 
accept the obligations of membership in the League for the purpose of such 
dispute, upon such conditions as the Council may deem just. If such invitation 
is accepted, the provisions of Articles 12 to 16 inclusive shall be applied with 
such modifications as may be necessary by the Council.

2. Upon such invitation being given the Council shall immediately insti
tute an enquiry into the circumstances of the dispute and recommend such 
action as may seem best and most effectual in the circumstances.

3. If a State so invited shall refuse to accept the obligations of member
ship in the League for the purpose of such dispute, and shall resort to war 
against a Member of the League, the provisions of Article 16 shall be applic
able as against the State taking such action.

4. If both parties to the dispute when so invited refuse to accept the 
obligations of membership in the League for the purpose of such dispute, the 
Council may take such measures and make such recommendations as will pre
vent hostilities and will result in the settlement of the dispute.

I

APPENDIX B
The Nine Power Treaty 

Articles 1 and 7

Article 1

The Contracting Powers, other than China, agree:
(1) To respect the sovereignty, the independence, and the territorial and 

administrative integrity of China;
(2) To provide the fullest and most unembarrassed opportunity to China 

to develop and maintain for herself an effective and stable government;
(3) To use their influence for the purpose of effectually establishing and 

maintaining the principle of equal opportunity for the commerce and industry 
of all nations throughout the territory of China;

(4) To refrain from taking advantage of conditions in China in order 
to seek special rights or privileges which would abridge the rights of subjects 
or citizens of friendly States, and from countenancing action inimical to the 
security of such States.

Article 7

The Contracting Powers agree that, whenever a situation arises which in 
the opinion of any one of them involves the application of the stipulations of 
the present Treaty, and renders desirable discussion of such application, there 
shall be full and frank communication between the Contracting Powers con
cerned.

APPENDIX C
The Pact of Paris (Kellogg-Briand Pact) 

Articles 1 and 2

Article 1

The High Contracting Parties solemnly declare in the names of their 
respective peoples that they condemn recourse to war for the solution of inter
national controversies, and renounce it as an instrument of national policy in 
their relations with one another.

Article 2

The High Contracting Powers agree that the settlement or solution of all 
disputes or conflicts of whatever nature or of whatever origin they may be, 
which may arise among them, shall never be sought except by pacific means.
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HAIL THE NEW CHINESE WOMAN

THE glory of the Chinese woman, as exempli- 
field by her heroic deeds and unselfish devo
tion to duty while her beloved country fights 

for its very existence, will live forever in the 
history of the Chinese nation.

From far and near have come reports telling 
of the courage and sacrifices displayed by Chinese 
womanhood. In the fastnesses of the Shansi 
mountains, Chinese girls fight side by side with 
their menfolk in guerilla warfare against the 
invading Japanese troops and Mongol puppets; 
stolid peasant women carry heavy loads of foods 
and supplies from the immediate rear to the 
soldiers on the front lines; a girl scout smuggles 
the Chinese flag and some dainties to the gallant 
“Lost Battalion” in Chapei; dainty society women 
brave death or maiming for life traveling through 
raining bombs and bursting shells to bring clothing 
and comforts to Chinese troops in 'Chapei, Soo- 
chow and elsewhere; shy Chinese maidens invade 
the streets of the International Settlement to but
ton-hole strangers for Red Cross donations; 
Chinese women doctors and nurses remain at their

posts while shot and shell reduce their quarters to 
masses of ruins.

The pages of this supplement to the China 
Weekly Review will attempt to tell the reader 
about some of the activities of Chinese women, 
young and old, which took place while Shang
hai was the theater of war, and now when the 
front lines have moved far away.

The emancipation of Chinese women only 
began about twenty years ago when they first 
threw off the dead weight of centuries-old do
mestic suppression and participated in the women’s 
rights movement. Chinese girls were in the fore
front of the student movement against the He- 
cripit Manchu Throne and once again took a lead
ing part in the military and political struggle to 
preserve the nation from the clutches of the Chi
nese militarists. The fight against feudalism 
ended in victory and now they are sacrificing their 
lives, homes, money and bending all their talent 
and zeal towards national salvation in the present 
fight against foreign imperialism.

Tiao Chan for centuries has been revered in 
story and song as the paragon of women’s patrio
tism—but there are many Tiao Chans in the pre
sent conflict. From homes, clubs, schools, 
cabarets, farmhouses, churches, social welfare 
organizations, sing-song houses, theaters, concert 
halls, factories, movie studios, business offices and 
elsewhere, Chinese women have poured forth to 
join the struggle. Women and young girls have 
been “killed in action” on the battlefields, beside 
operating tables in hospitals and cots in first aid 
stations, and on Red Cross ambulances, while ser
ving their country with daring and honor.

The change in the military situation and 
withdrawal of the Chinese troops from Shanghai 
has compelled changes in the work undertaken 
by the women of Shanghai. They have lost con
tact with the soldiers and are no longer permitted 
to engage in patriotic activities in the International 
Settlement or French Concession.

The energy and zeal of the Chinese women 
in Shanghai has now found an outlet in Red Cross 
drives and refugee work here, while their sisters 
in the interior are continuing to write glorious 
history.

FIRST SUPPLEMENT SOLD OUT
The first supplement of China At Wary pub

lished with the December Fourth issue off the 
China Weekly Review was devoted chiefly to the 
activities of the International Red Cross.

The next issue will be a special number on 
China’s Youth. As all copies of the first supple
ment were sold out, it is recommended that those 
wishing extra copies of this issue should obtain 
them from the Business Office of the China 
Weakly Review, 160 Avenue Edward VII, 
Shanghai, at a cost of 10 cents each.

CHINESE WOMEN

By Hsu Wei-sze

r[E present conflict with Japan has proved the 
mettle of Chinese women of today. In Shanghai, 
although they did not parade the streets and indulge 

in mass meetings and denunciations, they were doing their 
share towards the country’s defence. Many foreigners 
failing, to find them in places of amusement, thought they 
had fled to safer parts of the land. Instead, they were 
busily engaged night and day for the comfort and relief 
of both soldiers and refugees.

In the emergency hospitals, carefully reared girls 
served as volunteer nurses. The soldiers and doctors 
have only praise for their competence. When there 
were not enough beds, they gladly surrendered theirs to 
make the soldiers comfortable, and slept on the floor. 
On night duty in the early weeks of the defence, with 
stray bombs, air raids and misdirected shells ever-present 
menaces, they went about their duties calmly, unheeding 
the explosions bursting near the unit.

Qualified women doctors were mainly engaged in 
caring for expectant mothers and their babies. These 
were brought to an emergency maternity hospital 
established by the members of the Margaret Williamson 
Hospital in a primary school building in Tifeng Road. 
Many babies were born in the streets, or in refugee 
camps. Often the mothers died, or the babies died and 
the mothers were dangerously ill as the result of flight, 
fear and malnutrition. Besides caring for the mothers 
and babies, every effort was made to find lost members 
and reunite families separated during wild flight from 
their homes.

Prominent women leaders, noted for social acti
vities, undertook the training of emergency nurses, and 
graduated many classes of girls to serve either in 
hospitals in Shanghai or further inland at military units, 
or Behind the actual fighting lines. Refugee women 
were trained by the W.C.T.U. of China as mothers’ 
helpers. This organization procured work for them, 
enabling them to pay for their own keep. Extra money 
earned was for the women themselves, but they insisted 
on turning most of it over to the organization to help 
other refugees. Also under this organization, sewing 
women were trained to remake garments from old, and 
simple tailoring. People wanting sewing done paid the 
W.C.T.U. a nominal sum, which was credited to the 
women sewers. They also were thus taught a trade for 
future use, and enabled to pay for their keep, and still 
have money left over to help others.

It is significant that all organizations have found the 
poor people who have been helped anxious to do their 
share for others less fortunately placed.

Under the leadership of Miss Hu Lan-shih, a noted 
woman writer, companies of industrial girls were formed 
to work as interpreters and helpers to farmers and 
soldiers in the fighting lines. Working just behind the 
scenes of actual conflict, these girls gave aid to the farm 
folk, helping them when sick, and interpreting for them 
to the soldiers in the urea. This was most important, as 
most of the soldiers were from many other parts of 
China, and unable to explain their needs to the farmers. 
These girls also helped the medical corps when possible 
as they had excellent first-aid training.

The Y.W.C.A. headquarters was a hive of activity, 
making garments for refugees, and co-operating with 
the Chinese Women*s Club in the establishing of a refugee

PLAY THEIR PART
None Too Young or Old 
To Aid Soldiers, Refugees

camp principally for women and children. Under their 
system, schooling for children and adults, and practical 
training was given to inhabitants of their camp.

Many women established emergency hospitals. 
They collected donations from personal friends, and 
interested volunteers to serve in the hospitals. They 
took over personal superintendence, both day and night. 
Usually, several friends joined together to work shifts, 
so that one responsible woman was on duty every hour 
both day and night. Visitors to these units remarked 
on the excellent housekeeping arrangements, attention to 
detail in comforts for the wounded men, and absence of 
waste. Personal interest in every patient in these hospi
tals was evident, and the understanding between these 
society women and the rough ordinary soldiers was a 
revelation to outsiders.

Other women spent their time visiting and in
specting carefully all hospitals in both foreign areas* 
If conditions were not satisfactory, help was given, or 
the facts were reported to the Chinese Medical Associa
tion, which then took steps to remedy the situation. 
Busy doctors and superintendents were enabled to reach 
sources of supplies rapidly in an emergency, without 
formality or delay. Much of the buying of supplies 
was left to competent women to handle. There was no 
waste.

Some paid regular visits to the hospitals to write 
letters to die families of the wounded. Others were 
serving at refugee camps. Thousands more were busily 
engaged the whole time sewing on sheets, padded clothes, 
pyjamas, and making other medical necessities. Whole 
families worked together, supplying much of the cloth 
out of their own funds, and making up hundreds of 
sheets, thousands of bandages and gauze dressings, and 
dozens of cotton padded vests for the soldiers, civilian 
victims of bombings, and other refugees. All have 
shown a marked distaste for publicity of any kind.

Women with friends abroad wrote personal letters, 
explaining the actual state of things in China, and about 
Shanghai particularly, and asking for help for the 
hundreds of thousands of refugees. In response to 
this appeal, large funds have been raised abroad, and 
the money remitted to Shanghai for extension of relief 
work.

Women’s sympathy has been invaluable in bridging 
the gap which formerly lay between common soldiers 
and the educated Chinese people. For the first time in 
China’s history, the common soldier is appreciated, and 
taken care of. There have been innumerable personal 
expressions of gratitude by these men, and the news, 
carried back to the fighting lines, had vast influence on 
the morale of the defenders.

The Girl Guides, sister organization to the Boy 
Scouts, have also rendered valuable services in first aid 
work. Although not encouraged to serve behind the 
lines with the Scouts, the Guides have done their share 
in collecting money for comforts for the men, and warm 
clothing for the children and refugees. They and the 
Scouts together have earned an unimpeachable reputa
tion for honesty. Theirs is the spirit of the new race 
of Chinese women—the spirit which has lain dormant 
or undisclosed for centuries, and is now showing openly. 
For the next generation, there is no fear.
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CHINESE WOMEN’S ORGANIZATIONS AID 
COUNTRY IN ACTIVE WORK BEHIND LINES

WOMEN HELP SOLDIERS

By Lin Yin-feng

SHANGHAI was fortunate in having large Chinese 
women’s organizations and clubs which, at the 
first sign of hostilities, were able to gather their 

resources together, and call on every member to do 
their share of relief work. About 28 women’s 
organizations were working feverishly, and are still 
continuing their efforts. The nature of relief work has 
changed from care and comforts for wounded soldiers 
and civilians to care, housing and clothing of refugees.

Within three days, the first Red Cross Emergency 
Hospital on Kiaochow Road was opened, and the initial 
furnishing and emergency supplies were supplied by the 
Chinese Women’s Club, one of the most active and 
prominent women’s organizations in Shanghai.

The Young Women’s Christian Association and the 
Women’s Christian Temperance Union of China were 
equally active. An enormous amount of effort and 
organization in every case brought forth excellent results. 
The Y.M.C.A. headquarters on Bubbling Well Road 
were turned into a hive of industry. Sewing machines 
were brought into the large auditorium downstairs, and 
the whirr of busy machines—the snip snip of scissors 
and the hum of constant activity took possession of the 
place.

First attention was given the wounded soldiers. 
More than 2000 suits of pyjamas and 2500 cotton padded 
vests for cold weather were made. Tens of thousands 
of bandages were made from bolts of material, and 
pounds of cotton wool were made into tiny balls for 
medical use. Bolts of gauze were cut and folded into 
neat squares for dressings, and other medical supplies 
were collected and distributed to various emergency 
and civilian hospitals. Biscuits, candy, fruit, flour, hats, 
socks, shoes and other comforts and necessities were 
also gathered and distributed.

A refugee camp housing 500 persons was established 
with the co-operation of the Chinese Women’s Club, 
and here 8054 pieces of clothing and numerous coverings 
were distributed. Sixteen outside organizations helped 
contribute to the Y.W.GA. projects. Another camp is 
just opening with 300 people.

With the co-operation of the Y.M.C.A. students 
were given scholarships to the value of $755.00. Students 
living at the Y.W.C.A. hostel were given a special re
duction of $24.00 monthly. Sixty girls from the Indus
trial section were housed free of charge at the first refugee 
camp in return for overseeing and teaching the refugees.

The Y.W.C.A. also participated in the women’s 
section of the Liberty Bond drive, and sold approx
imately $15,000.00 worth of bonds. Chinese women in 
Shanghai, under the leadership of Madame H. H. Kung 
were campaigning to raise $1,000,000.00 for this fund.

The W.C.T.U. of China is under the chairmanship 
of Mrs. Herman Liu, wife of the principal of Shanghai 
University. They have conducted three classes in 
nursing in addition to other relief activities, and trained 
refugee women and girls as mothers’ helpers. Emergency 
hospitals were visited to comfort the wounded. Com
fort bags were made up and distributed throughout the 
hostilities, as was the collection and distribution of clothes 
to refugees.

Women, taught to sew and tailor, made 2000 padded 
cotton vests, and a department was formed for remaking 
old garments for children. A small fee was charged for

No Task Too Small or Big 
For Patriotic Ladies Here

this service, and the women were able to pay for their 
food and keep, with a small sum over for themselves.

This organization also collaborated in the drive for 
Liberty Bonds, and many rings, ornaments and other 
gold and silver articles were given into the melting pot 
to buy bonds.

The most recent activitiy of the W.C.T.U. was the 
charity bazaar held last Sunday, which other women’s 
organizations also took active part in running. The Sun 
Company donated space and many saleable goods. The 
money realized by the sale will be used to start another 
refugee camp and finance other charitable projects.

With all these activities, Chinese women had little 
time left for amusements. Wherever they went, mem
bers of the C.W.C. carried bags of knitting along, and 
worked as they talked at meetings, or discussed relief 
problems with friends. This was the first club to begin 
the gigantic task of knitting sweaters for the soldiers, 
and other clubs speedily took up the work. With so 
many willing hands working, the task was not so for
midable, and many of the officers were provided with 
handmade sweaters.

Mah-jongg parties, formerly one of the chief 
occupations of most society women, were turned into 
work parties instead. Women met together as before, 
but carried bags of knitting, or were busily engaged 
tearing and rolling bandages, or cutting and folding 
gauze squares instead of shuffling and piling mah jongg 
tiles.

The young set took up the work in earnest also. 
They continued to have parties, but instead of dancing 
at hotels, they held parties in various homes. The young 
men spent their money for bandage and gauze material, 
and cut and tore the stuff into proper lengths. The 
girls rolled bandages and folded gauze, often enlisting the 
men for actual rolling and folding also. Not a minute 
was wasted.

Besides the volunteers serving in emergency 
hospitals, other women were busy running hospitals and 
refugee camps. The industrial girls, thrown out of

BUSY AND ACTIVE FINGERS

Tea parties and mah-jongg were completely forgotten 
by ' Chinese women during the hostilities at Shanghai 
as they joined in energetic work to aid Chinese soldiers. 
Above are seen two members of the Chinese Women's 
Qub sewing soldiers* vests» and they are being assisted 
by the foreign lady at the right. China Photo Service

employment by closure of the big cotton and silk mills, 
were used to teach the children and refugees rudimentary 
lessons. The women’s housekeeping both at emergency 
hospitals and at refugee camps was above reproach, and 
several were enlisted to help the Chinese Medical 
Association in buying of materials.

Mrs. Elsie Lee Soong, one of the most adventurous 
women, and a member of the Chinese Women’s Club, 
personally supervised a large consignment of comforts 
sent to soldiers in the fighting lines just at the back of 
the Lotien sector. The goods occupied a large truck, 
lent for the occasion by Madame Kung, and Mrs. Soong 
traveled with the truck saw that the comforts were 
actually delivered to the troops.

Thousands of bandages, medical supplies,. cigarettes, 
biscuits, cotton padded vests and knitted sweaters made 
up the consignment. Mrs. Soong left with the truck 
just after dark, and made the long hazardous trip to the 
office of the commander of the division receiving the 
goods. Three times the occupants of the truck had to 
dive for shelter hastily, as air-planes overhead seemed 
to sight the truck. Mrs. Soong was glad she had worn 
riding breeches and leather riding boots. A graceful long 
Chinese gown would have hampered her escape.

The officers of the division received her joyfully. 
They were impressed by the courage of a Chinese woman 
in coming to the front, where shells were bursting nearby 
all the time she was talking with them. The soldiers 
were gladdened by the comforts they received, and by 
the knowledge that a Chinese woman had dared the 

/ perilous journey to deliver them safely.
Following this trip, Mrs. Soong and Mrs. H. S. 

Wong, wife of “Newsreel” Wong visited the troops in 
Chapei to deliver more cigarettes, biscuits, bandages, 
and padded vests to the troops there. Fame of the 
knitted sweaters spread rapidly among the troops, and 
officers of several divisions sent in requests to the C.W.C. 
headquarters for more sweaters. The club purchased 
several hundred pounds of wool, and started knitting 
furiously.

The activities of Chinese women during the hostilities 
did not restrict their movements to behind-the-lines work. 
Members of the Chinese Women’s Club, Mrs. Elsie Soong 
and Mrs. “Newsreel” Wong are shown above distributing 
winter clothing to the Chinese troops on the Chapei front a 
few weeks ago. China Photo Service

Several emergency hospitals were opened and 
superintended by women. Several of Shanghai’s most 
prominent Chinese women planned and collected funds 
for the Red Cross Emergency Hospital No. 24 on Jessfield 
Road. This unit is considered one of the best in the 
city. The soldiers are treated more like children than 
fighting men. Their whims are humored, and their 
small possessions are guarded carefully and kept for them. 
There are always students available to write letters home 
to their families, and plenty of good food is supplied. 
Different soldiers like different kinds of rice. Very well, 
declared Mrs. C. F. Liu, Mrs. S. H. Tong and Miss Li 
Ya-ching, who are in control, the soldiers will be given 
rice cooked three different ways—hard, soft, and as rice 
soup.

The hospital equipment, which is good for an 
emergency unit, was begged or borrowed from friends. 
Foreign and Chinese doctors and nurses donate , their 
time, and the patients receive the finest attention. One 
could feel the contentment in the place—even when 
dozens of fresh cases—serious ones—were admitted 
daily, and many men were dying despite all the efforts 
of the medical staff to save them.

This is but one instance. There are many more. 
Girl Guides took their places alongside the Boy Scouts 
in those first terrible days of bombings in the settlement, 
concession and at the South Station. They stood guard 
at the hospital gates, or helped the doctors with first aid 
dressings—nor did they shrink from sights which haunt 
veteran practitioners yet.

Until things were properly organized, many were 
on duty twelve hours a day, and then had to turn out 
in emergencies and dress new wounds.

The existing organizations of these associations and 
clubs enabled them to do a vast amount of fine work 
with little notice and minimum waste of time and energy. 
This great emergency has shown the people of Shanghai 
the value of competent organization, and the need for 
clubs to give practical training in working together, and 
functioning as a whole, and not only as individuals.

Considering the vastness of the work undertaken, 
and the efficiency and speed with which tasks were com
pleted, these women’s clubs have performed incredible 
amounts of work. The women in Shanghai have proved 
themselves more than “flower vases”—only capable of 
having tea parties, and acting as charming hostesses. 
They have not been seen dancing at the big hotels because 
they had other work to do. They' dance only when 
there is no greater necessity.
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WAR TIME SERVICES OF Y. W. C. A. SAGA OF THE SOONG SISTERS

By Lydia Johnson

A CROSS-SECTION of the woman and girl-life of 
the community—shared in by school girls, factory 
girls, business girls, students, home women, pro

fessional women, the educated and uneducated, the rich 
and the poor, all united in a common purpose, to develop 
character and to serve society—that is the picture of the 
Young Women’s Christian Associations in most of the 
large cities and a growing number of rural centers in 
China.

And what are they doing in these unprecedented 
times ? Twelve cities in which there are Y.W.C.A.’s, 
and at least two rural centers, have had, or are experiencing 
the effects of war at first-hand. Two City Associations 
and two rural centers have had to close temporarily 
and evacuate with the populace. But from all over 
the country come reports of how Y.W.C.A. women are 
carrying on, and how they have risen to emergencies 
and found the best ways to render the maximum of 
service. The Associations are the rallying point for 
mobilizing woman-power to meet the pressing needs 
that have come with war, and for recruiting volunteer 
workers for all kinds of community service. Y.W.C.A. 
women are working as volunteer aides in hospitals, as 
directors and assistants in refugee camps, as teachers for 
refugee children ; Y.W.C.A. buildings are hives of 
activity for all kinds of emergency relief projects ; 
Y.W.C.A. Hostels are full to overflowing with girls.

The outbreak of hostilities found hospitals inadequately 
equipped to handle the tremendous number of casualties, civilian 
and military which poured in upon them. Bandages, sheets, 
hospital garments, bedding, were woefully lacking in sufficient 
number, and had to be provided in huge quantities. A call went 
out from Y.W.C.A. headquarters for 20,000 suits of hospital pajamas, 
and immediately Y.W.C.A.’s all over the country, even in far-off 
Chengtu, organized committees, solicited or purchased cloth, 
borrowed sewing-machines, and set themselves to work to fill the 
need. 300 here, 500 there, 1000 there, and in a few weeks the task 
was done. From local hospitals came calls for sheets and bandages, 
and the meeting rooms and class rooms of City Associations turned 
into workshops, as women and girls cut cloth, stitched and sewed, 
rolled bandages. Girls came for educational classes or for club 
meetings, it is true, but remained to take a hand in the work. In 
Wuchang it was discovered that wounded soldiers who were being 
shipped through to military hospitals farther inland, needed dressings 
for their wounds or mats to lie on for the long train journey, and 
so. Y.W.C.A. Committees were detailed to meet all incoming con
tingents and to minister such comfort and aid as was possible. In 
Shanghai groups of unemployed factory girls volunteered to wash 
the mangled clothing of the wounded, a service which the already 
overloaded hospital staffs could not undertake ; some went out 
with the trucks at night to pick up the wounded from the battlefields.

First Aid.
The bombing disasters which inaugurated the war provided a 

tremendous stimulus to first-aid classes, and courses were given 
in practically all the Y.W.C.A.’s of China, attended by many 
hundreds of people. Lectures on air-defense, particularly in re
lation to what the ordinary citizen might do as precautionary 
treasures, have also been largely attended. Many of the women 
and girls taking the first-aid courses have become volunteer aides 
i i hospitals, and others are helping in clinics for refugees.

Refugees
Some cities have had large inundations of refugees, and here 

again the Y.W.C.A. has co-operated in meeting the needs. In 
Central China, especially in Changsha, the Wu-Han cities, Chung
king, students in great numbers have flocked in because of the 
removal of their schools to these and other inland centers. In 
these cities the Y.W.C.A. Hostels are full to overflowing with 
women students ; in Changsha additional hostel quarters have been 
opened for this purpose. Trained student secretaries are function
ing in these centers, to help where and when necessary, and the 
Y.W.C.A. has a share in administering Student Relief Funds.

From Canton to Chengtu, 
Young Women Aid Country

Destitute refugees are another problem, notably in the larger 
cities, and here also the Y.W.C.A. has a share in relieving the needs, 
either alone or in co-operation with other organizations—in provid
ing housing, collecting and distributing clothing and bedding, 
providing milk for babies, sending volunteer teachers to help in 
the educational programs of the camps, managing refugee clinics. 
In Tientsin the Y.W.C.A. took as its special responsibility the needs 
of some 300 boat families living on the canals, and is also helping 
provide for numbers of unemployed factory girls.

In Shanghai the Refugee Camp for Women and Children 
operated by the Y.W.C.A. has taken care of more than 500 refugees. 
In addition to the first requisites of food and shelter, many special 
features combined to make this Camp one of the best in the city. 
Under expert supervision, old clothing was re-made by the women 
into suitable garments for themselves and their children, and they 
likewise made padded cotton quilts, so that with the coming of 
cold weather each family was outfitted with necessary clothing and 
bedding. The children had classes each day, taught by volunteer 
teachers, as well as singing, dramatics and regular play hours. 
Medical attention was available when needed ; re-union of broken 
families was effected ; a numbèr of women were placed in jobs as 
house-servants and amahs in private Chinese families.

Unemployed Women’s Refugee Camp
The Shanghai Y.W.C.A. is continuing this type of service in 

a more specialized form, in an “Unemployed Chinese Women’s 
Refugee Camp” recently opened. It has accommodation for 300, 
chiefly single girls, but married women without male support are

Enthusiastic volunteers in the just concluded Red Cross 
Drive shot on Bubbling Well Road. China Photo Service

also received, with their children. The emphasis is placed upon 
training these women in various occupations, and to place them 
in jobs where they can be self-maintaining. With this in mind, 
all the work of the Camp, cooking, cleaning, housekeeping, is being 
done by the girls and women themselves. There are courses which 
will fit them for work as amahs—washing and ironing, sewing, 
knitting; instruction in sanitation and hygiene; a course in the 
care of children, using the children in the Camp for “demonstra
tion” purposes. Already a request has come from an employer 
who wants skilled embroiderers, and girls are being trained in 
this work. An employment placing service will function to assist 
girls in finding jobs.

Regular Program Activities
In spite of, and along with, all these emergency projects, the 

Y.W.C.A. is continuing, in a large measure, its regular program 
of educational classes, social gatherings, mothers’ clubs, school 
girl activities, etc. The Employment Bureau in Shanghai has a 
large task in endeavoring to find jobs for the hundreds of unemployed 
foreign women. Tientsin is conducting a free day-school for under
privileged children. Chefoo runs an excellent kindergarten, and 
so on.

A Secretary in one of the war-torn cities wrote in recently: 
“The Association here will function as’long as it is humanly and 
sanely possible!” And that is the spirit in which the Y.W.C.A. 
in China is carrying on in its service to girls and women!

By Ho Ju-yu

THE Saga of the Soong Sisters has been told countless 
times during these past formative years of the 
Chinese Republic by all manner of person from 

he high-priced writers in magazines with world-wide 
circulations to the lowly story-teller vagabonding from 
village to village in the Chinese hinterland.

The story of this remarkable family need not be 
gilded with powerful adjectives and fancy phrases to 
make it worth the telling and retelling, for only the 
simple truth is sufficient to make a thrilling story. 
Nowhere else in the world do three sisters hold such 
exalted positions in the councils of a nation. The in
fluence they have achieved is not due to the offices held 
by their famous husbands, but to their own strength and 
wisdom.

The three women, Mme. H. H. Kung, nee Soong* 
Mme. Chiang Kai-shek, nee Soong Mei-ling, and Mme.

, Sun Yat-sen, nee Soong Ching-ling, have made their • 
mark in history. Pearl Buck, in a recent issue of Cosmo
politan, attempted to summarize and evaluate the lives of 
the Soong sisters, at the same time admitting that a book 
should be written about them as a writer could not do 
justice to the subject in the brief confines of a magazine 
article.

Of Madame Chiang Kai-shek, Pearl Buck writes :

One of the young and pretty volunteers, Miss Beatrice 
Lee, who assisted in the recent Red Cross Drive by 
collecting funds. China Photo Service

They Stand in the Forefront 
of Chinese Women’s Movement

“The youngest of the three sisters is Soong Mei-ling, better 
known as Madame Chiang Kai-shek.

“There were many rumors about Mei-ling. She was a hand
some girl, and she is a handsome woman. . . . Popular rumor 
betrothed Soong Mei-ling to this man and to that.

“But no one was prepared for the announcement of her engage
ment to Chiang Kai-shek. In the first place, Chiang Kai-shek 
was already long married. He was the most powerful figure in 
new China.

“It was impossible to imagine the beautiful and exquisite 
Mei-ling married to Chiang Kai-shek. When her betrothal was 
announced, therefore, everyone said Soong Mei-ling was fnarrying 
for power.

“So the marriage began. It has been perhaps the most 
successful of the marriages the sisters have made, and this youngest 
of the three is the most powerful, the most respected woman in 
China.

“Madame Chiang, like her sisters, has chosen to work with 
and through her husband. But this is not to say that she has not 
made a tremendous personal contribution to her times. She has 
accomplished far more than she could have done had she not 
married Chiang Kai-shek. He is a very different man from the 
one she married. She has educated him, given him knowledge 
and culture. . . .

“In every conference with foreign envoys she it is who trans
lates. The envoy has no means of knowing what color she puts 
upon what is said. She has often been, therefore, the intermediary 
between China, and the foreign powers, and has had an influence 
which it is impossible to overestimate.

“But for myself, I would trust her judgment and her charact- 
ter . . . .”

Of Madame Sun Yat-sen, Miss Buck writes :—
“Madame Sun Yat-sen, the second sister, is an entirely dif

ferent person. If Madame Kung’s life has been practical, that of 
Madame Sun has been pure romance. She is a beautiful woman.

“The story of Madame Sun’s early life is well enough known. 
Young, ardent, alight with idealism, she early dedicated herself to 
Sun Yat-sen and his cause. She served him as his secretary. Then, 
because he loved her and she loved him, they were married. It 
meant divorcing the faithful simple woman who was his first wife.

“Together, Sun Yat-sen and Soong Ching-ling knew they 
could achieve what separately they could not. And the oMer 
wife, good and simple as she was, was always bewildered by her 
brilliant, daring husband.

“It was a rare marriage. A new strength and clarity seemed 
to come into Sun Yat-sen. The revolution took shape.

“His young wife never left him. She worked with him, her 
brilliant mind feeding his, making him far greater than he really 
was. Then, just as the revolution was mounting to crisis, he died 
of cancer.

“When he was gone she might have tried to step into his place. 
So high was the feeling of devotion of the people toward Sun 
Yat-sen when he died that his wife might have been swept on jt 
to a position few women in the world have ever had. But that 
was not her way. ...”

“Madame Sun is not on friendly terms any more with her 
brother-in-law, Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek. As Pearl Buck 
says in her excellent article (which should be read in its entirety)’*. 
“She believes that the people in the present government have be
trayed Sun Yat-sen and the revolution. She is in closer touch 
with the Communist organizations—which, incidentally, General
issimo Chiang himself appealed for aid to stem • the Japanese 
advance.”

Of Madame H. H. Kung, Miss Buck writes :—
“She is an active, strongbodied woman, rather short, and the 

least beautiful of the three sisters. Her profile is concave, the 
forehead and chin prominent, the nose somewhat insignificant, the 
cheeks flat, the face rather wide. But it is * strong and powerful 
face. /

“It is to be seen that her ability is executive. She is a good 
manager, particularly of money , affairs. ■ She would have been a 
good banker. Indeed, it is said that /she has been an important 
figure in the Shanghai stock exchange.

“There was a good deal of popular resentment against her at 
one time because she was too powerful. She then cleverly with
drew enough to satisfy critics aryd escape further public notice. 
That is one of the secrets of the power which she, and other Chinese 
women, wield in the affairs of life. They are willing to forfeit 
public notice and recognition in order to hold their power . . .”
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THE “INSIDE STORY

By Ada Lum

THE Shanghai International Red Cross solicitation for 
funds ended today! The Red Cross Girls and 
Girl Guides, in their attractive uniforms, have 

sold their last badge and solicited their last donation for 
this drive. The excellent results they have achieved 
leaves no doubt that these willing young workers will 
be called upon at some future date to repeat their fine 
performance.

Originally, it was planned to have some foreign 
and Chinese women soliciting for donations at the 
theaters and in the big hotels. Schoolgirls were not 
considered, although I felt that they would be more 
suited for the work. Late on Thursday, only seven 
Chinese women and about 20 foreign volunteers were 
ready to don uniforms and push the campaign.

Mrs. W. Tornroth had worked in the American 
Red Cross drive during the Great War, and enthused 
the committee with her idea of publicising the campaign 
through the girls in uniform. But hundreds of girls 
were needed—Chinese girls—she asserted. Society girls 
were bashful about the idea, and we were in despair.

That afternoon, Mrs. Tornroth, some of her friends, 
and a foreign news correspondent gathered to discuss 
the situation. I was the only Chinese present. Just then, 
two of the women who had been fitted for uniforms 
came in to announce that they would be unable to 
participate in the drive.

They left, and the assembly turned with one accord 
on me in violent denunciation. There went the reason 
for China’s failure as a nation! The upper classes still 
insisted on clinging to their class superiority. Perhaps 
they would dole out a little money, but they would 
never consider working to help the poor.

In vain I insisted that they were working, that they 
were doing everything to help both the poor and the 
soldiers. They retorted that they saw no evidence of a 
major war going on in Shanghai. In Japan, every 
woman walked along the street sewing or knitting. No 
one could pass a Japanese woman without putting at 
least a sen in the little tin each one carries. “I’ve written 
home to say that this is Japan fighting the Chinese army.” 
the correspondent flung in accusation at me.

“You’ve got to make every soul in this town know 
there’s a war going on. It isn’t enough for them to 
work at home, or under cover. You’ve got to have 
publicity. You’ll never collect any money otherwise.” 
said MrK F. Donaldson. They decided that the drive 
would be Kicky to make $30,000.

“Get enough girls in Red Cross uniforms, and 
you’ll still put- it over.” cried Mrs. Tornroth. “How 
many ?” I was \told to get 400 girls, and .they would 
see they all got uniforms.

If the success\of the drive—of raising money to 
house and feed the\pitiful, lost waifs who huddle in 
every lane and doorway - depended on getting girls to 
canvass Shanghai, we\had to have girls. The only 
place where we could get such numbers quickly would 
be the big schools, and Girl Guides. High school girls 
would be young, energetic: and well mannered, besides 
being clever at languages^ Girl Guides were already 
known for their fine work during actual hostilities.

OF THE 
RED CROSS DRIVE

What was the matter with China? 
The Foreigners Asked; The Reply 
Came In an Unexpected Way.

We counted on

the Central Bank, had been
Even so, the total 

tins was half the entire receipts of the

{Continued on page 9)

tins came in with more than

of one of the wealthier

Girl Guides of the S.M.C. Secondary School assisting under the leadership of Miss Ada Lum in the collection 
of funds during the recent Red^Cross drive. china phofo Seruice

This young girl, daughter 
families, en’oyed the service she rendered during the 
recent Red Cross Drive. China Photo Service

1,581.40
5,414.94
1,842.40
2,472.05
7,178.36
3,301.46
2,774.60
1,573.53

466.35
2,281.39 

$28,886.48
Unfortunately, on December 8, 9 and 10 all schools 

were having mid-term examinations, and very few 
students could go out collecting. Even so, the total 
receipts of the tins was half the entire receipts of the 
campaign.

I appealed first to the Girl Guides through the 
twin organization o£ Boy Scouts. They promised to 
get 50 Guides to help. Next appeals were made to the 
principals of the four leading schools S.M.C. Secondary 
School, Besant School and Mary Farnham through 
Mrs. Z. D. Tan. All these were most encouraging, but 
decided I should have to ask the girls’ co-operation 
personally.

Beginning early Saturday morning, I visited each 
school, and also talked with the Girl Guides. I told 
them what foreigners thought about our attitude towards 
the war, and poor people. I asked them to let me show 
thé world that Chinese will help their own people.

Their eager response was stimulating. “Tell us 
what to do and we’ll do it.” I had 450 volunteers, and 
later refused offers of several hundred more because 
there were not enough uniforms.

That night I was able to telephone Mrs. Arthur 
N. Young and Mrs. Tornroth to have 400 uniforms

ready for the girls by Wednesday. Mrs. Tomroth’s 
tailors worked every night until midnight preparing 
crosses and scarfs. On Wednesday morning, before 
nine o’clock, the first squads of girls were in the 
Shanghai streets selling badges and receiving donations.

The badge makers could not turn out quantities 
fast enough, so we gave them receipts to be changed for 
badges later on. Then the receipt books gave out and 
had to be reprinted twice.

I had told the girls that each squad must bring in 
$100 or they couldn’t face me. There was no doubt 
about their ability. Most of the tins contained well 
over $100, and one of the Girl Guide’s tins contained 
$387.41. Many of the 
$300—so fast that four or five people were constantly 
kept busy counting the contents of the tins.

There was money everywhere.
tables, on couches, and in desperation emptied tins on 
the floor when there was no other room left. There 
were still more tins being counted downstairs in the 
shop. For nights we dreamed about money—coppers, 
cents, dimes, dollars and ten dollar bills.

The first day we were surprised to have $1581.40. 
The following day, when a larger number of girls were 
soliciting, we counted in $5414.94. The Japanese 
soldiers’ parade next day seriously halted the drive, and 
it was not until Monday that the girls were able to turn 
out in force again. Many squads continued to solicit 
even during those days, and there was literally no place 
where they did not go. Churches, cabarets, theaters and 
all other places where money could be were visited 
successfully.

Monday’s receipts were a record. $7178.36 was 
brought in from the tins, and we were counting until 
late at night. By this time, a dozen people, including 
two trained cashiers from ’ ~ ~
called in to help.

' , Jr,

There was no stopping the girls. The mistresses 
had to plan the campaign, sending each class out in 
turn, but the girls wanted to go every day. They were 
enthused about the reception they got from even the 
coolies in the street. They were often stopped by working 
people, and asked what it was all about. Watchmen, 
carpenters, coolies, and even a beggar girl—all con
tributed their mite without being asked.

The coppers and cents in the tins, often amounting 
to $2 or more, represented self Sacrifice of many poor 
people. It was the willingness of these donors that 
fired the girls’ imagination, and spurred them on to 
greater efforts.

Papers gave fine publicity to the girls in their 
attractive costumes—the Red Cross Girls in white scarfs 
and red crosses on forehead and breast, and the Guides 
in their trim working uniforms, and red cross armbands. 
Foreigners and Chinese, public and news correspondents 
agreed heartily “It’s a grand show.”

A final accounting showed : 
December 1 

2 
3 

„ 4 & 5
„ 6
» 7
„ 8
,. 9
„ 10
„ 11
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THE “INSIDE STORY

By Ada Lum

THE Shanghai International Red Cross solicitation for 
funds ended today! The Red Cross Girls and 
Girl Guides, in their attractive uniforms, have 

sold their last badge and solicited their last donation for 
this drive. The excellent results they have achieved 
leaves ho doubt that these willing young workers will 
be called upon at some future date to repeat their fine 
performance.

Originally, it was planned to have some foreign 
and Chinese women soliciting for donations at the 
theaters and in the big hotels. Schoolgirls were not 
considered, although I felt that they would be more 
suited for the work. Late on Thursday, only seven 
Chinese women and about 20 foreign volunteers were 
ready to don uniforms and push the campaign.

Mrs. W. Tornroth had worked in the American 
Red Cross drive during the Great War, and enthused 
the committee with her idea of publicising the campaign 
through the girls in uniform. But hundreds of girls 
were needed—Chinese girls—she asserted. Society girls 
were bashful about the idea, and we were in despair.

That afternoon, Mrs. Tornroth, some of her friends, 
and a foreign news correspondent gathered to discuss 
the situation. I was the only Chinese present. Just then, 
two of the women who had been fitted for uniforms 
came in to announce that they would be unable to 
participate in the drive.

They left, and the assembly turned with one accord 
on me in violent denunciation. There went the reason 
for China’s failure as a nation! The upper classes still 
insisted on clinging to their class superiority. Perhaps 
they would dole out a little money, but they would 
never consider working to help the poor.

In vain I insisted that they were working, that they 
were doing everything to help both the poor and the 
soldiers. They retorted that they saw no evidence of a 
major war going on in Shanghai. In Japan, every 
woman walked along the street sewing or knitting. No 
one could pass a Japanese woman without putting at 
least a sen in the little tin each one carries. “I’ve written 
home to Say that this is Japan fighting the Chinese army.” 
the correspondent flung in accusation at me.

“You’ve got to make every soul in this town know 
there’s a war going on. It isn’t enough for them to 
wofkat home, or under cover. You’ve got to have 
publicHy. You’ll never collect any money otherwise.” 
said Mis& F. Donaldson. They decided that the drive 
would be njcky to make $30,000. -

“Get éhpugh girls in Red Cross uniforms, and 
you’ll still put, it over.” cried Mrs. Tornroth. “How 
many ?” I was told to get 400 girls, and .they would 
see they all got uniforms.

If the success\of the drive—of raising money to 
house and feed the\pitiful, lost waifs who huddle in 

 

every lane and doorway - depended on getting girls to 
canvass Shanghai, we\had to have girls. The only 
place where we could t such numbers quickly would 
be the big schools, and Girl Guides. High school girls 
would be young, enetgetik and well mannered, besides 
being clever at languagesA Girl Guides were already 
known for their fine work touring actual hostilities.

OF THE 
RED CROSS DRIVE

What was the matter with China? 
The Foreigners Asked; The Reply 
Came In an Unexpected Way.

We counted on

receipts of the 
campaign.

tins came in with more than

of one of the wealthier

Girl Guides of the S.M.C. Secondary School assisting under the leadership of Miss Ada Lum in the collection 
of funds during the recent Red.Cross drive. China Photo Service

This young girl, daughter 
families, en’oyed the service she rendered during the 
recent Red Cross Drive. China Photo Service

I appealed first to the Girl Guides through the 
twin organization of Boy Scouts. They promised to 
get 50 Guides to help. Next appeals were made to the 
principals of the four leading schools S.M.C. Secondary 
School, Besant School and Mary Farnham through 
Mrs. Z. D. Tan. All these were most encouraging, but 
decided I should have to ask the girls’ co-operation 
personally.

Beginning early Saturday morning, I visited each 
school, and also talked with the Girl Guides. I told 
them what foreigners thought about our attitude towards 
the war, and poor people. I asked them to let me show 
thé world that Chinese will help their own people.

Their eager response was stimulating. “Tell us 
what to do and we’ll do it.” I had 450 volunteers, and 
later refused offers of several hundred more because 
there were not enough uniforms.

That night I was able to telephone Mrs. Arthur 
N. Young and Mrs. Tornroth to have 400 uniforms

ready for the girls by Wednesday. Mrs. Tomroth’s 
tailors worked every night until midnight preparing 
crosses and scarfs. On Wednesday morning, before 
nine o’clock, the first squads of girls were in the 
Shanghai streets selling badges and receiving donations.

The badge makers could not turn out quantities 
fast enough, so we gave them receipts to be changed for 
badges later on. Then the receipt books gave out and 
had to be reprinted twice.

I had told the girls that each squad must bring in 
$100 or they couldn’t face me. There was no doubt 
about their ability. Most of the tins contained well 
over $100, and one of the Girl Guide’s tins contained 
$387.41. Many of the 
$300—so fast that four or five people were constantly 
kept busy counting the contents of the tins.

There was money everywhere.
tables, on couches, and in desperation emptied tins on 
the floor when there was no other room left. There 
were still more tins being counted downstairs in the 
shop. For nights we dreamed about money—coppers, 
cents, dimes, dollars and ten dollar bills.

The first day we were surprised to have $1581.40. 
The following day, when a larger number of girls were 
soliciting, we counted in $5414.94. The Japanese 
soldiers’ parade next day seriously halted the drive, and 
it was not until Monday that the girls were able to turn 
out in force again. Many squads continued to solicit 
even during those days, and there was literally no place 
where they did not go. Churches, cabarets, theaters and 
all other places where money could be were visited 
successfully.

Monday’s receipts were a record. $7178.36 was 
brought in from the tins, and we were counting until 
late at night. By this time, a dozen people, including 
two trained cashiers from the Central Bank, had been 
called in to help.

There was no stopping the girls. The mistresses 
had to plan the campaign, sending each class out in 
turn, but the girls wanted to go every day. They were 
enthused about the reception they got from even the 
coolies in the street. They were often stopped by working 
people, and asked what it was all about. Watchmen, 
carpenters, coolies, and even a beggar girl—all con
tributed their mite without being asked.

The coppers and cents in the tins, often amounting 
to $2 or more, represented self Sacrifice of many poor 
people. It was the willingness of these donors that 
fired the girls’ imagination, and spurred them on to 
greater efforts.

Papers gave fine publicity to the girls in their 
attractive costumes—the Red Cross Girls in white scarfs 
and red crosses on forehead and breast, and the Guides 
in their trim working uniforms, and red cross armbands. 
Foreigners and Chinese, public and news correspondents 
agreed heartily “It’s a grand show.”

A final accounting showed : 
December 1 

2 
3 
4&5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

„ 10
„ H

. 1,581.40
. 5,414.94
. 1,842.40
. 2,472.05
. 7,178.36
. 3,301.46
. 2,774.60
. 1,573.53

466.35
. 2,281.39 

$28,886.48
Unfortunately, on December 8, 9 and 10 all schools 

were having mid-term examinations, and very few 
students could go out collecting. Even so, the total 
receipts of the tins was half the entire receipts of the

(Continued on page 9)
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RUSTLING SILKS AND PADDED COTTON

By Earl H. Leaf

SOME years ago a very popular syndicated cartoon 
entitled “Impossible Situations” provided daily 
amusement for American newspaper readers. 

While designed chiefly as humor, the artist frequently 
conveyed some highly thought provoking message to 
the readers.

Just such an impossible situation comes to my mind 
now as, in a retrospective mood, I jot down brief notes 
on Chinese women leaders whose personalities and careers 
I have studied, from near or far, during the past several 
years.

The situation I have in mind is an Afternoon Tea 
party at, say, the luxurious and exclusive Park Hotel in 
Shanghai, attended by Mlles. Soong Mei-ling, Soong 
Ching-ling, Soong Ai-ling, Kang Ke-ch’ing, Flo Tze- 
chun and Chiang Ping-tze.

On another page of this supplement Miss Ho 
Ju-yu has quoted Pearl Buck’s review of the unusual 
personalities and achievements of the Soong sisters. 
The last three ladies are perhaps not so well known to 
the outside world, although their careers are none the 
less remarkable. They can be more easily identified by 
calling them Mrs. Chu Teh, wife of the “Red Napoleon,” 
Commander-in-Chief of the Eighth Route Army (ex- 
Reds), Mrs. Mao Tse-tung, wife of the Chief of the 
Soviet Military Council, and Miss Ting Ling, China’s 
foremost girl writer.

It would be a strange tea party : the exquisite Soong 
sisters, products of generations of aristocratic breeding 
in a family of merchant princes, and the trio of Com
munist women, Mrs. Mao Tse-tung, ex-farm girl and 
daughter of a petty hsien official in Kiangsi, Mrs. Chu 
Teh, ex-kitchen slave, Miss Ting Ling, who lost a 
husband and a lover before firing squads during various 
Kuomintang “campaigns against cultural banditry” and 
herself suffered long imprisonment for her leftist writings.

The Soongs in rustling silks or rich velvets, the Red 
trio in padded, ill-fitting army uniforms, facing across 
the tea table, weighing, judging, studying each other. 
Polite tea-time chatter would find no place in the con
versation of these six famous women, each a genius in 
her own way. Perhaps they could not leap the gulf of 
social and economic differences that lie between them, 
although Soong Ching-ling would be at equal ease on 
either side of the table. Hereditarily she would belong 
with her sisters, intellectually she would be with the 
others.

However, there would be no need of defining social 
strata, economic levels or other artificial standards for 
the mind of each of those present would quickly rise 
above and beyond such artificialities to a higher realm 
of plan and thought. Now, they would realize, they 
are making common cause against a common enemy.

The smooth, self-assured Mme. Kung ; the dynamic, 
trigger-thinking Mme. Chiang ; the ardent, beautiful 
Mme. Sun; the shy, gallant Mme. Mao; the emotional 
Ting Ling and her Mona Lisa smile ; the active, brilliant 
Mme. Chu Teh—ah, what a tea party and what a con
gress of female leadership! They fought and they hated 
for years but old grudges are forgotten now as they 
unite in the struggle—sleek silk gown and padded cotton 
coat—side by side. There would be no contest of wit 
or intellect at this gathering but only a seeking of a way 
to strengthen their country’s battle for the right of self- 
deterpiination.

Fantasy of Tea Party With 
Six Famous Women Present

Much has been written about the Soong sisters but 
little about the other members of our imaginary tea party. 
On a visit to the Red capital last year, I had the opp
ortunity of meeting and enjoying long conversations with 
them during the lazy April afternoons.

Like Hsi Shih, the ancient Queen of Wu who was 
so delicate that she swayed as a reed sways in the slightest 
summer zephyr, Madame Mao Tse-tung, who prefers to 
be called Commander Ho Tze-chun, gives the impression 
of fragile daintiness far more fitted for the tea table than 
the roar of cannon in front line warfare.

Few people, seeing such a dainty maid, could believe 
that for ten years she has worn nothing but the simple 
uniform of the Red Army uniform, that she has strapped 
guns and swords on her belt weighing more than she 
does, fought on the front, carried full grown men to 
field hospitals from the battle line, nursed the sick, 
comforted the dying, organized corps of women fighters 
and suffered almost fatal shrapnel wounds at the begin
ning of an 8,000 mile march from south to north China.

So intensely has she lived during the nine years she 
has been married to Mao Tse-tung that she had no time 
to rest even when swollen with child. Five children 
have been born to them in seven years and all were given 
to peasants along the route.

At the start of the “Long March,” she not only 
was with child, but was struck by a bomb from a 
Government plane and injured in twenty places. Eight 
of the wounds were serious, any one of them might easily 
have been fatal, and she still carries bits of shrapnel in 
her frail body.

She is now 28 years old and her bitter experiences 
have not dimmed the spirit of this remarkable woman. 
She was born in Yungshan, Kiangsi, the daughter of 
a smalUandlord who went bankrupt in the 1911 revolution. 
Her sister married Mao Tze-tan, who was executed by 
Government troops in 1927, and herself disappeared 
from sight shortly thereafter. Then Mrs. Mao decided 
to dedicate her whole life to the cause of the revolution. 
She married Mao Tse-tung the following year and has 
never left his side since then, fighting many battles from 
Kiangsu to Shensi.

Kang Ke-ch’ing commenced life as a peasant girl 
of a family so destitute that she could not be fed at- home. 
Her parents rented her out as a servant, cowherder and 
cook. Slavery and drudgery was her only future in the 
small village of Wanan, Kiangsi.

Now, at the age of 26, she is the wife of Chu Teh, 
and a teacher of political science in the Yennan Red Army 
schools, and teacher of military science to the Women 
Vanguards of the Red Army.

In between those periods are twelve years of 
political struggle and armed warfare by the side of her 
famous husband. As a simple, ignorant peasant girl who 
could not read or write a single Chinese character and 
had never been out of her native village, she had the 
intelligence to know there was a broader horizon to life 
and she was determined to fight for it and for the rights 
of her equally oppressed sisters-in-slavery.

She deserted her scullery and organized the Women 
Vanguards of her district, becoming a director of the 
Women’s Revolutionary Society. After many successes 
and failures, including imprisonment, she had finally 
organized more than 3,000 women, armed with every
thing from rifles to kitchen pots, who joined Mao and

MADAME CHIANG SUPERVISES WORK

This picture graphically illustrates how Madame Chiang Kai-shek, wife of the Generalissimo, personally took part in hospital 
work at Nanking. She is shown above with Dr. J. Heng Liu, Minister of Health, at the Central Hospital in Nanking supervising 
the transport of a wounded Chinese pilot. Shortly after this ' * .... ......

Chu when they appeared in that district in 1928. Close 
association with Chu Teh led to romance and they were 
married according to the Communist procedure. During 
the first and second expedition of the Nanking troops 
against the Reds, Mme. Chu was in command of the 
Headquarters and Communications Guards, also finding 
time to organize 200 women kadres many of whom 
became officers in the two battalions of Women Vanguards 
which, in Szechuen, defeated and disarmed a brigade of 
provincial troops.

Now she is with the Eighth Route Army in Shansi, 
participating in the guerilla warfare being waged there 
by the Reds against the Japanese army.

Ting Ling, daughter of the petty gentry in Hunan 
province, fled all conventions and forsook a path of least 
insistence to fight her way to the high road of literary

a
(Continued from page 7)

Every praise is due these girls for their unselfish 
labor. Several times, when the contents of a tin was 
just under a round figure, the girls would contribute the 
difference themselves. They worked with no thought 
of gain, for long, footsore weary hours. They took no 
rest, and did not know the meaning of the word 
“defeat.” Typical of this is the collection made by a 
squad at the Race Course today. The committee had 
tried in vain to get permission for the girls to solicit 
during the race days. - We were unsuccessful. The 
girls brought in one of the final tins of the drive con
taining $454.16—they had not waited for permission.

Proceeds of the drive to date were far greater than 
most people expected. It is generally agreed that the 
spirit of these girls, and the interest they have aroused, 
have been largely responsible for the good results.

To the Red Cross Girls, the Girl Guides, and all 
the unknown donors—our thanks. The spirit of the 

photo was taken, the hospital was bombed by Japanese planes.
C/in?a Photo Service

achievement. Leftist tendencies resulted in the death of 
her husband, Hu Yeh-p’ing, who was executed by the 
Government in an early purge. More than twenty of 
her other friends were executed or disappeared and she 
herself spent more than a year in a Nanking prison, but 
she continued the struggle for what she considered right.

Today she is reportedly with the Red Army in 
Shansi gathering material and making voluminous notes, 
between battles, in preparation for writing the story of 
China’s struggle as seen from the battlefield.

Although every woman will not agree with the 
political ideology of these three Communist women, 
their devotion to duty and spirit of self-sacrifice add 
further chapters to the glorious history of Chinese women’s 
activities in the present war.

Red Cross 
tomorrows.

is abroad, and there is no fear for all the

WAR POEM CONTEST
War Poerrç contest announced in the 
of the China Weekly Review supple-

The 
first issue 
ment has evoked a gratifying response.

The editors are still looking forward to re
ceiving poems from many others who have not 
yet submitted manuscripts. Those who have not 
yet sent in their verses are reminded that the clos
ing date is December 31st.

The rules for the contest are printed again 
on the inside back cover. This is your chance 
to win a $25 first or $10 second prize.
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ACTIVITIES OF CHINESE WOMEN’S CLUB 
TOLD BY CHAIRMAN OF COMMITTEE

By Mrs. Z. D. Zau, 
Chairman of Hospital 
and Purchasing Committee

THE hostilities which broke out in Shanghai on August 
13 found Chinese women quite unprepared for the 
work with wounded soldiers and refugees. Most of 

the members of the Chinese Women’s Club had worked 
during the 1932 trouble, and knew that we should have 
to have several committees to handle the emergency work. 
Of course we did not realize at the time that there would 
be such a gigantic struggle, and that the conflict would 
increase to such a size in so short a time.

Luckily, we prepared at once for working.
A hospital supplies committee was formed, with 

Mrs. Ernest Tso in charge. This committee called on 
all members of the club who were in Shanghai at the 
time to come and join in the work. They were all most 
willing to help and do what they could for their country. 
We bought several bolts of bandage material, and more 
cloth for making pyjamas for the wounded soldiers.

Within three days after the fighting broke out, we 
had helped the Red Cross Society of China to prepare 
the first emergency hospital on Kiaochow Road for 400 
wounded soldiers. We made sheets, pillowcases, and 
suits for the men, and also provided small >comforts. 
At first it was considered better to confine our efforts 
to the one hospital. Soon the executive committee 
decided, after visiting other hospitals, that we should 
spread our activities, and help every hospital that needed 
something.

After “bloody Saturday,” the hospitals for civilians, 
like the Chinese Lester Hospital on Shantung Road, and 
every other hospital was short of bandages, bed linen and 
clothes to put on the hundreds of poor refugees who 
were blasted to pieces by the bombings.

Luckily, we had already finished a large quantity of 
extra supplies, and we were able to distribute to the 
hospitals as soon as we found their need. The club 
members also collected hundreds of old sheets, towels 
and old clothings for the refugees.

Energetically rallying to the cause of their country, countless unnamed hundreds of women, wealthy and poor, bought 
Liberty Bonds in the recent campaign launched by the Chinese Government. Above photos show actual purchasers of bonds. 
During the time of the gold and silver contribution movement most of the more wealthy women in this city who had any 
gold jewelry and silver ornament flocked to the Central Bank to contribute their share to their country. China Photo Service

Special Attention Given To 
Care of Wounded Heroes

Mrs. Tso came regularly every day to supervise 
the making of bandages, and also to give out work and 
receive back finished supplies. At that time, there were 
only about 40 members of the Club in Shanghai but we 
had our friends, and servants, and all the neighbors 
helping with the work all the time.

Besides the hospital supplies committee, we formed 
a hospital visiting committee, and a special purchasing 
committee. For the hospital visiting committee, we 
took turns to visit the men in all the hospitals, and 
observe conditions in each one. We wrote letters for 
men who wanted to let their families know where they 
were, and what was happening. Sometimes we enlisted 
the aid of students to write for them also.

They liked to see us, and talk with us sometimes 
when they were a little better. They said it was good 
to see family women come to visit them, and inquire 
about their health. This was the first time in Chinese 
history that the common soldiers were treated so nicely. 
Many of our friends who had qualified in ’first aid training 
were serving as volunteer nurses at hospitals.

Sometimes the doctors wanted supplies—bandages, 
gauze pads and dressings, or pyjamas, sheets, soaps and 
other medical supplies. We could not always give them 
what they needed, but we were so glad to be able to 
go back to the club rooms and bring for them the 
supplies we had ready. The soldiers were so good and 
patient, we hated to think of them needing things we 
could give them. Other times, we were able to advise 
the doctors where to apply to get what they needed. 
Some hospitals needed some advice on organizing the 
work, and we were able to help there too.

My husband was at the railway hospital, and the 
men there used to watch for us coming every afternoon, 
because some friends took turns in bringing them some 
cakes or plain buns for tea. They were all just like 
children, and in nearly every hospital, some little com
forts were provided for them.

We learned how to buy very well. Sometimes, 
when we buy for ourselves in a hurry, we pay more 
money and finish quickly. But when we bought for 
the soldiers, we used so much time in making sure we 
had the best stuff, at the cheapest prices. All the mer
chants were good, and often let us have the goods at 
less than cost because we were doing charity work.

We worked also with the Y.W.C.A. to open a 
refugee camp for women and children. We had some 
vocational training in this camp, and we are hoping to 
open another one very shortly.

As more members were able to return from summer 
resorts, we were able to enlarge our work. We began 
knitting woolen sweaters in preparation for the winter 
months which we knew were coming, as early as Septem
ber. The first hundred and fifty finished were sent to 
the aviators at Nanking, to keep them warm when they 
flew high in the sky. Everyone liked them, so we 
bought more wool and made hundreds more.

We have had many good friends and helpers outside 
members of the club. The American Women’s Club 
took 100 lbs of wool and made sweaters for us. Other 
people helped us with making gauze and cotton pads, 
and rolling bandages. One American lady in Chicago 
learned of our work, and sent us a donation of $500 
U.S. money. We have had altogether in cash donations 
$5,528.95 and $2,000.00 in Liberty Bonds. We our
selves were actively participating in the national drive 
for Liberty Bonds, and sold $9,000.00 and also bought 
$5,000.00 more from the club sinking fund. Most 
donations came from non-members and foreign friends.

The members of the club entertained all newspaper
men and foreign war correspondents at tea in the home 
of Mrs. H. Lin Cheng as we heard that the newly arrived 
men from all countries were wanting to know what 
Chinese women were like. We called on all members 
in Shanghai to make a point of being present that day. 
Mayor O. K. Yui kindly turned over the time set aside 
for his press conference to us so that the men could 
talk with Chinese women, and form their own first-hand 
impressions.

Afterwards, we had many nice letters from the 
correspondents, thanking us for the party. We had a 
lot of pleasure from being able to meet such famous men 
too. At first the young girls were nervous, because 
they thought they would not know what to talk about 
with such clever men. Afterwards they were alright, 
because no-one talked politics at all—just an informal 
gathering of friends together. About 80 guests came, 
and we were happy to see so many accept our invitation.

Altogether, by actual working we finished about 
16,000 bandages, 8000 gauze pads, 50 lbs and two bolts 
of gauze made into swabs for dressings, 1000 suits of 
pyjamas, 1000 blankets, 600 knitted sweaters, 100 pairs 
of knitted gloves, 28 sacks of cotton balls and 30 lbs of 
cotton made into swabs, 2500 cotton padded vests, 620 
towels, 150 lbs of biscuits, 20 boxes and 5000 cigarettes, 
19 large tins of powdered milk, two cases of lysol soap, 
other washing soap, 10 tins of Lysol, a case of tea, 300 
fans, and hundreds of old clothes such as raincoats, cur
tains, shirts, trousers, cotton quilts, old shoes socks 
etc. which we sent to refugee camps and hospitals.

With the exception of the supplies we sent directly 
to the front lines, and to the divisions which requested 
them, the rest of these things were distributed among 
30 refugee camps and hospitals, both civilian and for 
wounded soldiers.

Besides working ourselves, we made the children 
help too. We considered it was a good opportunity to 
make them realize they had a share in the welfare of 
China too. They must learn to think and plan for them
selves an other people too. That is why we were proud 
of the Boy Scouts and Girl Guides.

Just now, we are doing what we can for the re
fugees. My sister,* Mrs. W. S. New is in charge of 
making clothes for the refugees in Nantao. They use 
old clothes, and remake them. Sometimes people send 
donations for new clothes. There are always things 
needed now for refugees. The hospital units are in 
need of sheets, blankets, quilts and clothes. We sent 
some out only a few days ago, and are planning to send 
more very soon.

In times like these, it is good to know we can help 
a little. This war has taught us many things. We 
realize the necessity for being practical. We think our 
club has done quite a lot, but we are planning to do 
more in the future. At present, our free school pre
mises are to be lent to the education project for refugee 
children. This is easy, for our children are only attending 
school until 2 o’clock every day. Then the classrooms 
can be used until night for teaching the refugees. We 
are glad our place can be used for such a good purpose.

Everything we have done is for China and our 
people. We will go on doing what we can to lessen 
the suffering about us.

DANCING QUEEN CAPTURES TRAITOR
REFUSES TO BECOME MATA HARA

Miss Liu Chi-chow may be a beautiful girl, a master 
of the Japanese language and a former student in Jaoan, 
but she is intensely loyal to her native China and as the 
result of this loyalty and patriotism one Ong Fu-ma, 
also a former resident of Japan, is under arrest charged 
with a serious crime, for which, if convicted, he may pay 
the extreme penalty.

Miss Liu is a “wu niu”, or cabaret taxi dancer, a 
class of girls which since the opening of hostilities in the 
Shanghai area has time and again demonstrated their 
love for their country by their sacrifices and unselfish 
work in behalf of wounded soldiers.

Employed at a leading cabaret, she was on a recent 
evening approached by Ong, who described himself, ac
cording to the girl, as a sort of liasion officer for the 
Chinese Government. He showered Miss Liu with at
tention, flowers and presents. She sent both the flowers 
and presents to hospitals for wounded soldiers.

After a few nights of attention to the girl the self
described officer openly asked her if she would like to earn 
a handsome sum of money in the pay of the Japanese.

The clever girl, with a view of trapping Ong, agreed. 
Ong proposed to send her to Nanking, where she would 
be required to seek the company of Government officials 
and employees and to gain from them military secrets.

To this the girl agreed. Ong proposed to meet her 
at her home the following day, supply her with money 
and certain names, and to send her to Nanking by motor
car.

The girl, realising that the cabaret where she is em
ployed is in a foreign concession, which might lead to 
complications and frustrate her plans if Ong was ap
prehended in the establishment, suggested a meeting place 
in Nantao. Ong agreed.

Three Chinese detectives of Nantao, secreted in the 
meeting place, listened to their conversation, hear Ong’s 
instructions to the girl, and saw him pass her a roll of 
banknotes.

Ong went to jail and was handed over to the military 
authorities.

Miss Lju opines that other alleged agents of the 
Japanese will give her a wide berth when seeking the 
services of a beautiful Chinese girl for espionage activi
ties.

The owner of the cabaret where the girl is employed 
was so pleased with her loyalty that he gave Miss Liu a 
bonus of $100.00. Miss Liu promptly invested the sum 
in Liberty Bonds, marking her fifth investment in the 
bonds.
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CHINESE WOMEN FORM UNITED FRONT
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REFUGEES GET VOCATIONAL TRAINING

By Sieu Ming Kuo

WE Chinese women detest war; but we love right
eousness and humanity even more. What are 
the Chinese women doing during this unpre

cedented crisis ? With a united front the women 
throughout the whole country are feverishly carrying on 
war-relief work. There have been twenty-three women’s 
organizations in Shanghai, which united to form the 
Union of Women’s organizations to consolidate their 
strength in carrying out the work of war relief. Each 
organization has been doing a great deal of work in 
comforting the fighting elements at the front and the 
wounded soldiers in the hospitals, in taking care of 
refugees’ camps, and in making garments and rolling 
bandages for both soldiers and refugees.

When this appeal was made, women all over the 
country responded immediately to the call. Practically 
in every home in Shanghai during the past weeks, you 
could have heard the rattling of the sewing-machine or 
seen the delicate fingers of mothers and daughters plying 
their needles intently. Even the women servants have 
contributed from their meagre savings towards the making 
of cotton vests! When the refugees’ need of cotton 
quilts was made known, housewives instantly started 
collecting thick warm quilts from house to house. The 
spirit of serving those who are struggling for the very 
existence of the nation, and those suffering from terrible 
losses in the war areas, seems to be contagious. Even 
those women who are confined to their homes, and who 
have never participated in any activity in public life, are 
eager to contribute whatever they can spare.

Some women who expressed their spirit in more 
active form, served behind the lines at the front! A 
group of girls went to the front to serve the soldiers 
and civilians. With their leader Miss Hoo Lai Shi, 
these young and brave girls did their best to comfort 
the soldiers and to take care of the farming population 
who could not leave the fighting zone. The spirit of 
these, girls was admirable. A letter was sent by the 
group which shows that in the midst of terrific shelling 
and bombing they carried on their work with incredible 
cheerfulness. It is said in the letter that the presence 
of the girls working with the people in the front is like 
a bunch of flowers in the wilderness ; they brighten and 
they cheer.

Another group of women who came from the 
province of Hunan under the leadership of the well 
known authoress, Miss Hsieh Bin-yin, has also gone 
to the front to work side by side with the soldiers. 
Their remarkable courage and enthusiasm commands 
great respect from the public.

Besides all these kinds of emergency work, the 
Chinese women are planning more fundamental schemes 
to conserve and to increase the nation’s financial resources. 
Under the leadership of Madame Kung, the women of 
Shanghai formed a women’s section to push the sale of 
the Liberty Bonds. The section was composed of 
about 300 units, and each leader of a unit saw that Liberty 
Bonds are bought by the women of this city. Their 
goal was one million dollars. Women of all classes 
bought Liberty Bonds. There was the gold and silver 
contribution movement in which most of the women in 
the city who had any gold jewelry and silver ornament 
flocked to the Central Bank to contribute their share to 
their country. The staff of the Central Bank had a very 
busy time, collecting these gold and silver articles.

Some women leaders in Shanghai started an economy 
movement in which they aimed to encourage the^Chinese

23 Women’s Organizations 
Form Union for Relief Work

women to reduce their daily household budget in order 
to do their share for the country. They believed that no 
matter how small the amount may be, if every home in 
the whole country does its share, the result will be very 
significant. Some women proposed that they should 
fast once or twice a week, that they should make fewer 
frocks and use less cosmetics so that each penny saved 
will help to augment the national coffers! Moreover, 
such a movement bears in it a very important educational 
meaning. This daily process of saving and giving will 
eventually form a good habit of serving society out of 
one’s own purse. The public spirit which is somewhat 
lacking in the Orient in the past, will be greatly promoted 
thru this movement.

Then there is the important problem of education. 
Although a number of schools were already opened in 
Shanghai, thousands of children in the concession and 
Settlement were prevented from attending by the con
tinuous bombing and shelling which rendered com
munication precarious. Consequently, the educated 
women of Shanghai devised means to meet such an 
emergency ; many organized what we call “Terrace 
Education,” that is to say, in every lane or terrace where 
a number of children are living together, various classes 
are being organized according’ to the age of the children 
in some homes in the terrace. Some educated mothers 
or tutors undertake the work of teaching. The school 
hours usually last from eight to twelve in the morning. 
The curriculum consists chiefly of Chinese, arithmetic, 
composition, drawing and singing. Such classes prove 
to be quite successful. Children do not have to go 
far away from their homes, yet their education is not 
neglected. Each child also gets a great deal of individual 
attention from the teacher, as classes are not very large.

This is a survey of work done by the Chinese women 
in Shanghai during the War. Similar kinds of work 
are also being carried out by women in different parts 
of China. In Hankow, Changsha, Hangchow, every
where, women’s organizations spring up like mushrooms 
to meet the present crisis. Throughout all China, women 
are bustling with activities for they realize that this is 
a war of nation-wide self-defense and every citizen must 
do his or her share.

In this long-drawn struggle for existence, more 
and more man power will be drawn from the interior to 
the front. But the productive power of the country 
must be preserved. In the near future, our women will 
have to take over much of the work done by men in 
time of peace. Some women leaders have already 
realized the significance of this problem. They are 
planning to train women for work in different spheres. 
When the moment comes, women must prepare to carry 
on the financial, commercial and industrial work in the 
cities, and to take part in all the rural work in the 
country. They also must train themselves to keep up 
the work of transportation and communication. And 
finally, as the war goes on, the responsibility of educating 
the mass will fall heavily on the shoulders of our women. 
Theoretically, the Chinese women are now on the same 
level with men; but, because of traditional prejudices 
and social background they are still much behind their 
men in professional work and technical training. Now 
the moment has come when women should respond to 
the call of taking up the full responsibility of citizenship. 
It is more than obvious that the Chinese women are 
answering the calljfgallantly.

By Mrs. S. C. May

MUCH has been written about the refugee situation 
in Shanghai and it is not proposed herein to 
repeat what has already been said and what is 

already well-known. That the situation remains a 
serious one, that refugee camps are the locale of pitiful 
scenes of the inevitable tragic aftermath of a war in 
which no furies are spared, that finances prove to be 
a stumbling block, all this is too well known to bear 
repetition.

The refugee situation may be divided, for con
venience, into three phases. The first phase concerns 
the immediate welfare of the refugees. This stage is, 
even now, slowly passing into a second phase,—and a 
difficult one,—that of training the refugees for some 
kind of self-supporting wrork. The third phase will be 
the final liquidation of refugees as a community problem, 
but this third and final phase is, unfortunately, a long 
distance off. I intend here to touch only briefly on the 
second phase.

Several schemes dealing with the second phase 
have been evolved, and at least two are in operation. 
(It can be said, in the interest of truth, that all schemes 
were not altogether proposed with a detached interest 
upon the part of sponsors and that this should be the 
case in such times is indeed to be regretted.)

Perhaps one of the most important project now actual
ly under way was conceived by Miss Eleanor Hinder of the 
Shanghai Municipal Council’s Industrial Section. Reali
zing the possible pitfalls into which such work might 
fall, Miss Hinder’s project may be regarded as necessarily 
conservative and that for that reason, ideal. It provides 
essentially for the organization of women in refugee 
camps and the training of these women in useful handi
craft work which at the moment will benefit themselves 
directly and which later, should serve as necessary train
ing for useful occupation. In addition, the work done 
by the women goes a long way toward relieving the 
demoralizing effect of idleness and introspection which 
before was so prevalent among the refugee camps. This 
enterprise, different from other equally important projects, 
is to teach refugees to make sweaters and shoes for their 
own use.

CHINESE GIRLS PERFORM MANIFOLD DUTIES

Joining their countless civilian compatriots, hundreds of Chinese girls labored incessantly during the war at Shanghai 
to contribute in 1,001 ways to the aid and comfort of Chinese soldiers. They are shown here rolling and cutting bandages, 

only one of their manifold tasks. China Photo S&rvwe

A Small group of Shanghai 
Women Train Refugees

Actual steps taken may be briefly outlined. A 
trained staff of investigators and workers, recruited 
mainly from colleges, are making methodical visits to 
the some 170 refugee camps and centers in the city. 
Essential data, such as the number of women in the 
camp, working facilities, etc., is collected so that the 
needs of each individual camp can be efficiently met. 
On the basis of these reports, the committee administra* 
ting the project sends voluntary teachers to the various 
camps and instruction in various handicraft arts is at 
once started. The teachers have been recruited from 
the ranks of the YWCA, the Door of Hope, and the 
Moore Memorial Church Mission and their services, may 
it be emphasized, are purely voluntary. Necessary 
equipment—as such—and raw material is purchased by 
the committee and supplies to each camp. Since wool 
is too expensive, cotton forms the raw material basis of 
knitting activity. Weaving and other handicraft arts are, 
of course, carried on, and all work is of a constructive 
nature with future needs well in mind.

To date, the project has been in operation for about 
one month, instructors being active in about 20 of the 
170 refugee camps. In each camp where the project is 
working an average of 100 women are receiving instruc
tion. So far, necessary finances have been taken care of 
by a grant from the International Red Cross but the 
work, even at its present comparatively limited scope, 
requires some $1,000 per month.

The administrative committee of the project con* 
sists of Mrs. C. S. May, in charge of the depot, Miss 
Louise Stops, in charge of finances, and Miss Dju, in 
charge of making wholesale purchases. Needless to say, 
these and all others connected with the project have 
unselfishly donated their entire time and energy.

Without undue self-praise, it may be said that the 
project is underway to a good start. The difficulties 
faced, however, and especially in view of the necessity 
for increasing the scope of operations for real and com
prehensive effectiveness, are numerous. Finances have 
already been mentioned. Another problem is the scarcity 
of volunteer teachers. Many completed surveys have 
been made and actual operation await competent teachers 
to go into the camps. This problem will also become 
more acute when the scope of operations is extended.
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LUXURY BUYING CURTAILED BY WOMEN
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CHINESE NURSES PERFORM HEROIC DEEDS
Money Saved to Aid Refugees, 
Store Survey Shows Trends.

CHINESE women are buying only necessities since 
the outbreak o£ hostilities. A general census of 
the stores reveals that few new shipments of 

luxury goods arrived for Christmas and that pre-festival 
buying was limited.

Big department stores report that since hostilities in 
the immediate Shanghai vicinity ceased, business has 
been fairly brisk. Any day finds the large stores fairly 
well crowded, but many departments are noticeably 
empty of customers. There are beautiful winter silks, 
tinsel brocades, velvets and other rich materials designed 
for holiday wear. But there is barely a customer in the 
whole department. The only dress goods being sold are 
the warmer materials—heavy woolens and the like.

This year, with so much suffering and want at every 
turn of the head, the women who after all do most of 
the buying of the nation are determined not to waste 
money uselessly. With coal much more expensive, and 
likely to be dearer yet, they are decreasing the number 
of stoves and the amount of coal in heating plants. 
Instead they are planning to wear warmer clothes of 
woolen stuff.

Hot water bottles and gloves are also in demand. 
The small size hot water bottles are carried by Chinese 
women in winter, to warm their hands when they are 
out in the cold. Less heating in houses, and more 
errands to run out of doors has made warm gloves and 
more hot water bottles imperative. Even old ladies 
come out in the cold to purchase wool for knitted gar
ments, cotton stuff for refugee clothes, and materials for 
other warm garments they are constantly making.

Cheap unbleached cotton material is hard to buy, 
for the demand has been so great. Many older women 
have generously contributed gifts of padded cotton 
quilts, sheets and pillows for refugees and hospitals. 
With most factories out of commission, and cotton dearer 
to buy, the demand exceeds the supply. A bolt of cheap 
sheeting costs $2 more than formerly.

AH manner of cheap heavy cottons are in demand. 
Sewing parties have replaced many of the mah jongg 
parties which were the chief diversion of the older set 
with no outside activities. Woolen yarn factories have 
sprung up all over the foreign areas, and are turning out 
huge quantities of gayly colored yarns, to be knitted on 
flying needles for refugee children into gay warm gar
ments. Also, the big families have so many of their 
own people refugeeing with them, and all those little 
ones must be provided with warm clothes too.

All food departments are doing large volumes of 
business. When weather is cold, and there is less 
heating, there must be more food to supply body heat. 
Large families, living together for convenience, have 
many children who like good things to eat, and the 
grandmothers and aunties keep stores of biscuits, candies, 
fruits and dried stores in their cupboards. The old 
ladies like to wander around the grocery departments 
themselves, and choose the goods.

Chinese foodstuffs departments are always busy. 
Since fresh vegetables and meat became scarce and prices 
skyrocketed, tinned vegetables such as bamboo shoots, 
peas and other greens, and dried fish, meat and fruit 
had a good sale. Fresh consignments of these have 
come up from the south with incoming boats calling at 
this port again.

Fur stores are having sales but there are few buyers. 
One woman was tempted to try on a beautiful black seal 

coat. It was undoubtedly a bargain, and excellently cut 
and styled. She looked at her reflection longingly and 
sighed. “I’d love it, but I’ll just have to wear my old 
coat another year. Think how many refugees the money 
will feed!”

Toy departments are showing exquisite dolls and 
furry animals, but many are left over from last year. 
Few fresh consignments are expected although there was 
more activity in these sections just before Christmas. 
The stores are anxious to sell the goods they already 
have, and wait to order fresh shipments for next year. 
They are not expecting to sell the more expensive toys 
this year, for so many children are being made to realize 
that thousands of poor little boys and girls need food and 
warm clothing. Chinese mothers are teaching the 
children to face responsibilities as soon as they are old 
enough to understand.

There will still be Christmas trees and gifts, but on 
a much simpler scale, and the difference will go to one 
of the refugee funds, if not to their own poor relatives.

Several groups of women were asked informally 
whether they were making new clothes this year. The 
answer was the same in each case. “I haven’t made any 
new dresses since the hostilities began, and I don’t intend 
to while there is so much want around. The children 
had to have new things, but I parceled up their old 
clothes and sent them to refugee camps.”

The managers of stores are generally hopeful.
“As soon as things are nearer normal, we expect to 

do a fair holiday trade still,” one of them declared. 
“People must go on living. With more people buying 
again, there will be more work available. We recovered 
after the 1932 trouble, and there is no reason why we 
should not do so again.”

TAILORS CO-OPERATE TO MAKE 
SOLDIERS* VESTS

Tailors in Shanghai are busy men these days. It is 
the season for making new clothes, for winter will soon 
be here. But the tailors declare they are too busy.

An old customer is incensed—a new customer, of a 
mere ten or so years takes the situation philosophically 
and inquires the reason, when the tailor finally appears 
in person. He is too busy making padded vests for the 
soldiers, she is told.

He is not the only tailor sewing soldiers’ vests. 
Every day, they are to be seen riding by with piles of 
finished coats, taking them to central receiving stations. 
The cheapest price for making these vests eight cents 
apiece. Prices vary slightly according to a tailor’s 
equipment.

Although much actual seaming can be done by 
machine, teasing the cottonwool into soft layers, placing 
and stitching it into position must be done by hand. 
Fine cotton flies everywhere, and makes the atmosphere 
choking. All final finshing is handwork. Any woman 
cannot make more than two‘or at most, three vests in 
a single day. A tailor is only a little faster.

Heavy Demand
One hundred thousand vests were presented for the 

Double Tenth festival, and double that number is re
quired now. These are comforts—separate from the 
uniforms supplied by the government. All women’s 
organizations have ordered large numbers from their 
individual personal tailors, and are working day and 
night themselves adding to the numbers, although another 
section of women prefer to knit woolen sweaters to be 
worn underneath the uniforms.

The fine organization of large tâilors has freed 
hundreds of women for other tasks more suited to them, 
and they point, with professional pride, to the neatness 
of garments they have made. t

By Miss A. Sharpe,
Superintendent of Nurses,
Lester Chinese Hospital

CHINESE women have come into prominence as modem trained 
nurses during the present hostilities. They are rendering 
gallant service to their country with no thought of themselves. 

Some have made the supreme sacrifice while rendering aid to their 
country’s defenders. They have slipped away from this world 
quietly, but the memory remains to inspire the girls of today, and 
help them realize more clearly the true function of a nurse.

Until 40 years ago, modern nursing was almost unknown. 
Thirty years back only dullards at school were available as trainees, 
for girls from good homes were not allowed by their parents to 
enter the profession. Until 20 years ago, the majority had only 
Higher Primary school education.

Even so, the practical bent of most Chinese girls, their desire 
to be students, and their cheerfulness makes them apt nurses. 
Nursing is purely western in background and outlook. It was 
really wonderful therefore that, these girls were able to adapt them
selves so quickly to condition’s so new to them.

Only recently Chinese girls have begun to nurse men patients. 
It was formerly considered unsuitable, and men were generally 
employed. Changing social customs have led the girls to adjust 
themselves, and now they nurse men with natural dignity as if they 
had always performed this service.

Latterly, nursing schools are making a senior middle diploma 
a requirement for entrance, and a few schools in China require a 
pre-nursing College course. The Nurses’ Association of China 
has long made a minimum entrance requirement of the Junior

One of the volunteers from one of the larger schools 
is here seen rolling and cutting bandages for wounded 
soldiers. China Photo Service

Red Cross Nursing Unknown 
In China Until This Year, 
But Tasks Quickly Learned

Middle Diploma, and this is demanded by Government school 
today.

Many Chinese women are ably filling administrative posts 
which require higher standards of education. There is still a 
dearth of these and in this great country many more are needed. 
Parents and teachers do not yet realize the importance and dignity 
of nursing, its possibilities as a career and how satisfying it can be. 
Modern nursing requires education and refinement—the scientific 
approach as well as practical devotion. Women must be able to 
deal with every kind of person and situation, and to impart the 
knowledge they obtain.

Public Health Nursing was in its infancy until five years ago. 
The recent nation-wide campaign led to hopes that this would be 
extended throughout the country. This work has been seriously 
interrupted by recent warfare.

Red Cross nursing as understood in other countries, was 
unknown until this year. However, nurses are showing themselves 
able to pioneer in both Red Cross and military nursing. Called 
upon to care for soldiers and wounded and “war sick” civilians, 
they acquitted themselves valiantly. When forced to evacuate, 
they have taken their patients along. They have gone into the 
front lines with relief units to pick up the wounded, and have not 
been deterred because some have been called upon to give up their 
lives.

The few thousand trained nurses (less than 8000 in all) have 
distributed themselves throughout the country, heading corps of 
volunteers with first aid training—often they were called upon 
to do doctors’ work in emergencies, and they have not spared 
themselves in any way.

Refugee camps in Shanghai are ample witness to them. One 
graduate of the Lester Hospital is helping in a clinic in the morning, 
and is on duty all night at one of the refugee camps. There is 
no doctor available at that time, she has often to act for him and 
has great responsibility delivering babies and attending to many 
very serious emergencies. She has proved her worth many times 
over.

Dr. F. C. Yen, head of the Red Cross Society of China, could 
tell many tales of unselfish heroism of these women. Besides 
doing their own work, they arc training volunteers to be of valuable 
aid. When one considers the terrible toll, both military and 
civilian, that this warfare is exacting, one realizes how pitifully 
inadequate is the number of trained nurses.

They have given up fine positions with good payment, to 
work all day and night, practically, without recompense save the 
gratitude of the patients, and the knowledge that they are serving 
their people. After all, the ideal of service is before every nurse.

We do not know where all our graduate nurses have gone. 
We knew some were at Lotien, Soochow, and various other 
military hospital conentrations, but since the withdrawal from 
Shanghai, with communications cut, we have not heard. We 
know they are doing what they can to serve, whatever the cir
cumstances in which they arc working.

Nor are they content, once trained, to rest upon this know
ledge and seek no farther. They are watching modern trends in 
other countries, and are ready and eager to follow these. They 
will not wait for a long slow painful evolution into what they 
realize are the best things for the profession.

Many are receiving invaluable experience in military hospitals. 
Cases which would never occur, perhaps, in peaceful times' are 
frequent, yet they rise to each fresh emergency with ready initiative 
and courage.

I commend the resolution and ready aid which the Girl Guides 
displayed during the bombings in Shanghai.

They are so young—only 14 to 16 years—yet they saw sights 
that no young eyes should look upon. Still they did not hesitate, 
but did their considerable share in getting the wounded and dying 
some kind of relief. They are fine girls—well built, and with 
good initiative, with excellent training in first aid. Most would 
make fine administrative nurses with proper training.

Volunteers from the large schools were rendering good service 
throughout the tenser periods of actual hostilities around Shanghai. 
They were an enormous help to the few trained nurses available. 
These are the type of girls China needs to train as nurses—not for 
Red Cross and military service, but for general nursing and public 
health. The Chinese nurses have proved that, when emergency 
arises, whatever its nature, they can cope with it efficiently.
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DANCING DOLLS LEARN TO COMFORT 
WOUNDED SOLDIERS

Cabarets Became Hospitals, Taxi-Dancers
By Bruno Kroker Organize Aid for Soldiers and Refugees
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THERE CAN BE NO MIDWAY COMPROMISE

IN gay times, they are socially disowned. They are regarded as 
perhaps a “fifth estate” beyond the pall of polite society. They 
are regarded as gold-diggers, and while stories of some of their 

fortunes cause wide speculation, it is equally true that their general 
plight and level of living is indeed a hard one. They are criticized 
by the Government, frowned upon by “moral” citizens, condemned 
by “upright” persons, especially women. By their employers they 
are regarded only as so much living material for income. They 
receive no favors from their employers, ask for none. They are 
the Shanghai dance-hall girls, the “taxi-dancers.”

But the Shanghai hostilities have upset the traditional attitude 
toward the taxi-dancer. Exploited in normal times, war conditions 
found their burden doubly heavy. Thousands were thrown out 
of employment, thousands left without the meagre security they 
once enjoyed. But they astounded their critics and have rallied to 
their country’s cause in a way that caused sincere admiration.

Unable to shoulder arms in the defence of their country, 
Chinese taxi-dancers banded together for a common cause and 
formed the Shanghai Taxi Dancers’ National Salvation Association, 
which organization was exerting every possible influence in the 
days when the Chinese troops still were stationed in adjacent areas 
to the foreign defence districts of Shanghai. Their role in easing 
the lot of many wounded and their aid to troops in every possible 
way made them an important factor in the much-needed civiEan 
support of the Army.

Compelled by these patriotic dancing hostesses, many cabaret 
owners converted their establishments into hospitals for wounded 
soldiers. More recently, when the refugee problem began to 
harrass the local population and countless thousands of refugees 
thronged the streets of the International Settlement and the French 
Concession, it was on the combined request of hundreds of mem
bers of the Taxi Dancers National Salvation Association that many 
local cabarets owners opened the doors of their establishments for 
a more humanitarian purpose, namely, to accomodate thousands 
of these homeless refugees.

Shanghailanders in general were forced to sincerely applaud 
when the slender bobbed-haired and charming Chinese dance 
hostesses lost no time in engaging in war relief work. Of the 
hundreds of professional dancing girls, many joined the Red Cross 
Society and other relief organizations, and set about the business 
of ministering to the wounded soldiers in various hospitals. Still 
others busied themselves preparing bandages and comfort kits for 
the men at the front. Scores spend their daylight hours comforting 
and even entertaining wounded soldiers in the many hospitals here 
while the majority recently did splendid work in the refugee camps‘

As a result of the removal of hostilities from the Shanghai area 
a number of foreign and Chinese cabaret owners have reopened, 
but their hours of business are restricted and thus the girls employed 
manage to find plenty of time to aid in war relief work.

Even now the Shanghai Dancing Girls’ National Salvation 
Association is collecting cash donations for the aid of the wounded 
and is engaged in relief work for the countless destitute refugees 
who are still thronging the streets, unable to find some quarters 
or shelter and food, living a hungry existence without the bare 
necessities of fife.

The leader of their organization is Miss Lu Li-tsuan, a pretty 
Cantonese girl who formerly was the reigning “queen” of one 
of the city’s largest and most popular night fife amusement 
establishments. The association has seven departments. At the 
opening meeting of the society a manifesto was issued which calls 
upon all Chinese taxi dancers to enroll in the organization and to 
support the movement.

The manifesto points out that while the taxi-dancers may be 
looked down upon by some persons owing to their social position, 
they nevertheless are determined and prepared to demonstrate 
clearly their loyalty, patriotism and unselfishness in every possible 
manner .and to give full support to those who need help in these 
trying times.

The manifesto further states that many of the girls who dance 
for a livelihood have also lost their homes and loved ones as the 
result of Japanese bombs and Japanese shells, both here in this 
locality and in the interior cities where many of the girls’ relatives 
reside.

“Though you may have lost your homes and dear ones,” says 
the manifesto in part, “dry your tears, banish the ache in your heart 
and work as one for the country that in the end we may be avenged.”

Ah important decision on the part of the association calls for 
a program of education for the purpose of thoroughly training the 
girls for National Salvation work.

Miss Pearl Liang, American-born Chinese taxi-dancer, formerly 
of Los Angeles, California, and who was one of the prime movers 
in forming the association, declared that more than 500 girls had 
already volunteered their services about a month ago and it is 

believed that by now virtually every taxi-dancer in Shanghai has 
enrolled in the Association.

And now it may be hoped that if and when peace returns, 
and the taxi-dancers return to their routine of entertaining others, 
they will no longer be regarded as social pariahs. They have 
clearly demonstrated that they are indeed human beings and that 
their patriotism cannot be questioned. And in so doing, they 
command every respect and admiration, especially from those who 
formerly condemned them.

What Christmas Means
To One Patriotic Mother

A little more than five months ago the Chung Way- 
tso family was probably one of the happiest in China. 
Mr. Chung, who was 57 years of age, had a charming 
wife, three stalwart sons, one pretty daughter, a com
fortable home and a good job as general manager of the 
Oriental Merchandising Company, with a factory and 
head office in Shanghai.

Every member of the Chung family believed in a 
Supreme Being. They were devout Christians and regul
arly attended services at the Moore Memorial Church. 
All members of the family spoke English almost as well 
as Chinese. Chung, senior, spent 14 years in the United 
States, where he resided in the city of Pasadena, Cali
fornia.

The first blow to be struck at the happy Chung 
family came on August 14 of this year. The factory of 
the concern employing Chung was struck by a Japanese 
bomb. It was a direct hit and the subsequent fire entirely 
destroyed the building and contents.

The disaster resulted in loss of employment for 
Chung.

Not wishing to imperil his wife and daughter Chung 
sold his home and household effects and sent the feminine 
members of his family to Quinsan, while he and two of 
his-sons, C. T. Chung and W. T. Chung, enlisted in the 
Chinese army.

The third son was too young for service.
Chung, an intelligent, educated man, was shortly 

thereafter commissioned.
The second blow fell on August 29, when the 

daughter, Miss Arlene Chung, contracted pneumonia and 
died within 4$ hours. Mrs. Chung returned to Shanghai, 
bitterness and sorrow in her heart, her home gone, her 
daughter dead, her husband and two sons at the front, 
daily risking their lives for their country.

Day after dâv the Christian woman visited the 
Moore Memorial Church and prayed: to Almighty God 
for the. safety of her loved ones.

On September 24, at 9:10 a.m., while leading a 
detachment of men in a raid on the Japanese lines, 
Chung, by then a captain, fell mortally wounded. He 
died on the field of ' battle and. his last. resting: place is 
unknown.

Not a week later the eldest son, C^ T. Chung, maimed 
for life and nearly blind from the explosion of a hand 
grenadè, was brought to Shanghai and. hospitalized.

At the Moore Memorial Church she prayed for her 
remaining son in the service. Mrs. Chung felt that God 
would spare him; that Providence would not bring more 
suffering and grief upon her.

But it was not to be. A brief military message on 
December 2, told of the death of her second son.

Almost overnight the black hair of the sorrowing 
woman turned white.

The Christmas holidays: bring an atmosphere of 
peace-on-earth good-will-to-men. But what will Christmas 
mean this heart-broken Chinese mother?

Gone now, her husband, two of her sons, her 
daughter, and her home.

December 25th. on which the Savior was born, is 
just another day to Mrs. Chung. In millions of Christian 
homes the world over there is laughter, rich foods, music, 
gifts and happiness.

In the Chung home? Misery and sorrow.

By a Chinese Observer

IN his historical statement of July 17, 1937 in which he 
laid down the absolutely minimum conditions for a 
peaceful solution of the Sino-Japanese impasse General 

Chiang Kai-shek made it perfectly clear that “once war 
is started between these two countries (China and Japan) 
there can be no midway compromise for midway com
promise means voluntary surrender and the extinction of 
China as a political entity.” The events of the past four 
months have only made increasingly clear the veracity 
and validity of the Generalissimo’s statement.

For China this is a war for her very national 
existence. If she resists and continues to resist she may 
win out in the end and become a truly free and independ
ent country. If she gives up now under whatever 
deceptive and sugar-coated terms she is doomed to be 
a protectorate of Japan. But China absolutely refuses 
to be a protectorate of any country, far less Japan. If 
China chose to be a protectorate of the Island kingdom 
she had ample opportunity of doing so in 1915 when 
Japan presented her notorious twenty-one demands. 
The nationalistic feeling of the Chinese people even in 
those days was positively too strong for that sort of 
thing. And there is every evidence that this nationalistic 
feeling has grown considerably during the past 22 years 
and there is every reason to assume that under the 
incessant and ruthless impact of the Japanese bombs, 
cannons and machine guns this nationalistic feeling will 
continue to grow and to grow at a phenomenal pace. 
This is one most powerful and one might say decisive 
factor that any intelligent and judicious discussion of 
peace, compromise or mediation must take into con
sideration.

For Japan all this peace talk which we have been 
hearing so much these days and which we shall surely 
continue to hear from time to time is all to her advantage. 
In the first place she can use it to consolidate her gains. 
Secondly she can use it to drive a wedge between the 
stout-hearted and far-sighted elements in the Chinese 
government and population on the one side and the 
weak-kneed and short-sighted elements on the other. 
Thirdly, she can utilize this peace talk to slow up or 
even stop assistance of foreign powers for China. And 
lastly she can parade her peace intentions before the 
world and employ them as a camouflage to destroy the 
possibility of effective cooperation among the various 
powers whose interests are fundamentally in conflict with 
that of her own.

Japan wants a quick “peace,” a peace that will cost 
her nothing and gain her much. For China then the 
counter-strategy is to drag out this struggle as long and 
as extensively as possible until the enemy is worn out 
and exhausted both militarily and economically so that 
she will have to retreat even as she retreated from Siberia 
and Vladivostok years ago. This is precisely the strategy 
that China is following. In accordance with this strategy 
Japanese occupation of this city or town will not be an 
asset but a liability to the enemy in both a military and 
economic sense. Guerilla tactics which have proved so 
effective and successful in North China particularly that

*It is conservatively estimated that Japan has flow at least 
5Q0JMX) troops China including Manchum and this number is 
bound to swcfl up as the war is prolonged and extended .farther 
into the interior.

Japan Uses Peace Talk As Wedge 
Between Chinese Elements

under the direction of the 8th Route Army which has 
had abundant experience in such tactics will be intensified 
and extended to all areas under Japanese occupation. 
Synchronizing with this intensification and extension of 
guerilla warfare there is bound to be a systematic 
expansion of the mass movement in which people will 
be organized and armed and educated to boycott Japanese 
goods and to refuse to co-operate with the Japanese in 
any way. With these guerilla troops constantly haras
sing the enemy’s rear and with the passive resistance of 
the masses what could Japan do with the occupied 
areas ? And unless these areas could be exploited to 
Japan’s economic advantage within say the next two or 
three years, a humanly impossible feat, Japan’s shaky 
financial structure is bound to crack under the strain of 
maintaining vast numbers of troops in the occupied areas 
in China and in the face of an extensive and organized 
boycott of Japanese goods not only in unoccupied areas 
but to a large extent in the occupied areas as well, to 
say nothing of the boycott of Japanese goods in 
other parts of the world.

Japan may set up puppet governments here and 
there in the occupied areas but they will remain puppet 
governments and no more. Yin Ju-kan’s puppet regime 
in East Hopei should serve as a good example of how 
much these puppet governments will amount to for 
Japan in the end. But whether puppet governments or 
no puppet governments an active force of opposition 
will be kept up alive as long as Japan cannot conquer 
the whole of China or as long as no genuinely Chinese 
government will sign away China’s birthright as a free 
and independent country. The former is a feat which, 
if it can ever be accomplished, will surely exhaust and 
ruin Japan in the process. The latter possibility can 
practically be eliminated because no independent Chinese 
government is or can be so daring and strong as to risk 
such a step.

Thus this war between China and Japan is a war 
of endurance. As for China she can drag on almost 
indefinitely. Of course she will suffer. But what really 
worthwhile achievement in this world has come about 
without suffering on the part of some people ? Intel
ligent and patriotic Chinese fully realize the price of 
national freedom and independence and are ready and 
willing to pay it at whatever figure. The question 
then is not how long can China hold out but rather how 
much longer can Japan go ahead with this reckless pro
gram of aggrandizement and conquest without cracking 
up in view of her steadily worsening internal conditions, 
political, social and economic and in view of the increasing 
sharpening of conflict of her interests with that of Soviet 
Russia, Great Britain and the United States of America ?

Anxiety for the safety of twenty Chinese women who 
volunteered their services with the Chinese troops is felt 
in Chinese circles in Shanghai following the withdrawal 
of Chinese forces from the Shanghai and Nanking areas.

The twenty women were last heard of at Quinsan, 
where they helped attend the wounded, writing letters 
for them and sewing their clothes. Ever since the evacua
tion of Quinsan by Chinese forces about a month ago, 
no word has been received from any of them.

The party organised by Chinese cultural circles, was 
headed by Misa Tan Shu-sheng.
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An Intellectual’s Viewpoint
Editor’s Note :—An article appeared in the Editorial Com

mentary, one of the best features of the T’ien Hsia Monthly,— 
in November which is so indicative of opinion among intellectual 
Chinese that we sought and obtained permission to reproduce it 
in these columns. The initials W.Y.N., which appear at the foot 
of the article, do not conceal the identity of the editor of the 
T’ien Hsia Monthly, Mr. Wen Yuan-ning.

No one likes to meet with reverses, but no man 
worth his salt will throw up the sponge in any course of 
action he has set his heart on, just because he has once 
suffered a set-back. The kind of man a person is shows 
up never so well as when he is up against a wall. Mr. 
Tall Talk is apt to change gender and become Miss Faint 
Heart when the barometer registers thundery weather. 
In such times, perhaps, those give the best account of 
themselves who in sunshiny days are not specially con
spicuous for courage The never-say-die remain anony
mous until action finds them out. Then their manhood 
makes its appearance and, like Primitive Man before he 
knew the use of weapons, with nothing but his manhood 
to defend himself against sabre-toothed tigers and giant 
mammoths, they overcome obstacles by the sheer might 
of their will-to-succeed. Humanity survives, because 
these have been.

Is not the survival of China with her hoard of unique 
human values, which we call Chinese civilisation, due 
to just the grit of her teeming sons and daughters, 
mostly peasants and farmers, who throughout the cen
turies have successfully asserted their humanity in the 
face of all circumstances, such as catastrophic floods, 
famines and wars, that make for degradation and beast
liness? That this unconquerable spirit is still alive among 
our people has been proved again and again during the 
present war—perhaps not among all our people, but 
certainly among our soldiers and refugees, who come 
from a class—the peasantry—that is the backbone of 
China.

It would be worse than pusillanimous for any Chi
nese who has any self-respect at all to think of saving 
his own skin and bank account by entertaining thoughts 
of peace without honour, after such great sacrifices in 
lives and homes that have been made by millions of our 
less fortunate brothers and sisters who even in the best 
of times have so little to thank their country for. If 
these are willing, not cheerfully—to say that would be 
cant—but with dumb fortitude, to put up with all kinds 
of privations and sufferings to see their country’s struggle 
for justice and freedom through to the desired con
clusion, which every Chinese patriot hopes for, surely 
the least we can do, those of us who work behind the 
lines, is not to lose heart just because of a few minor 
reverses our Army has suffered during the last two 
weeks. We must remember that what matters in the 
long campaign to which our country is irretrievably 
committed is not how many battles we may be losing 
now, but who wins the last one. >

In the life-and-death struggle in which our country 
is at present engaged, there can be no room for such 
petty feelings as hatred and vengeance against the 
Japanese people and nation. Our cause is just, and we 
must fight cleanly and with our souls untarnished. Only 
thus shall we be worthy of victory when it does come. 
Only thus, too, can we ennoble the great sacrifices we 
have made, are making, and will make in the days that 
are ahead of us. It is so easy to be human when every
thing goes off happy as a marriage bell. But the supreme 
test of our humanity comes in when times are out of 
joint, such as they are now. To be kind and gentle 
amidst a sea of carnage and cruelty; to keep being 
reasonable when everybody else is mad; to tend human 
lives in whatever skin they may happen to be, yellow, 
white or black, as carefully as we would the flowers in 
our gardens—that is what we must desperately try to 
do. We are confident that China will always be China 
so long as we can be like that. Let us therefore fight 
our enemies as men, and not as brutes.

How long the war will continue, no one knows. But 
so far as our people are concerned, it must go on” until 
our land is free from Japanese soldiers. We haye no 
illusions that the way is going to be rosy for us. Right 
from the beginning, our leaders have repeatedly told us 

that in fighting this war of self-defence we haye to 
throw in every ounce of energy we have if we are out to 
win. There is no looking back. We have gone into it 
with our eyes open, and after we have counted the cost. 
Because there is no other way, we have gone into it 
after having discounted all possibilities of help from 
outside. After all, it is our own country’s existence we 
are fighting for. What right have we to complain, now 
that we are in the thick of the fight, if no Power is willing 
to lift a finger to help us? There is no call for us to be 
either optimistic or pessimistic about the course of the 
war, but we have every reason to be hopeful about its 
outcome, provided we are sufficiently determined to bite 
our way through to victory no matter what the cost. That 
lies within our power.

The Nine-Power Conference at Brussels has released 
a whole flood of rumours about our Government patching 
up some sort of peace with the Japanese. This suspicion 
is absolutely without foundation. There is not the sligh
test hint of our Government backing down on any of 
the vital issues in which our country is involved vis-a-vis 
Japan. The removal of the capital to Chungking is a 
clear indication of our Government’s resolve to carry 
on the war, even should Nanking be occupied by Japanese 
troops. But this is not to say that we are not prepared 
to discuss peace with Japan through the good offices of 
the Nine-Power Conference, provided Japan undertakes 
to respect Article I of the Nine-Power Treaty in its 
entirety. In that Article, the signatory Powers, of which 
Japan is one, agrees:

1. To respect the sovereignty, the independence, and 
the territorial and administrative integrity of 
China;

2. To provide the fullest and most unembarrased 
opportunity to China to develop and maintain 
for herself an effective and stable government;

3. To use their influence for the purpose of effectual
ly establishing and maintaining the principle of 
equal opportunity for the commerce and industry 
of all nations throughout the territory of China;

4. To refrain from taking advantage of conditions in 
China in order to seek special rights or privileges 
which would abridge the rights of subjects or 
citizens of friendly States, and from countenan
cing action inimical to the security of such States.

Peace on any other terms is impossible. Our people 
will not be satisfied with anything less; and we are sure 
far-sighted Japanese will also concur in our opinion. 
Lasting peace between China and Japan is what every 
fair-minded Chinese and Japanese want; and we would 
be lacking in candour if we were to hold out any false 
hopes of peace to the Japanese on any other basis but 
the above. The concluding sentence of T. S. Eliot in 
his essay on ‘’Catholicism and International Order” comes 
in very pertinent here: ’’There must always be a middle 
way, though sometimes a devious way when natural 
obstacles have to be circumvented; ... a way of 
mediation, but never, in those matters which permanently 
matter, a way of compromise.” We cling to the middle 
way, the way of peace and moderation. Will the Japa
nese people join hands with us in walking along that 
middle way? W.Y.N.

Chinese Women Optimistic
Confidence in China’s ultimate victory was expressed by many 

Chinese women recently when questioned regarding the outcome 
of. present hostilities. These were purely personal opinions. 
Reasons for their attitudes varied, but remarks agreed in principle.

“China is badly equipped for war. We did not want to fight, 
apd were poorly prepared,” said Miss L. T. Zee, principal of a 
girls’ high school. “Only superior fighting facilities have enabled 
Japan to gain her strong hold on our territory. There is no com
parison Between the soldiers themselves. In spirit and initiative, 
Chinese are infinitely superior. I believe that the internal resources 
of. the country will enable our men to hold out long enough for 
us to weaken Japan financially. We must not underestimate Japan’s 
capacities either, but our raw resources are so much superior that 
we shall outlast them and come back to final victory.” *

Wa/* Qontest
The Editor has pleasure in offering a prize of $25.00 for the best 

poem—serious, humorous or satirical—submitted to him before December 
31, 1937, dealing with the Shanghai phase of the Sino-Japanese war. A 
prize of $10.00 will be given for the second best poem.

The rules governing the contest are :—

1. The poem is not to exceed 42 lines.
2. The Editor’s decision shall be final.
3. No correspondence will be entered into with competitors.
4. The Editor reserves the right to publish any non-winning 

poems without payment.
5. None of the poems submitted will be returned.
6. All entries should either be typed or written in block letters.
7. Competitors wishing to enter the contest under pseudonyms 

may do so but should give also their real names (not for 
publication).

8. Entries should be addressed to the War Poem Contest Editor, 
the China Weekly Review, 160 Avenue Edward VII.

Trained in First Aid
Miss Zee’s girls are trained in first aid, and before the re

opening of school, many were serving in emergency hospitals as 
volunteer nurses. They were impressed by the fine morale and 
fighting spirit of the wounded soldiers. The girls have been help
ing actively in the Red Cross drive for funds, and with the making 
of clothes for refugees.

“If the Japanese are prepared to offer terms which are com
patible with China’s honor, the Chinese Government will agree to 
a peace conference,” thought Mrs. Z. T. Shen, energetic social 
and club worker who has taken a big part in relief work of every 
sort during the months of fighting around Shanghai. “It seems 
possible from present indications that the Japanese themselves 
are not so anxious to carry on a long war. They are finding China 
more difficult to conquer than they anticipated. It is likely that 
they may want to come to an end, as long as they have some 
concrete gains to show,” she continued. “At the same time, 
China is not likely to sign unbearably harsh demands. There 
seems decided hope that the present peace rumors will take con
crete form shortly—and perhaps the outcome to China will be 
more favorable than appears from official reports.”

Gone Too Far
“China has gone too far not to go further, and fight to the 

end,” Miss Y. S. Hsu, general secretary of a large organization 
in Shanghai declared. “Also, Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek has 
shown a consistently firm attitude throughout the campaign, and 
it is unlikely that the National Government would sacrifice uselessly 
the hundreds of thousands of civilians and soldiers who have lost 
their lives in the present invasion, and let the Japanese take posses
sion of the greater part of the country.”

“The final outcome of the war will be favorable to China,” 
considered Miss Shih Shao-yi, noted writer who has had many 
prominently featured articles published since the beginning of 
hostilities. “The strong attitude of the Chinese people as a whole, 
their wonderful bearing up under untold suffering and in the face 
of despair, cannot but uphold the defenders, and affect the final 
Outcome,” she concluded.

Mrs. R. S. Wang, prominent young society matron, was in 
Tientsin at the outbreak of hostilities. She witnessed the fighting 
in that city, and the sufferings of the people under Japanese 
domination. She returned to Shanghai with her children in time

to see the staunch defence of Chinese military forces in the Shanghai 
area. “I have no doubt about China winning the final victory,” 
she stated. “Although military reverses are being encountered, 
this is due to inferior fighting equipment. But there are vast 
reserves of moral and physical strength. Although the main armies 
are forced to fall back under terrible bombardment, the guerrilla 
tactics in the rear of Japanese main forces are having their effect. 
Manchuria has been under Japanese puppet rule for six years. 
They have still serious difficulties with so-called ‘bandits’ who 
inflict telling thrusts on Japanese units all over the territory. They 
kill and wound many men each time, and take away with them 
captured supplies and arms which enable them to carry on their 
offensive warfare.” Mrs. Wang has been extremely active with 
relief work among refugees. •

Chinese Now United
“We may lose territory, but our people will be more than 

ever united,” emphasized Mrs. H. L. Zung, noted women 
organizer. She is confident that China’s cause will prevail. “Our 
people will realize the importance of patriotism and work together. 
I feel that the integrity of China will be China’s salvation. It may 
be a long struggle, and China may lose all her territory to the in
vader.” She shnigged slightly, and went on. “From the historic 
point of view, China has been conquered many times, yet the 
capital has returned finally, after change or revolution, to Nanking. 
The government may shift far west again, yet it will always return 
to Nanking. China will come into its own.”

The economic structure of the country has something to do 
with this. “The entire economic structure will help in changing 
the character of the invaders, and render them unable to resist 
the remorseless pressure of the Chinese race. Conquest—especially 
of a country with China’s conditions, with cheap servants and 
luxury possibilities—entices the conqueror to luxurious living 
and laxity of thinking. Not even the most warlike people who 
invaded this country was ever able to resist, and the Chinese people 
rose to overthrow them eventually. Bitter experience will make 
the Chinese people understand the importance of nationalism, and 
result in the overthrow of Japan,” she asserted.

^‘Even so, I cannot believe that Japan will prevail in a military 
conquest. Our soldiers are too fine, and the pressure we are con
tinuously bringing to bear will have its eventual effect also. I 
have no doubt about the outcome of this war.”
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Shanghai, December 25, 1937.

To the Public:

*

A CHAIN LETTER

Red Cross Week closed recently and with it 
a drive to raise $100,000 locally. This is only a 
small fraction of the sum which is required to see 
the refugees through the winter. Still, it is 
Shanghai’s quota and it gives every Shanghai resi
dent a chance to do what he himself can towards 
alleviating the misery he readily sees on all sides 
as he walks the downtown streets.

If every one of you who reads this letter 
will not only take the initiative of making a con
tribution yourself but will also pass the word on 
to five of your friends and urge them to do like
wise, even though the campaign has officially 
closed, the responsibility can be met and the sum 
raised.

The collective effort of individual men and 
women is sufficient and still needed to overcome 
many obstacles. This is made to you personally.

The Shanghai International Red Cross
Director’s Office, 505 Honan Road

Campaign Headquarters, 129 Nanking Road
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CANTON COMMITTEE FOR JUSTICE TO CHINA

COPIES OF THIS PAMPHLET MAY BE SECURED ON APPLICATION

Why A Committee For Justice to China?
E. II. Lockwood Secretary Y.M.C.A.

On the day when Japanese planes in one of their 
air raids on the almost defenseless city of Canton 
dropped bombs which caused the death of more than 
three hundred people, many of them women and chil
dren, living in a residential section far removed from 
any fortified areas, a small group of American citizens 
met and agreed on a message which was sent to the 
American Government. It was also agreed at this 
time that a longer statement should be made to be 
printed and sent to English speaking people of in
fluence in all parts of the world. This circular is the 
statement which has been prepared. It was decided 
by the committee, appointed to prepare plans for the 
future, that a Canton Committee for Justice to China 
should be formod to be composed of persons in Canton, 
both Chinese and foreigners, who have connections 
with English speaking countries and wish to give to 
friends outside of China an interpretation of events as 
they appear to residents of Canton.

A Military Party a Curse to Japan
We do not wish to condemn all of the Japan

ese for many of us have had Japanese friends and we 
do not believe that the military clique of Japan can 
represent them. We believe that Japan is cursed 
with a strong military party who have felt their power 
slipping and one of the reasons for the present aggres
sion in China is the desire of this military party to keep 
itself in power. We believe that there are silent 
forces of good will in Japan which are not heard at 
the present time but which are not in sympathy with 
the policy which their government is following at the 
present time. Sooner or later these now silent, forces 
will make themselves heard and will overcome the 
military party which now is mad in its venture in 
China.
Military Men Will Ruin Japan

There has never been in history a country 
dominated by military leaders which has had a long 
and continued success. We do not believe that Japan 
will prove an exception. Military men are good 
servants but they are poor masters and this is a 
lesson which Japan will learn in time. But in the 
meantime, the military leaders are murdering defense
less citizens of China and they will cause much more 
misery before they are brought to account for their 
crimes.

China Not Helpless
Compared to Japan, China is not strong in 

military equipment but she has made advance in 
recent y^ears and the country is preparing to continue 
the struggle for a long period. One good effect of the 
attack of Japan is to bring about the unity of the 
country to its final stages for China today is united 
as she has never been united before. She is fortunate 
in the leadership of Marshall Chiang Kai Shek who 
stands far above any leader of Japan today not only 
in his intellect but in his moral and spiritual qualities. 
In recent days when we have seen a great city 
threatened by death from bombing planes there has 
been great concern and much fear; but greater than 
fear and concern is the determination of the people to 
struggle to the end against the military leaders of 
Japan.

Appeal to Residents of South China
Membership in the Committee for Justice to 

China is open to all English speaking residents of 
of South China, both Chinese and foreigners. Those 
who wish to affilate with the organization can do so 
by sending in their names to the headquarters in the 
YMCA of Canton. There are no membership dues. 
Our desire is to unite all those who have connections 
with residents of foreign countries whom they wish to 
keep informed of events in China, particularly in the 
Canton Delta. We believe that all foreign residents 
and returned students have in Western countries 
friends, some of them influnetial in education, 
government or business who can act more intelligently 
and forcefully if from time to time they have 
letters or printed information to give them the ideas 
of those who are close to the events in China. China 
is in a struggle for existence and needs the help of 
foreign countries if she is to have the victory. We 
believe that this support from foreign countries may 
come more readily if those of us who have connections 
with friends outside of China use them in this time 
of crisis.
A Tentative Five Point Objective

We urge the friends of China in foreign countries 
to work with us for the five point objective which is 
printed below. It should be understood that these 
points of objective are only tentative and may be 
changed as conditions change. We believe they offer 
the minimum of aid to China at the present time and 
that they will appeal to the sense of fairness of all 
those who believe in justice not only in China but 
throughout the world.

THE FIVE POINT OBJECTIVE OF THE CANTON COMMITTEE FOR JUSTICE TO CHINA
1. United Action between the United States and Great Britain in the present Sino-Japanese Crisis.
2. Economic Boycott of Japan by Western Powers.
3. Aid to China in the purchase and transportation of means of defense.
4. Immediate Meeting of all Powers Signatory to the Nine Power Pact.
5. Contributions for relief work for those who suffer from Japanese atrocities not only in Canton but in all parts ef 

China. They should be sent te the Committee Headquarters, YMCA., Canton.
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WHENCE THE PROVOCATION?
H. C. Brownell.

How came China and Japan to have a falling out? 
The Western world knows something of the struggle 
that began decades ago. It remembers the declared 
war by which the Tokyo government forced China to 
surrender suzerainty in Korea and to cede Formosa 
and the Pescadores. But does it realize with what 
creeping steps Japanese imperialism has aggrandized 
itself in the past quarter century, the subtlety with 
which the military and their diplomatic henchmen 
have gone about their work? »

Let us look at what has happened in Manchuria. 
The story is familiar enough of the political subjection 
of the 30 million Chinese of Manchuria. The sequel 
is also pretty well known—the monopolizing by the 
Japanese of all authority and policy making behind a 
transparent screen of dispised puppets. Education 
has, moreover, been reorganized so that the subjects 
shall develop manual skills and not aspire to professions 
demanding a liberal training or critical judgment. 
Initiative is to be kept strictly in the hands of the 
invaders. They are to direct. The Chinese are to 
follow. They are to be hewers of wood and drawers 
of water for the conquerors.

Of the undeclared war on Shanghai in 1932 one 
does not need to say much. On the minds of many 
visitors to that great city since 1932, the picture is 
indelible of scores of blocks in complete ruins. For 
a time the fire-scarred walls of the greatest publishing 
house in Asia and its famous Oriental Library stood 
as mute evidence of what “a Monroe doctrine for Asia” 
really means.

Peiping and Tientsin have likewise their story of 
bullying at the hands of unwelcpme guests. Before 
this year the numbers of the Japanese garrison were 
swollen out of all relation to the protocol of 1901 by 
which it was pretended that the establishment was 
authorized. These intruders have again and again 
manoeuvred in the countryside by night as much as 
by day. They have demonstrated in the streets of 
the ancient capital with entire disregard of ordinary 
traffic. Streets have been blocked and pedestrains 
thrown back (Americans and Frenchmen as well as 
Chinese) while the ceremony wag performed of pres
enting a banner bestowed on a regiment by His 
Imperial Majesty. Caterpillar tractors have torn up 
the asphalt pavement, the repairs left to the Chinese 
municipality. Chinese owned houses and schools have 
been seized for the used of Japanese. At Tientsin the 
Chinese secretary of the city government was actually 
arrested and carried off by the Japanese from his 
office. Two or three small incidents were provoked 
and magnified into a pretext for forcing a large Chinese 
contingent out of its barracks at Fengtai sc that their 
places could be taken by regiments from Japan. 
Drilling of Peiping students was forbidden. Of course 
at any time the Chinese commander might have stub
bornly refused any concessions. This would have 
meant immediate war and China knew she was still 
unprepared. She had to play for time while making 
every possible effort to develop her defences.

The so-called autonomous regime of, northeastern 
Hopei is another piece of Japanese workmanship. 
Having subsidized bandit gangs to terrorize the popu
lation (some 6 millions) they used the disorder as a 
pretext for overrunning the region and fighting the 
legitimate Chinese troops back to a line near Peiping 
and Tientsin. Then they proclaimed the “demilitar
ization” of the territory, planted an all powerful 
“adviser” beside every district executive, and set up a 
puppet chief at Tungchow with 30 Japanese “experts” 
to pull the strings.

What need is there to mention repeated threats 
during the last three years that an overwhelming 
force from Japan would amputate five northern 
provinces and create another subject state out of them. 
Sometimes the talk was of the Yellow river as the 
southern boundary, sometimes all Shantung, which 
the river bisects, was to be included. Anyhow, the 
Kuomintang was to be suppressed as the one patriotic 
organization spread over all China. Nationalism in 
China is a “threat to the peace of East Asia.”

To facilitate excising Chinese territory and to 
make it seem more reasonable to the Japanese public 
and to foreign nations strenuous efforts were put forth 
by military agents in North China centers to use 
rowdies (in Japan they would be called ronin, in 
China they are the lowest of the low) to raise the flag 
of revolt. Grievances were furnished them from 
Tokyo and money of course. These independent 
regimes were to stand ready at a signal to hand over 
to their Japanese employers. In Shantung as well 
as Hopei, however, these insurgents met with short 
shrift and nowhere except in the East Hopei territory 
described above did one of them make any 
headway.

Enough said. What ground have Japanese 
‘spokesmen” to stand on when they attribute to 

Chinese unreasonableness the present conflict? Would 
any intelligent, self-respecting people sit still under 
such treatment and not prepare to resist the invader, 
nay to recover a portion of what has been lost? What 
writer of history texts or school readers would so 
prostitute himself as to speak of those who have 
wronged his country in the honeyed words Tokyo 
demands? The Chinese reject the preferred hand of 
friendship forsooth! This a mailed fist that is offered 
them, a side swipe on the ear—and then they are asked 
to say thank you and co-operate. Co-operate in what? 
Would it not be as a slave and his slave-driver co
operate in producing for the enjoyment of the master?

It can be left to the conscience of mankind to jass 
Judgement on the effort of Japan to subjugate the 
Chinese nation.

Professor H. E. Brownell is Professor of 
History in Lingnan University and has lived 
in China for twenty five years. He was one 
of the first of the Rhodes Scholars sent from 
America to Oxford and has for years made 
a study of Oriental affairs.

Dr. W. W. Cadbury has been for many 
years a physician with the Canton Hospital 
in Canton. He is a Quaker and when a 
Quaker writes as Dr. Cadbury does in this 
article the reader may be assured there is 
a reason.

To all Men and Women of Good Will:
For more than twenty years Japan has been pre

paring for the subjugation of the Chinese race. Beginning 
with the twenty-one demands issued in 1915, her next 
step, after the Great War, was in 1931 when she 
seized Manchuria and destroyed a large section of the 
city of Shanghai. A threat was made in 1935 to is
olate five northern provinces of China from the rule 
of Nanking. But “Der Tag” had not yet come!

During the last summer there were rumors of dis
organization in the Eastern armies of Soviet Russia. 
Great Britian and France were completely pre-occu
pied with the serious crisis in the Mediterranean.

The policy of the present Government at Wash
ington was definitely opposed to any interference in 
foreign conflicts and, with the probable invocation of 
the Neutrality Act, Japan would gain an immense 
advantage over China. Meanwhile the Chinese nation 
had become united and was growing stronger every 
day. The critical moment was at hand.

On July 7 came the first act of aggression, when 
Japanese troups attacked the Chinese at the Marco 
Polo Bridge, just outside of Peiping.

Hostilities spread to Tientsin, Peiping and to 
Shanghai. Here the Japanese forces used the Inter
national Settlement and foreign ships as a protection 
for their attack upon the Chinese forces massed 
across the Soochow Creek and the Whampoo River. 
Despite this advantage and in the face of the highly 
mechanized forces of Japan, the united Chinese people 
have put up a remarkable resistance.

For this “insincerity” on the part of China, the 
Japanese have perpetrated many reprisals. An 
American Mission Hospital at Nantungchau; an 
American school in Nanchang; an American Hospital 
in Waichow, all have been subjected to deliberate 
attacks by Japanese aircraft.

Trains and junks carrying Chinese refugees, 
mostly women and children, have been deliberately 
attacked, and thousands of innocent uon-combatants 
have been slain.

Reliable reports indicate that within a few days 
air raids in Nanking have killed hundreds of civilians; 
in Hankow more than 600 and in Canton 1,000. Dr. 
Bates in an article in this pamphlet tells of one of the 
bombing raids in Canton.

Eleven universities have been deliberately 
attacked and in some cases completely destroyed.

Public buildings, the pride of the Chinese people, 
tho having no connection with the military arm of 
the nation, have been partially or completely ruined. 
One need only mention the headquarters of the Kuo
mintang in Nanking, the Civic centre in Shanghai and 
the magnificent Sun Yatsen Memorial Hall in Canton.

Despite all of these atrocities, the Chinese people 
have shown remarkable self-restraint. No reprisals 
have been reported upon Japanese cities, and the 
usual hatred engendered in war time, toward an en
emy, has been kept in control to a remarkable degree.

Those of us representing the ideals of freedom 
and democracy to the Chinese, in some cases during 
twenty or thirty years of intimate contact with them, 
have grown to greatly admire the people of this nation; 
and especially during the past few years, under the 
leadership of Generalissimo and Madame Chiang Kai 
Shek, we have observed the rapid upbuilding of a 
great people, among whom the principles of democracy 
hold the first place in the minds of the rulers.

At this time, when the Chinese have proved 
themselves qualified for sound and liberal government, 
Japan, having made alliances with the two other 
to totaletarian states, has launched a most vicious 
attack upon the very existance of the Chinese people. 
Her avowed purpose is to break the will of the nation. 
Thus by employing every engine of war and the full 
force of her mechanized unites she has set out to 
destroy whole towns and villages including their 
inhabitants.

Thus the Japanese (military and naval forces) in 
the mad lust for conquest are bent on the complete 
destruction of the Chinese nation.

Will they stop with China? Assuredly no! 
Encouraged by her allies in Europe nothing will 
satisfy Japan but the subjugation of all the countries 
of the Pacific to her “imperial Way” and the elimin
ation there of the freedom of the mind and the spirit 
of man.

We who have endured, in some small measure, 
the tragic sufferings of the Chinese at the hands of her 
invading enemy are distressed at the recent trend to 
recall Americans home at this time of China’s greatest 
need. We believe that those who have given lives of 
service to this land should be expected to remain if 
possible in this time of crisis. Many of us have im
portant tasks “behind the lines”: to maintain the in
stitutions so greatly depleted of staff. We cannot 
fight in the battle front but there is much to be done 
in the bank and business offices, in the hospitals, chur
ches, schools and colleges. If our Chinese colleagues 
want our help and counsel, this is no time to desert 
them, in order to run to safety.

We call upon pur fellow citizens in the U.S.A, 
and friends in the British Empire to support the Chi
nese in their fight for freedom and democracy against 
insuperable odds. Let us not be found guilty of any 
share in this slaughter of innocent women and chil
dren, by contributions in arms, in money, or any 
other suplies that may be utilized by the Japanese 
forces in their murderous invasion.

As Madame Chiang Kai Shek has declared China 
is fighting for the nations of the World for freedom 
from the tyranny where men and women become more 
units of a machine. Now is the time for the freedom 
loving people of the World to unite in upholding 
their ideals.

Dr. W. W. Cadbury.
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A Statement to Friends of China 
in Foreign Countries.

Hou. Tsang Yang-Ju, Mayor of Canton.

The Japanese military is pursuing a policy of 
aggression and terrorism in direct contravention 
against international peace compacts and principles 
of humanity. China is now resisting with all her 
national resources against this aggression in order not 
only to safe guard her own sovereignity but also to 
protect the peace of the world. Consquently she looks 
forward to all friendly powers for moral support and 
she believes that no country which upholds the prin
ciples of justice would give any material support and 
assistance to the aggressor.

China will resist to the bitter end irrespective of 
the attitude of the powers and the nature of the reply 
of the League to her appeal. It seems obvious that 
China has to face today what other peace loving 
countries will have to face tomorrow and we leave 
this to the friendly powers to realize for themselves. 
We feel that nations should be conciousof this growing 
menace to world peace and should therefore take con
certed action to check the Japanese aggressive activi
ties and the League should without further hesitation 
take concrete steps to uphold justice.

If America, Britain, France and Holland do not 
expect to give up all of their rights in Asia and most 
of their trade they will need to act now to give strength 
to China who is really fighting their battle. But 
Chinese are determined that no matter what foreign 
nations do it is our duty to resist the Japanese and 
this resistance will continue not for months but for 
years, if necessary. We remember the proverb which 
comes to us from the West, “He, whom the gods 
destroy, they first make mad”. The Japanese milit
arists are mad in a lust for power and we firmly 
believe that in the long run they will be destroyed 
and we intend to do our part in this distruction no 
matter how much we suffer. There is no other way.

Dr.■?: B. ButEKj 15 r
orSJiospital in the eastern suburbs of Canton not far 
fromS^e flying field which has for many days been 
subjectecSto heavy bombing. This is the best resid
ential subur\pf Canton. Nearly everyone has moved 
from this dangèrçous area but Dr. Bates with his wife, 
aided by a few lovM,Chinese assistants, have kept the 
hospital open and ha^\not even bothered to put sand 
bags at the doors and wïh^ows. At one thirty in the 
afternoon (in clear dayligmbl on Sept. 22, Japanese 
planes dropped six bombs on a\esidential area killing 
not less than three hundred per^ns, mostly women 
and children. When the bombings^pped Dr. Bates 
drove a truck to the scene and brougnfe^out wounded 
and dying people. Through lack of mone^Dr. Bates 
does not bave an ambulance for his hospital. may 
appeal to some friend of China to give an ambulance 
to this gallant American physician for use in fKjs 
crisis.

Cantonese Civilians Murdered by 
Japanese Bombs.

Dr. F. E. Bates

We arrived at the scene of the bombing on Sept. 
22 within twenty minutes after the explosion. The 
“all clear” signal had not yet been given, but the di
saster was evidently so great that at every turn police 

and soldiers facilitated our passage through the other" 
wise closed streets. The smoke and dust of the ex
plosion had not yet cleared away, and the road for 
some distance was heavily piled with twisted timbers, 
broken glass, bricks, plaster, and all manner of build
ing material. As we approached the scene of the 
bombing, police and soldiers on every side were calling 
and beckoning us to the place where wounded lay. 
As soon as it became evident that a rescue party had 
arrived there came from every corner and hole in the 
debris which had, but a few moments before, been 
their living quarters, the most wretched, pitiable 
pieces of humanity that can be readily imagined. 
Some were seen with blood dripping off their faces 
crawling over the demolished buildings calling loudly 
their loved ones who were buried under the fallen 
structures. One old lady, past eighty years of age, sat 
on the curb holding her bleeding head calling urgently 
to us to rescue her children and grand children who 
were buried in the mass beside her. Numerous chil
dren were running about in a semi-dazed way trying to 
find mothers who could be seen no where. One man, 
badly cut about the head and face, came out of a little 
hole where a bit flooring from the upper story had 
formed a triangle with the wall and floor below car
rying a little girl about ten years old. He pled with 
us to bring him back in the first load. His wife, two 
smaller children, and mother were buried under the 
houses and he seemed terribly fearful that something 
would happen to separate his only living child from 
him.

The story might be continued almost indefinitely, 
for the sights of those few moments, while we were 
filling the hospital cars with the wounded, w ere many 
indeed. We were but one of six hospitals which went 
to rescue. Between groans of pain some were mour
ning for lost members of the family. Others 
wThose families could all be accounted for 
had lost all of their wordly possessions. Where 
would they be able to pass the nights after leaving the 
hospital? Where could they get food? The scenes of 
human pain and woe were almost innumerable and 
defy description. They were not living near a military 
camp, an arsenal, important railroad, or any kind of 
military defense works. It vvas one of the busy streets 
of this section of Canton, and yet the pitiless eye of 
the invader regarded not men. His wras hut a program 
of ruthless destruction and terror.

Dr. F. E. Bates is a missionary doctor in 
charge of a hospital in the eastern suburbs 
of Canton not far from the flying field which 
has for many ways been subjected to heavy 
bombing. Nearly everyone has moved from 
this arigerous area but Dr. Bates with his 
wife, aided by a few loyal Chinese assistants, 
have kept the hospital open At one, thirty in 
the afternoon (in clear daylight) on Sept. 22, 
Japanese planes dropped six bombs on a 
residential area killing not less than three 
hundred persons, mostly women and children» 
When the bombing stopped Dr. Bates drove 
a truck to the scene and brought out wounded 
and dying people.
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Editorial from

THE NATION

December 25, 1937

America Must Choose

I
N THIS issue we carry two important statements 
on American foreign policy. The first, by Norman 
Thomas, twice Socialist candidate for President, is 
a stern warning against what he feels to be the danger 

of collective action for peace under present circumstances. 
The second, by Raymond Leslie Buell, president of the 
Foreign Policy Association, contains an equally vigorous 
admonition against the dangers inherent in the isolation
ist position which Mr. Thomas partially reflects. That 
two leading opponents of war can take such conflicting 
positions on this issue is indicative of the cleavage which 
runs through the country on the question of American 
foreign policy.

Yet despite this sharp divergence of opinion, the 
country must somehow make up its mind between these 
two policies. An attempt to follow a middle course be
tween isolation and collective security would be the most 
dangerous of all. Vacillation and inconsistency only lead 
to fiascos such as the Brussels conference and the shame
less conduct of the democracies toward Spain. The 
United States must either withdraw from the world, eco
nomically and politically, and rely on “the advantages of 
our geographic and historic position,” to quote Mr. 
Thomas, or aid in the creation of an international sys
tem of law which will prevent war. Thus far this coun
try has sought to enjoy all the privileges and advantages 
of its world position without sharing in the responsibili
ties inherent in those privileges. And to an extent which 
few Americans like to admit, the present state of world 
anarchy is the result of this policy. The utter lack of 
responsibility which so bewilders foreigners attempting 
to appraise American policy must be attributed almost 
entirely to isolationist sentiment.

While professing to believe in collective security in 
principle, Mr. Thomas asks precisely at what nation it 
should be directed. According to our understanding of 
the term, collective security cannot be directed at anyone. 
Therein lies the all-important distinction between col
lective security and a system of alliances. Collective se
curity implies an agreement between a group of nations, 
which is open to all, by which each nation undertakes to 
bring pressure on any other which resorts to war in vio
lation of its pledge. The United States has never entered 
such an arrangement, although its signature to the Nine- 
Power Treaty and the Kellogg Pact may be interpreted 
as imposing certain obligations.

It is highly important, however, to note that collec
tive security does not imply necessarily the use of mili
tary force. The task of eliminating war from the world 
is largely one of developing non-violent substitutes for
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military force, to be used, when necessary, for the en
forcement of international law and order.

But what if economic sanctions fail? Are we then to 
resort to military force to check fascist aggression? It 
is at this point that Mr. Thomas and many other pacifists 
draw back, assuming that there is some occult force by 
which economic sanctions are automatically transformed 
into military action—and war. We do not consider this a 
fair assumption. Economic and financial sanctions cannot 
fail if they are honestly applied. No country, least of all 
Japan, Italy, or Germany, can carry on war and maintain 
its population if cut off from all assistance from the out
side world. Moreover, the application of collective eco
nomic pressure does not in any way imply or prepare the 
way for subsequent resort to military force. To take an 
extreme case, if a desperate, impoverished Japan seized 
the Dutch East Indies to get oil, economic sanctions, as 
Mr. Buell points out, would ultimately bring it to terms 
since it would still be unable to obtain adequate sup
plies of iron ore, cotton, wool, antimony, magnesite, 
manganese, tungsten, chrome, bauxite, tin, lead, nickel, 
and a number of other raw materials which are essential 
to modern industry, and without which no country could 
hope to wage war.

Admittedly, the prospect of joint economic action 
against Japan is slight. Mr. Thomas may be correct in 
saying that the chances for effective collective pressure 
were much greater in the Ethiopian crisis than at the 
present time. But what he does not state is that the weak
ness of the League in the early days of the Manchurian 
crisis, the failure of the powers to apply oil sanctions 
against Italy, and the collapse of the Brussels conference 
can be partly traced to one cause—the inability or un
willingness of the United States to cooperate because of 
isolationist sentiment. If this sentiment could be over
come, to an even greater extent than it has been in the 
past few weeks, there is every indication that Great 
Britain, France, and the Soviet Union would cooperate 
in any program for the Far East that this country might 
propose.

Mr. Buell shows in some detail how the program of 
the isolationist groups, to which Mr. Thomas gives aid 
and comfort, creates a real threat of war. This threat 
will continue to exist as long as the United States, the 
world’s greatest commercial and financial power, refuses 
either to join in collective efforts to prevent war or to 
participate in a program for worldwide economic ap
peasement. While the fascist powers are demanding ac
cess to raw materials and markets to further the solution 
of their admittedly grave economic problems, the United 
States is sitting tight, behind a high tariff wall, on more 
than half the world’s gold supply and an overwhelming 
share of the world’s supply of raw materials, refusing 
either to “divvy up” or to join in practical measures 
to protect countries like Ethiopia, Spain, and China. Be
cause of the “advantages of our geographic and historic 
position” America is virtually safe from attack, but our 
refusal to join in any common action to protect less for
tunate nations has created a condition of international 
anarchy in which no country can be safe.
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How Can We Escape War?
Neutrality Plus Socialism

BY NORMAN THOMAS *

OLLECTIVE security is a phrase or an idea in
creasingly dear to such assorted Americans as Earl 
Browder, Dorothy Thompson, and the editors of

The Nation and the New York Times. The League for 
Peace and Democracy (formerly the League Against 
War and Fascism) in its official program dodges the 
phrase but, following President Roosevelt’s lead, advo
cates “the necessity of concerted action to quarantine 
aggressors,” which if it means anything means to most 
people collective security. But what does collective secur
ity mean for Americans on the eve of the year 1938 of 
what is called by courtesy the Christian era? One sus
pects that its advocates find it easier to agree that those 
of us who disbelieve in it are ’’isolationists,” ”futile 
pacifists,” “unwitting tools of fascism,” or “Trotskyists” 
than to define what they mean by it or how they would 
apply it in the present crisis.

Now collective security as an abstract idea is reason
able, but ^e must consider it as a concrete proposal for 
action under present conditions, not under the condi
tions that prevailed at some former time or which may 
prevail in the future. The advocate of collective security 
must tell his fellow-Americans plainly how he would 
answer such immensely pertinent questions as these: 
Assuming that collective security is something to be 
achieved against aggressor nations, precisely at which 
nations should it be directed? Japan? Or Japan and Ger
many and Italy, the latter two being clearly aggressors 
in Spain? Who will be our partners in achieving it? 
Presumably the “democratic” nations. But which are 
they? Great Britain? France? Russia? If, as is probable, 
collective security should begin with economic sanctions, 
what reason have we to think that the sanctions would be 
effective, or if effective that they would be an alternative 
rather than a preface to war? If collective security means 
war, why should we expect that war to be essentially 
different from the first war to make the world safe for 
democracy, or likely to result in a better peace? How 
can the United States wage war without establishing at 
home a military dictatorship, universal conscription, and 
fascism?

It is because I have not heard, read, or imagined any 
remotely satisfactory answer to these questions that I 
reject the idea of American participation in collective 
security as enormously dangerous. I am aware of the 
difficulties of keeping the United States out of a war if 
it becomes a world war; I should prefer to keep war out 
of the world. But I object to being dismissed as an isola
tionist when I insist that we have a right to utilize for 
our peace the advantages of our geographic and historic 

position, and that it is more practicable to keep the 
United States government out of war than to use it in 
war for ideal ends. Moreover, if we fail, I think that 
those of us who tried to keep the United States out of 
war will have a better hearing from the potential build
ers of a new social order than those who must assume 
responsibility for another war with its tragic suffering 
and ultimate futility and disillusionment. I believe in 
cooperation for peace and the maximum possible isola
tion from war. Those who have turned deaf ears to every 
plea for cooperation for peace while there was time have 
no right to demand that I support cooperation for war.

From war and all its effects there is no complete es
cape for any nation in an interdependent world, but there 
is no fatalistic inevitability of history or economics which 
compels the United States to fight Japan, now or later. 
The assumption of the inevitability of imperialist war 
between the United States and Japan rests among other 
things on the refusal to see that our real hope against 
both imperialism and fascism lies in sanctions which 
some day the workers of Japan will join with their 
brothers in China and in other lands in enforcing, and 
not in the triumph of one set of capitalist powers inter
ested in preserving the status quo over another set which 
wants to change it.

Let us look now in some detail at the bitter facts which 
make a collective security of democratic states in our 
crazy, capitalist-nationalist world a utopian dream. There 
have been many occasions when the omens for successful 
action by non-fascist nations to restrain an aggressor 
were far more auspicious than they are now. But noth
ing happened. Great Britain and France, probably alone, 
certainly with the aid of the U. S. S. R., by vigorous 
diplomacy and a discreet threat of economic sanctions 
could have blocked Mussolini’s war on Ethiopia before 
it began. In the end, too late, through the League of 
Nations they imposed weak sanctions which only irri
tated the Italian people and drove them closer to their 
dictator. Even Russia continued to sell oil to Mussolini. 
And even Russia today is purchasing a new naval vessel 
from the fascist yards of Livorno. Simply by permitting 
the Spanish government the usual rights of a nation 
Great Britain and France—yes, and America—could 
probably have ended the fascist war in Spain before it 
menaced the peace of mankind. Great Britain, the same 
Britain which is now expected to fight for democracy, 
preferred to take chances on Mussolini rather than on 
any sort of social revolution in Spain. In 1931, before 
Hitler came to power and before the Japanese were so 
deeply committed to the Chinese conquest, it is quite 
possible that the League of Nations, the U. S. S. R., and 
the United States could have prevented the rape of Man
churia by economic sanctions or the threat of them. There
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was no remote approach to agreement among them. Why, 
then, expect them suddenly today to agree on effective 
sanctions against Japan, to saying nothing of Italy and 
Germany?

And if by a miracle they should agree on effective 
sanctions, including an embargo on cotton, scrap iron, 
and oil, would not a united Japan seek to break that 
blockade before it was strangled by it? Would not the 
consequence be a prompt attack on the Dutch East Indies 
to get oil? And could this nation, partly responsible for 
provoking that attack, refuse to aid the victim? It is 
dangerous irresponsibility, in view of all the probabili
ties, for Communists or liberals to do what I heard Clar
ence Hathaway do before the Negro Congress in Phila
delphia: assure the audience that effective economic 
sanctions would bring Italy, Germany, and Japan to 
terms without any danger of war. On the contrary, the 
danger is so great that advocates of such sanctions at 
least should press for an armament program in the 
United States far more costly than our present billion- 
dollar military budget. “Collective security,” in other 
words, means for the United States certain militarism and 
all but certain war.

That war would not be for “democracy.” What is the 
common denominator of democracy which would unite 
Stalin’s non-capitalist but totalitarian state with the capi
talist but non-totalitarian states of Messrs. Roosevelt, 
Chamberlain, and Chautemps? Truly a new age of faith 
is upon us when men and women old enough to remem
ber how we proposed to make the world safe for democ
racy in one war and got Hitler—or with eyes to observe 
events in India, the Near East, and tragic Spain—can 
believe in a crusade for democracy led by Stalin, Roose
velt, Chamberlain, and the French General Staff. As I 
write these lines, the British government is showing a 
far greater interest in finding terms on which Hitler may 
be satisfied than in building a British, French, and Rus
sian alliance.

It is indeed probable that Great Britain and France 
may fight one or more of the fascist nations, but it will 
not be for democracy; it will be for their national and 
imperial interests. If the United States fights Japan, it 
will be for national “honor,” to avenge some injury or 
slight, to keep a Far Eastern trade worth less than our 
annual military budget in time of peace. It will not be 
to make China safe for those Chinese whom we continu
ously and cheerfully affront by our unilateral exclusion 
act. The only service of our idealists will be to provide 
rationalizations highly useful to the militarists. Those 
rationalizations will be more sophisticated than the Wil
sonian rationalizations of 1917 but not essentially differ
ent from them, or truer than they were.

To these arguments I have heard no plausible answers. 
The less romantic among the advocates of collective se
curity meet the issue something like this: “We grant that 
the motives behind collective security may be mixed. 
Nevertheless, we should seek alliances now because 
sooner or later we shall have to fight Japan and probably 
other fascist nations too. This is a good time to get it 
over, before Japan has strengthened its position by its
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conquest of China. To defeat the fascist aggressors, from 
whatever motives, is the one essential to any hope of 
building a decent world in which constructive forces can 
operate.”

This statement misjudges the probable effect of a 
temporary Japanese victory in China as badly as it mis
understands the cause and cure of fascism. Japan will 
probably be able to impose its own terms of peace in 
China. But not for long. It has the undying hatred of a 
patient people whose ancestors have always absorbed 
their conquerors. Guerrilla war, passive resistance, Com
munist risings aided by the U. S. S. R., not only in China 
but possibly in Japan itself, will still further weaken the 
structure of a nation already greatly strained by the eco
nomic weakness of its position and the costs of war. If 
foreign nations made war on Japan, the rulers and the 
masses might unite against the foe; the difficulties of 
gathering the fruits of a costly victory will have no such 
effect.

Fascism and imperialism are the products of our capi
talist-nationalist civilization at a certain stage of its de
velopment or disintegration. They are the offspring, 
horribly ugly but legitimate, of the status quo which we 
are asked to preserve. Victory for the armies of Stalin, 
Chamberlain, Roosevelt, and Chautemps might remove 
certain dictators and might—or might not—encourage 
constructive revolution in the conquered states. But cer
tainly in the victorious empires there would be no con
structive revolution. The result, as our Communist 
friends ought to realize, would not be the world Lenin 
sought in 1917 but a world in which all the major 
causes of war and fascism would still be operative. Stalin 
might be among the victors, but not socialism or democ
racy. The unity of workers with hand and brain would 
still remain to be achieved. And in that unity lies our 
best hope of ending the division of men and nations into 
the houses of Have and Have Not. The chances are 
that a victorious United States, if not too exhausted, 
would stay in China to finish the work of “civilization” 
which the Japanese militarists had begun. Our govern
ment might take the devil’s role of arch-imperialist. For, 
never forget, the victory of the United States, however 
high and holy our alleged aim, would with absolute cer
tainty require the militarization of our people and the 
establishment of virtual fascism at home. And that fas
cism would of necessity be imperialistic.

Even today the War Department is ready for universal 
conscription, to draft us all for trench or work bench. 
The first and perhaps the greatest of the enormous casual
ties of our next war will be liberty and democracy at 
home. This will be the one sure consequence of the at
tempt to use the American capitalist government, in or 
out of an alliance, to establish peace or democracy by war. 
It will be a result not limited in duration to the war. No 
one can tell how long it would take a brutalized, ex
hausted people, drugged by war and possibly by the 
thing we call “victory,” to throw off its chains.

Are we, then, condemned to do nothing? It is true 
that no means is at hand to bring to us or to the world 
the democracy and peace as dear to us as to any advocates
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I of collective security. We pay, and pay a tragic price, for
1 all our mistakes and lost opportunities since the summer

I of 1914. In any course is some danger and to any pro- 
I gram some objection.
I I should agree with Mr. Buell’s program, as far as it 

l goes, with two important exceptions. I believe ( 1 ) that 
his third point, an international embargo on raw mate
rials, is today an impossible and dangerous version of 
collective security; and (2) that the desirable improve
ment in the neutrality law is not an increase in Presiden- 

itial powers of discretion. Whatever praise is due the 
President’s Chicago speech as a condemnation of aggres
sion, it was an undemocratic gesture toward changing 
American policy, a gesture inconsistent with the Presi
dent’s preceding acts, and one which led the world to 
expect something more than another futile conference to 
add to Norman Hezekiah Davis’s long and unbroken rec
ord of failure. Yet many of those most suspicious of Mr. 
Roosevelt’s ambitions praised this very undemocratic 

i method of changing our foreign policy in a matter liter- 
| ally of life and death to us all.
1 The stock argument that neutrality of the sort en- 
Ivisaged by our present imperfect law is-of advantage to 

Japan as against China is simply untrue, unless, indeed, 
one believes that we should be ready to fight for the right 
to ship guns to China. This is what some of my Chinese 
friends frankly desire. In reality, to call this undeclared 
war of Japan’s “war,” to ban all loans, to prohibit 

(all shipments of munitions to Japan as well as to China, 
and to make it harder for Japan to buy and transport 
other materials would diminish the advantage over China 
which Japan’s superior merchant marine and banking 
facilities now give it. If the government would imme
diately enforce the neutrality law and withdraw our citi- 

. zens and fighting forces from danger zones in the Far 
■ East, it would be in a better, not a worse, position to use 

such moral pressure as might possibly make for peace. 
Neutrality in a world war would impose economic hard- 

/ ships on this nation which should be considered and as 
t far as possible anticipated. But those hardships would 

be less than the costs of war.
Beyond this program for the government, I heartily 

agree with The Nation's support of a popular boycott 
by consumers of Japanese goods. Properly conducted, 
such a boycott is not open to the objections to official 
embargos backed by navies.

Above all, any long-range program for peace requires 
an active struggle for a new social and international order 
impossible under capitalist nationalism. This alone can 

| give the economic assurance to nations in the House of
| Have Not which Mr. Buell suggests that we should give to
s Japan. No defeat of Japanese militarists will mean much 

for peace in a world which continues to deprive not only 
ÿ the working class generally but certain races and nations
ÿ in particular of sure access to the material means neces-
f sary for their well-being. The ominous portent of fascism 

but strengthens our fundamental analysis of the cause 
and cure of war. “Workers of the world unite” is still 
the best slogan for achieving a genuine collective se-

B curity.
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The Failure of Isolation
BY RAYMOND LESLIE BUELL

D
URING the past few years many American lib
erals have abandoned hope of building a world 
order which will prevent war. Appalled by the 
difficulty of finding a constructive way out of the existing 

international chaos, they now want to insulate the United 
States from “other people’s wars” by a policy which may 
be called the New Isolation.

The New Isolation has at least four planks in its 
platform:

1. Economic self-containment, so as to cut the eco
nomic ties between the United States and the outside 
world. Although few liberals advocate the complete ap
plication of this doctrine, many have supported the idea 
that upon the outbreak of war the United States should 
prohibit the export of essential raw materials to all bel
ligerents.

2. Conscription of capital in time of war; taking the 
profits out of war.

3. Continental self-defense.
4. A popular referendum before any declaration of 

war except in the event of invasion.
Despite the ardor with which the New Isolation pro

gram has been supported, it has already proved a failure. 
The movement for mandatory embargos produced noth
ing better than the Neutrality Act of May, 1937. This 
act prohibits the export of munitions in time of war but 
allows the unrestricted export of raw materials provided 
belligerents pay cash and transport such materials in 
non-American ships. Instead of cutting the economic ties 
of the United States with warring countries, the Neu
trality Act, if applied, will make us an indirect ally of 
the power with the largest navy and financial resources 
—Japan in the Orient and Britain in Europe. In its pres
ent form, therefore, it is as likely to involve us in war 
as were the pre-war rules of neutrality.

The movement to draft capital and take the profits 
out of war has also proved a delusion. Despite its advo
cacy of anti-war-profits bills, the Nye Munitions Com
mittee in June, 1936, quietly published a report which 
admitted that it is virtually impossible to take the profits 
out of war. “It is obvious,” the report declared, “that 
the most important contribution toward victory to be 
made in the economic sphere is the bringing about of the 
tremendous and rapid increase in production that is 
needed. Yet it is extremely unlikely that this production 
will be forthcoming without the evils of profiteering. 
. . . Whenever the attempts to eliminate these evils con
flict with the efforts to stimulate production, it is the 
former rather than the latter which must be sacrificed.”

The idea of continental defense has made even less 
progress. For all our pacifism, our unwillingness to make 
any international commitments, and our supposed geo
graphic security, the United States is spending a billion 
dollars a year upon its armaments. We have a navy and 
an air force as strong as that of any other power. Why 
do Congress and public opinion overwhelmingly support 
such expenditures? Not because of any plot of the muni-
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tions makers, but because of a feeling of insecurity and a 
desire to be prepared for any eventuality.

Faced with the collapse of these proposals, the New 
Isolationists are now turning to the idea of a referendum 
before a declaration of war. At first sight the idea is 
attractive, but American history gives no evidence that 
the ’people” are any less belligerent than Congress. The 
only virtue of a referendum is the virtue of delay, but 
this delay may prove disastrous if it gives an enemy time 
to seize bases in Latin America and launch an attack 
against the Panama Canal: Confronted by such a threat, 
most Presidents and Congresses would ignore any con
stitutional injunction regarding a pre-war plebiscite and 
resist the aggression against Latin America, declining to 
admit that the armed clash which might thus result was 
’’war.” So long as the President retains any diplomatic 
discretion or the right to move the fleet, it remains pos
sible for him to create an "incident” and work up public 
opinion into a war fever. Similar in nature to the prohi
bition amendment and the anti-war pact, the proposed 
referendum on war would have little effect on the for
eign policy of the United States, while it would encour
age fascist aggression elsewhere. From the standpoint of 
political theory it is well to remember that the dictators 
of Rome appealed over the heads of the Senate to the 
masses, that Napoleon III employed the plebiscite to 
legitimatize his coup d’état, and that Hitler solemnly ap
peals to the referendum to confirm his most spectacular 
acts. American democracy is not going to be saved by 
tying the hands of Congress in times of emergency; its 
future depends upon making Congress a more respon
sible and representative body.

Forced to admit these failures, many of the supporters 
of the New Isolation now show a spirit of complete dis
couragement. Some of them predict that no matter what 
we do, the United States will inevitably be drawn into 
the next war. Unwilling to cooperate with other powers, 
and unwilling to pay the price for the New Isolation, the 
United States today drifts along upon a rising tide of 
chaos. As the sinking of the Panay indicates, the rela
tions between the United States and Japan may at any 
time develop a crisis. A policy of endeavoring single- 
handed to protect our interests in a war zone creates the 
danger of war.

It cannot be denied that the economic interests, the 
political institutions, and the security of the United 
States will be seriously endangered by another world 
war, whether we remain neutral or not. While most ob
servers do not predict a general war in the immediate 
future, the fact remains that the powers today are spend
ing nearly three times as much on armaments as they 
did in 1914. Recently the world has been enjoying an 
economic recovery based partly upon these unproductive 
armament expenditures, financed by borrowing. Sooner 
or later the limit of such expenditure will be reached, 
particularly in the dictatorships, which will be confronted 
by bankruptcy. What will they do then? Turn workers 
out of the munitions plants into the streets and run the 
risk of social revolution? Resort to a gigantic inflation? 
Or take the risks of becoming involved in a foreign ad-
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venture? Unless the present world trend is reversed, one 
need not be an alarmist to predict that during the next u
five years the world will experience a new war or a new |g
depression of far greater magnitude than any we have II 
known in the past. Fj

The United States could conceivably escape the rav- V
ages of a new depression or a new world war by social- |
izing its economy on a self-contained basis. But in view 
of our huge agricultural surpluses and the technological 
advantages of our mass-production industries, which can 
only be fully utilized through international trade, self- ' 
containment would inevitably mean a lowered standard 
of living. Recent difficulties in obtaining farm legislation 
and imposing controls on American industry indicate the L
far greater difficulties that would be involved in a more 1
drastic reorganization of our economic life through I
democratic processes. The attempt to achieve self-con- I
tainment would probably lead in the direction of die- jl
tatorship, and a dictatorship of the right. The experience I
of Germany and Italy shows that self-containment, or "
autarchy, can probably be achieved only through fas
cism.

As for the effect of war on our political institutions, 
the United States would probably submit to dictatorship j 
if it entered another war. But there is also grave danger | 
of its being led to sacrifice its liberties in order to keep /j
out of war. Wars are caused as much by clashes of ideas II
as by clashes of economic interests. And the American Ï
people have never shown restraint in expressing their j
dislike of conditions abroad. There is something ironical I
in the fact that at the very time when Congress was de- ||
bating the Neutrality Act last spring, Mayor LaGuardia, II
John L. Lewis, Hugh Johnson, Cardinal Mundelein, and |
Senator Borah were denouncing fascism in language f
more severe perhaps than that used by any responsible 4
leader in France or England. America hates fascism to- r
day infinitely more than it hated the German Kaiser in 
1914. Possibly we shall continue to confine our hatred y 
to words. But to be logical, an isolationist should favor 
censorship of the press, newsreels, and movies upon the ! 
outbreak of war between foreign nations, for if Ameri
can opinion becomes unneutral, the task of keeping the 
country out of war will be extremely difficult, no mat
ter what economic issues are involved. Those Americans 
who believe that we shall not need to exert the very 
greatest effort to preserve our traditional liberties in a 
world full of raging conflict, are living in a fool’s | 
paradise. |

It may be argued that the United States can remain in- I
different to any war until an aggressor has actually in- I
vaded the Western Hemisphere. But this argument ig- I 
nores the fact that if the three aggressive dictatorships— B
Germany, Italy, and Japan—succeed in their present ef- fl
forts to dominate neighboring territory, and if they sue- fl
ceed in destroying the present balance of power in 
Europe, the task of defending this hemisphere from in- II 
vasion will prove far more difficult than if such prospec- II 
tive wars are nipped in the bud. Moreover, fascism is II
learning how to make conquests without the force of 11
arms. Today it undoubtedly is at work in Latin America, 11
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the world’s greatest reservoir of raw materials. The 
Vargas dictatorship in Brazil denies that it is fascist, 
but the test will come when a revolution against the 
dictatorship occurs. Vargas will undoubtedly pronounce 
it "Communist” and even appeal to the anti-Communist 
bloc for aid. It is not fantastic to believe that the Spanish 
civil war may then be transferred to Latin America. 
In such an event the Latin American dictatorships— 
there are only three real democracies south of the 
Rio Grande—will gravitate toward Rome and Berlin, 
and away from Washington, if the world’s great de
mocracies continue to show signs of paralysis.

Obviously the formula of "isolation” or "neutrality” 
offers no answer to the tremendous economic, political, 
and military problems confronting the United States. 
Certainly the alternative is not a preventive war; the 
United States cannot be expected to accept any military 
commitments. The question is whether it can participate 
in a new effort at cooperation to avert the outbreak of 
war, for only in such effort is there hope for the future.

In my opinion, the United States can take four con
crete steps at the present time, all of which may help to 
check the present trend toward war:

1. Strengthen the Hull foreign-trade program. Four 
years ago Secretary of State Hull was almost alone among 
world statesmen in his desire to combat the evil of eco
nomic nationalism. Despite domestic as well as foreign 
opposition, he has steadfastly pursued his goal of re
ducing excessive trade barriers without injuring any es
sential industry or adversely affecting the interests of the 
American worker or farmer. Up to the present the State 
Department has concluded trade agreements with sixteen 
nations, and on November 17 it announced that nego
tiations with Great Britain would soon begin. Those 
familiar with the attitude of Britain several years ago 
toward the Hull trade program regard this last achieve
ment as a great triumph. While the British agreement 
will open new markets for the American farmer, the 
United States will have to lower certain duties on manu
factured goods, and the interests adversely affected are 
becoming restive. But if public opinion strongly sup
ports the efforts of the Secretary of State, the British 
trade agreement may lay the foundation for a general 
removal of trade barriers and for a new effort to bring 
Germany and Italy back to the world economy, as well as 
induce Japan to abandon its aggressive policies as a 
solution for its economic problems.

2. Amend the Neutrality Act. In its present form the 
Neutrality Act makes it difficult, if not impossible, for 
the United States to throw its diplomatic weight against 
aggression. Unwilling to assist Japan, President Roose
velt has declined so far to apply the act to hostilities in 
the Orient. He has been legally justified in taking this 
position because if neither Japan nor China is willing to 
admit that the present hostilities have created a legal 
state of war, the President is under no obligation to do 
so. Nevertheless, should Japan declare war against 
China, the President would be obliged to apply the act. 
Then both belligerents would be barred from our muni
tions market, but both could buy raw materials upon the 
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cash-and-carry basis. In fact this would mean that China 
would suffer, for Japan is self-sufficient in munitions 
and, unlike China, has a merchant marine which can 
transport American raw materials. The act would oper
ate similarly to benefit Britain and France in a European 
war. In its present form the Neutrality Act is uncondi
tionally and automatically pro-Japanese and pro-British. 
The United States cannot afford thus uncritically to un
derwrite the foreign policy of any power. It should use 
its discretion to open or close its markets in accordance 
with its own interests and not in accordance with the 
accident of geography. To avoid the dangers implicit in 
the present act, Congress should amend it so as to give 
the President discretion to impose an embargo upon the 
export of raw materials to belligerents.

3. Cooperate in an international embargo on raw ma
terials. It would be unwise for the United States alone 
to stop the shipment of any raw material to Japan. Apart 
from the political consequences, such a unilateral em
bargo might merely divert trade to other powers. But an 
international embargo on the export of such war ma
terials as scrap iron, cotton, and oil, and on the impor
tation of Japanese silk, is an entirely different matter. 
Britain has indicated that it will go as far as the United 
States in stopping war in the Orient. Surely the least we 
can do is to cooperate with all like-minded powers in 
denying to Japan the raw materials which are necessary 
for its military aggression, and in declining to buy Japa
nese silk, which provides the exchange for the purchase 
of raw materials.

The one argument advanced against an international 
embargo is that Japan might retaliate by attacking Hong
kong, Vladivostock, or the Philippines, and thus pro
voke war. Actually, the danger of such an attack exists 
today, in the absence of any collective diplomatic ma
chinery for meeting it without resort to military force. 
Moreover, once an international embargo was imposed, 
the Western powers could refrain from taking any mili
tary action to defend their possessions in the Orient, 
realizing that if they applied the embargo long enough 
Japan would have to withdraw. The international em
bargo, if the Western powers have the discipline and the 
restraint to apply it, provides a substitute for war. In 
imposing such an embargo I would favor evacuation of 
all our troops from China and the withdrawal of our 
nationals to the Philippines, thus reducing one source 
of friction with Japan.

4. Seek a basis of appeasement in the Pacific. In im
posing an embargo denying to Japan the raw materials 
of aggression, the outside world should announce its 
willingness to assist in finding a solution of Japan’s 
economic difficulties once peace is restored. The ultimate 
objective of our foreign policy should be a new Wash
ington conference for the purpose of restoring China’s 
sovereignty—and this includes the surrender of the spe
cial privileges of all powers—and of considering Japan’s 
grievances against the outside world. If an embargo is 
accompanied by a definite offer of reconstruction, the 
Orient, and the rest of the world as well, may yet be 
saved from the anarchy toward which it is now drifting.
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Editorial from

THE NATION

.December 25, 1937

America Must Choose

I
N THIS issue we carry two important statements 
on American foreign policy. The first, by Norman 
Thomas, twice Socialist candidate for President, is 
a stern warning against what he feels to be the danger 

of collective action for peace under present circumstances. 
The second, by Raymond Leslie Buell, president of the 
Foreign Policy Association, contains an equally vigorous 
admonition against the dangers inherent in the isolation
ist position which Mr. Thomas partially reflects. That 
two leading opponents of war can take such conflicting 
positions on this issue is indicative of the cleavage which 
runs through the country on the question of American 
foreign policy.

Yet despite this sharp divergence of opinion, the 
country must somehow make up its mind between these 
two policies. An attempt to follow a middle course be
tween isolation and collective security would be the most 
dangerous of all. Vacillation and inconsistency only lead 
to fiascos such as the Brussels conference and the shame
less conduct of the democracies toward Spain. The 
United States must either withdraw from the world, eco
nomically and politically, and rely on “the advantages of 
our geographic and historic position,” to quote Mr. 
Thomas, or aid in the creation of an international sys
tem of law which will prevent war. Thus far this coun
try has sought to enjoy all the privileges and advantages 
of its world position without sharing in the responsibili
ties inherent in those privileges. And to an extent which 
few Americans like to admit, the present state of world 
anarchy is the result of this policy. The utter lack of 
responsibility which so bewilders foreigners attempting 
to appraise American policy must be attributed almost 
entirely to isolationist sentiment.

While professing to believe in collective security in 
principle, Mr. Thomas asks precisely at what nation it 
should be directed. According to our understanding of 
the term, collective security cannot be directed at anyone. 
Therein lies the all-important distinction between col
lective security and a system of alliances. Collective se
curity implies an agreement between a group of nations, 
which is open to all, by which each nation undertakes to 
bring pressure on any other which resorts to war in vio
lation of its pledge. The United States has never entered 
such an arrangement, although its signature to the Nine- 
Power Treaty and the Kellogg Pact may be interpreted 
as imposing certain obligations.

It is highly important, however, to note that collec
tive security does not imply necessarily the use of mili
tary force. The task of eliminating war from the world 
is largely one of developing non-violent substitutes for

The NATION ?
military force, to be used, when necessary, for the en
forcement of international law and order.

But what if economic sanctions fail? Are we then to 
resort to military force to check fascist aggression? It 
is at this point that Mr. Thomas and many other pacifists 
draw back, assuming that there is some occult force by 
which economic sanctions are automatically transformed 
into military action—and war. We do not consider this a 
fair assumption. Economic and financial sanctions cannot 
fail if they are honestly applied. No country, least of all 
Japan, Italy, or Germany, can carry on war and maintain 
its population if cut off from all assistance from the out
side world. Moreover, the application of collective eco
nomic pressure does not in any way imply or prepare the 
way for subsequent resort to military force. To take an 
extreme case, if a desperate, impoverished Japan seized 
the Dutch East Indies to get oil, economic sanctions, as 
Mr. Buell points out, would ultimately bring it to terms 
since it would still be unable to obtain adequate sup
plies of iron ore, cotton, wool, antimony, magnesite, 
manganese, tungsten, chrome, bauxite, tin, lead, nickel, 
and a number of other raw materials which are essential 
to modern industry, and without which no country could 
hope to wage war.

Admittedly, the prospect of joint economic action 
against Japan is slight. Mr. Thomas may be correct in 
saying that the chances for effective collective pressure 
were much greater in the Ethiopian crisis than at the 
present time. But what he does not state is that the weak
ness of the League in the early days of the Manchurian 
crisis, the failure of the powers to apply oil sanctions 
against Italy, and the collapse of the Brussels conference 
can be partly traced to one cause—the inability or un
willingness of the United States to cooperate because of 
isolationist sentiment. If this sentiment could be over
come, to an even greater extent than it has been in the 
past few weeks, there is every indication that Great 
Britain, France, and the Soviet Union would cooperate 
in any program for the Far East that this country might 
propose.

Mr. Buell shows in some detail how the program of 
the isolationist groups, to which Mr. Thomas gives aid 
and comfort, creates a real threat of war. This threat 
will continue to exist as long as the United States, the 
world’s greatest commercial and financial power, refuses 
either to join in collective efforts to prevent war or to 
participate in a program for worldwide economic ap
peasement. While the fascist powers are demanding ac
cess to raw materials and markets to further the solution 
of their admittedly grave economic problems, the United 
States is sitting tight, behind a high tariff wall, on more 
than half the world’s gold supply and an overwhelming 
share of the world’s supply of raw materials, refusing 
either to “divvy up” or to join in practical measures 
to protect countries like Ethiopia, Spain, and China. Be
cause of the “advantages of our geographic and historic 
position” America is virtually safe from attack, but our 
refusal to join in any common action to protect less for
tunate nations has created a condition of international 
anarchy in which no country can be safe.
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The Japanese Way

1.

From
THE NEJT YORK TIMES

SHANGHAI, Wednesday, Dec.
(AP) ...The destruction of a Catholic 
orphanage and the death of eighty-six 
Chinese children in a Japanese air raid 
at Kashing fifteen days ago were re
ported to the French Ambassador, Paul 
Emile Naggiar, by two priests. They 
said 150 refugees, four French sisters 
and five Chinese sisters were missing.

(ju
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MULE AND MEN

7

Japanese doctor and nurses pose before corpses 
of the Chinese Pao /Im Tui (militia) in To nt sin.

6 VERY SORRY, EXCUSE, PLEASE

GOODWILL HEADQUARTERS Inside Japanese Naval Landing Party barracks in the 
Hongkew district of Shanghai’s International Settlement. HOW TO WIN FRIENDS

Japanese Style

th rouah
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JAPANESE BOMBERS 
KILL 300 REFUGEES 
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Near Shanghai by 5 Planes— 
Women and Children Victims

vr «

Warn Neutral Shipping of It— 
Japanese Admit the Chinese 

Continue on Offensive

STREET SCENE

Tke Warfare ia China
Hundreds of Chinese piled into 
train yesterday to escape from .

Nantao which had previously been 
bombed by the Japanese. Before 
they had gone far, however, Japa
nese aerial bombs crashed into the । 
train and 300 of the refugees were 
killed and 400 wounded. But the i 
J spans en may not have it all their ' 
own way in the air, for the Chi
nese announced that they wp”,A— 
open an aerial offe’' - - 
the foe’s transporte 
and warned ver ' 
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outraged at what is tak-Atncricans arc shocked and
iug place in the Ear East. But to many of them it pre
sents merely a confused picture of distant horrors with 
which they think w’c have no necessary connection and to 
which they can close their eyes and turn their backs in 
the belief that we owe no duty except to keep out of it 
and forget it.

*-

Our American people arc aroused and angry at the 
callous brutality of the Japanese. There is apparently no 
difference of opinion in their minds as to the merits of 
the Controversy. Their abhorrence of injustice and op
pression causes them immediately and universally to sym
pathize with China, but thev do not see how anything 
can be done about it.

In Japan’s tottering financial condition she is able 
to make purchases of raw material for her guns and am
munition only by selling enough of her own products to 
obtain the requisite foreign exchange to pay tor her pur
chases.

One of these principal exports is raw silk. W ith the 
foreign exchange thus obtained Japan is purchasing from 
us, as I have said above, the raw' materials for her guns. 
It is not necessary to (jo further into the picture.
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cÆz } means of a series of booklets, of 
which this is the first, 1rans-Pacific 
News Service will bring to the public a 
description in word and picture of the 
outrages and atrocities wrought by Ja
pan among the Chinese people by the 
use of modern engines of destruction. 
Ensuing numbers of China Reference 
Series will carry historically important 
data which will make it obvious that 
concrete measures must be instituted to 
curb the growing world menace of Japan 
in the Far East.

161 PRINTED IN U. S. A.
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Department of State
RLCE»'«tD --------

ïfttyïiOrjîf F^^astern Affairs

1938 Fre PM ! I Februery 15» 1938.
MMH

7 I this material
and. find, ^nfprpgtion therein of special 
Interest whlcli we have not already re
ceived from other sources.

Envelopes containing copies of the 
material were addressed to the Secretary, 
to the Undersecretary, to you, and even 
to me. The covering form letters make 
no mention of an addressee.

It is my opinion that an acknowledg
ment of the receipt of the material is not 
called for. You will recall that you 
acknowledged a letter from Mr. Price last 
week. Under the circumstances, I think 
the matter might be allowed to rest there 
for a while.
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Dear Sir:

xS °

V F B ' 4-

945 Pennsylvania Avenue, N 
Washington, D. C.
February 14, 1938.

As Mr. Frank W. Price wrote 
from time to time information which 
in connection with the present situation in China

you sometime ago, we are sending you 
we think may be of interest to you

Included in the materials I am sending today are the Special Supplement 
to the China Weekly Review on 
the Sino-Japanose Conflict.

Women’s War Work and Documents concerning

We trust that,-these materials

Sincerely yours

will be of interest and help to you

Helen M, Loomis M. Loomis, Secretary, 
CHINA INFORMATION SERVICE 
(On leave from Ginling College, 
Nanking, China.)

Mr. Frank W. Price Editor, 
CHINA INFORMATION SERVICE 
Mission Court, 1208 Rennie Avenue, 
Richmond, Virginia.

W
. 793.94/12381
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“CHINESE SAVED
BY AMERICANS”

Under the above heading the New York Sun 
recently published a special cable dispatch re
ceived from A. T. Steele, and filed in Shanghai 
telling of the heroic work done by American mis
sionaries, many of them connected with the Uni
versity of Nanking and Ginling College, in rescu
ing Chinese civilians remaining in the city after 
its fall to the Japanese. Mr. Steele’s copyright 
dispatch said in part :

The fall of Nanking would have been 
infinitely more frightful if not for the 
courageous efforts of a handful of Amer
ican missionaries and German business
men who stayed throughout the siege.

Working solely for the welfare of 100,000 
civilians remaining in the stricken city 
these foreigners ran risks which came close 
to costing their lives.

The intervention of American mission
aries on behalf of Chinese civilians known 
to be innocent saved many lives.

The only foreigner wounded in the Nan
king siege was a German who was cut by 
flying glass when a shell exploded outside 
his window, but all the sixteen Americans 
who saw the thing through could tell stor
ies of hair-raising escapes. None of them 
went through a more trying ordeal than 
two American doctors, C. S. Trimmer and 
Robert Wilson, who took in all seriously 
wounded Chinese civilians who were 
brought to the doors of their Christian 
hospital.

Amputations were an hourly routine. A 
shell burst in the hospital yard while Dr. 
Wilson was performing a delicate opera
tion, shattering the windows and spatter
ing the operating room with shrapnel, but 
the work went on. The hospital was so 
overwhelmed with civilian cases it was 
unable to accept soldiers whom they di
rected to military hospitals, but in several 
cases the doctors looked into the muzzles 
of guns held by soldiers who demanded 
treatment, or else. It took tact to wriggle 
out of such situations.

Other Americans braved shrapnel and 
bombs to go after food supplies for the 
destitute thousands concentrated within 
the so-called safety zone. Among the most 
active was Lewis Smythe, formerly of the 
University of Chicago, now of the Univer
sity of Nanking, who showed complete dis
regard for his own safety.

Miss Minnie Vautrin of Secor, Ill., who 
was in charge of 1,000 destitute Chinese 
women and children seeking shelter in the 
Ginling College, had a hectic time when 
Japanese shells burst dangerously close 
and again when Japanese invaded the 
premises to loot the houses of the Chinese 
faculty members of this mission school.

Dr. Wilson and Dr. Trimmer are members of 
the staff of the University of Nanking Hospital— 
the Christian Hospital referred to above. Miss 
Vautrin is Professor of Education at Ginling 
College.
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Time, January 17, 1938

RELIGION SHELTER 30.000 REFUGEES K

In Nanking
Of some 6,000 Protestant missionaries work

ing in China at the outbreak of the present 
war, only about 300 have left the country. In 
some cases in battle areas where there are 
wounded to care for, the missionaries remain 
at the colleges and universities, hospitals and 
medical missions where for years they and 
their predecessors Christianized and educated 
the best class of Chinese, nurturing the in
digenous Chinese Christian phenomenon of the 
New Life Movement of the Chiang Kai-sheks. 
In the New York Times last week, details in a 
lengthy airmailed dispatch by F. Tillman Dur
din on the fall of Nanking (Time, Dec. 27) 
revealed something of the fortitude currently 
displayed in China by these men of God in the 
foreign field.

Not many more than a score of white men, 
most of them Americans and most of the 
Americans missionaries, remained during the 
siege in which the Japanese slaughtered 33,000 
Chinese soldiers (20,000 by execution), and 
wounded some 5,000, as well as thousands of 
civilians who, according to Timesman Durdin, 
“hobbled about, dragged themselves through 
alleyways, died by the hundreds on the main 
streets.”

Two missionary professors, Dr. Lewis S. C. 
Smythe and Dr. Miner Searle Bates of the 
University of Nanking, helped organize a 
Nanking safety zone which, although the Jap
anese merely spared it from concentrated bom
bardment, probably saved thousands of civilian 
lives. To this zone went thousands of frantic 
Chinese soldiers, eager to exchange their uni
forms for civilian garb, or even to strip them
selves to their underclothing lest the Japanese 
execute them as soldiers.

Upon Rev. John Magee, able Episcopal mis
sionary, lately of Shanghai, fell the job of 
organizing medical care in Nanking, Chinese 
army hospitals being completely inadequate. 
With two missionary doctors and two Amer
ican nurses—whose dormitories were looted 
when the Japanese entered the city, as were 
faculty houses at Ginling College for women— 
the U. S.-supported University of Nanking 
Hospital remained open through the siege and 
fall of Nanking. How Missionary Magee, the 
university professors and doctors and other 
missionaries thereafter fared, Tiwejman Dur
din did not state nor did he indicate the pros- 
?ects of the university and Ginling College at 
apanese hands. Obviously, however, both 

would need their share, and probably more, of 
$300,000 which U. S. supporters of twelve 
Chinese Christian colleges and universities are 
currently trying to raise for emergency needs.

Reprinted from Time Magazine

American Missionaries at Nanking Re
port Great Distress

American missionaries at the University 
of Nanking in China are sheltering about 
30,000 refugees, according to a message re
ceived here and made public by W. Regi
nald Wheeler, vice president of the univer
sity’s board of trustees. To shield the mis
sionaries, Mr. Wheeler did not divulge the 
whole message. However, it said in part:

“University [of Nanking] sheltering 30,- 
000 refugees. This service from thirteenth 
[of January] tenaciously maintained amid 
violent terror. Institutional losses moder
ate. Majority residences partly looted. Staff 
splendid despite injuries. Danger. Unspeak
able distress. Ginling College [with 10,000 
refugees] comparable. Hospital service 
unique. Relief needs dominate city.”

—New York Times, January 23, 1938

AMERICANS IN CHINA

But the most significant job done by 
Americans in China is neither the buying 
nor the selling of goods. It is so great a 
work that it is altogether misunderstood 
by small minds and even smaller hearts. 
That is the tremendously important and 
valuable services of the American mission
ary.

These men and women have gone to 
town and village, bringing with them not 
only the many varieties of Christianity, 
but a new cultural pattern; in my opinion, 
a nobler cultural pattern than the Chinese 
retained amid the disintegration of China’s 
indigenous social and intellectual establish
ments during the last century.

Take, as an example, St. John’s Univer
sity in Shanghai, or the Shanghai College 
(which used to be the Shanghai Baptist 
College) or Lingnan University (which 
used to be called the Canton Christian Col
lege), or Yenching in Peking or Soochow 
University, or Yale-in-China — these and 
many more have kept the light of modern 
learning aflame in China during the dark 
days of civil war and revolution and 
change of government.

Reprinted from an article by George E. Sokol- 
sky, noted writer on Far Eastern subjects, pub
lished in the New York Herald Tribune on 
January 3, 1938.
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CHINESE SAVED 
BY AMERICANS

Under the above heading the New. York Sun 
recently published a special cable dispatch re
ceived from A. T. Steele, and filed m Shanghai 
telling of the heroic work done by American mis
sionaries, many of them connected with the Uni
versity of Nanking and Ginling College, in rescu
ing Chinese civilians remaining in the city after 
its fall to the Japanese. Mr. Steele’s copyright 
dispatch said in part:

The fall of Nanking would have been 
infinitely more frightful if not for the 
courageous efforts of a handful of Amer
ican missionaries and German business
men who stayed throughout the siege.

Working solely for the welfare of 100,000 
civilians remaining in the stricken city 
these foreigners ran risks which came close 
to costing their lives.

The intervention of American mission
aries on behalf of Chinese civilians known 
to be innocent saved many lives.

The only foreigner wounded in the Nan
king siege was a German who was cut by 
flying glass when a shell exploded outside 
his window, but all the sixteen Americans 
who saw the thing through could tell stor
ies of hair-raising escapes. None of them 
went through a more trying ordeal than 
two American doctors, C. S. Trimmer and 
Robert Wilson, who took in all seriously 
wounded Chinese civilians who were 
brought to the doors of their Christian 
hospital.

Amputations were an hourly routine. A 
shell burst in the hospital yard while Dr. 
Wilson was performing a delicate opera
tion, shattering the windows and spatter
ing the operating room with shrapnel, but 
the work went on. The hospital was so 
overwhelmed with civilian cases it was 
unable to accept soldiers whom they di
rected to military hospitals, but in several 
cases the doctors looked into the muzzles 
of guns held by soldiers who demanded 
treatment, or else. It took tact to wriggle 
out of such situations.

Other Americans braved shrapnel and 
bombs to go after food supplies for the 
destitute thousands concentrated within 
the so-called safety zone. Among the most 
active was Lewis Smythe, formerly of the 
University of Chicago, now of the Univer
sity of Nanking, who showed complete dis
regard for his own safety.

Miss Minnie Vautrin of Secor, Ill who 
was m charge of 1,000 destitute Chinese 

shelter in the 
Gmling College, had a hectic time when 
Japanese shells burst dangerously close 
and again when Japanese invaded the 

to ïot the houses the Chinese 
faculty members of this mission school.

aTrimmer are members of 
trZ I the University of Nanking Hosvital- 
Va^‘nSiai HosPi^l referred to above Miss 
CoUegT. *S of EaucationZt OMing

CHINA 

COLLEGES
IN THE
NEWS

NATIONAL 
EMERGENCY COMMITTEE FOR 

CHRISTIAN COLLEGES IN CHINA 

150 Fifth Avenue New "York, N. Y.
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THE WAR AND MISSIONS IN CHINA
Survey of the Situation - December and January

By Frank W. Price

During December and January the area of war, devastation and suffering 
in China greatly widened. The Japanese drive westward from Shanghai culmi
nated in the capture of Nanking on December 13 and of Hangchow on December 
24. Fighting has now extended near Hangchow, around Wuhu and north and 
northwest of Nanking. The destruction by the Chinese of Japanese mill prop
erty at Tsingtau on December 18 provoked the invasion of Shantung province 
and Tsinan was captured on December 27. Since then the Japanese armies from 
both north and south have pressed toward the vital railway junction of Suchow 
near the Kiangsu-Shantung border. Chinese forces have been massed in great 
numbers to defend the 150 mile wide corridor traversed by the east-west Lung 
Hai Railway. The closing of the gap between the two invading armies would put 
Japan in a position to attack Hankow. However, guerilla operations by mobile 
units are continually harrassing the invaders1 lines of communication and 
have slowed up the Japanese advance. About half of Shansi province has been 
occupied but the Eighth Route Army (fqrmer communist army) has successfully 
resisted further penetration. In south China there have been fears for some 
time that a Japanese army would be landed and Canton has been under strict 
martial law. Air raids upon cities of Kuangtung and upon the vital Canton- 
Hakow Railway have been increasingly severe.

In spite of critical defeats in the Shanghai-Hangchow-Nanking triangle, 
and the loss of such productive territory, the government and people of 
China seem determined to continue the struggle for a long time to come. 
Generalissimo Chiang in six broadcast messages to the nation has urged greater 
effort and sacrifice until freedom has been won. Visitors report that he is 
’’full of confidence, physically fresh and buoyant”. He and other leaders see 
hope of ultimate victory through a protracted war which will wear out Japan 
through the costliness of an extended occupation. The government and army 
are being reorganized with stricter discipline. General Han Fuh-Chu, governor 
of Shantung province was tried by court martial and executed because of his 
failure to resist. New troops are being enlisted and trained in central and 
west China. A great program of ”mass mobilization” with preparation of all 
citizens for participation in national defense is being inaugurated.

The end of the war seems far off. Japan’s peace terms have been reported 
to include the following: collaboration between Japan and China in an anti
communist policy, demilitarized zones and Japanese garrisons in China, an 
economic agreement between China, Manchukuo and Japan on Japan’s terms, war 
indemnities. A missionary writes from central China, ’Me do not yet know of 
any real hope for middle ground between the sweeping Japanese intentions and 
the Chinese determination to hold some degree of independence. Meanwhile, 
misery reigns in much of China, and the problems of the future pile up for 
both countries.”

”1 feel that we individually and as a race have to suffer much more be
fore there may come a better day for us,” wrote Dr. Wu Yi-fang, president of 
Ginling College for Women as she left Nanking to join a group of teachers and 
students in Wuchang. But the leaders and people of China have already demon
strated that they can meet danger and suffering with marvelous fortitude.
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No*t only have the soldiers shown courage» Thousands of workers of the railways 
and in postal and telegraph offices have carried on under fire» Mails have 
been delivered with remarkable efficiency except in some areas now occupied by 
the Japanese army where the postal system has broken down. Boy and Girl 
Scouts have risked their lives in rescuing wounded civilians. The women of 
the nation are organizing for relief work. Schools have moved to central and 
west China and teachers are serving for mere ’’living allowances.” And millions 
of the common people, driven from their homes, have accepted their hardships 
bravely as part of their sacrifice for the nation.

’’China is bleeding upon the thorns of this invasion,” writes Dr. E. 
Stanley Jones. Missions and the Christian church are bleeding too. But the 
Christian witness has been a bright star in the night of suffering. ”As I 
leave China,” continued Dr. J:nes, ”1 want to pay my tribute of gratitude to 
the Christians of China, both missionary and Chinese, who are holding so steady 
and true in this time of national calamity. I am proud to belong to such a 
band. There is a toughness of fibre in them that is the result of years of 
facing crisis after crisis. The missionary enterprise has faced many a crisis 
in China and has grown under each one of them. It will come through this one, 
too, perhaps purified.”

Shanghai

The fighting has left the Shanghai area but the problem of refugees re
mains. ”ln an area of but six square miles, that normally cared for a popu
lation of nearly two millions, utterly destitute refugees are now numbered 
not by tens of thousands but by hundreds of thousands. To us has come the 
sudden challenge to save this flotsam.” More than 175 camps have been estab
lished in Shanghai, to house 150,000 people. The Nantao Safety Zone under the 
direction of Father Jacquinot has 250,.000» Including destitute refugees 
living with relatives or friends there are about three-fourths of a million 
in need of food. Many missionaries living temporarily in Shanghai have been 
giving full time to helping in the refugee camps.

People are returning but slowly to the devastated sections around the 
Inaternaticnal Settlement. Chapei is a city of desolation. A few mission
aries have been permitted to visit their former centers of work. At the 
Southern Baptist compound in Hongkew ’’the condition is terrible.” The dor
mitories of Eliza Yates School were shelled, the class-room building burned 
and residences have been demolished and looted. The University of Shanghai 
property is occupied by Japanese soldiers and all faculty residences have been 
looted, Margaret Williamsons Hospital was destroyed after the fighting had 
ended. The extent of other damage to mission and church buildings is not yet 
fully known.

The University of Shanghai, St, John’s University and twenty Christian 
middle schools are continuing their work in the International and French 
Settlements. Churches are full on Sundays. But Shanghai, formerly a nerve
center of mission work in China, has been cut off to a large extent from the 
inland. Missionaries have with great difficulty secured military passes to 
inspect their stations even near Shanghai. The Japanese are evidently working 
for control of the International Settlement. Censorship on cables and mails 
has been tightened. The economic future of Shanghai is very dark. But the 
Christian forces are undaunted as they seek to minister with the love of 
Christ to those in need. The Christian Broadcasting Station continues to 
send out news and messages of encouragement to Christian workers all over 
China.
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East China

The destruction of property in the region between Shanghai and Nanking 
has been appalling* Air raids, fires from incendiary bombs and shells and 
finally the burning of property by retreating Chinese troops have laid waste 
the once great and populous cities of Soochow, Wusih, Changchow, Chinkiang, 
and Sungkiang* Hundreds of smaller cities and towns have been ruined* Much 
mission and church property has naturally suffered* All the mission buildings 
of the Presbyterian Church, U. S. in Kiangyin, hospital, schools and mission
ary residences were burned. Sections of the Presbyterian and Methodist Hospitals 
in Soochow were burned* In Hashing a Roman Catholic orphanage was bombed, re
sulting in the death of 86 children. Hospitals, schools, churches and mission- 
ary homes in most of this area have been looted. The beautiful city of Hangchow 
has been spared the terrible destruction visited on other places, but the city 
has now only one-fifth its former population.

Property losses have been estimated at $500,000,000. The life of nearly 
twenty million people has been tragically disrupted. They have been driven 
to the four winds before the invading armies and when they return it will be 
to desolate homes or to farms without animals and seed. One news dispatch from 
China said that not even in the World War was there such widespread desolation.

Many missionaries refused to leave when the fighting raged in east China. 
The North China Daily News said of the missionaries in Soochow, "From the 
beginning of hostilities this intrepid little band with their able Chinese 
assistants, have carried on without cessation." Dr. Mason Young, Miss Lucy 
Grier, a nurse, Rev. Charles McDaniel and others took wounded civilians and 
patients from a hospital for the insane to an island in Lake Tai, and stayed 
with them for weeks. Other missionaries stayed with Chinese Christians in 
villages and were not heard of for weeks. Rev. D. F. Stamps and Miss Mary 
Demarest of the Southern Baptist Mission in Yangchow were reported missing 
for nearly two months. A missionary doctor wrote, "The future is very dark 
and this whole section may be swept clean before it is over - we can only live 
day by day trusting in Him." Twenty-eight missionaries stayed in Hangchow and 
fourteen in Nanking through the siege and capture of those cities and with 
them many fearless Chinese Christian workers, caring for thousands of refugees 
in "safety zones."

The missions which have suffered most heavily in the lower Yangtze region 
are the Southern Methodist, Northern and Southern Presbyterian, Northern and 

southern Baptist, Disciples and London Mission. Fighting now presses in upon 
stations in north Kiangsu and southern Chekiang.

Dr. Robert F. Fitch of Hangchow writes, "The repercussions will be felt 
everywhere in east China; cold and hunger will be experienced by millions of 
the poor. For several months to come, perhaps into the late spring and summer 
there will be an overwhelming need for further aid from outside sources, espec
ially from the Christian churches of the West."

Nanking

The story of the fall of Nanking and the subsequent days and weeks of dis
order and terror has been graphically told in news dispatches from China. A.T. 
Steele reported in the New York Sun, "The fall of Nanking would have been in
finitely more frightful if not for the courageous efforts of a handful of 
American missionaries and German business men who stayed throughout the siege." 
But these brave fourteen ran risks which nearly cost them their lives once and 
again.

A cable from one of the missionaries who had helped to maintain the safe
ty zone received on January 18th, said, "University of Nanking sheltering
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thirty thousand refugees» This service from December 13 has been tenaciously 
maintained amid dishonor by soldiers, murdering, wounding, wholesale raping 
resulting in violent terror» Institutional losses moderate. Majority resi
dences partly looted. Staff splendid despite injuries, danger, unspeakable 
distress. Ginling College situation comparable. Christian Hospital service 
unique. Relief needs dominate city.1’

Included in the Safety Zone and hence spared the material destruction 
inflicted upon the rest of Nanking were the University of Nanking, Ginling 
College, Nanking Theological Seminary, Komen’s Bible Training School, Ming Deh 
Presbyterian School for Girls and many missionary homes®

In spite of the unexpected sudden advance of the Japanese armies both 
the University of Nanking and Ginling College were able to move their staffs 
and considerable equipment to central and Tfest China.

It will be of interest to note hero that the government succeeded in mov
ing 19,000 out of the 20,000 cases in which it had packed the art treasures 
from the National Museum.

Nanking is at present little more than a Japanese armed camp, subject to 
raids from Chinese airplanes. The city and surrounding region have only a small 
fraction of their former population. The Safety Zone is feeding 50,000 of the 
most destitute daily.

North China

The people of Hopei province have been experiencing the force of Japanese 
rule for half a year. A provisional government was set up on December, staffed 
by notoriously corrupt pro-Japanese puppets. So far no outstanding, able Chines 
has been willing to cooperate with the Japanese in their plans for an autono
mous north China.

Christian educators are determined to carry on, not to falter in their 
program, to conciliate where necessary but not to give in on questions of prin
ciple. The Japanese officials are naturally seeking to control the schools. 
All reference to nationalists China have been deleted from the textbooks. The 
Confucian classics have been substituted for social sciences and ethics. Slogans 
everywhere extol the aims of the Japanese army. Students have been compelled 
to join parades celebrating Japanese victories. There have been raids on libra
ries and offices of teachers, and some teachers have been arrested, Japanese 
is to be the main foreign language in the universities. However, four middle 
schools in Peiping and Tungchow have an enrollment of 2350, only one thousand 
less than last year, and Yenching University now has over 500 students. Yet 
the strain on principals and teachers is severe, ”Do you wonder,” one writes, 
’’that our educators, Chinese and foreign, are growing grayer each month now 
than in five years previously?”

The Japanese advance last summer and autumn into southern Hopei caused 
widespread desolati'n. One missionary estimates that seventy per cent of the 
people of north Çhina evacuated at some time. ’’Many of our stations were com
pletely wrecked, and the villages were almost empty of inhabitants. Crops were 
rotting in the fields, unharvested. The whole countryside was lifeless.” The 
invasion was accompanied by constant foraging, looting and raping. ”It is all 
more cruelly ruthless than anything in the American press descriptions,” another 
missionary wrote. Paotingfu suffered especially during and after the siege but 
missionaries of the American Board and Presbyterian missions have continued to 
serve there.

In the area occupied by the Japanese evangelistic work is going on. 
’’Chinese Christian leaders,” ore report says, ’’are everywhere showing faith,
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courage and de'terminât; ion which no obstacles so far apparently can defeat» 
These men arc an inspiration to their missionary colleagues» The Church in the 
North does not intend to abdicate»M At the county seat of Chowchow an evangel
ist and his family and other Christians, total of seventeen, were killed by a 
bomb in one churchyard. nThe Chowchow experience,” a missionary writes, brings 
to me forcefully the realization that the church, the real church, is a fellow
ship» Organization, property and programs may disappear, but little groups of 
Christians who are one with Christ in God will continue.”

The Church of the Bretheren mission field in eastern Shansi was first to 
feel the effect of invasion» A woman missionary from this region writes that 
the countryside was ravaged bare. ”1 have spent weeks in the midst of hell. 
V»hen one th?_nks of the great areas of this country of which this is a fair ex
ample, it is too awful to contemplate.” Several members of the Bretheren Mis
sion have been reported missing. The Nev; York Times of February 2 carried a 
report through Hankow that three missionaries had been shot by a Japanese sen
try: Rev. and Mrs. Alva Harsh of Petersburg, W. Va», and Miss Minserva Neher, 
Laverne, Calif.

The Japanese lines at one time reached as far south as Fenchow and Taiku 
in the American Board Mission field. The Oberlin-Shansi School at Taiku moved 
first to Yuncheng, Shansi, then to Shanhsein, Honan province. It may move 
further inland. The Ming I School at Fengyang moved to Tsishan in the south
west of the province where the China Inland Mission has strong work under 
Chinese leadership. Many missionaries are remaining in Shansi and also in 
Shensi to the west. The Japanese are said to have about 140,000 troops in 
Shansi alone.

In Suiuan and Chahar provinces the Japanese army holds the main points 
though skirmishes continue. In all the northern provinces irregular troops and 
local defense organizations are making the garrisoning of the area more diffi
cult for the invaders. Relief needs are serious in Pieping, Tientsin, and all 
the conquered territory.

Shantung

Shantung was spared war until late in December. But Governor Han’s vac- 
ci lating policy left the province without a plan of defense and Japanese occu
pation was rapid. Here too great hordes of refugees fled before the invading 
army. Part of Tsinan city was destroyed but the buildings of Cheeloo University 
have escaped damage, according to latest word, Chinese forces made a stand in 
the southwest of the province and fighting around Tsining, an important mission 
center, has been especially severe.

Suffering in Shantung has been accentuated by a big flood last summer 
which made two million people homeless.

Many missionaries who had been sojourning at Tsingtau have left for 
Shanghai or other ports. A considerable number, chiefly men, remained at their 
stations.

Fukien

Southern Chekiang and Fukien have been least touched by war of any coastal 
region. This may be due to the proximity of Foimosa and Japan’s plans for de
velopment from that island. There have been a few air raids and Amoy has felt 
the hot breath of attack on several occasions.

Professor E. M. Stowe of Fukien Christian University writes that the 
University and Christian schools of the province have been carrying on as usual, 
”a seemingly miraculous oasis in a sea of chaos and blood.” Students are par-
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ticipating in many out-of*-school activities» The new Union Theological College 
at Changchow has opened with 26 students» The churches are active and a new 
extension service to rural churches is proving very fruitful,

will go ahead as long as possible,’1 writes one missionary. Most of 
the missionary women and children have left the province. -

South China

Kuangtung has suffered principally from incessant air raids, the objectives 
apparently being the destruction of government-owned property, the terrorizing 
of the civilian population and the prevention of sea-going commerce. Casualties 
have been high, especially among civilians. The landing of armed forces has 
been expected for some time.

The churches and schools have tried to continue, many with emergency pro
grams. Hospitals have rendered courageous service. Many Christian institutions 
have organized first aid corps. The Union Theological and Bible Training Schools 
in Canton have had one hundred per cent attendance. The College department of 
Lingman University has been maintained at Canton, under the leadership of the 
new president, Mr. Lei Ying-lam. True Light and Pui Ying Schools moved to 
Hongkong. The Union Normal School and Mei Via School were bombed on December 31. 
The dining hall of Union Normal and the main building of Mei Wa were severely 
damaged. The Ma Kwong Home for the Blind was removed to Macao.

Hainan Island has been fairly quiet in spite of some bombings and the 
constant fear of attack by gunboats.

One report from south China gave high praise to three women missionaries 
of the English Presbyterian Mission who had stayed on at Swatow and helped to 
maintain morale among the Christian leaders and people there,

”1 cannot close this letter,” writes one missionary, ’’without giving ex
pression to the evidence of the wonderful spirit of our church leaders in this 
time of national crisis, especially in their determination to keep the spiritual 
side of the church uppermost and at the same time express their loyalty to their 
country. Chinese church leaders have not been heard to preach hate; their pray
ers always include a petition for Japan, especially the Christians of Japan.” 
’’Don’t worry about us missionaries,” writes another, ’’but pray for the poor 
Chinese people.”

Central China

The biggest battle of the war is now raging in Northern Kiangsu and Nnhwei 
and in Honan province. On February 3 the Japanese military commanders asked 
that all foreigners leave this region because of the fighting. More than 500 
missionaries normally live in this area. Several missionaries of the United 
Church of Canada returned to their stations in Honan after furlough only two 
months ago, and a great number of missionaries in the fighting zone will no 
doubt carry on at their own risk. *

The Yangtze River below Wuhu is blocked with booms. Since the capture 
of Nanking and Wuhu there has been a considerable exodus of missionary families 
from Kuling but a number remain and the schools for foreign children are being 
maintained. The school at Chikungshan has closed.

The Wuhan cities (Hankow, Wuchang and Hanyang) have been bombed many times 
and air raids have reached as far up river as Ichang. But otherwise the provin
ces of Hupeh and Hunan have been quiet, and Christian work has suffered compar
atively little. The effect of the great migration from east China is felt every
where. Many cities have increased rapidly in population. Wounded soldiers pour
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in from the front and hospitals are crowded. Hunan-Yale’s Emergency Hospital 
has prepared to receive 2,000,

Plans for mass mooilization and education of the people in self-defense 
are being promoted actively in these central provinces, Hunan province is be
ing made an important area in agricultural experiments and rural reorganization 
which will increase its productivity as a source of food supply.

Dr, 4‘. Y• Chen of the National Christian Council wrote after a visit to 
central China, ’’The spirit of the people in the churches is simply wonderful,’1 
Many inland stations write of the help which Christian leaders and their fami
lies from east China have brought to them in their work. The churches are active 
in relief work and students of Christian schools are participating in many serv
ice activities.

The railway from Nachan g to Canton is still open despite repeated bombings. 
The new motor road from Changsha to Kweilin will be"completed soon. The Eurasia 
planes still fly from Hongkong to central and west China and carry mails.

Bishop L. H. Roote is in Hankow and Bishop A. A. Gilman is on his way 
there from the United States.

West China

Bishop Ralph A. Ward of the Methodist Church in Szechwan province writes 
’’The rapid and sweeping changes in national life are affecting great changes in 
Szechwan. Thousands of students and teachers, business and professional people 
and government officials are bringing a broader outlook, many material things 
and creative power. Many of the newcomers are Christians. Most of them are at 
least awakened spiritually. Theo local Christian communities need adjustment 
to the new opportunities, not to speak of their need for more vital Christian 
faith and life for themselves.” Such is the unexpected new opportunity in west 
China.

Szechwan, we must remember, is larger in size than the British Isles. It 
contains a population of over 70,000,000« It has some of the most fertile farnu 
land in China. There are 60 mission centers of 16 mission societies and more 
than 430 missionaries in the great area. Since the chance of Szechwan ever being 
occupied by Japanese armies is very small, the strategic importance of this 
province from the standpoint of the Chinese government and defense and from the 
standpoint of Christian work and planning for the future cannot be overestimated.

Government universities have moved to Chungkiang and Chœngtu, In one city 
24 temporary buildings were erected in 40 days. The University of Nanking has 
moved to Chengtu and will cooperate with West China Christian University, 
Cheeloo Methodist School has also moved to Szechwan.

National Organizations

The National Christian Council continues its office in Shanghai but is 
working more through regional organizations, especially in central and west 
China. Many mission secretaries and treasurers now have offices also in central 
China or in Hongkong. The National Christian Council has issued a ’’Call to a 
Forward Movement,” suggesting a threefold emergency program for the churches: 
relief, spiritual uplift, and cooperation of the churches with other agencies in 
service to the people, Christians are being urged to give a cent a day to re
lief work.

A Y. M. C. A. leader in China writes, ”We need your continued undergirding. 
All are determined to stay though positions dangerous.” Mr. George Fitch at 
Nanking, Mr, Eugene Turner at Hangchow, Mr. R. S. Hall at Tsinan and Mr, Edward
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Lockwood at Canton are among those who are rendering notable service in places 
of peril» The National Committee of Y. M. Co A’s has organized emergency 
services for soldiers in 28 cities. One hundred full-time secretaries have been 
allocated to this wrk while two hundred are carrying on the regular Association 
program where possible. The Peiping Y. M. C. A. has cooperated with the Red 
Cross in relief work and recreational activities for wounded soldiers. Many 
secretaries are now receiving only living allowances. Through hut work, soldier 
clubs, service to wounded in hospitals, help to soldiers at railway junctions, 
traveling units, a work comparable to that of the Y. M. C. A. during the World 
War is being done and with very limited funds.

The Y. Iff. C. A. has organized its women members into many forms of service 
and is helping to train civilians in first aid, health work, and the meeting of 
emergency needs.

Education

Fifty per cent of the Chinese colleges and universities have been closed 
or forced to suspend. The Ministry of Education has established two temporary 
universities, one at Sian and another at Changsha. Nankai, Central University 
and Futan University have new quarters in Chungking. Tsinghua and National Pe
king University are now located in Changsha. The new location of some Christian 
colleges has been noted. College students and graduates are not being encourag
ed yet to join the fighting services but at least one-half of the 45,000 college 
students are engaged in war-time studies. Many have joined the War-time Stu
dents’ Service Corps.

Five temporary government middle schools have been established in Kansu, 
Shensi, Honan, Szechwan and Kweichow, each with about one hundred teachers and 
one thousand students* Students will be given free board and clothing as most 
of them are refugees from north and east China.

The Christian colleges are playing a noble part in the national life during 
the crisis. Yenching, as has been mentioned, carries on in Peiping with an en
rollment of over 500. Cheeloo University medical students have been transferred 
to Chengtu, other students to various institutions.

Singling College is operating in three units, at Shanghai, at Hwa Chung 
College and at West China Union. University. The University of Nanking has moved 
to west China. Soochow University suffered heavy losses to its property and is 
still closed. The University of Shanghai continues work in temporary quarters 
in the French Concession and St. John’s University carries on. Hangchow Christ
ian College has not suffered damage to property although Japanese guns are now 
located nearby. Some teachers and students transferred to a small town in 
Anhwei province. Fukien Christian University and Hwa Nan College Foochow, have 
been able to keep going without serious interruption. Lingnan University, 
Canton, has 460 students on the campus. The opening enrollment of Hwachung 
College, Wuchang, was fifty per cent above normal due to admission of students 
from other schools. West China Union University, Chengtu, has an enrollment 
twice that of last year. Classrooms and laboratories are utilized in successive 
shifts. All the colleges are incurring serious deficits this year, although 
operating costs have been reduced to bare essentials.

Relief Work

The needs for relief in the ever-widening areas of hostilities are appal
ling. Never have the Chinese themselves done so much for their suffering fellow- 
countrymen. Chinese doctors have volunteered in large numbers for medical 
service, one hundred going from Shanghai alone. The Shanghai Chinese churches
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contributed ^40,000. Local relief coirmittees have been formed in a large number 
of cities. But the need is so groat that outside help is imperative.

The Federal Council of Churches. Foreign Missions Conference, China Famine 
Relief, Inc., and other organizations have appealed for relief funds with lim
ited results. All mission societies have made special appeals. The American 
Red Cross in September authorized chapters to receive funds but initiated no 
campaign. But on January 25 a campaign for a goodwill offering was launched 
with an appeal in the form of a letter from President Roosevelt. Funds will be 
administered through a committee of prominent Americans in China and the Advis
ory Committee of China Famine Relief.

The International Red Cross is taking over administration of a large number of 
refugee camps in Shanghai and is extending the ’’Morris plan.” Major Morris of 
the Salvation Army has been most successful in conducting clean camps and in 
feeding the refugees wholesome food at very low cost.

Christian relief committees everywhere are most active in helping. ’’The 
least that Christian organizations can do under circumstances like these is to 
make the maximum contribution tc ease pain, to heal the wounded and create chan
nels for the love of our Lord, Jesus Christ, to find expression in the midst of 
carnage and strife,” writes one Christian group. The National Christian Council 
has sent out flying squads to survey needs in devastated areas and give help 
where possible.

The outstanding service of the Christian hospitals everywhere has won high 
praise from all classes of Chinese. The work has been carried on often in great 
danger and frequently without sufficient medical supplies. One missionary from 
north Kiangsu went 1200 miles to Hankow and back in order to secure needed drugs 
In some areas Christian forces have joined with government forces in medical 
service. Christian field hospital units are being planned.

The plight of the homeless refugees is saddest in Shanghai and sections 
of east China. In other areas there is less congestion for refugees are kept 
on the move. In central and western China the wounded soldier is the most se
rious problem. The Chinese government and army were utterly unprepared to care 
for such large numbers ofv/ounded soldiers. Dr. A. R. Kepler after a tour 
through 8 provinces reported, ”1 return to Shanghai from my journey with the 
woulded soldier as my most poignant memory. I canft get him out of my thoughts. 
He is the most pitiable person in China today. The chances are that he must 
eat all the bitterness of the refugee, inadequate clothing, insufficient nourish 
no protection from)rain and biting north wind, wounds festering through lack of 
surgical care.” It may be days or weeks before he gets from the front line to 
the medical centers at Nanchang, Sian, Y/uhan or Changsha. Dr. Kepler continues, 
’’The war was unwanted by China. The government was not prepared to face so 
formidable an enemy, and one so thoroughly prepared and equipped with every con
ceivable modern missile and instrument of destruction. These poor wounded men 
arc a summons to the Christian forces in China and throughout the world to come 
to their rescue and set agencies in operation which will look after their needs. 
He urges a Christian Medical Auxiliary to work in close cooperation with govern
ment medical units.

One missionary after visiting the vast camp for wounded soldiers and war 
victims at Sian, wrote, ”It is the largest mass of suffering humanity I have 
ever seen. Yet there was no groaning or complaining even from stretcher cases 
who were borne past me by tired Boy Scouts.”

The danger of epidemics will increase as spring and summer come on, and 
all kinds of medical supplies will be needed.
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Christians all over China have been contributing to relief funds and 
women have been making garments for wounded civilians and soldiers® One group * 
made 1600 wadded vests and in each sewed a printed Scripture verse and message 
of comfort® Missionaries and Chinese Christian workers'have been visiting camps 
of wounded soldiers to give comfort® To one missionary who was on his way to 
this service Madame Chiang Kai-shek said, ’’And do not forget to tell them of the 
One who suffered more than they.”

The Outlook and the Opportunity

President Wu Yi-fang of Ginling College, who is also Chairman of the 
National Christian Council, wrote to friends in America, "In regard to the gen
eral situation in China, I don’t see any possible improvement immediately and we 
must face the probable result of withdrawing to Szechwan, Yunan, Kwangsi and 
Kweichow provinces® As to how long this process may take, no one can tell® I 
sound, I am afraid, very pessimistic, but in fact I am quite confident of the 
ultimate triumph of right over might®”

President Francis C. Wei of Hwa hung College, now in this country, said 
recently, ’Whether China is defeated or victorious the need for Christianity 
and for Christian higher education will be greater than before. If China shall 
be victorious, she will have all the greater need for Christianity to use wisely 
her new position and power. If she should be defeated, she will need Christian 
courage and wisdom in dealing with the problems that will confront her.”

A missionary leader writes, ”As soon as hostilities cease, under restric
tions and difficulties such as we have never before experienced, we are going 
to have a tremendous opportunity to preach and teach our Christian faith.” After 
his two months preaching tour in central and west China, Dr. E® Stanley Jones 
declared that China presented the greatest challenge to Christianity of any land 
in the world today®

And, finally, this message from the Executive Council of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church in China, may be taken as an appreciation and an appeal from 
all Christians in China today: "Never before have the loyal confidences and 
intimate cooperation between the Chinese and the missionary groups of our church 
in China been so plainly evident nor so distinctly stimulating, nor has the 
Church ever before stood out so clearly as a minister of good will and helpful
ness to our suffering people®”
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Reprinted from the People's Tribune, China, November, 1937.

THE FACTS ABOUT COMMUNISM IN CHINA

So much capital has been, and is being, made out of the allegedly Communistic 
leanings of the Chinese Government and people that it is important to make the sit
uation clear to those who may have been impressed and misled by such falsehoods. 
Persistent efforts have been made by Japan’s apologists to represent the Kuo-Min 
Tang and the Comintern as being alike as two peas, and the complete destruction of 
the Chinese political party has been repeatedly declared to be among Japan’s present 
war-aims. It will be shown presently that the Kuo-Min Tang is as free from Communist 
influence as the Nazi party, the Fascisti, and the Japanese Government itself. Prince 
Konoye, the Japanese Premier, on November 6, 1937, declared that Sino-Japanese hos
tilities were due to the "machinations" of the Comintern, adding that "it is a 
moral mission imposed upon Japan by her political structure and national policy to 
prevent and suppress the evils of Communism and the Comintern."

In reply to the first allegation, that the "machinations" of the Third Interna
tional are responsible for Sino-Japanese relations having taken so disastrous a turn, 
there is ample evidence on record to the contrary—evidence of influential Japanese 
in official and other responsible positions who specifically warned their own Gov
ernment that the policy being followed in China was not calculated to bring about 
the more friendly relations allegedly desired. There was no necessity for any "ma
chinations" by the Comintern to bring about a clash; Japanese diplomats and business
men, political leaders and journalists, pointed out that the wrong tactics had been 
adopted in handling relations with China, that Japanese militarists and "hot-blooded 
young officials" were provoking hostility among the Chinese people, and that friend
ly co-operation between the two nations was impossible of achievement while Japan 
persistently resorted to measures which were not conducive to co-operation. Not 
"machinations" of the Comintern, but of the powerful Japanese military clique who 
arrogated to themselves control of their country's deplomatic affairs, were respon
sible for the terrible slaughter and suffering in China which has shocked the civil
ized world.

Prince Konoye himself, a few weeks before taking the post of Premier, publicly 
admitted that China was suspicious about Japan’s real policy, and declared that not 
until those suspicions were removed could any effective help be given to the Chinese 
nation in its struggle for rejuvenation, while Japan’s proposals for a readjustment 
of relations "must be of obvious benefit to China in order to be acceptable^" Be
fore taking office Prince Konoye recognized that the so-called "dual diplomacy" by 
Japan’s soldiers and diplomats, instead of improving Sino-Japanese relations, merely 
exacerbated China’s wounded feelings; now that he is Premier he discreetly forgets 
the part his own countrymen played in creating bad feeling, and pretends it was the 
"machinations" of the Comintern which led to the disastrous clash which has brought 
death and destruction to a nation struggling for rejuvenation. The neutral observer 
anxious to get at the facts should take careful note of Prince Konoye's remarkable 
change of mind, and at the same time remember the significant fact that his former 
attitude was supported by Japanese who had been Ambassadors in China, and by Mr. 
Sato (Foreign Minister in the Cabinet which preceded the Konoye Administration).

As to whether Japan has a "moral mission" to prevent and suppress "the evils 
of Communism and the Comintern," this is a matter for Japan’s own national con
science. Certainly she has no "moral mission" to suppress any "ism" in any country 
but her own. President Roosevelt has recently said that most of the world's troub
les nowadays come from interference with the internal affairs zf one country by 
another, and this is deplorably true of China's troubles, most of which have been 
the direct or indirect result of outside interference. But if Japan believes that 
Communism is a menace to her well-being, she undoubtedly has the right to take what
ever measures seem appropriate and effective to suppress such activities in her own 
domain. In November, 1936 an anti-Communist pact was signed by Germany and Japan, 
and on November 6, 1937 the adherence of Italy to this agreement made it a triparite 
accord for mutual protection against -the activities of the Third International with
in the territories of the signatory parties.
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If the three countries mentioned believe their national peace and security to 
be threatened, they are of course quite within their rights in taking measures of 
protection. The question of having a "moral mission" to suppress Communism does not 
arise; if serious danger to a nation’s peace and security is apprehended, it is the 
duty of any Government to adopt such safeguards as appear likely to be effective in 
averting the threatened danger. This is precisely what was done by China when it 
was recognized, in 1927, that the Communists in the Republic were actively engaged 
in working against the National Government, whereupon they were expelled from the 
Kuo-Min Tang and the whole movement put under nation-wide proscription--as, of 
course, Japan is well aware.

But to freturn to more recent events. In November, 1936, assurances were given 
to the Chinese Ambassador in Berlin by Baron von Neurath, the German Foreign Minis
ter, that the agreement signed with Japan in 1936 was in no way directed against 
China, and that in combatting the activities of the Third Inaternational no measures 
would be taken outside the territory of Japan and the Reich. This statement was 
made by Baron von Neurath to dispel fears that the German-Japanese accord might be
come an instrument for further acts of aggression in North China, since it had been 
so often declared that Japan’s mission was "to prevent China from becoming Red, and 
thus contribute toward the well-being of the entire Orient." As a matter of fact, 
the allegedly altruistic interest shown by Japan in China’s well-being was quite un
necessary, and an official statement issued by the Chinese Government in November, 
1936 declared that China did not intend to become a signatory of the then recently 
anti-Communist pact between Germany and Japan,—not, however, because China was any 
more enamoured of Marxist teachings than either of those two countries, but because 
she considered herself fully capable of dealing with the Communist situation so far 
as the Republic of China was concerned without entering into any sort of agreement 
with any other country. General Chiang Kai-Shek—who of all men in China should 
have known exactly how grave the Communist "menace" was, seeing that he was engaged 
in suppressing their activities—in November last year declared that dispersal of 
the surviving remnants in the North-West of the Communist forces was exclusively a 
domestic affair, and would never be affected by outside influences or international 
politics•

One more point calls for attention before proceeding to review the history of 
Communist activities in China. On August 21, 1937—while Japanese troops were fight
ing in "self-defence" in North China, around Shanghai, and in other parts of the 
Republic--a Treaty of Non-Aggression was concluded between China and Soviet Russia. 
The provisions of this agreement were very simple and entirely negative in nature, 
consisting merely of mutual assurances of non-aggression and non-assistance to any 
aggressor who might attack either signatory. Vigorous attempts were made to repre
sent this harmless and pacific Russo-Chinese pact as affording new proof of secret 
understanding between the Kuo-Min Tang (as represented by the Chinese Government) 
and the Comintern (as represented by the Soviet Union). The fact was ignored that 
Soviet Russia already had various agreements with other countries none of which 
were favourably inclined toward Communism. The fact was ignored that Germany 
(Japan’s partner in the anti-Comintern pact of 1936) had already entered into an 
economic agreement with Soviet Russia, and the Italian Fascist Government in 1933 
entered into a Russo-Italian pact of friendship. Moreover, Soviet Russia had been 
recognized as sufficiently "respectable" to be admitted to the League of Nations.

Why, then, should it be considered wrong for China to conclude an arrangement 
with Russia which confirmed their pledges under the Kellogg Pact not to resort to 
war as a means of settling any dispute which might arise between them, and--taking 
that high moral principle a step further--pledged the signatories not to give sup
port to any nation which did not observe its obligations under the Pact of Paris and 
took aggressive action against one or other of the signatories. Instead of arousing 
unwarranted suspicion, the Sino-Russian agreement of 1937 should have been welcomed 
by the civilized world as evidence that at least two great nations had agreed that 
peace in the Far East would never be disturbed by their actions against each other, 
nor would they give assistance to any nation which, scorning to follow their pacific 
example, should enter upon a campaign of aggression. China and Soviet Russia had
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arrived at a friendly understanding which threatened nobody, but this implied no ac
ceptance by China of Marxist theories, nor by Russia of Kuo-Min Tang principles. 
These matters were recognized as the internal affairs or the signatories with which 
neither party wished to interfere.

Many a true word is spoken in jest. It has often been said that Japan’s great 
mission—or one of the many which she believes rest upon her shoulders—is "to pre
vent China becoming Red, and thus contribute toward the well-being of the entire 
Orient.” And how often—long before hostilities were started last summer—have 
those conversant with the facts smiled at this naive manner of camouflaging Japan’s 
real ambition—yet as things have turned out, Japan has already most effectively 
brought about the disappearance of Communism from China! True, this has come about 
not in the way she had intended, by taking military measures of suppression in 
Chinese territory, but by actually bringing about the surrender to the Kuo-Min Tang 
of the Communist Party, after their ten years of bitter struggle! Japan’s "great 
mission” has been accomplished unintentionally—and even unwillingly, but the thing 
has been done, and the last remaining rift in China’s national unity removed. There 
are many phases of the Sino-Japanese situation which are puzzling to foreign observr 
ers, and one of the most curious is the "good turn” that Japan has unwittingly done 
China by waging war upon her, thereby expediting the settlement of a long-standing 
domestic difference on a political issue.

For eighteen years China had a problem on her hands with which at times she 
found it very difficult to deal—the existence of a Communist Party which, while at 
first friendly, subsequently became actively hostile to the National Government. 
This change of attitude unfortunately necessitated extensive military operations 
being taken, and more than once Japan suggested that her forces should actively as
sist in the suppression of Communism in China—an offer which was not only never ac
cepted, but was never even seriously considered. "Beware of the Greeks when they 
bear gifts,” warned a wise Roman of ancient days, and for very obvious reasons China 
preferred to deal with the Communist problem without availing herself of Japanese 
military assistance for suppressing the movement. In November, 1936, when the anti
Communist Pact between Germany and Japan was signed, and other countries were invit
ed to join in this agreement, China promptly announced that'there was no need for her 
to participate in the Pact. Further, as already noted, General Chiang Kai-Shek—re
ferring to the military operations then going on for the suppression of Communist 
forces in the North-West, concerning whose activities Japan had so often evinced 
such keen interest—said this was exclusively a Chinese domestic affair, and would 
never be affected by outside influences or international politics. Last December 
the President of the Judicial Yuan, Mr. Chu Cheng, repeated this declaration of 
China’s policy, adding that it was incomprehensible why a foreign Power geographic
ally separated from the scene of Communist activities should concern itself so pain
fully over a minor issue which could no longer be regarded as a menace.

Nevertheless, in the summer of 1937 Japan again declared that one of the reas
ons for her military intervention in North China was to destroy the influence of 
Communism—and she has done it, but at a fearful price, both for herself and China. 
The same end could, and would, have been reached without the frightful slaughter 
throughout the country that has followed from Japan’s aggression, but the method 
adopted was not of China’s choosing. On the contrary, the Chinese Government specif
ically urged the simultaneous withdrawal of the gathering Sino-Japanese forces from 
the danger-zone around Peiping, so that the incident which had given rise to a most 
critical situation in North China could be settled by diplomatic negotiation. This 
proposal was flatly rejected by Japan, and the "interference" of the National Gov
ernment strongly resented. This intransigent attitude made war inevitable, but it ' 
was war that the Japanese wanted. They were ready for it, and were waiting only for 
an excuse for starting offensive operations.

The fact had been recognized for years by the Chinese Government that 90 per 
cent of the problem of suppressing Communism in the Republic was of a political and 
administrative character; the military danger of the situation had been never really 
serious except in a very limited area, and was further minimized as a result of
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large-scale punitive operations against the Red forces. Meanwhile, by steadily per
severing with its programme of social and economic reforms (so far as Japan1s con
stant interference and aggression would permit) the National Government had effect
ively neutralized the effects of persistent Communist propaganda to the effect that 
the Kuo-Min Tang (the political party founded by Dr. Sun Yat-Sen which brought about 
the Revolution in 1911 and the subsequent establishment of the Republic) was not 
giving attention to economic and social problems affecting the well-being of the 
masses.

The most enthusiastic supporter of the Kuo-Min Tang will not and cannot claim 
that much progress was made during the first twenty years of the Republican regime 
in carrying into effect the Three People’s Principles laid down by Sun Yat-Sen. For 
this disappointing sequel to the Revolution of 1911, aimed at improving the lot of 
the masses, and which gave so many opportunities for Communist propaganda, Japan 
herself was largely responsible. By encouraging the ambitions of Yuan Shih-Kai to 
convert his presidential chair into an Imperial throne, by presenting China with the 
infamous "Twenty-One Demands," by advancing huge loans to Chinese war-lords and ex
mandarins plotting the destruction of the Republican Government and subsidizing civ
il war, by refusing to surrender to China the territory in Shantung formerly leased 
to Germany, by obstructing the victorious northward march of the National Revolution
ary troops to Peking, and by openly or secretly giving support’ or encouragement to 
every movement aimed at weakening the authority of the National Government and so 
preventing the establishment of that political unity throughout China which was one 
of the chief aims of the Revolution, Japan herself created precisely that atmosphere 
which made it easy for Communist agitators to gain supporters.

It was quite obvious to all at that time that the National Government had not 
succeeded in uniting the country, but it was not so obvious to the simple peasants 
who listened to Communist appeals why this national disunity remained. More import
ant to them than the Government’s failure to bring rival war-lords under control, 
and to curb the ambitions of ex-mandarines and their followers, was the fact that 
the many grievances of the agrarian population dating from the monarchial period had 
not received the immediate attention and relief that had been expected. That the 
National Government was unable to give these urgent problems the consideration they 
deserved because it was fighting for its life against enemies within and without was 
not realized by the peasants, and consequently many were ready to accept promises 
that Communism would speedily bring them relief. It was in this way that subversive 
propaganda met with a measure of success in certain rural districts, especially in 
Kiangsi, but with the gradual elimination of the war-lords and the corresponding 
steady increase of the National Government’s authority, it was possible to deal with 
the Communist problem in two ways simultaneously--first, by military operations to 
suppress rebellious armed forces, and second, by introducing measures for relieving 
the heavy tax-burden upon peasants, improving land-holding conditions, and encourag
ing improved methods of cultivation and marketing.

But again Japan was responsible for stimulating the Communist movement in China, 
As a result of her invasion of Manchuria in 1931, it was necessary for the National 
Government immediately to transfer troops which had been rounding-up Red forces to 
places which were in danger of attack by a foreign foe. As a result of this en
forced withdrawal of the Government’s forces to meet a new and graver emergency, the 
retreating Communist armies promptly began a counter-offensive and speedily regained 
control of territory from which they had been cleared. Japan’s invasion of Manchuria 
in 1931 had the effect of undoing all the work that had been done in dispersing the 

military forces under Communist control, and it was nearly two years before the 
National Government was in a position to resume its military campaign against Com
munist troops. Not until the summer of 1933 was General Chiang Kai-Shek able to 
plan and inaugurate another campaign to clear Kiangsi from Red influence, and start 
all over again to do the work which Japan’s aggressive policy in Manchuria had de
stroyed.

Since then, however, the military strength and political influence of the Com
munists in China has been steadily waning, partly in consequence of intensive opera-
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tjons carried out by the National Government troops, but more so because of many 
economic and social reforms carried out by the central and provincial authorities 
expressly designed to improve the condition of the peasant community» Elaborate 
plans were put into operation to lighten the tremendous load of taxation imposed 
upon farmers, to carry out large-scale conservancy-work and so minimize the danger 
and destruction arising from floods and droughts, to encourage the production of 
crops of improved quality and increased quantity, to provide better transportation 
of primary products by rail, road, and river, to provide adequate granaries for use 
in famine relief, to encourage co-operative effort among farmers, and in many other 
ways to improve the economic condition of that 80 per cent.of China’s population 
which depends upon agriculture for a livelihood»

All this constructive effort made it clear to the farmers and peasants that 
the National Government was deeply concerned about their welfare and, given a period 
free from anxiety arising from Japanese acts of aggression, it could and -would do 
for them all that the Communists said was not to be expected from the Kuo-Min Tang. 
Thus the discontent in rural areas which provided practically the only field in 
which subversive agitation against the National Government could hope to succeed 
gradually disappeared, and with the intensive military operations against Communist 
armed forces being pressed to a successful conclusion, there was no longer any real 
internal menace to the authority of the National Government.

For the benefit of those who are not familiar with the facts, it may be ex
plained here that the clash between the Kuo-Min Tang and the Chinese Communist Party 
came about, not so much as a result of the latter’s disapproval of the former’s po
litical platform, but mainly because the Communists sought to wrest control of the 
National Administration from Dr. Sun Yat-Sen’s followers» The Communists had no 
quarrel with the fundamental principles of the Kuo-Min Tang, but they wanted to take 
control of the revolutionary movement in China and make of it a phase of that world
revolution which twenty-odd years ago was the goal of international Communist agita
tion. In the early days of the Chinese- Revolution an earnest effort had been made 
by Dr. Sun Yat-Sen to accept Communist support in giving effect to his plans, but on 
the strict understanding that they were to work as individuals within his Party, and 
not seek to disrupt it. This pledge, however, was soon broken, with the result that 
the Communists were expelled and their political activities proscribed. The mili
tary operations already referred to were the sequel to this open breach between the 
Kuo-Min Tang and the Chinese Communist Party.

After Manchuria was occupied by Japan in 1931, advantage was taken of this dis
astrous development by the Communists to start a new line of attack upon the Kuo-Min 
Tang. Realizing that it was no longer possible to pretend that the National Govern
ment was doing nothing to remedy the grievances of the agrarian population, the Com
munists now accused the National Government of failing to take effective measures to 
secure general support with their earlier slogans, addressed mainly to the peasants, 
the Communists sought to rally national opinion to their support by an appeal to 
patriotic sentiment and, by denouncing the alleged supineness of the National Gov
ernment in dealing with aggression, secure the people’s mandate to take control of 
China’s national destinies from the Kuo-Min Tang.

It is and was no secret that within the Kuo-Min Tang itself there were differ
ences of opinion as to what should be done in the face of Japan’s continual aggress
ion. Some favoured an immediate challenge to the invader, disregarding all other 
considerations, while others were inclined to make the best terms possible--within 
the limite of endurance—to secure temporary peace for China, meanwhile concentrat
ing the nation’s energies upon preparing for the fight for life which they believed 
China would eventually have to make, unless there was a fundamental change in 
Japan’s policy. The attitude of Japanese diplomats frequently gave grounds for hop
ing that such a change was coming, but time and again these hopes were dashed to the 
ground by aggressive military action on Chinese soil. The National Government, know
ing how well-prepared Japan was for an immediate appeal to arms, and realizing that 
China’s national defense scheme was not yet fully carried into effect, did everything 
possible to avoid an open clash, short of surrendering sovereign rights and terri-
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tory. The Communists, on the other hand, urged that resistance to Japanese aggres
sion should at once take active form, even though China was not quite ready to de- ' 
fend herself against so powerful an enemy.

Further discussion as to which was the wiser course to pursue in the difficult 
circumstances existing, and whether the limit of endurance had been reached, came to 
an abrupt end by Japan herself taking the initiative in starting hostilities. Refus
ing to settle the Marco Polo Bridge "incident" last July by diplomatic negotiation* 
flatly denying the right of the National Government to "interfere" in North China 
affairs, and refusing to consider the possibility of friendly neutral mediation in 
the dispute, the Japanese army started, "in justice and righteousness, to chastize 
the outrageous Chinese" by launching an attack on Peking on July 27, since when al
most the whole of China has been swept by the fire of war. The immediate result of 
Japan’s aggression was to close up the few remaining minor rifts in Chinese polit
ical circles among those who, whatever their differences with the National Govern
ment, were certainly not Communists, nor in the least inclined in that direction. 
The next political development was the voluntary renunciation by the Chinese Commun
ist Party of its whole platform as an expression of their patriotic desire to sup
port the National Government in the grave crisis which had arisen as a result of 
Japan’s aggression. The so-called "Red-Menace" vanished from China as quickly as 
the dew from the grass on a bright spring morning, depriving Japan of one of her 
main excuses for invading China’s territory.

A manifesto was issued by the Central Executive Committee of the Chinese Com
munist Party in September clarifying the stand of the Party toward the national 
crisis. Declaring that the Communist Party had adopted a new policy an order to 
consolidate the unity of the nation, the manifesto laid special emphasis on the 
following points: —

Realizing that Dr. Sun Yat-Sen’s Three Principles are indispensable to the con
struction of China, the Chinese Communist Party now pledges to exert itself to the 
utmost for the complete realization of these Principles.

The Chinese Communist Party has decided to abandon all measures aimed at the 
overthrow of the Kuo-Min Tang Government by force, propagation of Communis doctrines, 
and policy of forcible expropriation of land.

The Chinese Communist Party has decided to dissolve the Government of the 
Soviet Republic of China and to support a democratic form of Government with a view 
to unifying the administrative authority of China.

The Chinese Communist Party has decided to abolish the Red Army and to organize 
its forces as the Nationalist Revolutionary Army to be placed under the command of 
the Military Affairs Commission of the National Government. The Revolutionary Army 
is ready to take up defence duties on the front under the direction of the said 
Commission.

From a long and stubbornly-fought campaign against the National Government, the 
Communist forces were accordingly reorganized into the uth Route Army of the Nation
al Government, with General Chu Teh and General Peng Teh-Hui as Commander and Deputy- 
Commander respectively, and were at once given the opportunity they had so long de
sired of going into action against the Japanese invaders. For the past two months 
the former Red armies have been actively engaged in Shansi, and there given a good 
account of themselves in helping to check the southward advance of the Japanese in
vaders .

As for the non-military members of and sympathizers with the now defunct Chin
ese Communist Party, it can be assumed that they will be incorporated in the body 
politic in much the same way as the vast majority of their former comrades in Ger
many and Italy have been absorbed. With the disappearance of most of the economic 
and social grievances which made many of the over-worked and under-paid look to Com
munism for relief, the peasants and artizans who supported various democratic polit
ical groups in those countries now enjoy most of the material benefits they formerly 
demanded. What has happened in Germany may be expected to happen in China—a crisis 
threatening the very existence of the whole nation brings about a solidarity of po
litical effort and a determination to establish and preserve absolute unity in face
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of all threats from without. Germany formerly had a trade-union movement which, 
next to the British, was the strongest in the world; a Communist Party second in 
strength only to that in Russia; a Social Democratic Party which was the wealthiest 
Labor Party in the world and controlled powerful militant organizations under the 
Reich’s banner; and a National People’s Party which was one of the strongest Con
servative organizations in the whole of Europe, supported by the Stahlhelm, a very 
strong association of ex-servicemen. All these powerful and active political groups 
have been completely absorbed in Germany under the Nazi regime, and when China is no 
longer exposed to the danger which now threatens her from without, it will be found 
that the former Communists will similarly co-operate earnestly and effectively with 
the Kuo-Min Tang in establishing a democratic Republic based upon the Three People’s 
Principles laid down by Dr. Sun Yat-Sen.

It must be pointed out to those unfamiliar with Chinese affairs that there was 
a tremendous difference between the outlook of Communists in China and their com
rades in Europe. For more than sixty years Communism has been an ideology accepted 
or rejected in European countries where a relatively high standard of living was 
general, but where the unequal distribution of wealth and political power caused 
grave dissatisfaction among the poor and powerless. Even in Germany today it is 
necessary for the Nazi Government to maintain a Ministry of Propaganda for the spec
ial purpose of counteracting the surviving influences upon national thought of half 
a century of active Marxist teaching. In China the great problem which has to be 
solved is not so much the equitable distribution of wealth as how to produce it. 
Poverty is China’s most difficult problem, and has been for many centuries. Dr. Sun 
Yat-Sen made plans for creating an enlightened democracy and enabling it to produce 
wealth for itself. Chinese Communists have never taken exception to Dr. Sun’s plans; 
his Three People’s Principles were always accepted by them as a sound and practical 
political programme—but they wanted to have the satisfaction of putting them into 
operation, and in order to secure that privilege sought to discredit the Kuo-Min 
Tang, upon whose leaders fell the responsibility of carrying out Dr. Sun Yat-Sen’s 
policy after his death.

Communism in China as an active movement dates back only to about 1925, and, 
instead of being the ideology it was in Europe fifty years earlier, was little more 
than an expression of disappointment by a limited section of the nation at the slow 
progress made by the Kuo-Min Tang in putting into effect the principles of the So
cialist Republic aimed at by Dr. Sun Yat-Sen in 1911. The reasons for that slow 
progress have been already explained, but were not understood at the time by the 
illiterate masses; all they knew was that the problem of filling their rice-bowls 
was just as difficult after the Revolution as it was before. To them Communism was 
not an ideology; they knew and cared nothing about the theories of totalitarian or 
authoritarian States, nor were they interested in plans for establishing a dictator
ship of the proletariat. Communism was regarded by them as simply a short cut to 
the goal which had been indicated by Dr. Sun Yat-Sen but which his followers had not 
yet attained.

Outside the small circle of men and women who were actually in touch or sympa
thy with the Third International, "Communism” in China was nothing more than an open 
expression of popular dissatisfaction at the slow progress made in effecting that 
socialization of the State which had been initiated by the Revolution of 1911, and 
it was surprising that Germany should have been misled by Japan into believing that 
the movement was ideological, and moreover had attained such a hold upon the Chinese 
people as to be anything like a menace either to the Republic or neighboring States. 
In other parts of the world the Communists were quite definitely opposed to the so
cial order around them, and sought to change it, whereas the Chinese Communist Party 
had no quarrel with the Kuo-Min Tang on fundamental political issues--they simply 
wanted to take charge of the Revolution and wrest administrative control from those 
who had helped and followed Dr. Sun Yat-Sen. This point is evidently not understood 
by those foreign observers who have the impression that Communism, to the very lim
ited extent it has ever existed in China, represented the same ideology that aroused 
such deep resentment in capitalistic States. It seems to have forgotten that the 
Republic of China is, in fact, a Socialist State—though for the reasons which have
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been already indicated it has not yet been possible to carry fully into effect the 
political theories aimed at by the Revolutions of 1911 and 1925. ’ .

The decision taken in September by the Chinese Communist Party to dissolve its * 
administrative machinery, hand over its military organization to the National Gov
ernment, and exert itself to the utmost for the realization of Kuo-Min Tang princi
ples and in every way support the Administration it had so long tried, to undermine 
and overthrow, was a step which had been anticipated by those who knew what profound 
changes had been already made in the Communist platform» In August, 1936—more than 
twelve months before the decision was reached to dissolve the "Soviet Republic of 
China”—Mao Tse-Tung, Chairman of the Chinese Soviet ’’Government” and leader of the 
Communists in China, had declared that further important points in their platform 
would be abandoned if such modification would lead to the establishment of a "popu
lar front” in China, lined up to resist Japanese aggression. Hints of Communist 
willingness to form part of a ’’popular front” had been thrown out many times but 
without attracting any favourable reaction. Mao Tse-Tung made a strong bid for such 
co-operation by sacrificing many principles. He declared (in August, 1936) that the 
property of land of rich farmers would not be confiscated by the Communists if these 
wealthy men supported the movement to resist Japan. "Property and factories of mer
chants and of the larger and smaller capitalists will not be confiscated. On the 
contrary, we will protect such enterprises, and even help them to develop their bus-? 
iness"--Communists protecting and abetting capitalists! Such was the ’’menace” from 
which Japan professed so much anxiety to protect Chinai

The Chairman of the Chinese Soviet ’’Government” further declared, in August 
1937, that ’’the land and property of all land-owners and militarists who ate active*- 
ly participating in the anti-Japanese war will not be confiseated’’--Communist pro
tection not only for landlords but militarists! Mao-Tse-Tung also admitted that the 
laws and policies of his Soviet "Government” had been already drastically amended, 
laws for worker-mana gement of enterprises had been repealed, and the Chinese Soviet 
recognized that "the joint interests of capitalists and workers are built on the 
foundation of struggle against imperialist aggression.” This remarkable re-alignment 
of Communist policy was intended to pave the way for a working alliance with the Kuo- 
Min Tang and facilitate the establishment of a ’’popular front" in China against Jap
anese aggression. It indicated clearly that, thirteen months before the Chinese 
Communists finally decided to liquidate their movement completely (as they did in 
September, 1937), they had abandoned several of their most cherished political the
ories.

If the German Government had been made aware of Mao Tso-Tung’s attitude in 
August, 1936, it might not have been so easily induced to sign in the following 
November the anti-Communist pact, believing that Japan was threatened by Communism 
in China, just as Germany was nervous about'her northern neighbour. It is quite 
evident that the Chinese Soviet "Government,” in the summer of 1936, had drifted so 
far away from its original principles that it was actually more friendly to land
lords and capitalists than the Kuo-Min Tang! Constant complaint is made in the 
foreign Press that Chinese laws are much too lenient towards tenants and mortgagors, 
that Chinese Judges are disposed to listen too sympathetically to the stories told 
by persons unable to meet legal obligations, and harden their hearts against those 
who ask for nothing more than the pound of flesh which, according to the written 
deed, is their rightful due. Chinese law, drafted and enforced by the Kuo-Min Tang, 
also imposes effective restraint upon the avarice of money-lenders--whereas the 
Chairman of the Chinese Soviet "Government” was willing to protect large and small 
capitalists and ’’even help them to develop their business". And this was the grave 
danger, the Communist peril, the Red Menace which Japan considers it her "moral mis
sion” to prevent from over-running China and disturbing the peace of Asia! 

■ A-

The original split between the Kuo-Min Tang and the Communists was largely due 
to divergence on the issue whether the Revolution in China was or was not to be re
garded as a phase of the world-revolution. The leaders of the Kuo-Ivlin Tang insisted 
that their policy aimed simply at establishing a better political,economic, and so- 
cial order in China; the Chinese Communists, on the other hand, contended that Dr. 
Sun’s policy was merely an incidental phase of a world-wide movement in which the
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welfare of the Chinese people was a secondary consideration, the main issue be
ing the class-struggle and establishment of a dictatorship of the proletariat. This 
attitude has never been adopted or approved by the Revolutionary party in China 
which has carried on the work begun by Dr. Sun Yat-Sen, whose one and only object in 

* bringing about the overthrow of the Manchu dynasty was to liberate his countrymen 
from the domination of an autocratic monarchy and establish in its place an adminis
tration based on.the principles of national sovereignty, democracy, and Socialism. 
His doctrine of the Three People’s Principles aimed at establishing for China nation
al equality outside the State ("of the people"), political equality within the State 
("by the people"), and an economic equality corresponding to Lincoln’s ("for the 
people.") The Revolution in China preceded that in Russia by six years; it was a 
national movement, and such it has remained, and it can be confidently expected that 
those who tried to make it simply a phase of the once hoped-for world-revolution 
will from now on earnestly co-operate with the Kuo-Min Tang in completing the work 
begun in 1911.

General Chiang Kai-Shek made the position quite clear in a statement published 
on September 22, .1937, commenting on the above manifesto issued by the Chinese Com
munist Party. General Chiang said that the National Government would gladly accept 
the services of any political organization which sincerely desired to stem foreign 
aggression and work for the cause of the Nationalist revolution under the leadership 
of the Kuo-Min Tang. The aim of the Revolution was to seek for China freedom and 
equality. With this end in view Dr. Sun Yat-Sen enunciated the Three People’s Prin
ciples, hoping they would serve as the guiding light for a united effort to rescue 
the country from its perils. Unfortunately, events during the past 10 years showed 
that not all Dr. Sun’s countrymen placed implicit faith in his doctrine, nor did 
they fully realize the magnitude of the dangers confronting the country. "The path 
of the Revolution was strewn with serious obstacles which caused a huge expenditure 
of the nation’s resources and much suffering on the part of the people. The effects 
of domestic troubles thus impaired our strength to meet the external menace, which 
grew more and more serious as the years passed by." To stop this the National Gov
ernment made a supreme effort to achieve internal solidarity, and its efforts were 
at last rewarded. Those who had been dubious about the Three People’s Principles 
realized gradually the paramount importance of national interests and sank their 
differences for the sake of internal unity, and today there is ample evidence that 
the Chinese people have fully awakened to the fact that they are bound to live or 
perish together. All realize that the interests of the nation précédé the interests 
of individuals or groups of individuals. General Chiang Kai-Shek continued:-

"The manifesto recently issued by the Chinese Communist Party is an outstanding 
instance of the triumph of national sentiment over every other consideration. The 
decisions embodied in the manifesto, such as the abandonment of violence, cessation 
of Communist propaganda, abolition of the Chinese Soviets, and the disbandment of 
the Red Army, are all essential measures towards the mobilization of national 
strength for the purpose of repelling attacks on our national existence.

"These decisions embody the spirit of the manifesto and revolutions adopted by 
the last Plenary Session of the Kuo-Min Tang. The allegiance now openly avowed by 
the Communists to the cause of the Three People’s Principles has happily closed the 
last gap in our national armour. The entire nation shall henceforth strive in one 
common direction."

General Chiang Kai-Shek pointed out that all Chinese revolutionaries should 
struggle not for their personal prejudices but for the realization of the Three 
People’s Principles and the common weal of the Republic. "Especially during this 
period of national crisis, when the fate of China lies in the balance, we should not 
allow national interests to be overshadowed by past differences. We should lead the 
entire nation to face the trying circumstances, and through the strength of all safe
guard the continued existence of the Republic. The National Government stands for 
equality in opportunity for all Chinese citizens to serve the Republic. Let no one 
be deterred from this noble duty, so long as the desire lies in him to take part in 
the task of national reconstruction under the guiding spirit of the Three People’s 
Principles." The National Government, declared General Chiang Kai-Shek, would glad
ly accept the services of any political organization which sincerely desired to stem
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foreign aggression and work for the cause of the Nationalist revolution under the K 
leadership of the Kuo-Min Tang. "In the reorientation of its policy the Chinese 
Communist Party has given clear proof of its solicitude for our national independ
ence and the interests of the country as a whole. I sincerely hope that all mem
bers of the Communist Party will faithfully carry out the vital decisions it has 
reached, and fight shoulder to shoulder with the rest of the nation for the suc
cessful completion of the Nationalist revolution." The foundation of the Chinese 
State jested firmly on the Three People’s Principles, declared General Chiang 
Kai-Shek, and that foundation is immutable and will not be suffered to be changed 
or altered. "Now that the nation is awakened and solidly united, it may be said 
with confidence that the course hitherto cautiously steered by the National Govern
ment will be continued with the undivided support of the nation. The consolidation 
of internal solidarity further enables'us to marshal all our national resources to 
combat external aggression in the spirit of self-reliance. I am firmly convinced 
that in fighting for her own existence China is also fighting for the cause of 
international peace and justice."
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A, Lintin; B, Taishan; C, Samun; D, Hopao; E, Pratas (140 miles S. E. of Hong Kong, off the map).
X 1, Swatow; X 2, Swabue; X 3, Pakhoi; X 4, Hoihow; X 5, Chekwan; X 6, Bocca Tigris; X 7, Ngaimun.
1, Canton and suburbs; 2, Whampao; 3, Fatshan, 4, Sainam; 5, Kong Chuen; 6, Yuen Taam; 7, Tsing Yuen:

8, Pakong; 9, Ying Tak; 10, Ma Pa; 11, Kukong; 12, Lok Cheung; 13, Tai Leung; 14, Shek Lung;
15, Cheung Mok Tau; 16, Tong Ka Wan; 17, Kong Moon; 18, Pak Sha; 19, Tsungfa; 20, Wai Chow;
21, Kit Yang.
The following villages, not marked on the map, have been bombed since the map was made: Kung Yik, She- 

ung Ping, Cheung Muk Tau, Lo Fa and Sun Wui.
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CANTON COMMITTEE FOR JUSTICE TO CHINA
This Pamphlet has been prepared by Prof. C. N. Laird, Lingnan University.

Japan’s Statements and Her Real Motives
In the stress of the present conflict in China our 

hearts are torn by sympathy for our suffering Chinese 
friends, and perplexed by the effort to understand 
Japan’s “peaceful” purposes, “what she is doing speaks 
so loud we can not hear what she says.” Recently 
General G. Sugiyama, Japanese War Minister, and 
General Matsui, in command of the Japanese army in 
Shanghai, made statements explaining Japan’s policy. 
A few days later their statements were confirmed by the 
Premier of Japan, Prince Konoye, making the policy 
official.

Following these statements of policy, the South 
Ghina Morning Post (Hong Kong) under the heading 
“Unanswered Questions” gave an excellent summary of 
the differences between Japanese motives and actions. 
Because it expresses our mature convictions we quote it 
here.

“Japan frequently complains that she is misunder
stood and misjudged; but the stereotyped euphemisms 
persist, and the most careful and dispassionate study fails 
to discover the high purposes which Japan claims to be 
serving. The official utterances have a fine ring of em
phatic sincerity, which, however, would have been much 
more impressive had the spokesmen permitted themselves 
to answer all the questions which the world is asking. 
The several statements of Japan’s aims may be sum
marised as follows:

1. China is ideologically and sentimentally adher
ing to an anti-Japanese policy, leaving Japan with no 
alternative but to eradicate it, and that is Japan’s sole aim.

2. China is influenced by Communism.
3. Japan is fighting solely to punish Nanking and 

its military leaders for their flagrant violation of promises 
and their outrageous behaviour, and to make them realise 
their errors.

4. Japan’s final aim in the employment of arms is 
the restoration of friendship between Japan and China.

5. The Japanese army is doing its utmost to avoid 
the use of arms in China.

6. Japan's enemy is not the good innocent Chinese 
people.

7. Japan has no interest in China beyond main
taining peace in the Far East.

8 Japan has no territorial ambitions in China. 
Japan has no intention whatever of retaining territory 
conquered in China during the past months.

“Small wonder that a Chinese military spokesman was 
moved to retort bluntly that “General Matsui is talking 
through his hat.” Not only are the Japanese statements 
unhelpful to Japan, but they irritate those who are pre
pared to mediate for peace. Japan declares that she 
desires no mediators. Conceding that attitude is nat
ural, if it is feared that “mediation” means self-interested 
interference, it must still be insisted that, if Japan’s 
professions are sincere, she must be prepared to state

precisely what she requires of China. The repeated pro
testations that she demands only China’s friendship pro
voke the repeated reply that friendship is not to be won 
by slaughter. Although there are in China pro-Japanese 
groups, it is futile to continue to aver that Japan’s enemy 
is the Nanking Government and not the Chinese people. 
A government has no body to be torn asunder by bombing, 
no stomach to be starved by blockade, no children to be 
terrified and orphaned. The suffering falls upon the people, 
and, if these are not the official enemy, they are the hot
beds of resistance and everlasting hate. The simple truth 
is that Japan wants something from China, and is pre
pared, if necessary and possible, to destroy the whole? 
Chinese nation to obtain it. What is it that Japan wants

“Observers have catalogued Japan’s real aims as 
follows:

1. To obtain China’s raw materials and markets;

2. To expoit Manchuia as an outlet for Japan’s 
population;

3. To prevent China from harassing Japan in her 
inevitable war with Russia;

4. To dominate the Pacific and destroy the proba
bility that China’s potentialities will eventually make 
China top-dog;

5. To use China’s resources and China’s man-power 
to challenge the position of the white races.

“Comparing these five alleged aims against Japan’s 
eight denials and professions as set out above, it will be 
seen that the one list accommodates the other. To oust 
the Nanking Government and installa pro-Japanese group 
—this w’ill officially end anti-Japonism. To suppress 
Communism—this really means to force China into active 
antagonism to Russia. To compel China to be friendly 
—this will make China a military ally. To establish 
peace in the Far East—this means to destroy China’s 
powers of resistance. To give benefits to China—this can 
be accomplished by leading China in raids upon the rest 
of the world. Japan’s declaration that she has no further 
territorial designs upon China tells us nothing. The 
Manchurian precedent demonstrates the other wray of 
enslaving China. Japan’s spokesmen do not answer the 
fundamental questions. Perhaps the interviewers failed 
to put them—

1. Is not China’s anti-Japonism the result of 
Japonism?

2. What was the proposition made to Nanking 
which Nanking rejected?

3, If China promises to be friendly, will Japan with
draw her troops from Chinese territory?

“if these questions are sincerely answered, the world 
will be in better position to appreciate the issues, the 
influences and Japan’s claims to justice and sympathy. 
Until they are answered satisfactorily, Japan’s motives 
will remain suspect.”
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Japanese Air Raids Over Kwangtung

South China has not suffered from the ravages of 
war as, for example, Shanghai has suffered, but air raids 
almost every day and some days as many as four, by 
squadrons of Japanese naval planes, have brought death 
to civilians and destruction to private property in many 
places in Kwangtung alone. The map on page four of 
this leaflet will show some of the places that have been 
attacked; here we can give only a short account of what 
has occurred in a few localities. (Numbers in paren
theses after the name of a place refer to the map on page 
four.)

Japanese aggression in South China apparently has 
had three objectives; destruction of government owned 
property, terrorizing the civilian population and the 
prevention of any sea-going commerce. The Japanese navy, 
in carrying out this program, is showing its might against 
an almost helpless people. Naval planes are carrying 
out raids daily and war vessels are attacking and sinking 
defenseless fishing junks, these being the only Chinese 
owned sea-going ships that did not tie up in port at the 
beginning of hostilities.

Kwangtung’s defense against this ruthless aggres
sion consists in a few aeroplanes now badly outnumbered, 
small forts at the entrance to a few ports (that at Bocca 
Tigris, guarding the entrance to the river to Canton, is 
the one most worthy of its name), and anti-aircraft guns 
around Canton and at a few other places guarding impor
tant bridges on the Canton-Kowloon and Canton-Hankow 
railroad lines. The only naval vessels were old and 
small, none being more than a few hundred tons in dis
placement. The provincial army has been guarding 
successfully a very long coast line to prevent landing 
parties getting a foothold on either the mainland or the 
coveted island of Hainan but it has not been able to 
prevent a number of islands off the sea coast being 
occupied and bases for aeroplanes erected thereon.

At first the air raids were directed nominally 
against the aerodromesand other military establishments, 
but many civilians were killed because of poor mar
ksmanship, if not by deliberate intention. Being 
satisfied with the damage they have done to the hangars 
and landing fields (and attempted to do to the National 
Sun Yat-sen University) around Canton, they have re
cently turned their attention largely to the three 
railroads in the province, the Canton-Kowloon, the 
Canton-Hankow and the Sunning railroads. The first 
two named do have military significance, because they 
are the only remaining means by which munitions may 
be transported from a foreign port (Hong Kong) to 
Central China, but it is difficult to see how the one 
named last can be used for any military purpose.

Railroads in China skirt the old towns and villages, 
there often being half a mile of open fields between the 
station with quarters for its staff and the town. The 
Japanese bombers have not been satisfied to try to blow 
up the railroads, particularly the bridges, but have also 
flown low over the neighboring villages, dropping bombs 
and often machine gunning the inhabitants. Casualties 
have been far higher among the civilians than among 
the uniformed railroad guards, and there have been no 
reports of attacks on any body of troops. Twice recently 
slow local trains, partly passenger and partly freight, 
bound for Hong Kong, have been attacked and machine 
gunned. In the last case the train had stopped at a 
station when the planes appeared. Most of the 
passengers scattered into the neighboring fields. The 
planes swooped low, dropped bombs which demolished

the station and machine gunned the train, killing two 
men who had not fled. Bound for Hong Kong, the train 
could not have carried either troops or munitions, but 
perhaps the intention in attacking it was to prevent 
Hong Kong receiving a supply of fresh vegetables!

The Rev. G. H. McNeur, who for many years has 
been a resident of Kong Chuen, 12 miles from Canton 
on the railroad to Hankow, writes this about the raids 
on that town.

“Kong Chuen (5) has received attention from 
the Japanese bombers because the first long bridge 
on the Canton-Hankow railway crosses the Tsung- 
fa river at this place. They have made three unsuc
cessful attempts to bomb the bridge, twice on the 
forenoon and afternoon of September 27 and again 
on October 6. At the second attempt six villagers 
were killed when shops and houses on both sides of 
the approach to the bridge were shattered.

“On October 6, after dropping their bombs at 
the bridge and railway, one of the planes dived fur
ther down the stream toward Ko Tong Market where 
a ferry boat with passengers who had not heard the 
warning was crossing the river. Seeing it, the 
airman released a bomb which missed its mark but 
fell among three cargo boats moored by the shore. 
The explosion killed a man and three children. A 
babe on its mother’s breast was blown to pieces and 
the woman’s breast was torn off. This is modern 
warfare.

“Although so far there have been few casualitee 
during the frequent visits of enemy planes and these 
attacks, the terror and anxiety which have resulted 
among our peaceful and helpless village neighbors, 
especially women and children, are leaving festering 
wounds on minds and hearts of which no casualty 
list can ever be compiled.”
Tsing Yuen (7), an unprotected county-seat on the 

North river, about 40 miles from Canton and ten miles 
from the railroad, was visited one night and about 50 
bombs dropped, destroying county buildings, a Middle 
School, the Confucian Hall and many private buildings. 
Two hundred civilians were killed and wounded.

At Kukong (11), 130 miles north of Canton, the 
North river forks and the city was built between the 
branches of the river. The railroad from Canton which 
has followed up along the east side of the main river 
here crosses the east branch on a high bridge well above 
the city, turns west and follows the west branch for 
miles on its way to Central China. As the destruction 
of this bridge would cripple service on the railroad for 
weeks, many air raids have been made on Kukong. 
Some damage has been done to the tracks and buildings 
at the station but as yet the bridge has not been hit and 
the tracks have been repaired quickly, Time and again, 
besides attempting to bomb the railroad, bombs have 
been dropped on the city across the river from the 
railroad. In the first air raid, about two o’clock on the 
morning of August 31, the first point in the province to 
be attacked was this railroad bridge, but none of the 
bombs fell on the east side of the river, where the 
railroad is. Bombs did fall in the heart of the city, 
killing and injuring forty civilians. A missionary doctor 
in Kukong sends this note about more recent air raids.

“Raids occurred on the 6tb., 7th., 9th. and 
14th., the last two being especially bad. In all about 
150 bombs were dropped and the southern part of 
the city is a mass of ruins. Except on the 14th.,
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when a few bombs were dropped on the west bank 
of the river some distance below the city, there was 
very little loss of life, as immediately a warning is 
sounded all the inhabitants leave the city. The 
people killed below the city were people who had 
gone there to escape the terror in the city.” 
Sixty miles north-east of Canton, at Tsungfa (19), 

a resort has grown up around some hot springs. Even 
there bombs have been dropped, damaging the small hotel 
and several private bungalows, and also in the neighbor
ing villages. A*t the time of the air raid a group of village 
boys were watching their carabao (or water buffalo) 
grazing on nearby hills. A plane flew low over the boys, 
machine gunned and killed seven besides a number of 
cattle. Many miles from railroads, fortified areas, govern
ment owned property, these boys could not be thought 
guilty of any act which might have even suggested such 
a cruel and unjustifiable death. Can the people in those 
villages be made to believe that Japan is aiming to bring 
peace to China?

Ten miles east of Canton, where the Pearl River 
widens and turns south-east towards Hong Kong, lies the 
old port of Whampao (2). If the surrounding hills could 
talk what stories they could tell of clipper ships, of bron
zed sailors of many lands, of the days of the long ago 
when all of China’s intercourse with the West, whether 
commerce or diplomatic delegations en route to Peking, 
passed through her portals. In later years, with the 
opening of other ports, Whampao went to sleep again and 
the little villages lost their bustle. Then in 1924 came 
the building, among the low hills behind the old customs 
house on the southern side of the harbor of a military 
academy where Marshal Chiang Kai Shek came into 
prominence and the officers were trained who led the 
army northward that overturned China in 1926 and 1927.

Then another military academy was built in a sub
urb of Canton easily accessible by motor road, and the 
buildings at Whampao were abandoned, except for a 
few on one side, near the river bank, which were used 
for training officers for the local naval vessels. The dis
trict called Whampao again became as quiet as any of 
the hundreds of other communities along the rivers of the 
province.

Recently Dr. Sun Yat-sen’s proposal that South 
China should have a great port has been taken up ser
iously, Whampao was chosen, a Netherlands Company 
began dredging and a commission is preparing detailed 
plans for the development of a great port. This time the 
buildings are to be on the north side of the harbor, easily 
connected by motor road with Canton and by rail with 
the railroads, that are to radiate from Canton.

Then came the Japanese planes, on six days, swoop
ing low again and again without interference to bomb the 
two diminutive gun boats, hardly larger than launches, 
and the deserted buildings of the former academies. 
Imagine the people in the village near the old customs 
house as the warning bell is rung, they hide in their simple 
houses packed close together along the two or three 
streets, they hear the planes low overhead and explosions 
rock the ground as academy buildings are demolished. 
Suddenly, four bombs drop in the village and brick walls

3 
and tile roofs tumble, wrecking many shops and houses. 
The frightened people flee to the hill behind the village, 
an aviator sees them and, swooping low, machine guns 
them as they run. Three women fall, two never to rise 
again. There being no troops on the island to be killed 
by the attacking planes, perhaps the god of war may be 
appeased by the death of innocent women.

Looking for the new harbor works at the village of 
Tung Po on the north side of the harbor, and finding 
none, the aviators dropped bombs on a group of boats 
anchored there, leaving death and destruction in their 
wake.

Kityang (21), a city in eastern Kwangtnng, was 
raided on September 16. Miss Clara Leach, M.D., 
writes:

“Evidently the aviators were aiming at the 
government office and at a factory on the riverbank. 
Both were missed but they did hit homes. There 
are no military activities here,

“Only two bombs exploded; another is reported 
to have fallen in the river. The official record gives 
well over 30 deaths and about 80 injured. Forty- 
three were brought to us for treatment,— all of the 
serious cases and some of the mild ones. There 
were three amputations, two fractured skulls, several 
badly mutilated in mu-cle tissue and the rest mul
tiple skin and muscle wounds. All were badly 
infected by the dirt and flying debris. Two had èye 
wounds, one severe injuries to the eyelids, the other 
losing his vision entirely for a time but it has partly 
returned.”
On October 15 eleven Japanese planes, three puisuit 

and eight bombers, raided the Sunning railroad, which 
is entirely unprotected, and for two hours rained bombs 
on towns along its route south from Kongmoon (17). At 
Au Wan a ferry was bombed, at Kung Yik the railroad 
repair shops were destroyed but the loss of life was at a 
temple where people had taken refuge, two being killed 
instantly. More recently the planes have visited the 
towns along this railroad again, raining bombs on the 
houses. At Kung Yik bombs were dropped within a few 
yards of the building occupied by a school for girls. 
When Canton was attacked so violently in September 
this Christian school for girls moved to what was con
sidered a safe place in the country; now that place has 
been attacked, the school has closed temporarily and they 
know not where to go or what to do.

These are bub illustrations of what the civilian 
population all through the province has suffered and is 
expecting to suffer again. Daily the list of places attacked 
grows longer and it is not possible to either keep the map 
up to date or show all the places that have felt the wrath 
of the Japanese military machine.

China needs peace, she needs justice, but without 
justice she does not want peace. It is far more impor
tant that everyone realizes that unless all the forces in 
the world which believe in righteousness exert themselves 
and take control, there is no country that can escape for 
long the horrors that air raids have brought to the peace
ful villagers of China.

THE FIVE POINT OBJECTIVE OF THE CANTON COMMITTEE FOR JUSTICE TO CHINA
1. United Action between the United States and Great Britain in the present Sino-Japanese Crisis.
2. Economic Boycott of Japan by Western Powers.
3. Aid to China in the purchase and transportation of means of defense.
4. Positive Action upholding China’s sovereignty by Powers Signatory to the Nine Power Pact.
5. Contributions for relief work for those who suffer from Japanese atrocities not only in Canton but in all parts of 

China. They should be sent to the Committee Headquarters, YMCA., Canton.



A, Lintin; B, Taishan; C, Samun; D, Hopao; E, Pratas (140 miles S. E. of Hong Kong, off the map). 
XI, Swatow; X 2, Swabue; X 3, Pakhoi; X 4, Hoihow; X 5, Chekwan; X 6, Bocca Tigris; X 7, Ngaimun. 
1, Canton and suburbs; 2, Whampao; 3, Fatshan, 4, Sainam; 5, Kong Chuen; 6, Yuen Taam; 7, Tsing Yuen;

8, Pakong; 9, Ying Tak; 10, Ma Pa; 11, Kukong; 12, Lok Cheung; 13, Tai Leung; 14, Shek Lung;
15, Cheung Mok Tau; 16, Tong Ka Wan; 17, Kong Moon; 18, Pak Sha; 19, Tsungfa; 20, Wai Chow;
21, Kit Yang.
The following villages, not marked on the map, have been bombed since the map was made: Kung Yik, She- 

ung Ping, Cheung Muk Tau, Lo Fa and Sun Wui.
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T H E NATION

How Can We Escape War?
Neutrality Plus Socialism

BY NORMAN THOMAS
OLLECTIVE security is a phrase or an idea in
creasingly dear to such assorted Americans as Earl 
Browder, Dorothy Thompson, and the editors of

The Nation and the New York Times. The League for 
Peace and Democracy (formerly the League Against 
War and Fascism) in its official program dodges the 
phrase but, following President Roosevelt’s lead, advo
cates ’'the necessity of concerted action to quarantine 
aggressors,” which if it means anything means to most 
people collective security. But what does collective secur
ity mean for Americans on the eve of the year 1938 of 
what is called by courtesy the Christian era? One sus
pects that its advocates find it easier to agree that those 
of us who disbelieve in it are "isolationists,” "futile 
pacifists,” "unwitting tools of fascism,” or “Trotskyists” 
than to define what they mean by it or how they would 
apply it in the present crisis.

Now collective security as an abstract idea is reason
able, but we must consider it as a concrete proposal for 
action under present conditions, not under the condi
tions that prevailed at some former time or which may 
prevail in the future. The advocate of collective security 
must tell his fellow-Americans plainly how he would 
answer such immensely pertinent questions as these: 
Assuming that collective security is something to be 
achieved against aggressor nations, precisely at which 
nations should it be directed? Japan? Or Japan and Ger
many and Italy, the latter two being clearly aggressors 
in Spain? Who will be our partners in achieving it? 
Presumably the "democratic” nations. But which are 
they? Great Britain? France? Russia? If, as is probable, 
collective security should begin with economic sanctions, 
what reason have we to think that the sanctions would be 
effective, or if effective that they would be an alternative 
rather than a preface to war? If collective security means 
war, why should we expect that war to be essentially 
different from the first war to make the world safe for 
democracy, or likely to result in a better peace? How 
can the United States wage war without establishing at 
home a military dictatorship, universal conscription, and 
fascism?

It is because I have not hçard, read, or imagined any 
remotely satisfactory answer to these questions that I 
reject the idea of American participation in collective 
security as enormously dangerous. I am aware of the 
difficulties of keeping the United States out of a war if 
it becomes a world war; I should prefer to keep war out 
of the world. But I object to being dismissed as an isola
tionist when I insist that we have a right to utilize for 
our peace the advantages of our geographic and historic 

position, and that it is more practicable to keep the 
United States government out of war than to use it in 
war for ideal ends. Moreover, if we fail, I think that 
those of us who tried to keep the United States out of 
war will have a better hearing from the potential build
ers of a new social order than those who must assume 
responsibility for another war with its tragic suffering 
and ultimate futility and disillusionment. I believe in 
cooperation for peace and the maximum possible isola
tion from war. Those who have turned deaf ears to every 
plea for cooperation for peace while there was time have 
no right to demand that I support cooperation for war.

From war and all its effects there is no complete es
cape for any nation in an interdependent world, but there 
is no fatalistic inevitability of history or economics which 
compels the United States to fight Japan, now or later. 
The assumption of the inevitability of imperialist war 
between the United States and Japan rests among other 
things on the refusal to see that our real hope against 
both imperialism and fascism lies in sanctions which 
some day the workers of Japan will join with their 
brothers in China and in other lands in enforcing, and 
not in the triumph of one set of capitalist powers inter- * 
ested in preserving the status quo over another set which 
wants to change it.

Let us look now in some detail at the bitter facts which 
make a collective security of democratic states in our 
crazy, capitalist-nationalist world a utopian dream. There 
have been many occasions when the omens for successful 
action by non-fascist nations to restrain an aggressor 
were far more auspicious than they are now. But noth
ing happened. Great Britain and France, probably alone, 
certainly with the aid of the U. S. S. R., by vigorous 
diplomacy and a discreet threat of economic sanctions 
could have blocked Mussolini’s war on Ethiopia before 
it began. In the end, too late, through the League of 
Nations they imposed weak sanctions which only irri
tated the Italian people and drove them closer to their 
dictator. Even Russia continued to sell oil to Mussolini. 
And even Russia today is purchasing a new naval vessel 
from the fascist yards of Livorno. Simply by permitting 
the Spanish government the usual rights of a nation 
Great Britain and France—yes, and America—could 
probably have ended the fascist war in Spain before it 
menaced the peace of mankind. Great Britain, the same 
Britain which is now expected to fight for democracy, 
preferred to take chances on Mussolini rather than on 
any sort of social revolution in Spain. In 1931, before 
Hitler came to power and before the Japanese were so 
deeply committed to the Chinese conquest, it is quite 
possible that the League of Nations, the U. S. S. R., and 
the United States could have prevented the rape of Man
churia by economic sanctions or the threat of them. There
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was no remote approach to agreement among them. Why, 
then, expect them suddenly today to agree on effective 
sanctions against Japan, to saying nothing of Italy and 
Germany?

And if by a miracle they should agree on effective 
sanctions, including an embargo on cotton, scrap iron, 
and oil, would not a united Japan seek to break that 
blockade before it was strangled by it? Would not the 
consequence be a prompt attack on the Dutch East Indies 
to get oil? And could this nation, partly responsible for 
provoking that attack, refuse to aid the victim? It is 
dangerous irresponsibility, in view of all the probabili
ties, for Communists or liberals to do what I heard Clar
ence Hathaway do before the Negro Congress in Phila
delphia: assure the audience that effective economic 
sanctions would bring Italy, Germany, and Japan to 
terms without any danger of war. On the contrary, the 
danger is so great that advocates of such sanctions at 
least should press for an armament program in the 
United States far more costly than our present billion- 
dollar military budget. ’’Collective security,” in other 
words, means for the United States certain militarism and 
all but certain war.

That war would not be for ’’democracy.” What is the 
common denominator of democracy which would unite 
Stalin’s non-capitalist but totalitarian state with the capi
talist but non-totalitarian states of Messrs. Roosevelt, 
Chamberlain, and Chautemps? Truly a new age of faith 
is upon us when men and women old enough to remem
ber how we proposed to make the world safe for democ
racy in one war and got Hitler—or with eyes to observe 
events in India, the Near East, and tragic Spain—can 
believe in a crusade for democracy led by Stalin, Roose
velt, Chamberlain, and the French General Staff. As I 
write these lines, the British government is showing a 
far greater interest in finding terms on which Hitler may 
be satisfied than in building a British, French, and Rus
sian alliance.

It is indeed probable that Great Britain and France 
may fight one or more of the fascist nations, but it will 
not be for democracy; it will be for their national and 
imperial interests. If the United States fights Japan, it 
will be for national ’’honor,” to avenge some injury or 
slight, to keep a Far Eastern trade worth less than our 
annual military budget in time of peace. It will not be 
to make China safe for those Chinese whom we continu
ously and cheerfully affront by our unilateral exclusion 
act. The only service of our idealists will be to provide 
rationalizations highly useful to the militarists. Those 
rationalizations will be more sophisticated than the Wil
sonian rationalizations of 1917 but not essentially differ
ent from them, or truer than they were.

To these arguments I have heard no plausible answers. 
The less romantic among the advocates of collective se
curity meet the issue something like this: “We grant that 
the motives behind collective security may be mixed. 
Nevertheless, we should seek alliances now because 
sooner or later we shall have to fight Japan and probably 
other fascist nations too. This is a good time to get it 
over, before Japan has strengthened its position by its
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conquest of China. To defeat the fascist aggressors, from 
whatever motives, is the one essential to any hope of 
building a decent world in which constructive forces can 
operate.”

This statement misjudges the probable effect of a 
temporary Japanese victory in China as badly as it mis
understands the cause and cure of fascism. Japan will 
probably be able to impose its own terms of peace in 
China. But not for long. It has the undying hatred of a 
patient people whose ancestors have always absorbed 
their conquerors. Guerrilla war, passive resistance, Com
munist risings aided by the U. S. S. R., not only in China 
but possibly in Japan itself, will still further weaken the 
structure of a nation already greatly strained by the eco
nomic weakness of its position and the costs of war. If 
foreign nations made war on Japan, the rulers and the 
masses might unite against the foe; the difficulties of 
gathering the fruits of a costly victory will have no such 
effect.

Fascism and imperialism are the products of our capi
talist-nationalist civilization at a certain stage of its de
velopment or disintegration. They are the offspring, 
horribly ugly but legitimate, of the status quo which we 
are asked to preserve. Victory for the armies of Stalin, 
Chamberlain, Roosevelt, and Chautemps might remove 
certain dictators and might—or might not—encourage 
constructive revolution in the conquered states. But cer
tainly in the victorious empires there would be no con
structive revolution. The result, as our Communist 
friends ought to realize, would not be the world Lenin 
sought in 1917 but a world in which all the major 
causes of war and fascism would still be operative. Stalin 
might be among the victors, but not socialism or democ
racy. The unity of workers with hand and brain would 
still remain to be achieved. And in that unity lies our 
best hope of ending the division of men and nations into 
the houses of Have and Have Not. The chances are 
that a victorious United States, if not too exhausted, 
would stay in China to finish the work of “civilization” 
which the Japanese militarists had begun. Our govern
ment might take the devil’s role of arch-imperialist. For, 
never forget, the victory of the United States, however 
high and holy our alleged aim, would with absolute cer
tainty require the militarization of our people and the 
establishment of virtual fascism at home. And that fas
cism would of necessity be imperialistic.

Even today the War Department is ready for universal 
conscription, to draft us all for trench or work bench. 
The first and perhaps the greatest of the enormous casual
ties of our next war will be liberty and democracy at 
home. This will be the one sure consequence of the at
tempt to use the American capitalist government, in or 
out of an alliance, to establish peace or democracy by war. 
It will be a result not limited in duration to the war. No 
one can tell how long it would take a brutalized, ex
hausted people, drugged by war and possibly by the 
thing we call “victory,” to throw off its chains.

Are we, then, condemned to do nothing? It is true 
that no means is at hand to bring to us or to the world 
the democracy and peace as dear to us as to any advocates
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of collective security. We pay, and pay a tragic price, for 
all our mistakes and lost opportunities since the summer 
of 1914. In any course is some danger and to any pro
gram some objection.

I should agree with Mr. Buell’s program, as far as it 
goes, with two important exceptions. I believe (1) that 
his third point, an international embargo on raw mate
rials, is today an impossible and dangerous version of 
collective security; and (2) that the desirable improve
ment in the neutrality law is not an increase in Presiden
tial powers of discretion. Whatever praise is due the 
President’s Chicago speech as a condemnation of aggres
sion, it was an undemocratic gesture toward changing 
American policy, a gesture inconsistent with the Presi
dent’s preceding acts, and one which led the world to 
expect something more than another futile conference to 
add to Norman Hezekiah Davis’s long and unbroken rec
ord of failure. Yet many of those most suspicious of Mr. 
Roosevelt’s ambitions praised this very undemocratic 
method of changing our foreign policy in a matter liter
ally of life and death to us all.

The stock argument that neutrality of the sort en
visaged by our present imperfect law is of advantage to 
Japan as against China is simply untrue, unless, indeed, 
one believes that we should be ready to fight for the right 
to ship guns to China. This is what some of my Chinese 
friends frankly desire. In reality, to call this undeclared 
war of Japan’s "war,” to ban all loans, to prohibit 
all shipments of munitions to Japan as well as to China, 
and to make it harder for Japan to buy and transport 
other materials would diminish the advantage over China 
which Japan’s superior merchant marine and banking 
facilities now give it. If the government would imme
diately enforce the neutrality law and withdraw our citi
zens and fighting forces from danger zones in the Far 
East, it would be in a better, not a worse, position to use 
such moral pressure as might possibly make for peace. 
Neutrality in a world war would impose economic hard
ships on this nation which should be considered and as 
far as possible anticipated. But those hardships would 
be less than the costs of war.

Beyond this program for the government, I heartily 
agree with The Nation’s support of a popular boycott 
by consumers of Japanese goods. Properly conducted, 
such a boycott is not open to the objections to official 
embargos backed by navies.

Above all, any long-range program for peace requires 
an active struggle for a new social and international order 
impossible under capitalist nationalism. This alone can 
give the economic assurance to nations in the House of 
Have Not which Mr. Buell suggests that we should give to 
Japan. No defeat of Japanese militarists will mean much 
for peace in a world which continues to deprive not only 
the working class generally but certain races and nations 
in particular of sure access to the material means neces
sary for their well-being. The ominous portent of fascism 
but strengthens our fundamental analysis of the cause 
and cure of war. "Workers of the world unite” is still 
the best slogan for achieving a genuine collective se
curity.
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The Failure of Isolation
BY RAYMOND LESLIE BUELL

URING the past few years many American lib
erals have abandoned hope of building a world 
order which will prevent war. Appalled by the

difficulty of finding a constructive way out of the existing 
international chaos, they now want to insulate the United 
States from "other people’s wars” by a policy which may 
be called the New Isolation.

The New Isolation has at least four planks in its 
platform:

1. Economic self-containment, so as to cut the eco
nomic ties between the United States and the outside 
world. Although few liberals advocate the complete ap
plication of this doctrine, many have supported the idea 
that upon the outbreak of war the United States should 
prohibit the export of essential raw materials to all bel
ligerents.

2. Conscription of capital in time of war; taking the 
profits out of war.

3. Continental self-defense.
4. A popular referendum before any declaration of 

war except in the event of invasion.
Despite the ardor with which the New Isolation pro

gram has been supported, it has already proved a failure. 
The movement for mandatory embargos produced noth
ing better than the Neutrality Act of May, 1937. This 
act prohibits the export of munitions in time of war but 
allows the unrestricted export of raw materials provided 
belligerents pay cash and transport such materials in 
non-American ships. Instead of cutting the economic ties 
of the United States with warring countries, the Neu
trality Act, if applied, will make us an indirect ally of 
the power with the largest navy and financial resources 
—Japan in the Orient and Britain in Europe. In its pres
ent form, therefore, it is as likely to involve us in war 
as were the pre-war rules of neutrality.

The movement to draft capital and take the profits 
out of war has also proved a delusion. Despite its advo
cacy of anti-war-profits bills, the Nye Munitions Com
mittee in June, 1936, quietly published a report which 
admitted that it is virtually impossible to take the profits 
out of war. "It is obvious,” the report declared, "that 
the most important contribution toward victory to be 
made in the economic sphere is the bringing about of the 
tremendous and rapid increase in production that is 
needed. Yet it is extremely unlikely that this production 
will be forthcoming without the evils of profiteering. 
. . . Whenever the attempts to eliminate these evils con
flict with the efforts to stimulate production, it is the 
former rather than the latter which must be sacrificed.”

The idea of continental defense has made even less 
progress. For all our pacifism, our unwillingness to make 
any international commitments, and our supposed geo
graphic security, the United States is spending a billion 
dollars a year upon its armaments. We have a navy and 
an air force as strong as that of any other power. Why 
do Congress and public opinion overwhelmingly support 
such expenditures? Not because of any plot of the muni-
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tions makers, but because of a feeling of insecurity and a 
desire to be prepared for any eventuality.

Faced with the collapse of these proposals, the New 
Isolationists are now turning to the idea of a referendum 
before a declaration of war. At first sight the idea is 
attractive, but American history gives no evidence that 
the “people” are any less belligerent than Congress. The 
only virtue of a referendum is the virtue of delay, but 
this delay may prove disastrous if it gives an enemy time 
to seize bases in Latin America and launch an attack 
against the Panama Canal. Confronted by such a threat, 
most Presidents and Congresses would ignore any con
stitutional injunction regarding a pre-war plebiscite and 
resist the aggression against Latin America, declining to 
admit that the armed clash which might thus result was 
“war.” So long as the President retains any diplomatic 
discretion or the right to move the fleet, it remains pos
sible for him to create an “incident” and work up public 
opinion into a war fever. Similar in nature to the prohi
bition amendment and the anti-war pact, the proposed 
referendum on war would have little effect on the for
eign policy of the United States, while it would encour
age fascist aggression elsewhere. From the standpoint of 
political theory it is well to remember that the dictators 
of Rome appealed over the heads of the Senate to the 
masses, that Napoleon III employed the plebiscite to 
legitimatize his coup d’état, and that Hitler solemnly ap
peals to the referendum to confirm his most spectacular 
acts. American democracy is not going to be saved by 
tying the hands of Congress in times of emergency; its 
future depends upon making Congress a more respon
sible and representative body.

Forced to admit these failures, many of the supporters 
of the New Isolation now show a spirit of complete dis
couragement. Some of them predict that no matter what 
we do, the United States will inevitably be drawn into 
the next war. Unwilling to cooperate with other powers, 
and unwilling to pay the price for the New Isolation, the 
United States today drifts along upon a rising tide of 
chaos. As the sinking of the Panay indicates, the rela
tions between the United States and Japan may at any 
time develop a crisis. A policy of endeavoring single- 
handed to protect our interests in a war zone creates the 
danger of war.

It cannot be denied that the economic interests, the 
political institutions, and the security of the United 
States will be seriously endangered by another world 
war, whether we remain neutral or not. While most ob
servers do not predict a general war in the immediate 
future, the fact remains that the powers today are spend
ing nearly three times as much on armaments as they 
did in 1914. Recently the world has been enjoying an 
economic recovery based partly upon these unproductive 
armament expenditures, financed by borrowing. Sooner 
or later the limit of such expenditure will be reached, 
particularly in the dictatorships, which will be confronted 
by bankruptcy. What will they do then? Turn workers 
out of the munitions plants into the streets and run the 
risk of social revolution? Resort to a gigantic inflation? 
Or take the risks of becoming involved in a foreign ad-
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venture? Unless the present world trend is reversed, one 
need not be an alarmist to predict that during the next 
five years the world will experience a new war or a new 
depression of far greater magnitude than any we have 
known in the past.

The United States could conceivably escape the rav
ages of a new depression or a new world war by social
izing its economy on a self-contained basis. But in view 
of our huge agricultural surpluses and the technological 
advantages of our mass-production industries, which can 
only be fully utilized through international trade, self- 
containment would inevitably mean a lowered standard 
of living. Recent difficulties in obtaining farm legislation 
and imposing controls on American industry indicate the 
far greater difficulties that would be involved in a more 
drastic reorganization of our economic life through 
democratic processes. The attempt to achieve self-con
tainment would probably lead in the direction of dic
tatorship, and a dictatorship of the right. The experience 
of Germany and Italy shows that self-containment, or 
autarchy, can probably be achieved only through fas
cism.

As for the effect of war on our political institutions, 
the United States would probably submit to dictatorship 
if it entered another war. But there is also grave danger 
of its being led to sacrifice its liberties in order to keep 
out of war. Wars are caused as much by clashes of ideas 
as by clashes of economic interests. And the American 
people have never shown restraint in expressing their 
dislike of conditions abroad. There is something ironical 
in the fact that at the very time when Congress was de
bating the Neutrality Act last spring, Mayor LaGuardia, 
John L. Lewis, Hugh Johnson, Cardinal Mundelein, and 
Senator Borah were denouncing fascism in language 
more severe perhaps than that used by any responsible 
leader in France or England. America hates fascism to
day infinitely more than it hated the German Kaiser in 
1914. Possibly we shall continue to confine our hatred 
to words. But to be logical, an isolationist should favor 
censorship of the press, newsreels, and movies upon the 
outbreak of war between foreign nations, for if Ameri
can opinion becomes unneutral, the task of keeping the 
country out of war will be extremely difficult, no mat
ter what economic issues are involved. Those Americans 
who believe that we shall not need to exert the very 
greatest effort to preserve our traditional liberties in a 
world full of raging conflict, are living in a fool’s 
paradise.

It may be argued that the United States can remain in
different to any war until an aggressor has actually in
vaded the Western Hemisphere. But this argument ig
nores the fact that if the three aggressive dictatorships— 
Germany, Italy, and Japan—succeed in their present ef
forts to dominate neighboring territory, and if they suc
ceed in destroying the present balance of power in 
Europe, the task of defending this hemisphere from in
vasion will prove far more difficult than if such prospec
tive wars are nipped in the bud. Moreover, fascism is 
learning how to make conquests without the force of 
arms. Today it undoubtedly is at work in Latin America,
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the world’s greatest reservoir of raw materials. The 
Vargas dictatorship in Brazil denies that it is fascist, 
but the test will come when a revolution against the 
dictatorship occurs. Vargas will undoubtedly pronounce 
it ’’Communist” and even appeal to the anti-Communist 
bloc for aid. It is not fantastic to believe that the Spanish 
civil war may then be transferred to Latin America. 
In such an event the Latin American dictatorships— 
there are only three real democracies south of the 
Rio Grande—will gravitate toward Rome and Berlin, 
and away from Washington, if the ’world’s great de
mocracies continue to show signs of paralysis.

Obviously the formula of “isolation” or “neutrality” 
offers no answer to the tremendous economic, political, 
and military problems confronting the United States. 
Certainly the alternative is not a preventive war; the 
United States cannot be expected to accept any military 
commitments. The question is whether it can participate 
in a new effort at cooperation to avert the outbreak of 
war, for only in such effort is there hope for the future.

In my opinion, the United States can take four con
crete steps at the present time, all of which may help to 
check the present trend toward war:

1. Strengthen the Hull foreign-trade program. Four 
years ago Secretary of State Hull was almost alone among 
world statesmen in his desire to combat the evil of eco
nomic nationalism. Despite domestic as well as foreign 
opposition, he has steadfastly pursued his goal of re
ducing excessive trade barriers without injuring any es
sential industry or adversely affecting the interests of the 
American worker or farmer. Up to the present the State 
Department has concluded trade agreements with sixteen 
nations, and on November 17 it announced that nego
tiations with Great Britain would soon begin. Those 
familiar with the attitude of Britain several years ago 
toward the Hull trade program regard this last achieve
ment as a great triumph. While the British agreement 
will open new markets for the American farmer, the 
United States will have to lower certain duties on manu
factured goods, and the interests adversely affected are 
becoming restive. But if public opinion strongly sup
ports the efforts of the Secretary of State, the British 
trade agreement may lay the foundation for a general 
removal of trade barriers and for a new effort to bring 
Germany and Italy back to the world economy, as well as 
induce Japan to abandon its aggressive policies as a 
solution for its economic problems.

2. Amend the Neutrality Act. In its present form the 
Neutrality Act makes it difficult, if not impossible, for 
the United States to throw its diplomatic weight against 
aggression. Unwilling to assist Japan, President Roose
velt has declined so far to apply the act to hostilities in 
the Orient. He has been legally justified in taking this 
position because if neither Japan nor China is willing to 
admit that the present hostilities have created a legal 
state of war, the President is under no obligation to do 
so. Nevertheless, should Japan declare war against 
China, the President would be obliged to apply the act. 
Then both belligerents would be barred from our muni
tions market, but both could buy raw materials upon the
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cash-and-carry basis. In fact this would mean that China 
would suffer, for Japan is self-sufficient in munitions 
and, unlike China, has a merchant marine which can 
transport American raw materials. The act would oper
ate similarly to benefit Britain and France in a European 
war. In its present form the Neutrality Act is uncondi
tionally and automatically pro-Japanese and pro-British. 
The United States cannot afford thus uncritically to un
derwrite the foreign policy of any power. It should use 
its discretion to open or close its markets in accordance 
with its own interests and not in accordance with the 
accident of geography. To avoid the dangers implicit in 
the present act, Congress should amend it so as to give 
the President discretion to impose an embargo upon the 
export of raw materials to belligerents.

3. Cooperate in an international embargo on raw ma
terials. It would be unwise for the United States alone 
to stop the shipment of any raw material to Japan. Apart 
from the political consequences, such a unilateral em
bargo might merely divert trade to other powers. But an 
international embargo on the export of such war ma
terials as scrap iron, cotton, and oil, and on the impor
tation of Japanese silk, is an entirely different matter. 
Britain has indicated that it will go as far as the United 
States in stopping war in the Orient. Surely the least we 
can do is to cooperate with all like-minded powers in 
denying to Japan the raw materials which are necessary 
for its military aggression, and in declining to buy Japa
nese silk, which provides the exchange for the purchase 
of raw materials.

The one argument advanced against an international 
embargo is that Japan might retaliate by attacking Hong
kong, Vladivostock, or the Philippines, and thus pro
voke war. Actually, the danger of such an attack exists 
today, in the absence of any collective diplomatic ma
chinery for meeting it without resort to military force. 
Moreover, once an international embargo was imposed, 
the Western powers could refrain from taking any mili
tary action to defend their possessions in the Orient, 
realizing that if they applied the embargo long enough 
Japan would have to withdraw. The international em
bargo, if the Western powers have the discipline and the 
restraint to apply it; provides a substitute for war. In 
imposing such an embargo I would favor evacuation of 
all our troops from China and the withdrawal of our 
nationals to the Philippines, thus reducing one source 
of friction with Japan.

4. Seek a basis of appeasement in the Pacific. In im
posing an embargo denying to Japan the raw materials 
of aggression, the outside world should announce its 
willingness to assist in finding a solution of Japan’s 
economic difficulties once peace is restored. The ultimate 
objective of our foreign policy should be a new Wash
ington conference for the purpose of restoring China’s 
sovereignty—and this includes the surrender of the spe
cial privileges of all powers—and of considering Japan’s 
grievances against the outside world. If an embargo is 
accompanied by a definite offer of reconstruction, the 
Orient, and the rest of the world as well, may yet be 
saved from the anarchy toward which it is now drifting.
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America Must Choose

I
N THIS issue we carry two important statements 
on American foreign policy. The first, by Norman 
Thomas, twice Socialist candidate for President, is 
a stern warning against what he feels to be the danger 

of collective action for peace under present circumstances. 
The second, by Raymond Leslie Buell, president of the 
Foreign Policy Association, contains an equally vigorous 
admonition against the dangers inherent in the isolation
ist position which Mr. Thomas partially reflects. That 
two leading opponents of war can take such conflicting 
positions on this issue is indicative of the cleavage which 
runs through the country on the question of American 
foreign policy.

Yet despite this sharp divergence of opinion, the 
country must somehow make up its mind between these 
two policies. An attempt to follow a middle course be
tween isolation and collective security would be the most 
dangerous of all. Vacillation and inconsistency only lead 
to fiascos such as the Brussels conference and the shame
less conduct of the democracies toward Spain. The 
United States must either withdraw from the world, eco
nomically and politically, and rely on ’’the advantages of 
our geographic and historic position,” to quote Mr. 
Thomas, or aid in the creation of an international sys
tem of law which will prevent war. Thus far this coun
try has sought to enjoy all the privileges and advantages 
of its world position without sharing in the responsibili
ties inherent in those privileges. And to an extent which 
few Americans like to admit, the present state of world 
anarchy is the result of this policy. The utter lack of 
responsibility which so bewilders foreigners attempting 
to appraise American policy must be attributed almost 
entirely to isolationist sentiment.

While professing to believe in collective security in 
principle, Mr. Thomas asks precisely at what nation it 
should be directed. According to our understanding of 
the term, collective security cannot be directed at anyone. 
Therein lies the all-important distinction between col
lective security and a system of alliances. Collective se
curity implies an agreement between a group of nations, 
which is open to all, by which each nation undertakes to 
bring pressure on any other which resorts to war in vio
lation of its pledge. The United States has never entered 
such an arrangement, although its signature to the Nine- 
Power Treaty and the Kellogg Pact may be interpreted 
as imposing certain obligations.

It is highly important, however, to note that collec
tive security does not imply necessarily the use of mili
tary force. The task of eliminating war from the world 
is largely one of developing non-violent substitutes for
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military force, to be used, when necessary, for the en
forcement of international law and order.

But what if economic sanctions fail? Are we then to 
resort to military force to check fascist aggression? It 
is at this point that Mr. Thomas and many other pacifists 
draw back, assuming that there is some occult force by 
which economic sanctions are automatically transformed 
into military action—and war. We do not consider this a 
fair assumption. Economic and financial sanctions cannot 
fail if they are honestly applied. No country, least of all 
Japan, Italy, or Germany, can carry on war and maintain 
its population if cut off from all assistance from the out
side world. Moreover, the application of collective eco
nomic pressure does not in any way imply or prepare the 
way for subsequent resort to military force. To take an 
extreme case, if a desperate, impoverished Japan seized 
the Dutch East Indies to get oil, economic sanctions, as 
Mr. Buell points out, would ultimately bring it to terms 
since it would still be unable to obtain adequate sup
plies of iron ore, cotton, wool, antimony, magnesite, 
manganese, tungsten, chrome, bauxite, tin, lead, nickel, 
and a number of other raw materials which are essential 
to modern industry, and without which no country could 
hope to wage war.

Admittedly, the prospect of joint economic action 
against Japan is slight. Mr. Thomas may be correct in 
saying that the chances for effective collective pressure 
were much greater in the Ethiopian crisis than at the 
present time. But what he does not state is that the weak
ness of the League in the early days of the Manchurian 
crisis, the failure of the powers to apply oil sanctions 
against Italy, and the collapse of the Brussels conference 
can be partly traced to one cause—the inability or un
willingness of the United States to cooperate because of 
isolationist sentiment. If this sentiment could be over
come, to an even greater extent than it has been in the 
past few weeks, there is every indication that Great 
Britain, France, and the Soviet Union would cooperate 
in any program for the Far East that this country might 
propose.

Mr. Buell shows in some detail how the program of 
the isolationist groups, to which Mr. Thomas gives aid 
and comfort, creates a real threat of war. This threat 
will continue to exist as long as the United States, the 
world’s greatest commercial and financial power, refuses 
either to join in collective efforts to prevent war or to 
participate in a program for worldwide economic ap
peasement. While the fascist powers are demanding ac
cess to raw materials and markets to further the solution 
of their admittedly grave economic problems, the United 
States is sitting tight, behind a high tariff wall, on more 
than half the world’s gold supply and an overwhelming 
share of the world’s supply of raw materials, refusing 
either to “divvy up” or to join in practical measures 
to protect countries like Ethiopia, Spain, and China. Be
cause of the “advantages of our geographic and historic 
position” America is virtually safe from attack, but our 
refusal to join in any common action to protect less for
tunate nations has created a condition of international 
anarchy in which no country can be safe.
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THE WAR AND MISSIONS IN CHINA
Survey of the Situation - December and January

By Frank W. Price

During December and January the area of war, devastation and suffering 
in China greatly widened. The Japanese drive westward from Shanghai culmi
nated in the capture of Nanking on December 13 and of Hangchow on December 
24. Fighting has now extended near Hangchow, around Wuhu and north and 
northwest of Nanking. The destruction by the Chinese of Japanese mill prop
erty at Tsingtau on December 18 provoked the invasion of Shantung province 
and Tsinan was captured on December 27. Since then the Japanese armies from 
both north and south have pressed toward the vital railway junction of Suchow 
near the Kiangsu-Shantung border. Chinese forces have been massed in great 
numbers to defend the 150 mile wide corridor traversed by the east-west Lung 
Hai Railway. The closing of the gap between the two invading armies would put 
Japan in a position to attack Hankow. However, guerilla operations by mobile 
units are continually harrassing the invaders1 lines of communication and 
have slowed up the Japanese advance. About half of Shansi province has been 
occupied but the Eighth Route Army (former communist army) has successfully 
resisted further penetration. In south China there have been fears for some 
time that a Japanese army would be landed and Canton has been under strict 
martial law. Air raids upon cities of Kuangtung and upon the vital Canton- 
Hakow Railway have been increasingly severe.

In spite of critical defeats in the Shanghai-Hangchow-Nanking triangle, 
and the loss of such productive territory, the government and people of 
China seem determined to continue the struggle for a long time to come. 
Generalissimo Chiang in six broadcast messages to the nation has urged greater 
effort and sacrifice until freedom has been won. Visitors report that he is 
’’full of confidence, physically fresh and buoyant”. He and other leaders see 
hope of ultimate victory through a protracted war which will wear out Japan 
through the costliness of an extended occupation. The government and army 
are being reorganized with stricter discipline. General Han Fuh-Chu, governor 
of Shantung province was tried by court maidsial and executed because of his 
failure to resist. New troops are being enlisted and trained in central and 
west China. A great program of "mass mobilization” with preparation of all 
citizens for participation in national defense is being inaugurated.

The end of the war seems far off. Japan’s peace terms have been reported 
to include the following: collaboration between Japan and China in an anti
communist policy, demilitarized zones and Japanese garrisons in China, an 
economic agreement between China, Manchukuo and Japan on Japan’s terms, war 
indemnities. A missionary writes from central China, ’Me do not yet know of 
any real hope for middle ground between the sweeping Japanese intentions and 
the Chinese determination to hold some degree of independence. Meanwhile, 
misery reigns in much of China, and the problems of the future pile up for 
both countries.”

”1 feel that we individually and as a race have to suffer much more be
fore there may come a better day for us,” wrote Dr. Wu Yi-fang, president of 
Ginling College for Women as she left Nanking to join a group of teachers and 
students in Wuchang. But the leaders and people of China have already demon
strated that they can meet danger and suffering with marvelous fortitude.
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Not only have the soldiers shown courage. Thousands of workers of the railways 
and in postal and telegraph offices have carried on under fire. Mails have 
been delivered with remarkable efficiency except in some areas now occupied by 
the Japanese army where the postal system has broken down. Boy and Girl 
Scouts have risked their lives in rescuing wounded civilians. The women of 
the nation are organizing for relief work. Schools have moved to central and 
west China and teachers are serving for mere ’’living allowances.” And millions 
of the common people, driven from their homes, have accepted their hardships 
bravely as part of their sacrifice for the nation.

’’China is bleeding upon the thorns of this invasion,” writes Dr. E. 
Stanley Jones. Missions and the Christian church are bleeding too. But the 
Christian witness has been a bright star in the night of suffering. ”As I 
leave China,” continued Dr. J:nes, ”1 want to pay my tribute of gratitude to 
the Christians of China, both missionary and Chinese, who are holding so steady 
and true in this time of national calamity. I am proud to belong to such a 
band. There is a toughness of fibre in them that is the result of years of 
facing crisis after crisis. The missionary enterprise has faced many a crisis 
in China and has grown under each one of them. It will come through this one, 
too, perhaps purified.”

Shanghai

The fighting has left the Shanghai area but the problem of refugees re
mains. ”In an area of but six square miles, that normally cared for a popu
lation of nearly two millions, utterly destitute refugees are now numbered 
not by tens of thousands but by hundreds of thousands. To us has come the 
sudden challenge to save this flotsam.” More than 175 camps have been estab
lished in Shanghai, to house 150,000 people. The Nantao Safety Zone under the 
direction of Father Jacquinot has 250:,.000. Including destitute refugees 
living with relatives or friends there are about three-fourths of a million 
in need of food. Many missionaries living temporarily in Shanghai have been 
giving full time to helping in the refugee camps.

People are returning but slowly to the devastated sections around the 
International Settlement. Chapei is a city of desolation. A few mission
aries have been permitted to visit their former centers of work. At the 
Southern Baptist compound in Hongkew ’’the condition is terrible.” The dor
mitories of Eliza Yates School were shelled, the class-room building burned 
and residences have been demolished and looted. The University of Shanghai 
property is occupied by Japanese soldiers and all faculty residences have been 
looted. Margaret Williamsons Hospital was destroyed after the fighting had 
ended. The extent of other damage to mission and church buildings is not yet 
fully known.

The University of Shanghai, St. John’s University and twenty Christian 
middle schools are continuing their work in the International and French 
Settlements. Churches are full on Sundays. But Shanghai, formerly a nerve
center of mission work in China, has been cut off to a large extent from the 
inland. Missionaries have with great difficulty secured military passes to 
inspect their stations even near Shanghai. The Japanese are evidently working 
for control of the International Settlement. Censorship on cables and mails 
has been tightened. The economic future of Shanghai is very dark. But the 
Christian forces are undaunted as they seek to minister with the love of 
Christ to those in need. The Christian Broadcasting Station continues to 
send out news and messages of encouragement to Christian workers all over 
China.
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East China

The destruction of property in the region between Shanghai and Nanking 
has been appalling* Air raids, fires from incendiary bombs and shells and 
finally the burning of property by retreating Chinese troops have laid waste 
the once great and populous cities of Soochow, Wusih, Changchow, Chinkiang, 
and Sungkiang. Hundreds of smaller cities and towns have been ruined* Much 
mission and church property has naturally suffered. All the mission buildings 
of the Presbyterian Church, U. S. in Kiangyin, hospital, schools and mission
ary residences -were burned. Sections of the Presbyterian and Methodist Hospitals 
in Soochow were burned* In Hashing a Roman Catholic orphanage was bombed, re
sulting in the death of 86 children. Hospitals, schools, churches and mission
ary homes in most of this area have been looted. The beautiful city of Hangchow 
has been spared the terrible destruction visited on other places, but the city 
has now only one-fifth its former population.

Property losses have been estimated at $500,000,000. The life of nearly 
twenty million people has been tragically disrupted. They have been driven 
to the four winds before the invading amies and when they return it will be 
to desolate homes or to fams without animals and seed. One news dispatch from 
China said that not even in the World War was there such widespread desolation.

Many missionaries refused to leave when the fighting raged in east China. 
The North China Daily News said of the missionaries in Soochow, "From the 
beginning of hostilities this intrepid little band with their able Chinese 
assistants, have carried on without cessation." Dr. Mason Young, Miss Lucy 
Grier, a nurse, Rev* Charles McDaniel and others took wounded civilians and 
patients from a hospital for the insane to an island in Lake Tai, and stayed 
with them for weeks. Other missionaries stayed with Chinese Christians in 
villages and were not heard of for weeks. Rev. D. F. Stamps and Miss Mary 
Demarest of the Southern Baptist Mission in Yangchow were reported missing 
for nearly two months. A missionary doctor wrote, "The future is very dark 
and this whole section may be swept clean before it is over - we can only live 
day by day trusting in Him." Twenty-eight missionaries stayed in Hangchow and 
fourteen in Nanking through the siege and capture of those cities and with 
them many fearless Chinese Christian workers, caring for thousands of refugees 
in "safety zones."

The missions which have suffered most heavily in the lower Yangtze region 
are the Southern Methodist, Northern and Southern Presbyterian, Northern and 

southern Baptist, Disciples and London Mission. Fighting now presses in upon 
stations in north Kiangsu and southern Chekiang.

Dr. Robert F. Fitch of Hangchow writes, "The repercussions will be felt 
everywhere in east China; cold and hunger will be experienced by millions of 
the poor. For several months to come, perhaps into the late spring and summer 
there will be an overwhelming need for further aid from outside sources, espec-? 
ially from the Christian churches of the West."

Nanking

The story of the fall of Nanking and the subsequent days and weeks of dis
order and terror has been graphically told in news dispatches from China. A.T. 
Steele reported in the New York Sun, "The fall of Nanking would have been in
finitely more frightful if not for the courageous efforts of a handful of 
.American missionaries and German business men who stayed throughout the siege." 
But these brave fourteen ran risks which nearly cost them their lives once and 
again.

A cable from one of the missionaries who had helped to maintain the safe
ty zone received on January 18th, said, "University of Nanking sheltering
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thirty thousand refugees. This service from December 13 has been tenaciously 
maintained amid dishonor by soldiers, murdering, wounding, wholesale raping 
resulting in violent terror. Institutional losses moderate. Majority resi
dences partly looted. Staff splendid despite injuries, danger, unspeakable 
distress. Ginling College situation comparable. Christian Hospital service 
unique. Relief needs dominate city.”

Included in the Safety Zone and hence spared the material destruction 
inflicted upon the rest of Nanking were the University of Nanking, Ginling 
College, Nanking Theological Seminary, ^omen’s Bible Training School, Ming Deh 
Presbyterian School for Girls and many missionary homes.

In spite of the unexpected sudden advance of the Japanese armies both
the University of Nanking and Ginling College were able to move their staffs
and considerable equipment to central and Kost China.

It will be of interest to note here that the government succeeded in mov
ing 19,000 out of the 20,000 cases in which it had packed the art treasures
from the National Museum.

Nanking is at present little more than a Japanese armed camp, subject to 
raids from Chinese airplanes. The city and surrounding region have only a small 
fraction of their former population. The Safety Zone is feeding 50,000 of the 
most destitute daily.’

North China

The people of Hopei province have been experiencing the force of Japanese 
rule for half a year. A provisional government was set up on December, staffed 
by notoriously corrupt pro-Japanese puppets. So far no outstanding, able Chinese 
has been willing to cooperate with the Japanese in their plans for an autono
mous north China.

Christian educators are determined to carry on, not to falter in their 
program, to conciliate where necessary but not to give in on questions of prin
ciple. The Japanese officials are naturally seeking to control the schools. 
All reference to nationalists China have been deleted from the textbooks. The 
Confucian classics have been substituted for social sciences and ethics. Slogans 
everywhere extol the aims of the Japanese army. Students have been compelled 
to join parades celebrating Japanese victories. There have been raids on libra
ries and offices of teachers, and some teachers have been arrested. Japanese 
is to be the main foreign language in the universities. However, four middle 
schools in Peiping and Tungchow have an enrollment of 2350, only one thousand 
less than last year, and Yenching University now has over 500 students. Yet 
the strain on principals and teachers is severe. ”Do you wonder,” one writes, 
’’that our educators, Chinese and foreign, are growing grayer each month now 
than in five years previously?”

The Japanese advance last summer and autumn into southern Hopei caused 
widespread desolati 'n. One missionary estimates that seventy per cent of the 
people of north China evacuated at some time. ”Many of our stations were com
pletely wrecked, and the villages were almost empty of inhabitants. Crops were 
rotting in the fields, unharvested. The whole countryside was lifeless.” The 
invasion was accompanied by constant foraging, looting and raping. ”It is all 
more cruelly ruthless than anything in the American press descriptions,” another 
missionary wrote. Paotingfu suffered especially during and after the siege but 
missionaries of the American Board and Presbyterian missions have continued to 
serve there.

In the area occupied by the Japanese evangelistic work is going on. 
’’Chinese Christian leaders,” one report says, ”are everywhere showing faith,
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courage and determination which no obstacles so far apparently can defeat» 
These men are an inspiration to their missionary colleagues. The Church in the 
North does not intend to abdicate." At the county seat of Chowchow an evangel
ist and his family and other Christians, total of seventeen, were killed by a 
bomb in one churchyard. ’’The Chowchow experience,” a missionary writes, brings 
to me forcefully the realization that the church, the real church, is a fellow
ship. Organization, property and programs may disappear, but little groups of 
Christians who are one with Christ in God will continue.”

The Church of the Bretheren mission field in eastern Shansi was first to 
feel the effect of invasion. A woman missionary from this region writes that 
the countryside was ravaged bare. ”1 have spent weeks in the midst of hell. 
When one thinks of the great areas of this country of which this is a fair ex
ample, it is too awful to contemplate.” Several members of the Bretheren Mis
sion have been reported missing. The New York Times of February 2 carried a 
report through Hankow that three missionaries had been shot by a Japanese sen
try: Rev. and Mrs. Alva Harsh of Petersburg, W. Va., and Miss Minserva Neher, 
Laverne, Calif.

The Japanese lines at one time reached as far south as Fenchow and Taiku 
in the American Board Mission field. The Oberlin-Shansi School at Taiku moved 
first tp Yuncheng, Shansi, then to Shanhsein, Honan province. It may move 
further inland. The Ming I School at Fengyang moved to Tsishan in the south
west of the province where the China Inland Mission has strong work under 
Chinese leadership. Many missionaries are remaining in Shansi and als'o in 
Shensi to the west. The Japanese are said to have about 140,000 troops in 
Shansi alone.

In Suiuan and Chahar provinces the Japanese army holds the main points 
though skirmishes continue. In all the northern provinces irregular troops and 
local defense organizations are making the garrisoning of the area more diffi
cult for the invaders. Relief needs are serious in Pieping, Tientsin, and all 
the conquered territory.

Shantung

Shantung was spared war until late in December. But Governor Han’s vac- 
ci lating policy left the province without a plan of defense and Japanese occu
pation was rapid. Here too great hordes of refugees fled before the invading 
army. Part of Tsinan city was destroyed but the buildings of Cheeloo University 
have escaped damage, according to latest word. Chinese forces made a stand in 
the southwest of the province and fighting around Tsining, an important mission 
center, has been especially severe.

Suffering in Shantung has been accentuated by a big flood last summer 
which made two million people homeless.

Many missionaries who had been sojourning at Tsingtau have left for 
Shanghai or other ports. A considerable number, chiefly men, remained at their 
stations.

Fukien

Southern Chekiang and Fukien have been least touched by war of any coastal 
region. This may be due to the proximity of Formosa and Japan’s plans for de
velopment from that island. There have been a few air raids and Amoy has felt 
the hot breath of attack on several occasions.

Professor E. M. Stowe of Fukien Christian University writes that the 
University and Christian schools of the province have been carrying on as usual, 
”a seemingly miraculous oasis in a sea of chaos and blood.” Students are par-
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ticipating in many out-of-school activities. The new Union Theological College 
at Changchow has opened with 26 students. The churches are active and a new 
extension service to rural churches is proving very fruitful.

%ie will go ahead as long as possible,” writes one missionary. Most of 
the .missionary women and children have left the province.

South China

Kuangtung has suffered principally from incessant air raids, the objectives 
apparently being the destruction of government-owned property, the terrorizing 
of the civilian population and the prevention of sea-going commerce. Casualties 
have been high, especially among civilians. The landing of armed forces has 
been expected for some time.

The churches and schools have tried to continue, many with emergency pro
grams. Hospitals have rendered courageous service. Many Christian institutions 
have organized first aid corps. The Union Theological and Bible Training Schools 
in Canton have had one hundred per cent attendance. The College department of 
Lingman University has been maintained at Canton, under the leadership of the 
new president, Mr. Lei Ying-lam. True Light and Pui Ying Schools moved to 
Hongkong. The Union Normal School and Mei Via School were bombed on December 31. 
The dining hall of Union Normal and the main building of Mei Wa were severely 
damaged. The Ma Kwong Home for the Blind was removed to Macao.

Hainan Island has been fairly quiet in spite of some bombings and the 
constant fear of attack by gunboats.

One report from south China gave high praise to three women missionaries 
of the English Presbyterian Mission who had stayed on at Swatow and helped to 
maintain morale among the Christian leaders and people there.

”1 cannot close this letter,” writes one missionary, "without giving ex
pression to the evidence of the wonderful spirit of our church leaders in this 
time of national crisis, especially in their determination to keep the spiritual 
side of the church uppermost and at the same time express their loyalty to their 
country. Chinese church leaders have not been heard to preach hate; their pray
ers always include a petition for Japan, especially the Christians of Japan.” 
’’Don’t worry about us missionaries,” writes another, ”but pray for the poor 
Chinese people.”

Central China

The biggest battle of the war is now raging in Northern Kiangsu and Nnhwei 
and in Honan province. On February 3 the Japanese military commanders asked 
that all foreigners leave this region because of the fighting. More than 500 
missionaries normally live in this area. Several missionaries of the United 
Church of Canada returned to their stations in Honan after furlough only two 
months ago, and a great number of missionaries in the fighting zone will no 
doubt carry on at their own risk.

The Yangtze River below Wuhu is blocked with booms. Since the capture 
of Nanking and Wuhu there has been a considerable exodus of missionary families 
from Ruling but a number remain and the schools for foreign children are being 
maintained. The school at Chikungshan has closed.

The Wuhan cities (Hankow, Wuchang and Hanyang) have been bombed many times 
and aii’ raids have reached as far up river as Ichang. But otherwise the provin
ces of Hupeh and Hunan have been quiet, and Christian work has suffered compar
atively little. The effect of the great migration from east China is felt every
where. Many cities have increased rapidly in population. Wounded soldiers pour
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in from the front and hospitals are crowded. Hunan-Yale’s Emergency Hospital 
has prepared to receive 2,000.

Plans for mass mobilization and education of the people in self-defense 
are being promoted actively in these central provinces. Hunan province is be
ing made an important area in agricultural experiments and rural reorganization 
which will increase its productivity as a source of food supply.

Dr. ft. Y. Chen of the National Christian Council wrote after a visit to 
central China, ’’The spirit of the people in the churches is simply wonderful.” 
Many inland stations write of the help which Christian leaders and their fami
lies from east China have brought to them in their work. The churches are active 
in relief work and students of Christian schools are participating in many serv
ice activities.

The railway from Nachang to Canton is still open despite repeated bombings. 
The new motor road from Changsha to Kweilin will be completed soon. The Eurasia 
planes still fly from Hongkong to central and west China and carry mails.

Bishop L. H. Roote is in Hankow and Bishop A. A. Gilman is on his way 
there from the United States.

West China

Bishop Ralph A. Ward of the Methodist Church in Szechwan province writes 
’’The rapid and sweeping changes in national life are affecting great changes in 
Szechwan. Thousands of students and teachers, business and professional people 
and government officials are bringing a broader outlook, many material things 
and creative power. Many of the newcomers are Christians. Most of them are at 
least awakened spiritually. Theo local Christian communities need adjustment 
to the new opportunities, not to speak of their need for more vital Christian 
faith and life for themselves.” Such is the unexpected new opportunity in west 
China.

Szechwan, we must remember, is larger in size than the British"Isles. It 
contains a population of over 70,000,000. It has some of the most fertile farm: 
land in China. There are 60 mission centers of 16 mission societies and more 
than 430 missionaries in the great area» Since the chance of Szechwan ever being 
occupied by Japanese armies is very small, the strategic importance of this 
province from the standpoint of the Chinese government and defense and from the 
standpoint of Christian work and planning for the future cannot be overestimated.

Government universities have moved to Chungkiang and Chengtu. In one city 
24 temporary buildings were erected in 40 days. The University of Nanking has 
moved to Chengtu and will cooperate with West China Christian University. 
Cheeloo Methodist School has also moved to Szechwan.

National Organizations

The National Christian Council continues its office in Shanghai but is 
working more through regional organizations, especially in central and west 
China. Many mission secretaries and treasurers now have offices also in central 
China or in Hongkong. The National Christian Council has issued a ’’Call to a 
Forward Movement,” suggesting a threefold emergency program for the churches: 
relief, spiritual uplift, and cooperation of the churches with other agencies in 
service to the people. Christians are being urged to give a cent a day to re
lief work.

A Y. M. C. A. leader in China writes, "We need your continued undergirding. 
All are determined to stay though positions dangerous.” Mr. George Fitch at 
Nanking, Mr. Eugene Turner at Hangchow, Mr. R. S. Hall at Tsinan and Mr. Edward
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Lockwood at Canton are among those who are rendering notable service in places 
of peril» The National Committee of Y« M. C. A’s has organized emergency 
services for soldiers in 28 cities» One hundred full-time secretaries have been 
allocated to this wk while two hundred are carrying on the regular Association 
program where possible. The Peiping Y. M. C. A. has cooperated with the Red 
Cross in relief work and recreational activities for wounded soldiers. Many 
secretaries are now receiving pnly living allowances. Through hut work, soldier 
clubs, service to •wounded in hospitals, help to soldiers at railway junctions, 
traveling units, a work comparable to that of the Y. M. C. A. during the World 
War is being done and with very limited funds.

The Y. W. C. A. has organized its women members into many forms of service 
and is helping to train civilians in first aid, health work, and the meeting of 
emergency needs.

Education

Fifty per cent of the Chinese colleges and universities have been closed 
or forced to suspend. The Ministry of Education has established two temporary 
universities, one at Sian and another at Changsha. Nankai, Central University 
and Futan University have new quarters in Chungking. Tsinghua and National Pe
king University are now located in Changsha. The new location of some Christian 
colleges has been noted. College students and graduates are not being encourag
ed yet to join the fighting services but at least one-half of the 45,000 college 
students are engaged in war-time studies. Many have joined the 7/ar-time Stu
dents’ Service Corps.

Five temporary government middle schools have been established in Kansu, 
Shensi, Honan, Szechwan and Kweichow, each with about one hundred teachers and 
one thousand students. Students will be given free board and clothing as most 
of them are refugees from north and east China.

The Christian colleges are playing a noble part in the national life during 
the crisis. Yenching, as has been mentioned, carries on in Peiping with an en
rollment of over 500, Cheeloo University medical students have been transferred 
to Chengtu, other students to various institutions.

Gingling College is operating in three units, at Shanghai, at Hwa Chung 
College and at West China Union. University. The University of Nanking has moved 
to west China. Soochow University suffered heavy losses to its property and is 
still closed. The University of Shanghai continues work in temporary quarters 
in the French Concession and St. John’s University carries on. Hangchow Christ
ian College has not suffered damage to property although Japanese guns are now 
located nearby. Some teachers and students transferred to a small town in 
Anhwei province. Fukien Christian University and Hwa Nan College Foochow, have 
been able to keep going without serious interruption. Lingnan University, 
Canton, has 460 students on the campus. The opening enrollment of Hwachung 
College, Wuchang, was fifty per cent above normal due to admission of students 
from other schools. West China Union University, Chengtu, has an enrollment 
twice that of last year. Classrooms and laboratories are utilized in successive 
shifts. All the colleges are incurring serious deficits this year, although 
operating costs have been reduced to bare essentials.

Relief Work

The needs for relief in the ever-widening areas of hostilities are appal
ling. Never have the Chinese themselves done so much for their suffering fellow- 
countrymen. Chinese doctors have volunteered in large numbers for medical 
service, one hundred going from Shanghai alone. The Shanghai Chinese churches
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contributed $40,000. Local relief committees have been formed in a large number 
of cities. But the need is so great that outside help is imperative.

The Federal Council of Churches. Foreign Missions Conference, China Famine 
Relief, Inc., and other organizations have appealed for relief funds with lim
ited results. All mission societies have made special appeals. The American 
Red Cross in September authorized chapters to receive funds but initiated no 
campaign. But on January 25 a campaign for a goodwill offering was launched 
with an appeal in the form of a letter from President Roosevelt. Funds will be 
administered through a committee of prominent Americans in China and the Advis
ory Committee of China Famine Relief.

The International Red Cross is taking over administration of a large number of 
refugee camps in Shanghai and is extending the "Morris plan.” Major Morris ôf 
the Salvation Army has been most successful in conducting clean camps and in 
feeding the refugees wholesome food at very low cost.

Christian relief committees everywhere are most active in helping. "The 
least that Christian organizations can do under circumstances like these is to 
make the maximum contribution to ease pain, to heal the wounded and create chan
nels for the love of our Lord, Jesus Christ, to find expression in the midst of 
carnage and strife," writes one Christian group. The National Christian Council 
has sent out flying squads to survey needs in devastated areas and give help 
where possible.

The outstanding service of the Christian hospitals everywhere has won high 
praise from all classes of Chinese. The work has been carried on often in great 
danger and frequently without sufficient medical supplies. One missionary from 
north Kiangsu went 1200 miles to Hankow and back in order to secure needed drugs 
In some areas Christian forces have joined with government forces in medical 
service. Christian field hospital units are being planned.

The plight of the homeless refugees is saddest in Shanghai and sections 
of east China. In other areas there is less congestion for refugees are kept 
on the move. In central and western China the wounded soldier is the most se
rious problem. The Chinese government and army were utterly unprepared to care 
for such large numbers of wounded soldiers. Dr. A. R. Kepler after a tour 
through 8 provinces reported, "I return to Shanghai from my journey with the 
woulded soldier as my most poignant memory. I can’t get him out of my thoughts. 
He is the most pitiable person in China today. The chances are that he must 
eat all the bitterness of the refugee, inadequate clothing, insufficient nourish 
no protection from)rain and biting north wind, wounds festering through lack of 
surgical care." It may be days or weeks before he gets from the front line to 
the medical centers at Nanchang, Sian, Wuhan or Changsha. Dr. Kepler continues, 
"The war was unwanted by China. The government was not prepared to face so 
formidable an enemy, and one so thoroughly prepared and equipped with every con
ceivable modern missile and instrument of destruction. These poor wounded men 
arc a summons to the Christian forces in China and throughout the world to come 
to their rescue and set agencies in operation which will look after their needs. 
He urges a Christian Medical Auxiliary to work in close cooperation with govern
ment medical units.

One missionary after visiting the vast camp for wounded soldiers and war 
victims at Sian, wrote, "It is the largest mass of suffering humanity I have 
ever seen. Yet there was no groaning or complaining even from stretcher cases 
who were borne past me by tired Boy Scouts."

The danger of epidemics will increase as spring and summer come on, and 
all kinds of medical supplies will be needed.
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Christians all over China have been contributing to relief funds and 
women have been making garments for wounded civilians and soldiers. One group 
made 1600 wadded vests and in each sewed a printed Scripture verse and message 
of comfort. Missionaries and Chinese Christian workers have been visiting camps 
of wounded soldiers to give comfort. To one missionary who was on his way to 
this service Madame Chiang Kai-shek said, ’’And do not forget to tell them of the 
One who suffered more than they.”

The Outlook and the Opportunity

President Wu Yi-fang of Ginling College, who is also Chairman of the 
National Christian Council, wrote to friends in .America, ”In regard to the gen
eral situation in China, I don*t see any possible improvement immediately and we 
must face the probable result of withdrawing to Szechwan, Yunan, Kwangsi and 
Kweichow provinces. As to how long this process may take, no one can tell. I 
sound, I am afraid, very pessimistic, but in fact I am quite confident of the 
ultimate triumph of right over might.”

President Francis C. Wei of Hwa hung College, now in this country, said 
recently, ’’Whether China is defeated or victorious the need for Christianity 
and for Christian higher education will be greater than before. If China shall 
be victorious, she will have all the greater need for Christianity to use wisely 
her new position and power. If she should be defeated, she will need Christian 
courage and wisdom in dealing with the problems that will confront her.”

A missionary leader writes, ”As soon as hostilities cease, under restric
tions and difficulties such as we have never before experienced, we are going 
to have a tremendous opportunity to preach and teach our Christian faith.” After 
his two months preaching tour in central and west China, Dr. E. Stanley Jones 
declared that China presented the greatest challenge to Christianity of any land 
in the world today.

And, finally, this message from the Executive Council of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church in China, may be taken as an appreciation and an appeal from 
all Christians in China today: ’’Never before have the loyal confidences and 
intimate cooperation between the Chinese and the missionary groups of our church 
in China been so plainly evident nor so distinctly stimulating, nor has the 
Church ever before stood out so clearly as a minister of good will and helpful
ness to our suffering people.”
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Reprinted from the People’s Tribune, China, November, 1937.

THE FACTS ABOUT COMMUNISM IN CHINA

So much capital has been, and is being, made out of the allegedly Communistic 
leanings of the Chinese Government and people that it is important to make the sit
uation clear to those who may have been impressed and misled by such falsehoods. 
Persistent efforts have been made by Japan’s apologists to represent the Kuo-Min 
Tang and the Comintern as being alike as two peas, and the complete destruction of 
the Chinese political party has been repeatedly declared to be among Japan’s present 
war-aims. It will be shown presently that the Kuo-Min Tang is as free from Communist 
influence as the Nazi party, the Fascist!, and the Japanese Government itself. Prince 
Konoye, the Japanese Premier, on November 6, 1937, declared that Sino-Japanese hos
tilities were due to the "machinations” of the Comintern, adding that ”it is a 
moral mission imposed upon Japan by her political structure and national policy to 
prevent and suppress the evils of Communism and the Comintern.”

In reply to the first allegation, that the "machinations” of the Third Interna
tional are responsible for Sino-Japanese relations having taken so disastrous a turn, 
there is ample evidence on record to the contrary—evidence of influential Japanese 
in official and other responsible positions who specifically warned their own Gov
ernment that the policy being followed in China was not calculated to bring about 
the more friendly relations allegedly desired. There was no necessity for any "ma
chinations” by the Comintern to bring about a clash; Japanese diplomats and business
men, political leaders and journalists, pointed out that the wrong tactics had been 
adopted in handling relations with China, that Japanese militarists and ’’hot-blooded 
young officials” were provoking hostility among the Chinese people, and that friend
ly co-operation between the two nations was impossible of achievement while Japan 
persistently resorted to measures which were not conducive to co-operation. Not 
’’machinations" of the Comintern, but of the powerful Japanese military clique who 
arrogated to themselves control of their country’s deplomatic affairs, were respon
sible for the terrible slaughter and suffering in China which has shocked the civil
ized world.

Prince Konpye himself, a few weeks before taking the post of Premier, publicly 
admitted that China was suspicious about Japan’s real policy, and declared that not 
until those suspicions were removed could any effective help be given to the Chinese 
nation in its struggle for rejuvenation, while Japan’s proposals for a readjustment 
of relations "must be of obvious benefit to China in order to be acceptable." Be
fore taking office Prince Konoye recognized that the so-called "dual diplomacy” by 
Japan’s soldiers and diplomats, instead of improving Sino-Japanese relations, merely 
exacerbated China’s wounded feelings; now that he is Premier he discreetly forgets 
the part his own countrymen played in creating bad feeling, and pretends it was the 
"machinations” of the Comintern which led to the disastrous clash which has brought 
death and destruction to a nation struggling for rejuvenation. The neutral observer 
anxious to get at the facts should take careful note of Prince Konoye’s remarkable 
change of mind, and at the same time remember the significant fact that his former 
attitude was supported by Japanese who had been Ambassadors in China, and by Mr. 
Sato (Foreign Minister in the Cabinet which preceded the Konoye Administration).

As to whether Japan has a "moral mission" to prevent and suppress "the evils 
of Communism and the Comintern," this is a matter for Japan’s own national con
science. Certainly she has no "moral mission" to suppress any "ism" in any country 
but her own. President Roosevelt has recently said that most of the world’s troub
les nowadays come from interference with the internal affairs zf one country by 
another, and this is deplorably true of China’s troubles, most of which have been 
the direct or indirect result of outside interference. But if Japan believes that 
Communism is a menace to her well-being, she undoubtedly has the right to take what
ever measures seem appropriate and effective to suppress such activities in her own 
domain. In November, 1936 an anti-Communist pact was signed by Germany and Japan, 
and on November 6, 1937 the adherence of Italy to this agreement made it a triparite 
accord for mutual protection against the activities of the Third International with
in the territories of the signatory parties.
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If the three countries mentioned believe their national peace and security to 
be threatened, they are of course quite within their rights in taking measures of 
protection. The question of having a ’’moral mission” to suppress Communism does not 
arise; if serious danger to a nation’s peace and security is apprehended, it is the 
duty of any Government to adopt such safeguards as appear likely to be effective in 
averting the threatened danger. This is precisely what was done by China when it 
was recognized, in 1927, that the Communists in the Republic were actively engaged 
in working against the National Government, whereupon they were expelled from the 
Kuo-Min Tang and the whole movement put under nation-wide proscription--as, of 
course, Japan is well aware.

But to Return to more recent events. In November, 1936, assurances were given 
to the Chinese Ambassador in Berlin by Baron von Neurath, the German Foreign Minis
ter, that the agreement signed with Japan in 1936 was in no way directed against 
China, and that in combatting the activities of the Third Inaternational no measures 
would be taken outside the territory of Japan and the Reich. This statement was 
made by Baron von Neurath to dispel fears that the German-Japanese accord might be
come an instrument for further acts of aggression in North China, since it had been 
so often declared that Japan’s mission was ”to prevent China from becoming Red, and 
thus contribute toward the well-being of the entire Orient.” As a matter of fact, 
the allegedly altruistic interest shown by Japan in China’s well-being was quite un
necessary, and an official statement issued by the Chinese Government in November, 
1936 declared that China did not intend to become a signatory of the then recently 
anti-Communist pact between Germany and Japan,—not, however, because China was any 
more enamoured of Marxist teachings than either of those two countries, but because 
she considered herself fully capable of dealing with the Communist situation so far 
as the Republic of China was concerned without entering into any sort of agreement 
with any other country. General Chiang Kai-Shek—who of all men in China should 
have known exactly how grave the Communist ’’menace” was, seeing that he was engaged 
in suppressing their activities—in November last year declared that dispersal of 
the surviving remnants in the North-West of the Communist forces was exclusively a 
domestic affair, and would never be affected by outside influences or international 
politics.

One more point calls for attention before proceeding to review the history of 
Communist activities in China. On August 21, 1937—while Japanese troops were fight
ing in ’’self-defence” in North China, around Shanghai, and in other parts of the 
Republie--a Treaty of Non-Aggression was concluded between China and Soviet Russia. 
The provisions of this agreement were very simple and entirely negative in nature, 
consisting merely of mutual assurances of non-aggression and non-assistance to any 
aggressor who might attack either signatory. Vigorous attempts were made to repre
sent this harmless and pacific Russo-Chinese pact as affording new proof of secret 
understanding between the Kuo-Min Tang (as represented by the Chinese Government) 
and the Comintern (as represented by the Soviet Union). The fact was ignored that 
Soviet Russia already had various agreements with other countries none of which 
were favourably inclined toward Communism. The fact was ignored that Germany 
(Japan’s partner in the anti-Comintern pact of 1936) had already entered into an 
economic agreement with Soviet Russia, and the Italian Fascist Government in 1933 
entered into a Russo-Italian pact of friendship. Moreover, Soviet Russia had been 
recognized as sufficiently ’’respectable” to be admitted to the League of Nations.

Why, then, should it be considered wrong for China to conclude an arrangement 
with Russia which confirmed their pledges under the Kellogg Pact not to resort to 
war as a means of settling any dispute which might arise between them, and--taking 
that high moral principle a step further—pledged the signatories not to give sup
port to any nation which did not observe its obligations under the Pact of Paris and 
took aggressive action against one or other of the signatories. Instead of arousing 
unwarranted suspicion, the Sino-Russian agreement of 1937 should have been welcomed 
by the civilized world as evidence that at least two great nations had agreed that 
peace in the Far East would never be disturbed by their actions against each other, 
nor would they give assistance to any nation which, scorning to follow their pacific 
example, should enter upon a campaign of aggression. China and Soviet Russia had
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arrived at a friendly understanding which threatened nobody, but this implied no ac
ceptance by China of Marxist theories, nor by Russia of Kuo-Min Tang principles. 
These matters were recognized as the internal affairs of the signatories with which 
neither party wished to interfere.

Many a true word is spoken in jest. It has often been said that Japan’s great 
mission—or one of the many which she believes rest upon her shoulders--is "to pre
vent China becoming Red, and thus contribute toward the well-being of the entire 
Orient." And how often—long before hostilities were started last summer—have 
those conversant with the facts smiled at this naive manner of camouflaging Japan’s 
real ambition--yet as things have turned out, Japan has already most effectively 
brought about the disappearance of Communism from Chinai True, this has come about 
not in the way she had intended, by taking military measures of suppression in 
Chinese territory, but by actually bringing about the surrender to the Kuo-Min Tang 
of the Communist Party, after their ten years of bitter strugglel Japan’s "great 
mission" has been accomplished unintentionally—and even unwillingly, but the thing 
has been done, and the last remaining rift in China’s national unity removed. There 
are many phases of the Sino-Japanese situation which are puzzling to foreign observe 
ers, and one of the most curious is the "good turn" that Japan has unwittingly done 
China by waging war upon her, thereby expediting the settlement of a long-standing 
domestic difference on a political issue.

For eighteen years China had a problem on her hands with which at times she 
found it very difficult to deal—the existence of a Communist Party which, while at 
first friendly, subsequently became actively hostile to the National Government. 
This change of attitude unfortunately necessitated extensive military operations 
being taken, and more than once Japan suggested that her forces should actively as
sist in the suppression of Communism in China—an offer which was not only never ac
cepted, but was never even seriously considered, "Beware of the Greeks when they 
bear gifts," warned a wise Roman of ancient days, and for very obvious reasons China 
preferred to deal with the Communist problem without availing herself of Japanese 
military assistance for suppressing the movement. In November, 1936, when the anti
Communist Pact between Germany and Japan was signed, and other countries were invit
ed to join in this agreement, China promptly announced that’there was no need for her 
to participate in the Pact. Further, as already noted, General Chiang Kai-Shek—re
ferring to the military operations then going on for the suppression of Communist 
forces in the North-West, concerning whose activities Japan had so often evinced 
such keen interest-said this was exclusively a Chinese domestic affair, and would 
never be affected by outside influences or international politics. Last December 
the President of the Judicial Yuan, Mr. Chu Cheng, repeated this declaration of 
China’s policy, adding that it was incomprehensible why a foreign Power geographic
ally separated from the scene of Communist activities should concern itself so pain
fully over a minor issue which could no longer be regarded as a menace.

Nevertheless, in the summer of 1937 Japan again declared that one of the reas
ons for her military intervention in North China was to destroy the influence of 
Communism—and she has done it, but at a fearful price, both for herself and China. 
The same end could, and would, have been reached without the frightful slaugnter 
throughout the country that has followed from Japan’s aggression, but the method 
adopted was not of China’s choosing. On the contrary, the Chinese Government specif
ically urged the simultaneous withdrawal of the gathering Sino-Japanese forces from 
the danger-zone around Peiping, so that the incident which had given rise to a most 
critical situation in North China could be settled by diplomatic negotiation. This 
proposal was flatly rejected by Japan, and the "interference" of the National Gov
ernment strongly resented. This intransigent attitude made war inevitable, but it ‘ 
was war that the Japanese wanted. They were ready for it, and were waiting only for 
an excuse for starting offensive operations.

The fact had been recognized for years by the Chinese Government that 90 per 
cent of the problem of suppressing Communism in the Republic was of a political and 
administrative character; the military danger of the situation had been never really 
serious except in a very limited area, and was further minimized as a result of '~ •
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large-scale punitive operations against the Red forces. Meanwhile, by steadily per
severing with its programme of social and economic reforms (so far as Japan’s con
stant interference and aggression would permit) the National Government had effect
ively neutralized the effects of persistent Communist propaganda to the effect that 
the Kuo-Min Tang (the political party founded by Dr. Sun Yat-Sen which brought about 
the Revolution in 1911 and the subsequent establishment of the Republic) was not 
giving attention to economic and social problems affecting the well-being of the 
masses.

The most enthusiastic supporter of the Kuo-Min Tang will not and cannot claim 
that much progress was made during the first twenty years of the Republican regime 
in carrying into effect the Three People’s Principles laid down by Sun Yat-Sen. For 
this disappointing sequel to the Revolution of 1911, aimed at improving the lot of 
the masses, and which gave so many opportunities for Communist propaganda, Japan 
herself was largely responsible. By encouraging the ambitions of Yuan Shih-Kai to 
convert his presidential chair into an Imperial throne, by presenting China with the 
infamous ’’Twenty-One Demands,” by advancing huge loans to Chinese war-lords and ex
mandarins plotting the destruction of the Republican Government and subsidizing civ
il war, by refusing to surrender to China the territory in Shantung formerly leased 
to Germany, by obstructing the victorious northward march of the National Revolution
ary troops to Peking, and by openly or secretly giving support or encouragement to 
every movement aimed at weakening the authority of the National Government and so 
preventing the establishment of that political unity throughout China which was one 
of the chief aims of the Revolution, Japan herself created precisely that atmosphere 
which made it easy for Communist agitators to gain supporters.

It was quite obvious to all at that time that the National Government had not 
succeeded in uniting thé country, but it was not so obvious to the simple peasants 
who listened to Communist appeals why this national disunity remained. More import
ant to them than the Government’s failure to bring rival war-lords under control, 
and to curb the ambitions of ex-mandarines and their followers, was the fact that 
the many grievances of the agrarian population dating from the monarchial period had 
not received the immediate attention and relief that had been expected. That the 
National Government was unable to give these urgent problems the consideration they 
deserved because it was fighting for its life against enemies within and without was 
not realized by the peasants, and consequently many were ready to accept promises 
that Communism would speedily bring them relief. It was in this way that subversive 
propaganda met with a measure of success in certain rural districts, especially in 
Kiangsi, but with the gradual elimination of the war-lords and the corresponding 
steady increase of the National Government’s authority, it was possible to deal with 
the Communist problem in two ways simultaneously--first, by military operations to 
suppress rebellious armed forces, and second, by introducing measures for relieving 
the heavy tax-burden upon peasants, improving land-holding conditions, and encourag
ing improved methods of cultivation and marketing.

But again Japan was responsible for stimulating the Communist movement in China. 
As a result of her invasion of Manchuria in 1931, it was necessary for the National 
Government immediately to transfer troops which had been rounding-up Red forces to 
places which were in danger of attack by a foreign foe. As a result of this en
forced withdrawal of the Government’s forces to meet a new and graver emergency, the 
retreating Communist armies promptly began a counter-offensive and speedily regained 
control of territory from which they had been cleared. Japan’s invasion of Manchuria 
in 1931 had the effect of undoing all the work that had been done in dispersing the 

military forces under Communist control, and it was nearly two years before the 
National Government was in a position to resume its military campaign against Com
munist troops. Not until the summer of 1933 was General Chiang Kai-Shek able to 
plan and inaugurate another campaign to clear Kiangsi from Red influence, and start 
all over again to do the work which Japan’s aggressive policy in Manchuria had de
stroyed.

Since then, however, the military strength and political influence of the Com
munists in China has been steadily waning, partly in consequence of intensive opera-
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tions carried out by the National Government troops, but more so because of many 
economic and social reforms carried out by the central and provincial authorities 
expressly designed to improve the condition of the peasant community. Elaborate 
plans were put into operation to lighten the tremendous load of taxation imposed 
upon farmers, to carry out large-scale conservancy-work and so minim-i ?.a the danger 
and destruction arising from floods and droughts, to encourage the production of 
crops of improved quality and increased quantity, to provide better transportation 
of primary products by rail, road, and river, to provide adequate granaries for use 
in famine relief, to encourage co-operative effort among farmers, and in many other 
ways to improve the economic condition of that 80 per cent.of China’s population 
which depends upon agriculture for a livelihood»

All this constructive effort made it clear to the farmers and peasants that 
the National Government was deeply concerned about their welfare and, given a period 
free from anxiety arising from Japanese acts of aggression, it could and -would do 
for them all that the Communists said was not to be expected from the Kuo-Min Tang, 
Thus the discontent in rural areas which provided practically the only field in 
which subversive Citation against the National Government could hope to succeed 
gradually disappeared, and with the intensive military operations against Communist 
armed forces being pressed to a successful conclusion, there was no longer any real 
internal menace to the authority of the National Government.

For the benefit of those who are not familiar with the facts, it may be ex
plained here that the clash between the Kuo-Min Tang and the Chinese Communist Party 
came about, not so much as a result of the latter’s disapproval of the former’s po
litical platform, but mainly because the Communists sought to wrest control of the 
National Administration from Dr. Sun Yat-Sen’s followers. The Communists had no 
quarrel with the fundamental principles of the Kuo-Min Tang, but they wanted to take 
control of the revolutionary movement in China and make of it a phase of that world
revolution which twenty-odd years ago was the goal of international Communist agita
tion. In the early days of the Chinese Revolution an earnest effort had been made 
by Dr. Sun Yat-Sen to accept Communist support in giving effect to his plans, but on 
the strict understanding that they were to work as individuals within his Party, and 
not seek to disrupt it. This pledge, however, was soon broken, with the result that 
the Communists were expelled and their political activities proscribed. The mili* 
tary operations already referred to were the sequel to this open breach between the 
Kuo-Min Tang and the Chinese Communist Party.

After Manchuria was occupied by Japan in 1931, advantage was taken of this dis
astrous development by the Communists to start a new line of attack upon the Kuo-Min 
Tang, Realizing that it was no longer possible to pretend that the National Govern
ment was doing nothing to remedy the grievances of the agrarian population, the Com
munists now accused the National Government of failing to take effective measures to 
secure general support with their earlier slogans, addressed mainly to the peasants, 
the Communists sought to rally national opinion to their support by an appeal to 
patriotic sentiment and, by denouncing the alleged supineness of the National Gov
ernment in dealing’with aggression, secure the people’s mandate to take control of 
China’s national destinies from the Kuo-Min Tang.

It is and was no secret that within the Kuo-Min Tang itself there were differ
ences of opinion as to what should be done in the face of Japan’s continual aggress
ion. Some favoured an immediate challenge to the invader, disregarding all other 
considerations, while others were inclined to make the best terms possible--within 
the limite of endurance—to secure temporary peace for China, meanwhile concentrat
ing the nation’s energies upon preparing for the fight for life which they believed 
China would eventually have to make, unless there was a fundamental change in 
Japan’s policy. The attitude of Japanese diplomats frequently gave grounds for hop
ing that such a change was coming, but time and again these hopes were dashed to the 
ground by aggressive military action on Chinese soil. The National Government, know
ing how well-prepared Japan was for an immediate appeal to arms, and realizing that 
China’s national defense scheme was not yet fully carried into effect, did everything 
possible to avoid an open clash, short of surrendering sovereign rights and terri-
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tory» The Communists, on the other hand, urged that resistance to Japanese aggres
sion should at once take active form, even though China was not quite ready to de
fend herself against so powerful an enemy.

Further discussion as to which was the wiser course to pursue in the difficult 
circumstances existing, and whether the limit of endurance had been reached, came to 
an abrupt end by Japan herself taking the initiative in starting hostilities. Refus
ing to settle the Marco Polo Bridge ’’incident” last July by diplomatic negotiation* 
flatly denying the right of the National Government to ’’interfere” in North China 
affairs, and refusing to consider the possibility of friendly neutral mediation in 
the dispute, the Japanese army started, ”in justice and righteousness, to chastize 
the outrageous Chinese” by launching an attack on Peking on July 27, since when al
most the whole of China has been swept by the fire of war. The immediate result of 
Japan’s aggression was to close up the few remaining minor rifts in Chinese polit
ical circles among those who, whatever their differences with the National Govern
ment, were certainly not Communists, nor in the least inclined in that direction. 
The next political development was the voluntary renunciation by the Chinese Commun
ist Party of its whole platform as an expression of their patriotic desire to sup
port the National Government in the grave crisis which had arisen as a result of 
Japan’s aggression. The so-called ”Red-Menace” vanished from China as quickly as 
the dew from the grass on a bright spring morning, depriving Japan of one of her 
main excuses for invading China’s territory.

A manifesto was issued by the Central Executive Committee of the Chinese Com
munist Party in September clarifying the stand of the Party toward the national 
crisis. Declaring that the Communist Party had adopted a new policy an order to 
consolidate the unity of the nation, the manifesto laid special emphasis on the 
following points: —

Realizing that Dr. Sun Yat-Sen’s Three Principles are indispensable to the con
struction of China, the Chinese Communist Party now pledges to exert itself to the 
utmost for the complete realization of these Principles.

The Chinese Communist Party has decided to abandon all measures aimed at the 
overthrow of the Kuo-Min Tang Government by force, propagation of Communis doctrines, 
and policy of forcible expropriation of land.

The Chinese Communist Party has decided to dissolve the Government of the 
Soviet Republic of China and to support a democratic form of Government with a view 
to unifying the administrative authority of China.

The Chinese Communist Party has decided to abolish the Red Army and to organize 
its forces as the Nationalist Revolutionary Army to be placed under the command of 
the Military Affairs Commission of the National Government. The Revolutionary Army 
is ready to take up defence duties on the front under the direction of the said 
Commission.

From a long and stubbornly-fought campaign against the National Government, the 
Communist forces were accordingly reorganized into the 8th Route Army of the Nation
al Government, with General Chu Teh and General Peng Teh-Hui as Commander and Deputy- 
Commander respectively, and were at once given the opportunity they had so long de
sired of going into action against the Japanese invaders. For the past two months 
the former Red armies have been actively engaged in Shansi, and there given a good 
account of themselves in helping to check the southward advance of the Japanese in
vaders .

As for the non-military members of and sympathizers with the now defunct Chin
ese Communist Party, it can be assumed that they will be incorporated in the body 
politic in much the same way as the vast majority of their former comrades in Ger
many and Italy have been absorbed. With the disappearance of most of the economic 
and social grievances which made many of the over-worked and under-paid look to Com
munism for relief, the peasants and artizans who supported various democratic polit
ical groups in those countries now enjoy most of the material benefits they formerly 
demanded. What has happened in Germany may be expected to happen in China—a crisis 
threatening the very existence of the whole nation brings about a solidarity of po
litical effort and a determination to establish and preserve absolute unity in face
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of all threats from without. Germany formerly had a trade-union movement which, 
next to the British, was the strongest in the world; a Communist Party second in 
strength only to that in Russia; a Social Democratic Party which was the wealthiest 
Labor Party in the world and controlled powerful militant organizations under the 
Reich’s banner; and a National People’s Party which was one of the strongest Con
servative organizations in the whole of Europe, supported by the Stahlhelm, a very- 
strong association of ex-servicemen. All these powerful and active political groups 
have been completely absorbed in Germany under the Nazi regime, and when China is no 
longer exposed to the danger which now threatens her from without, it will be found 
that the former Communists will similarly co-operate earnestly and effectively with 
the Kuo-Min Tang in establishing a democratic Republic based upon the Three People’s 
Principles laid down by Dr. Sun Yat-Sen.

It must be pointed out to those unfamiliar with Chinese affairs that there was 
a tremendous difference between the outlook of Communists in China and their com
rades in Europe. For more than sixty years Communism has been an ideology accepted 
or rejected in European countries where a relatively high standard of living was 
general, but where the unequal distribution of wealth and political power caused 
grave dissatisfaction among the poor and powerless. Even in Germany today it is 
necessary for the Nazi Government to maintain a Ministry of Propaganda for the spec
ial purpose of counteracting the surviving influences upon national thought of half 
a century of active Marxist teaching. In China the great problem which has to be 
solved is not so much the equitable distribution of wealth as how to produce it. 
Poverty is China’s most difficult problem, and has been for many centuries. Dr. Sun 
Yat-Sen made plans for creating an enlightened democracy and enabling it to produce 
wealth for itself. Chinese Communists have never taken exception to Dr. Sun’s plans; 
his Three People’s Principles were always accepted by them as a sound and practical 
political programme—but they wanted to have the satisfaction of putting them into 
operation, and in order to secure that privilege sought to discredit the Kuo-Min 
Tang, upon whose leaders fell the responsibility of carrying out Dr. Sun Yat-Sen’s 
policy after his death.

Communism in China as an active movement dates back only to about 1925, and, 
instead of being the ideology it was in Europe fifty years earlier, was little more 
than an expression of disappointment by a limited section of the nation at the slow 
progress made by the Kuo-Min Tang in putting into effect the principles of the So
cialist Republic aimed at by Dr. Sun Yat-Sen in 1911. The reasons for that slow 
progress have been already explained, but were not understood at the time by the 
illiterate masses; all they knew was that the problem of filling their rice-bowls 
was just as difficult after the Revolution as it was before. To them Communism was 
not an ideology; they knew and cared nothing about the theories of totalitarian or 
authoritarian States, nor were they interested in plans for establishing a dictator
ship of the proletariat. Communism was regarded by them as simply a short cut to 
the goal which had been indicated by Dr. Sun Yat-Sen but which his followers had not 
yet attained.

Outside the small circle of men and women who were actually in touch or sympa
thy with the Third International, "Communism" in China was nothing more than an open 
expression of popular dissatisfaction at the slow progress made in effecting that 
socialization of the State which had been initiated by the Revolution of 1911, and 
it was surprising that Germany should have been misled by Japan into believing that 
the movement was ideological, and moreover had attained such a hold upon the Chinese 
people as to be anything like a menace either to the Republic or neighboring States. 
In other parts of the world the Communists were quite definitely opposed to the so
cial order around them, and sought to change it, whereas the Chinese Communist Party 
had no quarrel with the Kuo-Min Tang on fundamental political issues—they simply 
wanted to take charge of the Revolution and wrest administrative control from those 
who had helped and followed Dr. Sun Yat-Sen. This point is evidently not understood 
by those foreign observers who have the impression that Communism, to the very lim
ited extent it has ever existed in China, represented the same ideology that aroused 
such deep resentment in capitalistic States. It seems to have forgotten that the 
Republic of China is, in fact, a Socialist State—though for the reasons which have
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been already indicated it has not yet been possible to carry fully into effect the 
political theories aimed at by the Revolutions of 1911 and 1925.

The decision taken in September by the Chinese Communist Party to dissolve its 
administrative machinery, hand over its military organization to the National Gov
ernment, and exert itself to the utmost for .the realization of Kuo-Min Tang princi
ples and in every way support the Administration it had so long tried to undermine 
and overthrow, was a step which had been anticipated by those who knew what profound 
changes had been already made in the Communist platform. In August, 1936—more than 
twelve months before the decision was reached to dissolve the "Soviet Republic of 
China"—Mao Tse-Tung, Chairman of the Chinese Soviet "Government" and leader of the 
Communists in China, had declared that further important points in their platform 
would be abandoned if such modification would lead to the establishment of a "popu
lar front" in China, lined up to resist Japanese aggression. Hints of Communist 
willingness to form part of a "popular front" had been thrown out many times but 
without attracting any favourable reaction. Mao Tse-Tung made a strong bid for such 
co-operation by sacrificing many principles. He declared (in August, 1936) that the 
property of land of rich farmers would not be confiscated by the Communists if these 
wealthy men supported the movement to resist Japan. "Property and factories of mer
chants and of the larger and smaller capitalists will not be confiscated. On the 
contrary, we will protect such enterprises, and even help them to develop their bus»- 
iness"—Communists protecting and abetting capitalists! Such was the "menace" from 
which Japan professed so much anxiety to protect Chinaï

The Chairman of the Chinese Soviet "Government" further declared, in August 
1937, that "the land and property of all land-owners and militarists who abe active
ly participating in the anti-Japanese war will not be confiscated"--Communist pro
tection not only for landlords but militarists! Mao-Tse-Tung also admitted that the 
laws and policies of his Soviet "Government" had been already drastically amended, 
laws for worker-management of enterprises had been repealed, and the Chinese Soviet 
recognized that "the joint interests of capitalists and workers are built on the 
foundation of struggle against imperialist aggression." This remarkable re-alignment 
of Communist policy was intended to pave the way for, a working alliance with the Kuo- 
Min Tang and facilitate the establishment of a "popular front" in China against Jap
anese aggression. It indicated clearly that, thirteen months before the Chinese 
Communists finally decided to liquidate their movement completely (as they did in 
September, 1937), they had abandoned several of their most cherished political the
ories.

If the German Government had been made aware of Mao Tso-Tung’s attitude in 
August, 1936, it might not have been so easily induced to sign in the following 
November the anti-Communist pact, believing that Japan was threatened by Communism 
in China, just as Germany was nervous about her northern neighbour. It is quite 
evident that the Chinese Soviet "Government," in the summer of 1936, had drifted so 
far away from its original principles that it was actually more friendly to land
lords and capitalists than the Kuo-Min Tang! Constant complaint is made in the 
foreign Press that Chinese laws are much too lenient towards tenants and mortgagors, 
that Chinese Judges are disposed to listen too sympathetically to the stories told 
by persons unable to meet legal obligations, and harden their hearts against those . 
who ask for nothing more than the pound of flesh which, according to the written 
deed, is their rightful due. Chinese law, drafted and enforced by the Kuo-Min Tang, 
also imposes effective restraint upon the avarice of money-lenders--whereas the 
Chairman of the Chinese Soviet "Government" was willing to protect large and small 
capitalists and "even help them to develop their business". And this was the grave 
danger, the Communist peril, the Red Menace which Japan considers it her "moral mis
sion" to prevent from over-running China and disturbing the peace of Asia!

The original split between the Kuo-Min Tang and the Communists was largely due 
to divergence on the issue whether the Revolution in China was or was not to be re
garded as a phase of the world-revolution. The leaders of the Kuo-Min Tang insisted 
that their policy aimed simply at establishing a better political,economic, and so
cial order in China; the Chinese Communists, on the other hand, contended that Dr. 
Sun’s policy was merely an incidental phase of a world-wide movement in which the
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welfare of the Chinese people was a secondary consideration, the main issue be
ing the class-struggle and establishment of a dictatorship of the proletariat. This 
attitude has never been adopted or approved by the Revolutionary party in China 
which has carried on the work begun by Dr. Sun Yat-Sen, whose one and only object in 
bringing about the overthrow of the Manchu dynasty was to liberate his countrymen 
from the domination of an autocratic monarchy and establish in its place an adminis
tration based on the principles of national sovereignty, democracy, and Socialism. 
His doctrine of the Three People’s Principles aimed at establishing for China nation
al equality outside the State (”of the people”), political equality within the State 
(”by the people”), and an economic equality corresponding to Lincoln’s (”for the 
people.”) The Revolution in China preceded that in Russia by six years; it was a 
national movement, and such it has remained, and it can be confidently expected that 
those who tried to make it simply a phase of the once hoped-for world-revolution 
will from now on earnestly co-operate with the Kuo-Min Tang in completing the work 
begun in 1911.

General Chiang Kai-Shek made the position quite clear in a statement published 
on September 22, 1937, commenting on the above manifesto issued by the Chinese Com
munist Party. General Chiang said that the National Government would gladly accept 
the services of any political organization which sincerely desired to stem foreign 
aggression and work for the cause of the Nationalist revolution under the leadership 
of the Kuo-Min Tang. The aim of the Revolution was to seek for China freedom and 
equality. With this end in view Dr. Sun Yat-Sen enunciated the Three People’s Prin
ciples, hoping they would serve as the guiding light for a united effort to rescue 
the country from its perils. Unfortunately, events during the past 10 years showed 
that not all Dr. Sun’s countrymen placed implicit faith in his doctrine, nor did 
they fully realize the magnitude of the dangers confronting the country. ”The path 
of the Revolution was strewn with serious obstacles which caused a huge expenditure 
of the nation’s resources and much suffering on the part of the people. The effects 
of domestic troubles thus impaired our strength to meet the external menace, which 
grew more and more serious as the years passed by.” To stop this the National Gov
ernment made a supreme effort to achieve internal solidarity, and its efforts were 
at last rewarded. Those who had been dubious about the Three People’s Principles 
realized gradually the paramount importance of national interests and sank their 
differences for the sake of internal unity, and today there is ample evidence that 
the Chinese people have fully awakened to the fact that they are bound to live or 
perish together. All realize that the interests of the nation précédé the interests 
of individuals or groups of individuals. General Chiang Kai-Shek continued:-

’’The manifesto recently issued by the Chinese Communist Party is an outstanding 
instance of the triumph of national sentiment over every other consideration. The 
decisions embodied in the manifesto, such as the abandonment of violence, cessation 
of Communist propaganda, abolition of the Chinese Soviets, and the disbandment of 
the Red Army, are all essential measures towards the mobilization of national 
strength for the purpose of repelling attacks on our national existence.

’’These decisions embody the spirit of the manifesto and revolutions adopted by 
the last Plenary Session of the Kuo-Min Tang. The allegiance now openly avowed by 
the Communists to the cause of the Three People’s Principles has happily closed the 
last gap in our national armour. The entire nation shall henceforth strive in one 
common direction.”

General Chiang Kai-Shek pointed out that all Chinese revolutionaries should 
struggle not for their personal prejudices but for the realization of the Three 
People’s Principles and the common weal of the Republic. ’’Especially during this 
period of national crisis, when the fate of China lies in the balance, we should not 
allow national interests to be overshadowed by past differences. We should lead the 
entire nation to face the trying circumstances, and through the strength of all safe
guard the continued existence of the Republic. The National Government stands for 
equality in opportunity for all Chinese citizens to serve the Republic. Let no one 
be deterred from this noble duty, so long as the desire lies in him to take part in 
the task of national reconstruction under the guiding spirit of the Three People’s 
Principles.” The National Government, declared General Chiang Kai-Shek, would glad
ly accept the services of any political organization which sincerely desired to stem
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foreign aggression and. work for the cause of the Nationalist revolution under the 
leadership of the Kuo-Min Tang. nIn the reorientation of its policy the Chinese 
Communist Party has given clear proof of its solicitude for our national independ
ence and the interests of the country as a whole. I sincerely hope that all mem
bers of the Communist Party will faithfully carry out the vital decisions it has 
reached, and fight shoulder to shoulder with the rest of the nation for the suc
cessful completion of the Nationalist revolution.” The foundation of the Chinese 
State rested firmly on the Three People’s Principles, declared General Chiang 
Kai-Shek, and that foundation is immutable and will not be suffered to be changed 
or altered. ’’Now that the nation is awakened and solidly united, it may be said 
with confidence that the course hitherto cautiously steered by the National Govern
ment will be continued with the undivided support of the nation. The consolidation 
of internal solidarity further enables'us to marshal all our national resources to 
combat external aggression in the spirit of self-reliance. I am firmly convinced 
that in fighting for her own existence China is also fighting for the cause of 
international peace and justice.1’
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945 Pennsylvania Avenue 9 N. W-, 
Washington, D. C.
February 14, 1938*

Dear Sir:

As Mr. Frank W. Price wrote you sometime ago, we are sending you 
from time to time information which we think may be of interest to you 
in connection with the present situation in China,

Included in the materials I am sending today are the Special Supplement 
to _tho China Weekly Review on Women’s War Work and Documents concerning 
the Sino-Japanese Conflict,

We trust that these materials will be of interest and help to you.

Sincerely yours,

Helen M. Loomis M, Loomis, Secretary, 
CHINA INFORMATION SERVICE 
(On leave from Ginling College, 
Nanking, China.)

Mr. Frank W. Price, Editor, 
CHINA INFORMATION SERVICE 
Mission Court, 1208 Rennie Avenue, 
Richmond, Virginia.
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“CHINESE SAVED
BY AMERICANS”

Under the above heading the New York Sun 
recently published a special cable dispatch re
ceived from A. T. Steele, and filed in Shanghai 
telling of the heroic work done by American mis
sionaries, many of them connected with the Uni
versity of Nanking and Ginling College, in rescu
ing Chinese civilians remaining in the city after 
its fall to the Japanese. Mr. Steele’s copyright 
dispatch said in part:

The fall of Nanking would have been 
infinitely more frightful if not for the 
courageous efforts of a handful of Amer
ican missionaries and German business
men who stayed throughout the siege.

Working solely for the welfare of 100,000 
civilians remaining in the stricken city 
these foreigners ran risks which came close 
to costing their lives.

The intervention of American mission
aries on behalf of Chinese civilians known 
to be innocent saved many lives.

The only foreigner wounded in the Nan
king siege was a German who was cut by 
flying glass when a shell exploded outside 
his window, but all the sixteen Americans 
who saw the thing through could tell stor
ies of hair-raising escapes. None of them 
went through a more trying ordeal than 
two American doctors, C. S. Trimmer and 
Robert Wilson, who took in all seriously 
wounded Chinese civilians who were 
brought to the doors of their Christian 
hospital.

Amputations were an hourly routine. A 
shell burst in the hospital yard while Dr. 
Wilson was performing a delicate opera
tion, shattering the windows and spatter
ing the operating room with shrapnel, but 
the work went on. The hospital was so 
overwhelmed with civilian cases it was 
unable to accept soldiers whom they di
rected to military hospitals, but in several 
cases the doctors looked into the muzzles 
of guns held by soldiers who demanded 
treatment, or else. It took tact to wriggle 
out of such situations.

Other Americans braved shrapnel and 
bombs to go after food supplies for the 
destitute thousands concentrated within 
the so-called safety zone. Among the most 
active was Lewis Smythe, formerly of the 
University of Chicago, now of the Univer
sity of Nanking, who showed complete dis
regard for his own safety.

Miss Minnie Vautrin of Secor, Ill., who 
was in charge of 1,000 destitute Chinese 
women and children seeking shelter in the 
Ginling College, had a hectic time when 
Japanese shells burst dangerously close 
and again when Japanese invaded the 
premises to loot the houses of the Chinese 
faculty members of this mission school.
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Dr. Wilson and Dr. Trimmer are members of 
the staff of the University of Nanking Hospital— 
the Christian Hospital referred to above. Miss 
Vautrin is Professor of Education at Ginling 
College.
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Time, January 17, 1938

RELIGION SHELTER 30.000 REFUGEES

In Nanking
Of some 6,000 Protestant missionaries work

ing in China at the outbreak of the present 
war, only about 300 have left the country. In 
some cases in battle areas where there are 
wounded to care for, the missionaries remain 
at the colleges and universities, hospitals and 
medical missions where for years they and 
their predecessors Christianized and educated 
the best class of Chinese, nurturing the in
digenous Chinese Christian phenomenon of the 
New Life Movement of the Chiang KaLsheks. 
In the New York Times last week, details in a 
lengthy airmailed dispatch by F. Tillman Dur
din on the fall of Nanking (Time, Dec. 27) 
revealed something of the fortitude currently 
displayed in China by these men of God in the 
foreign field.

Not many more than a score of white men, 
most of them Americans and most of the 
Americans missionaries, remained during the 
siege in which the Japanese slaughtered 33,000 
Chinese soldiers (20,000 by execution), and 
wounded some 5,000, as well as thousands of 
civilians who, according to Tiw^sman Durdin, 
“hobbled about, dragged themselves through 
alleyways, died by the hundreds on the main 
streets.”

Two missionary professors, Dr. Lewis S. C. 
Smythe and Dr. Miner Searle Bates of the 
University of Nanking, helped organize a 
Nanking safety zone which, although the Jap
anese merely spared it from concentrated bom
bardment, probably saved thousands of civilian 
lives. To this zone went thousands of frantic 
Chinese soldiers, eager to exchange their uni
forms for civilian garb, or even to strip them
selves to their underclothing lest the Japanese 
execute them as soldiers.

Upon Rev. John Magee, able Episcopal mis
sionary, lately of Shanghai, fell the job of 
organizing medical care in Nanking, Chinese 
army hospitals being completely inadequate. 
With two missionary doctors and two Amer
ican nurses—whose dormitories were looted 
when the Japanese entered the city, as were 
faculty houses at Ginling College for women— 
the U. S.-supported University of Nanking 
Hospital remained open through the siege and 
fall of Nanking. How Missionary Magee, the 
university professors and doctors and other 
missionaries thereafter fared, Tïm^^man Dur
din did not state nor did he indicate the pros
pects of the university and Ginling College at 
Japanese hands. Obviously, however, both 
would need their share, and probably more, of 
$300,000 which U. S. supporters of twelve 
Chinese Christian colleges and universities are 
currently trying to raise for emergency needs.

Reprinted from Time Magazine

American Missionaries at Nanking Re
port Great Distress

American missionaries at the University 
of Nanking in China are sheltering about 
30,000 refugees, according to a message re
ceived here and made public by W. Regi
nald Wheeler, vice president of the univer
sity’s board of trustees. To shield the mis
sionaries, Mr. Wheeler did not divulge the 
whole message. However, it said in part:

“University (of Nanking] sheltering 30,- 
000 refugees. This service from thirteenth 
(of January] tenaciously maintained amid 
violent terror. Institutional losses moder
ate. Majority residences partly looted. Staff 
splendid despite injuries. Danger. Unspeak
able distress. Ginling College [with 10,000 
refugees] comparable. Hospital service 
unique. Relief needs dominate city.”

—New York Times, January 23, 1938

AMERICANS IN CHINA

But the most significant job done by 
Americans in China is neither the buying 
nor the selling of goods. It is so great a 
work that it is altogether misunderstood 
by small minds and even smaller hearts. 
That is the tremendously important and 
valuable services of the American mission
ary.

These men and women have gone to 
town and village, bringing with them not 
only the many varieties of Christianity, 
but a new cultural pattern; in my opinion, 
a nobler cultural pattern than the Chinese 
retained amid the disintegration of China’s 
indigenous social and intellectual establish
ments during the last century.

Take, as an example, St. John’s Univer
sity in Shanghai, or the Shanghai College 
(which used to be the Shanghai Baptist 
College) or Lingnan University (which 
used to be called the Canton Christian Col
lege), or Yenching in Peking or Soochow 
University, or Yale-in-China — these and 
many more have kept the light of modern 
learning aflame in China during the dark 
days of civil war and revolution and 
change of government.

Reprinted from an article by George E. Sokol- 
sky, noted writer on Far Eastern subjects, pub
lished in the New York Herald Tribune on 
January 3, 1938.
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“CHINESE SAVED
BY AMERICANS”

Under the above heading the New York Sun 
recently published a special cable dispatch re
ceived from A. T. Steele, and filed in Shanghai 
telling of the heroic work done by American mis 
sionanes many of them connected wiîh îhe Uni“

of Nan.kinS would have been infinitely more frightful if not for 
eourageoUS efforts Sf a handful of Amer- 
ican missionaries and German huoinnon raw±5bj;e? throughout?henSfe^e8S- 

. ln& s01ely for the welfare of 100 000fh»Jlaena .remaining in the stricken ciw 
to costing &i™riSkS Wh*Ch Came cloaa 

The intervention of American

.only foreigner wounded in the Nan

£s °ofh°^e ^^^^^^couM^i^sUir- 
went■ fbroîgh^^more^iy^n^o^de^l thmi 
two American doctors C q Tv;™!a tka*} wo^ed^feeF^^ in “ou^ 
wuunaea Chinese civilians whn 
hospital. t0 the d°°rs of their Christian 
shÛHurat^fhlT a" hourly routine. A 
Wilson wL ^ the hospital yard while Dr.

ng the operating room with shrapnel but 
« 

to accept soldiers whom thev di

Miss Minnie Vautrin of Secor Tn whn

the st^lo^heljn^e'rsit^T^ Ambers of 
the Christian Hospital ^eferreT'm^h^?8^^" 
Vautrin is Professor ^reaJ° above. Miss College. ^ofessor of Education at Ginling
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

SECOND BRIGADE USMC
FromFebruary 10, 1938Rec'd 8:20 a.m.

INFO: ANCON SHANGHAI COMSUBRON FIVE COMDESRON FIVE COMYANGPAT COMSOPAT AMAMBASSADOR CHINA USS MARBLEHEAD ALUSNA PEIPING
8610. Japanese continue progress northwestward fromHwaiyuan, another column failed in attempt cross Hwai River near Wuhu 18 miles north east Linhwaikwan. On Pinghan front Nipponese in possession Chilitien north Tangyln and Tsingfeng 50 miles east Anyang. Chinese Hanking slow progress toward Wuhu now reported in possession airdrome southern outskirts city. 1828,

HPD
■•n m co
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

COMSOPATFrom
February 10, 1938

ACTION; OPNAV

INFO: CINCAF (ADMIN)
SECOND BRIGADE USMC
COMSUBRON FIVE
COMDESRON FIVE
CINCAF
COMGANPAV
AT'EMBASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD
ALUSNA PEIPING

0010. Destroyers exchanged gun fire Bocca Tigris 

Fort, Air raids railroads vicinity Canton, other South 

China ports quiet. 2000.

KLP

793.94/12383
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
EG ■SPECIAL GRAY AND GRAY

1—1336 Ffdftpaking via N. R*

Secretary of State

Washington

53, February 10, 3 p.m

Dated February 10, 1938

I have just been informed by Bos, of the Netherlands

Legation, who has come to Nanking for a few days, that

in a conversation this morning with Fukui the actions

and reports of the foreigners in Nanking were severely
criticized. According to Bos, Fukui tried to impress

upon him that conditions here were improving daily, that

the Japanese soldiers were well under control and that

any reports to the contrary made by foreigners were just

”anti-Japanese propaganda”.

While it is true that conditions have improved to 

some extent there are still numerous reports of disorder^. 

and violence committed by Japanese soldiers. A similar '

attempt has been made to impress upon the Japanese 
rtf 

authorities that complaints made to them of the actions 

of Japanese troops are not the result of anti-Japanese 

feeling but are made in an effort to assist the respon

sible people to know what is going on and thus put a stop 

to it. However, with the Acting Japanese Consul General

adopt! ng 

b 

.. ...—

793.94/12384
 

F/FG
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-2- -,/53, February 10, 3 p.m. from Nanking via N. R. 

adopting tne attitude shown above constructive work 

is almost impossible.

Sent to Embassy, Hankow, Peiping and Shanghai. 

Shanghai please repeat to Tokyo.

ALU SON
KLPjCSB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EG 1—1336

Shanghai via N. R

Dated February 10, 1938

Rec’d 2:15 p.m

Secretary of State

Washington

232, February 10, 4 p.m.

Uy 195, February 3, 7 p.m

Japanese operations on the southern Tsinpu front

have resulted in the capture of Pekpu and Hwaiyuan

The Japanese claim to have succeeded in effecting a 

crossing of the Hwai River but in view of the strong 

Chinese resistance along the northern bank of the river 

it is doubtful whether the Japanese units have succeeded 

in gaining firm foothold or have crossed in large 

numbers. It is reported that the Japanese are now de

veloping an attack west of Hwaiyuan with Pohsien as the 

immediate objective. If this operation is successful 

Chinese positions in the vicinity of Hsuchow will become 

untenable. However, informed Japanese here state that 

more important offensive operations are imminent on the 

Pinghan railway and that a strong Japanese column is al

ready moving south from Taming southern Hopei and has 

captured Nanlo.

Reports
R
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-2~"f232, February IQ, 4 p.m. from Shanghai via Nt R.

Reports are current in Chinese circles in Shanghai 

that Vjuhu has been recaptured by the Chinese. While 

this report is discounted by foreign military observers 

it is believed that strong Chinese guerrilla bands have 

been operating against Wuhu during the past week and 

have raided Japanese positions in the immediate vicinity 

of the city.- Japanese admit that some Chinese troops 

have appeared on the northern bank of the Yangtze 

opposite '.'uhu. Repeated to Hankow and Peiping.

GAUSS

CSB
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ACTIONINFO:

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1_183e COMYANGPAT
FromFebruary 11, 1938Rec ’d: OPNAVCINCAF (FLAG & ADMN) SECOND BRIGADE USMC YANGPATCOMSUBRON FIVE COMDESRON FIVE COMSOPAT AMAMBASSADOR CHINA USS MARBLEHEAD NAVAL ATTACHE PEIPING

7 a.m«

OO1O. Yangtze River ports quiet. 2120
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR 1—1336

AMEMBASSY HANKOW 
AMEMBASSY PEIPING 
AMCONSUL CANTON

_ PLAIN
From

Swatow via N. R,

Dated February 10, 1938

Secretary of State

Washington

February 10 j 4 p.m

Rec’d 7 a/m., 11th.

No aerial or naval activity thj.s Consular District

since February 5th. Believe unfavorable weather with

poor visibility partially responsible

DDM

KETCHAM

793.94/12387
 

F/FG
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR 1—1336
From

PLAIN AND SPECIAL GRAY

Secretary of State

Washington

February 10, 6 p.m

i'O |
Canton via N. R

Dated February 10, 1938

Rec 'd 8 a 11th

Canton-Hong Kong Railway bombed on eighth and

ninth. Hamshue Railway on Eighth and Hankow Railway on

ninth with immat Erial damage C ant on Hong Kong highway

bombed on Eighth and west river highv. y at Shuising with

civilian casualties. Considerable Jnpo.nES E aErial

scouting recently. ThrEE JapanzsE warships accompanied by
fivE scouting planes which droppEd no bombs exchanged

shEllfirE with Bocca Tigris forts without damage to

vessels or buildings early this morning

Referring to my FEbruary 3, 4 p.m., rEliablE Hoihow

source confirms that following Japanese aerial bombing

on January twenty-eighth, French warship arrived there

on twenty-ninth coincidentally with Japanese plane which

bombed area again and ”according to rEliablE sources’’

radioed demand for explanation of ship's visit to Hoihow

of French Consul who replied it was necessary for

protection of FrEnch nationals. FrEnch vesseI rEportedly^

left

793.94/12388
 

F/FG
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-2- February 10, 6 p.m., from Canton via N. R.

left for southern Hainan on February first. Hoihow 
J?

air raid damage^JS©6"^asuaTti es.

Mailed to Hong Kong.

LINNELL

RR:WC
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR ’ SECOND BRIGADE USMC
• • i \ / r < From

February 11, 1938

Rec'd 9:40 a.m

ACTION: CINCAF (FLAG & ADMN)
OPNAV /

INFO: AMO ON SHANGHAI V . '
COMSUBRON FIVE < t--"" -
COMDESRON FIVE ' ZjH/L / /
COMYANGPAT / ]Z< / *
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA \t
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING 
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI

8611. Believed Japanese have made small scale 

crossings Hwai river at Penglu and Wuhu. Northern 

Tsinpu sector quiet on Pinghan Japanese reported occupi 

Tangyin 15 miles south Anyang and Puyang 12 miles 

south Tsingfeng. 1826.

CSB
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR 1-1338 GRAYFrom WUI

Peiping via N. R.

Dated February 11, 1938

Secretary of State,

Washington.

104, February 11, 5 p.m. 
Embassy's 6s/Januarj^ 28,

3 p.m.

Rec'd 8 a.m.

Reports indicate that the Japanese are continuing 

preparations for advances southward along the Peiping 

Hankow Railway and in Shansi. The number of Japanese 

troops going south on that railway has increased; the 

number of Japanese forces on the Taiyuan plain has been 

increasing; railway materials have been sent south, 

presumably for repair of the line destroyed south of 

Changteh; Japanese expeditions to cause the retirement of 

irregular forces west of the Peiping Hankow Railway and 

north and south of the Shihkia Chuang Taiyuan Railway 

have reportedly increased for the purpose of rendering 

flank attacks against the Japanese more difficult.

Rumors of a westward movement of Japanese troops in

Suiyuan cannot be confirmed here. Repeated to Hankow, 

by mail to Tokyo.

LOCKHART

CSB



TELEGRAM dated February 11 .193?. from LOCKHART. U.S. COUNSELOR Al PEIPING.

Qfflw >;YF,b?X Chief, or Head of Office

s Secretary Cordell Hull

u Under Secretary Sumner Welles

c Counselor R. Walton Moore

A-M Assistant Secretary George S. Messeramith

A-S Assistant Secretary Francis B.Sqyre

SA Special Assistant to the Secretary of State Leo Pasvolsky

LE Legal Adviser Green H. Hackworth

pa/h Adviser on Political Relations Stanley K. Hornbeck

PA/!) Adviser on Political Relations James C. Dunn

PEIS Adviser on International Economic Affairs Herbert Feis

FE Division of Far Eastern Affairs Maxwell M. Hamilton

CI Division of Current Information Michael J. McDermott

CC Chief Clerk and Administrative Assistant Edward Yardley

CA Office of Arms and Munitions Control Joseph C. Green

SAVAGE Office of the Historical Adviser Hunter Miller, Chief

• EÜ Division of European Affairs

Carlton Savage, Asst.
Historical Adviser

Jay Pierrepont Moffat
>

. RA Division of American Republics Laurence Duggan
~ NE Division of Near Eastern Affairs Wallace lurray
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Peb«, 11< Lockhart, U.l. counselor of Eabassy at Peiping, cabled that 
reports indicate that the Japanese arc continuing preparations for 
advances southward along the Peiping-Hankow Railway, and in Shansi. 
The nuaber of Japanese troops going south on that railray has 
increased) the nuaber of Japanese forces on the Taiyuan plain 
has been increasing; railway aaterlals have been sent couth, 
proswsbbly for repair of the line destroyed south of Changteh; 
Japanese expeditions to cause the retirement of irregular forces 
vest Of the Peiping-Hankow hallway and north and south of the 
ShikiachUMg-Taiyuan Railway have reportedly increased for the 
purpose of rendering flank attack against the Japanese more difficult 
racers of a western aoweaent of Japanese in Suiyan can not be 
oenfiraod in Peiping.
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JR

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1—1336
GRAY

FROMFoochow via N. R

Dated February 10, 1938

Rec’d llth,/12:25 a.m

Secretary of State

Y/ashington

February 10, 7 p.m.

One. Ki enow and Yenping, important river^towns

in the interior of Fukien on route now being used for

transport of Chinese troops and military supplies, are

reliably reported to have been attacked yesterday

afternoon by three Japanese planes which are said to have

dropped eighteen bombs on the air field at Ki enow. No

casualties reported and damage was slight Tension here

is increasing, although some local Chinese believe that

Foochow may continue to escape attack,

Two. Citizens committee of eleven prominent local

Chinese called on Consulate yesterday morning to bespeak

for the Chinese cause sympathetic presentation on the

part of foreigners in China and to ask support of

anti-aggression movement. I informed committee that

would report fact of its call to the Embassy and the

Department

To Department. Hankow and Peiping

WARD

DDMjHPD

(0 
G’
(0

W
<0

•4-.

I

0
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

GRAY

Secretary of State, 

. .Washington.

237, February 11

JT) | Dated

Rec’d

Shanghai via N.R.

, 10 a.m.

On February 9 the China press carried a news item 

of an interview with the local office of Mitsui and

Mitsubishi in regard to rumored Japanese plans for 

economic developments in China. The reporter was in

formed that various interested organs are considering 

such plans the nature of which could not be divulged. 

An official of one of the companies told the reporter 

that ’present plans for Japanese enterprises in China 

are much larger than anyone believes (omission) any

one in Shanghai perhaps in the xvhole world". Referring 

to the hopes of the non-Japanese foreign communities 

in Shanghai to be able to resume business much as they 

did after the 1932 incident, the official remarked "but 

I think things will be very different after this inci

dent.”

There is a quiet rumor among local Italian circles

that
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2- No. 237, February 11, from Shanghai/

that Italy v/ill a end economic missions to Manchuri 

Japan thia spring.

GAUSS
RR f.VWC
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FORM DS-278 
6-3-48 DEPARTMENT OF STATE

TELEPHONIC REQUEST FOR INFORMATION 
OR CORRESPONDENCE FROM THE FILES

NAME OF CALLER

OFFICE SYMBOL^

DATE , HOUR

R°0M TELEPHONE

SEARCH BEGAN'^ SEARCH COMPLETED

□DESIRED BY SPECIAL MESSENGER □ OTHER (Indicate)

CASES SUGGESTED FOR SEARCHING

NAME OF PERSON TAKING CALL

SEARCH MADE BY

□ SEARCH COMPLETED AND PAPERS SENT 
□ NO RECORD FOUND

DATE HOUR

FILE NUMBERS OF PAPERS SENT

GPO 83-020707

.
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"HAMILTON FISH
26th Disrr. New York

COMMITTEES:

Foreign Affairs 
Banking ano Currency

department c
A-M/F

ASSÏSJ

FEB 211938 |

tart

Congres# of tfje Bniteb States 
^ouse of Mepre^ptatibess - ATb 

ÎHasftitngton, SB. €.
1938 FEB P PM I 49

February 10, 1938

v6pT^ï5

-fterrriTbrdell Hull, 
Secretary of State 
Washington, D. C.

ÜIVL N OF
ÜMMUN? 00N
AND ul-vRDS

Dear Mr. Secretary:

I am attaching hereto a copy of 
H. Res. 418, which is self-explanatory.

Will you please send me the 
information requested in this resolution at 
your earliest convenience?

Thanking you for your attention 
to this matter, I am,

Sincerely yours,

<D 
GJ

to
4-

4 F K rj
h) 
(M
<D
(X
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75th CONGRESS îf if *f rt3DSession KeS.418

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
February 8,1938

Mr. Fish submitted the following resolution; which was referred to the Com
mittee on Foreign Affairs and ordered to be printed

RESOLUTION
1 Resolved, That the President of the United States be, 

2 and he is hereby, requested, if not incompatible with the

3 public interest, to inform the House of Representatives—

4 (1) What facts, if any, are in possession of the State

5 Department showing that the Japanese Ambassador to China

6 has been withdrawn by the Japanese Government;

7 (2) What information, if any, is in possession of the

8 State Department showing that the Chinese Ambassador to 

9 Japan has been withdrawn;

10 (3) Whether the Department of State is in possession

11 of any facts that verify the report published recently in the

12 press that Japan’s Foreign Minister Hirota told the Japanese



DECLASSIFIED* E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

2
1 Diet that ‘ a state of war exists between China and Japan” ;
2 and

3 (4) If the State Department is in possession of facts or

4 information substantiating the withdrawal of the Japanese 

5 Ambassador from China and the Chinese Ambassador from 

6 Japan, and the statement by Japan’s Foreign Minister that 

7 “a state of war exists between China and Japan”, has the 

8 State Department taken any action to advise the President 

9 that the Neutrality Act should be invoked in accordance with

10 the mandatory provisions of the Act,
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Division of Far Eastern affairs

I February 14, 1938.

Jr. Secretary.

You will note that we are sending as an 
enclosure to the letter to Ur. McHeynolds a 
translation of a portion of Air. Hirota’s state
ment in the Diet on January 25. That statement 
contains some remarks which, especially when 
taken out of context, may be used by those who 
wish to embarrass the Administration. For 
instance, Air. Hirota said, "it is unnecessary 
to repeat that both internally and externally 
the present struggle is in fact a war. 
Accordingly the question of the steps to be 
taken at the termination are the same as those
of war-. .-JB an offset to such remarks, mr. 
Hirota also said, "we have not yet taken the 
step of declaring war".

we believe that the furnishing to 
xùr. lùcKeynolds of the entire relevant section 
of iir. Hirota’s statement is likely to cause s. 
less of embarrassment and misunderstanding xç 
than would be the case should we furnish 
Ur. axcHeynolds only certain of Ur. Hirota’s v 
remarks.

uuh/küa
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Translation of the pertinent portion of statement 
made by the Japanese foreign Minister, Mr, Hirota 
in the Japanese Diet on January 25, 1937T7

“The first point of the present interpellation was 

a question of the significance of calling the present 

Sino-Japanese relations an incident and not a war. As 

is well known, the present trouble arose from the 
Lukowkia bridge incident, becoming gradually aggravated 

until turned into a general conflict. Up to the present 

time, if we look at the situation between Japan and China, 

it is clearly a great struggle, for the Far East an extra** 

ordinary struggle. However as you know the situation in 

the Far East is not one like that of Europe based on con

cepts of international law. Speaking from racial as well 

as other considerations the relations of these two countries 

cannot be regulated by war. Actually Japan has from the 

outset of this Incident announced that it was combatting 

the anti-Japanese movement as represented by the Chiang 

regime and the military cliques. On the one hand there 

has arisen in North China a government which, friendly to 

Japan, is adopting a Joint anti-Commun!st policy. Arguing 

from this standpoint it is boyond need of proof that the 

relations between China and Japan are not a war in which 

the Chinese Government and its people are looked upon 

as enemies. Ordinarily, according to the dictates of 

international law, in the case of war it is usual to

make
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make a declaration of war at the outset or later. As 

a result of the declaration of war it is customary for 

third countries to assume the obligations of neutrals. 

In the present situation in the Far East the advantages 

and disadvantages of the application of the principles 

of International law to this situation must be considered 

carefully. In the light of the situation in China and in 

International relations we have not yet taken the step of 

declaring war. However, depending on developments this 

step may become necessary. Consequently it is unnecessary 

to repeat that both internally and externally the present 

struggle is in fact a war. Accordingly the question of 

the steps to be taken at the termination are the same as 

those of war* If we look at the attitude of the Chinese 

National Government up to the present time we see that 

it lacked entirely any sincere intention to negotiate with 
Japan and we therefore severed all international inter

course with it. However from the standpoint of actual 

fact the relations between Japan and China must be post

poned. Having reached this state, Japan with extra

ordinary nation is urging the reflection of all

China and is building everlasting peace in the Far East."
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BUREAU OF THE BUDGET
WASHINGTON

FEB 16 1938

My dear Mr. Secretary:

I have your letter of February 15# 1938» 
transmitting in duplicate a proposed report to 
the House Committee on Foreign Affairs, rela
tive to H. Res. 418, “Requesting the President 
of the United States to furnish certain informa
tion pertaining to the diplomatic relationship 
between Japan and China”•

The original of your proposed report is re
turned herewith, and you are advised that there 
would be no objection to the submission thereof 
to the Committee»

Very truly yours,

Acting Director»

The Honorable,

The Secretary of State.

Enclosure:
Original of 

proposed 
report.
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My dear Mr. Bell:

In accordance with Circular No. 344 of the 

Bureau of the Budget, dated November lb, 1937, there 

is tri nsmltted herewith a proposed reply to a request 

from the Committee on Foreign Affairs for a report 
on H. Res. 418.

It is requested that you indicate whether the 

proposed reply is in harmony with the program of the 

President.

Sincerely yours.

Enclosures:
1. Original 

copy of
2. Bill.

and one 
report.

The Honorable

D. W. Bell,

Acting Director of the Bureau of the Budget.
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In reply refer to
FE 793.94/12390

ï;EB 14 1938

My dear Mr. McReynolds:

The receipt 1b acknowledged of a letter of Feb

ruary 9, 1938, from Mr. I. R. Barnee, Clerk of the 
Committee on Foreign Affaire, asking the Department 
to furnish the Committee on Foreign Affairs a report, 

in duplicate, on H. Fes, 413, "Requesting the President 
of the United States to furnish certain information per
taining to the diplomatic relationship between Japan 

and China".
With regard to the inquiry contained in section 

(1) of the Resolution, the Department has information 
to the effect that, although the Japanese Ambassador to 
China has returned to Japan, the Counselor of the Em

bassy has remained in China as Chargé d*Affaires.
With regard to the inquiry contained in section 

(2) of the Resolution, the Department has been informed 
that

The Honorable
Sam D. McReynolds,

Chairman, Committee on Foreign Affairs, 
House of Representatives.
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that the Chinese Ambassador to Japan returned to China 

under instruction from his Government but that he was 

not handed his credentials by the Japanese Government, 
and that the Counselor of the Chinese Embassy has re
mained in Japan as Chargé d*Affaires. On January 21 
the spokesman of the Japanese Foreign Offioe made a 
statement to the press as follows: "Although it has 
ceased to deal with Central Chiang Kai-shek*s régime, 
the Japanese Government will continue to aooord diplo
matic and consular privileges to Chinese diplomatic and 

consular officials representing the National Government." 
It appears to be the view of the Japanese Government 
that the de lure status of the Japanese and Chinese diplo
matic and consular officials in China and Japan, respec
tively, remains unchanged.

Mth regard to the inquiry in section (3) of the 
Resolution, it is believed that the remark attributed 
to Mr. Hirota as quoted in the Resolution is based upon 

a press report from Tokyo under date February 2 which 

refers to a statement made in the Diet on February 3. 
The Department has been officially informed that there 

was no session of the Diet on February 2 and that the 
press report probably has reference to Mr. Hirota*s 
statement in the Diet under date January 25. There is 

enclosed
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enclosed a translation of the pertinent portion of 

that statement as telegraphed to the Department. It 
will be observed that the remark quoted In the Resolu

tion does not occur in the statement and the Department 
has no information indicating that Mr. Hirota made such 
a remark. The comment may be made in thia connection 

that replies to interpellations in the Diet generally 
consist of impromptu remarks which are at times char
acterized by ambiguity which while often passing unnoticed 
in a language as vague and impersonal as the Japanese 

language may be lacking in clarity and be subject to 

misconstruction when translated into English. However, 
it would appear to be clear from the statement of 

Mr. Hirota that Japan has not declared war upon China 
and that Mr. Hirota does not consider that a de jure 

state of war exists between the two countries. In this 
connection attention is invited to his statement that 
"In th® light of the situation In China and in international 

relations we have not yet taken the step of declaring war".

With regard to section (4) of H. Res. 418, there 

must be taken into account, In deciding whether the 

President should be advised in regard to the invocation 
of the Joint Resolution approved May 1, 1937, commonly 
referred to as the Neutrality Act, various factors — and

especially 
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especially the broad, general Interest of this country 
and its nationals. In the present situation in the 
Far East, the President has been of the opinion that, 
in the light of all of the facts and circumstances, and 
with due and conscientious consideration of both the 
letter and the spirit of the neutrality legislation, the 
Intent of that legislation and the general interests of 
this country and its nationals are best served by not 
invoking the provisions of the Joint Resolution.

Sincerely yours,

Enclosure:
Translation of portion of 
Mr. Hirota's statement in 
the Diet on January 2b.

4>
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ryiiùary iS 1938e

In reply refer to 
FE 793.94/12393

My dear Mr. Fish:

Reference is made to your letter of February 10, 
1938, enclosing a copy of H. Res. 418 and expressing 

a desire to receive the information requested in that 

Resolution.

In response to a letter under date February 9, 

1938, fro® the Clerk of the Camnittee on Foreign Af

fairs, with which was enclosed a copy of H. Res. 418, 

I sent a reply under date February 14, 1938, to the 

Chairman of the Committee on Foreign Affairs. It Is 

my understanding that the information contained in my 

letter to the Chairman of the Cososittee is available to 

you as a member of the Committee.

Sincerely yours,

Cordell Hull

The Honorable
id-- 

m , Hamilton Fish,

1(1938^ House of Representatives.

FeVjCV:SMJ fe
2/17/38
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

FroPlain

\ O *
Hankow via N. R

0AN£)
Dated February 11, 1938

Secretary of State

Washington.

FEbruary 11, 6

Rec’d p.m

r-

p*m
Unknown numb et

betwEEn onE and two
of JapanESE planEs bombed Wuchang 

this afternoon objectivE apparEntly 
air field. Damage unascertained. Visibility so poor 

almost no antiaircraft firE

Sent to Peiping.

JOSSELYN
HPD
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TELEGRAM RECEIVE

1—1330
GRAY

FRC3fxanghai via N.R»

Dated. February 11 

Rec’d 10:30 a.m.

ab4 4
DVISER

DEPAFnWNTfr^Ç

1938

Secretary of State

ng ton

239, February 11, noon.
eferring to my 125 January'22, 1 p.m. concerning

Wuhu incidents. Japanese Consul General has now handed 

me a letter with attached memorandum covering investi

gations made by consular and military authorities from 

which it appears that as to the flag incident they have 

been unable to find Japanese soldiers involved in the 

case. The memorandum shows that during a recent visit 

of doctor to Shanghai he told a Japanese Consular Of

ficer that he did not personally witness the incident 

and that when he hurriedly arrived on the scene he 

failed to see any Japanese soldier in the neighborhood.

As to the incidents involving American property, the 
m 

letter states ’’the Japanese authorities have also ex- "
hausted every possible means of investigation in regard I
to these cases but they have so far been unable to find ê 

out ths soldiers responsible for the incidents. I feel 

constrained however to express to you my profound regret ~ ‘

over
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'545

No. 239, February 11, from Shanghai.

over the prima facie involvement of Japanese soldier's 

in such incidents and to state at the same time that 

the Japanese authorities are ready to consider the pay 

ment of reasonable compensation for damages caused to 

such American property in Wuhu upon receipt of full 

details from the sufferers concerned."

Repeated to Hankow.

GAUSS
CSB:
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PREPARING OFFICE
WILL INDICATE WHETHER

Collect
Charge Department 

OR

Charge to

$

Telegram Sent
TO BE TRANSMITTED 

CONFIDENTIAL CODE 

p4<ONCONFIDENTIAL CODE

Brimrtmçttÿ pf -^tafr "Z

1938 EEB |5 k,. Washington,
' 6 07

February 15, 1938.

AMERICAN CONSUL «5

SHANGHAI (CHINA) VIA N.R.

Your^2^9", February 11 noon.
No fur the faction "would appear^to be "called for^except 

to suggest to taigoionary repixrLn^iÆiT^c^^cf 

your 1210, Deeenibor 33 > 9 pviiiw—the''preparation'of 'claims x 

covering any'property'losses"sustained'as a result'of"acts 
„ z X 10Xof Japanese forces at Wuh^i.

793.94/12395

Le-BME:FGS

Enciphered by

Sent by operator 19^...,

,94/12395
 

F/FG

D. C. R.—No. 50 1—1462 U. S. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE
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■abject; Riexatlons

Jr,;..an*s Recent -.>V.teu©nts if 
;Olicy Toward China. iuuof

The announcement of Japen* a • imaute.bia polloy'-..
toward Chine, approved at an Imperial Conference (the fifth 
ever held in Japanese history) on January 11th *fter having 
been formulated at an emergency cabinet meeting the dry 
before, wks mad® to « waiting world on January 16th. The 
“momentous decision'' as It was generally celled in Jep&n, 
was guarded with the utmost secrecy for five days, during 
which the speculations of Japanese end foreign political 
expert? concerning its probable nature filled mnny columns 
ii. th® public prints.

The flubstfinoe of the statement announcing the
.icxaentoua decision that, the JfipRneas Governmeiit asd 
decided not to deci in future with the hatlonelist Government 
of Uhlua, but to co-operate with th® newly established
.revisions1 Government of the Chinese Republic. The announce- 
•aar.t als© c«rri®d a statement that Japan’s policy of res-eet 
ing Jhina’s territorial integrity nad the interests of other 
powers in Shinn would remain unchanged.

After all the ballyhoo raised by the Japanese press
about the aoj&eiitous decision, its nature when announced did 
not seoa very exciting. a. deel&ration of war against China 
would have been momentous indeed, an announcement of th®
actual recognition of the new -ro visional Government would
have oc.used considerable stir, but s mere Btctment thet Japan, 
wr.e breaking, off relations with a government which her .-.ray 
and. h«vy h«ve been exerting ©very effort for scan® months to 
stamp out of existence could not be expected to rale® much of 
a eoMaotlon either in Chinese or foreign circles.

Mi

>jince the first announcement of its ehsne^1 policy
toward China, th® Japanese Goverwwant tiurowe»* en® iramier, 
j rinca Konoye; the Foreign Minister, Mr. Hlrote, and other 
less important .sodiums such as th® official epokeaaau of the 
Foreign Office nes gon® to considerable lengths to make eleer 
a number of points concerning foreign policy which have 
important bearing not only oh the relations of Japan with 
Chin® but with some other countries es well.

Japan hes taken care to point out that while the
withdrawal of recognition of the Chinese Government 
necessarily entails ® severance of diplomatic relations, it 
in no sense implies s declaration of war, end she hsa quoted 
eg a prec»4®nt th® Anglo-Soviet rupture of 1?«?7. kt has si so 
been mafia clear by Japan that as she will not In future deal

I *1 ' ciFrom */a, JMm Reportho. ^6J2; February 7, ij^g ’
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CxONA (Political)

subject: ForeVutt delations

JaqruJ g Accent wtateae.atB 
of Policy Toward Chine

v.ltii the Jhiaes® l.&t loyalist Govurnaent and ha® not yet 
recognized the .. revision» 1 Govsrx*ment, for the time being 
fehe *111 deal with local Chinese authorities Lu handling 
such matter» ta aay come up frcxa day to day. Thus even the 
Chiang .-.«i-thex Government," aa the Jepane&e call the 

present Chinese Centre1 Government, 1» «ecorded the recog
nition of a local regime baaed ujou Chungking.

In announcing her new policy toward China, Japan 
has apparently felt it necessary to justify her action by 
the statement that Lt was job de imperative by the rejection 
of the Chinese Government of 'the conditions upon which the 
Japenefe Govern'u®nt was willing to open dlract negotiations 
for p eettlaaeat of the existing situation,' ue the epokeman. 
of the Japanese Foreign Office ao loquaciously stated it on 
January iSth- Ln other words, Japan claims she we a forced 
to adopt th® new policy by China's rejection of her peace terns.

wine* Jauu&ry 16th, when Japan ra^udiet^d the 
Ktstlonallst Government and announced, her support, but not 
recognition, of the 1rovieional Government of the Chinese 
Republic, the Premier, i-rixice Konoy®, and the foreign Minister, 
Mr. Hlrote, have been kept busy answering questions in the 
Diet concerning Japan's new policy toward China DxBiainetion 
of the atetements of these two gentlemen makes It clear that 
Japan avait» the efitabllehment of a new Chines® Government 
which will not necessarily grow out of the present Provisional 
Government. It is admitted, however, that the Provisional 
Government will undoubtedly be the mainstay of other regimes 
to be crested in other parts of China in future.

v.hen this new Chinese Government is established, so 
Japan's highest civil officials have stated, whether it comes 
fro» the present irovialonel Government or not, it will be 
recognized by Japan aa a party with which Japan can negotiate. 
Under no circumstances, so it 1b stated, will Japan negotiate 
with the Nationalist Govenmexit. A statement has appeared 
frora an official Japanese source that the only possible chance 
for the 'Chiang Kai-shek Government” to continue its existence 
is to submit to the new Provisional Government. The 
difference between such a course and self-dissolution is 
difficult to see, end the Chinese Government will Indeed be 
in desperate strsits before it takes any such action.

.trlnce Konoye end Mr. Klrota have been cereful to 
stats, çuite unnecessarily it dmm, that Japan will not 
await the formation of the new government in China "with 
folded arms,” but will «et as its ’’foster mother.” It would
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G-2 Report ?8>0

Culità U olitical}

u b J e c t : Foreign. Helatlone

Jfc. pan * g r.s cast -> te tteent s 
of Folicy Toward Ciilaa

sees*. that the teni :’uld-wife’ .sight be a more appropriate 
one to use in this connection. The etotements of the xreader 
tend the Foreign minister eoneerüUg the fora >-ïiich the new 
government, with Japan* g active assistance, will eventually 
assu-ae have been vsgue, probably intentionally so. Hint® have 
been dropped, however, that while it may resemble Manchukuo 
at its inception, it will ultimately assume a different fora, 
particularly in its economic relatione with other countries. 
It is worthy of not® that in speaking of the new government 
ebout to be, the Japanese diplomate have often reiterated th® 
faiEilisr thte.ee that Japan does not intend to conquer China 
nor to close the Open Loor. 'Foreign capital, so it he» been 
stated a. number of times, will be welcome in the development 
of the new government

’while clearly stating that severance of diplomatic 
relations with the Chinese Xntlonel Government is not 
tantamount to a declaration of war, Japan has also been 
careful to make It plain that she is holding the possibility 
of such a declaration as an ace-in-the-hol© to be played 
should the necessity therefor arise, a recent declaration on 
this subject was msde by Frlnc© Konoye on. January 29th when he 
stated in. the Diet that e declaration of war is still 
contemplated and whether or not it is asde depended upon the 
future attitude of Chiang Ael-ehex, a statement of threatening 
tone but vague meaning

questions asked in the House of rears on January 
25th ®s to why the Japanese Government had not declared war 
forced Xr. Hirote, the Foreign Minister, to the apparently 
somewhat equivocal explanation that the present was not 
considered en " expedient * time to declare w. Mr. Hlrota 
further explained, vaguely enough it seemed, that Japan was 
not fighting all of China, as a pro-Japanese, »nti-C«aint»rn 
regime had recently been brought into being in Morth China. 
Thus he seaaed io intimate that under such c ire iras tanoae e 
declaration of war would be both unnecessary and inappropriate.

It seems probable that the bugaboo of a possible 
declaration of wr will be raised by Japan fro® time to time 
for the sake of its possible Intimidating effect upon China 
and other countries, principally those «ho would be most 
adversely affected by a blockade of the China Coast.

A not© of importance concerning Japan*» policy toward 
Chin® was sounded in the Diet on January 24th by the War 
Minister, General Sugiyaaa, when he stated thet Japanese 
troops might remain in Chine after the termination of th®

- 3 -

thte.ee
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CHINA (Political)

'iubject: Foreign Relations

Ja yan’s nee sat Sta-tement»
of Polley Toward China

present hostilities. He admitted, however, that no final 
decision had. been reacaeû on thia point, as ths Amy was too 
busy with other matters at the pressât tl»e to give proper 
consideration to th® matter. it seeaa significant that 
General iuglyama said nothing about th® possibility that 
organs of the Japanese Govermaeat other than the Amy Might 
have aaaethlng to do with the mking of so important a decision.

Although tn® sincerity of th® declaration was 
recently sharply challenged in the Diet, Japan is still 
reiterating her familiar slogan that she has no territorial 
mbit ions in China, «a recently a® January 2?th Prine® 
Konoya ate. tad in the Diet that Japan need have no such 
ambitions in China. ‘There la no contradiction," said the 
Premier, **between the wish for the est- bllshaeat of a new 
regime in North or Central China and the spirit of respect 
for the sovereignty end territorial integrity of China."

In recent statements of the Japanese Government 
concerning it» policy toward China, remarks have been Included 
for the benefit of other countries, notably England and Russia. 
Mr. Hlrota stated in the House of Peers on January 2>th that 
every ae&ne Must be taken to make third powers understand that 
e new state of affslrs existe in the Orient, a statement 
which appeared very much in line with another one previously 
made by the Premier to the effect that the alm of Japanese 
diplomacy should be to make Great Britain end Russia alter 
their attitude toward China, by which he doubtless meant to 
oease helping China.

So far the only visible result of Japan’s altered 
policy toward China has been the recall of the respective 
ambassadors of the two countries. Dr. Hsu Shlh-ying, the 
Chinese Ambassador to Japan, closed up the Tokyo Embassy, at 
least partially, on January 18th and sailed from Tokohame for 
home on the 20th. Hr. Ghlgeru kawagoe, the Japanese Ambassador, 
sailed from Shanghai on January 28th. Even so, diplomatie 
relations cannot be «aid to have been entirely severed between 
the two countries. The Counsellor and som» other member» of 
the Japanese Embassy staff will remain in China, according to 
an officiel announcement of th® Japanese Foreign Office, but 
only for the purpose, so It le ateted, of discussing necessary 
questions with the diplomats of nations other than China. It 
is understood that some of th® staff of th® Chinese Embassy 
will remain in Tokyo to wind up affairs, but th® Japanese 
■Government has announced that those staying will not retain 
any diplomatic status and will be considered only as Chinese 
private citizens, who will, however, be fully protected.
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CHI&A Uolltlcel)

Gobject: Foreign deletion»

Jaga&’a Koge&t Statements 
gf Policy Toward China

To the impartial observer of the present situation 
in the Orient, the recent pronouncements of the Japanese 
JoYenuaont concerning it» policy toward Chine, some of the 
riost Important of which have been coiaaentsd on above, seem 
to bear a ring of considerable sincerity and appear to 
indicate a desire, considering the circumstances, to act with 
some degree of Justice and humanity toward Chine, /ifter all, 
It may be argued, Japan’s declared intention of setting up e 
new government In China with which she cm co-operate doe» 
not imply a threat to destroy China ns a sovereign nation, 
particularly if Japan is sincere In reiterating that she has 
no territorial ambitions in this country. Th® fly 
ointment, however, is th® fact that these enunciations of 
Japan*» policy toward China have alraoet all cas» from the 
civil end of the government, and pest experience has shown 
«11 too clearly that the final say in Japan’» relations with 
China, or with any other country for that aetter, will cesse 
from th© ‘ray and Navy.

For end in the absence of the Military Attache:

Vavid D. Barrett 
MaJor,Infentry 

Assistant Military Attache

Distribution:
6 ;1ID
1 File

- 5 -
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NOTE

SEE 890.00/79 for__ Memora ndum

State Department
Far Eastern Division

FROM_________________ _______________ (_„_J.?nes___....... ...) DATED____ Jeb__5^ 1938

TO NAME 1—-1127 ere

REGARDING: Tiie sanation in t he Far East: review of the past week,

793.94/ 12396

FRG.

<1

*
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
LMS ■GOMSOPAT

1—1336 f?ROMUary 11 » 1938 

Rec'd 7:22 p, m.
ACTION: 
INFO ;

OPNAV, WASHINGTON 
C IN CAP 
2nd BRIGADE USMC 
COMSUBRON 5 
COMDESRON 5 
COMYANGPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD ■ 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0011 South China ports quiet 2000

EMB:RGC (0 
0!
•
(C
•h.

h) 
O! 
(D
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1—1336
MBo
Thio nessage was received 
in navy code and must be 
closely paraphrased before 
being communicated to any
one •

From

ALU3NA PEIPING

February 11, 1938

Rec’d 3:35

TO: NAVY DEPARTMENT , 
INFO: CINCAF (FLAG ODrjtfDMIN)

2ND BRIG USMC*" ’’ 
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COI.ÎYANGPAT
COMSOPAT
AHAHBASSADOR CHINA

0011 Sone information, consistent rumors describe + -• - 3 ' *r - -J 1
concentration Jap troops at Paou for offensive agains

Outer Mongolians -or Ningshia latter believed ob je ctive

for base aerial operati' ns on Lanchow line comnunica*-

tions and possible military drive south if conditions 

favor. Red guerrilla operations increasing Hopei are; 

with first hand reports that Raoyawg controlled by 

then, Choshien thirty five miles from Peiping exper* 

iencing nightly raids. Most villages now piik organ* 

ized armed 1800, •

CSB:
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EDA 1—1336

This telegram mus t 
paraphrased before 
communicated to anyone

Washington

February 11, 5 p.m

Dated. February 11,1938

tpReceived 8:28 p.m..

Secretary of State

be closFfepM 
bein

CANTON VIA N.R..

Your February 9, 8 p.m. to Embassy, Hankow

Present situation Canton estimated as follows:

793.94/12399

Military and civil authorities taking special 

precautions against suspected espionage and possible 

disaffection and making extensive preparations for 

possible invasion. Rumored disaffection almost complete 

exaggeration; none discovered in military forces.

Canton and Vilest rivers completely closed to 

navigation. Japanese naval vessels active in entrances 

and at many points on coast of South China. Chinese ' g 

forces being reenforced at coast points thought to be 

likely points of attempted landings. Japanese planes S 

from cruisers and aircraft carriers making frequent 
attacks throughout south but c‘iefly on railways and ”■'A?

highways.

Chinese authorities express confidence that they 

can repel any attempt to invade Kaungtung or Kuangsi,

Rainy

O
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EDA - 2 - February 11, 5 p.m. from Canton

Rainy season now beginning will greatly increase 

difficulty land invasion.
be

Copies telegrams on situation will/sent you 
hereafter.

Tel.e-grçun repeated to Amembassy Hankow, Amembassy 

Peiping.Aiaembassy Tokyo.

LINNELL
' EHB :-RGC
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(coNFii)ENTiXtr

P A H A P F R A s E

A telegram of February 11, 1938, from the American Consul 
General at Gmton reads substantially a« follows:

11 ere is given below an estimate of the present situation 
at Canton,

Hie West and Canton Rivera are almost entirely closed to 

navigation. In entrances and at many places on the coast of 
Sorth China Japanese naval vessels are active. Japanese air

planes from aircraft carriers and cruisers maha frequent at

tacks throughout the south but principally on highway# and 

railways. At coastal points thought to be likely places for 

attempted landings the Chinoso farces aro being reenforced.

The rainy season, wh*ch is beginning at this time, will 
Increase the difficulty of land invasion very much. Confi

dence la expressed by the Chinese authorities that they can 

ropcl any attempt which nay be made to invade Kwangs! or

Kwangtung.
Rumors of disaffection are almost complete exaggeration.

No disaffection has been found In the military forces. The 

civil and military authorities are making extensive prepara

tions for possible invasion and are taking especial precau

tions against possible disaffection and suspected espionage.

793.94/12399

FE:E(tc:HES 
2-12
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR COMYANGPAT
1—1336

FromFEbruary 12, 1938

Rec’d 5:40 a.m

ACTION

INFO :

OPNAV

CINCAF (FLAG & 
SECOND BRIGADE 
YANGPAT 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMSOPAT 
AMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

ADMN) 
USMC

0011. Air raid occurEd Wuhan arEa 1315 today with 

apnroximately twenty-five heavy bombers vicinity 

commercial air field. Changsha also raided. 2205.

JS

793.94/12400
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It seems to me that this letter from 

Chiang Kai-shek to the President does not 

require a reply. I suggest that the Depart

ment so inform the President and that the 

Department suggest to the President that the 

Department be authorized to write to the 

Chinese Ambassador here, mnking acknowledgment 

on behalf of the President of the receipt by 

the President of the letter, and asking the 

Ambassador to inform Chiang Kai-shek.

V 5,938
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xy dear Mr. Ire aident :

In reply to the Question raised In your memorandum 

of February 8, it seams to îae that the letter which 

General Chiang Kai-shek addressed to you under date 

January SO and which was delivered to you by the Chinese 

Mbassador on February 7 does not require a reply. I 

would suggest that you authorize the Department to write 

to the Chinese Ambassador here, making acknowledgment on 

your behalf of the receipt by you of the letter, and 

asking the Ambassador to inform General Chiang Kai-ahek.

I return herewith your memorandum of February 6 and 

General Chiang Kai-shek*s letter of January 30.

Faithfully yours, 
/

Enclosures : Cordell Hull.
Memorandum of

February
Letter from

General Chiang Esl-shek.

The President, 

I The mte House.

FE:WH:REK 
2/10/38
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3 'dfjjartmkht of state

FEB 7=1938 -%—
Adviser on Pc^utical Relations

February 1, 1938

I think that you would find

it interesting to note, largely

by way of review, the few items

which I have marked in this

G-2 digest of last -week’s 

developments in the Far Eastern 

situation

PA/H:SKHîZMK
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Th© Military situation during the period under review ldx 
marked by a virtual stalemate on the Lunghai fronts where the Jap-S 
anose are definitely checked in the positions t<oy reached more than 
three weeks ago. They are now engaged in building up their forces, 
particularly in the north, while the Chinese are shifting units to 
strengthen their lines. Japanese aircraft continue to bomb Chinese 
installations throughout Central and South China, reaching as far in
land as Ichang on the Yangtze for the first time. A Chinese air force 
of apparently increasing strength and boldness, provenly manned at 
least in part by Russians, attacked several points in the Japanese 
lines.

United States*Japanese relations arc again strained by con
tinuing examples of violations of United States rights, culminating in 
the unprovoked attack on Mr. Allison at hanking. The unscrupulous 
Japanese method of publicizing the news of the Allison incident la 
adding to the tension. Attacks on Greet Britain, in the Diet and 
elsewhere in Japan, continue to exacerbate British-Japanese relations. 
Soviet /ar iwstem experts are reported to be pleased with the pres
ent Japanese preoccupation in China which relieves pressure from the 
soviet borders. Aid for China is being discussed by representatives 
of England, /rance, and Russia, now at Geneva.

John M. Allison, 3d Secretary to the American Embassy ut 
Nanking, was assaulted by a Japanese soldier on January 26. Mr. Al
lison was Investigating the case of a Chinese woman who had been 
forcibly removed from American property and raped. The only reports 
of the incident available for the first two days were from Japanese 
sources. Those alleged first, that Ar. Allinon had tried to force 
his my past a sentry, and seconu, that he had insulted the Japanese 
Aruy. Both these statements are apparently outrageous lies. Ambas
sador Grow at Tokyo has been ordered to wake "appropriate representa
tions" to the Japanese Government.

GEhflliAl

Moscow dispatches state that Russia♦s Far Eastern experts ÿ 
are elated by the present turn of events in the Sino-Japanese situai 
tion. They believe that after years of Indecision tiw Japanese have 
at last turned definitely to the south and away from Siberia, uigh 
Japan militarily thoroughly occupied in Horth and Central China,
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Russia will have a much needed breathing spell to consolidate her posi
tion, both within her ovn borders and in the great central Asian areas 
:riarfted out as her special "spheres of influence." Russia now feels 
that Japanese pressure has bean removed from her Far Eastern borders 
for a considerable period and the process of colonization epd indus
trialization in that area can proceed without interruption. Russia 
will continue to support the Chinese Government judiciously; not for 
the sake of world revolution but in order to prolong Japanese preoccu
pation in China and so relieve pressure against soviet borders.

Reliable reports from Hankow state that about 1,500 Russian 
4-ton trucks are busily engaged in hauling munitions on the Turkestan 
route. One hundred to two hundred trucks arrive at Lanchow dally, 
est of Lanchow trucks are handled by Russian personnel. East of 

lauchow, by Chinese chauffeurs and mechanics. Fifty Russian airplanes 
and four Russian tanks were observed at Lenchow on January 1. The 
highway is being surfaced along its entire length by large gangs of 
coolies. A missionary near Urumchi reported that 250 airplanes, mostly 
fighters but sone bombers, and 1,500 Soviet armored cars have passed 
eastward toward Lanchow.

During the Chinese air raid on Hanking on January 26 one air
plane was shot down and on® made a forced landing. Both were piloted 
by Russians, thus giving the Japanese proof of Russian participation. 
A Japanese airplane shot down at Nanchang recently, win piloted by an 
Italian.

A Dome! report from Berlin states that the Slno-Sovlet agree
ment now being negotiated by Sun Fo in Moscow calls for: (1) recogni
tion by Soviet of Chinese sovereignty over Outer Mongolia; (2) the 
granting of two million ruble credit to China; (3) an increase in the 
number of Russian military instructors in China; and (4) the granting 
by China of certain trade rights to Soviet Russia. <>11 the abve 
ras denied by the Chinese Government at Hankow.

A report originating in Hsinking states that General Terauchi 
now in command of the Japanese North China District with headquarters 
at Peiping, will soon take command of the Kwantung Army and that Gen
eral Matsul, now in ccnmand in Central China, will take over the North 
China command* No mention is made of the disposition of General Uysda, 
the present Kwantung Army commander.

— General Hatsui in an interview with Kaiao (Japanese magazine)
December 31 stated "It will not be necessary to advance on Hankow sinee 
Chinese have lost fighting spirit and emissaries now discussing peace 
have received no instructions from my Government. ^M1 that happens in 
the Shanghai area is decided solely on ny responsibility. In prin-

i dpie, I do not recognize neutrality of foreign settlements, therefore 
I intend to exercise China's sovereign rights over concessions. If

•2-
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w® act with determination foreigners till respect our authority. It 
is necessary from tine to time to demonstrate our strength and I will 
taka advantage of a favorable opportunity in the future to do something 
on this line." The Japanese Government issued on official statement 
January 24 to the effect that General Katsui was misquoted and his 
remarks exaggerated.

Considerable discussion of the British part in furnishing 
munitions to China is taking place in the Japanese Diet. Foreign 
minister ^irota has tried to tone down the general end somstisses sharp 
criticism of England for permitting munitions to pass through Hongkong.

Deutars Tokyo reports that at a nesting on January £2 of 
six Japanese .«dmirals and too Generals, all retired or on reserve, for 
a discussion as to British-Japanese war, the following opinions were 
published: "Japan has little to fear from England since troops who 
learn aarchin; in dance halls are not even a match for the Chinese. 
The British people have no patriotism and use colonial trops for 
fighting. Britain will not fight because she lacks both desire and 
courage. Japan must peel off the thick akin of the British for all 
Orientals to see. Japan must give Britain a painful 11 tie blow la 
order to show the* that Japan means business." Published remarks of 
this nature will not tend to ease the Japanese-British strained rela
tions.

General Sugiyama, Japanese »cr Minister, in answering ques
tions in the Japanese house of Peers, on January 28 said that "mili
tary authorities are convinced that military reorganization on an ex
tensive scale is necessary and that the employment of a large force 
of troops is imperative for the long-term warfare which the China 
Incident entered."

At Tokyo the National Mobilization Bill which gives the 
«Government extensive powers over production and distribution of com
modities, labor, finance, commerce, press, end public meetings is now 
receiving finishing touches in the legislative bureau.

hozu Murata, Chairman of 0. ... K., has submitted to ths 
JayMiese cabinet a plan to have all Japanese cargoes carried on Jap
anese ships. He states the plan would increase Japanese shipping 
earning» 160 million yen yearly und would tend to support Japanese 
foreign exchange.

Reports from Geneva state that on January 28 the British, 
French, and Russian Foreign Ministers, who are also delegates to the 
meeting of the League Council, had agreed on a tentative plan to 
aid China against Japan. A part of the plan la to seek United States 
cooperation in the project.

•3-
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A naw customs schedule made effective la North China by 
the "Provisional Republic” on January 82 reduces by one-third the 
tariff on 16 Items of export including bristles, linseed, raw cotton 
and wool. Tariffs on 60 items of inport are also reduced, the most 
inportant reductions being about 15 per cent on kerosene and 24 per 
cent on gasoline. hlle the new tariff rates are applicable to all 
nations, the items selected are those in which Japan is most interested 
The Chinese Central 'roveranent at Hankow on January 24 Instructed the 
Customs Inspectorate not to recognize the "illegal change" in the 
North China customs dutias announced by the "Provisional Republic." 
Smuggled sugar is being offered for sale at Shanghai at less than half 
normal price.Over five million poun a of sugar are reported to have 
been smuggled into the Shanghai area.

NORTH CHINA

According to a foreign report, 3C,000 Japanese troops sta
tioned in the Paotlngfu area on the Ping-Han railway have been moved 
to the Tsln-Pu for action in southern Shantung. The Paotlng garrison 
has been replaced with tianchoukuoan troops, yam report states that 
the Japanese dare not venture outside of Paoting walls in detachments 
of less than 2 0 on account of Chinese raids.

Japanese troops have been landed at Lunkau, Shantung, be
tween Chefoo and Tsingtao to assist in mopping up the Shantung penin
sula.

British sailors were landed at ..eihaiwei to protect British 
interests endangered when the local Chinese peace preservation units 
deserted upon ths approach of Japanese troops.

British military patrols have been posted throughout their 
Tientsin Concession In order to restore confidence after the raid by 
gunmen on Li Tu*s house last weak.

Reports from Peiping Indicate that the new railway from 
Tungchow (Just east of Peiping) to Jehol Via Kupeikou will bo com
pleted tn February. Japanese report that despite extensive damage in 
the vicinity of Telhslen, the Tslnan-Tslngtao railway would resume 
operation after February 16. Japanese locomotives and rolling stock 
are now being unloaded at Tsingtao.

Chinese report that the Ping-Han railway between Changte 
(Anyang) end cihwei, about 60 miles south, has bean completely 
destroyed. Largo railway embankments have been leveled and deep 
ditches dug across the right of way. Japanese authorities at Helping 
have commandeered 500 camels for transport use to Tsehslen on the
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Flag-Han north of Anyang. This my indleate a rail breakdown or a 
possible renewed Tin^-Han ofensire.

Approximately 12,000 Japanese recruits have arrived in the 
?elpiiit: area according to reliable reporte. The Ja'-anese military 
authorities have served notice that they Intend to use the buildings 
of Chinghua (a university supported by the United States Boxer In
demnity and situated Just north of Peiping) as barracks for their 
troops.

Luaoim SECToa

The situation both north and south of the Lun&hei railway 
appears to have reached a stalemate. The Japanese are reinforcing 
their Shantung forces but except for mopping up the Shantung penin
sula have made no progress south for the past three weeks. A simi
lar situation exists south of the Lunghai| there the Japanese drive 
is stalled south of x’engpu. Five Chinese divisions ere reported to 
have been transferred from Halchow to Pengpu.

Japanese aircraft continue operations in the Lunghai sector. 
By arrangement with the Japanese, United 3tates-owned property In the 
Lunghai sector will be marked with white flags with blue crosses in 
the center, in order to safeguard the property from Japanese air at
tack.

CHNTKÂL CHINA

Heavy fighting continues in the vicinity of »uhu with many 
casualties on both sides. The Chinese claim the recapture of Hohslen 
and the Japanese state they have withdrawn from there after mopping 
up irregular units. Slight action is also reported southwest of 
Hangchow.

Japanese planes raided lohang on ths Yangtze at the entrance 
to the gorges on January Sd for the first time. Over BO banbs were 
dropped. Mb foreign casualties wore reported. The U.'T.". Tutuila 
is stationed at lohang. Japanese bombers raided Hankow and Nanohang 
on January 27.

Chinese state their air force is growing In strength. They 
claim destruction of ths Japanese airfield at Who and that they in
flicted heavy casualties on Japanese positions south of Whs. Thirteen 
Chinese planes are reported to have raided Nanking on January 24.
The Chinese claim that they destroyed 20 Japanese planes on the ground. 
The Japanese claim three of the attackers were brought down.
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| A press dispatch from Tokyo state* that Densral Matsui*s
f request for four additional divisions ms refused at the Imperial Con- 
1 ferance.

Japanese troops and sone civilians continue their depreda
tions in Nanking despite all protestations. It is feared that the 
taking over of the work of the International belief comitt®* by the 
local autonomous gov«rniioat will lead to hardship and starvation aa 
soon as present food stocks are exhausted. In a discussion among the 
foreign representatives at Nanking of the approaching slow starvation 
of thousands of Chinese refugees, it ms significant that the German 
Consul wished to take a strong stand with the Japanese authorities 
while the British representative wished to temporise.

/ewrioan and British forces at Shanghai are being reduced. 
One battalion of British troops will louve Shanghai on February 2, 
The 6th U. 3. k&rines and Brigade Headquarters will leave for the 
Unit&d states on February 13. 'K.era are unconfirmed rumors that 
tha Italians intend to reinforce their present detachment of about 
700.

SOUIg CHINA

Japanese medium and heavy bombers continue to operate over 
Kwangtung concentrating on the railways and roads with no Important 
darrnge reported. Antiaircraft fir® is reported to be greatly improved.

On January 25 Japanese cruisers shelled a villa;» near Nan- 
tow, about 25 miles north of Hongkong and apparently made a landing feint 
with small boats. Chinese land batteries and troops repelled the land
ing.

I
 Press reports from Hongkong state that emergency crews of
military and naval engin.era, technicians and laborers are working 24 
hours a day, rushing to complete a 40 million dollar defense program.

’ The full quota of defense pianos for Hongkong Is said to comprise over 
# 200 airplanes of all type*.
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

From

This message must be 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (A)

Canton via N. R

Washington

Secretary of State,.'

February 11

Dated February 11, 1938

"American priest from Yuanliang, Hunan reports first

Rec’d 8:40 p.m

FOR WAR DEPARTMENT FROM ROBERTS

of January ten divisions Yunnan troops marched through 

there for Changsha.- They were in summer uniforms but had 

nevz equipment French type including helmets, rifles, 
bayonets and machine guns. They were well disciplined and 

orderly.- Last of January about fifteen divisions Kweichow 

troops passed through same way with standard but not new 

equipment and were very disorderly brawling with towns-P? 

people and among themselves. Also reports south of
— b

Changsha six train loads approximately two thousand thgpps 

of Fiftieth Division moving north. American missionary 
from Chengchow, Honan, reports one hundred forty two trdo^ 

trains moved through there from east about first February 

on way to Tungkuan to cross Yellow River, proceed north to 

west of Taiyuan, cross into northeast Shansi and with units 

of Reds attack Peiping-Hankow railway in Paoting area. 

From own observation he estimated not less than seventy
thousand

793.94/12402
 

F/FG

â
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thousand central Government troops well equipped, clothed 
and disciplined, other details In airmail report following"

LINNELL
RGC :KLP
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PARAPHRASE

A telegram of February 11, 1938, from the American 
Consul General at Canton quotes a message from Roberts 

for the War Department which reads substantially as follows»
On January 1 ton divisions of Yunnan troops marched 

through Yuanliang, Hunan Province, bound for Changsha, 

according to a report received from an American priest 
from Yuanliang. These troops were orderly and well 
diaoipllnoc and, although they wore summer uniforms, they 

had now French typo equipment, including machine ;uns, 
rlflAs, bayonets, and helmets. About fifteen divisions 
of troops from Kweichow Province passed through Yuanliang 

the same way the last of January with standard but not 

new equipment. Those Xwolchow troops brawled among then- 
selves and with townspeople and were very disorderly. 
Reports also south of Changsha six train loads moving 
north carrying approximately two thousand troops of the 
Fiftieth Division. About February 1, according to re
ports from an American missionary from Chengchow, Honan 

province, 142 troop trains from the east moved through 

Chengchow on tiolr way to Tungkuan to cross the Yellow 
River, continue north to a point west of Taiyuan, cross 
into the northeastern part of Ghana! Province, and In company with 
units of Reds attack the Peiping-Hankow Railway in the area 
arounc Paoting, This missionary estimated, from his own observa

tion, that there were at least seventy thousand troops of the 

Central Government well disciplined, equipped and clothed. An air 
mail report which is following contains other details.

FE:ÈCC:HES 793#94/i2402
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1—133Ô.
FronSOMYANGPAT

February 12, 1938

Rec’d 7 a.m

ACTION ; OPNAV

INFO: CINCAF (FLAG & ADMN)
SECMARBRIG
YANGPAT
COMSUBRON FIVE 
CONDE SRON FIVE 
COMSOPAT 
AMBASSCHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

Wuhan area 1315 today0011. Air raid occurred

with approximately twenty five heavy bombers vicinity 

commercial air field. Changsha also raided. 2205

HPD

793.94/12403
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

uSS W/dbL-IHEAD
ALUSNA PEIPING

8612. Japanese have crossed Hwai River in 

considerable numbers near Linhwaikwan and advanced 

several miles to northward. On Pingham front heavy- 

fighting in progress south of Tsingfeng. 1825,

HPD

793.94/12404
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February 5, 19JB.

LÏOiUitL® Fût. CHliiF OF SWt

Subject: Far Eastern Situation.

Q 1 '

1. Herewith are Summary and Situation Map cover
ing events in China for the week ending February 5* 1956»

2. The outstanding developments for the past 
wok have been:

c 
01

a. Japanese advance to Pengpu on 
the South Lunghai front - a gain of 35 miles.

e
•$-

b. in abortive attempt at an Anti» 
Chiang coup d’etat at Canton aided by Japanese 
air and naval diversion».

a. Increasing Japanese verbal attacks 
cm Germany for continuing heavy munitions ship
ments to China.

n
6 
(JI

d. Reports sonneting from Tokyo indi
cating a slackening of Japanese norale due to 
apparent look of progress since the January Hth 
Imperial Conference.

2 enols.

K. M. W. MoCABE, 
Co)onslt General staff. 

Assistant Chief of Staff, G-2.
T, 
c
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pliw-Jatapeae situation 

January 30 « February S, ipsa

T)se .‘\llison incident ms settled satisfactorily on January
31 by th» aooeptanoe by tbs United states of the Japanese reply. In 
addition Allison was inforoad by the Japansae Military authorities 
in Hankins that SO mabers of the Military detachment at the eoene 
of the incident, including the oosHondlne officer and the soldier who 
did the elappins, would be tried by court martial.

a reliable source fron Tokyo reports that the continued lack 
of progress in chin» since the meh heralded and publicised Imperial 
conference in Tokyo on January 11, is having as adverse effect on Jap
anese «orale. Tokyo is now also dilating the reports of Jensva dls- 
eussions s»ong :iritlah, French and Xwssian foreign Ministers rssnrdlng 
aid for Chins. Taking these points into consideration it is probable 
that the Japanese jovaruaeat will find it expedient to take sons pro
nounced action. This action my take the form of a declaration >f war 
against China, bile the Covaranant realises that a declaration at 
this tlm would do little «tore then divert Hongkong aunltlona ship
ments to other points of entry, and night even bring ®a further eat- 
bamsasante, euoh an action my be found necessary in order to bolster 
ho®» morale.

h two-hour nesting between cabinet nembera end mmbars of 
the Imperial ^.h.n. was held at Tokyo on February 4. It is reported 
that the political and Military a»>«et« of the Chinees situation, in
cluding the formation of a puppet regijse in Central China, wore dis- 
cussed.

nr silnlstar -Jenersl 3ugiynm in response to • questioner
in the Diet February 3 stated that 20,000 Japanese soldiers had b'>aa 

i killed in the war to data. *(Thls is definitely an tmderstatanent and 
’ probably represents about one-fifth of the mother killed.)

A tauter dispatch fro» Tokyo dated January 30 reports that
the Japanese Cabinet Is concerned over publie niotrost and erltloion 
of th» policies of the Finance and Comeroe A ini stare. Attacks are 
being mde on the raw material control sehem and y»n exetsnas anin- 
tonan.ee policy as not being concrete enough to met tbs present emr- 
gonsy.

tonan.ee
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Tokyo polir® on February 1 arrested 22 persona, matly pro
fessors aM iestuiwrn, charged with subversive activities, ate SO other 
persona charted with having givMJ ideological aidant» «nd financial 
support to the popular front novenent.

reliable report froa Italy dated January J5® states that 
SO Italian aireraft and &0 Italian pilota, com of who® ted recently 
returned fron Spain, have teen ordered to Japan. This 1» Banfinmtory 
of a Far test dispatch about Jenuery IS reporting the ynrcteoe of 30 
flat trdn-enainad boabers by Japan, Chinese tevc also reported that 
a Japeneaa piano stet dm® at tencten*.; ** piloted by an Italian.

à uoafldential report frm Tokyo states that the percentages 
by aountrios of origin, of nun!tiens shirewrite passing through teng- 
koag, t»ra np^roximtoly as follows: United -States and te.lgiun together, 
2 par cent J Great hriteln, 3 par coati i?ranoe. If per ceatj Italy, fcl 
per cent} «eneay, per sent. Tte report falls to give the period 
of tim covered or whether tte percentages are by value or tosmge. 
Tokyo amo dispatches Indicate a store critical attitude toward Uer- 
aaay. These dispatches report that during tte period January IB to 
31, 10 'Jeman and 8 British veesala loaded with mmltlon» docked et

Cargoes included niter, aircraft, trucks, barbed wire, end 
«■-Munition.

A mil report fras ® reliable correspondent wte returned fro®, 
teacterla «nd teree lu 1.«coster states ttet the Japanese have estab- 
iteted base hospitals for ttelr China casualties on tte mratiiem part 
of tte Korean pentnauls, and for ttet reason it la almost laponclblc 
for a foreigner to ®o couth of --eoul. lie reports that 30,000 Chinese 
Irregulars are active north and east of terbia. Tte teengtuag -.ray 
Is Anu norv intepentent of Tokyo than over before, a telinite sehlwa 
between tte teaagtung -<my ate tte Worth China District ternate is 
also reported.

The l&th 0. s. Infantry will be ordered to sail from Colne on 
tenth < on tte U^J.à.T. Grant for Fort Lewis, aehlxurtoa. It ie re
ported ttet two eoapaniss of terinca frnn tte legation Guard at Pel- 
pin;-; will be sovte to Tientsin upon tte departure of tte 16th Infantry.

Tte plan for elding China agreed upon by 3rttl»h, French end 
Kuasien representatives at Geneva tes appereatly petered out into in
nocuous action, hmrie&n cooperation with tte other powers in lending 
mtcrlal aid to China was definitely bloated by tte teutraHty Act. 
'jinc® it apjmrs to be an axlcm ttet tte powers at Jeaeva will tales 
as action against Japan without tte fullest .-u»rie®n yerticijietlaa, 
tte plan for aoneertsd action dwindled into such individual action 
as tic powrs ttensolves my decide upon.
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Continued nativity by Chinas» Irre^u'^rs on bath th* Plug- 
Lan ate Tein-j’u Railways 1ft Hopei is reported. -teull âetaateeuts 
tear up the traeks during th* Mdht and diss peay by ssorniag. Chi- 
««»» slain their "while unite" have retaken teoyang, Utt nilas aoutii- 
•a»t of .noting, on the •Iin!$-ïi®xi. Chinese forces are also reported 
to b* consolidating south of Taljnm, teitsi. a J»r«n«He naval land
ing party completed the ooonjmtion of Ctefoo on February 3 without 
opposition.

Japanese efforts to strengthen the "Provisional Republic" 
aie boaring little fruit, tieporta indicate ttet the Chinese in the 
occupied area» atm fall to "cooperate" thus causing the Jaynes* 
such ditmy and teavy aeontmlc losses, it i« further reported that 
Jeueral Lite, the power behind the pupp«t réglas», is to be recalled 
and that he «ill bo replaced by 'olonsl Isogal, hia present assistant.

Th* Last Itopcl regUae Which was established in 1836 under 
th* aegis of the .<mugtung .«.my» tea absorbed into the Peiping "Pro
visional Republie” on February 1. a» agressent ms signed by Oonernl 
Lite and -bih "auag-Ka, President of th* Last Bopei Oovemnent, <m 
January â&, in Which the "Provisional Republic" undertakes to carry 
out tte test Hopei Jovornæent’a oomittmnta to Japan and tencteuku*. 
Hsia is ei^nlfloaat as the first rellntjuiabsent by the teangteag Aray 
of territory originally established under its control. The "tea&ol 

• spins, " the Joute Cteter 'Jovoraaent, and the Wrte Plans! Jovenuaent 
still under tee control of the Krnstagteng ^rry.

An amusing report from 'I'okyo states that tee Mongol Border 
Autenoaous ’-amittwe, a KwangtuM Amy-sjjmj»oT*d organisation repre
senting the "Mongol teplre," tee outh Chuter, and the Jiorth lten*i 
’A'Veræwnts, tes offered Japan a large tract of land along the upper 
reaches of tee Tallow River (Nlngste or teasu?) for colonisation.

Japanese engineers ere still working on a tanporery railway 
bridge «cross the Yellow River at Tainan. It is expected ttet this 
bridge will be sonpleted by February 16 and ttet through truffle be
tween Talngteo and Tientsin will then be resuned. A atllitary pontoon 
bridge tee been in use at Tsinan «luce early January. It is estimated 
ttet it will take over a year to btilld a permswnt railway bridge.

Reports emnating from the Chinese 6th Route Arwy (ex-Coa- 
aualsts) etete ttet the throe msrioaa nlssianarles who disappeared 
at ..showyang, Shensi on the night of teeeaber £, lP3f, were killed by 
a Japanese sentry, howyaag was then «»d is now occupied by Japen*oe 
troops.

CONFIDE?-, ;
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uwam rawr-
>.'■& th® northom frost th® Japanese appear to be on tfa® de

fensive. Chin® a® have reeaptured fcengyin and a« driving northwest 
toward. 'latal, and mat toward 'Sesbui, M nil®® met of Hengyin.

.u th® southern l-uaghai front th® Ja-wea® after ten® weeks 
finally succeeded in driving about 30 nil®® northwest along the Tain- 
ïHi bailwy to -eagpu. 1'he advance wa preceded by a drive to th® went 
to Tingyuan, about 30 alba southweet of iiiagkwang, thena® north to 
-sngps. Chin®®a er® holding th® north bank of the Huai River, « 
«liable strea® juat north of ’engpu and nr® or@ttnlslng a strong defens
ive position at huobon, 30 aile® north, -he Jnpansa® ar® reported to 
be reorganising to continue their advance. Th® Jajosj# claim thsir 
rapid advene® ha® out off one ^hlnone division et Csngpu south of 
th® îïuai Silver. Th®*» my be th® usual Chime® rear jpaurd units, 
china»® minforewaant® ar® rsportsd on their wy south frat ‘uobow. 
A strong C'hisutm fore® is also reported et taochMsg, fcC alias south
west of Cengpu.

®ven addition»'.! chinas» divinisas were reported to have ar
rived in th® 'Uchtre area.

Th® b'erth China listriot headquarter® through th® Jarenes® 
.■jabaasy at helping Issued a notice on February 2 requesting that all 
foreign «stablishMante in th® arm ««tending fra# lime coaneoting 
fsinetao, Yenchow, Tweing, Chaagt®, »ud Taiyuan {roughly the southern 
linit of JapeneMi advene® in storth China), and southward to the Yangtao 
River, be narked «4th white flags with blue oroes®», la order to pro
test then fron Japon»»® bombers. Xt was further requested that th® 
looetioas of thee® ®«tebUahnsnte be given, preferably by aanlM then 
on local Map® and then forwarding the mp® to th® Japan»*» ailitary 
authorities. •’Unofficial'* request vaa alee sad® that all foreigner® 
in this area be encouraged to «vacuate.

la this connootlou the Amrlean Baptist Mesion at Tsialng 
which w® boctbed during th® Japanese attaeks there, has been paid 
6,&C-0 yen for damges. inymnt was mad® by Japanes® nilitary officers 
after en invest lotion end apology at tl>e Xis? si on on Januery

Chime® oounterettaoks In th® Cuhu area eoatinu® with in- 
doeisiv® result». Fighting was reported at Tltauwhen, M Ml®» south
west of uim. Xt is reported that E,000 Japan®»® troop® ma route fro* 
Tientsin are destined for th® left bank of the Yangte® o poaite Ruhn. 
All Japanese attempts to eroas th® chientan* River in th® vieinity of 
Liangehow have ba«n repulsed.

CONFIDENTIAL
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The Hritiah .mbessaSor et Tokyo es lied the attention of the 
Japansas ^veraeont to the feet that oertsln Japanese vessels land» 
ln« st Shanghai are excused from paying tonnage fees and pessen^r* 
and freight on those vessels enter without due cniatoas procedure, 
quantities of Japanese sugar, rayon, paper, hardware and foodstuffs 
are now being sold in Shanghai at prices which clearly Indicate that 
no duties had b»an paid on these lima.

lohyo reports that a plan Tag the establishment of a new 
regia» in central ^hina, centered at ihanghal, will be submitted to 
the cabinet. The a»w puppet will control areas under Jap
anese occupfttlcw and will be independent of the Peiping "Provisional 
neptiblic.”

Japanese soldiars continu» to systemtloally destroy «11 
Chinese industry in ths Shanghai area. Machinery is destroyed or 
removed.

importe of Military l*wl«’*an«8s at Hanklja,? continue. The 
situation is further aggravated by the appearance there of Japanese 
Canin (civilian rowdies). There is denser that the foroed dispersal 
of SLO.COO civilian refugees, who have nowlore to go and no means of 
subsistence may load to rioting and further atrocities. The Japanese 
«outlaw» to resent actively swy attempt to observe their activities. 
-Mssording to a 3ritlÆ report, Japanese fueling against the Awsriean 
and <er>»n embassies is momtlng.

Major >J«®eral utoMMi who wee sent as a representative of 
the Imperial sJ.K.t,. with instructions to Central China Japanese forces 
regarding the prévention of further violation of foreign rights» ar- 
rived at ûankirv;; on J’abrunry & by airplane and returned to Shan^ei 
the sane day. His subordinate, Lieut. Col. Hirota le due at banking 
in a few days and will be the permnent representative of the Imperial 
;.h.x. there. It la hoped that the prasenoe of these officers «111 
tend to prevent further eutra#»a«

Certain quarters in hanghni are spreading reports that there 
is disaffection at Hankow. They state that the twmiatang rightists 
am fearful of the cwnmists* inroads into the govenswmt, end that 
the x.uottintang fears tbs coagnon people more than it fears Japan. These 
récalcitrante would be glad to compromise with Japan if moderote peace 
taras were offered, hile there ere many aalcontents in Hankow, it 
is not believed that they are as yet a serious nauaee to continued 
Chinese msistauoo.

ha attempted Japuw»spM»«nrod soup d* etat by antl-Chlang 
Kai-shek mlcoatents at C&nton, coupled with intacslvo Japanese air

CONFIDENT A ,
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sud naval attaeks in th* Canton area be^an on /‘sbruary 4. It in «p* 
parent that ;>u 'Z’ah-ahen, tha chai ran of ^matons’, and the Military 
auttorltlflB there had ««pl® warning of thia attempt, for mrtial law 
waa declared la the are* on February s and the j?earl Kiver barrier 
closed. evea hundred reportedly undercover Japanese absents wro 
rounded up la bunton and will probably be executed* on February ' 
intensive Japanese air and naval attacks were staged la the ■•aatot 
arsa «i\lle a nunber of Japanese planes circled over the city, appar
ently watching for a aitpaal showing the success of the coup d’otnt* 
A group of Chinese pirate chieftains, backed by Japanese, are reported 
V> have fojw4 an «utonOBOus u^alaiatratioii on ssveral of the snail 
Islande and pirate strongholds on the Kmntung Coast* .-'■leswnt aliens 
Indicate that the attempted coup has fixsled out*

-<mtow also reports J «panes* activity on February ♦, four
bsmba were dropped at Chaoohowfu and shell fire was heard fna» the 
direction of lialnun Bay, IK ailes south of Dwatow, Local authorities 
are said to feer » landing in the vicinity*

Sellable reports fr«m Tokyo state that a large Japanese f->rcc,
estlsated in Mine quarters «a 100,000 strong, has been concentrated 
at ifomoee. bile this report lends color to rumors of Impending Jap
anese landings 1» South China, it doe® not appear tbet the benefits 
that Kipht eecruo from a landing in force will coKpeaaate for the 
further dispersal of the Japanese military ns chine* Unless the Jap
anese are assured of an easy turnover in Canton to a government favor
able to than and thus find little or no resistance, a landing is be
lieved uaHhely*

Canton payers report the Mobilisation of additional units in
Kwangsi. “ largo annber of trained reaervwa are reported en route north 
via Kweilin, Hangchow and Hankow* These units are believed to ho 
destined for tba loMghai fronts.

CONFIDENT! A
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JAPAN TOURIST BURE

I Divisiono

ÛEC^É-S
jOepad?

551 FIFTH AVENUE

OIViciQN OF

EW YORK,N.Y.

December lt 1937

Gentlemen:

We take pleasure in sending you the 
accompanying pamphlet entitled, "The Sino-Japanese 
Crisis, 1937", which has been carefully prepared by 
the Japanese Chamber of Commerce in New York.

This pamphlet, we feel, is unbiased, 
factual and interesting account of Japan’s activity 
in China. We feel that a reading of it is essen
tial to the full understanding of the conflict and 
is in no sense mere propaganda intended to present 
Japan’s side only.

As you will see, many of the authorities 
quoted are foreign and neutral.

May we ask that you give this pamphlet 
a fair consideration - not in the midst of business 
hours, but when you have the leisure. You will find 
it interesting and informative.

Very truly yours,

JAPAN TOURIST BUREAU

I. Yokota, 
Representative for North America

IY:hr
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PREFACE

If the facts herein presented are weighed without bias, these conclusions 
are inevitable :

1. For 16 years Japan strove to befriend China. China replied with anti
Japanese agitation. This agitation was not an outgrowth of Manchukuo’s 
session under Japanese guardianship—it had been going on for almost ten 
years while Japan was following a decidedly conciliatory policy in China’s 
interest.

2. The present clashes in the Peiping-Tientsin area and at Shanghai were 
caused by the aggressive acts of Chinese Armies. For three weeks Japan 
did all in her power to avoid hostilities and to settle the “incident” in 
the Peiping-Tientsin region through peaceable negotiations. All such 
Japanese endeavors were frustrated by the repeated, wilful aggressions 
of the Chinese forces who wanted to crush the Japanese by superior 
numbers. For three weeks Japan did not mobilize home troops. China 
mobilized immediately after the Marco Polo Bridge clash.

At Shanghai, the official foreign representatives, who participated in 
the Sino-Japanese negotiations for forestalling hostilities in that area, 
are agreed that Japan was goaded into taking military action by provoca
tions by the Chinese who evidently wanted to fight.

3. In the above light, Japan can by no stretch of the imagination be called 
the aggressor. She acted in self-defense. This being so, Japan has violated 
neither the Nine Power Treaty nor the Kellogg Pact, neither of which 
bars defensive military action. Can any nation be expected to write notes 
and consult the numerous signatories of the Kellogg Pact and the Nine 
Power Treaty while its troops, rightfully stationed in a foreign country, 
are being repeatedly assaulted, while 200 of its civilian nationals are 
being massacred (Tungchow), while another 10,000 (Tientsin) and still 
another 30,000 (Shanghai) of its nationals are in imminent danger of 
being attacked, all by the regular soldiers of that foreign country?

4. What Japan wants in North China is the establishment of a condition 
which will not menace Manchukuo, and which will permit her to engage 
in peaceful pursuits of commerce and industry in cooperation with the 
Chinese. Japan is convinced that §uch a condition cannot be established 
while the Blue Shirts (similar to"Soviet Russia’s Secret Political Police 
or G.P.U.), Communists, and other anti-Japanese organizations are per
mitted to operate with the Central Chinese Government’s connivance 
and encouragement.

5. North China will not become a second Manchukuo. The Emperor of 
Manchukuo will not move to Peiping to occupy the palace which be
longed and still belongs to him. The establishment of the above-men
tioned peaceful condition is all Japan wants.

[5 ]
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Japan, in short, is the aggrieved party in this unfortunate conflict which 5 
she did everything to avoid. She is grieved because her endeavors of 16 ' 
years for peace and friendship with China have been greeted with taunting 
rebuff by the other side. She is grieved because her acts and motives have 
been grossly misconstrued and misjudged abroad, particularly in America 
for which she has nothing but respect and friendliness.

Just now, the outside world is governed by emotions rather than by 
reason on this question. Yet this is the time of all times when reason should 
control passion. America wants peace. Japan wants peace. Japan is grateful 
to America for all that America has done for her since the historic days of 
Commodore Perry. No untoward developments should be permitted as be
tween the two nations.

Americans may not unreservedly accept the above five conclusions. But 
they will at least concede that the case is a complicated one—that it requires 
a careful study before they commit themselves to any rash conclusion. They 
will recognize that China’s claims are open to debate and call for scrutiny.

If in the face of the clear evidence presented herein America insists upon 
calling Japan the aggressor, Japan will never reconcile herself to the pained 
and painful thought that grave injustice has been inflicted upon her. She will 
be hurt to the quick that a nation whom she has for eighty long years re
garded as her best friend has failed her.

Economically, Japan’s relations with America have been most satis
factory. America is Japan’s best customer. Japan is America’s third best 
customer. Normally, Japan alone buys from America more than China and 
all the rest of Asia and Oceania combined. We hope this happy condition 
will not change. The war-emergency measure, restricting Japan’s imports, 
affects only less than one per cent of her normal imports from America, and 
this only temporarily.

With these thoughts we present this pamphlet to the American public in 
the interest of Peace and Good Neighborhood, of Justice and Fair Play.

Japanese Chamber of Commerce of New York.

[6]
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CHAPTER I

Foreign Troops in North China

Any conditions which make comparisons damaging to China’s “face” possible 
are outrageous in the sight of all patriotic Chinese; so the continued existence 
of foreign communities, persisting in some dignity and prosperity, while China 
goes to pot under native mismanagement, is in itself intolerable.

RODNEY GILBERT in ‘'The Unequal Treaties-.
China and the Foreigners”

There can be no doubt that the Chinese forced the fighting in 
the Shanghai areas, while foreign powers took little cognizance 
of the fighting in North China. It was hoped that by making 
a last stand at Shanghai, possibly some form of intervention or 
at least greater notice of China’s case would be taken. Further
more, the terrain north of Shanghai was much more suitable for 
defensive action than that of North China. The best Chinese 
troops also were in this area.

New York Herald Tribune, Shanghai Dispatch, Sep
tember 16, 1937.

Qualified foreign army and naval observers and precision in
struments aboard American, British and French warships in 
the Whangpoo River disclose that the Japanese have kept their 
pledge that their bombers will not fly over the Shanghai refugee 
area. The Chinese have refused to give a similar pledge.

New York Times, Hong Kong Dispatch, August 27, 
1937.

In 1900 North China was shaken with a great anti-foreign uprising 
known as the Boxer Rebellion, encouraged and fostered by the Chinese Gov
ernment itself. The extermination of all foreigners was the objective of 
the Boxers. To attain this objective the Boxers directed their first assault 
against the Legation quarters in Peking (now Peiping).

For eight weeks from June 19, 1900, hordes of Boxers besieged the British 
Legation in Peking, in whose compounds all other Legations and foreigners 
had taken refuge. For eight weeks they were bombarded and subjected to 
murderous assaults day and night.

Never before in all the history of the whole world had any government 
attempted, through instigated mob uprising, to massacre an entire diplo
matic corps accredited to that government. On July 16, one of the be
leaguered Americans, the late Dr. W. A. P. Martin, a sincere friend of the 
Chinese, penned the following appeal “to the Christian world”:

Since July 19, we have been shut up in the British Legation and others 
adjacent, and bombarded day and night with shot and shell. The defence 
has been magnificent. About 1,000 foreigners (of both sexes) have held 
their ground against the forces of the Empire. Some thousands of Chinese 
converts are dependent on us for protection. The City Wall near the lega
tion is held by our men, but the Chinese are forcing them back and driving 
in our outposts. The mortality in our ranks is very great; and unless relief 
comes soon we must all perish. Our men have fought bravely, and our 
women have shown sublime courage. May this terrible sacrifice prove not 
to be in vain! We are the victims of pagan fanaticism. Let this pagan 
empire be partitioned among Christian powers, and may a new order of 
things open on China with a new century.

At the beginning of the ninth week of the murderous siege a combined 
British, French, American, Japanese, Italian, German, Russian, and Bel
gian force carried the walls by storm, and entered the Legation quarters 
just in time to save the 1000 foreigners from a wholesale destruction.

In the wake of this tragedy, the Boxer Protocol was signed between the 
foreign powers and the Chinese Government. By virtue of the Protocol 
foreign troops were stationed along the railway between Peking and Tien
tsin so that the foreigners in the Capital could at least keep a line of escape 
open to the seacoast in case of emergency.

[9]
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Today, 37 years after the Boxer uprising, the foreign powers do not as a, 
yet feel safe in relinquishing the right of stationing garrisons. The anti- . 
British uprising of 1926-7, the Nanking and Shanghai outrages of 1927, 
and the Tsinan outrages of 1928 are still fresh in their minds.

The Nanking outrages included the looting of the British, American, 
Japanese and other consulates; assaults upon foreign women; murder of 
the American vice-president of Nanking University, two Englishmen, a 
French and an Italian priest; the wounding of the British Consul General 
and a number of others, all by Nationalist troops. Soon thereafter, these 
troops attempted to seize the International Settlement in Shanghai.

The Tsinan outrages of 1928 were directed mostly against the Japanese 
residents in that city in Shantung Province, resulting in the looting of 
hundreds of Japanese establishments, and in the killing of tens of Japanese.

The foreign troops in the Peiping-Tientsin area are accustomed to 
hold periodic maneuvers. At Peiping, the American soldiers usually hold 
maneuvers in a place known as Happy Valley, while the British and 
other European soldiers use an area north of the American grounds. The 
Japanese use a flat area near the Marco Polo Bridge some two miles from 
Peiping.

The notes exchanged in 1902 between Japan and China provide that, 
except in the case of gun practice with live ammunition, no advance notice 
need be given the Chinese authorities.

But the Japanese military authorities in North China, out of courtesy and 
a desire to forestall any untoward incident, always informed the local au
thorities in advance whenever maneuvers were to be held.

I*
The Japanese residents engaged in business in this area total 17,000, ?

whom 4,080 Japanese soldiers are expected to protect. All Americans and X
Europeans combined total 10,338 for whose protection 4,449 soldiers are t
stationed. I

In July, 1937 the foreign garrisons in North China consisted of the
following:

Tanks and
Soldiers Machine Cannon Armored

Guns Cars
Japanese . ........................................ 4,080 173 38 9
American . ........................................ 1,227 121 13 2
British ... ........................................ 999 64 10 0
French .. ........................................ 1,839 135 26 10 tItalian ........................................ 384 62 4 4 "

CHAPTER II

Clashes at Peiping

What needs most to be said about China now is that the Chinese are very close 
to losing their balance. If they do not pull themselves up, they will repeat the 
mistake they made almost ten years ago, with the same disastrous consequences.

NATHANIEL PEFFER in Asia, New York.
(Written in Shanghai, April, 1937)

On the evening of July 7, 1937, some 150 Japanese soldiers were en
gaged in the usual maneuvers on their usual grounds near the Marco Polo 
Bridge. As always, the Chinese authorities had been advised in advance. 
The Japanese soldiers carried no live ammunition. They used blanks.

Unexpectedly, at 11:40 of the same evening, these Japanese soldiers were 
fired upon by Chinese troops of the 37th division of the 29th Army from 
the direction of the Marco Polo Bridge and the village of Lung-wang-miao.

The Japanese did not and could not return the fire because they had no 
real shots. They halted their maneuvers, retreated some distance, and 
notified their headquarters in the former British barracks at Fengtai some 
two miles away. Reenforcements arrived a little after midnight. Then the 
Japanese replied to the Chinese fire.

Meanwhile, the local Chinese and Japanese military authorities in Peip
ing were advised of the incident. Immediately they formed a joint Sino- 
Japanese mediation party and dispatched it to the scene. As a result, at 
6 A. M., July 8, the fighting stopped.

But at 3 P.M. and again at 6 P.M. of the same day, the Chinese soldiers 
resumed firing upon the Japanese.

Next morning, July 9, a truce was arranged between a responsible repre
sentative of the 29th Army and Colonel Matsui of the Japanese force.

On July 10, between 5 P.M. and 8 P.M. more than 200 Chinese soldiers 
brought forth trench mortars and launched a new attack, thus utterly dis
regarding the truce agreement. The Japanese, naturally, opened fire. How
ever, a truce was again arranged, as the Japanese were anxious to localize 
the incident and to liquidate it at once.

On July 11, the Japanese Government sent instructions to the Japanese 
military authorities on the spot and urged them to bend their endeavors 
for an early settlement.

At 4 P.M. on the same day an agreement was reached between Colonel 
Matsui on the Japanese side and General Chang Tsujung (Mayor of 
Tientsin) and Ying Yung (Chief of the Public Peace Bureau of Hopei 
Province, in which Peiping is located) on the Chinese side.

The terms of this agreement were:

(1) Apology by the representatives of the 29th Army, and the punish
ment of those directly responsible.

[10 J [11]
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(2) The Chinese troops to evacuate Lukouchiao village (at Marco Polo 

Bridge) from which they fired upon the Japanese, and to be replaced by 
the Peace Preservation Corps for the purpose of keeping the Chinese troops 
sufficiently separated from the Japanese.

(3) Adequate measures to be taken for curbing the activities of the anti
Japanese Blue Shirts and Communists.

There was nothing extraordinary in these terms. They were of a nature 
to be easily complied with. Item 3 for the curbing of the Blue Shirts and 
Communists had already been agreed upon long before this incident. 
Both the Blue Shirts and the Communists were the most dangerous and 
disturbing elements conducting nefarious yet violent anti-Japanese cam
paigns both among the civilian Chinese and the Chinese soldiers. To restore 
normal intercourse between Japan and China, the curbing of their activities 
was imperative.

On July 13, General Sung Cheh-yuan, Commander of the 29th Army 
and Chairman of the Hopei-Chahar Political Council (which had ample 
power to deal with such matters as the above) went to Tientsin and took up 
the negotiations with Lieutenant-General Katsuki, Commander of the 
Japanese garrison.

General Sung virtually accepted the above terms and on July 18, ex
pressed to General Katsuki his regrets over the Marco Polo Bridge incident. 
Thus the first step was taken toward a speedy settlement.

China’s Will to War

At a time when Japanese statesmen have clearly shown their desire to view 
Chinese affairs by a “new concept,” it is unfortunate that certain asperities in 
argument have lately manifested themselves in Chinese comment on Sino-Japa- 
nese relationships. . . . The man who cries before he is out of the wood is apt 
to receive a nasty shock. So also is he who banks too much on a forbearance 
which emanates from a sense of strength mistaken by him for weakness.

North China Daily News (.British)
Shanghai, May 22, 1937

We have seen that by July 18 the competent Chinese authorities in North 
China had practically agreed to settle the incident locally and peaceably.

But Generalissimo Chiang Kaishek’s Government at Nanking had been 
bent upon provoking war. It had decided to strike at Japan while Japan’s 
military preparations were not completed. It had exaggerated the signifi
cance of such events as the short-lived revolt of a small body of Japanese 
soldiers in Tokyo in February, 1936, and it hastened to the conclusion 
that the Japanese Army had but feet of clay. It believed that China 
had at least an even chance of winning a war with Japan and of regaining 
the lost territory of Manchukuo.

Nor was this Chinese belief unnatural. China had 198 divisions compris
ing 2,250,000 officers and men. This gigantic army has further been re
enforced by 200,000 Communist soldiers whom Nanking worked hard to 
set against Japan.

In comparison the Japanese Army is a puny affair, consisting of 17 
divisions of 250,000 officers and men, peace footing.

China, moreover, had acquired in large numbers modern implements of 
war such as airplanes, machine guns, tanks, etc., with foreign instructors 
to teach Chinese in their use. Many of her numerous divisions have been 
trained by foreign officers.

Small wonder that Chinese military leaders had decided to strike.
Following the Marco Polo Bridge incident of July 7, the Nanking Gov

ernment lost no time in sending troops to the North. On July 9 it mobilized 
4 divisions. It also mobilized air forces. These, of course, were in addition 
to the large forces already in North China.

By July 19, no less than 30 divisions (about 200,000 men) of the Chinese 
Army had been concentrated in North China. Of these about 80,000 were 
in the neighborhood of Peiping.

By July 22 Generalissimo Chiang Kaishek’s own divisions had entered 
Hopei province. This was in violation of an agreement of 1935 under which 
Nanking pledged itself not to advance any of its troops into this province. 
The agreement was signed by General Ho Ying-chin, Nanking’s War Min-
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ister and Chairman of the Peiping branch of Nanking’s Military Council, 
and by General Umedzu, Commander of the Japanese Garrison at Tientsin.

By July 23 there were at least 250,000 Chinese soldiers in North China. 
Such a great military concentration, such a feverish mobilization can be 
understood only in the light of Nanking’s thirst for war.

That China was bent upon war was fully recognized by competent Ameri
can and European observers. On May 22 the North China Daily News, 
authoritative British newspaper in Shanghai, sounded this warning to 
Generalissimo Chiang Kaishek :

“At a time when Japanese statesmen have clearly shown their desire to 
view Chinese affairs by a ‘New Concept,’ it is unfortunate that certain 
asperities in argument have lately manifested themselves in Chinese com
ment on Sino-Japanese relationships. . . . The danger of overcalling a hand 
is well-known to diplomatists as well as to bridge players. The success of 
General Chiang Kai-shek in obtaining the recognition of China’s equality 
of status as the result of his unification of the country, will only be preju
diced if the occasion is taken to claim for China a measure of military or 
political strength unwarranted by the facts. The man who cries before he 
is out of the woods is apt to receive a nasty shock. So also is he who banks 
too much on a forbearance which emanates from a sense of strength mis
taken by him for weakness.”

Mr. Nathaniel Peffer, a keen critic of Far Eastern affairs and a sincere 
friend of China, writing from Shanghai last April in Asia (New York) for 
June, struck much the same note of warning against China’s “will to war.” 
Said he:

“What needs most to be said about China now is that the Chinese are 
very close to losing their balance. If they do not pull themselves up, they 
will repeat the mistake they made almost ten years ago, with the same 
disastrous consequences. In fact, it is difficult just now to say which China 
has more to fear: Japan or China, the ambitions of the Japanese Army or 
the state of mind of the Chinese people. The latter, I am inclined to think. 
For it may succeed in bringing on a war that is not easy to prevent in any 
case but that could still be prevented. . . .

“China won a great moral victory last autumn. It stood off Japan by 
sheer force of will. But the victory has borne an over-confidence, a reck
lessness and an impatience to exploit the victory that may very well bring 
on that which the Chinese have had most reason to dread till now—a 
formal attempt by Japan to conquer the country by force. What began as 
a resignation to war if necessary, as a last resort, in self-preservation, is 
now in a fair way to becoming a will to war. One has only to be here in 
China for forty-eight hours to be shocked by the recklessness with which 
not only students but mature and influential Chinese talk and think of 
war.” 

tary -authorities on the spot to endeavor for peaceful settlement, had been 
forced to take cognizance of China’s feverish war activities which had im
mediately followed the Marco Polo Bridge incident.

On July 19, the Nanking Government flatly notified Japan that it would 
recognize no local settlement of the incident, and that Tokyo must nego
tiate directly with Nanking. This, of course, meant that Nanking would 
reject the terms which had been agreed upon between the Chairman of the 
Hopei-Chahar Political Council and the Commander of the Japanese Gar
rison.

The Hopei-Chahar Political Council was organized in 1935 with the ex
plicit agreement of the Nanking Government. It had settled many impor
tant local questions such as restoration of mail and railway communica
tions between Manchukuo and North China, and the establishment of 
customs offices along the Manchukuo-Chinese border. It had also amicably 
settled delicate questions arising from the murder by anti-Japanese Blue 
Shirts of three Chinese newspaper publishers friendly to Japan, and the 
assassination of a pro-Japanese Commander of the Peace Preservation Corps 
at Luan-chow.

All this while, the Nanking Government never raised any objection to 
such local settlements of such local matters.

Now, however, China’s military leaders are evidently convinced that they 
are prepared to confront Japan in the arena.

Hence their flat rejection of the Japanese proposal for a peaceable local 
settlement.

Japan insists upon peaceable local settlement of this matter (1) because 
preservation of the local autonomy enunciated by the Hopei-Chahar Po
litical Council was deemed essential to peaceful, normal relations between 
North China, Manchukuo and Japan, (2) because the increasing extension 
of Nationalist influence in North China also meant Communist and Blue 
Shirt inroads, (3) because such a condition will lead to the joining of forces 
between these disturbing elements and the red regime of Outer Mongolia.

It was this Will to War on the part of China which defeated Japan’s 
Will to Peace this year.

By July 11 the Japanese Government, while ordering the Japanese mili-
[14 1
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CHAPTER IV

Japan Strives for Peace

• The central authority has grown weaker and weaker until at present its 
mandates are practically without effect. In the meantime the military leaders 
in the various provinces, realizing their power and subject to no restraining in
fluence, have worked each for himself, rising and falling like the tide. Tem
porary combinations are effected for the purpose of eliminating anyone who 
appears to be gaining the ascendancy; but when this is accomplished, the allies 
split up to fight among themselves, until the time is ripe for another effort at 
military consolidation.

Walter H. Mallory in his China: Land oj Famine.

We have noted that by July 19 the semi-autonomous North China au
thorities (the Hopei-Chahar Political Council) had taken a definite step 
toward the speedy liquidation of the incident started at the Marco Polo 
Bridge on July 7.

But with the Generalissimo Chiang Kaishek’s Nanking Government bent 
upon war, mobilizing 250,000 soldiers in North China alone, urging the 
local war lords to fight the Japanese, using Blue Shirts and Communists to 
stir up anti-Japanese agitation among the soldiers and populace, and 
vetoing in advance any local settlement of the question, Japan’s hope for a 
peaceable liquidation was doomed.

Small wonder the officers and men of the 37th division, which provoked 
the Marco Polo Bridge incident, continued defiant and recalcitrant—this 
in spite of the fact that this division belonged to the 29th Army whose 
Commander in Chief was General Sung Cheh-yuan himself who had agreed 
upon a peaceable local settlement. Other divisions were equally defiant.

On July 20, despite Sung Cheh-yuan’s pledge, the troops of the 37th 
division renewed attack upon the Japanese, again in the neighborhood of 
the Marco Polo Bridge.

Again General Sung Cheh-yuan assured General Katsuki, the Japanese 
Commander, that he would cause the withdrawal of the 37th division by 
noon of July 21.

On the same day, July 21, at 11 A.M., at Nanking, Generalissimo 
Chiang Kaishek held a war Council, and formulated war-like measures 
against Japan.

On July 23 General Hsiung Pin, assistant chief of Nanking’s General 
Staff, a right-hand man of Chiang Kaishek, flew to Peiping and Paotingfu 
(Capital of Hopei Province, 90 miles south of Peiping) and admonished 
the local armies to fight the Japanese, and promised a generous aid with 
money, men, and arms from Nanking.

No wonder that, notwithstanding General Sung Cheh-yuan’s pledge for 
the withdrawal of the 37th division, this same army continued to remain 
practically in the same position facing the Japanese.
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Still, on July 25, the Japanese Commander expressed the opinion that 
' the incident would be peaceably settled.

Even as he was speaking those optimistic words, the Chinese army cut 
the Japanese military telephone line between Peiping and Tientsin. It 
was found that the line was cut at Langfang, half way between those two 
cities.

On July 25, at 4:20 P.M., a corps of Japanese engineers accompanied 
by a company of soldiers, went to Langfang under an explicit understand
ing with General Chang Tsu-Chung, Commander of the 38th division which 
occupied that area.

By 11 P.M. on the same day the repair work had been done. The 
Japanese engineers and soldiers were eating supper at the railway station. 
Suddenly these Japanese, while still eating, were attacked by Chinese 
soldiers using rifles, hand grenades, machine guns, even trench mortars.

The Japanese, under cover of darkness, stood the ground in the face of 
the enormously superior numbers. Using the field telephone line they had 
just repaired, they notified their headquarters at Tientsin.

Langfang is some 40 miles from Tientsin—too far to send a rescue 
force by ordinary means when the besieged party was in an imminent 
danger of annihilation.

So at 7 A.M. the next day (July 26) several Japanese planes were sent 
to Langfang, bombed the Chinese position, and rescued the Japanese.

It was the old Chinese story—the Commander of this Chinese division 
had agreed to let the Japanese repair the wire, but his subordinates, 
whether with the connivance of their commander or not, attempted to 
massacre the Japanese.

By then General Katsuki, the Japanese Commander, had reluctantly 
come to the conclusion that the Chinese Commanders could not be trusted, 
either because their orders were disregarded by their subordinates, or 
because they were themselves treacherous, or because they were forced 
to eat their own words under Nanking’s promptings.

Consequently, on July 25, the Japanese Commander sent to General 
Sung Cheh-yuan a note which proved to be the ultimatum. The note 
voiced regret at the occurrence of new clashes and blamed them entirely 
on the failure of the 29th Army to carry out the terms of the agreement 
concluded with the Japanese authorities, and also on that army’s main
tenance of a provocative attitude.

If the 29th Army authorities still intended to prevent aggravation of the 
situation, the note demanded that they demonstrate their sincerity by 
promptly effecting a complete evacuation of the entire Peiping area by the 
37th Division.

The note specified that the troops of the 37th Division near Lukouchiao 
and Papaoshan be withdrawn “by noon tomorrow,” July 26, to Chang- 
sintien, south of Lukouchiao; that all troops of the same division imme
diately leave Peiping; and that these troops, together with those of the
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37th division stationed at Hsiyuan, a short distance northwest of Péiping/ 
be moved from the area north of the Peiping-Hankow Railway to the west ' 
bank of the Yungting River by Wednesday noon, July 28th.

Specifying further that all these troops must be withdrawn promptly 
to the Paoting area, 90 miles south of Peiping on the Peiping-Hankow 
Railway, Lieutenant-General Katsuki warned that, should the Chinese fail 
to carry out the demand, the Japanese Army would be “compelled to con
clude that the 29th Army’s authorities lack sincerity, and to take any action 
it may deem appropriate.” In that event the 29th Army must take full 
responsibility for anything that might happen.

Needless to say these terms were not complied with. So, on July 28, 
at 5 A.M., the Japanese troops began to march toward the Chinese lines.

On July 27 the Japanese Cabinet abandoned the hope for peaceable 
settlement, and ordered the mobilization of reenforcements to China. Note 
the date. Three weeks had elapsed before Japan ordered home troops to 
the scene of trouble while Nanking had mobilized on July 9. For 21 days 
Japan strove to minimize and localize the clash and to arrive at an amicable 
solution. But China was bent upon war.

Strangely, on July 27, at 11 P.M., the Nanking Government came forth 
with a vaguely couched overture that it would negotiate on the basis of 
the terms which had been agreed upon between the North China authorities 
and the Japanese garrison commander. It was too late. Nanking itself had 
cast the die. It had virtually said to the Japanese, “Come on and fight if 
you dare.” It was evident that this eleventh hour overture was made 
merely for foreign consumption—to clothe with plausibility the pretense 
that China wanted peace. It was made with full knowledge that it was all 
too late to be practicable.

Furthermore, events in North China during the preceding three weeks 
had conclusively proved, as we have noted, that China’s words could not 
be trusted. Had Nanking really wanted to negotiate it should have can
celled its warlike preparation and withdrawn the troops from certain areas 
in North China. This Nanking dared not to do. It had overcalled its hand, 
fanning anti-Japanese feeling among the soldiers as well as among the 
masses. It had sowed the wind. It was destined to reap the whirlwind.

On July 29, 3,000 soldiers of the 29th Army massacred more than 200 
Japanese civilians in Tungchow, north of Peiping.

Almost simultaneously, on the same day, soldiers of the 29th Army 
launched attack upon the Japanese concession at Tientsin with more than $ 
10,000 Japanese civilians living in it.
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CHAPTER V

Enter Shanghai

The Japanese did not want a repetition of the fighting here and exhibited 
forbearance and patience and did everything possible to avoid aggravating the 
situation. But they were literally pushed into the clash by the Chinese, who 
seemed intent on involving the foreign area and foreign interests in this clash.

New York Times Shanghai Dispatch, August 30, 1937

When China is involved in trouble with Japan in the North, there is 
always trouble in the South, particularly the Shanghai sector. It was so in 
1932. So it is on the present occasion.

The reason is obvious. In order to divide and weaken the Japanese 
Army in North China, the Chinese strategists think it a good move to 
“start something” in the South.

In the Shanghai sector Generalissimo Chiang Kaishek’s crack divisions 
are firmly entrenched. They are provided with all the paraphernalia of 
modern warfare. Their underground and surface fortifications are supposed 
to be impregnable. Here they fight in a terrain familiar to them but strange 
to the Japanese. Everything is to their own advantage. The temptation is 
too great for them not to draw the Japanese to this vantage ground.

As the New York Herald Tribune, on September 19, editorially ob
served, the Shanghai part of the present conflict

“was precipitated by hot-heads in Nanking who seem to have thought that 
it would be a great moral victory and would give China’s cause much ad
vertising abroad, if the Japanese Navy’s six or eight thousand marines 
could be driven out of Shanghai before the army could come to their 
support.”

At Shanghai, even more than at Peiping, the Japanese were eager for 
peace. Obviously, it was to their advantage not to divide their forces while 
the North China situation was so serious. But here, as in the North, China 
precipitated an “incident.”

On August 9, at 6 P.M., a Japanese naval officer, Lieutenant Oyama 
and his seaman chauffeur, while driving along Monument Road, an exten
sion of the International Settlement, were suddenly pounced upon by a 
large body of Chinese soldiers of the so-called Peace Preservation Corps.

Oyama was instantly killed, with more than thirty bullets riddling his 
body. His seaman aide was seriously wounded and died shortly afterward. 
Both Oyama and the sailor belonged to the Japanese naval headquarters 
in the International Settlement.

The Monument Road is under the jurisdiction of the International 
Settlement and is open to the passage and residence of all foreigners. There 
was absolutely no reason why the two Japanese should be attacked. Lieu
tenant Oyama was not armed, nor was his seaman aide. Yet they were 
murdered in cold blood.

[19]
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Furthermore, the above road is in the demilitarized zone established by 
the truce agreement of May, 1932, concluded between the Japanese and ' 
the Chinese military authorities after a brief fighting at Shanghai in that ‘ 
Spring. This zone extended for some 15 miles to the North, West, and 
South of the foreign area. The agreement was witnessed and thus virtually 
approved by British, American, French, and Italian representatives. In 
order to supervise the execution and operation of that agreement a per
manent International Committee, consisting of Japanese, Chinese, British, 
American, French, and Italian representatives was organized.

Within the demilitarized zone no regular Chinese soldiers were to be 
stationed, but only a Chinese police force known as the Peace Preservation 
Corps, over whose organization, equipment, and distribution there was no 
foreign supervision. At the time the above murder took place, this police 
force was known to comprise some 20,000 men who were in reality soldiers.

The men on the staff of the Peace Preservation Corps were not to carry 
rifles, but only pistols. But an autopsy of the murdered Japanese Navy men 
showed that the bullets lodged in their bodies were from rifles.

For some time before the murder incident, the foreigners in Shanghai 
had reason for believing that the Chinese, in violation of the 1932 truce 
agreement, had smuggled rifles, machine guns, and even cannon into the 
demilitarized zone. This could be easily done, as the International Com
mittee had no authority to supervise the military equipment of the Peace 
Preservation Corps in that zone.

On August 10, the morning following the murder, the Japanese Consul 
General in Shanghai requested a meeting of the aforesaid International 
Committee of which the foreign consuls concerned and the Chinese Mayor 
of Shanghai, Mr. O. K. Yui, were members.

At this meeting the Japanese made a full report on the murder incident, 
and proposed that the Chinese Peace Preservation Corps be temporarily 
withdrawn from the section adjacent to the International Settlement and 
the French Concession.

The foreign members of the Committee approved this plan, while Mayor 
Yui promised he would do all in his power to carry it out. Meanwhile 
Vice-Admiral Kiyoshi Hasegawa instructed the Japanese Naval headquar
ters in the International Settlement to keep cool and do nothing to com
plicate the situation. He landed no marines.

On August 11, Mayor Yui, evidently under pressure from Nanking’s 
military authorities, abruptly notified the Japanese Consul that he was 
“powerless” and “could do nothing.” Consequently, on that evening, a con
tingent of Japanese marines were landed for precaution.

By the morning of August 12, it had become clear that Chinese regulars, 
in addition to the Peace Preservation Corps, had poured into the demili
tarized zone and even occupied Chapei, contiguous to the Japanese section 
of the International Settlement.

Alarmed by this, the International Committee held another meeting at
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t4 P.M. on the same day, August 12. The Japanese again proposed the 
withdrawal of the Chinese troops from the demilitarized zone, but the 
proposal was futile as the Chinese militarist temper had become such as 
to defy any foreign mediation or good offices.

The next morning, August 13, skirmishes were fought between Chinese 
regulars and Japanese marines.

On August 14 the British Chargé d’Affaires at Tokyo suggested to the 
Japanese Government (1) that the Chinese troops be withdrawn from the 
area adjacent to the International Settlement and the French Concession, 
(2) that the Japanese marines, who had been newly landed, be withdrawn 
from the International Settlement, (3) that the area evacuated by the 
Chinese troops be policed by an international force.

Japan was favorably inclined toward this suggestion. Just then news 
reached Tokyo that Chinese planes had launched aerial bombing aimed at 
the Japanese flagship “Idzumo,” the Japanese Consulate buildings, Japanese 
naval headquarters, and Japanese cotton mills in the International Settle
ment. This rendered the consideration of the British proposal impracticable. 
Japan had to conclude that China was bent upon war. Since then Japan 
declined to consider any foreign mediation similar to the above British 
proposal.

The authoritative New York Times correspondent at Shanghai, on August 
30, reported:

“Official foreign observers and officials of various foreign governments 
who participated in various conferences here in seeking to avoid the out
break of local hostilities, agree that the Japanese exhibited the utmost re
straint under provocation, even for several days keeping all of the Japanese 
landing force off the streets and strictly within their own barracks, although 
the move somewhat endangered Japanese lives and properties.

“ ‘Opinions may differ regarding the responsibility for opening of hos
tilities in the vicinity of Peiping early in July,’ said one foreign official who 
was a participant in the conferences held here before August 13, ‘but con
cerning the Shanghai hostilities the records will justify only one decision. 
The Japanese did not want a repetition of the fighting here and exhibited 
forbearance and patience and did everything possible to avoid aggravating 
the situation. But they were literally pushed into the clash by the Chinese, 
who seemed intent on involving the foreign area and foreign interests in 
this clash.’ ”

Mr. Victor Keen, the New York Herald Tribune correspondent in Shang
hai, under date of September 16, expresses the same view:

“There can be no doubt that the Chinese forced fighting in the Shanghai 
areas, while foreign powers took little cognizance of the fighting in north 
China. It was hoped that by making a last stand at Shanghai, possibly 
some form of intervention or at least greater notice of China’s case would 
be taken. Furthermore, the terrain north of Shanghai was much more suit
able for defensive action than that of North China. The best Chinese 
troops also were in this area.”

[21]
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CHAPTER VI

A Campaign of Lies

The paramount desire in the minds of a vast majority of American citizens 
at present is neutrality and peace at almost any price. How to cause that pub
lic sentiment in America to change, London and Paris diplomats ask. Build up 
a villain, is their answer, produce an undiluted criminal, replete with surround
ing stories of brutalities and cruelties.

BOAKE CARTER, in the New York Mirror and other papers.

When a Chinese airplane bombed the Cathay and Palace Hotels, the best 
foreign hostelries in the International Settlement, China’s official propa
ganda bureau spread news that the bomber was Japanese.

“Within 24 hours,” writes Mr, Mark J. Ginsbourg, Shanghai correspon
dent of the Washington, D. C. Post, the propaganda bureau “issued an 
essential correction informing one and all that as a result of a thorough 
investigation by our staff members, it was learned that the bomber in 
question was Chinese, not Japanese.

Again, on August 22, Chinese planes bombed the International Settle
ment, this time hitting the Sincere and Wing-on department stores. Again 
the Chinese propaganda bureau declared that the missiles were from 
Japanese planes.

The New York Times Shanghai correspondent, to avoid Chinese censor
ship, filed his dispatches on this bombing at Hongkong, instead of at Shang
hai, so that he could tell the truth.

His dispatch dated Hongkong, August 27 (five days after the bombing), 
said in part:

“That some International action should be agreed upon providing for 
armed measures or other restraints to prevent irresponsible Chinese aerial 
bombing and the killing of helpless civilians in Shanghai’s International 
Settlement and the French Concession is the consensus of foreign consular, 
naval and military officials in Shanghai.”

That same dispatch complained of Chinese censorship, saying:
“Chinese censors struck the foregoing facts and opinions from cables and 

radio messages filed and even changed news cables to make it appear that 
doubt existed in the minds of foreign officials here that possibly the bombs 
came from Japanese planes, but this is distinctly not true.”

Further, the New York Times dispatch, dated Hongkong, September 6, 
says about the same bombing:

“The Chinese disavowed responsibility, declaring that the missiles were 
from Japanese planes. Now, however, it has been definitely determined 
that these bombs were both of Italian manufacture bought by China from 
Italy. American and British naval investigators here concur in this finding
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and Italian officials admit the origin of the bombs. This seems conclusive 
proof, since the Italians say Japan never bought any such war supplies 
from Italy.”
Remember that all these American correspondents at Shanghai are 

genuine friends of China. Their sympathies are for the Chinese. Yet they 
could not stand China’s campaign of lies—such flagrant lies as have sel
dom been indulged in by any responsible agency of any responsible govern
ment.

If, as the New York Times Shanghai correspondent says, the Chinese 
censors are so bold as to strike out words written by foreign correspondents 
and write in entirely different words, the world must be wary of news 
emanating from Nanking, Shanghai, or Canton about allegedly indiscrimi
nate bombings by Japanese planes over Chinese cities.

These dispatches always give prominence to civilian casualties from 
Japanese bombings, but omit damages suffered by Chinese military estab
lishments or Government buildings, of which the Japanese authorities have 
records as accurate as such records could be.

The Nanking correspondent of an Occidental news agency with world
wide ramifications has been an American educated Chinese who is con
nected with the publicity bureau of the Nanking Foreign Office.

This campaign of lies extends to press wirephotos and newsreels from 
China. For the sake of convenience foreign news agencies in China employ 
Chinese photographers along with their own countrymen. That, perhaps, ac
counts for the pollution of Chinese wire photos and newsreels. What guaran
tee is there against such pollution, if even news dispatches are changed to 
suit the Chinese censors?

Certain American theatres have been displaying newsreels, showing two 
Chinese, blindfolded and kneeling, being shot. Investigation proved that 
the films were made in 1931, and that the victims were Chinese looters 
shot by Chinese. When this was proved, the films were withdrawn.

Recently, many American newspapers printed a photograph, showing a 
Chinese woman, blindfolded and tied, being used as target for bayonet 
practice by a Japanese soldier! The face of this soldier is not Japanese, 
but distinctly Chinese. The blindfolded figure appeared like a dummy 
rather than a human being. The picture showed the soldier sticking his 
bayonet into the body, but no blood flows out of it !

When Colonel T. Tokahashi, of the Japanese army, was confronted by 
New York reporters with this photograph, he said : “The technique of the 
Japanese soldier as we are trained is entirely different than that displayed 
in the photographs. We do bayonet charges from the hips up. The 
soldiers do not use their weapons in the manner shown in the photographs. 
If a Japanese soldier affect the poses shown by the persons practicing in 
the pictures he would be punished.”

Finally, a few of the typical specimens of the way the American press 
misconstrued, unintentionally of course, Admiral Hasegawa’s chivalrous
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forewarning (Official Document No. X) of his intention of bombing “the 
Chinese forces as well as all establishments pertaining to military operations 
in and around Nanking”:

1. “To blow Nanking off the Map” (New York Daily News based upon 
a United Press dispatch, Sept. 20).

2. “Concentrated air attacks on all sections of Nanking” (New York 
Times, Sept. 20).

3. “Unrestricted aerial bombing of Nanking” (New York Journal of 
Commerce, Sept. 20).

4. “Japan massed a gigantic warplane fleet today to destroy Nanking, 
capital of China and home of more than 1,000,000 people” (New York 
World Telegram, Sept. 20).

5. “Japanese hope to raze Nanking to the ground” (New York Journal- 
American, Sept. 20, based upon an International News Service dispatch).

6. “Japanese determination to raze China’s modern capital” (Brooklyn 
Daily Eagle, Sept. 20, based upon Associated Press dispatch).

7. “Apparent determination to raze China’s modern capital” (New York 
Post, ditto).

8. “That Japan intends to attempt to demolish Nanking as a city and 
as a seat of government and reduce all the fine new buildings in China’s 
ten-year-old capital to blackened rubbish heaps was clearly indicated by 
Admiral Hasegawa’s declaration that he means to strike a paralyzing blow, 
hoping thereby to hasten the end of the conflict” (New York Times special 
dispatch from Shanghai, Sept. 21).

Only the New York Herald Tribune's special Shanghai dispatch by Mr. 
Victor Keen gave the full text of Admiral Hasegawa’s warning, and re
ported judiciously.

Part II 
Leading to the Crisis
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CHAPTER VH

China’s First Opportunity

In private conversations with the members of the Yamen (Imperial Chinese 
Government) I have tried to turn their views from the spectre of intervention 
to what I conceive to be China’s true policy, and that is a sincere, friendly, 
rapprochement with Japan.

HON. CHARLES DENBY, American Minister to China, 1895.

Japan was once our best and most faithful friend among the 
nations. We lost her confidence and friendship when we began 
to base our foreign policies on the subtle advice of Europe’s 
diplomats and statesmen, playing their own games of empire.

Dr. Albert Shaw, in The Digest.

Participation in an advisory committee aiming at the con
demnation of one of the belligerents in a foreign war, risks the 
abandonment of neutrality by becoming a party to a common 
front, and in the present case, an anti-Japanese front, and 
might lead to acts which Japan will construe as hostile. If this 
happens, it would be done, I venture to believe, not in the 
interests of the United States, but of other nations.

Professor Edwin M. Borchard, Yale University.

Back in 1904-5 Japan, a little David, fought Czarist Russia, a colossal 
Goliath, upon Chinese soil. She fought first to save China, and secondly 
to save herself. The two were the same thing, because Russian absorption 
of China meant Japan’s own eventual doom.

While Japan was fighting to save China, what was China doing? China, 
instead of cooperating with Japan, secretly helped Russia. Secretly she 
had entered into an alliance with Russia against Japan.

Yet, despite all Chinese obstructions, puny Japan defeated the Russian 
colossus, and gave back to China the vast territory of Manchuria which 
Russia had planned to annex. In this titanic struggle Japan sacrificed un
numbered lives and untold treasure.

At the end of the struggle all that Japan asked for and obtained was a 
speck of territory around Port Arthur (the Russian Gibraltar of yester
years), a few hundred miles of railways, and a few mines along them. These 
she took, not from China, but from Russia. Their retention by Japan was 
a measure of safeguard against Russia’s renewed advance.

Japan, acting so magnanimously, hoped that China might reciprocate. 
She hoped China would cooperate with her in the development of Man
churia’s resources, and in the strengthening of its defense against Russia’s 
possible, even probable, “comeback.”

Here was China’s opportunity. She could have made Japan her true 
friend, ready to stand by her through thick and thin. With Japanese help, 
China could have developed Manchuria, and made it a bulwark against 
further Russian aggression.

Instead, China flirted with the bigger powers of the Occident, not ex
cepting even Russia, which had only yesterday schemed China’s destruction.

China reasoned: “Japan is small and poor. She was admitted into the 
family of powers only recently. In Europe and America there are nations, 
rich and powerful. These we must befriend, and by so doing we could 
perhaps drive Japan out of Manchuria.”

So reasoning, China invited this, that and the other powers into Man
churia, all for the purpose of undermining the Japanese foothold—the 
foothold which Japan had considered essential to preserve herself and 
China against a possible Russian revenge.

Thus did China throw away her first opportunity—a pitiable case of 
shortsightedness.
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The record of the events which followed is a record of Japan s struggle 
to secure her position in the face of China’s constant obstruction, and 
China’s never-ceasing intrigue with Western powers behind Japan’s back. 
The so-called “Twenty-One Japanese Demands” upon China in 1915, is an 
outstanding example of that struggle. Japan, unable to persuade China to 
cooperate with her, was sometimes forced to take drastic measures, much 
to her own distaste and regret.

History repeats itself. Thirty-two years ago Japan saved China and her
self from “White” domination of Czarist Russia. Today she is again striv
ing to save China and herself from much the same danger—this time “Red” 
domination of Communist Imperialism which has already appropriated 
Outer Mongolia and Sinkiang (Chinese Turkestan).

CHAPTER VIII

China Scraps Treaties

No nation which refuses to exercise forbearance and to respect the freedom 
and rights of others can long remain strong and retain the confidence and re
spect of other nations. No nation ever loses its dignity or good standing by 
conciliating its differences, and by exercising great patience with, and con
sideration for, the rights of other nations.

—PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT.

The Washington Conference of 1921-2 furnished China with another 
opportunity for befriending Japan. China cast it to the wind, as she did 
her first opportunity. Blindly, she continued to follow the old policy of wil
ful antagonism toward Japan.

At the Washington Conference Japan made considerable concessions to 
China—concessions no other power similarly situated would have made.

In Shantung she gave back to China all the important rights which she 
had obtained, not from China, but from Germany.

In Manchuria itself Japan gave up certain important concessions which 
she had obtained from the Chinese government.

Japan withdrew troops which she had placed in certain interior points 
in China for the necessary protection of her nationals.

She formally and definitely renounced her proposals which constituted 
group V of the so-called twenty-one demands of 1915—proposals which 
had been on the tapis.

These Japanese sacrifices were not entirely disinterested. Japan made 
them in the hope that henceforth China would change her policy of an
tagonism towards her and that the two nations might enter into a new 
era of cooperation for the good of both.

At the final session of the Washington Conference, Baron Shidehara, on 
behalf of the Japanese delegation, made this statement:

“Japan believes that she has made to China every possible concession, 
consistent with the sense of reason, fairness and honor. She does not regret 
it. She rejoices in the thought that the sacrifice which she has offered will 
not be in vain, in the greater cause of international friendship and good 
will.

“We are vitally interested in a speedy establishment of peace and unity 
in China, and in the economic development of her vast natural resources. 
It is indeed to the Asiatic mainland that we must look primarily for raw 
materials and for the markets where our manufactured articles may be 
sold. Neither raw materials nor the markets can be had, unless order, happi
ness, and prosperity reign in China under good and stable government. 
With hundreds of thousands of our nationals resident in China, with 
enormous amounts of our capital invested there, and with our own national 
existence largely dependent on that of our neighbor, we are naturally in-
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terested in that country to a greater extent than any of the countries re
motely situated.”

Here was an unmistakable intimation that Japan was anxious to cooperate 
with China on the broad principle of live and let live.

Following the Washington Conference, Japan faithfully adhered to the 
spirit.which she had expressed at that conference. Take, for instance, her 
attitude relative to the Lincheng incident.

In May, 1923, the so-called “Blue Express” on the Nanking-Tientsin 
railway was carrying thirty-five European and American tourists, including 
several women, from Nanking to Peking. They were all captured by bandits 
at Lincheng, in Shantung province, and were held for ransom for several 
weeks. For several weeks the captives were subjected to indescribable 
privation—cold, hunger, thirst, sleepless nights.

The foreign powers were so shocked that some of them informally pro
posed that all of the main railways in China be guarded by an international 
police force under foreign control. A certain European power or powers 
approached Japan with this suggestion. Had Japan endorsed it, China might 
have lost control of her own railways.

Japan, remembering the idealism professed by the powers at the Wash
ington Conference, objected to the suggestion—which, of course, nipped the 
plan in the bud.

Even at the Opium Conference at Geneva in 1925, Japan cooperated with 
China with a view to the abolition of opium traffic in China.

In 1925, Baron Shidehara became Foreign Minister, which further 
strengthened Japan’s liberal policy toward China. At the International 
Tariff Conference, held at Peking in 1925 for the purpose of readjusting 
the powers’ tariff relations with China in accordance with the Washington 
Conference treaty, Japan expressed her hope for “the inauguration of a 
regime of tariff autonomy (for China) backed by an adequately strong and 
unified government, and a complete removal of all restrictions which might 
impede the freedom of intercourse and trade between China and other 
powers.”

In 1926, Baron Shidehara, speaking before the Legislature, laid down 
these four principles of Japan's Chinese policy:

1. “Respect the sovereignty and territorial integrity of China and scrupu
lously avoid all interference in her domestic strife.

2. “Promote the solidarity and economic rapprochement between the two 
nations.

3. “Entertain sympathetically and helpfully the just aspirations of the 
Chinese people, and cooperate in their efforts for the realization of such 
aspirations.

4. “Maintain an attitude of patience and toleration in the present situa
tion in China, and at the same time protect Japan’s legitimate and essen
tial rights and interests by all reasonable means at the disposal of the 
Government.”

The above announcement was in reply to China’s demand for the aboli
tion of extraterritoriality. Meanwhile, the International Commission or- 

' ganized by the powers, which participated in the Washington Conference, 
had been in China, studying the Chinese judiciary with a view to determine 
whether or not extraterritoriality should be abolished.

The commission’s report, written mostly by Mr. Silas H. Strawn, repre
senting the American Government, disclosed a most arbitrary militarist 
domination of the Chinese judiciary and a universal miscarriage of justice. 
It was emphatic that the termination of extraterritoriality was out of the 
question.

And yet Baron Shidehara was willing to negotiate with whatever govern
ment existed in China for gradual abolition of extraterritoriality. It was 
understood that as a general principle he would agree to the termination 
of extraterritoriality, but that in the railway zone in Manchuria the Japan
ese judiciary must be maintained at least for some years to come.

That was a great concession. Yet to this conciliatory policy, China’s 
reply was the arbitrary, unilateral abrogation of the treaty with Japan! 
China never showed a desire to meet Japan half way.

From 1925 to 1927 a violent anti-foreign, particularly anti-British, agita
tion swept through the provinces south of the Yangtse River. This culmi
nated in the horrible Nanking outrage of March 24, 1927, when all the 
foreign consulates and many of the foreign firms and residences and the 
missionary institutions were looted. The foreigners murdered included the 
American vice-president of Nanking University, two Englishmen, a French 
and an Italian priest. A number of foreign women were indescribably out
raged.

Throughout that period Japan continued to be conciliatory. When the 
British and American warships at Nanking trained their guns at certain 
sections of the city to shield the fleeing foreigners before the nationalist 
hordes, the guns of the Japanese ships were silent—this in spite of the fact 
that the Japanese consulate, along with other consulates, had been sacked 
and that the consular staff, including the women, had been unspeakably 
abused.

In the wake of the Nanking outrage a certain power approached Japan 
with the suggestion that an international force occupy certain strategic 
points on the Yangtse as a guarantee of security of foreign lives and prop
erty. The suggestion received no encouragement from Japan, and was 
dropped.

In May, 1929, Baron Shidehara appointed Mr. Sadao Saburi, one of his 
trusted lieutenants, as Minister to China. Mr. Saburi was instructed to 
carry out a certain conciliatory programme formulated by Baron Shidehara.

Mr. Saburi, after a brief stay in Nanking, returned to Japan, and killed 
himself! He left no explanation. But many presumed, and the presumption 
persists, that the new Japanese Minister had been so viciously rebuffed by 
the Nationalist politicians at Nanking that self-annihilation seemed to him
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the only honorable way to wipe out the personal disgrace. He followed the 
code and practice of the Samurai of old.

Then Baron Shidehara appointed Mr. Torikichi Obata as successor to 
the ill-fated Mr. Saburi. To his amazement, China rejected Mr. Obata as 
persona non grata simply because he had happened to serve as a secretary 
at the Japanese Legation at Peking when Japan presented to China the 
so-called “Twenty-One Demands” in 1915. Not only did Obata have no 
part in the formulation of those demands, but he was known to have ob
jected to some of them and to have gone to Tokyo to present before the 
Foreign Office his views for the modification of the terms.

Yet China, turning a deaf ear to all Japanese explanations, rejected Mr. 
Obata. This taunting attitude, so luridly revealed in Mr. Saburi’s suicide, 
and again brought to bold relief in Mr. Obata’s rejection, caused a furor 
in Japan. Some of the metropolitan newspapers published editorials under 
the ominous title: “We Shall Never Forget!”

Even then Baron Shidehara did not lose hope. On January 21, 1930, 
he, speaking before the Legislature, said:

“If one takes a broader view of the future well-being of both Japan 
and China, one will be satisfied that there is no other course open than to 
pursue the path of mutual accord and cooperation in all their relations, 
political and economic. Their real and lasting interests, which in no way 
conflict but have much in common with each other, ought to be a sufficient 
assurance of their growing rapprochement. If the Chinese people awaken to 
these facts and show themselves responsive to the policy so outlined, 
nothing will more conduce to the mutual welfare of both nations. . . .

“It ought not to be difficult for the Chinese people to realize what we 
have in mind, if they only recall the whole-hearted cooperation which the 
Japanese representatives extended to the Chinese throughout the whole 
course of the Peking Tariff Conference and of the sittings of the Inter
national Commission on Extraterritoriality in 1925-1926. The attitude 
which was then taken by Japan is the 
dling the question of unequal treaties, 
as early as 1926, the Chinese proposal 
sion of the Sino-Japanese Commercial

All this was of no avail. As Mr. Rodney Gilbert, author of two pene
trating books, “What Is Wrong With China,” and “China’s Unequal 
Treaties,” observes, any conciliatory policy towards China by any foreign 
power serves only to “confirm the Chinese in his self-esteem; it convinces 
him that he is above the law and rightly so, and that any attempt to call 
him to account is imperialistic aggression.”

Between 1923 and 1927 this Chinese characteristic has been made worse 
by the “Red” counsels given by the Soviet agents whom Nationalist 
China invited as advisers. These Red advisers put to the mouths of the 
Chinese such slogans as “Down With Foreign Imperialism,” “Down With 
Foreign Militarism,” “Down With Unequal Treaties,” “Down With Great 
Britain,” and “Down With the Japanese.”

[32 ]

attitude she is now taking in han- 
In that spirit we gladly accepted, 
to open negotiations for the revi- 
Treaty.”

Against the stone-wall of wilful anti-foreignism, Japan’s liberal policy 
made no impression, making Baron Shidehara appear to be a blind optimist.

Even as Shidehara was speaking such sensible, conciliatory words as 
we have quoted, Nationalist China was pushing a scheme to rid Manchuria 
of Japanese enterprises.

The upshot of it all was the Manchurian upheaval of the fall of 1931, 
resulting in the appearance of the new state of Manchukuo—another exam
ple of China’s shortsightedness. China, begrudging Japan the few rights and 
privileges that the latter had legitimately acquired in Manchuria, lost the 
whole of Manchuria. For that China has nobody to thank but herself. 
Had China responded to Baron Shidehara’s repeated overtures of friendli
ness in like spirit, the Manchurian incident would never have happened.

Must we agree with Mr. Humphrey Marshall, American High Commis
sioner to China in 1852-1854, that “the Chinese Government concedes 
justice only in the presence of a force able and willing to exact it”?

Must we agree with Robert M. McLean, who succeeded Mr. Marshall, 
that “diplomatic intercourse can only be had with this Government at the 
cannon’s mouth”?

Must we agree with Lord Elgin who said in 1858 that the Chinese are 
“a people that yield always to force, but never to reason”?

As recently as 1925 Mr. Silas H. Strawn, a distinguished American lawyer, 
went to China full of sympathy for China. It took him only a few months 
to be utterly disillusioned. Speaking in Shanghai, he said:

“It is a primal instinct of human nature to attempt to blame someone 
else for one’s misfortunes or shortcomings. ... I believe I can confidently 
state that I have thus far seen no convincing evidence that China’s present- 
day troubles are in any degree attributable to the so-called unequal 
treaties, or to the imperialistic attitude of the Foreign Powers. On the con
trary, the evidence seems to be overwhelming that the troubles of China 
today are internal rather than external, and that unequal treaties, extra
territoriality, tariff autonomy, and imperialism are political slogans which 
are availed of by the agitators to excite the people of China into a frenzy 
of unrest. ... By telling the truth about the situation I may be able to 
help the Chinese people. ... In the solution of this problem, as in that of 
any other different question, we must commence with a knowledge of the 
facts and not rely upon false premises if we hope to arrive at an accurate 
conclusion.”

The same condition as was described by Mr. Marshall, Mr. McLean, 
Lord Elgin, and Mr. Strawn defeated Japan’s conciliatory policy, caused 
one of her ministers to China to kill himself in despair, and to send the 
enlightened, liberal Baron Shidehara to oblivion in disgrace, at least for 
the moment.

During this period of Japan’s conciliatory policy China resorted to a 
wholesale scrapping or violation of her agreements with Japan. The fol
lowing are the more important of the agreements so violated :
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1. Refusal to honor Articles 2 and 4 of the 1915 “Treaty Respecting South 
Manchuria and Eastern Inner Mongolia” granting the Japanese the right 
to lease land for commercial and agricultural purposes.

2. Arbitrary increase of export customs duty on coal from the. Japanese- 
operated Fushun and Yentai mines from one-tenth to four-tenths of a 
Haikwan tale per ton. This violated Article 2 of the “Detailed Regulations 
for Fushun and Yentai Mines,” May, 1911.

3. The building of parallel lines to the South Manchuria Railway in 
violation of a protocol to the 1905 Peking treaty.

4. Failure to carry into effect the provisions of the “Agreement Relating 
to the Chientao Region,” September, 1909, whereby China agreed to ex
tend the Changchun-Kirin Railway to the Korean border. This agreement 
was supplemented by new agreements in 1918 and 1927.

5. Discrimination against Japanese goods on the Chinese railways in 
Manchuria in violation of the Washington Nine Power Treaty, February, 
1922.

6. Disregard of the 1915 treaty respecting Manchuria by demanding the 
return of Port Arthur and Dairen.

7. Demand that the Japanese guards be withdrawn from the railway 
zone in disregard of the 1905 agreement.

8. Refusal to negotiate detailed regulations concerning Sino-Japanese 
joint mining enterprise along the South Manchuria Railway, although Arti
cle 4 of the “Agreement Concerning Mines and Railways in Manchuria,” 
September, 1909, provides for the adoption of such regulations.

9. Imposition of discriminatory high import duty on tobacco by the 
Chinese maritime customs at Dairen, Manchuria. This violated Article 12 
of the “Agreement Regarding Establishment of Maritime Customs Office 
at Dairen,” May, 1907.

10. Refusal to sell the necessary land for railway construction to the 
South Manchuria Railway, thus making it impossible for the railway to 
obtain, from lands along its lines, the stones, sands, etc., necessary for their 
repair and maintenance. This violated Article 6 of the Sino-Russian agree
ment of September, 1896, the provisions of which are applicable to the 
South Manchuria Railway under the Portsmouth Treaty between Japan 
and Russia, September, 1905, and the Peking Treaty between Japan and 
China, December, 1905.

11. Issuance of a secret order making it impossible for the Japanese to 
reside and travel outside the railway zone in South Manchuria. This vio
lates Article 3 of the “Treaty Respecting South Manchuria,” May, 1915.

12. Persecution of the Koreans in violation of Article 3 of the “Agree
ment Relating to Chientao,” September, 1909, which provides that “China 
recognizes the residence of Korean subjects, as heretofore, on agricultural 
lands lying north of the River Tumen.”

13. Illegal levy of taxes within the railway zone along the lines of the 
South Manchuria Railway. This contravened Article 6 of the Sino-Russian 
agreement of September, 1896, which provides that the “company (the 
South Manchuria Railway in the case of Japan, the Chinese Eastern Rail-
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way in the case of Russia) shalt have the absolute and exclusive right of 

' administration of its lands.”
14. Refusal to appoint a Japanese traffic manager or an adviser on the 

management of the Taonan-Anganchi railway financed by the South Man
churia Railway, though the loan agreement provided for such appointment 
to ensure its efficient operation.

15. Making it impossible for -the Japanese traffic managers and ac- 
? countants on other Japanese-financed but Chinese-operated lines to exer- 
/ cise the authority of supervision provided in the loan agreements.

16. Protests against the manufacture of shale oil from Fushun coal by 
the South Manchuria Railway.

17. Misappropriation of the receipts of the railways financed by Japanese 
concerns, resulting in non-payment to the service of Japanese loans.
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CHAPTER IX

Technique of Anti-Japanese Agitation

I have seen no convincing evidence that China’s present-day troubles are in 
any degree attributable to the so-called unequal treaties or to the imperialistic 
attitude of foreign Powers.

HON. SILAS STRAWN, Speaking in Shanghai, 1925.

We have seen that for almost a decade following the Washington Confer
ence, Japan did every possible thing to befriend China, and that China’s 
response was a studied effrontery.

During this period China developed a technique of anti-Japanese agita
tion, and used it with deadly effect. In June, 1928, the National Conven
tion of anti-Japanese Societies, which were subsidized by the Nanking Gov
ernment, issued this declaration:

“The objective of our anti-Japanese movement is to ruin the Japanese 
by causing our economic rupture with them. The pressure will next be 
brought to bear upon all the rest of the Imperialist nations with the ulti
mate object of nullifying all unequal treaties.”

Until August, 1929, the government-subsidized “Societies for the Revoca
tion of Unequal Treaties” openly enforced anti-Japanese boycott by met
ing out direct punishment to Chinese merchants handling Japanese goods.

This caused diplomatic complications with Japan. To circumvent Jap
anese protest the Nationalist Government, in August, 1929, stopped such 
open and direct actions. Instead it ordered that the “Merchants’ associa
tions (not political societies) of every district shall hold themselves respon
sible for rescuing the nation from foreign economic aggression.” The gov
ernment held “such associations liable to punishment in the event of their 
failure to inquire into and deal adequately with every case of transactions 
in Japanese goods by individual merchants.” This order was, of course, 
secretly distributed.

School text-books are another means of anti-Japanese propaganda. Many 
of these denounce foreigners generally, but emphasis is laid upon the 
condemnation of the Japanese.

The National Humiliation Reader contains dramas showing the wicked
ness of all foreigners and exhorting the rising generation to repel foreign 
aggression at all costs.

The New Age Reader, says: “China’s burning question is foreign en
croachment. The foreigners compel us to lease lands. They commit crime 
on our soil, yet they do not submit to our law and our jurisdiction. Our 
maritime customs were forcibly usurped and have been administered by 
foreign imperialist.”

The Nationalist China ignores that neither the foreign settlements nor 
the foreign administration of maritime customs were imposed upon China
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W by alien overlords, but that both were initiated by the Chinese Government 

itself for its own convenience.SI Many text-books on Ethics teach children to despise and hate the Jap- 
xtH anese. In many schools pupils are asked such questions as: “Who is China’s 
- JR greatest enemy?” The answer expected is, of course, “the Japanese.” 
. J In the army clever catechisms are used to exhort the soldiers to look 
" ' upon Japan as China’s avowed enemy who must be crushed. This method 

is further reenforced with anti-Japanese war songs to the cadence of which 
the soldiers are drilled to march. Here is an example in rough English 
translation:

“We will knock you down and make you impotent.
“We will throw your rifles away.
“We will destroy your cannon.
“We will destroy your hegemony.
“We will brace our spirits in firm unity.
“That we may overthrow Imperialism.
“Overthrow! Overthrow!”

Remember, all this was going on while Japan was pursuing a policy of 
conciliation. To Japan it was a tragic case of one-sided endeavor to be 

- friendly with her neighbor. There can be no normal intercourse between 
any two nations, as long as the ideology and national policy of one is un
compromising antagonism towards the other.
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CHAPTER X

Heading to the Clash

The Chinese Government concedes justice only in the presence of a force able 
and willing to exact it.

HUMPHREY MARSHALL, American High Commissioner to China 1852-54,

We have seen that for ten years before 1931 China had pitted artificially 
fostered Japanophobia against Japan’s conciliatory policy, and that her de
sign to drive Japan out of Manchuria resulted in the appearance of Manchu
kuo as a new state.

The Chinese nationalists would not admit that the secession of Manchuria 
was due to her own fault. They blame it entirely on Japan, and use it 
to further anti-Japanese agitation as a means of uniting their divided 
country.

Their new slogan is “Regain lost Manchuria.” They have instigated the 
rabble armies, which were driven out of Manchuria, to stir up trouble along 
the border. For much the same purpose, they have sent to the North 
Nationalist soldiers disguised in plain clothes. They have sent “Blue Shirt” 
agitators to the same region to intimidate, even assassinate pro-Japanese 
Chinese of influence. The so-called “volunteers” and even bandits have 
been secretly encouraged to harass Manchukuo borders.

For a long time after the secession of Manchukuo, Nationalist China cut 
off all means of communication with that new state. Even today, after long, 
tortuous negotiations, only one through train a day is permitted to run 
between Manchukuo and Peiping. Even this is operated under a constant 
fear of obstruction. Mails to and from Manchukuo are tampered with on 
the Chinese side. Prizes have been offered for the heads of Manchukuo 
officials.

Naturally, in the early stages of Manchukuo, there were numerous border 
troubles and incidents. That necessitated at time a show of force on the 
part of Japan as the guardian of Manchukuo. The result was the setting 
up of a narrow strip of buffer territory known as the East Hopei Autonom
ous Region, and a conclusion of various agreements between the Japanese 
military authorities and the responsible military representatives of the 
Nanking Government.

Under one of these compacts the Nanking Government agreed not to 
send Nationalist troops and Blue Shirts into Hopei Province. This arrange
ment was necessary for peace in North China and the security of Man
chukuo. The agreement, however, has never been strictly observed by 
Nanking.

During the last few years the Communist agitators filtering into Hopei 
Province and Communist armies advancing in the same direction became 
a new source of Japan’s worry. The alliance between the Blue Shirts and
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the Communists under the banner of “Down with Japan” and “Regain 
Lost Manchuria,” boded ill for peace in the north.

Nor was that all. Generalissimo Chiang Kaishek himself struck a bar
gain with the Communist forces. Last December he was captured at 
Sianfu by two pro-communist war-lords. He was released by paying a 
huge ransom as well as by agreeing to liquidate his eight-year-old campaign 
against the Communists and to effect an alliance between the Nationalists 
and the Communists.

To save his life and his face the shrewd Chiang Kaishek did some clever 
anti-Japanese “sales talk” to the Communists. The Communists had no 
love for Chiang Kaishek, but wanted some of his money and arms. Thus 
was the bargain made.

As a consequence 200,000 Communist soldiers became a part of the 
Nationalist army. Last January the Nationalist Party, which had been an 
avowed enemy of the Communists, changed its front, and adopted a reso
lution to work with them against Manchukuo and Japan. Thus did the 
Communization of North China become a real menace.

The Blue Shirts are a reactionary body, organized to strengthen Chiang 
Kaishek’s autocratic rule. They are also the “G.P.U.” of China, feared and 
dreaded by all outsiders. They are ruthless, unscrupulous. They intimidate 
assassinate, blackmail. They do away with politicians or militarists who 
stand in Chiang Kaishek’s way.

At first the Blue Shirts were not particularly anti-Japanese. But as 
Chiang Kaishek decided to exploit the Japanese menace as a means of 
uniting the country, the Blue Shirts, too, became anti-Japanese. Their alli
ance with the equally ruthless Communist agitators would have stirred up 

• no end of trouble in North China had they not encountered Japan’s re
straining influence there.

Following the secession of Manchuria, Japan tried hard to mollify China. 
But China, ignoring that the secession was due to her own shortsightedness, 
continued to scheme the eventual rendition of Manchuria. Whenever Japan 
sought rapprochement, China was sure to demand the rendition of Man
chukuo. That, of course, was impossible.

In 1934, when the Nationalists and the Blue Shirts had still been fighting 
the Communists, Japan made these three proposals to China:

1. Stop anti-Japanese agitation under Nanking’s encouragement or con
nivance.

2. Cooperation between Japan and China for the development of the 
still dormant natural resources in North China.

3. Cooperation to check the spread of Communism.

Since 1934 Japan repeated the same overture over and over again. These 
proposals were reasonable and sensible. Had they been adopted, they would 
have benefited both countries. And Nanking knew it.

[39]
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And yet Nanking chose to cut off its nose to spite its face. Instead of 
cooperating with Japan, Nanking allied itself with the Communists, which 
would in the end prove the height of shortsightedness. Is it any wonder 
Japan favors some sort of local autonomy for North China, whose freedom 
from Communist and Blue Shirt agitation is vital to her and to Manchukuo. 
Had Nanking acted upon the Japanese proposal, there would have been no 
need for Japan’s manifest solicitude for such autonomy.

This Chinese shortsightedness is all the more deplorable, as we look back 
over the political developments at Tokyo since last March. Last March Mr. 
Naotake Sato became Japan’s Foreign Minister. Before accepting the office, 
Mr. Sato conferred with military leaders, and arrived at the conclusion that 
he would meet with no opposition from them if he launched a liberal China 
policy.

Mr. Sato, speaking before the Legislature, clearly intimated that Japan 
must somewhat recede from North China in order to effect a rapprochement 
with Nanking. He intimated that North China autonomy would not be 
essential to Japan, if Nanking and Tokyo cooperated upon equal footing.

Mr. Yuki, Finance Minister, echoed Mr. Sato by saying: “Japan’s eco
nomic policy cannot stand without regard to China. The Army understands 
this now, and agrees that economic cooperation in China is essential.”

Yet Nanking was uncompromising. Manchukuo still rankled in its mind. 
It was then that the authoritative British journal in Shanghai, the North 
China Daily News, issued this warning to Nanking:

“At a time when Japanese statesmen have clearly shown their desire to 
view Chinese affairs by a ‘new concept’ it is unfortunate that certain asperi
ties in argument have lately manifested themselves in Chinese Comment on 
Sino-Japanese relations. . . . The man who cries before he is out of the 
wood is apt to receive a nasty shock. So also is he who banks too much 
on a forbearance which emanates from a sense of strength mistaken by 
him for weakness.”

The final sentence is most significant—to “mistake forbearance for 
weakness.” Lord Elgin once said that “I have been China’s friend,” and that 
he had nevertheless to resort to “bullying” to make any reasonable point of 
view acceptable to the Chinese. So has it always been in China. Times 
change, but the leopard never changes its spots.

Part III
Official Documents
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The faking of pictures in the World War became a vast in
dustry.

A picture taken by Karl Delius, of Berlin, showed delivery of 
mail bags in front of the Field Post-office of the German army 
in Kavevara. This was reproduced in the London Daily Mirror 
of December 3, 1915, with this caption: “Made to Wash Huns’ 
Dirty Linen.”

An official photograph of German officers inspecting muni
tion cases behind their lines was reproduced in London’s War 
Illustrated, January 30, 1916, as “German Officers Pillaging 
Chests in a French Chateau.”

So when you see atrocity pictures again nowadays—try and 
be a little skeptical about their supposed truth. You’ll be 
helping to keep down mass emotionalism and your country 
out of other people’s wars.

Boake Carter, in the New York Daily Mirror,
October 5, 1937.

11
1 No- 1
1 Secretary Hull’s Statement to the Press, July 16, 1937

I have been receiving from many sources inquiries and suggestions aris- 
ing out of disturbed situations in various parts of the world.

Unquestionably there are in a number of regions tensions and strains 
which on their face involve only countries that are near neighbors but 
which in ultimate analysis are of inevitable concern to. the whole world. 
Any situation in which armed hostilities are in progress or are threatened is 
a situation wherein rights and interest of all nations either are or may be 
seriously affected.

There can be no serious hostilities anywhere in the world which will not 
one way or another affect interests or rights or obligations of this country.

I therefore feel warranted in making—in fact, I feel it a duty to make—a 
statement of this government’s position in regard to international problems 
and situations with respect to which this country feels deep concern.

This country constantly and consistently advocates maintenance of peace. 
We advocate national and international self-respect. We advocate absti
nence by all nations from use of force in pursuit of policy and from inter
ference in the national affairs of other nations.

We advocate adjustment of problems in international relations by pro
cesses of peaceful negotiation and agreement. We advocate faithful ob
servance of international agreements.

f t Upholding the principle of the sanctity of treaties, we believe in modifi-
H cation of provisions of treaties, when need therefor arises, by orderly proc- 

* J esses carried out in a spirit of mutual helpfulness and accommodation.
1 We believe in respect by all nations for the rights of others and perform-

' I ance by all nations of established obligations. We stand for revitalizing 
f JÈ and strengthening of international law. We advocate steps toward promo- 

tion of economic security and stability the world over.
9 We advocate lowering or removing of excessive barriers in international 
M trade. We seek effective equality of commercial opportunity, and we urge
' j upon all nations application of the principle of equality of treatment.

We believe in limitation and reduction of armaments. Realizing the neces
sity for maintaining armed forces adequate for national security. We are 
prepared to reduce or to increase our own armed forces in proportion to 
reductions or increases by other countries.

jg We avoid entering into alliances or entangling commitments, but we be-
B lieve in co-operative effort by peaceful and practicable means in support 
S of the principles hereinbefore stated.
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No. 2
Japan’s Observations on Secretary Hull’s Statement

The Japanese Government wishes to express its concurrence with the 
principles contained in the statement made by Secretary of State Hull on 
the 16th instant concerning the maintenance of world peace. It is the belief 
of the Japanese Government that the objectives of those principles will only 
be attained, in their application to the Far Eastern situation, by a full 
recognition and practical consideration of the actual particular circum
stances of that region.

No. 3

Secretary Hull’s Statement on American Policy on the 
Sino-Japanese Situation, August 23, 1937

At his press conference on Aug. 17, the Secretary of State announced that 
(1), legislative action to make available funds for purposes of emergency 
relief necessitated by the situation in the Far East had been asked and that 
(2), this Government had given orders for a regiment of marines to pre
pare to proceed to Shanghai. The Secretary then discussed at some length 
the principles of policy on which this Government was proceeding.

The situation at Shanghai is in many respects unique. Shanghai is a great 
cosmopolitan center, with a population of over 3,000,000, a part of which 
has been developed by the nationals of many countries, at which there 
have prevailed mutually advantageous contacts of all types and varieties 
between and among the Chinese and people of almost all other countries 
of the world. At Shanghai, there exists a multiplicity of rights and interests 
which are of inevitable concern to many countries, including the United 
States.

In the present situation, the American Government is engaged in facili-' 
tating in every way possible an orderly and safe removal of American 
citizens from areas where there is special danger. Further, it is the policy 
of the American Government to afford its nationals appropriate protection 
primarily against mobs or other uncontrolled elements. For that purpose it 
has for many years maintained small detachments of armed forces in 
China, and for that purpose it is sending the present small re-enforcement. 
These armed forces there have no mission of aggression. It is their function 
to be of assistance toward maintenance of order and security. It has been 
the desire and the intention of the American Government to remove these 
forces when performances of their function of protection is no longer called 
for, and such remains its desire and expectation.

The issues and problems which are of concern to this government in the 
present situation in the Pacific area go far beyond merely the immediate 
question of protection of the nationals and interests of the United States. 
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The, conditions which prevail in that area are intimately connected with 
and have a direct and fundamental relationship to the general principles 
of policy to which attention was called in the statement of July 16, which 
statement has evoked expressions of approval from more than fifty govern
ments. This government is firmly of the opinion that the principles sum
marized in that statement should effectively govern international relation
ships.

When there unfortunately arises in any part of the world the threat or 
existence of serious hostilities, the matter is of concern to all nations. 
Without attempting to pass judgment regarding the merits of the con
troversy, we appeal to the parties to refrain from resort to war. We urge 
that they settle their differences in accordance with principles which in 
the opinion not alone of our people, but of most peoples of the world should 
govern in international relationships. We consider applicable throughout the 
world, in the Pacific area as elsewhere, the principles set forth in the state
ment of July 16. That statement of principles is comprehensive and basic. 
It embraces the principles embodied in many treaties, including the Wash
ington conference treaties and the Kellogg-Briand Pact to Paris.

From the beginning of the present controversy in the Far East we have 
been urging upon both the Chinese and the Japanese Governments the im
portance of refraining from hostilities and of maintaining peace. We have 
been participating constantly in consultation with interested governments 
directed toward peaceful adjustment. This government does not believe in 
political alliances or entanglements, nor does it believe in extreme isolation. 
It does believe in international cooperation for the purpose of seeking 
through pacific methods the achievement of those objectives set forth in 
the statement of July 16. In the light of our well-defined attitude and 
policies and within the range thereof, this Government is giving most 
solicitous attention to every phase of the Far Eastern situation, toward safe
guarding the lives and welfare of our people and making effective the 
policies—especially the policy of peace—in which this country believes and 
to which it is committed.

This Government is endeavoring to see kept alive, strengthened and re
vitalized, in reference to the Pacific area and to all the world, these funda
mental principles.

No. 4

PACIFIC BLOCKADE OF CHINA COAST

A. Japanese Foreign Office Announcement, August 26, 1937

Although Japan has been forced to adopt measures of self-defense in the 
face of lawless attacks upon her forces by Chinese armies and their wanton 
disregard of Japanese lives and property and violations of Japan’s rights 
and interests in China, it has always been the desire of the Japanese gov-
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ernment to minimize the scope of the present affair. However, the Chinese 
armies, by their repeated outrages and provocations, have intensified still 
further gravity of the situation.

In these circumstances, with a view to prompting China’s reconsideration 
and to effecting a speedy settlement, the Japanese naval authorities found 
it necessary to close traffic of Chinese vessels on the Chinese sea coast from 
32° 4' north latitude and 121° 44' east longitude, to 23° 14' north latitude 
and 116° 48' east longitude, beginning at 6 p.m., August 25, 1937.

The above measure is solely one of self-defense against the lawless acts 
of the Chinese, and applies only to Chinese vessels. It may be added that 
peaceful commerce carried on by third powers will be fully respected, the 
Japanese navy having no intention of interfering with it.

B. Japanese Navy’s Statement, August 26, 1937
The Imperial navy has decided to block the navigation of all Chinese 

ships along the Chinese coast from the Yangtsekiang to Foochow, Amoy, 
and Swatow, commencing August 25 at 6 p.m. While Japan has been obliged 
to take self-defensive measures for the protection of the lives and property 
of Japanese residents in China, the Japanese government from the first has 
desired to confine the trouble to a minimum area.

Nevertheless, the situation has been aggravated through the challenges 
by Chinese forces and accordingly the Imperial navy has decided to block
ade the Chinese coast so that China will reflect and the situation improve.

The blockade of the Chinese coast is intended chiefly for weakening 
China’s fighting strength and the Imperial navy has no intention of un
necessarily seizing Chinese ships and their cargoes. It will confine its action 
to self-defensive measures in accordance with international justice.

The Imperial navy will respect the peaceful trade of other countries and 
has no intention of interfering with it.

No. 5

Statement by Mr. Koki Hirota, Minister for Foreign Affairs of 
Japan, at an Interview with the Foreign Correspondents,

September 1, 1937

There has developed between Japan and China a situation which is 
indeed very regrettable. I shall not touch upon the origin and development 
of the present incident, which you all know so well. I wish only to em
phasize here the high degree of patience and forbearance with which the 
Japanese Government have consistently been striving to bring about a 
peaceful settlement. At the time of the Lukouchiao Affair, our Government, 
hoping to the last to reach a pacific solution through a local settlement, did 
everything possible to prevent aggravation of the situation, in spite of 
repeated bad faith of the Chinese Nanking Government which manifested 

a complete lack of sincerity and not only rejected the agreement arrived on 
but also moved vast armies northward, challenging Japan directly. More
over, they incited and instigated popular feeling against this country to 
such an extent that the lives and property of our nationals throughout 
China were suddenly jeopardized. As the conflict began to spread, we lost 
no time in ordering the evacuation of Japanese residents from Hankow 
and other points on the Yangtze as well as from various places in Shantung 
and South China. This measure was taken with a view to forestalling the 
occurrence of any untoward incidents, and this, more than anything else, 
demonstrated powerfully our sincerity in observing our avowed policy of 
non-aggravation. Of course this measure involved untold sacrifices on our 
part as it amounted to a complete abandonment of business interests ac
quired after many years of arduous toil by our nationals. However, we de
cided to bear even those for the purpose of avoiding aggravation of the 
situation. Again, when on July 11 the Cabinet decided despatching con
tingents in view of the North China situation which was growing worse 
every moment, we still clung to the anticipation of bringing about an 
amicable solution and continued to nourish the hope that the Nanking Gov
ernment would reconsider their attitude. Thus to the last moment we sought 
and strove for pacific settlement, firmly determined as we were to prevent 
an armed clash and we took exactly the same attitude in regard to the 
Shanghai Affair.

In some quarters abroad people seem to be under the erroneous impres
sion that at Shanghai Japan was retaliating for the murder of an officer and 
a sailor of her naval landing party by the Chinese Peace Preservation Corps. 
Nothing could be further from the truth. Of course China was entirely to 
blame for the shooting of our marines, but our Government with the greatest 
self-restraint endeavored to reach an amicable local settlement through 
diplomatic channels. Hostilities broke out in Shanghai because China, in 
violation of her agreement for the cessation of hostilities around Shanghai 
concluded in 1932, rushed her regular troops into the forbidden area and 
strengthened her forces both as to number and equipment and then de
liberately provoked the Japanese. Our Government firmly believe that as a 
first prerequisite these Chinese forces should be made to withdraw from 
the fighting area and the Chinese military works in the vicinity of the 
International Settlement should be removed if the city is to be spared the 
disastrous effects of armed conflict. In other words, foreign lives and prop
erty in Shanghai are menaced not by the small Japanese forces defending 
the settlement but rather by the Chinese armies which, relying upon their 
vastly superior numbers, undertake an offensive against the Japanese. In 
fact, in our desire to maintain peace and security in and around Shanghai, 
we were giving favourable consideration to the proposal of the Powers to 
preserve these regions from the danger of hostilities when the Chinese 
launched a sudden attack upon the International Settlement, our Consulate 
General, and our warships on the Whangpoo, bombing them indiscriminately
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from the air, and our forces were compelled to return fire for the defense 
of our nationals numbering more than 30,000 in the city. Both in North 
China and at Shanghai it was without question unwarranted Chinese prov
ocations that precipitated hostilities. The fundamental causes lay in the 
fact that the leaders of Present-day China have long fostered anti-Japanism 
as a tool for political purposes, exploiting diplomatic issues to enhance 
their prestige and to that end they have, through collusion with communists, 
openly and energetically prepared for war with Japan. The Sino-Soviet 
non-aggression pact, concluded a few days ago, is of especial significance in 
this regard. To this, Japan as a bulwark against communist encroachment 
upon East Asia, cannot afford to remain indifferent. A major conflict is now 
in progress between Japan and China despite our earnest efforts to avert it. 
However, striving as our armies are for the protection of our legitimate 
rights and interest and for the attainment of enduring peace in East Asia, 
the Japanese Government are prepared as ever to recall their expeditionary 
forces and join hands with China in friendship the moment the Chinese 
Government demonstrate their sincerity in reconsidering and rectifying 
their attitude toward Japan. But, in view of the fact that the Japanese 
people cannot tolerate the recurrence of such deplorable affairs and with 
the situation already assuming the serious proportions it has, we are firmly 
determined to pursue our declared policy until the possibility becomes ripe 
for a fundamental settlement. Japan and China are, after all, neighbors and 
old friends. It should not be such a difficult task to realize the ideal of 
mutual prosperity and well-being in the interests of the peace of East 
Asia and of the world. I cannot conceal my fervent hope that the Chinese 
Government will reconsider the policy they have pursued up till now vis-a- 
vis Japan. As regards the rights and interests of third Powers, I can assure 
you that they will be fully respected by Japan. Our Government is giving 
careful consideration to the matter of safeguarding them. At the same time, 
in order that peace may be restored as soon as possible, the Powers are 
invited to cooperate with Japan by refraining from any action which would 
be likely to prolong the present hostilities. I deeply regret to hear that the 
victims of the conflict included many foreign residents. Since the press has 
an important role to play in the promotion of international understanding 
and good will, especially in such a critical situation as is now prevailing, I 
wish, Ladies and Gentlemen of the press, to appeal to you for your whole
hearted cooperation.

4

No. 6
Text of Japanese Foreign Minister Koki Hirota’s Address Before 

Diet, September 5, 1937
Ever since the beginning of the present China affair, the Japanese govern

ment, in pursuance of the policy of local settlement and non-aggravation. 
exerted every effort to effect speedy solution. The Nanking government,
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whose .prompt reconsideration was invited, failed to manifest a grain of 
' sincerity but concentrated armies in North China to challenge Japan, while 
5n Yangtse Valley and elsewhere in South and Central China they embarked 
on an anti-Japanese campaign of the most vicious kind, which not only 
prevented our nationals in that region from engaging in peaceful pursuits 
but also jeopardized their very existence.

In these circumstances the Japanese government, still desiring to avoid 
disturbance of peace as far as possible, ordered the evacuation of all Japa
nese residents in Hankow and other points along the Yangtze River. 
Shortly after that, on August 9, at Shanghai, Sub-Lieut. Oyama and Sea
man Saito of a Japanese landing party were murdered by the Chinese Peace 
Preservation Corps.

Even then Japan, adhering to a peaceful course, sought to settle the affair 
through the withdrawal of the Peace Preservation Corps and removal of 
all military works that had been erected in violation of the 1932 truce agree
ment. China refused to comply with our demands under one pretext or 
another and proceeded instead to increase her troops and to multiply mili
tary works in the prohibited zone and finally launched an unwarranted at
tack upon the Japanese. Thereupon, as a matter of duty, our government 
dispatched small naval reinforcements to Shanghai as an emergency measure 
to insure protection of our nationals in that city.

In view of these disquieting developments in Shanghai, Ambassadors at 
Nanking of five powers, Great Britain, America, France, Germany and Italy, 
sent a joint request on August 11 to both Japan and China that the two 
countries do all in their power to carry out effectively a plan to exclude 
Shanghai from the scope of any possible hostilities so as to safeguard lives 
and property of foreigners therein.

Our government replied through Ambassador Kawagoe to the effect that, 
while Japan was most solicitously concerned over the safety of lives and 
property of all foreigners as well as Japanese in Shanghai, China should as 
the first prerequisite withdraw outside striking distance her regular troops 
and peace preservation corps that were advancing on the Settlement and 
menacing Japanese and to remove military works in the vicinity of the 
International Settlement and that Japan be prepared to restore her forces 
to their original positions provided China agreed to take the above steps.

The Ambassador was also instructed to request the powers concerned to 
exert their influence toward inducing China to execute those urgent and 
appropriate measures which, however, were flatly rejected by China. On 
August 11 the Consul Generals at Shanghai of Great Britain, America and 
France submitted a certain concrete plan proposing that Japan and China 
enter into direct negotiations for the purpose of averting the impending 
crisis.

The text of the proposal was received in Tokyo at midnight on August 13. 
But in the afternoon of that very day the Chinese armies that had been pour
ing into the Shanghai area took the offensive and on August 8 their war
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planes dropped bombs not only on the headquarters of our landing parfy, our 
warship and our Consulate General but also all over the International * 
Settlement. No longer could we do anything but abandon all hopes of peace-* 
ful settlement and fight for the protection of our 30,000 nationals in 
Shanghai. I regret to say that the earnest efforts of the powers concerned 
were thus nullified by Chinese outrages.

Shanghai having been converted into a theater of hostilities, grave con
cern was naturally shown by powers who have vast amounts of capital 
invested and large numbers of their nationals residing in the city. Great 
Britain notified both Japan and China on August 18 that if governments 
of the two countries agreed to withdraw their forces mutually and to 
entrust to foreign authorities the protection of Japanese subjects residing 
in the International Settlement and on extrasettlement roads the British 
government was prepared to undertake the responsibility provided other 
powers co-operate.

The next day, August 19, we were informed by the French government 
of their readiness to support the British proposal. The American Govern
ment also previously expressed hope for the suspension of hostilities in 
the Shanghai area. Japan, having as great interests in Shanghai as these 
powers, is equally solicitous for peace in the city. But, as has been stated 
above, actions taken by the Chinese in and around Shanghai are plainly 
in violation of the truce agreement in 1932 in that they illegitimately 
moved their regular troops into the zone prescribed by that agreement 
and increased both the number of armaments and the Peace Preservations 
Corps and in that relying on their numerical superiority they challenged 
the landing party and the civilian population of our country.

Therefore, in their reply to the British proposal our government explained 
in detail Japan’s successive efforts toward peaceful solution as well as the 
truth regarding the lawless Chinese attacks and stated that the hostilities 
in Shanghai could not be brought to an end save through the withdrawal 
of Chinese regular troops from the prohibited zone and of Peace Preserva
tion Corps from front lines. At the same time, our sincere hope was ex
pressed that Great Britain, as one of the parties to the truce agreement, 
use her good offices to bring about the withdrawal of the Chinese troops 
outside of the prescribed zone. Similar replies were sent to France and 
America.

As for North China, in willful disregard of various pledges and agree
ments, the Chinese central armies moved northward to indulge in a series 
of provocative actions, and large forces began to pour into the Province 
of Chahar. Our government, therefore, has had to take determined steps.

Thus hostilities now spread from North to Central China, and Japan 
finds herself engaged in major conflict with China on extended fields. 
I am deeply pained to say that some 50,000 Japanese residents in various 
parts of China have been forced to evacuate, leaving behind them 
huge investments and their business interests, acquired through

I. 50 |
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of arduous toil and other interests, while not a few of them have been 
■ made victims of hostilities. It is also to be regretted that the nationals 

*of other countries in China are being subjected to similar trials and tribu
lations.

All this is due to no other cause than that the Nanking government and 
also local militarist regimes in China have for many years in the past 
deliberately undertaken to incite the public opinion against Japan as a 
means of strengthening their own political powers and, in conclusion, with 
Communist elements, they still further impaired Sino-Japanese relations. 
Now our loyal and valiant soldiers, with the united support of the nation 
behind them, are engaged in strenuous campaigns night and day amid 
indescribable hardships and privations. We cannot but be moved to hear 
their heroic sacrifices as well as their brilliant achievements.

It is hardly necessary to say that the basic policy of the Japanese gov
ernment aims for the stabilization of East Asia through conciliation and 
co-operation between Japan, Manchukuo and China for the common 
prosperity and well-being. Since China, ignoring our true motive, mobilized 
her vast armies against us, we can do no other than to counter it by 
force of arms.

The urgent need at this moment is that we take a resolute attitude and 
compel China to mend her way. Japan has no other objective than to see 
a happy and tranquil North China and all China freed from danger of 
recurrence of such calamitous hostilities as at present, and Sino-Japanese 
relations so adjusted as to enable us to put into practice our above-men
tioned policy. Let us hope that the statesmen of China be brought to 
take a broad view of East Asia, that they speedily realize their mistakes 
and that, turning a new leaf, they will act in unison with the high aim 
and aspirations of Japan.

No. 7

President Roosevelt’s Warning to Americans in China

(Special Dispatch to the Baltimore Sun, September 6, 1937)

Great Salt Pond, Block Island, R. I., Sept. 5—President Roosevelt gave 
notice today that American citizens who decline to come out of China 
will remain there at their own risk.

The President said that the policy with respect to evacuation of /Amer
ican citizens in China is the same as that applied to American citizens 
in Ethiopia in 1935 and in Spain in 1936.

In each instance they were urged by American diplomatic and consular 
officials to evacuate and were aided in doing so, the United States Gov
ernment making it clear that it would take no responsiblity for the pro
tection of those who chose to remain.
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The President has set no deadline after which the Government will 
formally renounce the obligation of protecting, as best it can, American ‘ 
citizens in China. There are still 7,780 American citizens in China, the k 
President said. Some of them are, or were, at distant inland points and 
so require time to arrange their affairs and reach points of evacuation 
on the coast. But diplomatic and consular officials have endeavored to 
reach every American citizen in China with an urgent recommendation 
that he leave the country. Those who fail to heed this recommendation 
will remain in China at their own risk, the President warned today.

The “stay-at-your-own risk” warning that the President issued today 
to American citizens in China, struck a stronger note than has been sounded 
up to now by either him or the State Department. While backing up the 
evacuation recommendations issued to American citizens in China by 
diplomatic and consular officials on the ground, State Department officials 
have emphasized that there would be no precipitate withdrawal and indi
cated that those who remained at such points as Shanghai, would be given 
as much protection as possible.

The President volunteered no exception today for the 2,000 or more 
American citizens who remain in the International Settlement at Shanghai 
or for those who remain at Peiping and Tientsin, the other points where 
American armed forces are stationed. At the same time, he gave no inti
mation that withdrawal is imminent for the marine guard from Peiping 
or the regular army detail from Tientsin, both of which forces are author
ized by the Boxer protocol, or the marine guard in the International Settle
ment, which soon would be reinforced by another marine regiment from 
San Diego.

Likewise, the vessels of the Asiatic fleet will remain along the China 
coast, although their location from time to time will depend on where 
new pressure areas development requiring their aid in evacuating Amer
ican citizens. By implication the President’s comments today emphasized 
the large and complex dimensions of the evacuation problem quite as 
much as it did the warning to American citizens that the United States 
will take no responsibility for them if they choose to remain in China.

in

The Chinese authorities have announced their intention, in view of the 
'blockade, to take apparent action against all Japanese naval vessels along the 
Chinese coast and have requested that naval and merchant vessels of third 
powers avoid proximity to Japanese naval vessels and military transports 
and have their respective national colors painted on their top decks 
a conspicuous manner.

The Chinese authorities have also announced the following:
(A) The mouth of Min River in Fukien Province has been closed 

navigation and all shipping through that place has been suspended as 
September 4.

(B) Beginning September 9 no foreign merchant vessels will be per
mitted to navigate at night in waters between Bocca Tigris Forts and 
Canton.

The State Department was informed that the hydrographic office of the 
Navy Department included the announcement in the hydrographic radio 
bulletin issued today and in the daily memorandum for the information 
of mariners issued by the hydrographic office, under the heading “Caution 
regarding dangers to merchant ships in Far Eastern waters.”

to 
of

No. 9

State Department’s Statement on War Trade, September 14, 1937

Merchant vessels owned by the Government of the United States will 
not hereafter, until further notice, be permitted to transport to China 
or Japan any of the arms, ammunition or implements of war which were 
listed in the President’s proclamation of May 1, 1937.

Any other merchant vessels flying the American flag which attempt to 
transport any of the listed articles to China or Japan will, until further 
notice, do so at their own risk.

The question of applying the Neutrality Act remains in status quo, the 
Government policy remaining on a twenty-four-hour basis.

No. 8
State Department’s Warning to American Shipping 

September 10, 1937
The conflict in the Far East has resulted in the creation of a danger 

zone along the coast of China which makes it dangerous for American 
merchant vessels to operate in the adjacent waters.

The Japanese authorities have announced a blockade of the entire coast 
from Chinwangtao to Pakhoi against the entrance or egress of Chinese : 
shipping.

I 
s
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No. 10

Vice-Admiral Kiyoshi Hasegawa’s Communique of September 19, 1937 

Warning in Advance of Intended Aerial Bombing of Nanking 

(For Press Reports on this warning, see Chapter VI of this Pamphlet) 

It being the objective of the Japanese operations to bring the present 
state of hostilities to an early conclusion terminating the hostile actions of 
the Chinese forces, and Nanking being the principal base of Chinese military 
operations, the Japanese naval air force may, on the afternoon of the 21st, 

[53]
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resort to such offensive measures as bombing and otherwise upon the 
Chinese forces, as well as upon all establishments pertaining to military ‘ 
operations and activities in and around Nanking.

It needs no reiteration that the safety of lives and property of nationals 
of friendly powers will be taken into full consideration during the pro
jected offensive. However, in view of the possibility of such nationals 
becoming dangerously involved in the Chino-Japanese hostilities despite 
such precautions, the commander in chief of the 3d Fleet is constrained 
earnestly to advise such officials and residents living in and around Nanking 
to take adequate measures of voluntary moving to areas of greater safety. 
Foreign warships as well as others proposing to avoid danger in the 
Yangtse River are advised to moor upstream from Hsiasanshan.

No. 11
Admiral Harry P. Yarnell’s Reply to the Foregoing Communique 

of Vice-Admiral Hasegawa

My Dear Admiral Hasegawa:

I have received a notice issued through the Japanese Consul General in 
reference to proposed bombing of Nanking by the Japanese naval air force, 
operations to begin afternoon of September 21. This notice contained advice 
to foreign ships to move upstream from Hsiasanshan.

The United States Navy has at Nanking two river gunboats, the Luzon 
and the Guam. These two ships are anchored abreast the Butterfield & 
Swire pontoon. So long as the United States Embassy and other American 
nationals remain in Nanking, it is necessary that these two vessels re
main also.

These two vessels are distinguished by the United States flag spread 
horizontally on their upper works. It is requested that you issue the neces
sary instructions to the Japanese naval air force to avoid dropping bombs 
in the vicinity of these vessels. In the case of Japanese Army planes bomb
ing this vicinity, it is requested that similar instructions be issued.

No. 12

Text of the American Protest, Dated September 22, 1937, Against 
Japan’s Announcement to Bomb Nanking

The American Government refers to the statement by the Commander in 
Chief of the Japanese Third Fleet which was handed to the American Con
sul General at Shanghai on Sept. 19, announcing the project of the Japa
nese Naval Air Force, after 12 o’clock noon of Sept. 21, 1937, to resort to 
bombing and other measures of offensive in and around the city of Nanking. 
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, and warning the officials and nationals of third powers living there “to take 
•adequate measures for voluntary moving into areas of greater safety.”

The American Government objects both to such jeopardizing of the lives 
of its nationals and of non-combatants generally and to the suggestion that 
its officials and nationals now residing in and around Nanking should with
draw from the areas in which they are lawfully carrying on their legitimate 
activities.

Immediately upon being informed of the announcement under reference, 
the American Government gave instruction to the American Ambassador 
at Tokyo to express to the Japanese Government this government’s concern; 
and that instruction was carried out. On the same day, the concern of this 
government was expressed by the Acting Secretary of State to the Japanese 
Ambassador in Washington.

This government holds the view that any general bombing of an extensive 
area wherein there resides a large populace engaged in peaceful pursuits is 
unwarranted and contrary to principles of law and of humanity. Moreover, 
in the present instance the period allowed for withdrawal is inadequate, 
and, in view of the wide area over which Japanese bombing operations have 
prevailed, there can be no assurance that even in areas to which American 
nationals and non-combatants might withdraw they would be secure.

Notwithstanding the reiterated assurance that “the safety of the lives 
and property of nationals of friendly powers will be taken into full con
sideration during the projected offensive,” this Government is constrained 
to observe that experience has shown that, when and where aerial bombing 
operations are engaged in, no amount of solicitude on the part of the au
thorities responsible therefor is effective toward ensuring the safety of any 
persons or any property within the area of such operations.

Reports of bombing operations by Japanese planes at and around Nan
king both before and since the issuance of the announcement under reference 
indicate that these operations almost invariably result in extensive destruc
tion of non-combatant life and non-military establishments.

In view of the fact that Nanking is the seat of government in China 
and that there the American Ambassador and other agencies of the Ameri
can Government carry on their essential functions, the American Govern
ment strongly objects to the creation of a situation in consequence of which 
the American Ambassador and other agencies of this Government are con
fronted with the alternative of abandoning their establishments or being 
exposed to grave hazards.

In the light of the assurances repeatedly given by the Japanese Govern
ment that the objectives of Japanese military operations are limited strictly 
to Chinese military agencies and establishments and that the Japanese 
Government has no intention of making non-military property and non- 
combatants the direct objects of attack, and of the Japanese Government’s 
expression of its desire to respect the embassies, warships and merchant 
vessels of the powers at Nanking, the American Government cannot believe
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that the intimation that the whole Nanking area may be subjected to bomb- , 
ing operations represents the considered intent of the Japanese Government..

The American Government, therefore, reserving all rights on its own 
behalf and on behalf of American nationals in respect to damages which 
might result from Japanese military operations in the Nanking area, ex
presses the earnest hope that further bombing in and around the city of 
Nanking will be avoided.

No. 13

Japan’s Note of September 29, 1937, in Reply to America’s Note of 
September 22, Regarding Nanking Bombing

I have the honor to inform Your Excellency that I have duly noted the 
contents of Your Excellency’s note No. 780 of September 22 regarding the 
bombing of Nanking by Japanese forces.

As Your Excellency’s government is well aware, Nanking is exceptionally 
strongly fortified and it is the most important strategic base of military 
operations for the Chinese forces.

The bombing of the military facilities and equipment located in and 
around the said city is a necessary and unavoidable measure for the attain
ment of the military objectives of the Japanese forces. It goes without say
ing that bombing operations by Japanese forces will be strictly confined 
to such scope and will not be aimed at non-combatants, as evidenced by the 
fact that warning was given even to Chinese non-combatants.

The frequently stated policy of the imperial Japanese government to 
respect, as far as possible, the rights and interests of third countries and 

. the safety of the lives and property of the nationals thereof remains un
altered in the present bombing operations.

The recent proposal of the imperial Japanese government that the 
officials, citizens and vessels of your excellency’s country take refuge was 
the result of the desire to avoid, if possible, the occurrence of injury to 
nationals of third countries, which might be unavoidable, notwithstanding 
the greatest precautions which may be taken by the Japanese forces.

It is hoped that Your Excellency’s government will understand that the 
imperial Japanese government has desired the safety of the nationals of 
third countries, in spite of the fact that the Japanese forces are restricted 
in their strategic movements by reason of the giving of advance warnings, 
and it is earnestly hoped that your excellency’s government, with full ap
preciation of the circumstances, will cooperate with the measures taken by 
the imperial Japanese government.

Furthermore, the view of the Imperial Japanese government with regard 
to damages sustained by nationals of third countries as a result of the pres
ent hostilities in China is as stated in my note of August 31,
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No. 14

Admiral Harry P. Yarnell’s Statement, Shanghai, September 
24, 1937, Regarding Protection of American Lives and Property

Naval vessels will be stationed in ports where American citizens are con
centrated, and will remain there until it is no longer possible or necessary 
to protect them or until they have been evacuated. This policy, based on our 
duties and obligations, will be continued as long as the present controversy 
between China and Japan exists, and will continue in full force even after 
our nationals have been warned to leave China and after an opportunity to 
leave has been given.

Most American citizens now in China are engaged in businesses or pro
fessions which are their only means of livelihood. These persons are un
willing to leave until their businesses have been destroyed or they are 
forced to leave due to actual physical danger.

Until such time comes our naval forces cannot be withdrawn without 
failure in our duty and without bringing great discredit on the United 
States Navy.

In giving assistance and protection our naval forces may at times be ex
posed to dangers which will in most cases be slight but in any case these 
risks must be accepted.

No. 15

State Department’s Statement, October 6, 1937

The Department of State has been informed by the American Minister 
to Switzerland of the text of the report adopted by the advisory committee 
of the League of Nations setting forth the advisory committee’s examina
tion of the facts of the present situation in China and the treaty obligations 
of Japan. The Minister has further informed the department that this 
report was adopted and approved by the assembly of the League of Nations 
today, October 6.

Since the beginning of the present controversy in the Far East, the 
Government of the United States has urged upon both the Chinese and 
the Japanese governments that they refrain from hostilities, and has 
offered to be of assistance in an effort to find some means, acceptable to 
both parties to the conflict, of composing by pacific methods the situation 
in the Far East.

The Secretary of State in statements made public on July 16 and August 
23 made clear the position of the Government of the United States in 
regard to international problems throughout the world and as applied 
specifically to the hostilities which are at present unfortunately going on 
between China and Japan.

Among the principles which in the opinion of the Government of the
[57]
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United States should govern international relationships, if peace is to be * 
maintained, are abstinence by all nations from the use of force in pursuit ♦ 
of policy and from interference in the internal affairs of other nations; 
adjustment of problems in international relations by process of peaceful 
negotiation and agreement; respect by all nations for the rights of others 
and observance by all nations of established obligations, and the upholding 
of the principle of the sanctity of treaties.

On October 5 at Chicago the President elaborated these principles, em
phasizing their importance, and in a discussion of the world situation 
pointed out that there can be no stability for peace either within nations 
or between nations except under laws and moral standards adhered to by 
all; that international anarchy destroys every foundation for peace; that 
it jeopardizes either the immediate or the future security of every nation, 
large or small; and that it is therefore of vital interest and concern to the 
people of the United States that respect for treaties and international 
morality be restored.

In the light of the unfolding developments in the Far East the Govern
ment of the United States has been forced to the conclusion that the 
action of Japan in China is inconsistent with the principles which should 
govern the relationships between nations and is contrary to the provisions 
of the Nine Power treaty of February 6, 1922, regarding principles and 
policies to be followed in matters concerning China, and to those of the 
Kellogg-Briand Pact of August 27, 1928. Thus the conclusions of this Gov
ernment with respect to the foregoing are in general accord with those 
of the Assembly of the League of Nations.

No. 16

Japanese Government’s Statement

The League of Nations regards Japan’s action in China as violation of 
the Nine-Power Treaty and the Antiwar Pact. The United States pub
lished a statement to the same effect.

This was due to misunderstanding Japan’s true intentions. The Japanese 
government extremely regrets this misunderstanding.

The present conflict was caused by Chinese troops’ irregular attacks on 
Japanese troops which were stationed in North China according to treaty 
stipulations. Japanese were maneuvering at Lukouchiao with a small num
ber of troops, as Japanese garrisons were widely scattered during peace 
time.

After the outbreak of the trouble, Japan tried to settle locally and the 
action of the Japanese troops was nothing more than a measure of self
defense. Japan had no other intention whatever.

Aggravation of the conflict in Shanghai and North China was due to the 
attitude of the Chinese, who, violating the Shanghai truce agreement signed
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in 1932, stationed 40,000 troops in the demilitarized zone and were planning 
to murder 30,000 Japanese residents, including women and children.

At that time the Japanese forces were only 3,000 strong. Thus, China is 
responsible for the aggravation of the situation because she disregarded 
Japan’s nonaggression policy and mobilized a huge number of troops against 
Japan.

This forced Japan to take military action. Japan’s military operations in 
China today have been entirely caused by China’s provocative attitude. 
Japan’s action is entirely in self-defense.

What Japan wants in taking the present action is to eradicate China’s 
anti-Japanese policy and maintain peace in the Far East cooperating with 
China.

Japan has no territorial ambitions.
Accordingly, Japan’s action in China violates no existing treaties in any 

way whatever. On the contrary, China in carrying out her stubborn anti
Japanese policy, incited by Red influence, is planning to drive out Japanese 
rights and interests from China by force of arms.

It is China’s government that is violating the spirit of the pact against 
war, menacing the peace of the world.
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What the democracies would like is to remain undisturbed 
in the enjoyment of all their possessions. They would like to 
keep what they have, not only their colonies and their depend
encies, but also their monopolies and their preferences, and 
they would like never to have to defend what they have. Thus 
they can barely persuade themselves to make the relatively 
small concessions embodied in Secretary Hull’s policies, and for 
the rest they would like to keep the world in order by remind
ing it that it would be as noble as it would be convenient for 
them if all treaties were habitually respected.

Walter Lippmann, in the New York Herald Tribune, 
October 16, 1937.

According to the Department of Commerce at Washington the emergency 
ordinance just put into effect by the Japanese Government affects only less 
than one per cent of the total value of American exports to Japan.

In the first seven months of 1937 Japan bought $192,000,000 worth of goods 
from the United States. In July alone American exports to Japan totalled 
$27,000,000.



AMERICA’S ORIENTAL TRADE
(Value m dollars)

1935

1936
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172,395,000
73,252,000

204,186,000
46,535,000

JAPAN
China

Japan
China

Exports To
203,155,000
38,984,000

Imports From
151,142,000
63,783,000
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
EDA

COMSOPAT
From

February 12, 1938

ACTION NAVY OPNAV 
INFO

Received 3:55 p.n.

CINCAF ADM
2ND BRIGADE USMC 
COMDESRON 5 
GOMSUBRON 5 
CINCAF 
COAYANGPAT 
AMBASSADOR CHINA. 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0012. South China ports quiet

sns ; er.ib

793.94/12407
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Plain

coWSMipat

Rec’d 7:32 p.m., February 12, 
1938.

OPNAV Washington
INFO CINCAF
MARBRIG U.S.M.C.
YANGPAT
COMSUBRON 5
COMDESRON 5 
CINCAF
COMSOPAT
AMBASSADOR CHINA

USS MARBLE HEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0012 Yrngtze River ports

sms emb

793.94/1 2408
e
:.' i 
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

2nd BRIGADE USMC
February 13, 1938
Rec’d 12:15 p.m.

ACTION: C IN CAP1 (FLAG & ADMIN) OPNAV
INFO: AMCON AT SHANGHAI^GOffiSUBRON 5-ASST NAVATTAGHE

SHANGHAI-COMDESR^U-COMYANGPAT-GOMSOPAT-AMAMBAS- 
SADOR CHINA-USS MARBLEHEAD NAVAL ATTACHE PEIPING

8613 No reports Tsinpu situation on Pinghan line, 
Extensive guerilla activities in progress south 
Paotingfu, rail line reported ruptured several places. 
Japanese have recaptured airdrome south Wuhu. 1828

HPD

793.94 /
I 2409
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
MA __________CI NOUS

*■ ------------------------------------------

February 13, 1938
From

ACTION: OPNAV
INFO:

CINCAF (FLAG) & (ADMIN) 
2ND BRIGADE
COI'SUBRON 5
COJDESRON 5 ,
C OI.ÏÏANGPAT >
AMBASSADOR CHINA ' 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
NAVAL ATTACHE PEIPING

Received 4 p,m.

0013 Fifteen bsp two bip raided vicinity Canton, 

objective believed railroads north and west of city, 

other south China ports quiet. 2000

KLP

793.94/12410
 

F/A
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

COMYANGPAT
From pEt)ruary 13 > 1938

ACTION : CNN AV

Rec’cL 4 p.m.

INFO: CI1ÏCAF (FLAG) & (ADMIN)
2ND BRIGADE
YAiTGPAT
COUSUBRCN 5
CCI.7DESRCN
CIRCUS
AMBASSADOR CHINA
USS HARBI EHEAD
NAVA.’. ATTACHE PEIPING

0013 Yangtze River ports quiet. 2147.

KLP

793.94/1241 
I
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TELEGRAM REC
MJP ----------
This telEgram must be 
closely-çnaraphrased 
bEfore being communi- FROM 
cated to anyone, (C)

Dat ed. February 12, 1938

Washington

100, Febriiâf’ÿ* 12, noon.

Secretary of State

Rec’d 1:10 p. m.

Division o'.

e b i rig38 

\ Department n;

TOTFIDENTIAL.,

One, Ivh’ British collEague who talks to me 

freely and so far as I can judge frankly, has told me 

of the following conversation with the Minister for

Foreign Affairs on February 9 which would appear to 

be significant owing to the marked change in the

793.94/12412

Minister’s usually pjacid, courteous and friendly 

bearing. The fact that for the first time in our 

respective dealings with him Hirota twice lost his 

temper with Craigie might be due to nervousness

engendered by the strain of the current sessions of

the Diet or the mounting irritation at the tone

insistencE and volume of Craigie’s continual repre-

sentations both oral and written in connection with

British interests in China or perhaps to both. The

Minister’s demeanor tends to confirm reports which 
“n

have come to both Craigie and myself that Hirota is 

steadily becoming harder and more intransigent as 

regards foreign interests in the Far East and that

it
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It is Hirota rather than Suetsugu who leads the 

ultra Chauvinistic element in the Government. I 

myself have as yet seen no outward demonstration of 

any change of attitude on Hirota*s part as regards 

American interests.

Two. The conversation referred to arose when 

Craigie informed the Minister that he is in possession 

of evidence indicating that Japanese forces have 

occupied several of the smaller Chinese Islands in the 

general vicinity of Hong Kong and again asked for 

specific assurances that the statements of the 

Japanese Government that it has no territorial 

designs in China apply as well to the islands as to 

the mainland. According to Craigie the Minister in 

some instances in their intercourse became very angry, 

inveighed against the continual British demands for 

renewed assurances, said that under present war 

conditions Japan had given all the assurances that 

can reasonably be expected, and asserted that if the 

warfare is prolonged Japan may be forced to occupy 

more territory whether insular or on the mainland. 

If the warfare becomes permanent, said Hirota, the 

occupation will also be permanent. Referring 

specifically to Hainan, Hirota said that the Japanese 

could
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could not possibly give a permanent pledge not to 

occupy. Craigle pointed out that whereas Hong Kong 

cannot be regarded as a threat to Japan the occupation 

of these Islands by Japanese forces does constitute 

a very real threat to Hong Kong. The general tone 

of this conversation appears to have been acrimonious.

Three. Craigie is aware that there are large con
centration of Japanese troops in Formosa (see our 

61, January 31, 6 p. m.) and of Japanese ships in 

the port of Takao and he believes that an attack on 

Canton or some other point in South China is im

pending.

Four. Craigie*s general reaction to this 

conversation with Hirota is that the longer the 

warfare is prolonged the greater will be the likelihood 

of permanent occupation by Japan not only of the 

islands but of territory on the mainland. He 
believes that Japanese assurances of ”no territorial 

désigné” are likely to be withdrawn at short notice. 

These prospects so seriously concern British interests 

that he contemplates recommending or has already 
recommended to his Government (a) that continued 

support of Chiang Kai Shek, whether by furnishing 

war supplies and funds or otherwise, is detrimental
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to British interests and. (b) that the British 

Government should be alert to foster any outlook 

for peace negotiations which might leave to .China 

any hope of eventual resurrection,

(END SECTION ONE)

GREW
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Five. Craigie is informed and believes that it 

was the Japanese industrialists and politicians 

and not the military who favored and brought about 

the withdrawal of recognition from the Central 

Government.

Six. I think that the nature of the conversa

tion reported above indicates that our own practice 

of concentrating our representations to the Minister 

on important issues and with discreet timing is 

likely to prove more effective than the British

practice of constant hammering by almost daily 

notes, letters, and other communications with con

tinual personal visits to the Minister or the Vice 

Minister both on important and routine issues. The 

British procedure appears to be based on the theory 

that constant hammering will wear away a stone but 

in the present temper of the Japanese Government and 

military this practice is liable to defeat its own

object
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objeciCthrough the irritation which it inevitably 

engenders, clearly demonstrated in Craigie’s last 

interview with the Minister. The representations 

of the American Government are at least listened 

to with respect and an evident inclination on the 

part of the Foreign Office to meet our wishes so 

far as the military can be influenced in that direc

ti on.

Seven. About two weeks ago Craigie told me 

that he had heard from a trustworthy source that 

there was to be a change for the better in the 

Japanese attitude toward Great Britain and that press 

and other agitation against the British was to be 

oJ discontinued. I did not put much stock in Craigie’s 

information. Since then General Matsui in the 

interview which he gave to Woodhead sharply criti

cised the British for trying to create political 

issues out of the problem of preserving British 

economic and commercial Interests in China while the 

Japanese press has expressed the conviction that it 

was Great Britain which initiated the three power 

demarche with regard to naval construction. The 

feeling in Japan against the British is not in our 

opinion altogether artificially created as Craigie 

believes
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EDA. - 3 - #100, February 12, noon from Tokyo

belleves it to be but flows from the conviction 

that the British are constantly endeavoring to es

tablish a common front against Japan in order to 

preserve British political and economic interests 
in the Far East. £***-£ •

Repeated to Hankow.

SLSjEilB

GREW
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Tokyo
Dated February 1?, 1933 
Rec'd 1:10 p.m.

Secretary of State, 
Washington. IM

;-, .,j Oept....

100, February 12, noon. 1 ’
Strfê$ty^=ean£$aantîa-1 'r' 1

One. My British colleague who talks to me freely and so far as 
I ©an Judge frankly, has told me of the follwwing conversation with 
the Minister for Foreign affairs on February 9 which would annear to 
bo significant owing to th marked change in the Minister’s usually 
placid, courteous and friendly bearing. The fact that for the 
first tlmo in our respective dealings with him Hlrota twice lost 
his temper with Craigie might be due to nervousness engendered by 
tho strain of the current sessions of the Diet or the mounting 
Irritation at the tone, insiste ce and volume of Craigie’s continual 
representations both oral and written in connection with British 
interests in China or perhaps to both. The Minister's demeanor tends 
to confirm reports which have come to both Craigie and Myself that 
HirotA is steadily becoming harder and more intransigent as regards 
foreign interests in the Far blast and that it is Hlrota rather than 
Suetsugu who leads the ultra Chauvinistic element in the Government. 
I myself have as yet seen no outward demonstration of any change 
of attitude on Hlrota's part as regards .unerlca Interests.

Two. The conversation referre- to arose when Craigie Informe 
the Minister that he Is in possession of evidence indicating that 
Japanese forces have occupied several of the smaller Chinese 
islands in the general vicinity of hong Kong and agtin asked for 
specific assurances that the statements of the Japanese Government 
that it has no territorial designs In China apply as well to the 
islands as to the mainland. According to Craigie the Minister In 
some instances in their intercourse became very angry, Inveighed agai 
the continual British demands for renewed assurances, said that under 
present war conditions Japan had given all the assurances th.<.t 
can reasonably be expected, and asserted that If the warfare Is 
prolonged Japan may be forced to occupy more territory whether 
Insular or on the mainland. If the warfare becomes permanent, said 
Hirota, the occupation will also be permanent. Referring specifically 
to Hainan, Hlrota said that the Japanese could not possibly give 
a permanent pledge not to occupy. Craigie pointed out that whereas 
Hong Kong cannot be regarded as A a threat to vapan the occupation 
of these islands by Japanese forces does cor.stltube a very real 
threat to Hong Kong. The general tore of this conversation 
appears to have been acrimonious.

Three. Craigie is aware that there are large concentration 
of Japanese troops in Formosa (see our 61, January 31, 6 p.m.) 
and of Japanese ships In the port of Takao and he believes that an 
attack on Canton or some other point In South China 1b Impending.

Four. Craigie*s general reaction to this conversation with 
Hlrota is that the longer the warfare is prolonged the greater will 
be the likelihood of permanent occupation by Japan not bnly of the 
islands but of territory on the mainland. He believes that Japanese 
assurances of "no territorial designs" are likely to be withdrawn 
at short notice. These prospects so seriously concern British
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lr_tereetJLthiat h® contemplates recommending ar hae mlwesrty 
y7or 1,“s already recommended to his Government 
J-,- t..at continued support of Chiang Kai Shek, whether by furnishing 
•ar- sup lies and funds or otherwise, is detrimental to British 
interests and (b) that the British Government should be Alert 
to foster any outlook for peace negotiations which might 
leave to China any hope of eventual resurrection.

rive. CrAiple is informe^ ur d believes that it was the 
«.apa. ese industrialists ar d politicians ar.d not the military who 
favored and brought about the withdrawal of recognition from the 
Central Government.

”ix. I think that the nature of th. conversation reported 
above irdicatns tl-t our own practice of concentrating out*repre
sentations to the Minister on important issues and with discreet 
timing is likely to prove more effective than the British practice 
of co:,start hammering by almost daily notes, letters, ar.d other 
communications with continual personal visits to the Minister or 
the ice . ir.lstor both on Important and routine issues. The British 
procedure up:ears to be bused on the f eory that constant hammering 
••ill wear d«ay a stone but ir. the present u temper of the 
Japanese Government and military this practice is liable to defeat 
its or.: object through the irritation which it inevltable»- 
e. endure, clearly demonstrated I.-. Cralgie’s last interview with the 
Minister. *he reprt ee: tatior s of the .«merp.can Government are at 
least liste;.ud to r 1 th respect and an evicent inclination on the 
part if the Foreign Office to meet our wishes so far as the 
military ca bt influenc e 1:. that direction.

-ev^n. about two weeks ago Craigie to’d me that he had heard 
from a trust, orthy source th^t their •< as to be a change for the 
butter i; the Jaoaiiese attitude toward Great Britain and that 
-ress and other agitation apiirst the British -as to be discontinued 
I Hid not put much stock ir. Cralgie’s information. Since then 
General J.atsul in the interview which he pave to 'hoodhead sharply 
criticized the Brlt.sh for trying to create political Issues 
out of th< nro-len of reserving British .economic and commercial 
1 t-ir8t- i rhina while th<. Japanese nrei s has expressed the 
convict’oi that it was Great Britaii whicl initiated the three 
■’over ’e-arche ■ • tv regard f> naval construction. xhe feeling 
in Ju-an a-aii.st the British is rot in our opinion altogether 
artif’cia1lv c c.teJ us Crairie believes *t to be but flows 
from the conviction that the British are constantly endeavoring 
t* establish a common front arair.st Japan An order to preserve 
British -oliti'al ar' economic lit-rests ir. the Far East.

..t- at: to Hankow. GREW
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Secretary of State
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Washington

STRICTLY CONFIDENTIAL.

talks to meBritish colleague who

freely and so me

engendered by the strain of the current sessions of

the Diet or the mounting Irritation at the tone

Insistence and volume of Craigie’s continual repre

sentations both oral and written in connection with

T1

have come to both Craigie and myself that Hirota is

steadily becoming harder and more Intransigent as

regards foreign interests in the Far East and that

it

of the following conversation with the Minister for 

Foreign Affairs on February 9 which would appear to 

be significant owing to the marked change in the

respective dealings with him Hirota twice lost his 

temper with Craigie might be due to nervousness

far as I can judge frankly, has told

British interests in China or perhaps to both. The 

Minister’s demeanor tends to confirm reports which

February 12, 1938

Divisions
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Minister’s usually placid, courteous and friendly 

bearing. The fact that for the first time in our
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MJP -2- No. 100, February 12, noon from Tokyo

it is Hirota rather than Suetsugu who leads the 

ultra Chauvinistic element in the Government. I

myself have as yet seen no outward demonstration of 

any change of attitude on Hircta’s part as regards 

American interests.

Two. The conversation referred to arose’when

Craigie informed the Minister that he is in possession 

of evidence indicating that Japanese forces have 

occupied several of the smaller Chinese islands in the 

general vicinity of Hong Kong and again asked for 

specific assurances that the statements of the 

Japanese Government that it has no territorial

designs in China apply as well to the islands as to

the mainland. According to Craigie the Minister in 

some instances in their intercourse became very angry,

inveighed against the continual British demands for 

renewed assurances, said that under present war 

conditions Japan had given all the assurances that

can reasonably be expected, and asserted3that if the 

warfare is prolonged Japan may be forced to occupy 

more territory whether insular or on the mainland.

If the warfare becomes permanent, said Hirota, the

occupation will also be permanent. Referring

specifically to Hainan Hirota said that the Japanese

could
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could not possibly give a permanent pledge not to -3

occupy. Craigie pointed out that whereas Hong Kong .. W

cannot be regarded as a threat to Japan the occupation 
of these Islands by Japanese forces does constitute ?||

a very real threat to Hong Kong. The general tone 7 

of this conversation appears to have been acrimonious.

Three. Craigie is aware that there are large con- - 

centration of Japanese troops in Formosa (see our
7 er'3<t a

61, January 31, 6 p. m.) and of Japanese ships in a

the port of Takao and. he believes that an attack on 

Canton or some other point in South China is im* 
pending. ||

Four. Craigie*s general reaction to this *

conversation with Hirota is that the longer the 

warfare is prolonged the greater will be the likelihood 

of permanent occupation by Japan not only of the 

islands but of territory on the mainland. He 

believes that Japanese assurances of "no territorial '

designs" are likely to be withdrawn at short notice* 

These prospects so seriously concern British interests 

that he contemplates recommending or has already 

recommended to his Government (a) that continued 

support of Chiang Kai Shek, whether by furnishing 

war supplies and funds or otherwise, is detrimental ,

to
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MJP - 4 - No. 100 February 12, noon from Tokyo
il

to British interests and (b) that the British

Government should be alert to foster any outlook i
for peace negotiations which might leave to .China 

any hope of eventual resurrection.

(END SECTION ONE)

GREW

HPDjWWC
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Secretary of State

Washington
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Eive, Oraigle is informed and believes that it 

was the Japanese industrialists and politicians 

■and -not the military who favored and brought about 
- 0I 

the withdrawal of recognition from the Central 

Government,

Six, I think that the nature of the conversa- 

tion reported above indicates that our own practice 

of concentrating our representations to the Minister 
on important issues and with discreet timing is 

a, ’likely to prove more effective than the British 

practice of constant hammering by almost daily 

notes, letters, and other canmunichtions with con- 

tinual personal visits to the Minister or the Vice 

Minister both on important and routine issues. The 

British procedure appears to be based on the theory 

that constant hammering will wear away a stone but

the present temper of the Japanese Government and 

military this practice is liable to defeat its own

object



EDA - 2 *- #100, February 12, noon from Tokyo 

object through the irritation which it inevitably 

engenders, clearly demonstrated in Craigie*s last 

Interview with the Minister. The representations 

of the American Government are at least listened 

to with respect and an evident inclination on the 

part of the Foreign Office to meet our wishes so 

far as the military can be.influenced in that direc

tion.

Seven. About two weeks ago Craigie told me 

that he had heard from a trustworthy source that 

there was to be a change for the better in the 

Japanese attitude toward Great Britain and that press 

and other agitation against the British was to be 

discontinued. I did not put much stock in Craigie’s 

Information. Since then General Matsui in the 

interview which he gave to Woodhead sharply criti

cised the British for trying- to create political 

issues out of the problem of preserving British 

economic and commercial interests in China while the 

Japanese press has expressed the conviction that it 

was Great Britain which initiated the three power 

demarche with regard to naval construction. The 

feeling in Japan against the British is not in our 

opinion altogether artificially created as Craigie

belleves
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By MLtevi 0, NARS, Date Zf

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

SPECIAL GRAY
From

1—1336

Canton via N. R.

Washington.

Secretary of State

February 14, 2 p.m.

FOR THE WAR DEPARTMENT

Dated February 14, 1933

"Referring to Department’s February 8, 7 p.m., weekly 

summary, sent to Hong Kong 11th by ’.u ' senger for despatch 

by air mall. Same method will hereafter be followed

whenever possible.

In view of present situation and conditions in both

Kwangtung and Kwangs! it is believed that the results

obtainable at present juncture would not be sufficiently 

worth while to warrant expense of proposed trip. In any 

event it is recommended that consideration be deferred at 

least one month to allow local situation to become clarifier 

and through traffic started on new roads in Kwangsi and 

Yunnan"•

793.94/12415
 

F/A

LINNELL

RR :WC 4$



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

telegram received

ACTION» CINFAG FLAG & ADMIN 
OPNAV

FR§£b0ND BRIGADE USMC 

February 14, 1938 
Rec'd 8 a.m.

INFO:

I

AMCON SHANGHAI
COMSUBRON FIVE
ASST NAVAL ATTACHE SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON FIVE
COMYANGPAT
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD
NAVAL ATTACHE PEIPING

8613. No reports Tsinpu situation on Pinghan line 
extensive guerrilla activities in progress south Paotingfu 
rail line reported ruptured several places. Japanese have 
recaptured airdrome south Wuhu. 1828.

RR

795.94/12414
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Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By MLtUrx 0, MARS, Date 11-18*15

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

SECOND BRIGADE USMC
From
February 14, 1938

Rec’d 8:25 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF FLAG & ADMIN 
OPNAV

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI
COMSUBRON FIVE
ASST NAVAL ATTACHE SHANGHAI
COMDESRON FIVE
COMYANGPAT
CINCUS
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD
NAVAL ATTACHE PEIPING

8614* Japanese now across Hwai River in force advance 

units reached point 15 miles north Pengpu on Pinghan. Two 

columns advancing rapidly southward, one reached point 

20 miles south Tangyin, other column occupied Taokow 24 

miles southeast Tangyin. 1840.

RR

793.94/12415
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
JR GRAY

r~-----------—---- « Peiping via N. R.
l—1S3S ! E , v *■ | ’ ^ROM

x Dated February 14, 1938A?-. J J
' 'K’Z"' REc’d 8120 a.m.J>7

Secretary of State,

Washington.

110, February 14, 6 p.m.

Embassy’s 104, February 11, 

One. Passenger trains on the Peiping Hankow Railway 

have not left or arrived at Peiping yesterday and today 

except for service between Peiping and Changhsintlen, a 

few miles south of Peiping. This partially substantiates 

widespread but unconfirmed reports of activities of 

Chinese irregulars at Paoting and points along the 

railway south thereof.

Two. Press reports of Japanese advance southward m 

in Southern Hopei have not been confirmed. An American
to reports that several tens of thousands of Japanese troops—^ U 

co 
have moved during the last few days from Shihklachuang

in the direction of Taiyuan. With large numbers of 

Japanese troops already in Shansi and in Southern Hopei 

793.94/12416

and Northern Honan, it is doubtful whether irregulars to the *H 

north of them can seriously hamper their movements unless 

the irregulars are supported strongly by the National

Government.

Repeated to Hankow. By mail to Tokyo,

RR :WWC LOCKHART
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E) 
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 K ' 
By MLtUrs 0, NARS, Date li-78*7S

r
GRAT
Polping via N.H.
Dated February*14, 1938
Rac'd •:2O a.m.Secretary of State, 

VaahIngton.

110, February 14, 4 p.m.
labassy's 104, February 11, 5 p.m.

tea. Passenger trains on the Peiping Hankow Railway hare not 
loft or arrived at Peiping yesterday and today except for service be4w 
tmoon Peiping and Changhalntion, a few miles south of Peiping. 
Ihia partially substantiates widespread but unconfirmed reports 
of aativitiae of Chinese Irregulars at Paoting and points along 
the railway south thereof.

Two. Proaa reports of Japanese advance southward In Southern 
Hopei have not boon confirmed. An American reporte that several 
Um of thousands of Japanese troops have moved during the last 
few days from Shihklachuang In the direction of Taiyuan. With 
largo numbers of Japanese troops already In Shansi and In Southern 
Hopei and Northern Honan, it is doubtful whether Irregulars to 

tho north of thsa can seriously hamper their movements unless the 
irregulars are supported strongly by the National Government.

Ropoatod to Hankow. By mall to ToRyo.3 LOCKHART

s?

»
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
1—1336

COPIES

GRAY
From

Shanghai via N. R

Dated February 14, 1938

Rec’d Noon I

Secretary of State

Washington
I

loti uf \

February 14, noon
A number of acts of terrorism were committed last 

week. Four severed heads of Chinese were discovered in 

the French concession, the first being that of the editor 

of an anti-Japanese vernacular paper, the other three not 

having been identified. To two of the heads were attached 

warnings in Chinese against carrying on anti-Japanese 

activities. Bombs were also detonated without injuring 

any one, on the premises of the SHANGHAI EVENING POST 

AND MERCURY, the HWA MEI WAN PAO which is allegedly 

partially owned by an American citizen and a vernacular 

paper being operated by British subject. It is understood -° 

that Chinese employed by these papers received threatening 

letters before the bombings occurred warning them not to 

publish further anti-Japanese items. In the case of the 

bombing of the EVENING POST AND MERCURY the police arrested 

two Chinese who have confessed the crime but from whom no 

information appears to have been elicited thus far regarding

the
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Department of State letter, August 10. 1972
By mUfers 0, NAfe. Date H-&ÎS

-2- #255, February 14-, noon, from Shanghai via N. R.

the identity of the party or parties who instigated the 

bombings. It is believed in some circles, however, that 

both the bombings and beheadings were committed by a 

terrorist organization working directly or indirectly 

under Japanese direction* Repeated to Peiping and Hankow..

GAUSS

CSB
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Washington Star
FEB 101938

। GUARDED IN SHANGHAI
Bodyguard Provided After Bomb
ing of Newspaper Plant—Anti
Japanese Propaganda Charged.

By the Associated Press.
SHANGHAI, Feb. 10.—H. P. Mills, 

American publisher of a cÉÊëâï 
language newspaper here, was accord- ! 
ed a bodyguard by the International I 
Settlement police today after his news 
plant was bombed and he received a 
letter threatening death.

Mills, who is from New Orleans, 
made his appeal f^j? protection to the 
American consulate. Hjs newspaper, 

j the Hwa Mei Wan Pao, and another, 
I the Fang Wei Pao, were bombed and 

wrecked by terrorists tonight. Three ! 
Chinese were injured. I
»The papers have been accused of 

printing anti-Japanese articles, and 
the letter to Mills was reported to 
have demanded that such publication 
be halted.
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,1—1330

l) MJ.D.

GRAY
FROMChefoo via N. R.

Dated February 14, 1938

i Rec’d 12:04
Secretary of State,

Washington.
/ Division (;f

f Fl?. EAS1 r&i

February 14, 2 p.m.

■nt1' /
il 

i • >

Japanese marines have been proceeding eastward from 
Chefoo to Muping (Ninghai) by motor 13th and 14th. Current

reports indicate that ''rmed Chinese in bodiES of 

considerable size in mountains south of Muping are 

opposed to Chinese authorities of the new regime. There 

are no Americans in Shantung east of Chefoo.

ALLEN

DDM.-RR

g

793.94/12418
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7^h^/irTOM FTP» ffPgFOQ (Unnumbered), dated February 1A, 1938. 2 v.k.

bisect™*
Office Symbol 9£flge TIUf Chief, or Head of Office

S Secretary Cordell Hull
U Under Secretary Sumner Welles
C Counselor R. Walton Moore
A-M Assistant Secretary George S. Messersmith
A-S Assistant Secretary Francis B. Sayre
LE Legal Adviser Green H. Hackworth
PA/fc Adviser on Political Relations Stanley K« Hornbeck
FEIS Adviser on International Economic Affairs Herbert Feis
FE Division of Far Eastern Affairs Maxwell M. Hamilton
Cl Division of Current Information Michael J. McDermott
CC Chief Clerk and Administrative Assistant Edward Yardley
FA Division of Foreign Service Administration Nathaniel P. Davis
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GRAT
Chefoà via N$R.
Dated Teb. 14, 1938
Roc’d 18:04 p.m.

Secretary of State, 
Washington.

February 14, 2 p.m.
Japanese narines have been proceeding eastward from Chefoo 

to Uuping (Ninghal) by motor 13th and 14th. Current reports 
Indicate that armed Chinese In bodies of considerable else in 
mountains south of Uuping are opposed to Chinese authorities 
of the now regime. There are no Americans in Shantung oast of 
Chefoo.

ALUN
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JR

1938
Rec'd 2:14 p.m.

ACTION: OPNAV

INFO: CINCAF FLAG
SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE
CINCAF ADMINISTRATION 
COÎ’YANGPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD
ALUSNA

0014. Air raid north and east vicinity Canton two
BSP six BLP, other South China ports quiet. 2000.

WWC:JLS

793.94/12419
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
CA Plain

From COMYANGPAT Feb. 14.

Dated Feb. 14, 1938
Rec ' d 9:11 p.m/ '

Opnav, Washington, Information

SEcmarbrig, Yangpat, Comsubron Five

Cincaf,

Comdesron FIve, Comsopat, Ambassador

China, Alusna PEiping Gepartnsent g

0014 YangtZE rivEr ports quiEt 1905.

JS

793.94/12420
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Mitt*», __ NAKS, Date

DEPARTMENT OF STATE 
RECEIVED

FEB 12 1938

V, amCE 0? THE SECRETARY 5 Sheldon Terrace,
ew Haven

of State
g ton

Mr. Hull:

I write yon. as of

CONTROI

FEB 17

seed by the
K American

10 February 1938 •

Division of

who are greatly distressed by the direction 
our present foreign policy witi regard to the F 
bast is leading us. It appears that we have already 
ci rifted a long way down that same road that brought

in nhich 
ar

us, in 1917, into war.

>nn.,

. £« 2 4 1938
'’fzCfO &*** 

t Deparrfc | ÆStete ,

In view of the widespread disapproval of the course 
of action that Japan is pursuing in China, and 5n 
the face of our President’s remarks at Chicago about 
!t quarantining1* aggressor nations, why is it that the 
reports of your department on armament shipments month 
after month list large shipments of arms to Japan?

in the face o^ the State Department’s warning to Am
erican citizens last September that if they remained 
in China they must do so at their own risk, ano in 
view or the popular sentiment against protecting Am
erican business interests in China at the risk of in
volvement in war, why are American ships being used 
to convoy tankers and protect American trade -- as 
was obviously the case in the Panay incident?

And why do these shipments of arms to both combatants 
and these measures to protect American interests in 
China go on in violation of the expressed will of the 
representatives of the people as revealed in the Neut
rality Lav/? Sin^e when have the President and the 
Department of State been above the lav/ and not respon
sible to the people?

These are questions that not only I, but scores of 
members of my congregation and my fellow-citizens aré£}' 
asking. I trust that you will give them the consider p 
atior that is their due. L.
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ternary 25 1938.

In reply refer to 
CA 793.94/12431•

Mr. Harold 1. lunger,
5 Sheldon Terrace, 

Hee Haren, Connectlout. 
Sir:

The receipt la acknowledged of your letter of 
February 10, 1938 in regard to the shipment of ansa to 
Japan and the protection of American cltlsene and in- 
toreate in China.

There le transmitted herewith a copy of the Joint 
Resolution of Congress approved May 1, 1937, amending 
the Joint Resolution approved August 31, 1935. You 
will observe that section 1 (a) of this Joint Reeolu- 
tlon states that whenever the President shall find that 
there exists a state of war between or among two or 
more foreign stateo, he shall proclaim wuoh fact. 
Should the President Issue a proclamation finding that 
a state of war exists between China and Japan the 
export of arms to both those countries would immediately 
be prohibited by the terns of the neutrality Act. In 

the

79
 3.9

 4/12-42 
1 

F/EG
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the absence of such a finding, however, there existe no 
legal authority for preventing the export of arms either 
to both those countries or to Japan alone.

I aay add that the primary purpose of the Joint 
Resolution of May 1, 1937 is to keep this country out 
of war. The question as to whether and when the pro-* 
visions of the Resolution shall bo invoked io properly 
left to the sound discretion of the president.

In deciding whether he should Invoke the Résolu- ~ 
tlon In a particular situation the President must take 
into account various factors and particularly the broad 
general Interests of the country and its nationale. In 
the present situation in the Far East the President con
cluded that in the light of all the facts and circum
stances when weighed from the practical rather than from 
a purely theoretical or narrow technical point of view, 
it would not be to the beet interests of this Government 
and its nationals to Invoke the provisions of the Joint 
Resolution.

In connection with your inquiry concerning the pro
tection of American oitlsons and Interests In China, 
there la enoloeed a copy of a letter addressed to the 
Vice president, United States Senate, on January 8, 1938 

by



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

by th* secretary of stat*, with regard to th* situation
in th* Far East.

Very truly your*,
For th* Secretary of stat*:

Chari*» W. Yo»t, Assistant Chief 
Offlo* of Anas and Munitions Control

Enclosures:

1. Joint Resolution of 
May 1, 193?.

2. To th* Vic* President, 
January 8, 1938.

m 25 i
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TELEGRAM RECEIV

CONTROL

JR
A portion1-©^ this telegram. Canton via N. Re 
must be closely paraphras fa ° 
before being communicated to Dated February 14, 1938 
anyone. (A)

Secretary of State

February 14, 3

Rcc’d 9:09 p.m

‘ - 1 Uli

p.m.

Washington.

Vernacular press showing renewed anxiety ove 

possible application American neutrality legislation.

Kwantung Government paper urges cancellation of 

legislation and abandonment of isolation policy as only 

means whereby America can assist in attainment of 

international justice and peace.

Director of Chinese section Hong Kong Railway 

announced following summary results of Japanese raiding 

of railway up to February 1: ninety-seven raids, eight 

hundred forty-five bombs. Damage: bridges five, stations 

fifteen, rails two hundred eight, sleepers eight hundred 

sixty, other structures (including staff buildings, goods 

shelters, work shops) twenty-one, engines six, cars twelve 
n .m 

Total cost of repairs national currency dollars two ; 
co 

hundred ninety-three thousand seven hundred seventy* oi
Regarding recent Japan es e ( END PLAIN AND GRAY^

local officials state (GRAY) it was engineered by pro- 

JapanesE politicians Chen Chung Fu and Li Sze Hao at 

Hong Kong
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CORRECTED PAGE
-2- February 14, 3 p.m* from Canton via N. R.

Hong Kong. These two approached Li Fu Lin, local 
veteran Kuomintang leader, (END GRAY) who promptly in
formed Yu Han Mou and was instructed by latter to con
tinue negotiating until details of plot learned. (GRAY) 
Plot involved considerable number Formosans and «ffb im
portant Chinese and few hundred local traitors including 
leader mentioned in my February 8, 3 p.m., and attempt 
to start (END GRAY) military mutiny by defection of A ' ’
battalion of Kaungtong troops which contained a number of 
former military subordinates of Li Fu Lin, (GRAY) Having 
obtained information and reportedly some Japanese money, 
authorities forestalled coup by wholesale arrests. (END
GRAY) The troops which had been excited through personal 
loyalty to Li were quieted after capitulation/with the 

exception of one company which had to be forcibly dis
armed.

(GRAY) Military authorities have given permission 
for navigation on Canton River to be resumed on February 

15 th.
Mailed Hong Kong, Swatow.

LINNELL

RR :WC
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-2- February 14, 3 -p-.m,., from Canton via N.- R.

Hong K\ng.These two approached Li Fu Lin, local veteran 
Kuomintakg leader, (END GRAY) who promptly informed Yu 

Han Mdu and was instructed by latter to continue 

negotiatingyuntil details of plot learned. ' (GRAY) Plot 

involved considerable number Formosans and one important 
Chinese and feiX hundred local traitors including leader 

mentioned in my February 8, 3 p.m., and attempt to start 
(END GRAY) militar\ mutiny by an defection of battalion of 

Kaungtong troops jwhioJi contained a number of former 

military (?) of Li Fu Bin. (GRAY) Having obtained 

information a^d reno^ezuV some Japanese money, 

authorities by wholesale arrests.

(END GRAY) The troops which had been excibed through 

personal loyalty to Li were quieted after “(?) with the 
exception of one company which hadNto be forcibly disarmed. 

(GRAY) Military authorities havh^given permission for 

navigation on Canton River to be resumedAqn February 15th.
Mailed Hong Kong, Swatow. \

LINNELL

RR:WC

(---■) Apparent omission.
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[CONFIDENTIAL]

PARAPHRASE

A telegram of February 14, 1938, from the American 
Consul General at Canton reads substantially aa follows»

Vernacular press la showing renewed anxiety over 
possible application of American neutrality legislation. 
Kwangtung Goverraient paper urges cancelation of legisla
tion and abandonment of isolation policy as the only 

means whereby America can assist In attainment of inter
national justice and peace.

Director of Chinese section, Hong Kong Railway, an
nounced following summary results of Japanese raiding of 
railway up to February 1: 97 raids, 846 bombs. Damage» 

bridges 5, stations 15, rails 208, sleepers 860, other 
structures (including staff buildings, goods shelters, 

work shops) 21, engines 6, cars 12. Total cost of re
pairs in national currency ^293,720.

According to information received from officials in 
Canton, the recent Japanese riots were engineered by pro 
Japanese politicians Chen Chung Fu and LI Sse Hao. at 

Hong Kong. These two approached Ll Pu Lin, Center vet
eran Kuomintang leader. The latter promptly Informed Yu 
Han Mou with regard to the matter and Yu Han Kou in
structed Ll Fu Lin to go on with negotiations until he 
should learn the details of the plot. The plot Involved 
a considerable number of Formosans and one Important 
Chinese and a few hundred traitors in Genton» Including 

the
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the grandson of a former mnohn- Canton official, and an 
attempt to start mutiny among the military by means of 
defection of a battalion of troops from Kwangtung, among 
which were a nwnber of Li Pu Lin’s former military sub
ordinates. Having obtained information and reportedly 
some Japanese money, authorities forestalled coup by 
wholesale arrests. Except for one company which had to 
be disarmed forcibly, the troops which had been aroused 
thorough personal loyalty to Ll Pu Lin were quieted after 
capitulâtIon.

Military authorities have given permission for 
navigation on Canton River to be resumed on February 15.

à

795.94/12422

FE:EQC:HES 
2-16
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE 893.00 P.R•..Tientsin/116_______ FOR y5.?6 to Bub as ay, Nanking

Tientsin ( Caldwell__ DATED_____Jo^__13^_1^.5?..
YQ NAME 1—1127

REGARDING:

Military activities cf the Japanese in Tientsin district 
during the month. Comment regarding inauguration of a 
"Provisional Government of the Republic of China” in 
Peiping on December 14, 1937.
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- * Date -

B. Helatlor.s with other ùQüntrkB.

J-W*
1. ■' llUury •«otivlties. .dth the excep

tion of sporadic fighting with Chinese guerilla bunds 

and small units of Chinese troops in southern Hopei, 

very little military activity on the part of the Japan

ese in the Tientsin district was reported during the 

month, uooul newspapers carried reports that both the 

Japanese and Chinese were planning to assume the offen

sive in whansi but no major military action took place.

apparently all Japanese troops that could be spared 

from Hopei and Jihansi, and possibly Uhahur, were trans

ferred to the ohautung front where the Japanese crossed 

the fellow hiver on December 23 and advanced in the 

direction of Tsinan and ohouts’un, an Unportant town on 

the isinan-Hsingtao railway about seventy miles east of 

Tsinan. Xhe Japanese reported the occupation of Chou- 

ts’un on December 2b and isinan on December 27.

2. Hoiltidal activities. -s a result of 

the political activities of the Japanese in North China, 

apparently dlreeteu by General 4ita, a "Provisional 

Government of the Hepubllo of China" was inaugurated in 

leiping on December 14, 1937. detailed list of the 

officials
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offtotals of this Government is now being prepared 

and will be forwarded shortly. The new Government 

was apparently busy throughout the reminder of the 

month in efforts to organize itself and decide who 

Its officials would be, with Little evidence of much 

accomplished.
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-77 ? .77-

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE____ 841. »00. P .R ,/5g_8 ......   FOR___________ #3.8.40.

from .....Gr5fii..j?xi.tjwi---------------(....J.ohns.on___ .) dated___ .1^. 31, lass
TO NAME 1—1127 <FO

REGARDING: Bri'tish. Labor’s abbibud© boward Far ^asbern. sibuabion»

A Labor.deputation asked Mr. Chamberlain to ensure that 
the British Government would fulfil its obligations 
under the League and take the lead to assist China 
and to restrain Japanese aggression.

793.94/12424

mb

... ...

$
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British Labor's attitude Toward Fajr gpstaish,Situation
A® mentioned in last week*® report a deputation was 

appointed by the executive leaders of ell sections of* 

British Labor end Trade Union movements to present to the 
Prise ■ inlster Labor's views regarding Japanese aggression* 

The Labor deputation, es reported In the press, asked 

» r. Chamberlain to ensure that the British Governsient 

would fulfil its obligations under the Covenant of the 

League and take the lead at the League Council meeting 

to assist China and t© restrain Japanese aggression. 

•'The deputation Insisted that the peaceful nations have 

an undoubted superiority of reeources and coul< force 

J«pen to renounce aggression If they wo^lrt only apply 

sanctions in the wipar spirit and not with the weekness 

that marked the Abyssinian affair.” The Prime minister 
was reported to have dlseuaaed the deputation's suggestions 

with the» and to have explained the mnr>w in which the 

Government Is following developments in the Far Testera
situation
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
1—1336

From Peiping via N. R.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

Ill, February 15, 4 p,m, 

A secretary of the Japanese

Dated February/15, 1938

afternoon and stated that his Embassy has been Informed 
(by? )
and the Chief of Staff of General Terauchi’s forces that 

Chengchow vzill be attaclcd in the near future,, that Japanese 

planes in a recent reconnoiter over Chingchow observing that 

Chinese military trains were located near churches, 

factories, and other property belonging to nationals of

third powers, that this proximity might result at the 

time of attack in destruction of such property, and that, 

in accordance with the Japanese policy of avoiding damage 

to the property and person of nationals of third powers, 

it was suggested that the Ambassador might wish to take 

steps to persua^^t^£_^hi3iese authorities concerned to 

increase the nt rgrn-M on between the military trains 

and the foreign property referred to. -nrn 
The Secretary stated that he is making the same

statement to other diplomatic missions in Peiping and
s

that «
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4655

-2- #111, February 15, 4 p.m., from Peiping via N. R. 
V

that it is his understanding that similar representations' 

are being made by Japanese officials to diplomatic missions 

at Tokyo.

Sent to Ambassador and Tokyo.

lockhart

SMS:RR
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR GRAY

|CC?r : !'

? z . ; . '

Secretary of State/ 

Washington.

r ?
3' ‘t 259, February 15,

// „ Since February 12
I*

y despatching sma!2 natn

___From sangha! via N. R.

4 Dated February 15, 1938

T^^^Rec’d 12:47 p.m.

s consisting of from two to

twelve soldiers in charge of a junior or noncommissioned

officer into the International Settlement area south of

Soochow Creek. These patrols march up Nanking Road, 

circumvent Thibet Rond, and by Peiping Road to the Bund 

and back to Hongkew.

I am informed by the intelligence officer of the

4th Marines that according to the Shanghai municipal police 

the Japanese did not notify them of their intention to

despatch such patrols into the Settlement and that upon 

bringing the matter to the attention of the Japanese 

military authorities the police were informed that the 

Japanese were merely exercising the same right as is 

enjoyed by the other foreign defense forces of sending 

out patrols to protect their respective military details. 

In the area south of Soochow Creek Japanese details consist^

of an occasional Japanese military truck, despatch rider

or

795.94/12426
 

s,lEïflfQ
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U'57
-2- #252, February 15, 5 p.m., from Shanghai, 

or staff car.

On three occasions these patrols upon reaching the 

junction of Bubbling Well Road and Thibet Road have sought 

to march up Bubbling Well Road which is within the 

American defense sector. In each instance they have 

been courteously turned back by the United States Marines 
on duty at this point.

No serious incidents have occurred thus far but it 

would not be surprising if Chinese special service agents 

or terrorists attempted to bomb these patrols whose 
presence south of Soochow Creek is extremely provocative. 

Repeated to Hankow and Peiping.

GAUSS

SMS :WC
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1—1336
FromCOMYANGPAT

February 15, 1938
Rec’d 7 p*r.i,

ACTION: CPNAV

INFO: CI NO A?
SECOND BRIGADE USMC
YANGPAT
CCI.ISUBRCN FIVE
COJDESRON FIVE

-A3ASSAD0R CHINA
USS IMARBLEHEAD

0015. Yangtze river ports quiet. 2000.

NPL:
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✓

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

EDA. COÎ.ISOPAT

February

Received

15, 1938

5:23 p.m
ACTION OPNAV
INFO: CINCAF ADMN 

SECONDMARBRIG 
COI.ISUBRON 5 
COIIDESRON 5 
CO’ÎYANGPAT 
AüAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD.
ALUSIIA PEIPING

0015 13.11 passage opened for traffic. South China portn

quiet 2000.

NPLjEMB

793.94/12428
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
This telegram mustTÊ ’

closely paranhrcsed be- AANKOU VIA ïï. R.
fore being co:'mumcatEd FroK*
to anyone (A) / 1/

Secrete.' y -'.-f State,

’7as?.in ;ton '' £<T

106, February 15, 3 p.m.

The situc.tion presented ii

3> 2 p.; , as it bust of necessity affect American commercial, 
Economic and cultur i interests in China iss fcj’t^.s true that 

Jr-pan has assured the United States that it has no intention

damage American interests. When American property has been 
damaged Japan has ix.de haste to compensate the loss. Japan 

expressed regrets and made apologies for insults and
injuries. l.ut nevertheless it becomes increasingly plain that 

--’-1’ican interests are being materially and adversely affect

793.94/I 2429

ed as the Japanese military machine rolls ruthlessly and 

relentlessly on destroying everything in its path.' Witness 

the taking over of the Chinese customs, the making of a new 

tariff favorable to Japanese trade, the importation of Jap

anese goods into these areas such as kerosene and rayon in 
North China, -..'ithout payment of duties, the destruction rf 

^Erican mission premises, hospitals and schools in Soochov; 

C-Ud Wusih, t’ e continued occupation of the American Baptist 
Ccllege at Shanghai, the occupation of Tsinghua at Peiping.^

S O 
We Evacuate our people only to have them go back to busiOsseo

CO I» A

that have
* , -

- •Mwiv-Ly.rL;.. -u . ■■ -■ .... -- ■

ix.de
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CA --2—104 from Hankow..
■?S59

that have been wrecked, mission stations that have been 

sacked, and unable to say who wrecked them as they had not 

personally witnessed the wrecking. In many cases evacuated 

Americans tactfully refused permission to return to their 

stations or businesses after the Japanese military have 

c mpleted occupation of the area and hostilities have ceased, 

I have found it impossible to envisage any plan which might 

be helpful in enabling Americans to resume where the present 

hostilities have forced them to leave off. American merchants 

cannot hope to compete with Japanese for what little business 

will offer ’./hen the period of reconstruction begins, except 

of course as they may sell to Japanese. American cultural 

enterprises which had begun to find a new place for them

selves in cooperation with newly founded cultural efforts 

of the Chinese nationalism will suffer because of that 

coopérât! n and will find it necessary to cooperate with the 

Jananesc effort at suppression of Chinese nationalism. The 

whole bv.siness of the future of American interests, economic, 

commercial and cultural, will be so beset with difficulties 

that many will be discouraged and quit the field.

Repeated to Peiping and Shanghai. Shanghai please 

relay to Tokyo and show to Conmander-in-Chief.

JOHNSON

NPL
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[cohfidhhtial]

PAHA P B R A E K

A telegram (no. 104) of February 15, 1038, from the 
American Ambassador at Hankow reads substantially aa 
followsÎ

The Ambassador refers to his telegram (no. 76) of 
February 3 and states that the situation set forth in 

that telegram, as it must necessarily affect American 

economic, cultural, and commercial interests in China, 
is depressing. The Japanese Government has, It is true, 
assured the United States that it has no intention of 
injuring American interests. Although Japan has made 
apologias and expressed regrets for injuries and insults 

and has hastened to compensate the loss when American 

property lias be*n damaged, nevertheless, as the Japanese 
military machine rolls relentlessly and ruthlessly on
ward destroying all in its path, it becomes more and. 

more plain that American interests are being adversely 
end materially affected. As examples of this situation 

my be mentioned the occupation of Tslngfaua College at 

Peiping| the destruction of American mission premises, 
schools, and hospitals at Loochow and Wusih) the con

tinued occupation of the American Baptist College at 
Shanghai) the taking over of the Chinese customs) th® 
Importation into these areas, without payment of duties, 

of Japanese goods such as rayon end kerosene in Korth 
China) the making of a new tariff favorable to Japanese 

trade.
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trade. Amarloan citizens have been evacuated only to 
return to mission stations that have been sacked, busi
nesses that have boon wrecked, and as they had not per
sonally witnessed the wrecking they ar© unable to say 
who Is responsible for the wrecking. Evacuated American 
citizens have In many cases tactfully been refused per
mission to return to their businesses or stations after 
hostilltios }>ave ceased and th© Japanese military have 
completely occupied the area. The Ambassador' Is unable 
to onvlsafo any plan which might assist Americans to 
resume their affairs where the present conflict lias 
forced them to leave off. American cultural undertakings 
which had begun to find for themselves a new place in 
cooperation with newly founded cultural efforts of Chi
nese nationalism will be injured as a result of that 
cooperation and they will of necessity have to cooperate 
with the effort of the Japanese to suppress Chinese na
tionalism. Except as they my sell to Japanese, Ameri
can merchants cannot expect to compete with the Japanese 
for such little business as may exist when the period of 
reconstruction begins, iîany American Interests will be 
discouraged and quit the field as a result of the diffi
culties which will beset tie whole future business of 
American Interests, comerclal, cultural, and economic.

793.94/12429 /fâfî
FE:EffO0I®S 'f’E
2-17*’ ’J*'’*
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0015. On 12 and 13 February small armed Japanese 
army patrols entered American sector. On 14 February two 

armed soldiers on motorcycles were halted by Marine patrol 

at border of sector and sent back. General Beaumont 

addressed letter of protest against these unauthorized 

entrances to Japanese Military Attache. At 0915 today 

armed Japanese patrol 4 privates 1 noncommissioned officer 

which entered sector via Bubbling Well Road were turned 

back by Second Lieutenant Nickelson and while being 

escorted out of sector noncommissioned officer becoming 

angry pushed Lieutenant Nickelson who returned push. 

Incident settled on arrival Japanese police interpreters 

and Lieutenant Colonel Rupertus and Japanese escorted out 
of sector without further trouble. At 1300 armed Japanese 

patrol of 8 men attempted enter sector turned back by i=* 
Marine sentries at border. Marines now negotiating witlf^ 

Japanese Military Attache requesting latter stop these 

patrols, Japanese appear anxious to cooperate but no j'*- 
definite

CO
T
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-2- #0015, February 15, from CINCAF (FLAG).

definite agreement reached. Present instruction to Marine 

sentries are to avoid use armed force in prevention 

Japanese armed soldiers from entering American sector* 
1900.

MPLsEMB



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972By 0 J|ùy^._NAfe. Date

TELEGRAM RECEIVED
DDM HANKOW

This ‘telegram must be _ 
closely paraphrased be
fore being communicated 
to anyone. (A).

Dated February 16, 1938

Secretary of State

Was hin gt on

107, February 16, 9 a.m

Rec’cI 8:47 a.m

The last paragraph of my despatch No . 9 of February

ll now in the mails refers to letter graphically de

scribing Japanese activities in Nanking following its

capture. Letter was written by George Fitch who expects

to call on Hornbeck in March and copy was handed to High

Commissioner McNutt who is understood to be on his way

to Washington

793.94/12431

a

JOHNSON

■'HC
CSB

0



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 __
By NARS. Date __

JR
1—1336

AMEMBASSY PEIPING FROM Canton via N. R.
AMEMBASSY HANKOW
AMCON SHANGHAI' Dated February 16, 1938

I ; . Rec ’ d 8:55 /a.m.
ly..: ■ H.j. ■ r_______

Secretary of State, g)(/Division of \

. f Hft EASTEftMFfAlftS )/L
Washington, D & ''tl'i =

February 16, 4 p.n>.

Foreign flag chiefly British Canton bound river 

steamers including A P C oil lighters on first voyage 

following reopening of river signaled and boarded by two 

parties from three Japanese destroyers below Bocca Tigris 

yesterday and warned dangerous to proceed because forts 

likely to be shelled, China navigation steamer FATSHAN 

proceeded Canton despite warning without incident reporting 

a few shells heard but no bombardment. All other vessels 

returned Hong Kong or Macao, Believed Japanese hoped by 

action to discourage river traffic.

Press reports recent courtesy visit to Canton of 

Eighth Route Army representative.
pn

Mailed Hong Kong, Tokyo. '

LI NN ELL g



DECLASSIFIED* E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 

0 Date

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR _ :SECOND BRIGADE USMC
From

February 16^ 1938
Rec’d 11:35 a.m.

ACTION: C1NCAF FLAG 
CINCAF ADMN 
OPNAV

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI
COMSUBRON FIVE
ASST NAVAL ATTACHE SHANGHAI 
COîîDESRON FIVE
COMYANGPAT
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8016. On Pinghan Line Japanese attacking Chinese 

positions north Sinsiang, reported occupied Fenkio 10 miles 

north Kaifeng. On southern Tsinpu front Japanese meeting 

considerable resistance south Cuchen. Chinese mobile 

units active on both railways behind Japanese lines. 1838.

CSB



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

see-------- 7.40. .C.Q/.292___________ ___ __ FOR___ .Memorandum______________

FROM------.itate.Department------- (....Hallaa____ .) DATED   J’.ab.l>1538 
TO Under Seorrtary NAMe >-lia7

REGARDING: Conflict between China and Japan. Statement of Italian 
Ambassador that from the comme noemenf'of,« his government 
had been animated by the belief that because of military 
superiority of Japan, it was in interest of China herself 
peace as quickly as possible.



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By MLtU» NARS. Date U-l8*75

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

MJD
1—1330

This message was received From 
in navy code and must be 
clos ely pa:?aphra□ ed b ef or e 
being communicated to anyone.

Info Cincaf (Flag and Admin) 
2nd Brig USMC
Asstalusna Shanghai
Corny angpat
Comsopat
Amambassador China

ALUSNA PEIPING

February 16, 1938

Rec’d. 3:22 p m.

0016. Their losses according reliable Japanese 

source average three hundred killed daily on northern 

Tsinpu and Lunghai fronts. This would indicate addi

tional one thousand casualties per day wounded plus 

sick as evidence terrific struggle now underway. Changes 

in Provisional Government delayed by difference opinion 

Niopon advisors meanwhile VJangkehmin conducting affairs 

efficiently economically refuses carry out Jap dictation 

without careful study. 1300

HPD



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By MBS. Date -----

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE_______ ___________________________ ______ ;  FOR______ æel.

FROM ____________________ ____ _______ (... ___ ) DATED Al* A??®.

TO NAME 1-1127

REGARDING: Kerosine imports into Tientsin under Japanese Military
during Deo emb er-January • Outlines amount of - a portion 
of which has been placed on the market# Correction of 
figures given in T©1. #18 of Jan. 24 3 p m.



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 „By D^V^JJARS. Daté U-l8*75 

JR SPECIAL GRAY

Tientsin via N. R.

Dated February 11, 1938 

Rec’d 10:35 a.m.

Secretary of State,

Washington.

29, February 11, noon.

I have been reliably informed that total imports of 

kerosene into Tientsin under auspices of Japan military 

during December January were 1,195,080 gallons of which 

at least 385,000 gallons have been placed on the market. 

Due to clerical error figures for gasoline given in 

second paragraph of my telegram No. 18 of January 24, 

3 p.m., were incorrect and should have been 550,000, 

400,000 and 230,000 respectively.

Repeated to Embassy Peiping and Hankow.

CALDWELL

CSB
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec» 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter. August 10. 1972By fritter- 0. __ NAhS, Daté 11-/8'75

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

REB
From COMYANGPAT

February 16, 1938

Rec’d 4:52 p. m.

ACTION :

INFO :

OPNAV

CINCAF
SECOND BRIGADE USMC
YANGPAT
COMSUBRON FIVE
COMDESRON FIVE
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0016 Yangtze River ports quiet 1845.

NPL

EMB

793.94/12437
 

F/FG



DECIASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter. August 10, 1972 
By MLbUrs Date

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

COMSOPAT

ACTION: OPNAV

INFO: CINCAF
SECOND BRIGADE USMC
COMSUBRON FIVE
COMDESRON FIVE
COMYANGPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA

February 16, 1938

0016. Air raid railroads north of Canton two 

BSP sighted. Gunfire between destroyers and 

Bocca Tigris forts on fifteenth. Other South China 

ports quiet 2000.

NPL

EMB

793.9
 4/ 12438

■â 

s. ST»



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972Date 11-/8-75

DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

SEE_____ S93...Q.0..I’....It. ..Chefoo/12fl._____ FOR_____ Despatch..^36________

FROM ...Chefon.------------------------(____Allen____ .) DATED ......-Jan.-15.,.-iœa-
TO NAME 1—1127 opo

REGARDING:
Sino-Japanese relations: Report on Japanese invasion 

in Chefoo area during December, 1937.

793.94/ 
I 2439

aa



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E) 
of State letter, August 10, 1972

-MvtUrs D. NAfeT Daté n-18-75

— 1» i£2SS!
. The last week In Deomnber was marked by grave

<V apprehension in the Chefoo Consular Die trio t as a 
result of the Japanese invasion of shantung terri to ly 
east of the Yellow River. Berlier in the month 
Chinese troops destroyed bridges along the Chefoo- 
Weihsiaa Motor Road (see Consulate’s telegram of 
December 6, 4 p.m.) althou^i they did not render the 
road impassable. Chinese troops visited the Japanese- 
operated gold mines at Chaoyuan, according to a 
British resident of LungRow, end. destroyed machinery 

and equipment.
Japanese natal forces which landed at tie Ch’ang- 

Shan Islands north of Teng chow (P’eng-lei) (see 
Consulate's

Consulate’s telegrm of December 20, 11 a.m.) de
parted before foe end of the month.

The visit of foe Japanese mine-layer ITCKDSIMA 
to Chefoo on December 20 was reported in the Consulate’s 
telegrams of 12 noon and 2 p.m* that date.



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 e 
By Date 

My fftar Mr. President:

In reply to the question raised in your memorandum
of February 8, it seems to me that the letter which

General Chiang Kai-shek addressed to you under date

January 30 and which was delivered to you by the Chinese

Ambassador on February 7 does not require a reply. I

would suggest that you authorize the Department to write 

to the Chinese Ambassador here, making acknowledgment on 

your behalf of the receipt by you of the letter, and 

asking the Ambassador to inform General Chiang Kai-shek.

I return herewith your memorandum of February 6 and

General Chiang Kai-shek’s letter of January 30.

Faithfully yours,

Cordell Hull
Enclosures:

Memorandum of
February 8;

Letter from
General Chiang Kai-shek.

ITS M
-■ r/The President, fa

The White House.

793.94/12440
 

F/FG



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By 0. —NARS, Date ll-l8*7$

yGtniary 1.6

My dear Mr. Ambassador:

The President has requested that I make acknowledg

ment on his behalf of General Chiang Kei-shek‘e very 

courteous letter of January 30, which you handed to the 

President on February 7, and that 1 ask you to be so kind 

as to inform General Chlsng that the President has read 

his letter with appreciation and is continuing to give 

attentive consideration to the situation in the Far East.

X am, my dear Dr. Wang,

Sincerely yours,

His Excellency

-7 Dr* Chengtlng T. Wang, 
W st ®.

_/ Chinese Ambassador.

2V793.94/124©0A
FE;JCV:VCI 2/15/38 FE

795.94/12440
 

F/FG



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By fnittws NARS. Date li-18-75

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

FOURTH MARINES SHANGHAI

February 17, 1938.

Rec'd. 8:30 a. m.

Action Cincaf (Admn) Opnav 
Info Amcon Shanghai

Comsuhnon 5
Asst Alusna Shanghai
Comdesron 5
Oomyangpat
Comsopat
Amambassador China
Uss Marblehead
Alusna Peiping

8617. Japanese northward advance southern Tsinpu 

front reached point 13 miles south Kuchen, Japanese 
offensive activity central Shansi increased southward 

advance reported reached Pingyao 50 miles south Taiyuan 

and ’lenshui 31 miles southwest Taiyuan. 1730

CSB

. «■» Mt***’**-”’*»



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972By 0, ^i^U.NA§S, Date -----

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR
1--1338

CINCAF (ADMN)
From

February 1% 1938

ACTION: OPNAV

INFO: AMCON SHANGHAI
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA

R e c ’ d 8 ____
Division of

0017, My 0015 1900 Japanese Gendarrnrris aommander

Expressed regrets over entrance patrols in American sector 

stated men unaware of limits and that such patrols would be

instructed not enter sector in future. 1640

CSB

793.94/12442

to

*T|

. $



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State lettert August 10 f 1972By Mltt^ 0 <^Y^_NA§S. Date

DOCUMENT FILE

SEE .....3S5^11J5/.L7S.

NOTE

... for

93.94 /|2443

from Jjapaxi
TO

(-— Gx.ew_________) DATED
NAME 1-1121 ...

REGARDING: Violation of American property in China by Japanese armed forces» 
Quotes note from Japanese Foreign Office requesting that vertical, 
as well as horizontal beacons be erected in certain described areas 
where American interests are located» Other requirements specified

wth

V»

' * 4; M

%

1
1



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)

GRAYMBo

Tokyo

Dated February 16, 1938
Rec’d 1:40 p.m.

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

108, February 16, 7 p.m.

The following is our translation of a note received 
from the Foreign Office today:

"Tokyo, February 15, 1938. Excellency. I have 

the honor to state that in the present incident in 

spite of the fact that the Imperial army in its policy 

of respecting to the utmost the lives and property of 

third countries in China has exerted the fullest efforts, 

it is regretted that there"have been instances where the 

property of nationals of third countries suffered inci
dental damages to some degree during the fighting be

tween the Japanese and Chinese armies owing to the in

ability to discern the location of property or the lack 

of distinguishing marks or the use of the above mentioned 

property for military purposes.

While the policy of the Imperial armies with respect 
to the protection of the lives and property of nationals 

of



DECLASSIFIED* E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By mitewx 0 _NAfe. Date U-/8*7S 

2- No, 100, February 16, from Tokyo.

of third, corn cries in Chine, is unchanged., in view of 

the recent illegal methods of warfare employed by the 

Chinese army following the extension of the sphere of 

fighting operations between the Japanese and Chinese 

armies, there have bem attendant cases of misuse of the 
flags of third countries and in order to provide greater 

facilities to commanders on the spot in the protection 

of lives and property of nationals of Your Excellency’s 

country, it i sire spec tfully requested that you inform 

Americans or administrators of American property outside 

the zones now occupied by the Imperia], forces, to wit 

(one) the district south of Tsingtao, Yenchow, Taming, 

Changteh, and Tayuan lines (excluding these cities and 

towns) to the Yangtze River, particularly the lines of 

the Sunghai Railway, Tientsin Pukow railway and the 

Peiping Hankow railway; (two)r.the districts along the 

Yangtze River; (three) the districts along the Canton 

Hong Kong Railway and (four) in various ports on the 

eastern China Sea and on the South China seacoast to 

carry into effect the following provisions: (A) in 

addition to setting up horizontal beacons clearly dis

cernible from high altitudes, to set up large vertical 

beacons clearly discerned from a great distance on the

ground



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972Bv O^^’WSS.

3- No, IOC, February 16, from Tokyo.

ground; (3) to define by street mops if nosi ble the 

exaot location of the above mentioned property and to 

transmit unis together with the designs of such beacons 

without delay to the nearest Imperial army authorities 

or to the nearest Japanese Embassy or Consulate; (C) 

not to permit Chinese armies to station themselves in 

the vicinity of such property or to set up military 

establishments there; (3) not to permit the use of the 

above mentioned beacons by Chinse armies; (E) to com

municate at the earliest opportunity with the nearest 

Imperial army authorities or with the nearest Japanese 

Embassy or Consulate in case of damage occurring. With 
respect to (3) above inthosc cases where it is difficult 

to communicate the exact location of property and the 

designs cf beacons to the nearest Imperial army author

ities or the nearest Embassy or Consulate, it is requested 

that Your Excellency so far as possible report this in

formation to the Foreign Office.

It is believed aside from the foregoing if the na

tionals cf Your Excellency’s country residing in areas 

where fighting is going on between the Japanese and 

Chinese armies would take refiage beforehand in safety

zones



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972By 0 ^i^NAgS. Date U-/8-75 

MBo 4- ITo, 108, February 16, from Tokyo.

zones, tms, together with the fullest care on the part 

of the Tnperial armies, would contribute greatly to the 

prevent! n of unfortunate incidents.”

Repeated to Shanghai for Hankow.

GREW
CSB:



DECIASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By 0, -NAfe. Date ll‘/8*7S___

REB TELEGRAM RECEIVED
t

■COMSOPAT

i-.us. February 17, 1938
From

ACTION:

INFO: CINCAF
SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
CINCAF (ADMIN) 
COMYANGPAT 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0017 Air raids north and east vicinity Canton

airfield Whampoa area and railroads seven S L P

six BSP sighted. Other South China ports quiet 2000.

NPL

793.94/ 12444

rn



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By _N&RS. Date U-18'75

1

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

PLAIN
1—1336

From Hankow via N, RÔ A. „ 0
Dated February 18, 1938

Secretary of State

Washington

February 18, 4 p.m

R ec ’ 8:35 a.m

of

>EB 16 1938 
Vep'oflaîjjVkr

Hankow airfield bombed by twelve Japanese planes at

one p.m., today, damage negligible.

Sent to Peiping. (0 
04
•
(0

JOSSELYN
HPD

(JI

rfi

S©

■n 
0
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Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By Date 

Broadcast by

Dr. Sa^Ke Alfred Sze^

793.94/12446



( 1 )

A few days ago I was privileged to send a public 
message to my many American friends through a press 
interview which was carried by various news agencies. In 
that message I told you that China expects more of America 
than of any other nation because of the traditional ties of 
friendship which link our two nations.

I would like in my talk to-day to tell you what we in 
China do expect of you as private citizens of the United 
States.

In the first place we appeal to you for your sympathy 
during the greatest crisis of our history. Speaking as I am 
to the sound of guns and airplanes here in Shanghai and 
seeing daily thousands of wounded soldiers and civilians who 
are filling all our hospitals, I have no hesitation in saying 
that we are fighting with our backs to the wall in a struggle 
for our very existence. With my American education as a 
background, the happiest days of my life being spent in 
High School at Washington and in College at Cornell, and 
with the memory of my experiences during 13 years when I 
had the privilege of representing my country in the United 
States, I cannot but think that every citizen of the United 
States with your keen sense of justice will give us all your 
sympathy.

We know you will show us sympathy because we cannot 
think you could do otherwise. It is as if your neighbour’s 
house was set on fire ; whether it be arson or accident, you 
cannot help feeling bad about it. China has always been not 
only your good neighbour but your close friend. I firmly 
believe you will play the part of a good neighbour and friend 
to China at this time.

Indeed, I believe that many of you will go further—that 
many of you will send us material assistance in this our hour 
pf jieed. We in China have heard with the warmest appre
ciation of the large donations being received by the American



( 2 )

Red Cross for the relief of sufferers from this terrible war. 
We have already received here with heartfelt gratitude the 
first consignments of medical supplies which friends in 
America have sent to us through the Chinese Medical 
Association. To those of you, who are so generous and who 
can afford it, I say “Give and Go On Giving”. With tens of 
thousands wounded and millions destitute and homeless, God 
knows the need is great enough !

Now I wish to suggest that there is something else which 
everyone can do—the poorest and the humblest among you 
as well as the oldest and the youngest. You can—if you 
will—boycott Japan, If every private citizen throughout 
the world, who believes in justice and fair play, was 
to boycott Japan, even unofficially, we can in a short time 
bring the aggressor to justice and to reason. You—every 
one of you—have it in your power to stop this war with all 
its terrible suffering inflicted on millions of innocent people. 
Boycott Japan and persuade all your reasonable friends to do 
so!

I am aware that there are in your country—as there are 
in other countries—some persons who, in their zeal to 
preserve absolute neutrality and avoid entanglement in a 
foreign war, would oppose the step which I have advocated. 
I would agree with such persons wholeheartedly if this was a 
conflict in which the issue was doubtful and the responsibility 
unknown. But this is a case in which there is no doubt at all 
as to who is the aggressor and who the victim of aggression. 

^-^Are Japanese troops ravaging Chinese territory or are 
Chinese forces invading Japan? We are not suggesting that 
you should give up your neutrality and send the United States 
Army, Navy and Air Force to China to fight on our side. 
Nothing is further from our minds. I would not be honest 
with you if I did not tell you that the Chinese people are 
bewildered by the excessively rigid interpretation of the 
neutrality policy adopted by certain Americans. When a



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E) 
j^P^roe^of State letter, August 10, 1972

0. Jftfe, Date 11-/8'75

( 3 )
nation advocates a form of neutrality which ignores the fact 
that one of the parties is an aggressor, it may bring about a 
situation where the aggressor is favoured. For instance it 
has been suggested that American missionaries in China 
should assist in observing neutrality by leaving their posts, 
because, by remaining they would be helping to uphold the 
morale of the Chinese people in their resistance against 
Japan. If American neutrality were to be carried to such 
an extreme, it is time that the people of the United States 
look into the matter and see whether there is not something 
wrong with such a rigid interpretation.

The Chinese people respect the wishes of the American 
people to be neutral. But we also remember that America 
is a signatory of the Kellogg Peace Pact and the Washington 
Nine Power Treaty which have been broken by Japan. I 
suggest that Americans owe a moral obligation to the victim 
of such treaty infringements.

When your neighbour’s house has been set on fire by a 
robber, can you remain deaf to his cries for help? Do you 
advocate sitting still and continuing treating the robber on the 
same terms as his law-abiding victim? It is both natural 
and just that you as private citizens should seek some positive 
alternative. You can at least stop supplying the robber the 
means whereby he continues to ravage your neighbour’s house.

If you do so and all your united efforts succeed, you will 
find that you have contributed to the greatest single step of 
progress in history. You will prove that might is not right 
unless that might is backed by right. You will usher in a 
new era, when reason, fair play and world justice will 
triumph—when the private individual has shown that he 
can stop the aggression of governments and military cliques 
which have run amok. We stand today on the threshold of 
a great opportunity—an opportunity to create a new order of 
things—and in your hands lies the power to achieve this.

October 6,1937.



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E) 
T-/y-zr

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR COMYANGPAT
From
February 18, 1938

ACTION: OPNAV

INFO:

Rec’d 7

CINCAF (FLAG AND ADMN) 
SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
YANGPAT 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD
ALUSNA PEIPING

a.m.

0017. Nine Jap bombers raided airfield Ichang 1100 

today and dropped approximately one hundred light bombs 

also pamphlets over city. Other Yangtze Ports quiet.
8200.

DDM



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By ffl’Jjtwx Q, _NARS, Date Ii‘i8'75----

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

TD 1-1336JR FrôBiAY

I CQf ' ■ ! Hankow via/N. R.
j rt- \ ' Dated February 1§, 1938

Secretary of State,
Washington. /zL A 2-Ip J

February 18/ 4 p,m.

I am reliably informed Chinese military have (-*) today. 
Yellow River bridge on Peiping-Hankow Railway north of 
Chengchow, Honan.

Sent to Peiping.

JOSSELYN
WC :SMS
(*) Apparent omission



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10. 1972
By NAfe. Date 11-<8*75

eda
TELEGRAM RECEIVED

GRAY

1—1336
SHANGHAI VIA N.R*

From

Secretary of State

Washington

Dated February 17, 1938

272, February 17, 2 p.m.
agraph my/ 259, FebruaryReference Penultimate par

15, 5 p.m.
I am informed by intelligence officer of the Fourth

Marines that Lieutenant Colonel Oka. of the Japanese

<*> $

Military Attaches office called this morning at Marine 

headquarters and apologized for attempts nnde by Japa

nese patrols to enter the American defense sector. He 

said that these attempts had been made due to ignorance 

and added that instructions had now been issued to all 

patrols to refrain from entering the defense sector. 

Colonel Oka inquired regarding .tidi-nga Japanese- 

patrols entering some sections of the American sector 

by mutual arrangement but was informed by Colonel Price 

that he was not in fa.vor of such arrangement, that such

01

<0

to 
•h

(0

patrols were unnecessary and would merely cause friction, 

and provocation whereupon Colonel Oka dropped the matter,

Japanese patrols twice a day continue to march 

through the downtown area of the International Settlement, T]
NO T? .

© 1



DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By MLtfcw, 0 ^jùi^.__NAfe. Date ----

EDA - 2 - «-272, February 17, 2 p.m. from Shanghai

Mo incidents have occurred thus far,

Repeated to Hankow and Peiping,

GAUSS



DECLASSIFIED» E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972 
By -NARS. Date IÎ-18-75

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

1—1336
From FEbruary 18> 1988

Rec’d 7 a.m.

From Naval Communications 
for the information of 
Department of Stare,

3. *? y 1618. General Matsut

General Hata. 1712.
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Presbyterian Church in the Unite

Exec i tive (to
FOKEIVX

STATE

113 SIXTEENTH AVE.S

:xEcuTive secretary

OFFICE 00X330

UASHVILLEtTEXWt UiViblOH OF 
.............-x?

January 19, 19Z8
U VMJNIC 
AN J

Confidential

4
The Honorable 
Secretary of State 
Washington, D. C.

Cordell Hull

My dear Mr» Secretary:-

just received from 
Shanghai, China.

û 4 v 7 c

I enclose herewith a letter that I have 
Rev. H. Maxey Smith, D. D. of 169 Yuen Ming Yuen Road, 
This is being sent purely for your informetion, thinking that the conditions 
described in the letter will be of interest to you.

May I explain that Dr. Maxey Smith is the representative of 
the Presbyterian Church in the United States in the Associated Mission Treas- 

1 urers office in Shanghai. He has been in China about twenty-five years, and 
I is a man of high integrity, possessing also a thorough knowledge of things in 

China.

Dr. Smith1s letter gives a rather vivid picture of the con
ditions in Soochow and other places following the occupation of this area 
by the Japanese armies.

With high esteem, I am,

CDF/b

793.94/12451
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COPY Dec. 8b, 1937

Rov. C. D. Fulton, □. D. 
P. 0. Box 330 
Nashville, Tenn.

Dear Dr. Fulton:

Horry X-aasî Tte office is closed for x-mas holiday and I am 
writing nt 14 Route /iniIng. I hope to have an opportunity to send this 
letter by a passenger to be mailed in the U..*J. and thus avoid the censor
ship. I do not know how thorough ths censorship is but the Japanese have 
set up their offices and staff for censorship and so in my recent letters 
I have had to write with considerable restraint in order to be reasonably 
sure that ray letters would reach you.

Dr. Young and Messrs McDaniel of the Southern Baptist Mission and 
Mclhilty of the episcopal Mission, three of the five who have been at Kuang- 
feh in charge of refugees under the auspices of the Red Cross and of the 
mental patients from our Soochow 1 Soap!tai,arrived in Shanghai on the night 
of the 22nd. do had heard nothing direct from them for about six weeks. 
Ml tide time we had been making increasingly strenuous efforts to contact 
thaw. On Dec. ô we played letters in the hands of the American Consul who 
turned them over to the Japanese Consul with the request that he send them 
to Kuangfeh and get replies direct from our friends there. !ïe promised to 
do tills and there were messengers going at frequent intervals from the Con
sulate but if samas that he made little or no effort to carry out his premise. 
If he did those to whom ho issued orders did not obey them, te were however 
assured a number of times that there would bo an answer in a day or two. A- 
bout Dec. 17th. we made through our Consul more urgent requests to be put 
into communication with the Kuangfeh party. On the 20th. our Consul in a 
personal interview impressed on the Consul the importance of securing replies 
to our letter at once. Thera was no reason why it could not have been done 
in two days at the outside for the Japanese control the whole territory and 
have messengers and various other means of communication. Wa prepared cables 
to the Boards in U. 3. concerned informing them of the situation, that the 
U.Ü. authorities here uad done what they could without result and suggest
ing that the Utato Department be approached with a view to getting pressure 
applied nt Tokyo, at this juncture a member of the Associated Press staff 
wte is a son of one of the Kwangfeh party visited the Japanese Consul and 
told him that if we did not hear from the party within two days he would 
see that a full account of the whole matter would be published in every im
portant paper in the U.S. On the 22nd. the above named arrived in Shanghai. 
The letters we had sent on the Sth. were not handed thorn until the day before 
they reacted ïtenghai, that is on the 21st. Letters which they intrusted on 
several occasions to the Japanese authorities to transmit to us, although 
they were promised that this would be done have never shown up. What Dr. 
Young hna told us deepens the conviction that has been forming that the Japan
ese policy is to discredit foreigners, especially Americans and British be
fore the Chinese. The Japanese army is now oa a rampage of murder, looting, 
rape and wanton destruction of property by fire and breakage on a very largo 
scale. Dr. Young tells us they have been able to go to Boochow city sev
eral times since they left there, that all mission property has bean systemat
ically and progressively looted until nothing now remains in missionary residences. 
They saw Japanese soldiers removing heavy furniture from their own houses, 
pictures were thrown on the ground and tramped on, doors broken down, pianos 
used for fire wood, safes chiselled open and contents removed. In one house
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they stood by while the safe whs bolnr, opened. These houses had the American 
‘flag .flying over tiem and proclamations posted saying that trey were American 
Ml salon property. '<Tie nurses* quarters and women’s wards of the K. D. Hospital 
have been burned and the other part of the hospital was fired but before meh 
damage won done the fire was extinguished by servants. It will take too long 
to tell you in detail about the destruction wrought but our missionaries in 

ooeliow have lost all their personal belongings, the houses have been badly 
damaged, and part of the 7Î, B. Hospital burned.

As the Japanese were approaching the city panic reigned. To de
liver a sick patient to hie homo in the elty, Dr. Young put him in a ricksha 
and pulled it himself. Die Insane patients, as lias been said, were taken to 
Kuangfoh. On the last trip Lucy Drier had to walk all the way, the boats 
having been commandeered. Tr.e distance is Id ailles.

There are one or two Chinese who speak Japanese with them at Kuang-
feh and they have used them as interpreters. It has been necessary for them 
to Interview the officials in Soochow—the Japanese and t io puppet government 
they have set up. On these occasions they have b'«n treated with great in
dignity. Once on reaching the city gate altho they had passes to enter, they 
were not allowed to do so. The Chinese along with them were told to enter 
but the foreigners rar.de to unit outside the city gate. .Ifter a long time a 
taosaenger came with another pass but before going far nnotlier official stopped 
them and searched taem saying that tho Conaander’a pass which they showed 
was not In order, that the color of the ink was not right, etc. Finally 
when they were allowed to go on to the government offices they were kept wait
ing a long time and then the Chinese head of the puppet government was went 
out to then (they were not allowed to enter the office). Before they were 
able to get toe business in hand before the man sent to interview them two 
Japanese cams along and said, "Jïnough of this, Got"

Lucy and Mr. McMillan of the So, Baptist Mission remained at Kuang-
feh. 'Hie refugees besought them not to all leave at the same time and Lucy 
felt she could uot leave her girls, nurses, etc. even for a snort time. Those 
who came to Shanghai understood that the pass given them would enable them 
to return but the Japanese Consul here tells them that thia is not the ease 
and refuses to let them go back b« tliey Intended to do. He told then that 
their presence was neither desired nor needed, /hen they pleaded the necessity 
of getting money and medicines back, the Consul replied, ”«o will take the money 
and we will provide the medicines.” Alien told that there were nearly 100 patients 
mental cases for v!i<a we felt a responsibility the Consul said, "Shat are their 
names? implying that there were no such patients. Then he said the Japanese 
are anxious to demonstrate their good will towards the Chinese, and that they 
ware able and ready to cure for both patients and refugees and that no foreign 
assistance was desired. The American Consul is not accepting the refusal to 
Let them return to Kwangfeh and we are taking it up vigorously IsMOdintely -

/after te X-mas holiday wuio will be next Tuesday, It is not believed that 
/ there is a woman left in hooe .ow who has not been violated. One night at 
/ Kwangfea some Japanese soldiers entered the dormitory of the refugee girls. Mr. 
r MSJanlel heard them and stormed into the room blessing them out in .■English and 

they left. All ths time they were in Kwangfeh they were practically prisoners, 
and we feel that now Lucy Grier and Mr. McMillan are in a real sense hostages and 
therefore it is not wise to tell what we knew to the Press. X have only time 
to tell you a few incidents to illustrate the situation. Correspondents wore 
able to report wliat happened in Nanking but tho same sort of thing is believed 
to be going on throughout our whole territory. Biohop Moore of the Southern

rar.de
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Methodist Church has just arrived in Shanghai. He brought letters from the Japan 
eae rûnbasaador at Washington and others to the Japanese authorities here but 
they have refused him every request and refused to give him the opportunity to 
learn anything about tiieir mission wo lit, the welfare of the Christians or the 
condition of the property. The Bishop IS right much stirred up and was preparing 
a cable to the Methodist Soard to make public the facta in the U.S. in the hope 
that publicity would have its effect on the Japanese authorities. A group of us 
here have requested the Bishop to withhold his cable until we have an opportunity 
for conference which has been arranged for 10:30 tomorrow atoning. -Je are a- 
fraid he will include things that will endanger the welfare of some who are 
still in isolated places.

We all expected that when the Japanese took possession of Chinese ter
ritory that there would be severe discipline but that there would be order and 
wo have been greatly surprised at the abandon with which all sorts of excesses 
have been indulged In right under the eyas of ths officers. And another thing 
that surprises us is the bland way in which the officials make explanations 
that would Insult the intelligence of ths mentally deficient, wo have pictures 
of Japanese carrying loot out of mission hospitals and missionary homes Just 
across the border of the French Concession here in Shanghai and when complaint 
Is made the reply is that it Is impossible for ths Imperial Axny to stoop to 
such acts.

3t. John's University has made it possible for us to house the patients 
now at Kwnngfu and the staff here and wo are now considering the removal of them 
all from Kwangfeh to Shanghai. It la certain that the Japanese will refuse per» 
mission but possible that consular pressure, now that the American attitude Is 
stiffening, may bring it about, 'we are also taking up at once the matter of get
ting into communication with the Klangyin group. Æe can Imagine no reason why 
wo should not ba allowed to cosanunicate at once either by letters sent through 
the Japanese authorities or by permits to make the trip there except that the 
array wishes to put as much obstruction as possible in the way of American in
terests. Triera is no military reason why we should not now visit freely the 
stations that have been occupied for several weeks by the Japanese and where 
there are no Chinese troops at all.

At t.is writing all of our people are well as far as known.

Pith all good wishes,

Yours cordially,

(signed H. Maxey .Mlth)

P. 3. One other thing I will mention. It Is reported that the gardnner of 
the hospital compound at Elisabeth Blake begged the Japanese on his knees 
not to destroy the Hospital. Their answer was to throw an Incendiary bomb 
in the second floor of the Nurses* quarters—the rooms occupied by Misses 
Satterfield and Grier. This was on Dec. 17th.
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January ?At 1938.

Dear Mr. Fultons

Thank you very sincerely for your letter of January 

19, enclosing a letter from Rev. R. M. Smith of Shanghai. 

I shall read this letter with special interest. I do 

appreciate your spirit of cooperation in giving me the 

benefit of its contents.

Sincerely yours,

Kr. C. Darby Fulton,

Box 330, Nashville, 

Tennessee.
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TO NAME

regarding, situation in Sino-Japanese conflict: Report on 
developments of the past week»
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Hon. Cordell Hull, 
Secretary of State 
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr» Hull:

A great many of my friends, myself included

November 1

feel the current practice of permitting such deluges of 

anti-Japanese propaganda from apparently British sources 

to sweep our nation, is a repetition of the mistakes that

ultimately forced us into the World War We heartily

disapprove of such tactics and wish to go on record on

this score. We are firmly of the opinion that the

United States has far and avmy enough problems within

793.94/12its boundaries to take care of, without borrowing trouble
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Honorable Franklin D. RoosevW®^^>A 
President of the United States, 
Washington, D. C. tjfî

Dear President Roosevelt:

I had in mind returning the attached 

Secretary of State but on second thought belie 

might be interested in seeing how correspondez 

the Secretary is handled. I can hardly belies 

pursuant to your governmental policy.

Very truly

to the//£ i

ve you <D
(X

ice to v' •
(D

re this is -£• 1

to
yours, 4^
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ADDRESS OFFICIAL COMMUNICATIONS TO 
THE SECRETARY OF STATE 

WASHINGTON. D. C.

Department of state

WASHINGTON

November 5, 1937.

The Secretary of State acknowledges the receipt

of your communication of November 1, 1937,

and takes pleasure in informing you that appropriate

attention has been given to the contents thereof.
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’’oveffiber 22 1937

In reply refer to
RE 793.94 Gould, Russell L.

My dear Mr. Gould:

The Department has received, by reference from the 

White House, your letter of November 8, 1937, addressed to 

the President, in which you comment upon the form letter 

sent you by the Department in acknowledgment of your letter 
of November 1, 1937.

The Department receives each day great numbers of 

letters and telegrams expressing all shades of opinion in 

regard to the foreign relations of this Government. While 

without exception the opinions expressed receive careful 

consideration, the Department has found it impossible to 

acknowledge by individual letter all of the communications 

received by it. In your consideration of this matter and 

with reference to the Far Eastern situation wtioh formed 

the general subject of your letter of November 1, I trust 

that you will bear in mind that the views and policies of 

the American Government are msde known to the public by 

means of statements Issued frequently to the press and by 

means 

My. R-ussell L. Gould,

402 Swetland Building, 

Cleveland, Ohio.

793.94/12454
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means of addresses, delivered by senior officials of the 

Government, which receive wide-spread publicity. I am 

sure that you will realize that, with regard to situations 

in which it has been deemed advisable to declare the 

Government’s attitude and policy In public statements, It 

Is usually Impracticable to elaborate upon those statements 

in communications addressed to Individual Inquirers. Further
more, the personnel of the Department of State is of necessity 

limited by the appropriations made available by Congress 

and no provision is made for the automatic acquisition of 
additional personnel in periods of emergency.

In view of the foregoing, I trust that you will realize 

that no discourtesy is intended by the sending of form 

acknowledgments to certain types of communications and that 
this practice has been adopted by the Department in view of 
the feet that every endeavor is made to keep the public 

fully and currently informed and because the demands upon 
the personnel of the Department are so great as to render 

impossible the handling of this large volume of correspon

dence In any other way.
Sincerely yours, 

For the Secretary of state:

Maxwell M. Hamilton 
Chief

Division of Far Eastern Affairs.
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ACTION: CINCAF FLAG AND
OPNAV

----- FOURTH MARINES

FRFebruary 18» 1938 
Rec’d 10:35 a.m-.

ADMIN

INFO: SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
AMCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI
COMDESRON FIVE
COMYANGPAT
COMSOPAT
AMAHBASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8618. Line of Japanese southward advance central 
Shansi passed through Wenshui Kiehsiu and Liaohsien last 

named town 70 miles southeast Taiyuan Japanese drive 
Pinghan line after occupation Weiwei station held up on 

north bank Wei river,. Other units captured Yangwu and 
Shanpiaochen respectively 25 miles northwest and 11 miles 

north Kaifeng. Tsinpu situation unchanged. Rumored 
General Matsui being recalled to be replaced by General 

Shuroku Hata, 1842.

SMS :WC
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1—1336 
sms From GRAy

, Peiping via I R
KOpig.E 5?HNT I
f • , A '‘J’ I Dated February 18, 1938t.- • «, t ;_z yj J ;

’--------- -—~.J Rec’d 9:35 a.m.
/ 1

Secretary of State, I
Washington. Mz pivieiopof

M,MU

122, February 18, 4 p.m, 

Embassy’s 104, February 14,* 

One. Information available in Peiping with regard 
to the four areas involved in the struggle for control 
of the Lunghai Railway area is as follows: (a) progress 
of the Japanese forces in the Tientsin-Pukow Railway 
area north of the Lunghai is slow, if not held up, with 
Chinese counter attacking in the vicinity of Tsining, 
some 100 miles northwest of Hsuchowfu, and possibly 
elsewhere; (b) south of Hsuchowfu, Chinese forces are 
allegedly threatening the Japanese at Pengpu and 
Huaiyuan by thrusts from the east and southwest, al
though a Japanese column is said to have reached the 
south bank of the KueiRiver, about 80 miles south of 
Hsuchowfu, on the north bank of which there are al
legedly strong Chinese defenses; (c) in Honan, the 
Japanese allegedly hold a 15 mile area bounded on ' ,

east
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sms 2 - No. 122, February 18, 4 p.m. from Peiping

east by Weihuei, which is some 80 miles south of the 

Yellow River on the Peiping-Hankow Railway, and ex

tending westward to Hueihsien, while other Japanese 

units have advanced south through the lower tip of 

Hopei and have reached Yangwu in Honan, 10 miles north 

of the Yellow River and 25 miles northeast of Chengchow; 

anc| (d) in Shansi, two southward advances have apparent

ly begun as Japanese have reportedly occupied Wenshui, 

25 miles sourthwest of Taiyuan, and also Chiehhsiu, 

some 60 miles straight south of Taiyuan on the Taiyuan- 

Szechuan Railway. In Honan, the Yellow River appears 

to be the chief barrier for the Japanese and in Shansi 

the Japanese forces will soon enter mountainous areas.

Two. The traffic on the Peiping-Hankow Railway, 

reported in the above-mentioned telegram as interrupted, 

has been resumed.

Three. Reports are again current in Peiping that 

a head will soon be chosen for the Provisional Govern

ment, Tsaojulin’s name is frequently mentioned, whom 

some Chinese would welcome as unmistakable evidence 

of the puppet character of the regime. There arc also 

rumors that Tang Shoa Yi will arrive here shortly.

Indications
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sms 3 - No. 122, February 18, 4 p.m. from Peiping

Indications now are that a separate regime will be 

formed in the lower Tsung and Lissu-Hao, a follower 

haS rE:portE:dly gonE south
becujHk (->4 in achieving harmony between the Peiping 
regime and the proposed regime.

Repeated to Ambassador. By mail to Tokyo.

LOCKHART
(*) Apparent omission.

WfflC

KLP
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ACTION: OPNAV

INFO: CINCAF ADMIN
SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
CINCAF
COMYANGPAT
AMAMEASSADOR JFIFA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

February 18,. 1938

0018., South China ports quiet, 2000.

KLP ;WC
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JR GRAY
1—1339 

. --------------- FromI 1 SENT ÏG ; Shanghai via N. R.

Dated February 18, 1938

Rec'd 12:45 p.m.
Secretary of State, /

Washington. .
. 0A« EASItg^üS p

77^’ 277, February 18, 6 p.m. Al fc 19&K I
/ /o ^J/T ,

?Iy No. 232,' February -£&-, 4 p.m.

On the southern Tsinpu front the Japanese after 

successfully crossing the Hwai River and consolidating 

their positions have pushed north along the railway to 

within 10 miles of Kucheng. However, they are reported to 

be meeting with considerable opposition along the Kwei River 

which flor's to the south of Kucheng. Chinese counter 

offensive operations on the Tsining front are believed to 

have been fairly successful and have brought Japanese 

operations in that area to a standstill. It is reported 

locally that units from one Japanese column driving southeast 

of the Pinghan Railway have reached the northern bank of 

the Yellow River opposite Kaifeng.

(0 
w

(0 
£■

h)

GAUSS

V.1VC :SMS

T| 
0
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1—1336 FRO&at od February 18, 1938

Opnav Washington 
Info Cincaf 
2nd Brig USMC 
Yangt ;o Patrol 
Comsu iron 5 
Comdosron 5 
Comsopat 
.Ambassador China 
USS '"'arblohoad 
Alusna ^oiping

Heed 8:32 p.m.

j by ten 0019. ^iftecn Japanese bombers protected
j several pursuit attacked Hankow 1300 today and dropp°u

heavy bombs vincinity military airfield 2125,

KLP
m £3

CD

793.94/12459
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•7^

NANKING Via N.R-
Dated Feb. 18..1938

Secretary of State, 

Washington.

61, February 18,

able to report that within the patI am pleased to be

ten days there have boon

dit ions in Nanking. Most

a noticeable improvement in con- 

of the Chinese are returning from 

the so-called "safety zone" to former homos in other parts 

of the city. ’vhilo reports still come in from time to time 

of disorder and unlawful acts of Japanese soldiers, the 

number of such reports has materially decreased and there 

is definite evidence that the Japanese authorities are 

making efforts to better the present living conditions of 

the local population» Restrictions on movements of foreign

ers arc gradually being loosened, and permission has recent

ly boon obtained for tho return to Nanking of an American 

doctor whose presence is urgently needed at the Nanking 

University Hospital, an American institution.

Sent to Embassy Hankow, repeated to Department, 

Peiping and Shanghai» Shanghai please repeat to Tokyo.

ALLISON

pn
— rjj 

EMB NHL

793.94/12460
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telegram received

From

EG _ FOURTH MARINES
’ '' * * % F *“!r ' ^***7
' , 3 I February 18, 1938

' Rec’d 9:05 a.m. Feb. 19th

ACTION: CINCAF (ADMINISTRATIVE CINCAF OPNAV
SECOND BRIGADE USMC)

INFO: ALIC ON SHANGHAI CHINA 
COLiSUBRON FIVE
ASST NAVAL ATTACHE SHANGHAI 
COLÏDESRON FIVE 
COHYANGPAT
COLIS OPAT
ALAIBASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD
ALUSNA PEIPING

WEB4^38 

\ÿe(>srfiïiSiJf af g

8619, On Penghan Japanese have occupied Sinsiang 
58 miles South Changteh southward advance Shansi front 
reached Yitanchen six miles south Kiehsiu and Licheng „

‘A3 '>zj
36 miles south Lioshien. Japanese held up southern tc £3 

fxj
Tsinpu front Chinese counter attack vicinity Hwayuan, rj 0
1838. '°

PEG:RR

793.94/12461
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EG
TELEGRAM RECEIVED

—--- --- PLAIN AND GRAY
1—1336

Secretary of State

FROMPE:ipinS Via N* R*

Dated February 19, 1938
Reo’d 9 a.m. Feb. 18th

Washington

123. February 19, 4 p.m.

Embassy’s 122,/February 18, 4 p.m.
One. According to the local Japanese

Japanese forces in Shansi captured Genyang
twenty five miles south of Wenshui and fifty miles southwest 
of Taihtuan, February seventeen; other units have advanced

\Oepartment of 8

military spokesman 
(Fenchow), some

south from Chiehhsui to Chinhsiangohen; a third force is 
moving in the direction of Shensi toward the highway center 
of Lishih, having captured Tungshehchenj and a fourth force
has entered southeast Shansi from Honan and captured Licheng
February eighteen. The spokesman stated that Japanese have
occupied Sinhsiang, thirty miles north of the Yellow River
on the Peiping Hankow Railway, and that the force which to $ 

w E 
captured Yangtwu ten miles north of the Yellow River, as 
reported in the above mentioned telegram, is now moving '°

northwest toward the Peiping Hankow Railway.
Two. According to an American eye witness, five Chinese 

planes dropped a few bombs near Tsinanfu February 12. Pre
sumably the bridge over the Yellow River was objective;, 
damage not known. Repeated to Hankow, by mail to Tokyo, 

LOCKHART 
CSB

793.94/12462
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Secretary of State,

Washington,

117, February 19, noon

Dated February 19

Rec’d 9:35 a.m

The following memorandum was submitted to me today 
by the Military Attache:

"with reference to the statement by the War Minister 

in this morning’s papers concerning the ’replacement' 

of units in China, the ’strengthening of the fighting 

power of the Japanese Expeditionary Army’ et cetera, 
a visit to the War Office for the purpose of clarifying the 

above statement has brought forth the following information:

That the moves contemplated do not necessarily mean 

either a strengthening or a weakening of the forces in 

China from a numerical standpoint but rather a reorganize- 
ra

tion and redistribution with a view to a strengthening of 

the Japanese forces organically and strategically for the 
55 

more or less prolonged condition of hostilities which the 

Japanese high command now feel lies before them, and that 

while the moves to this end'may well involve the 

replacement of certain units, it is likely that the units 

replaced will be those not necessary in the type of 

operation

793.94/12463
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-2- #117, February 19, noon, from Tokyo.

operation which they visualize for the future.

’/hen questioned as to whether this statement by the 

War Minister implied any change in the objectives of the 

Japanese Army the officer to whom I spoke stated with 

considerable emphasis that their objectives remained the 

same, i.e., the destruction of the Chinese forces opposing 

them and the anti-Japanese communistic influences in China 

and he added that the big question at present lies in the 

decision os to the manner by which these ends may best be 

achieved".

Repeated to Shanghai for Hankow.

GREW

RR:CSB
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Date

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

INFO:

FR°^ST ALUSNA SHANGHAI

February 19, 1938

CIÎTCAF (FLA.G AND ADMN
SECOND BRIGADE
FOURTH MARINES
ALUSNA PEIPING

1619. Regarding release General Matsui reported 
official announcements made on about twenty three
February General Hata not Kwantung army man, no reason 
for Matsui release given at present. 0951.

HPD

793.94/12464

r>n
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

GRAY

Shanghai via N.R.
1—1336

-01 .L
From

Secretary of State, 

'lashin gt on.

280, February 19, 11 a.m.

It is learned from reliable

Dated February 19, 1938

Japanese sources that

1 b b 6

General Matsui will in all probability return to Japan 

shortly and will be succeeded by General S. Hata who is

S'aid to be more conservative and more amenable to the

Japanese Diet and the civilian elements of the Japaeese
Government.

It is added that ^re^ea^ons^^or^General Matsui's 

recall may be (a) the (*) in discipline shown by the 

troops under his command which has resulted in serious 
complications with Great Britain and the United States,bo 3, 

c* -S 
(b) the statements made from time to time by General S

xO 
Matsui to press representatives indicating an extreme 

independent attitude which may not have been pleasing
» 

to some sections of the Japanese Government (c) the

question of supreme command of Japanese forces in China 

which is likely to arise when the Japanese armies in 

north and central China meet at Hsuchow. It is said 

that General Terauchi commanding Japanese troops in 

North China is the abler man and will be given supreme

793.94/12465
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
REB -----------

COMYANGPATFrom

OPNAV

February 19, 1938

Rec’d 1:15 p. m.

WASHINGTON, D.C.

INFO: SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
YANGPAT 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
CINCAF 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0019. Yangtze river ports quiet 2045

CSB

793.94/12466
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COMSOPAT

<1 
t

REB

WASHINGTON, D.C.

February 19, 1938

INFO: CINCAF
SECOND MARBRIDG 
CONSUB FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

Rec’d 1:17 p. m.

0019 Air'raids north and east vicinity 

Canton and railroads, other south China ports quiet 
2000.

CSB

793.94/12467
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PLAIN, GRAY, & SPECIAL GRAY

U ■ ! N. L A. ? \ A J

CarjtwsMvla N.R.

■Vi.t.ü. * Dated February 19, 1938

Secretary of State 

Amembassy, Peiping 

Amembassy, Hankow 

Amconsul, Shanghai

February 19, noon.
^d Japanese hostilities since ninth have included.;

chiefly one brief shelling of Bocca Tigris by two or 

three destroyers oi^^^nth^ twelfth, fifteenth at consider
able distance. 14osVl?)/(?~)two air raiding on tenth to 

twelfth inclusive particularly no raiding due unsuitable 

weather. From twelfth to date (except fifteenth when no 

raiding) usually two or three raids daily on Hankow 
so

Railway southern section (Canton to Yingtak) and co

Hong Kong Railway southern section (Canton to Yingtak) 

and Hong Kong Railway both southern sections and points 

near Canton. Total about three hundred bombs dropped ’nyf) 

along the two lines. Lines still operating. One Japanese 

793.94/I 2463

bomber raiding Hankow line shot down sixteenth. Planes 

several times appearing over Canton subjected to consider

able ground fire. Tienho airfield, spur line and northern 
suburbs

Tl
T 
0
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2- From Canton, Feb. 19, noon.

suburbs bombed seventeenth by eleven planes with apparently 
incons equ en tia^/re suits despite new power diving tactics.

Highways to Bocca Tigris and north and towns northwest 

of Canton also raided. Information from reliable sources 

indicates Japanese making Increasing practice of machine 

gunning interior villages.
One eighteen. Approximately fifty-five planes in 

nine groups heavily bombed numerous points along southern 

sections both Canton Hcrng Ifawag- and Canton Hong Kong 

Railways inflicting widely distributed damage not 
interrupting through service bombed also Tsungfa (presum

ably air field) Shiukwan destroying dwellings with 

reported civilian casualties and Bocca Tigris all without 

important military damage.

Steamer traffic now normal.

Appreciation of London anti-aggression conference 

manifested by meetings, parade, speeches, and editorials. 

Provincial Government paper carries editorial expressing 

hope that United States will see its way to cooperating 

with other nations sufficiently to permit conference re

solution being put into effect.

Sent to Peiping, Hankow, Shanghai.

LINNELL

NPL
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
EG COMSOPAT

COPIES S’

O .r*1 Auimi. • ‘ • -L

ACTION: OPNAV

February 20, 1938
From

Rec’d 10:54 a.m*

INFO: CINCAF (FLAG AND ADMINISTRATION) 
SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

AfiAihL

-, üeparùnenl 01 S

0020. Air raid railroads vicinity Canton* Other

South China ports quiet. 2000
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1—1336
From

COMYANGPAT
February 20 
Rec’d 11:05

, 1938 
a.m.

ACTION: OPNAV

INFO: CINCAF (ADMINISTRA 
SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
YANGPAT
COMSUBRON FIVE 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

0020, Yangtze River

SMS

quiet, 1935

793.94/12470
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

Ff£ÇJJRTH MARINES

February 20, 1938

Rec’d 10:34 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF (ADMINISTRATION) 
OPNAV

CINCAF

INFO: SECOND BRIGADE USMC 
AMCONSUL SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE 
ASST ALUSNA SHANGHAI 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA
USS MARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8620. On Pinghan Japanese units driving westward 

from Sinsiang captured Kwoki and Siuwu. Japanese claim 

capture Lishih western Shansi. South of Hwai River 

Chinese made counter-attacks vicinity Tingyuan. 1841.

SMS
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED
EG WURTH MARINES

i,L). rtponfebruary 20, 1938 
I Rec’d 7 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF (FLAG & ADM)

INFO: SECOND BRIGADE USMC
COMYANGPAT
COMSOPAT
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA
OPNAV
NAV ATTACHE PEIPING CHINA

8620. Digest Sunday press Dome! Peiping reports

Japanese dispatch 19 February claimed Japanese detach

ment in renewing southward thrust from Sinsiang, 100 

kilometers south of Changteh, Honan, captured Hwokiahsien 

20 kilometers south Sinsiang, 18 February. Unable stem

Japanese drive Chinese forces reported falling back to
wards north bank Yellow River, Reuter Hankow reports 

according to Chinese reports 45 Japanese planes attacked 

Hankow 18 February. Met by 30 Chinese pursuit planes of 

Soviet make. Chinese claim 10 Japanese pursuit planes 

and 2 heavy bombers shot down. Japanese claim 30 Clones e 

planes shot down but decline reveal number planes to M
50 ÈJapanese lost. Reuter Canton reports Japanese plar^ f-j 

dropped 14 bombs on Canton Kowloon Railway morning ïb 

February. Local N C D N reports persistent rumors state &
General Matsui to be relieved command Japanese forces 

central China by General Shuroku Hata. N C D N states 

according

793.94/12472
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-2- February 20, 1938, from Fourth Marines 

according reliable sources General Hata arrived Shanghai 

18 February..Local N C D N reports another severed 

Chinese head found French Concession 19 February..

Head unidentified. Dome! Tokyo reports Japanese

War Office announced 19 February for first time annals 

Japanese army 400 Koreans will see action under 

Japanese colors. 1050.
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EMBASSY OF THE 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

London, January 25, 1938.

SUBJECT: Soviet Aid to China

I have the honor to enclose herewith a copy of 
a confidential memorandum given me by the Foreign 
Office, containing such information as is available 
to the British Government regarding the help being 
given by the Government of Soviet Russia to China.

Respectfully yours,

8£
6l

 Ê 3

Herschel V./Johnson
Charge d’Affairas>ad interim

Enclosure :
1. Copy of memorandum.

HVJ/W
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Enclosure 1 in despatch No.’-G(d3of J^nua3?y-2^j 1938, 
from the Embassy in London. w

ft & '(
(COPY) S FEB 10 1938 J

MEMO RAND UM

A. What help is the Soviet Government giving 

to China?

(i) About August, 1937, negotiations for the 

acquisition of Russian aircraft by the Chinese Govern

ment had started. The Soviet Government were apparently 

willing to make a free gift of some 250 aircraft to 

China in returnfor certain concessions of a political 

nature. What the conditions were is not known; but 

they were evidently unacceptable to Chiang Kai-shek, 

who, however, persuaded the Russians to sell him these 

aircraft. Again, the conditions of the sale are not 

known, but are presumably fairly easy for China.

(ii) By the end of November, 1937, it is estimated 

that 100 Russian aircraft had reached China, having been 

flown by Russian pilots via Sinkiang and Kansu. Some, 

at any rate, of the Russian pilots and mechanics remained 

in China and are being employed by the Chinese Government 

at the same rate of pay as regular Chinese officers and 

airmen. They are reported to have given up their Russian 

nationality in order not to implicate their own Government.

(iii) The aircraft that have arrived are of the fol

lowing types:-

(a) T.B.3 - Heavy Bomber

(b) S.B. - Medium Bomber 

(c) 1.16 - Fighter.

(iv) It is estimated that the total number of air
craft concerned in this deal is about 250 and nothing 

is known of any further negotiations between China and 

Russia.
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Russia. It is reasonable to suppose that more than the 

100 aircraft referred to in paragraph (ii) above have 

by now reached China, but no reliable reports on this 
subject have been received.

(v) There is no definite evidence of Russian anti

aircraft guns, bombs or any other aeronautical material 

having reached China up to the present time -

B. Is it true that the Soviet Government is more 

interested in spreading its ’’cultural propaganda’’ in 

the intervening spaces of Mongolia rather than in giving 

actual help to China?

To all intents and purposes, no information is 

available regarding Soviet influence in Outer Mongolia 

beyond the statements published in the press last year 

on the subject of the defensive alliance into which the

U.S.S.R. had entered with the so-called Outer Mongolian 

Government. Similarly, no information is available 

regarding the cultural propaganda which is no doubt 

undertaken in Outer Mongolia by the Russians. A note, 

however, has been prepared on Soviet influence in Sin- 

kiang, which may be of some interest.

C. What is known about the internal position of 

the present regime in Russia?

The present ’’purge” in all branches of the Soviet 

civil administration, economic system and fighting forces 

has undoubtedly affected the industrial and military ef

ficiency of the regime (the increasing chaos in Soviet

industrial
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industrial and scientific establishments having been 
attested by several foreigners previously employed in 
the Soviet Union, but recently expelled in consequence 
of the prevailing xenophobia), and has given rise to 
considerable passive discontent which may be expected 
to increase, if anything, in the immediate future. 
The efficiency of the armed forces, moreover, has been 
impaired, at least temporarily, by the recent re- 
introduction of the system of "political Commissars" 
attached to the troops, with extensive powers to super
vise their political education. There is, however, no 
sign whatever of disaffection in the army as a whole, 
or of such discontent as exists in the country being 
sufficiently active to constitute a danger to the 
regime - effective opposition to which would, in any 
case, be very difficult to organise, owing to the 
efficient system of terrorism maintained by the 
political police; and, since the execution in June last 

of Marshal Tukhachevski and the other seven Army leaders 
accused - it is not known on what evidence - of sabotage 
and pro-German leanings, there has been no ground, on 
the information in the possession of His Majesty’s 
Government, for suspecting any individuals of designing 
a "palace revolution" in their own interest. ^*As far as 

can be seen, therefore, no change of regime is likely 

in the near future.
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

February 24, 1938.

Eu:

Inasmuch as a number of the questions 
raised in the enclosure to the attached 
letter from Senator Hayden call for atten
tion by Eu, FE is referring the letter to 
Eu with the suggestion that the questions 
which pertain to the Far East be answered 
along lines as follows:

•♦With regard to the suggestions, 
contained in numbered paragraphd'*^** -4^ and 5 of Mr. McCleneghan’s letter, 
there are enclosed copies of various 
public documents, as indicated below, 
which relate to the attitude of this 
Government and the policy which it is 
following in the conduct of its inter
national relations, with special refer
ence to the situation in the Far East. 
It is hoped that the enclosed docu
ments will prove of value to you in 
replying to the questions raised by 
Mr. McCleneghan.

"In connection with numbered para
graph 5 of Mr. McCleneghan’s letter, 
I may say that the United States has no territorial or economic "conces
sions* in China. This Government owns 
certain of its diplomatic and consular

establishments
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Department of State

Division of Far Eastern Affairs

establishments in China and you are 
of course aware that the United States, 
in common with several other PP?er®» 
possesses extraterritorial rights in 
China and has an interest in the ad
ministration of the International 
Settlement in Shanghai. As bearing 
upon this matter, there is enclosed a 
copy of the text of a letter addressed 
to Senator William H. Smathers under 
date December 18, 1937."

Enclosures:
Press releases of July 16, 

August 17, 23, 1937, 
January 10, 31, Febru
ary 4, 12, 1938.

Addresses of the Secretary 
of State, September 19, 
20, October 22, 1937.

Copy of text of letter to 
Senator Smathers under date 
December 18, 1937.
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Division of Far Eastern Affairs
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establishments in China and you are 
of course aware that the United States 
in common with several other powers, 
possesses extraterritorial rights in 
China and has an interest in the ad- 
ministration of the International 
Settlement in Shanghai. As bearing 
upon this matter, there is enclosed a 
copy of the text of a letter addressed 
to Senator William H. Smathers under 
date December 18, 1937.•

Enclosures:
Press releases of July 16, 

August 17, 23, 1937, 
January 10, 31, Febru
ary 4, 12, 1938.

Addresses of the Secretary 
of State, September 19, 
20, October 22, 1937.

Copy of text of letter to 
Senator Smathers under date 
December 18, 1937.
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CARTER GLASS, VA., CHAIRMAN 
KEMRCTH MC KELLAR, TENN. FREDERICK HALE, MAINE
ROYAL S. CORELAND. N. Y. GERALD P. NYE, N. DAK.
CARL HAYDEN, AR1Z. I
ELMER THOMAS, OKLA.
JAMES F. BYRNES, S. C. i
MILLARD E. TYDINGS, MD. 
RICHARD B. RUSSELL, JR., GA.
ALVA B. ADAMS, COLO.
PATRICK MCCARRAN, NEV.
JOHN H. OVERTON, LA.
JOHN H. BANKHEAD, ALA.
JOSEPH C. O* MAHONEY, WYO. 
WILLIAM GIBBS MCADOO,CALIF. 
HARRY S. TRUMAN, MO.

FREDERICK STEIWER, OREG. 
JOHN G. TOWNSEND, JR., DEL. 
H. STYLES BRIDGES, N. H.

dictiez Penale
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS

F. RYAN DUFFY, WIS.
EDWARD R. BURKE, NEBR.
HERBERT E. HITCHCOCK, S. DAK.
THEODORE F. GREEN, R. I.

February 19, 1938
21 9 30

KENNEDY F. REA, CLERK
JOHN W. R. SMITH, ASST. CLERK

ion o
j r. ~ £ (/.« EASIER» AHAIlfS |

The Honorable | FG/jos-t.- • ,-.-n 0 , 1noc. ■
The Secretary of* State | , . | ' !;-L< >J
Washington, D. C

My dear Sir:

I am enclosing herewith a letter I have

received from Mr. W. A. McCleneghan, Pastor of the

Methodist Church at Willcox, Arizona, protesting against 

what he considers to be the belligerent and threatening 

attitude of the Administration with reference to the 

Orient.

I shall appreciate your favoring me with

your detailed comments on the various contentions 

advanced by Reverend McCleneghan in order that I may 

make a suitable response to the accompanying letter.

795.94/I 2474

P. S. Please return enclosure

together with carbon copy 
of your reply for my files.

Yours very sincerely

0
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[COPY:Eu:RFI]
F COMPARED 1

THE METHODIST CHURCH 
Willcox, Arizona 

W. A. McCleneghan, Minister

February 14, 1938.

Honorable Carl Hayden,
Senate Chambers, 

Washington, D.C.

My dear Mr. Hayden:

I am writing you because of my growing concern, 
both as a citizen and as a Christian, for the conse
quences of the belligerent and threatening attitude of 
the Administration with reference to the Orient. I will 
not take your time by citing facts and arguments, but 
wish to renuest that you give your earnest consideration 
and supoort to the following suggestions:

1. Defeat of the naval building program.

2. Defeat of the Hill-Shepherd Bill, or any similar 
legislation.

3. Demand the definite formulation of the President's 
"Far Eastern Policy" and public discussion of the same by 
Congress.

4. Demand the withdrawal of American soldiers, marines, 
and naval forces from Chinese territorial waters.

5. Proposal for the United States to take the lead 
In securing the yielding of territorial and economic con
cessions secured from China by the United States, Great 
Britain, and France, on condition that Jaoan do likewise.

6. Convoking of an international conference for the 
purpose of making available to Jaoan, Germany, and Italy, 
such opportunity for freer trade as will make it pos
sible for them to acquire raw materials needed for their 
industries as will make military aggression unnecessary 
and unprofitable.

In my own conviction these are some of the steps 
which must be taken if we are to move in'the direction 
of peace and Justice and Christian action. Do they

not
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^?80 correspond much more closely to a 
Neighbor" policy than the things which the 
tlon Is now proposing?

"Good
Admlnlstra-

Respectfully yours,

w. A. McCLENEGHAN
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Mareh i 1938t

In reply refer to 
Eu 793.94/12474

My dear senator Hayden;

I acknowledge the receipt of your letter of Febru
ary 19, 1938, enologIng a communication which you have 
received from sa*. w. A. MoCleneghan, Factor of the 
Methodiet Church at Willcox, Arizona, in which he makee 
various suggestions with regard to the foreign and nation
al defense problem of this country. You ask for my com
ments on the questions raised by MF. McCloneghan.

Mr. MoCleneghan does not favor the Increase of our 
naval forces for national defense. As a statement of my 
point of view in this connection, I enclose a copy of my 
recent letter to the Honorable Louis Ludlow.

With regard to the Hill-Sheppard Bill, to which 
Mr. MoCleneghan refers, I suggest that comment be re

quested from the war Department.
With regard to the suggestions contained in number

ed paragraphs 3 and 5 of Mr. MoCleneghan’a letter, there 
are

The Honorable

Carl Haydon,
United States Senate.

793.94/12474
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•r® enclosed copies of various public documents, as in
dicated below, which relate to the attitude of this Gov
ernment and the policy which It la following In the con
duct at its International relations, with special refer
ence to the situation In the Par East. It Is hoped that 
the enclosed documents will prove of value to you In re
plying to the questions raised by Mr. McCleneghan.

In connection with numbered paragraph 5 of Mr. Mo- 
Cleneghan's letter, I may say that the United States has 
no territorial or economic •concessions* In China. This 
Government owns certain of Its diplomatic and consular 
establishments In China and you are, of course, aware 
that the United States, In common with several other 
powers, possesses extraterritorial rights In China and 
has an Interest in the administration of the Internation
al Settlement in Shanghai* As bearing upon this matter, 
there Is enclosed a copy of the text of a letter ad
dressed to Senator william H. Smathers under date of 
December 18, 1937.

Regarding numbered paragraph 4, In which Mr. Mo- 
Cleneghan demands the withdrawal of American armed 
forces from China, his attention might be called to the 
letter from the Secretary of state to the Vice President, 
of January 8, 1938. As bearing upon this subject, more

over,
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over, there Is enolosed a oopy of a statement given to 
the prêta on February 4, announcing the pending with
drawal from Tientsin of the Fifteenth Infantry, and a 
eopy of a statement given to the press on February 17, 
1938, announcing the departure of the Sixth Marines froa 
Shanghai.

The suggestion contained In Mr. McCleneghan*s 
numbered paragraph 6 has been duly noted.

I return herewith Mr. McCleneghan*a letter to you, 
a eopy having been retained for the files of the Depart
ment of State.

Sincerely yours,

Cçrdali Hull

Enclosures:
of the Seere- 
State atSoutins

6

1. Address 
tary of 
Toronto

1938o 2. Frees releases dated 
August 17, 23 

MAJs. i iy3»« September 15, 18, De- 
eember 20, 1937, and 
January 10, 31, Febru- 

n ary 4, 12, 1938. 
,31 From the Reverend *. A 
J McCleneghan.

Eü:rMrI 2/25
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TELEGRAM RECEIVED

JR FROl/0raTH KARINE

February 21, 1938

Rec’d 8:40 a.m.

ACTION: CINCAF FLAG & ADÎÏN

INFO: SECOND BRIGADE USMC
ANCON SHANGHAI 
COMSUBRON FIVE . 
ALUSNA SHANGHAI-’ 
COMDESRON FIVE 
COMYANGPAT 
COMSOPAT 
AMAMBASSADOR CHINA 
USS UARBLEHEAD 
ALUSNA PEIPING

8621. On Pinghan Railway Japanese within 10 miles 

Yellow River, another unit captured Poai 42 miles west 

Sinsiang. Southward drive on railway from Taiyuan 

reached Singshengchen 10 miles south Kiehsiu. Japanese 

attack from \7uan, Honan, toward Luan, Shansi, within 

15 miles of objective. Japanese renewed offensive 

southwest Tsinning. 1836.

RR :WC

m
to

8

793.94/12475
 

F/FG
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DOCUMENT FILE

NOTE

CM

see----- .39_3_«lis/17_9__ _____ _____ _____ for __ ___________
Relayed from Embassy at Tokyo 
as its 113, 7 pm*

FROM —Shanghai........... .... ......... (.....Qau?ws............ ) DATED _„r_®^rua_ry__17_,..1938*
TO NAME ï-1127 «*•

•94 /12476

REGARDING: Protection of foreign lives and property in China* Japanese Foreign 
Office states that it has been ascertained that there are numerous 
oases of the Chinese armies deliberately stationing trains and set
ting up objects of a military nature near churches and factories 
of nationals of third countries. Adds that Imperial government 
cannot assume responsibility for incidental damage suffered by reason 
of proximity to the Chinese.
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HM TELEGRAM REggJVED

1—1386
Peiping via N.R.

j COPIES SEiN'l TU 1
! PJ’s.L MJJJl i
1 XEd

Secretary of State,

From p^ted

Rec’d

Washington «

124, February 21, 7 p*m.
/ 23 7%?.7>Z//2. ^4 2.

EmbassY’s February 19, 4 p.m

February 21, 1938

Arrivals of fresh Japanese troops at Tientsin for 

the week ending February 15 are estimated, by an official 

observer to total 10,000, Intelligence officers’ ■ 

estimate of Japanese strength in North China on that

date are as follows, in thousands : Americans 210, French 250

Italian 300,

According to that observer, double tracking of the 

railway between Tientsin and Tangku is scheduled to be 

completed in I.ay, and seven additional sidings are being 

constructed between Tientsin and Shanhaikwan to speed 

up traffic. Couplings on one half the Peining Railway 

rolling stock have been changed to permit connecting 

with South Manchurian rolling stock. (This has especial 

significance in the light of current reports of the impie- 
rn mentation shortly of a through freight agreement between 3 

, to Wi
Manchuria and North China), gê

The recent official Japanese announcement that 

troop

793.94/12477
 

F/FQ

*** ’jW*‘ * -
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troop "replacements" would be sent to China is believed 

by observers to presage an increase of troop strength 

sufficient to enable the Japanese operations in North 

China (including the Lunghai sector) to be intensified. 

The two Japanese columns driving southward on the Taiyuan 

plain are now pressing on the Lingshih Pass; one column 

is advancing southward in East Shansi from Liaohsien, 

headed toward a junction with the column which drove 

into the province from Honan on the east and which now 

has reached Luan in Southeast Shansi; and, one report 

is to the effect that the column driving westward in 

Shansi has already captured Lishih, commanding one of 

the chief routes from the western part of the province 
across the Yellow ^iver into Shensi. The spokesman at 

the Japanese Embassy is quoted as stating that the 

Japanese propose to destroy the bases of the Chinese 

troops in Shansi, as being the best means for dealing 

with guerrilla attacks against the Japanese lines of 

communication on the North China plain. The Japanese 

claim to have successfully repulsed Chinese attacks on 

their positions at Tsining (Shansi) and Tingyuan (Anhwei) 

on the northern and .southern Tsin-P’u Railway fronts. 

Repeated to the Ambassador. By mail to Tokyo.

LOCKHART

CSB
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THE FOREIGN SERVICE 
OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

1538 FEB 21 PM 2 00

IWCA’P’-P'S
Al-.l) RECORDS

AMERICAN EMBASSY

Tokyo, February .j , 19
ho. <,757

Tie honorable

The secretary of State,

Washington.
■ir:

•<ith reference to my despatch io. 270 of January 
1 3

:1, 1958, „ have the honor to enclose outlines prepared 
* ■*->

y a memoer of ray staff on the following subjects: --

I. xvecomraendations made and steps taken 
by the .American Embassy in Tokyo with 
respect to the ~>ino-Japanese conflict ■<
from January 19 to February 1, 1938, 
inclusive.
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Steps taken by the British Embassy in 
_okyo i.’ith respect to the lino--

x?u T'011 ^uary 19 to February i1938, inclusive. ~ ~

^f?3 t?4C,en ky the French Enibassy in$ rss"eot to the tino-tleSes: 
ln=2°?vea™ary 19 to 1

710 
GDji

-^h/losures 
»/2/3 .xs
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Enclosure lo. 1 to despatch.
no. 2757 of February 5,1938 from 
the Embassy at Tokyo.

xXilVl'LY 0OinLDlikTI.-L

32'hïCN I - . 11m.i/.-JilOorj llhjh .^1 .jTELB T.JŒM
BY Ï..JJ ,^.I0;dï Hlà^LJY II TOKYO KITH 

10 Till oILC-JAFAHECE CCw'UOT 
I'm 19 TO I’m.U/K.Y I, 1938,
iiamiYE.

On January 19 Mr. Looman, the counselor of the 
Embassy, called on Mr. Leijiro Yoshizawa, chief of the 
American Affairs sureau of the Foreign Office, read to 
him a. telegram from the Embassy at hanking dated January 
18 concerning the illegal entry by Japanese soldiers into 
-merican property at ranking, and reenforced in the 
strongest possible terms the statements which the 
-imbassador had made to the Minister for foreign affairs 
on January 17. Mr. Yoshizawa said that the Minister 
for Foreign Affairs had on Januai*y 18 laid before the 
Cabinet the American note of protest dated January 17 
and that a drastic measure to assure compliance by 

Japanese military forces with instructions from Tokyo 
was being considered. (Department’s telegram ho. 16, 
January 15, Embassy’s telegrams Ko. 34, January 17 and 
ho. 40, January 19, ano. telegram from the Embassy at 
ïfanking Ao. 27, January 18).

The Embassy was informed by the Foreign Office on 
January 26, that, as one of the measures to be taken to 
prevent injury to rights and property of foreign nationals 
in China, Major General Momma and Lieutenant-Colonel 
hii-ota were being sent to hanking .Subsequently, the 
Embassy’s Military Attache was informed by the car Office 
that General Momma had proceeded to China as a direct

representative
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3?6_-'l*6S611‘t&1j 1V6 01 XiIlpSX'lS.-L ;.6Q.dC Ucij?'tCl?S Slid xlcid CSIPPj 6'd 
instructions from Imperial Headquarters to General 

Latsui regarding the prevention of acts violative of 
foreign rights and interest^ and that Lieutenant Dolonel 
Hirota was to proceed to Nanking where lie would be 

stationed under the oi'ders of General Matsui. (Embassy’s 
telegrams ho. 4o, January 20, No. 55, January 26, and 
l.o. 60, January 01, 1958).

During the course of an investigation on January 
27 into the illegal entry by Japanese soldiers on 
«January 24 into -American property and the forcible 

removal of a Chinese woman refugee therefrom, l.lr. 
ellison, ïhird Secretary of the Embassy in Nanking, 
and Nr. Charles xiggs, an .mierican citizen, were 
slapped in the face by a Japanese soldier. full report 
of this incident was made by hr. Allison to Nr. Nukui, 
acting Japanese Consul General in Nanking. Nr. Fukui’s 
attitude was that Er. Allison and Nr. Diggs should not 
have been in the soldiers compound where the incident 
took place and that the soldier had told them to leave 
and was therefore seemingly within his rights in slapping 
them. Mr. Allison<told Nr. Nukui taat there could be no 
excuse for the slapping and that he would expect a call 
from the Japanese military to explain the matter. On 
the morning of January 28, Major Longo came to the 
Embassy in Nanking and on behalf of the commander of the 
Japanese forces expressed regrets for ‘the incident, 

offered apologies, and stated that a strict investigation
was
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\'ias being made of the unit responsible for the affair, 
'ïi*. .Allison told. Kajor ..ongo that he appreciated his 
call and. that while he personally accented his apology 
he could not say what view of the matter would be taken 
by the American Government, which might demand some 
further settlement. (Telegram from the Consulate General 
at Shanghai, January 28, 5 a.m. quoting telegram from 
the Embassy at l.’ankin,, January 27, 2 p.■•>.).

In compliance with the department's instructions, 
the ambassador called on the Vice-Eihister for Foreign 
.J'f'eirs on the evening of January 29 and orally informed 
him of the substance of two telegrams from Er. Allison, 
Third secretary of the American Embassy at hanking, 
concerning the incident involving hr. Allison, ::r. Figgs,' 
and a Japanese soldier. In addition, Lh. Grew emphasized, 
as under instructions from his Government, that in 
weighing the gravity of the affair the American Government 
took into account the fact t.is.t the whole incident, 
including; the slapping by a Japanese soldier of a 
diplomatic representative of the United States Government, 
was not an isolated case but represented one of many and 
could not be dissociated from a series of cases of 
irregular entry of American property and disregard of 
.imerican rights by Japanese soldiers. Ihe Ambassador 
emphasized also that in the light of all these continuing 
incidents and of the statement made by hr. Fukui of the 
Japanese Embassjr at banking that Ur. Allison was placing

too
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too much confidence in the reports of .American missionaries, 
it was importent that the American Government’s representa

tive at hanking ascertain the truth in regard to reports 
of the continued invasions of American property. The 

Ambassador then pointed out that hr. Allison was investigat

ing an unauthorized ana unwarranted entry of American 

property; that in company with a Japanese consular police
man and Japanese gendarmes hr. Allison proceeded to the 
American property in question; that the investigation led 

from the American property to property which was a former 
residence of Catholic priests cut now occupied by Japanese 

soldiers; that the purpose in going to the last mentioned 

property was to identify if possible the persons who had 
without warrant entered the American property in question; 

that hr. Allison and hr. Riggs without encountering any 
sentry or guard followed the Japanese gendarme inside the 

open gate of the compound occupied by the Japanese soldiers; 

that as soon as a Japanese soldier indicated that they should 
withdraw, they began doing so; and that the soldier slapped 

hr. Allison before hr. Allison had time to get out of the 
gate and while he was in process of backing out of the 

compound, hr. Grew informed hr. L'orinouchi that the American 
Government expected to receive a suitable expression of 

regret and an assurance that the Japanese Government would 

take adequate measures to punish the offenders.

'./hen hr. korinouchi indicated that there were certain 

discrepancies between hr. Allison’s version of the incident 
and that of the Japanese military in hanking, the Ambassador

emphatically
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emphatically pointed out that the seriousness of the 

assault on an American diplomatic officer could not be 
mitigated by any quibbling over details and that the 

effect on ^jrerican public opinion of complete Japanese 
redress was bound to be impaired by delay in making such 

redress, furthermore, hr. Grew pointed out that these 

repeated incidents were naturally creating a most unfortunate 
effect on the .mierican people, who were ’wondering whether 

any reliance could be placed on the trustworthiness of the 
assurances given by the Japanese Government as a result of 

the pJL.nY disaster. (department’s telegram ...o, GO, January 

28, and Embassy’s telegrams Ho. 06, January 29, and Ho. 57, 
January 50).

On the evening of January 50 the Vice minister for 

foreign Affairs expressed to the Ambassador in the name of 

the Japanese Government profound regret at the assault on 
Hr. nllison and gave assurances that after strict investigation 

the Japanese Government would taire suitable and adequate 

measures to punish those concerned in the affair. The complete 
reply of the Japanese Government follows:

”1. whatever the antecedent circumstances might have 
been, the striking by a Japanese soldier of an American 
consular officer is a most regrettable occurrence. 
Japanese staff officer has already expressed, in the 
name of the commanding officer, regrets and apologies over 
the incident, and although Hr. x.xlison has apparently 
accepted such regrets and apologies, the Imperial Govern
ment for its part hereby expresses its profound regrets 
over the occurrence of this unfortunate incident.

2. In view of the serious character of this incident, 
the Imperial Government gives assurance that, after 
strict investigation, it will take suitable and adequate 
measures to punish those concerned in this affair.

5. Whenever incidents of this character take place, 
discrepancies are likely to occur between the respective 

contentions
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contentions of the persons involved; and in this 
instance there are substantial differences between 
Consul Allison’s report as described in the 
complaint of the American Government, and in the 
report received by the Japanese Government, in 
resject of the circumstances leading up to the 
slapping of the American Consul by the Japanese 
soldier. The determination of the actual facts must 
await a careful investigation which is now to be 
undertaken, and it is desired accordingly to reserve 
the carrying out of such investigations.”

The ambassador expressed to the Vice Minister for

Foreign affairs his personal appreciation of the prompt 

steps taken to meet the American Government’s expectations 

but stated that he must communicate with the Department 

of Jtate before informin him that the American Government 

officially accepted the' Japanese reply.(Embassy's telegram 

ho. 55, January 30).

i'r. ellison reported on January 30 that he had on 

that day been informed by Major nongo that after a 

preliminary investigation the commanding officer and twenty 

men of the unit concerned in the incident were being 

court-martialed. (Telegram from the Embassy at hanking 

ho. 44, January 30).

pursuant to the Department’s instructions, on February 

1 the ambassador informed the Vice Minister for Foreign

■iufairs that the American Government "accepts the Japanese 

reply”. On behalf of the Minister for Foreign jiff airs the 

Vice Minister expressed "gratitude" to the .ambassador at 

the action of the American Government in accepting the 

Javanese reply. (Department's telegram Ho. 32, January 31 

and Embassy’s telegram l':o. 64, February 1).

On January 25 the Embassy informed the Foreign Office 

that, according to a telegram received from the Embassy
at
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at ..ankow, three enlisted men of the angtze Patrol were 

leaving h'ankow for Canton on the momin^ of January 26 
in a railway carriage to be marked on top with a large 

American flag. (Ofelegram from the Embassy at Hankow To. 51, 

January 24, and Embassy’s telegram to the Consulate General 
at Shanghai January 25, 11 a.m.).

On the basis of a telegram from the Embassy at Hankow 

received through the Consulate General at ahc-.n-hri, the 

embassy addressed to the forci; n Office a memorandum dated 

January 28 requesting that the appropriate Japanese authoriti 

take the necessary steps to safeguard .haerican property 

at Tenghsien, Jhantung Province, marked with white flags 

with blue cross in the center. The Embassy's memorandum 

pointed out that the only American property at Tenghsien 

of which the Embassy had kno./ledge was that of the Jouthe’-n 

Eresbyterian kission, north of the city and east of the 
railroad. (Telegram from the Consulate General at .-uianghai 

January 24, 11 p.r. repeating telegram from, the Embassy 

at Hankow January To, 6 p.m., and the Embassy’s telegram 
to the Consulate General at .Shanghai January 26, 7 p.ro., 

repeated to the Department).

In accordance with thé department’s instructions 

and after consultation with the British ,-mbassador, on 

January 21 the -ambassador addressed to the minister for 
?orei-n Affairs a note reiterating the American Government's 
interest in the preservation of the integrity of the 

Chinese customs and in the safeguarding of the customs 
revenues, and protesting against the arbitrary and illegal

action
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action of the provisional régime in leiping in causing 

a revaluation to be made of Chinese eustens rates on 

certain articles entérina into the foreign export and 

import trade of forth China, lhe Ambassador's note 

pointed out tnu.t in the opinion of the Jmierican Government 

the Government of China was tne only authority which 

could legally cause a revision to be made in the Chinese 

customs tariff and that thé present representations were 

being addressed to the Japanese "government because of 

its "inescapable” responsibility for the creation and the 

acts of the provisional regime in helping. (department's 

tele-pram ho. 11, January 50, Embassy's telepram ho. 59, 

January 51) .
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Enclosure ko. g to despatch 
ho. 2757 of Eebruury 5, 1938 
from the Embassy st Tokyo.

.1'/HOTLY

•jECTxCh II - REHffiSENTATIONS HIDE BY THE BRITISH EMBASSY, 
TOKYO, YITE PC T.H BI1H-JH-LYSE
CC.YLICT, JAHUAEY 20 TO TEBRUhY 1,' 1938, 
IiALU^IYC.

In a memorandum to the 1'oreign Office dated January 

<^0 cue nxitish ~»mbc.ssj recalled that on December 27 ._>ii* 

-obert Graigie had been informed by Yr. .'.orinouchi that 

tne northern areas of the International Settlement at 

'Shanghai and their extensions were being opened free of 

restriction to all foreigners on December 27 and that 

Cninese would be admitted, subject to permit, on January 

5. The British Embassy's memorandum stated that according 

to reports recently received, although the restrictions 

had undergone some relaxation, the removal of British 

property from Chinese wharves and godowns was still not 

permitted by the Japanese naval ^anding Party and that the 

complete re-opening of the areas to Chinese had still not 

been effected.

Apropos of the possible bombardment by the Japanese of 

the Chinese lines of communication in the neighborhood of 

Tungkuan, the British Ambassador addressed to the Tice minister 

for Eoreign Affairs a letter dated January 20 stating that 
steps had been taken by the British Chargé d’Affaires in 

China to notify British subjects of the proposed action 

by the Japanese forces but that the action of the Charge 

d'affaires did not in any way diminish the general responsi

bility of the Japanese Government for ensuring that no • :

attacks should be made on British subjects proceeding upon Î
i 

their oecceful avocations. ’
?■ ■

On January 22 Dir Robert Craigie addressed to Yr. *
• •Yorinouchi a communication to the effect that tne British £

Government
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Government was grateful for the assurance riven by hr. 

hirota on uanuary 6 that in -areas where there are 

vessels of third lowers the greatest caution would be 

exerciseci by the ve.ganese iorces, "even in circumstances 

where such caution involves the loss of 8,n opportunity 

of attacking the Chinese forces". _'hs British Ambnsssdor 

expressed the. hope that 12r. Hirota »s assurance would 

remove the possibility of any future attack such as that 

made in ..o vernier 1917 on two barges belonging to the 

Asiatic Petroleum Company, and added that the British 

■.government reserved the right to present a claim in 
resnect of this attack.

In a letter to the ■.■’ice l.inistei' for 1'oreign affairs 

dated January 24 the _■!'rtioh, ..-mibassador enclosed copies of 

reports from .Shanghai and protested against assaults 

by members of the Japanese armed forces on British members 

of the Shanghai Municipal folice. On February 1 uir 

Jo’oert Craigie again protested in writing to hr. horinouchi 

against these incidents and expressed the hope that the 

Japanese Government was prepared to give the British 

Government full satisfaction in these cases. The British 

.Ambassador’s communication ended with the statement that 

these incidents only went to confirm the impression that 

the Japanese naval and military authorities in.Shanghai 

were determined to act toward nationals of third lowers 

in an arbitrary and high-handed manner.

On January 26 the British .Ambassador addressed a letter 

to the Vice minister for foreign ..ffairs expressing the 
hope that in the event of a Japanese attack on ..’ei-hai-wei 

British property in the city would be duly respected and that 
i 

! the
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the concentration centers for foreigners st Ring's 

~oùel ciiiü. the —ii^xxcan .âssion in ./ei-hai-'./ei would 

oe treated by the Japanese forces as safety zones.

a; xeorusTy 1 the British -ambassador made written 
reresencations to the i.-inistei- for Foreirn .Affairs 

protesting agarnst the announcement of the provisional 

regime in xeiping to the effect that a revised customs 

tariff would be put into effect in forth Chine. ..he 

British —mcassador’~ -représentations stated taut his 

Government confidently expected that the Japanese 

government would use "its undoubted authority" to 
secure the immediate witudrawal of the revised customs 

tariff and that tue British Government would hold the 

Japanese -Jovernment responsible for any losses sustained 

by British interests as a result of the imposition of the 
revised tariff.

The British Embassy left with the foreign Office an 

aide mémoire dated February 1 reiterating the grave concern 

of the British Government over the discrimination against 

British and other foreign interests at Shanghai arising 

from the fact that Japanese vessels were paying no tonnage 

dues and the passengers, and goods carried by them were not 

subject to customs procedure.

Jir Robert Craigie presented a memorandum to hr. 

horinouchi on February 1 stating that a Chinese organization, 

acting undei’ the orders of the Japanese military authorities 

at Shanghai, had taken over the Chinese Government Internal 

Revenue Administration in the international Settlement. The 
British .ambassador pointed out in his memorandum that payment 

of the consolidated tax by British factories was the result 
of
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oi v..ii-ioub Voluntary agreements entered, iirco by the films 

concerned witn the Chinese ''-overnaient without any admission 
or liability for such payment and that one of the terms of 

such voluntary agreements was that goods which had paid the 

consolidated tax should be exempt from any further internal 

taxation in any part of China. The memorandum requested that 
the Japanese authorities would taxe no action and would 
countenance no action by any provisional régime in the areas 

from which the legitimate Chinese authority h^u withdrtn.n 
which would fail adequately to take into account the obligation 
of the Chinese Government under the aforementioned agreements. 
(Embassy’s telegram k'c. 69, February Iwo).
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I'.o. 2757 dated Tebruary o, 1958, 
from trie Embassy at Tokyo.

3 amIG TLY 8 CmIDE. TL1

JkCTiva Illa - b^ jv bet^ey
a.. ~CE.b ..ITT Es^xhCT TC TEE ja.i- 
JT!r..8EE 8GT.ÜETT TECld JTdTLEiY 19 
TO JE1EEÏ 1, 1958, IJELUTIYT (30 
1-.. „.E ,1'OEJ TO TJE .u.EEIO^.' ElEESuY) -

acting under ais Government’s instructions, the 
xrencn ..u.ibassaaor addressed a note to the minister fox* 
foreign affairs on Tebruary 1 protesting against the 
arbitrary ano illegal action of tn;, provision'.! regime 
at reipin in putting into effect a new customs tariff 
for ..forth Jhino . Ths note stated that such representations 
were being made to the J’apanese government because ox" its 
authority over the helping regime, empresseu the hope 
that the Japanese Government would invite the attention 
of1 the provisional regime to the illegality of its notion, 
and asserted that the Trench Government would be obliged 
to hold the Javanese Government responsible fox’ damages 
to Trench rights and interests which might result from an 
arbitrarjr revision of the customs tariff in China, 
telegram .To. 7C, February 2) •
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0021 Air raids railroads and north and east environs

south China ports quiet 2000
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INFO :

Canton sixteen BLP sighted, exc?iange of gunfire destroyers

and Bocca Tigris forts on twenty and twenty first, other
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DECLASSIFIED: E.O. 11652, Sec. 3(E) and 5(D) or (E)
Department of State letter, August 10, 1972
By MLtUz- MRS. Date 11-18*15 ...

TELEGRAM RECEIVED

S^crEtary of Stat 

Washington.

From GRAY

Chefoo via N.R.

Dated February 21, 1938

Rec'd 1:30 p.m.
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AMEMBASSY PEIPING 
AMEMBASSY HANKŒ7 
AMCONSUL SHANGHAI- •

E,

My February 21, 

Order has been

but new disorders have occurred west of Chefoo. Chinese 

"mobile units" are active in victory of Tengchow (Peng- 

lai) and along motor road west to Lungkow, Accurate 

reports are not yet available but rumors indicate or

ganized armed resistance to authority of new regime.
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